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Wherever and Whenever

with a Victor Animatophone
The room is darkened ... a flick of a switch and your living

room becomes the nave of a church . . . the auditorium of the

Metropolitan Opera . . . the deck of a great ocean liner . . . the

gallery of a scientific laboratory . . . with you and your family

at the best vantage point to see and hear everything— free to

select the entertainment you desire, sound films from a vast

library or your own 16mm silent movies, brought to you by

Victor's 16mm Magic.

This is but a glimpse of the new world within reach of

Victor 16mm Sound Motion Picture Equipment. Clarity of

sound, sharpness of image, simplicity in operation and
quality of materials and construction make Victor the ideal

sound projector for your home. Victor, the first 16mm equip-

ment, is the foremost today . . . and the leader tomorrow.

4% 1MM

FOR VICTORY IN 1945—
BUY WAR BONDS
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8mm. and 16mm.

ANIMATED
CARTOONS

featuring

Donald Duck

Mickey Mouse
Minnie Mouse
Oswald Rabbit

Meany, Miny & Moe

. . . and others!

BOLLYWOOD Home Movies bring you the cream of professional

animated cartoons for screening with your home projector. Over
vo hundred cartoons are now available in both 8mm. and 16mm. width,

anging in price from $1.25 to $6.00 per reel. Ask your dealer to screen

lese cartoon films for you:

DONALD DUCK
Do.aid in The Rescue 1556-A
Donald's Trained Seals 1 557-A
Donald in Off Balance 1558-A
Donald's Ice Capers 1559-A

MICKEY MOUSE
Running Wild 1519-A
Wild West Mickey 1 522-

A

Ailkali Ike Mickey 1523-A
Ice Cold Mickey 1 524-

A

PRICES 100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

ON ABOVE 50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

OSWALD RABBIT
The Radio Bug 18-

A

Oswald the Bug Charmer 19-

A

The Magic Wand 21 -A
Remote Control 23 -A

MEANY, MINY & MOE
Red Hot Tires 121 2-

A

The Auto Race 1213-A
Midnight Spooks 1214-A
House of Tricks 121 5-

A

PRICES 100 Ft. 16mm $2.50

ON ABOVE 50 Ft. 8mm. 1.25

ABOVE are popular releases in each series

comprising scores of subjects. Also avail-

able for outright sale at low cost are

Charlie Chaplin Comedies, Christie Com-
edies, Westerns, Travels, Educational

subjects and films on Aviation and Nat-
ural History. Latest catalog lists all films

now available for home projectors. Write
for your copy today!

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES

INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
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WW/OMCASTLE FILMS

NEWS PARADE theYEAR

!

II ir

Greatest Events of an Entire Year

in ONE Terrific Movie!

Allies Liberate France! Yanks Crash Siegfried Line! Eisenhower in Paris!

m
Yanks Fight on German Soil!

Brussels Liberated! Canadians-British in Holland! Pope Blesses Allied Soldiers! Reds Blast Way To Germany!

Japs Crushed in Marianas! MacArthur Back in Philippines! Britain Fights Robot Bombs!

A Complete priceless movie record

of the epic events of an entire history-making year

OWN IT NOW!

F.O.R. Wins 4th Term I

8 mm.
50 ft. . . . $1.75

180 ft. . 5.50

16 mm.
100 ft. . . . 2.75

—ORDER FORM
|

Send Castle Films 'News Parade of a

the Year (1944) in (he size and I

length indicated HM-I

Name
|
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ANASTIGMAT

PHOTO-LENSES

*

*
4-

IN THE FRONTLINE—
|

IN WAR AS IN PEACE

AN

AMERICAN
PRODUCT |

SINCE

1899

When the guns in this war are

silenced we shall be ready to con-

tinue production of

PRECISION PHOTO-LENSES
for civilian use

—

SAVE
for that new lens and—at the same
time

—

HELP YOUR COUNTRY
by investing in

WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL CO.

Office and Factory

3 1 7 East 34th Street New York 1 6, N. Y.

PRECISION OPTICS

| U*ce 1899 \

REVIEWS...

of cAmateur film*
y S C H 0 E N

Spring, ioo feet i6mm. Koda-
chrame, was filmed by H. Oesterle of

New York City. The excellent opening

titles however are not supported by the

quality of picture they justify, the sub-

ject matter being mostly static scenes of

shrubs and trees in spring bloom, shots

of birds and animals, and a miscellaney

of park scenes which include shots of a

sailor and his sweetheart making love on

a park bench.

While the photography of this picture

is generally good in exposure, focus and

camera angles, it lacks animation. The
subjects pictured are better suited to

still photography. Yet this filmer had

the means to inject life and continuity

into this short subject. Had he begun his

picture with the scene of the sailor and

his girl, a shot which in itself imme-
diately suggests the spring " in which a

young man's fancy lightly turns to

love," he could have established this as

a premise for his picture. Then by using

the sailor and the girl as the subjects,

he could have pictured them roaming

about the park, admiring the flowers,

etc., thus justifying such scenes by film-

ing them with interesting live action.

Best feature of this picture is the

titling, excellently composed, lettered

and photographed which weighed heav-

ily in the awarding to this picture a

Home Movies' 2-Star Merit Leader.

Reel beauties, 2 so feet i6mm.
Kodachrome, was produced by Pvt. Eu-

gene Fernette, U.S.A., stationed in Flor-

ida. It is the third effort this filmer

has submitted to the editors for review

and shows definite improvement in all

departments of picture making.

This war-time continuity pictures a

soldier loafing on the job, reading a

copy of Esquire. The commanding offi-

cer chances by, catches the boy loafing,

and threatens to deny him a pass for

that evening. Somewhat dejected, the

soldier returns to his chores, but when
the CO. is out of sight he throws down
his broom and takes up reading Esquire

again. Presently he falls asleep and

dreams about the beautiful girls he has

seen pictured in the magazine.

Here skillful double and triple expo-

sure photography enhances these se-

quences. The transition from reality to

dream is indicated by a slow moving
mist which envelopes the opening scene,

a trick accomplished, according to the

filmer, by using a chunk of dry ice in

a pail of water before the camera lens.

The soldier later awakens from his

dream, reflects a moment upon the

pleasant experiences he had with beau-

tiful girls in his dream, then returns to

his sweeping, and just in time, too. For

the CO. arrives on the scene a moment
later to find him sweeping briskly.

This scene touches the C.O.'s heart and

he withdraws his denial of a pass, prom-

ises to give the boy one later in the day.

The boy smiles and replies: "No,

thanks, I've just seen my dream girls!"

The C. O. shakes his head wonder-

ingly and walks away.

Much credit is due the filmer's efforts

in trick photography, the success of

which offsets his errors in exposure in

other sequences. Editing is good and the

titles, while excellently composed and

displaying fine art work, were photo-

graphed not up close to fill the screen,

but reposing on a bush or against a tree!

As a wartime film displaying the

efforts of a G.I. to keep up with his

hobby, "Reel Beauties" easily rates the

3 -Star Merit Leader awarded it by the

editors.

Never a dull moment, 350 feet

8mm. black and white, was filmed by

H. Sodergren, of Los Angeles. It is a

photoplay concerning a man seeking rest

in his own home only to be disturbed by

countless interruptions.

• Continued on Ptge )}
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THE

his is the first and only projector of

its kind ... an 8 mm projector that can

use a 750-watt lamp ... a projector that

shows large brilliant movies and real

bright stills without danger of burning

the film.

When first introduced before the war,

the Keystone Model A-8 was a milestone

in the development of home movie

equipment ... a precision machine that

FOR YOUR

FAVORITE FILMS

offered even greater values ... a pro-

jector that was far ahead of its time.

The Keystone Model A-8 is not avail-

able today. But soon, just as soon as

our war work is completed, it will be

available again, along with all the other

Keystone precision projectors and

cameras . . . both 8 and 16 mm. Wait

and watch for them.

KEYSTONE MFG. COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS., U.S.A.
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COMMONWEALTH
takes pride in offering these outstanding

MAJOR COMPANY
^ PRODUCTIONS ^

AS You
LIKE IT" POINT"

Laurence Olivier, Elisabeth
Bergner, Sophie Stewart and Henry
Ainley. This delightful comedy lives

again in an elaborate setting of unusual
realism. A superb screen production
seldom, if ever, equaled in Shake-
spearean art.

INTERNATIONAL LADY'

George Brent, Ilona Mas-

sey, Basil Rathbone. Thrill-

packed drama of exciting in-

trigue, daring adventure, and
scintillating romance.

SOUTH
OF

PAGO
PAGO'

'KINO OF THE TURF

Adoiphe IMenjou, Waller

Abel, Alan Dinehart, Roger
Daniel, Dolores Costello. A
thrilling, touching story that tells

the finest thing a lather ever did

for his son

Victor McLaglen, Jon
Hall, and Gene Lockhart. A
Mitring romance, laid in the

South Sea Isles, packed with

breath-taking adventures and
reckless bravery.

Western andJ
Adventure

)
f pictures packed ""'

f ^ Brtinn all n*»w 1

Titles sent on request.

• Order this series today
from your Film Library

or write direct to us.

• Send for latest

Commonwealth catalog

EXCLUSIVE WORLD-WIDE DISTRIBUTORS

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
729 Seventh Avenue ..... New York 19, N. Y.
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A new principle in optics.,.born of Universale war work in

precision optical instruments— will make possible greater light-intensity than

ever before achieved in a 500-watt home movie projector. Typical of the im-

portant developments you'll find throughout Universal's complete CINEMASTER

line of home movie needs, as soon as postwar retooling permits. Meanwhile,

the P-500 8 mm. projector, now delighting so many owners, is already tooled-

all set for production with many improvements, the instant our war work ends.

1/niversal Camera [drp.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

Manufacturers of Mercury, Cinemaster, Corsair Cameras and Photographic Equipment
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• Kiddies' birthday movies become ageless when a story idea is interwoven to give interesting continuity to the scenes.

Filming The Family Movie Stars
By CURTIS RANDALL

TIRED of the absence of continuity

and story interest in the casual

filming of the children? Why not

get the kiddies together next Sunday
for a photoplaylet with a plot—a pic-

ture you can screen again and again

with pride and pleasure? If it's a story

you lack, perhaps you can gain an idea

or adopt the whole story of one or more
of the continuities that follow.

They're relatively simple and easy to

shoot, call for little acting ability on
part of the players. It's your skill with

the camera and the editing treatment

given the shots later that will contribute

most to the picture's success.

The idea, of course, is to picture the

youngsters in purposeful action, at play,

or enacting the role of some famous

character, etc. Boys like to play at

cowboys and Indians and here's a con-

tinuity outline for a picture on this

subject:

Cowboy and the Indian

Scene i: Group of children on way
home from school, swinging books, etc.

Camera on sidewalk; children walking

towards camera.

Scene i: Move in for a medium shot

to pick up the two boys who are to play

the Indian and the cowboy.

Scene 3 : Boys come through garden

gate, approach camera ; start to talk.

Scene 4: Closeup of one boy speaking:

Title: "Let's play Indian and cow-

boy."

Scene 5 : Closeup of other lad, he nods

approval.

Scene 6: Medium shot. Boys toss

books, coats or sweaters, etc., on back

steps of house, skip toward garage (or

barn). Fadeout.

Scene 7: Medium shot. Fadein on boy

laying face down on lawn. There's an

orrow ostensibly sticking out of his

back. (This can be faked by sticking

• Continued on Page 28

1 I
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GLIM GROSSMAN
Visualized Bach's
Tocatta and Fugue

EVER since the dawn of movies, people have been recording their

impressions of human action and emotions on film. More recently,

the impressions of dreams have been translated in visual terms by means

of the camera lens. But it remtained for Walt Disney to interpret by

the combined means of sound and animation, an equal impression of

a musical score. Now, an amateur, with the simplest of equipment

and a rudimentary knowledge of motion picture animation, has produced

a noteworthy 16mm. sound film in which his impressions of a musical

composition are delineated in abstract designs skilfully animated to

emphasize each crescendo and diminuendo, every andante and allegro.

"Toccata and Fugue" is the title of the 200-foot 16mm. black and

white sound film produced by Glenn Grossman, of St. Louis, Missouri,

now a corporal in the army. Actually, only the Tocatta of Bach's

famed composition has been recorded and filmed by Grossman, the Fugue

sequence having to wait until the war's end for completion.

The picture is introduced on the screen with the main title in anima-

tion—the letters appearing one by one to form the words. The musical

score begins and abstract figures appear to interpret each movement.

A heavy bass crescendo, for example, is symbolized by the rise of a

majestic cliff in midst of a landscape. As the music swells, the rock

is rent asunder and falls to earth in fragments as the music diminishes

preparatory to entering a new phase, which in turn is similarly inter-

preted on the screen.

Such visual patterns animated in tempo with the music are a delight

to the eye and give surprising emphasis to each movement of the score.

The very novelty of it may at first obscure the artistry with which this

unusual amateur motion picture was produced. But to those who

understand the ramifications of animating motion pictures, "Tocatta and

Fugue" is an outstanding cinematic accomplishment. On this same

page begins Glenn Grossman's own story of how he made "Tocatta and

Fugue" which Home Movies has honored as the Movie of the Month.

—EDITOR

• At right are frame en-
largements illustrating two
animated sequences of ab-
stract pictures with which
Glenn Grossman in-
terpreted certain move-
ments in Bach's famed mu-
sical composition, "To-
catta and Fugue."

• As the bass notes rise in volume, the cliff emerge:

—

• In another movement, the stacatto notes are in-

terpreted by the tempo of animation in this abstract
pattern;

—

M ADVENTURE IN

How A Musical Composition
Was Interpreted On The Screen
With Animation And Sound...

jOCCATA AND FUGUE" was made at the University

of Southern California in 1941 in the Cinematography

Department. Through the cooperation of that department

and the use of its equipment, this undertaking was made possible.

But to start out with, I feel I must explain why the picture was

made and for what purpose. It was mainly an experiment in

the various techniques needed and applied to make an animated

picture with sound. As to photography, I had done enough to

make that one of my lesser worries, but as to the sound recording

and animation, therein lay the challenge to my limited resources.

In making a picture of this type I had chosen to record the

sound first and then synchronize the drawings with the sound

track. First of all the selection of the music to be recorded was

simple enough. I chose Bach's "Toccata and Fugue" because

we had that record already in the library. As it happened in

the end, I only had a chance to finish on the film the "Toccata"

entirely, although I had recorded the entire Bach work.

The recording was made in the University's studio on a Berndt-

Maurer variable-area film recorder. The record was placed on a

recording turntable. The crystal type pick up was fed into a sep-

arate amplifying channel and through a noise reduction circuit

in the mixer panel. From this panel it fed into the main amplifier,

then directly into the light valve of the recorder. The recording

negative was 16mm. DuPont Sound Recording film, which was
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—the dots and dashes and the narrow lines move —as though in eruption from volcano cones— —and thus continue until mood of the Tocatta
upward— changes.

with which the sound track can be run at any rate of speed and

marked at any point with a grease pencil. Going frame by frame

and marking an appropriate chart, I finished marking the film itself

and then checked back and found on exactly which frame the

component parts of the music came. After numerous rechecks I

I made up final animation sheets showing exactly on what frames

the light or heavy chords, accents and beats, crescendos and trills,

came.

I am no artist. I can trace a drawing, color a picture, ink a

straight line, but I am no artist. From that definite conclusion, I

planned the animation to be strictly a thing of the abstract. De-

signs moving, shapes changing, shadows deepening—this was the

type of art work I had laid out for myself. The technique consisted

of making the actual animation drawings on paper, using celluloids

for foremats that were placed on top of the paper. Registration was

in the form of a U-shaped guide placed on the bottom and two
sides of the title drawing board. The size I selected for both avail-

ability and dimensions was the standard typewriter size paper.

Next came a rough idea draft of what was going to take place

for representing the music on the screen. As it was to be abstract

designs and forms, I included everything I could possibly think of

because, as I said before, it was mainly an experiment. After I had

agreed with myself as to the rough ideas for the animation, I made
appropriate notes on the music chart in order to have a guide in

animating the drawings.

Next required was a little mechanical work of making two

boards, one with a piece of glass in the middle for drawing, and

another with a solid board for use in photographing the finished

product. The drawing board was illuminated from beneath so that

when animating, I could put one sheet on top of the other and

observe the lines of the design on the sheet beneath. After all the

associated equipment was gathered together such as pens, pencils,

rulers, French curves, etc., I was ready to begin animation.

The time, temper and physical and mental exhaustion that went
with the ensuing couple of months work, goes better without

• Continued on Page 30

1 6 it 11 urn mm
By GLENN GROSSMAN

used consistently by this department. The same laboratory did all

the processing and for these two reasons no checks as to exposure

results were necessary. In the actual recording with the fader knob
at zero the film recorder and turntable were brought up to speed.

Then the pick-up was placed on the record and after attaining

speed the fader knob was brought up to the required and pre-

determined point so as to eliminate any of the beginning record

scratch. The modulation level was checked by both a galvanometer

needle and a monitor speaker. At the end of the recording the light

valve was faded out to give a complete drop to silence after the

normal echo time of the last musical note.

The recording done, the next step was processing the film to

obtain the negative and a positive work print. All printing was
done on 16mm. Eastman Positive (5301-46) which also did not

necessitate additional checks. When the work print came back, I

checked it for quality and found that I had been lucky in getting

a fairly high grade recording. By using a sync machine (two
sprockets on the same shaft parallel to each other), I matched up

the positive to the negative and then stored the negative for the

final printing.

Now came the part that I found to be the most exacting of the

whole venture. I was going to "count" the sound track frame by
frame to find out just what frame a certain beat or chord of the

music would come. This was done with a 16mm. Moviola, a device
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• These three titles

were made on loca-
tion. Letters placed on
glass were filmed
against natural back-
grounds containing
action.

B Y

TITLES ON CUSS
Titles And Live or Scenic Backgrounds

Can Be Filmed Simultaneously With

This Home-Made Cine Accessory ....

D R RUSSELL T . C O N G D 0 N

Mm

RVSCET

TITLES with beautiful live, scenic

backgrounds add much to outdoor

movies. They are easily filmed by

mounting the title letters on clear glass

set into a frame before the camera. In

this way, background and title are pho-

tographed simultaneously. Double ex-

posures and winding back of film are

unnecessary.

Reproduced above are the frame en-

largements of a few of the titles made in

this manner by the writer, using the

titling frame pictured below. The
frame was made from 7/%" by zYz"
wood with inside dimensions of z^/z'tl

^zYz". The inside of the frame was

rabbeted out to form a track to

receive the glass panel 32" wide and

this track is further deepened by the

addition of thin strips nailed all around

on either side of the rabbeted trough.

Sections cut from yardsticks can be

used for the strips and are a convenient

guide in arranging the lettering on

the glass panel.

The framed glass, bearing the title

text, is suspended between two upright

standards, as shown in lower photo, by

means of two angle screws or hooks

inserted at either side of glass frame.

These hook into screw-eyes set into the

standards, permitting the frame to

swing free between them and allow-

ing the title to be tilted, when neces-

sary to shoot up or down for a required

background.

The supporting standard is con-

structed of 7/%" by 2" strips of wood
and is made so that it may easily be

taken down or folded into a compact
bundle for convenient transportation.

The two uprights are held parallel and

the proper distance apart by cross and

diagonal braces below the level of the

glass. Quarter-inch bolts with wing
nuts hold the parts firmly in position.

Two legs or props, one attached to each

upright, hold the standard in a nearly

upright position; it must be set up on

a considerable slant, of course, to

secure stability. The framed glass is

held in the upright position by a hook

and eye from bottom of frame to the

adjacent cross piece on the standard.

While the glass panel on which the

title is lettered is easily removable from
the frame, leaving it in the frame

makes it easier to align and center the

lines of lettering by virtue of the

pieces of rule or yardsticks at the sides,

already referred to. Using a large ruler

as a straight edge, the block letters are

arranged on the glass which is laid

fiat on a table. After the letter arrange-

ment is completed, then each letter is

secured in place by application of

a dab of rubber cement on its base

which causes it to adhere to the glass.

This cement dries quickly and the glass

• Pictured at right is simple home-made easel

and title frame that holds before camera the
glass on which is lettered the title next.

Block letters are cemented to glass with rub-
ber adhesive, are quickly removable and
made ready for the succeeding title.

panel with lettering may be moved
almost immediately after the last letter

ic cemented in place.

For safe carrying of the framed

glass with the title arranged upon

it, it is placed in a heavy cardboard

• Continued on Page 3 2

HI
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• Students were used in as many scenes as pos-
sible whigh (tightened interest in the picture

showing logging operations.

at

1 N 8mm. movie camera and a planned

/l class excursion to a lumbering mill

IM were the means of producing a most

unusual documentary film on forest

conservation. The American Civilization

class at the Menlo Junior College in

Menlo Park, California, after studying

the general problem of conservation in

the United States, organized a trip to a

local lumbering mill. The group felt

such a visit should be very enlightening

even though it was specifically related

tc lumbering and forest conservation

rather than to conservation in general.

Arrangements for the all day trip were

completed through a United States for-

ester, wrTo had previously offered his

services to the group.

Prior to the class's departure from

school, several purposes were set as

guides for the trip. These objectives were

later used as a basis for estimating the

value of the project. The three purposes

decided on were:

1. Learn how general logging and

lumbering operations are carried

on in this area;

2. Learn how logging practices in

this area are related to the gen-

eral problem of conservation of

our forests;

3. Learn how lumbering in this

area affects human resources and

other related natural resources.

With these objectives in mind each

• Logging activities were followed by the

camera from felling of trees to transport of logs

and cutting at the mill.

student selected a specific field for spe-

cial study. The fields investigated were:

lumbering methods, effect of lumbering

methods on soil, effect of lumbering

methods on wildlife, effect of lumbering

methods on the people in this area, and

history of lumbering in this area.

The instructor and one interested stu-

dent chose to make a photographic rec-

ord of the class's findings. With one roll

of 8mm. black and white panchromatic

film ($2.25), an 8mm. Bell and Howell

camera with an £3.5 lens, and an ex-

posure meter this record was made. None
of the shots was planned in advance.

Our only guide in making the picture

was the decision that the scenes should

tell a story of lumbering in this area as

the class found it. Sequence and individ-

ual shots were taken at random as the

inspection progressed. Attempts were

made to include students in the action

wherever possible. The instructor and

student depended upon the final editing

of the film to tell a complete story.

At the class meeting following the

trip, special reports were presented. Sev-

eral days of discussion were devoted to

individual findings in order to get a

complete picture of the lumbering prob-

lem for this section. At the conclusion

of the reports the film arrived from the

processing station and the group was

ready to preview it intelligently.

The film was shown and discussed.

• Students studied mill operations before the
scenes were shot to determine the most effec-

tive camera angles.

At the close of the class a committee

of two was appointed to further review

the film and to incorporate suggestions

in the arrangement of the scenes in order

to tell a story. The movie committee re-

viewed the picture, listed all the scenes

as they were recorded and from this list

went to work editing the film.

When the film was finally cut and

spliced into its final form, it opened

with finished lumber being piled on a

truck, followed by various scenes of

logging and milling operations, and

closing with views of the ruined timber

and timberland that remained "and

which left a real problem for future cit-

izens to solve. The committee purposely

ended the reel with the devastating

scenes in order to present a problem

rather than to suggest any possible so-

lutions.

To make the picture more realistic

the speech department's recording ma-
chine was used to make a recorded nar-

rative that could be reproduced while

the film is screened. A suitable musical

background was used and a prepared

script was read by a student. The script

was read while the picture was shown
in order to synchronize it as near as pos-

sible with the picture. Synchronization

was later controlled by regulating speed

of the projector to that of the 33 1/3
R.P.M. recording.

• Continued on Page })

School-made ^Documentary,
EARL W. DIBLE
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• By following the author's formula, correct
exposure for such scenes as this may be calcu-
lated by multiplying light "units" by film
speed, and dividing by distance of lamps
from subject.

termlning, £xpo£ure

Without c4 M,eter 9 9 9

Here's A Dependable System For
Calculating The Right F-Stop
For General Indoor Scenes

G E

HERE is a very simple idea for de-

termining the correct lens opening to

use when filming movies indoors. No
exposure meter is needed, and guess

work plays a very minor part in the

calculations.

The process, briefly, is to multiply

the index number of the light units by

the Weston tungsten film speed rat-

ing and divide the result by the dis-

tance the lamps are located from the

subject. The answer will be the stop

opening to use for correct exposure.

In order to determine exposures by

this method, it is first necessary to

understand the term: "index number
of light units" referred to above. For

the purpose of this system, one light

"unit" consists of four No. i photo-

floods in good reflectors or the equiva-

lent. Two No. 2 photofloods in re-

flectors or one No. 4 photoflood in re-

flector, either of which are the equiv-

alent of four No. 1 photofloods, also

equal one unit.

A unit can consist of photofloods of

mixed sizes as, for instance, two No.

W H M

1, one No. 2, and two No. 4 photo-

floods which would make a total of

three light units. In all cases, the

photofloods must be in regular photo-

lamp reflectors made for the purpose.

Used otherwise, efficiency of the photo-

flood lamps is decreased and cannot be

estimated for the purpose of making
unit calculations here.

To arrive at the lens opening re-

quired, the lamps are arranged about

the set as desired and the distance

measured between lamps and subject.

If the lamps are not all the same dis-

tance from subject, the average dis-

tance should be used for calculations.

Lamps used in back of the subjects

for backlighting or highlighting are

not to be counted either as light units

or when the distances are measured.

They are to be disregarded entirely

when making the calculations as the

exposure is determined solely upon the

olume of light cast upon subject or

set from the camera side.

The following example will indicate

simplicity of the system. In a given

• A light "unit," as used in author's system
of exposure calculation, consists of four No. I

photofloods or their equivalent mounted in

regular reflectors like the one shown here.

room there are four No. 2 photoflood

lamps in good reflectors being used

in front of the subject, and two No.
i's used in back of subject for high-

lighting. The four No. 2 lamps are

each worth a half unit, or a total of

two units in all. The highlight photo-

floods are not considered. The film be-

ing exposed in this example is Koda-
chrome Type A which has a Weston
rating of 12. By multiplying the total

light units, 2, by the film speed, 12,

the result obtained is 24. As the four

No. 2 flood lights have been placed 6

feet from the subject, when 24 is di-

vided by the light distance, 6, the

result is the f. number, which, in this

example, is f.4.

Or, to take another example, sup-

pose four No. 1 photofloods are be-

ing used at ten feet from the subject,

with Agfa Triple S Superpan in the

camera, for which the Weston tung-

sten rating is 64. The lamp unit is one,

and when multiplied by the film speed,

gives an answer of 64.

This is divided by the lamp distance

from subject, which is 10, and the

• Continued on Page 3
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• Action highlights from all the impor-
tant world events of 1944 are compactly
yet interestingly edited into the 1744 edi-
tion of Castle Films' "News Parade of The
Year" just released.

Castle Records The Year
Film Diary Of 1944's News Highlights
Available For Home Projectors . . .

I

SO
NUMEROUS and dynamic have

been the events of 1944 that impor-

tance of many have become ob-

scured by those which quickly fol-

lowed. However well the newsreels cov-

ered these events, not everyone was for-

tunate to see the pictures in theatres.

Now, however, it is possible to review

the year's historic highlights in one's

home as they flash upon the parlor movie
screen, for Castle Films has added an-

other historic volume to its annual

movie news digest in the "News Parade

of The Year for 1944" prepared espe-

cially for owners of 8mm. and 16mm.
projectors. Prints of this film in both

sizes and in a variety of editions are now
available through Castle Films dealers.

Rare action footage from all fight-

ing fronts poured into the Castle edit-

ing rooms during the past eleven months
and the editors, whose job it was to

select the highlights and compress them
into one reel, really had a job on their

hands. Readers will understand the

gigantic task involved in selecting, cut-

ting and assembling this material with-

out going beyond the alloted length.

Castle's film editors reviewed more than

• News cameramen on the home fronf as
well as on the battle fronts secured the
rare news films from which Castle obtained
the historical footage that comprises their
big film release of the year.

200,000 feet of 35mm. film to obtain

the material for "News Parade of The
Year for 1944."

The crushing final blows in every

European theatre of war highlight the

story of 1944 and Hitler's last mile into

oblivion. From the fighting in northern

Italy and the Balkans to the crumbling

Seigfried Line on German soil, the

smashing onslaught is seen as Americans,

British, Canadians, and fighting French

purge conquered lands of the Nazis and

liberate millions of people. The sweep of

the victorious Russian armies into the

crumbling Fortress Europe on the east

is pictured in sensational photography.

And historic films from the Pacific, in-

cluding scenes depicting the latest tri-

umphs of General McArthur and the

great naval armadas on the ever-short-

ening road to Tokyo, add to the story

of American victories in this momen-
tous year.

Highlights of the reel include amaz-

ing shots of Britain's battle against Hit-

ler's last and most deadly weapon, the

robot bomb. Sensational accuracy in big

gun marksmanship explodes several fly-

ing bombs in mid-air as the camera re-

cords these hard-to-get shots filmed

dangerously close to the explosions. The
reel also covers important home events

of 1944, including the tense war-time

Presidential campaign.

No motion picture material previ-

ously seen in Castle Films is used in

"News Parade of the Year— 1944," and

• Continued on Page 3 4
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MOVIE PLOTS II TITLES...
A Page of Title Cards that Offers Continuity Ideas

[T MAY be putting the cart before the horse to take

a title then build a story around the idea suggested by it;

but many of Hollywood's best pictures begin with an idea

for a box-office title! A catchy title phrase will send a

producer scurrying to his typewriter—or secretary—to dash

off a quick story outline that later becomes a feature.

Similarly, the hundreds of main titles that have been

printed in previous issues of HOME MOVIES each suggest

a picture continuity. Now, to make these titles even more

useful, HOME MOVIES offers a screen story idea for each

one reproduced here—plus color for those who would photo-

graph them in Kodachrome or Ansco-Color. The entire

seven titles may also be reproduced satisfactorily with black

and white emulsions. The suggested continuities are neces-

sarily brief, but may be enlarged upon by the filmer to form

a complete scene-by-scene shooting script.

PEOPLE are actors, and all the world's a stage upon which they

perform. Every town and city has its odd characters and pic-

turesque inhabitants which offer interesting picture material

especially for a movie documenting local life. Curbstone peddlers,

pushcart merchants, the cop on the corner, town square gossipers,

and soap-box orators—all of these are picturesque if not enter-

taining actors of almost every city and hamlet. If you want to

make an amusing film, scout the prospects of filming such people

in your town, then secure permission—when you think such may

be necessary—and film each one in their natural daily pursuits.

OLBJBAYS

TIMES have changed a lot in the past few years affecting the

lives of everyone. Perhaps you have many scenes of your family

and self made three or four years ago when vacations were a reg-

ular yearly event and visits to mountains and seashore an almost

weekly occurrence. Why not make a movie picturing the con-

trasts in your life between yesterday and today? If then you

drove your car to work daily, you probably ride street car or

bus today. Yesterday you ordered the gas station attendant to

"fill 'er up!" Today you nurse your A coupons with infinite

care. You can take it from here to make an interesting filming

idea, contrasting new scenes with old.

A NOVEL idea for a birthday greeting to a brother filmer is

to make a movie of friends or relatives greeting him personally

from the screen. This surprise film can begin with the title

shown here, then picturing each member of the family separately,

showing them in closeup writing a personal greeting message

to the party whose birthday is being celebrated. Then show what

is written in an ultra-closeup filmed with the aid of a titler or

supplementary lens. Close the picture with a group shot of all

the greeters—the girls throwing kisses and the men clasping their

hands overhead, ringside fashion. And if the man is in the service,

he'll appreciate this birthday greeting all the more.
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EVER wake up with a start to discover you overslept, then rushed

through dressing and breakfast in order to make the bus a la

Dagwood Bumstead? Begin your film story exactly that way.

Have the man rush to the bathroom only to find someone else

there ahead of him; later, shaving in a hurry and getting cuts

that require court plaster; eating breakfast in a hurry standing

up; grabbing hat and coat and dashing out the front door,

etc. He stumbles down the front steps, falls face down upon

the morning paper laying on the front lawn. He looks at it

startled; reads it again; and a closeup shows the dateline—SUN-

DAY! Final scene shows him jumping up and down on his hat,

then returning to bed with all clothes on.

WINTER offers much in scenic beauty and action for the cine

camera which is too often overlooked by the cameraist in favor

of the warmth of indoors. But wherever snow flies, there's

certain to be sledding, skating and skiing, the kind of action just

made for movie cameras. Let us document winter with well

photographed sequences of each of these sports, introduced per-

haps with a theme sequence of snowscapes, icicles and frosted

windows. Picture the whole pageant of winter showing skaters

on the pond or lake—arriving; putting on skates; cutting fancy

figures; etc. Picture the skiing, sledding and tobogganing

sequences in an equally complete manner. Introduce each

sequence with appropriate sub-titles.

MAKINC Dad or big brother the goat is theme of this movie

idea which pictures him trying to show up other members of

family in outdoor sports only to suffer dire consequences. Brother

asks dad to play football on the lawn with him. Of course dad

wants to show off—gets hit with the ball, and limps into the

house. Here he's challenged to a garne of badminton by sister,

is badly beaten and suffers a turned ankle to boot! When he

tries golf he's struck by a ball. Catching pitched baseballs is

too much for his tender hands. And a game of croquet leaves

him with a sprained back from which he seeks relief in an easy

chair in the shade of a tree in the garden. Closing scene shows

dad sipping a highball and a title states that "a highball is the

only ball that doesn't ball up dad!"

WHEN the man of the house seeks peace and quiet on his day off,

anything can happen to annoy him—and usually does. If he

tries to sleep during the day, the neighbor's kids are sure to roller

skate in the driveway. If he seeks solitude in a hammock, there's

always a chattering bird—or a gabby neighbor—to break the

silence he seeks. And if he naps, a thoughtless neighbor invariably

gets careless with the garden hose while sprinkling, dousing him

and creating a furore. If you want to make a typical "day in

dad's life" movie, weave these incidents into a continuity and

star dad in the stellar role. A surprise twist is to close the picture

with a title: "But when we want to awaken him
—

" followed by

a shot of mother pounding on bedroom door, then a closeup

of dad fast asleep and snoring—with gestures.
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home movies' experimenta
Ideas for Cine gadgets, trkks a

Extra Lens Holder

My filming activities are mostly out

of doors, on mountain hikes, etc. Mine

is a single lens camera, although I carry

wide angle and telephoto lenses plus an

assortment of filters. I soon found it in-

convenient to carry this extra equip-

ment around in a separate carrying case.

I therefore made the gadget pictured

above which is patterned after the

money belts so popular today and which

holds my extra lens equipment more

conveniently.

The case is made of heavy cloth with

a series of five pockets. A large flap

folds down to cover the pockets and is

secured by snaps. Loops sewed on at the

back provide for wearing the gadget at

my waist secured by my trouser's belt.

With my extra lenses at waist height

2nd right in front of me, it is easy when
I wish to change a lens to simply re-

move the one on the camera and drop

it in one of the pockets and replace it

v.'ith another and shoot. It saves fumb-

ling through trousers pockets or the an-

noyance of carrying an extra equipment

case. — Edmund C. Loury, Seattle,

Wash.

Film Viewer

A simple film viewer may be con-

structed as follows: cut a hole 2" by 3"

in base of editing board so that path of

film travel bisects the hole. Apply a

panel of flashed opal glass or ground

glass over the hole, securing it in place

with tacks or gummed tape. Mount a

small hand magnifying glass, obtainable

at dime stores, above the glass—about

two or three inches—in such a manner
that film will pass between glass and

magnifyer. Add a small 7-watt 1 10- volt

lamp and socket beneath the glass panel

to furnish illumination. This arrange-

ment will permit inspection of film ade-

quately magnified for ordinary editing

purposes. — Raymond Dunn, Fresno,

Calif.

Editing Aid

Ordinary spring clothespins, num-
bered with india ink to correspond with

scene numbers, and strung upon a wire

cr cord over desk or worktable, provide

an easy way to edit films. Each scene,

as cut from the roll of newly processed

film, is hung in order on the wire and

identified by a numbered clothespin.

Thus, the strips are readily identified

and may be kept in splicing order, ready

for editing.

—

Bill Jaymes, North Holly-

wood, Calif

Extended Reel Arms

The photos below show how I ex-

tended the reel arms of my 8mm. Filmo

projector to accommodate 800-foot reels

without permanently altering the pro-

jector frame or mechanism. The auxil-

iary arm is attached to the original reel

arms by quick demountable clamps as

shown at "A." The arm is made of a

length of Ys" tubular steel, bent to

shape as shown. The clamps "A" were

welded in place on the arm and each

consists of two metal bars fitted with

two bolts and wing nuts.

The reel spindles were made of 5/16"

CD. copper tubing sweated to

headless bolts, and these provide for the

insertion of spring reel retainers made
of safety pins.' The pulleys "B" were

turned on a lathe from a piece of maple

hardwood. The lower one is a two-stage

pulley providing faster rotation for the

smaller hubs on standard 400 foot reels.

Belt pulleys slip over the regular pro-

jector spindles, offsetting the spring

belts so that the sprockets and reels line

up. In order to prevent the projector

from toppling forward from the added

weight of the larger reels, a counter-

weight consisting of three pounds of

lead poured into a chromium plated pipe

is fastened with bolts to the rear of pro-

jector as shown at "C." A finishing

touch is the coat of chrome paint ap-

plied to the extension arm assembly.

—

Ralph O. Lund, Seattle, Wash.

VREZl SNOP

Reel Film Bands

In order to keep my reels straight and

not have to unwind film and examine

the first frame of the title each time I

start a show, I have made cardboard

film bands for each reel.

For a full 16mm. 400 ft. reel the

cardboard should measure 9 16 inches

by 23 inches. One inch from one end

place a snap fastener, obtainable from

dressmaking shops or ten cent stores,

and tie to it a piece of ordinary string

long enough to go around the reel.
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cine workshop * * * *

short cuts contributed by readers

The name and number of the reel can

then be printed on the cardboard. In

this manner the reels can readily be

identified at a glance.

—

E. H. Sidham,

East Hartford, Conn.

Lamp Substitute

I recently burned out the bulb in my
P-8 Univex projector and later found

that my dealer was unable to supply a

new one. This bulb, as owners of this

model projector know, is a small 8-volt

high intensity lamp lighted by a step-

down transformer located in base of

projector.

I discovered that a No. 83 Ford spot-

light bulb or a G-E No. 1009 bulb,

both of which have the locking ring

attached, can be substituted with a

simple alteration. With a hot soldering

iron, the locking ring on base of bulb

is loosened and may be moved straight

R/NG-Sc COLLAR
RELOCATED &
SOLDERED ON

ORIGINAL POSITION
OF RING-

up toward top of base and re-soldered in

this position.

This alteration permits filament of

the bulb to set in the proper plane and
focusing position behind the aperture

when inserted into the lamp socket of

the projector.

This bulb draws a little more current

than the original P-8 Univex projection

lamp, consequently lowering the trans-

former voltage to around 7 volts which
gives a good bright light on the 6-8 volt

bulb. — Hawthorn Sntton, Jackson,

Mich.

Projector Blimp

Here is a plan for a portable projector

booth or blimp that enables screening

K^TABS

FRONT VIEW

9

INSIDE VIEW
OF FRONT

TOP

SLOTS

COLOR WHEEL

movies with a more silent "little theatre"

atmosphere. The annoying light that

escapes from most projectors comes to

good use in lighting the booth for the

operator instead of distracting guests'

attention from the screen. With the

booth in use, projection image is unim-

paired, noise is reduced considerably

and the unit is easy to make and as-

semble.

Made from heavy cardboard or double

faced corrugated packing board, it con-

sists of three sides and a top, as shown
in diagram. The rear is left open, al-

though this, too, may be closed by addi-

tion of another panel.

Dimensions in above diagram are

tentative. The whole unit may be de-

signed to fit any make of 8mm. or

1 6mm. projector. The front and side

panels are joined together with Kraft

tape, allowing some slack for folding.

The lens porthole can be cut to the size

and height suitable for the projector.

Those who like to project their black

and white films in tints or color, can

add a color wheel to the front panel,

as shown. The wheel shown provides for

four color wedges plus a blank opening

for projection without color. Color is

provided by cementing pieces of colored

cellophane over holes in the color wheel.

The wheel is attached to front panel

by means of a. round-head brass paper

clip.

Top panel is attached and held in

place by means of tabs cut in top edge

of front and side panels, which are in-

serted in corresponding slots made
around edge of top panel, as shown in

diagram.—Grayce A. Wulff, Cleveland,

Ohio.

Camera Handle

A simple camera handle, that fits the

tripod socket, and lends a firmer sup-

port of camera when hand held, can

easily be made from a J/4" #20 machine

bolt, and a piece of broom stick. The
bolt, with head removed, is screwed se-

curely into one end of the stick leaving

about J/4" protruding to fit into cam-

era. A leather strap is looped to fit the

wrist and slipped over the bolt after be-

ing punched for the purpose. A metal

washer is placed over the strap and se-

cured in place with a lock nut. The
handle may quickly be attached to cam-

• Continued on Page 34
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* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

News Parade Of The Year — Castle

Films' 1944 pictorial news summary is

now available in both 8mm. and 16mm.
in a variety of lengths plus a 16mm.
sound version. This subject covers all

of the most important history-mak-

ing events occurring during the past

)ear with heavy emphasis on armed

forces victories. The robot bomb men-

ace is effectively pictured, as are many
domestic events such as the presidential

campaign. The seventh in the series of

annual "News Parade Of The Year" re-

leases, the 1944 edition is a worthy addi-

tion to the library of those filmers mak-
ing a collection of historic films.

Count Me In is title of one of the

newest 100 foot 16mm. "soundies"

being released by Walter O. Gutlohn,

Inc., New York City. This short musi-

cal subject features Claude Thornhill

and his band, supported by vocalists

Martha Wayne and Buddy Stewart and

with Thornhill giving out with some

smart turns at the piano. This "Soundie,"

as well as others in the series is an ex-

cellent surprise highlight to insert

between features or longer films to bal-

ance screen programs. Subjects are

available for outright sale at S7.50 each.

The Curse Of A Cigarette, 1 reel in

cither 8mm. or 16mm., is a timely film

subject tying-in with the current cig-

arette shortage. It is a "revival" of an

old-time silent melodrama and portrays

the "dreadful degrading influence of the

cigarette" as the straightlaced believed

in at the turn of the century. Treated

in a humorous manner, the story is equal

to the best comedy films for hilarious

entertainment. Running time is 1

2

minutes. Subject is available for out-

right sale from the Fun Film Library,

545 Fifth Ave., New York City.

Pictorial Films, Inc., announces a

program of feature releases for 1945

consisting of 36 films among which are

such outstanding titles as "Harvest

Melody," "Minstrel Man," "When The

Lights Go On Again," and "Jive Junc-

tion." In addition to these, there are

also in preparation, 16mm. prints of 8

action-westerns with Buster Crabbe and

S musical-westerns featuring Jimmy
Newell and Tex O'Brien. The release

dates for each of these subjects will be

announced periodically during forth-

coming months.

Chants Populaires is a delightful

series of one-reel musical animated car-

toons featuring French-Canadian folk

songs. Vocalization in French is by the

.Mouette Quartete and the melodies

range from 16th century favorites to

popular present-day folk songs. The se-

ries consists of five different subjects

available on an attractive rental and

sale basis from Walter O. Gutlohn,

Inc., 25 W. 45th St., New York City.

In a Cartoon Studiois a Jungle Jinks

cartoon released by Official Films, Inc.,

and available through dealers. This sub-

ject is a laugh-provoking adventure of

cats, dogs, elephants, tigers, etc., turned

loose in a Hollywood animated cartoon

studio. The film is instructive, too, in

that it shows many of the operations

connected with the making of animated

cartoons. The animals produce their

own cartoon—an old fashioned mello-

drama—which is given a hilarious out-

door premiere in Hollywood style.

Available in both 8mm. and 16mm.
and in a special 16mm. sound version.

The Duke Of West Point 12 reels
1 6mm. sound, is an entertainment film

starring Joan Fontaine supported by

Louis Hayward, Richard Carlson, Tom
Brown and Alan Curtis. Miss Fontaine

portrays the love interest in the life of

Hayward who arrives from England to

enter West Point as a cadet. Spoiled by

pampering parents, Hayward engenders

some enmity and is made the butt of

abuse by the yearling corporals of the

academv. Hayward manages to weather

troubles and hearbreaks until he finds

opportunity to square himself in a thrill-

ing hockey game. Distribution is by

Commonwealth Pictures Corp., 729
Seventh Ave., New York City.

Origin Of Mathematics is an excep-

tional teacher-made educational film

chronicling the evolution of mathe-
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Magnified 250 times, the separate

grains become more apparent . . .

It's pure silver thai "gels the picture"

on Verichrome and other

Magnified 2,500 times, the indi-

vidual grains are seen . , .

And magnified 25,000 times, the
developed grains are shown to

consist of filaments. These fila-

ments are pure metallic silver—the

same silver that started from the

vault at Kodak Park.

REMEMBER WAKE ISLAND?
It has been three years now since

that little band of Marines . . .

their last patched-up plane shot

down . . . sent their last message:
"The enemy has landed—the issue

is in doubt." A stern example for

us at home. BUY-HOLD-MORE
WAR BONDS.

MILLIONS of dollars in silver ingots— great

bars of silver piled from floor to ceiling

. . . You might expect such a scene in the vaults

of the U.S. Mint—but this vault is at Kodak
Park.

Here is a hand truck loaded with ingots. Try

to budge it— brace your feet and put your back

into it! There's a ton of silver on the truck. Two
truck loads—two tons—are a day's supply . . .

Next to the U. S. Treasury, Kodak is the biggest

buyer of silver. As for purity, the Treasury stand-

ard, high as it is, is exceeded—every ounce of silver

for Kodak is a "special melt" refined to a purity

higher than for any other use.

It's this pure silver — combined with certain

other substances in one of the most delicate, most
carefully controlled series of processes known to

science—that gets your pictures on Verichrome and
other Kodak Films. With the right treatment,
nothing else responds to LIGHT as silver does.

Silver is only the starting and finishing point.

In its life cycle between silver ingot and de-

veloped photographic negative, its nature is re-

peatedly changed. By the action of chemicals

it is broken into parts so tiny that only with

the wonderful electron microscope, magnifying

25,000 times, can they be clearly distinguished.

In that split second of exposure when you
press the button of your camera, the light-

sensitive crystals undergo a shock. Millions of

them reached by the light reflected by your
"subject" respond by forming a "latent" image.

To bring this latent image to life, the silver

must be freed from its chemical partners—must
return to its original state—pure metallic silver.

This is done by chemicals used in "develop-
ment." When you see the developed film—
there's the negative of vour snapshot! The grin

on that kid's face, the gleam in his eye . . . it's

all on silver!

Buried treasure that has come to light— that,

literally, is what you have in your negatives

made on Verichrome.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. V.

Serving human progress through photography
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• No squinting involved in viewing image on finder
screen.

-a professional

finder for Cine Cameras

A PRECISION accessory that com-
bines automatic parallax compensation
with a view-range finder is the new
Auricon Automatic Parallax View-
Range Finder now being made available

to army cinematographers for use on
16mm. cameras and the DeVry and
Eyemo 35 mm. cameras. The instrument

may be mounted on all models and
makes of 16mm. cameras. It enables the

cameraman to measure the distance from
camera to subject, and set his camera
lens correctly without need for other

measurements. It provides an erect,

needle-sharp image framed on ground
glass and correct right-to-left, located

at the front of a deep shadow box for

maximum contrast and visibility as may
be seen from the un-retouched photo
.ibove. There is no dilution of the image
as seen in the finder and no "ghosts" or

1 eflections interfere with viewing image
on the screen. Neither does the camera-

• Continued on Page 3 5
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S. S. C. Looks Forward To

Postwar Opportunities
Society of 16mm. Cinematographers
Establish Standards For Membership

• Rear view of new Auricon finder attached to

Eyemo camera.

w

MORE and more 16mm. productions—industrial, educational,

documentary, etc. — those photographed with i6mm.
cameras, are carrying the cinematographic credit of an

SSC photographer.

SSC, which is the abbreviation for Society of Sixteen-milli-

meter Cinematographers, may be likened to the famed ASC of

the American Society of Cinematographers in the 35mm. field

of which the most prominent professional and studio cine-

matographers are members.

Organized in 1939 by Alan Stensvold, the society's incumbent
president, the organization comprises some thirty members, all

top ranking specialists with 16mm. cameras and films. Member-
ship is open to all professional 16mm. cinematographers and the

society's roster is expected to swell when 16mm. cinematog-

raphers outside of Hollywood are invited to become members
in what is destined to become a mighty important organization

in the motion picture field with its promising postwar future.

Certain unethical practices followed by questionable parties

palming themselves off to unsuspecting producers as "expert"

1 6mm. cinematographers, forced a handful of conscientious

cameramen back in 1939 to organize for the protection of both

themselves and the producers. Today, every 16mm. cameraman
with the right to affix the initials SSC after his name in credit

titles, is a proven expert in his line. There are records to prove

his qualifications and known films in circulation attesting to

his ability.

To qualify as a member of the Society of Sixteen-millimeter

Cinematographers, the applicant must submit for review to the

Society's governing board prints of at least two 16mm. pictures

which he personally photographed and in which at least 50%
of the scenes are interiors. The qualitv of his work, both outdoor

and indoor, is analyzed and, if passable, the applicant's personal

habits and integrity are then investigated and the completed

record brought before the governing board for vote. Unques-
tionably the tests are rigid, as they should be. Many cameramen,
with long and varied photographic experience, often fall down
on seemingly unimportant details which loom large in impor-

tance according to professional standards. One applicant, for

example, failed to get the board's O.K. because one of the films

he submitted pictured the American flag rippling in a light

breeze— but flying in the wrong direction.

Among the objectives of the organization is to stabilize rates

24
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• Alan Sfensvold, president of the Society of Sixteen-millimeter Cine/natographers and one of the
founders of the organization which now includes in its membership the most important 16mm. pro-
fessional cameramen in the industry. The camera pictured is the special test model of Bell S Howell's
professional 16mm. camera which is scheduled to make its bow after the war.

of compensation and prevent "price-cutting" by over-zealous

cameramen. At present wage scales for SSC men engaged on
1 6mm. productions budgeted at $5000.00 per reel or less is

$30.00 per day; over $5000.00, the rate is $60.00 per day, the

opinion being that responsibility is greater with higher budgeted

productions.

The organization goes on the premise that without a good
cameraman, you can't get a good picture regardless of story

quality and the investment given other phases of production.

And they can point to the record that shows the number of sor-

rowful producers who learned this fact the hard way.

President Alan Stensvold is also identified with Major Sixteen

Millimeter Productions and contributed the fine 16mm. camera-

work that got the organization's first all-color, all- 1 6mm. pro-

duction off to a flying start. Organized for the express purpose

of producing 16mm. features in color strictly for the theat-

rical, educational and religious fields, Major Sixteen Millimeter's

initial production, "Sundown Riders" climaxed its western

premier with a solid booking with the Oakland, California,

school board for exhibition in the city's schools.

Jack Stanfield, secretary-treasurer of SSC, and chief of the

photographic division of the public relations department, Doug-
las Aircraft Company, leaves sometime this month on a 'round

the world assignment for Douglas, filming a documentary that

will include scenes in every friendly land over which Douglas

planes now fly. He will use an Eastman Cine Special and shoot

Kodachrome exclusively.

Other SSC members are currently active on government and
industrial training films, and on the increasing number of edu-

cational, religious, and expolitation films in work, production

of which is being limited only by the scarcity of 1 6mm. camera

equipment.

The Society of Sixteen-millimeter Cinematographers gives

the advanced amateur as well as the professional aspirants some-
• Continued on Page ) 5

From Rowboats

To Railroads
BY CURTIS RANDALL

TODAY, 1 6mm. cameras are rolling

on an unprecedented number of railroad

exploitation films. Every national rail-

way of importance has in production

one or more 16mm. films aimed to ac-

quaint the public with the safety, com-

fort and appointments afforded by its

system and, no less important, the part

the road is playing in the war effort.

Very busy behind the camera on one

of several such films now being made by

Carl Dudley Productions, is 16mm.
cinematographer Edwin E. Olsen, rated

one of the best skiing cameramen in the

business. And what has skiing to do with

railroads? Well, most railroads now
service one or more of the country's

important ski centers, and skiers ride

tiains. Naturally, there is a little com-

• Edwin E. Olsen, 16mm. cinematographer for Carl

Dudley Productions, is currently shooting sequences

for two films now in production for A.T.&S.F. and

the New Haven and Hartford railway companies.

petition between the rails for this trade.

So, Olsen will film the New England

skiing and winter sports sequences for a

film now in preparation for the New
Haven and Hartford Railway just as

soon as he winds up camerawork on Carl

Dudley's production for Santa Fe.

Olsen will be remembered for his sen-

sational 1 6mm. color film chronicling a

death-defying trip by rowboat through

the rapids of the Colorado river, a film-

ing exploit that was described in the

March, 1943, issue of Home Movies.

Olsen's rise in the professional ranks has

been short of meteoric. Attracted by his

Colorado rapids film and his skiing pic-

tures, a Hollywood producer of short

subjects made him his chief cameraman.

Assignments took him through Mexico

and Central America to film short

subjects in 16mm. Kodachrome which

are to be blown up and released in

35mm. Technicolor.

• Continued on Page ) 5
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Sound.

Silent 3ilm£ . . •

• Continued from Page 22

metics. It describes the origin and use

of mathematical symbols and processes

employed by a succession of ancient peo-

ples—cave dwellers, Egyptians, Baby-

lonians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs, and In-

dians. Subject is one reel in length in

16mm. sound and screens for 10 min-

utes. It is available for rental at the

base rate of $1.50 or new prints may be

purchased outright at $45.00 each from
Bell and Howell Filmo-sound Library,

1 801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hit The Ice, starring Bud Abbott
and Lou Costello, is now available in

1 6mm. sound. Loaded with typical

Abbott-Costello comedy situations, "Hit

The Ice" is considered one of their best

comedies. Highlighted by several good
musical numbers by Johnny Long aug-

mented by the vocalization by Ginny
Simms, this picture rates as Grade A
entertainment. Complete information

regarding its availability may be secured

from Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 25 West

45 th St., New York City.

Castle Films'new 1945 catalog, beau-

tifully illustrated in colors, is now avail-

able free at dealers and film rental

libraries.

^ SOUND / /ht^cL SILENT

Film libraries
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILMS

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
1651 Cosmo Street

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN FRANCISCO
Russell O.Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H. L. 821 Market St. (3)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

COLORADO
DENVER

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 614 Denver Theatre Bldg. (2)

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

CEORCIA
ATLANTA

Russell C. Roshon Organizaiton
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 412 Connally Bldg. (3)

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.

Dept. H.L., 188 W. Randolph St. (I)

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 615 Pere Marquette Bldg. (12)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boyleston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 746 Little Bldg. (16)

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service
5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 535 Andrus Bldg. (3)

MISSOURI
KANSAS CITY

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Onlv.
Dept. H.L., 508 Midland Bldg. (8)

ST. LOUIS
Hacker Bros. Films-

5207 Blair Ave. (7)

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 425 Louderman Bldg. (I)

NEW YORK
KENMORE

Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
3044 Delaware Ave.

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Heber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service

203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

New York City—Continued
National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 2204A RKO Bldg. (20)

NORTH CAROLINA
CHARLOTTE

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 601-02 Liberty Life Bldg. (2)

OHIO
CINCINNATI

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 412 Keith Theatre Bldg. (2)

CLEVELAND
Cineshop Film Service

3483 Lee Road

Collier Photo Sales
14213 Euclid Ave.

Collier Photo Sales
I0°0l Union Ave.

Roller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters

41 South Fourth St.

PHILADELPHIA
Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L., 1507 Fox Theatre Bldg. (3)

PITTSBURGH
Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.
Dept. H.L.,520 State Theatre Bldg. (22)

TENNESSEE
MEMPHIS

Russell C. Roshon Organization
16mm. Sound Films Only.

Dept. H.L., 838-40 Sterick Bldg. (3)

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So- Harwood St. (Zone I)

Russell C. Roshon Organisation

16mm. Sound Films Only.

Dept. H.L., 211 Guardian Life Bldg. (I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTONS

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills

OPTICAL CO., ROCHESTER, N.Y., U.S.A.
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8mm. Monoco/or

SEPIA
(ORDER ESO-C

Our most popular monocolor
8mm. film, for most double
8mm. and tingle 8mm. cam-
eras. Blends well with Ko-
dachrome movies, giving an
attractive, warm amber glow
when projected on the screen.

$3.70 per three rolls double
8mm. ESO-C Sepia, spooled
with dallte loading and pro-
cessing free:* $3.85 per six
rolls ESO-C Sepia for Univex
single 8mm. cameras, dallte
loading and processing free!

* (ESO-S is licensed by
the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to process double

8mm. film under the

Coors Patent l ,905 ,442.)

PLUS...
ESO-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full anti-

halo backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" brands.
Weston 16-4. (Available July 31st.) $4.50 per
three rolls double 8mm. ($1.60 each.) $4.60 per
six rolls single 8mm. for Univex cameras. $1.70
per two rolls single 8mm. for Univex cameras.

PLUS
Tour own b&w (or Kodachrome) movies may be dupli-
cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. film with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING for over-exposured and under-exposed scenes.
The cost is $2.50 per 50-foot roll. 4c per foot for addi-
tional footage.

DeLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 50-
foot roll, 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned Insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you art nst
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE'

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

After the War
for YOU—

filming, 3amily -Movie Star*
.• Continued from Page 1

1

arrow between arm and body on side

away from camera.) Don't show play-

er's face in this shot if you want to

use him as another character later in

the story.

Scene 8: Same as scene 7 but with

camera set up to shoot from another

angle. Cowboy enters scene, sees arrow,

jerks it out of victim's body. Looks

abound suspiciously and mutters, ap-

prehensively:

Title: "Indians!"

Scene 9: Back to scene 8. Cowboy
drags victim off scene to shelter.

Scene 10: Closeup of Indian's head,

with feather in headband; war paint,

etc. He's peeking cautiously through

shrubbery, watching cowboy out of

scene.

Scene 1 1 : Medium shot of cowboy
cooking meal over a fire—a tin can

simmers over blaze.

Scene 12: Medium shot. Indian pokes

head from behind corner of garage or

barn; takes a step forward.

Scene 1 3 : Back to scene 1 1 . Cowboy
hears noise; looks apprehensively in di-

rection of garage.

Scene 14: Same as scene 12. Indian

jumps back behind garage and disap-

pears.

Scene 15: Same as scene 13. Cowboy
jumps up, mounts nearby tricycle or bi-

cycle and pursues Indian.

Scene 16: Indian jumps on his bike

and pedals away. (Make this at 8

frames per second, if your camera per-

mits, to double speed of the action.

Be sure to compensate for exposure.)

Scene 17: Long shot. Street. Indian

pedals out of driveway and turns into

street, with cowboy in close pursuit.

(This shot, as well as other pursuit shots

that follow^, should be filmed at 8 f .p.s.

if scene 16 is made that way.)

Scenes 18, 19, 20 and 21: A series

of chase shots in which the two boys

pursue one another down streets and

alleys and over hills, etc., to complete

the pursuit sequence.

Scene 22: Medium shot with fleeing

Indian going directly away from cam-

era. He's pedaling hard and obviously

is tiring.

Scene 23: Medium closeup. Cowboy
aproaches camera, puts on brake, comes

to a stop. Looks up toward Indian

ahead of him.

Scene 24: Closeup of cowboy as he

speaks to Indian out of scene.

Title: "Hey, Jimmy, wait a minute!"

Scene 25: Medium shot of Indian ap-

plying brakes, stops bicycle, turns and

looks back. He says:

Title: "What da ya want?"

Scene 26: Back to cowboy. He

speaks, meantime throwing himself on

ground to rest.

Title: "I'm hungry. Let's not play

anymore and get something to eat."

Scene 27: Same as scene 26. Indian

has retraced his steps and now enters

scene. Lays down bike. Nods agree-

ment. Fadeout.

Scene 28: Fadein. Medium shot with

camera indoors focused upon kitchen

window. It is over the kitchen sink

and is open and there is a pie cooling

on the window sill. Suddenly, a feather

is seen coming up over the window
sill; then two hands carefully take hold

of the pie and lift it from the window.
Scene 29: Exterior of house. Cowboy

and Indian (the latter with pie in his

hands) are backing away slowly from
window. Follow them with camera as

they suddenly bump into boys' mother

who has, in the meantime, come
up behind them. However, all that we
see is her dress and feet.

Scene 30: Closeup of the two boys

as they register surprise. Boy with pie

puts hand behind him, feels skirt of

mother, changes mind about pie and

retraces steps to put it back on the

window. Cowboy follows him.

Scene 3 1 : Medium shot. Indian, hav-

ing returned pie, brushes hands inno-

cently, as he and cowboy walk out of

scene with an innocent air.

Scene 32: Medium shot of mother.

She stands with arms folded, watching

retreating boys. A chuckle comes over

her face as the scene ends in a fadeout.

THE END

The above continuity shows how to

develop a story idea into a shooting

script. By breaking the action down
into scenes and sequences, it may be

more readily visualized in terms of

camera treatment. That's what trips

up so many amateurs attempting a story

film—the inability to visualize the story

scene by scene. Once the idea is de-

veloped into a story, then into a scene

by scene shooting script, the rest be-

comes easy.

Here are a few story ideas for kiddie

films that the reader can develop him-

self:

Is there a teen-age youth in the fam-

ily? Here's a short continuity idea that

will enable him to demonstrate he's a

potential Van Johnson and you to prove

you're as good a producer as Preston

Sturges. Give it a title that appeals to

you.

The youth is seated in living room

talking over the telephone. A title

states: "Sure, June, I'll pick you up in

an hour!" Boy hangs up phone and

goes to bedroom, where he takes clothes

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California
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out of closet and dresser and spreads

them out on the bed. In the bathroom

he looks critically at his face and feels

it with an inquiring hand. His hand

stops as it discovers one lone long hair

—

shown in closeup, of course. He goes

tc door, looks out cautiously. Returns

to bathroom and takes out his father's

shaving equipment. He takes off his

shirt, examines face again in the mirror,

and applies lather. Next closeup shows

him making final swipes with razor.

He washes his face. Rubbing his hand

over face again, he is astounded to dis-

cover the same long whisker there. He
snatches up safety razor, examines it

closely. Removes handle and finds no

blade in place. Pan slowly to youth's

face revealing look of dismay and fade-

out to end.

Here is an idea for a homey type of

movie especially adapted for children.

It might be titled "A Dollar Day
Dream." Open picture with shot of

mother picking up magazines and news-

papers from davenport and living room
floor, etc. In taking them out of the

house, she cannot get out because of

obstacles piled against screen door. She

calls to son who is playing with neigh-

bor children, offers him a dollar to

clean up yard.

Succeeding scenes show the boy busily

engaged with his labors. After he has

finished the job and claimed his re-

ward, a closeup shows him wild-eyed

with the anticipation of spending the

dollar. A dissolve here (or a fadeout

and fadein) introduces a sequence of

shots showing what he might do with
the money: He buys pop, candy, ice-

cream, popcorn, more ice-cream, more
candy, etc.—finally returning home
with an ill expression on his countenance
and his hands holding his aching

tummy! Mother administers castor oil

and puts him to bed. Here the scene

slowly fades back to the original

closeup.

The boy starts to walk slowly down
the street. Presently he sees a War Bond
Poster on side of a store building. He
stops to read it—gets a fresh idea. He
walks more briskly down the street

now, turns into the bank instead of the

candy store. When he comes out he is

holding a handful of war saving stamps
and a stamp book. He sits on curb and
proceeds to paste stamps in book and
story ends in a fadeout.

Be sure to insert ample titles, in ad-

dition to the necessary main and end
titles, to assist in explaining action of

each story. Where possible, of course, let

pantomime and animation of the play-

ers tell as much of the story without
titles as you can.

Filming the children in short con-
tinuities, such as these, will net films

of far more lasting interest than reels

of random shots filmed with no pur-
pose other than to "make movies."

Ask Your Dealer to Show You

the New Ifflfl
(fU9 . U S. Pat. Off.)

I

NEW LEG CONSTRUCTION !

Just spread open — no
lock! No thumb-screws!

Self adjusting.

Write Dept. H.M. for de-

scriptive literature on the

Versatol and other styles in

the Da-Lite line, famous

for quality for 3 5 years.

The Versatol can be quickly set up and has a

SQUARE elevating rod with exclusive positive

inner-locking action that stops the rod instantly

when it reaches the correct picture dimension.

An inner spring eliminates external locking

devices. Da-Lite's famous Glass-

Beaded surface assures brilliant,

sharp pictures Order from your

dealer today! No priority needed.

Quantity limited.

30 in. x 40 in.

40 in. x 40 in.

37 in. x 50 in.

$ 7.50

9.00

10.00

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC
2711-23 North Crawford Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois

From California redwoods toNew
England elms, Southern pines to

Canadian maples, the WESTON is

master of every exposure prob-
lem. Whatever the brightness

rangeof the scene. ..whether taken
in forest shade, or of inky shad-
ows against the sun . . . the'de-

pendable sensitivity built into the

Master supplies the exact camera
settings which assure exact nega-
tives and prints,every time! While
Masters are not available today,

you can depend on Weston for

the Master Exposure meter of to-

morrow! Weston Electrical In-

strument Corporation, 585 Fre-

linghuysen Ave., Newark 5, N. J.

WORTH WAITING FOR . . WESTON
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"Lead Kindly Light"

One of the 18 Hymnalogues
NOW AVAILABLE in

1 6mm. Sound Kodachrome

AND
NOW IN PRODUCTION

Watch for Release!

Blessed Assurance Blest Be The Tie

Beulah Land, Oh Beulah Land
Home On The Range Home Sweet Home
How Firm A Foundation I Love To Tell The Story

I Need Thee Every Hour
Jesus Lover Of My Soul Jesus Savior Pilot Me
In The Garden Just As I Am

Leaning On The Everlasting Arms
Love Divine Near The Cross

My Country 'Tis Of Thee
O Come All Ye Faithful Softly And Tenderly

Old Black Joe What A Friend

We Shall Gather At The River

Work, For The Night Is Coming

Watch for Them!

SONG BOOK OF THE SCREEN
1 1315 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif.

TITLES
Film Editing

Since 1924

Extensive Film Rental Library,

8mm., 16mm. Silent and Sound

Catalog Free

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
3252 Foster Avenue Chicago 25, III.

ASK YOUR DEALER ABOUT

Waynefi^Prints
THE QUALITY COLOR PRINTS ! SPEEDY

DELIVERY! DUPLICATES AT GREAT SAVINGS!

Write for names and addresses of WAYNE

dealers in your community.

Wayne(j^ Prints
Waym Studio t Photographic Color Laboratories

327 WASHINGTON ST. BUFFALO 3. N. Y.

FREE NEW CATALOGUE FREE

100 ft. 16mm. S.C. $3.50 ) Sonja Henie in

50 ft. 8mm. 1 .75 ) Silvery Skates

CAMPING with VICTOR MOORE
100 ft. 16mm. S.C. $3.50

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.

145 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

cAdventure 3n 16mm. cAnimation • •

.

• Continued from Page 13

too much being said about it. After the

animated drawings were completed,

there still was left the painting-in of the

outlines. Remember, all this was for the

sound speed of 24 fr. per sec. which
means anywhere from 18 to 24 drawings

for one second of music. Finally all were

completed and after a slight time lapse

for bodily recuperation, the photography

was the next task begun.

All my previous shooting had been

done with a model A-3 16mm. Keystone

camera equipped with an f/1.5 lens and,

except for some of the live action, the

entire picture was photographed with

the same camera. The camera was

mounted vertically, with the lens point-

ing down at the title board. By taking

out the back pressure plate in my cam-

era, there is enough room to insert a

small flashlight bulb. This was placed

directly behind the aperture and wired

to batteries. In this way an image of the

film gate aperture was projected on the

ntle board and the camera centered ex-

actly on the area. Placing the pressure

plate back in the camera, I was then

r eady to expose test strips. In this case,

these were very necessary to check not

only exposure and centering, but the

animation itself.

Not having the time to make my
tests and wait for the laboratory to do

the processing, I shot test strips about

two feet in length, then developed them

myself. After checking with the labo-

ratory I found that by using accurate

time and temperature development with

D-72, I could get approximately the

same exposure and gamma calculations

that the laboratory would produce. Final

tests were developed by tray in absolute

darkness, as I was using Eastman Pan-

chromatic Negative. After my checks

had been made I was ready to begin my
photography in real earnest.

This I put off for a while until I had

caught up on my sleep, at least enough

to last me for a good long filming ses-

sion. It required from six o'clock one

night until noon the next day to com-

plete filming of all the drawings. With

animation sheets in order and the chart

right next to the camera, I started click-

ing the frame by frame photography of

each animation drawing. On the Key-

stone camera there is no single frame re-

lease, so by setting the speed at 8 frames

per second and giving the exposure but-

ton a quick snap, I was able to success-

fully expose only one frame at a time.

Keeping tab of the number of frames

exposed was a real headache and several

times when I lost count, I would have

to start all over again on that scene.

The animation board or "stage" was

illuminated by two No. 1 Photofloods

set high enough to give even illumina-

tion to the whole drawing. Two home-
made reflectors were adjustable and

proved efficient for certain lighting ef-

fects throughout the filming period.

The drawings were slipped into the U-
shaped registrants from the top, the

proper celluloid placed over them and

the required number of frames exposed.

The celluloid and drawings were re-

moved and the next placed on the board

and the operation repeated.

As I mentioned earlier, the "Toccata"

was the extent of the work done. The
total number of frames exposed for the

"Toccata" alone was approximately

5,500 with actual drawings numbering

in the neighborhood of 2,000. Total

footage, including the introductory live

action, amounted to about 250 feet, al-

though it was eventually cut down to

200 feet. The photographed negative

was developed and a work print made.

Then, in conjunction with the sound

work print, the picture and sound were

cut and matched up so as to be in syn-

chronization.

Meanwhile I had decided to introduce

the picture with live action so this was

shot and appropriate sound recorded and

added to the beginning of the animation

work. When the sound and picture work
prints were synchronized, the negatives

were matched to their corresponding

print and then to each other. The two
negatives were sent to the laboratory for

a composite print, having both the pic-

ture and sound on one film.

After the extensive work put into this

picture, you can appreciate the thrill I

experienced in finally seeing the com-
plete picture on the screen. Although a

few errors in timing were evident, it did

serve to show what could be done in the

way of interpreting music visually by

means of sound track and animation.

Afterward, I was all set to begin work
on the second part of "Toccata and

Fugue," but the Pearl Harbor incident

stopped that. But when the war is ended

I hope to be able to continue with this

interesting experiment.

MOVING?
SUBSCRIBERS should report change

of address at least two weeks in ad-

vance to Ver Halen Publications,

6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Calif., and include old as well as

new address.
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•k EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.

Reviewed films will be rated I, 2 and 3

stars. Those rating 2 or 3 stars will receive

Free an animated leader indicative of its

merit. Best film reviewed each month will

receive a special certificate award as the

Movie of the Month.

All films are returned promptly by Insured

express together with merit leaders and
special analysis report.

determining

£xpo£ure* . . •

• Continued from Page 1

6

result is 6.4, the f. number required.

Written mathematically, the

method of calculation is expressed as

follows:

L x W
= f.

D
Where L = Lamp index units

W = Weston Tungsten film rat-

ing

D = Distance from photofloods

to subject

f. = f. number for setting lens.

There are other uses for the system

such as light limitations, depth of field

requirements, etc. Let us suppose Ko-
dachrome is again being used but this

time with an f.^.j telephoto lens.

What is the greatest possible distance

lights can be set from the subject for

proper exposure? The lights are two
No. 4 and two No. 2 photofloods,

forming a lamp unit of 3.

To find the maximum distance
lights can be placed from subject mul-
tiply the lamp unit by the Weston
tungsten film speed and divide by the

f. number to be used. In this case the

lamp unit, 3, multiplied by the film

speed, 12, gives 36. Dividing 36 by
f-4- 5 > the answer is 8, the distance

in feet the lamps must be placed from
the subject.

The same system may be employed
when a certain depth of field is nec-

essary in photographing a set and the

unknown factor to be determined is:

how near must lights be set to obtain

necessary lens opening to secure desired

depth of focus? If, in the example
above, the stop f/8 is required to

obtain the necessary detail and depth
of field, the figure 36 (lamp unit x film

speed) would be divided by f/8, giv-

ing an answer of 4^2 — the distance

in feet the lamps must be placed from
subject.

Still another use for this system is

No. 17

WITH SPOT LENS

The front- removable attachment carries

two lenses. This feature as well as the

large condenser lens incorporated in the

main body of the outfit, and the adjust-

able diaphragm apertures make it pos-

sible for the operator to show a spot of

light as small as an inch in diameter or

to give a light area up to ten or twelve

feet. The tilting device at the rear per-

mits the operator to throw the spot of

light in any desired direction or angle.

Mail Orders Filled

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

32nd St., near 6th Ave.,

New York 1, N. Y.

SPOTLIGHT
A popular spotlight—unique and at-

tractive! The most useful scientif-

ically and mechanically perfect unit

for the up-to-date photo studio or

advanced amateur. Its adjustability

and flexibility for various kinds of

work requiring light effects, make it

the most desirable accessory to a

photographer's equipment.

The adjustable porcelain base can be

fitted with a # 1 photo flood or a

500 watt T 20 bulb, and may be

brought into perfect alignment so as

to get either a maximum degree of

a clean, white and sharply outlined

spot of light, or a diffused light so

often desirable for obtaining soft

effects.

Complete with No. 2

Tripod, $36.90

Tax, $6.22

WITHOUT SPOT LENS
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!

LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality.

Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial amateur, and
educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

y Santa Fe Railroad

y Douglas Aircraft Co.

y Boeing Aircraft Co.

y North American Aviation

y Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

y U. S. Dept. of Diterior

y U. S. Army Special Services

and many others.

Write lor Literature HM and Prices

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

Originally manufactured for the U. 8. Gov., here are

some of the best buys ever offered in the optical field.

Priced far below cost of mfg. are such items as large
TANK PRISMS (for making periscopes). PROJECTION
LENSES, substitute ENLARGING LENSES. REDUC-
ING LENSES. MAGNIFIERS, supplementary LENSES
FOR ULTRA CLOSE-UP SHOTS, etc.. etc.

FREE Wrlte for Bi* Frce Catalog listing full partlcu-

lars about all Lenses and Prisms together with
prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
27 W. Clinton Ave., Dept. 9. P. O. Audubon, N. J.

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film.
Ample
Outdoor
Speed

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM 8mm

$3. 50' nc l U(ies machine processing. Day $2.25
light spools, ready to load & shoot.

inn t* Calif, huvers include sales tax. _
rt u100 n

- HOLLYWOOD LAND STUDIOS 50 n "

"The West's Greatest Film Mail Order House"
South gate California

FOR BETTER MOVIE TITLES
MAKE THIS EASY TEST

• Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title

Test Kit. Try making titles the easy A-to-Z Way.

Test our methods before buying the complete outfit.

Write today. No obligation.

Complete Color Title Outfit $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Ave. Dept. H70. New York City 10. N.Y.

16mm Sound Service On Priority
NEW

Victor Model 40 B $425.00
Postwar Orders Accepted. $ 10.00 Advance Deposit

Repairs—Accessories—Film Rental Service

ANCHOR SUPPLY SERVICE
Box 482, Ithaca, N. Y.

to determine how much light will be

required to cover a given subject. Sup-
pose our lens is f/2.5, the film type
A Kodachrome, and the closest lights

can be placed to the subject is 24 feet.

The question is, how many lights will

be needed?

This may easily be determined by
multiplying the f. number (2.5) by the

distance from lights to subject (24)
which gives an answer of 60, and
dividing the film speed (12). The
answer, 5, is the number of light units

necessary for correct exposure. This

would be 5 number 4, 10 number 2 or

20 number 1 photofloods, or any equi-

valent of mixed lamps sufficient to

make up five units.

All examples are based on a camera
shutter speed of 1/30 of a second. For
cameras having faster or slower shut-

ter speeds, compensation must be made
accordingly.

If the first filmed tests of this sys-

tem are slightly under- or over-ex-

posed, the difference may be due to

inefficient reflectors, camera shutter

speeds not exactly 1/30 of a second,

camera running fast or slow, etc. How-

ever, after the first tests, and tests are

recommended, the degree of error

should be determined and allowances
made on all subsequent filming.

If, for instance, the film is slightly

over-exposed, one-half or perhaps one
full stop less exposure should be given
in the future. But once the amount of

error, if any, is found, the correction

allowance should be followed there-

after.

This system of exposure calculation

applies to average scenes and set-ups,

such as normal shots inside the average
home. Where walls are very dark or very
bright, the usual increase or decrease

for such conditions should be made.
The system is intended to give a basic

lens stop from which minor changes
can be made as required.

This simple little formula is so

quick and easy to use that every filmer

should jot it down and carry it in his

camera case, or commit it to memory.
With exposure meters not now obtain-

able, this system will be found a safe

and reliable method for determining
correct indoor exposure for either black

and white or color films.

Shooting T)itleA On Qla*£ .

• Continued from Page 14

container made for the purpose from
scrap packing material. On arrival at

the location chosen for the back-

ground, the supporting frame is first

set up. Next, the camera is mounted
before it on the tripod. The framed
title is then set in place and the camera

finally adjusted to focus upon the

desired background and the title. This

ii determined by viewing the title and

background through the viewfinder,

making necessary allowance for paral-

lax, which is not so great at a distance

of 5
!/2 feet— the distance for which

my title frame was designed. This,

as will be understood, enhances the

possibility of obtaining sharp focus of

both title and background when shoot-

ing titles under normal light condi-

tions at f/8 or f/11.

Using the one-inch (25mm.) lens on

my 1 6mm. Cine Kodak, I obtain a title

area of approximately 2 5"x32" at a

distance of five-and-one-half feet. This

distance has been established as the very

maximum in order not to bring the

frame of the glass into field of view.

Actually, because of the possibility of

error in allowing for parallax, it is ad-

visable to bring the camera somewhat
closer and thus allow for more area be-

tween actual title margins and the glass

frame.

For those readers who may wish to

follow this plan in making similar titles,

the following data on width of field

for standard lenses—one-inch (25mm.)
for 1 6mm. cameras or one-half inch

(12mm.) for 8mm. cameras—will be of

value:

Camera To Width Of
Subject Field

4 Feet 20 Inches

5 Feet 24 Inches

6 Feet 30 Inches

Making titles by this method requires

some knowledge of depth of field for

the particular lens to be used. It is nec-

essary to get the maximum depth of

field in order that both the title letters,

which are set up a distance of yJ4 feet

from camera, and the background as

seen through the glass, will be in sharp

focus. This calls for good light and a

small lens stop. I always aim for a stop

cf f 8 or f 1 1. By setting my lens focus

at 1 5 feet, I obtain a depth of field from

5 feet from camera to infinity. Thus,

it would be possible to use as a back-

ground, with equal success, a range of

distant mountains, or a flowered shrub

immediately behind the glass panel.

It is not to be construed, from the

description above, that the procedure in

making these titles is limited to com-
posing a title at home, then taking it to

location for filming. On the contrary,

the system is fully flexible, allowing for

composing of titles on location as often

as desired. Using block letters and rub-

ber cement for adhesive, the letters

may be quickly applied to the glass and
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just as readily removed after the title is

photographed.

By employing lap-dissolve technique,

the letters may be made to fade-in and

out over the background. Using stop

motion photography, the letters can be

made to appear one by one, as in anima-

tion, and disappear the same way. Such

embellishments will enhance even more

the very professional effect of the title

wording appearing over live moving

backgrounds.

School-made

documentary . . .

• Continued from Page 1 5

With the editing completed and with

a four minute aluminum recording pro-

viding the musical score and narration,

this classroom-produced documentary

film was ready for a premier showing.

Not only was the film a classroom

success, but it has been used at a number

of teacher institutes to show how a min-

imum of planning and a minimum of

expense can produce a very fine educa-

tional experience through use of a home

movie camera and projector. This pic-

ture has been further used in other

classes as motivation for studying local

conservation problems.

$eview& o

cAmateur 3ilm£ .

.

• Continued from Page 6

The picture begins with the main title

superimposed over an exterior view of

the man's home. The words dissolve and

we see people coming and going from

the house. The camera trucks in, pro-

ceeds through the door, and centers

upon the living room. Here we are in-

troduced to the man and his family. A
group is making merry about the piano.

The man retires to his bedroom.

He gets into bed, but cannot sleep.

We see him rolling and tossing, and a

flashback to the parlor shows the rea-

son. Here the merrymakers have raised

their voices in song. The man pounds

on the wall to no avail. Other interrup-

tions and noise occur subsequently to

give the man a bad night. And when he

finally arises the next morning, he ap-

pears wan and dejected .

There comes a package to the door.

Opening it, the man finds a reel of

movie film. The phone rings, and while

he's answering it a little girl comes into

the room, sees the film and proceeds to

unwind it. By the time the phone con-

versation is finished and the man returns

to the film, he finds the child hopelessly

entangled in it. This is too much for the

distraught man. He packs his bags and

is about to drive away in his car to

"P ventUally—maybe sooner than you think—
you'll be able to enjoy the thrill of owning

DeVRY 8mm. or 16mm. cameras and projectors. . . .

Isn't it reasonable to expect a manufacturer who for

more than 30 years has been building professional

motion picture equipment for Hollywood and for

betcer theaters thru-out the world to have the "know-
how" and the facilities to build 8mm. and 16mm.
equipment for your use? You'll be more than glad

you waitedfor the best. ,

World's Most Complete Line of Motion
Picture Sound Equipment ... An Out-

standing Name in the Cinematic World

for 31 years . . . BUY U. S. WAR BONDS!

DeVRY a/one among motion picture equipment manufacturers

has received the Army-Navy "E" award three consecutive times.

DeVRY CORPORATION, 1111 Armitoge Ave., Chicago 14, Illinois

Distributors in World's Principal Cities

DeVRY SOUND-ON-FILM PROJECTORS ARE PRECISION ELECTRONIC DEVICES

J4ow to Color

riiTiiiikti'iis
WITH OILS

A New Book that explains:

COLOR HARMONY
COLORING THE PHOTOGRAPH
STEP BY STEP LANDSCAPE COLORING
FACTS ON LANDSCAPE COLORING
SKIES AND CLOUDS
WATER SCENES
MOUNTAINS, HILLS AND ROCKS
TREES AND FIELDS

SNOW AND MOONLIGHT SCENES
MISCELLANEOUS OUTDOOR SUBJECTS

FLOWERS AND STILL LIFE STUDIES

PORTRAITS
STEP BY STEP PORTRAIT COLORING
MINIATURES
PORTRAIT COLOR GUIDE
LANDSCAPE COLOR GUIDE
PHOTO OIL COLOR GUIDE

PRICE $2.50

At Your Local Camera Store or Direct trom

Ver Halen Publications
404C Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILM...
Special!

2 rolls 16mm.

AMBERTINT $7.00

Ideal Film for Outdoor Movies

FREE complete professional scenario in-

cluding necessary props and main titles

ready to splice in. ( Value $2.50. >

or

2 rolls 8mm.
PANCHROMATIC $6.00

(Choice of Weston 32-24 or 100-641

A Real Indoor and Night Scene Film

FREE complete professional scenario in-

cluding necessary props and main titles

ready to splice in. (Value $2.50.)

OFFER EXPIRES FEB. 28TH

All Film Includes Machine Processing

HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS

9320 California Ave.

Southgate. California
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Makes Titling

Easy For You!
CONTAINS elementary instructions and advice for beginners, ad-

vanced tips for experts—all you need to know about composing, pho-

tographing, developing and editing titles for home movies. Generously

illustrated with photographs and diagrams. Not a step overlooked. Also

contains complete diagrams for building your own titler.

Mailed* Postpaid for

$<|00

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find One Dollar for which please send
prepaid one copy of new revised edition of HOW TO TITLE
HOME MOVIES.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

Zone
CITY No STATE.

leave the house forever. But a little boy,

obviously his small son, comes out to

him, offers the man a bottle of beer.

This touches the man's heart, he changes
his mind, and returns to the house with
his arm about the boy.

Basically the story idea is good. How-
ever, the filmer shows a tendency to

wander away from the subject in-

stead of sticking to the main story

thread. The photography rates just fair,

due to considerable underexposure on the

interior scenes. A creditable effort was
the attempt to create a night effect in

the bedroom scenes by tinting the film

blue. Editing is generally good and the

titling commendable. The main draw-
back to the title photography is incon-

sistency in exposure.

Nevertheless, filmer Sodergren cer-

tainly deserves an "A" for effort in this

undertaking and Home Movies has

awarded the film a 3-Star merit leader.

Cattle J^ecord^

T)he \fear . . .

• Continued from Page 17

as Home Movies goes to press all the

resources of this pioneer company are

linked to Castle Films' headquarters by

air express from world-wide fields of

action to assure the best possible cov-

erage of the entire momentous year's

events. Final editing of "News Parade

of the Year" was delayed until the last

possible minute for any unexpected flash.

It was thus subject to change until the

great laboratory printing machines be-

gan on December 1st to roll out the

thousands of 8mm. and 16mm. prints

that are to be distributed in the home
and school fields in this country and

abroad.

CxperimentaI

IVork^kop. .

.

• Continued from Pn^c 2 1

era at the tripod socket and as readily

demounted when not in use. — R. D.

Tbomson, San Francisco, Calif.

Film Scratch
Scratching of new films may result in

the camera or projector. These should

be checked immediately upon discovery

of such film damage. Best method is to

secure a length of unexposed film stock,

splice the ends to form a loop, then

thread it into the camera and let it

run through the mechanism for a few

seconds. Remove the film and examine

both surfaces closely to determine if

scratching has occurred. If so, then fur-

ther tests are necessary with other loops

or strips of unexposed film. Run the
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film part way through the camera,

examining the lead end immediately

after it has passed through each contact

point, i.e., sprockets, film gate, etc. The
obstruction causing scratch can thus be

immediately located and eliminated.

—

Pete Larson, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Threading Knob
While end of the threading shaft on

the Filmo "8" projector is knurled to

afford finger grip, there are times when
it becomes hard to turn, especially for

feminine fingers, due to its small diam-

eter. I have corrected this on my pro-

jector. I purchased a brown bakelite

radio knob, to harmonize with projec-

tor finish, then drilled a hole in it to

afford a press fit of knob over knurled

end of threading shaft. The larger size

of knob permits a firmer grip of shaft

and threading can now be accomplished

with ease.

—

Arthur M. Sharp, Centre-

dale, R. I.

JSew Professional

View binder . . .

• Continued from Page 24

man see an image of himself reflected

from the rear element of the finder

when working in bright light.

Special mattes are provided to mask
off the viewing area to correspond to

field areas of all lenses from wide angle

to the largest telephoto. A built-in mag-
azine holds these mattes ready for in-

stant use.

The difference in viewpoint (or dis-

placement) between camera and finder

lenses, commonly called parallax, is au-

tomatically compensated for, so that

whatever is sharply focused in the finder

is also corrected for parallax in the

finder frame. The parallax adjustment is

done optically inside the finder, allow-

ing the external finder casing to be sol-

idly attached to the camera, thus pro-

viding a rugged and dependable linking

of the two instruments that cannot be

thrown out of adjustment by accidental

shocks to either of them.

In the case of the Eyemo camera, the

displacement distance between lens and
finder center is 2.750 inches. If, for in-

stance, this finder were later to be in-

stalled on a different camera having a

displacement of, say, 4 inches, the finder

cam plate can readily be exchanged for

one adaptable to the second camera, and
the alteration made with a screwdriver

as the only tool.

Originally designed and manufactured
for the army by the E. M. Berndt Corp.,
of Hollywood, this new finder will

eventually become available to all cam-
eramen doing work allied to the war ef-

fort. Later, the same finder may be pur-

chased by owners of 16mm. cameras

w ho appreciate the value of a precision

full vision finder in contrast with the

"peep-hole" type of finders usually

found on 16mm. cameras.

J\ou boats

(Railroads . .

.

• Continued from Page 2j

Olsen's favorite 16mm. camera is the

Berndt-Maurer with which he is shoot-

ing all current productions for Carl

Dudley. He specializes almost entirely in

Kodachrome photography although he

has produced some startling negatives

with pan film that gave 16mm. prints

with screen quality that equalled the

best 35mm.

While Olsen forsees a great swing to

wider use of 16mm, in postwar motion

picture production, he is not too con-

cerned with rumors that many studio

cameramen are surveying the field with

an eye to taking over all 16mm. camera

work.

He agrees that the professional

1 6mm. photographer today stands at the

threshold of unprecedented opportuni-

ties. There is no question, he believes,

but that professional 16mm. cinematog-

raphy will assume equal importance with

35mm. after the war, and that the cine-

matographer with professional 16mm.
experience, especially with color, holds

an eminent place in the ranks.

The leaders, Olsen believes, will be

those who consistently improve their

camera art and keep abreast of the

newest techniques— even contributing

substantially to them.

£. S* C. J^poks

forward . . .

• Continued from ?age 25

thing dependable to look forward to.

There is a vast tide of 16mm. produc-

tion dammed up and waiting only for

cessation of the war to release it to full

scale activity. That the professional

1 6mm. cinematographer with consider-

able 1 6mm. experience behind him is the

equal of the average 35 mm. professional

lacking such experience is now an es-

tablished fact.

The Society believes that with the

SSC now firmly established with 16mm.
commercial film producers, by virtue of

the quality of work turned out by its

members, particular producers of the

future who want 16mm. experts who
"know how" will specify SSC cinema-
tographers.

Dramatize Your Treasured Snapshots
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends a country
air to a sophisticated album. Black paper mounts, plastU
binding rings. 5 x 7" size, $1.75: 8 x 10", $2.50;
1 1 x 14", $3.50.

A Fine Gift for a Friend or Yourself.

At stores or direct prepaid on money-back Trial.
Free Catalog of Amfiles for Slides, Reels, Etc

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
and CURRENT EVENTS released by
CASTLE and other producers, with
our new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
PLAN. Write for details.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. Chicago. III.

NEW HITS FOR THE NEW YEAR
I6mm. Sound

IMMEDIATE BOOKINGS!
AS YOU LIKE IT

Laurence Olivier Elisabeth Bergner

* DUKE OF WEST POINT
Joan Fontaine Richard Carlson

INTERNATIONAL LADY
George Brent Nona Massey

Many Other Features and Shorts
Write for Catalog H

95 N. MAIN WATERBURY 14. CONN.

Distinctive TITLES
and expert EDITING

For the Amateur and Professional

16MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachrome

Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42nd Street New York. N. Y.

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchange!—Bargain List* Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldf.. Boston. Mat*

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

WE HAVE 8MM. - 16MM. FILM
100 ft. 1 6mm. orthe weston 6 $2.68
100 ft. 16mm. panchromatic weston 64 4.85
25 ft. double 88 panchromatic Weston 64 1.89

These prices include Fret processing.

Write for Free circulars listing our Movie accessories,
chemicals and bulk film. We do processing.

FROMADER GENERA CO. DAVENPORT. IOWA
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• 8ASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has been
satisfaction or your money back always.

16mm. Bell & Howell 2000 ft. reels $ 4.2S
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $ 3.85

ibmm. Bass 1600 ft. cans $ 3.50
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $ 3.30
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans $ 2.15

30x40 Radiant DeLuxe tripod screen $13.75
40x40 Radiant DeLuxe tripod screen $17.75
48x48 Radiant DeLuxe tripod screen $21.50
30x40 Da-Lite Versatol screen $ 7.50

40x40 Da-Lite Versatol screen $10.00
USED I6MM. CAMERAS
100 ft. Cine Kodak Model B, F:3.5 lens, with case,

$47.50.

Ensign Turret Model, 5 speed, Parallax optical
finder, 20mm. Woliensak F:3.5 wide angle, I"

Cooke F: 1 .8. 2" Woliensak F:3.5 with case, $182.50.
Victor 5, 20mm. Cooke F:3.5 wide angle, I" Cooke

F:2.7, 4" Dallmeyer F:4, combination case, $267.50.

Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Woliensak F:l.9 focus mount,
I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and
filter, $275.00.

Bell & Howell single 8, F:3.5 lens and case, $34.50.

SPECIAL:
Defranne Universal Vertical title stand complete
with magnifier, for following cameras: Kodak
8mm.; Bell & Howell 70DA; Kodak 16mm.; Key-
stone 8. Your choice, each, postpaid anywhere in

the U.S.A., $5.75.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alum-
inum base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.

Dummy with brake $3.50.

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. 145. 179 W.
Madison Street, Chicago 2, III.

• ALUMINUM camera spools: 100 ft. 16mm. 50c-
25 ft. double 8mm. 35c, 3 for $1.00. RITTER FILM
SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

• BRAND new Bell & Howell Straight 8mm. Cameras
with f:2.5 lens, leather carrying case, automatic foot-
age indicator, speeds of 8-16-24-32 in original fac-
tory cartons, $59.50; 30' fine grain Weston 24 film

for these cameras, $1.55 including developing; im-
mediate delivery of 100, 300, 500, and 750 watt pro-
jection lamps for still and motion picture projectors;
2000' Bell & Howell reel and Eastman Humidor,
$6.95 new; a limited number of 1600, used reels

79c each; 800' reels or cans, 69c each; new 1200'

reel and can, $2.95; new 1600' reel and can, $3.95;
400' new 16mm. steel reels, 4 for $1.00; 400' used
16mm. cans, 5 for $1.00; 200' 8mm. reels or cans, 4

for $1.00, new; new Bell & Howell Exposure Meters
with case, $9.95; wide angle lens for Magazine East-

man "8" Camera, $29.50; new Velvet lined cases
for 2", 3", 4" and 6" cine lenses, 79c each; 35mm.
De Vry silent projector, $15; new Bell & Howell 1000
watt 2x2 slide projector, $266; new 35mm. Griswold
Splicer, $16.50; 2" f:2.8 Hermagis lens for 8mm.
cameras, $49.50; 20mm. f:l.5 Dallmeyer for 8mm.
camera, $75; 3" f:3.5 Ilex lens for 8mm. cameras,
$49.50; Victor III f:3.5 lens and case, $67.50; Eastman
Model C Kodascope and Case and Tripod Beaded
Screen, 16mm., $49.50; Agfa 16mm. camera, variable
speeds, f:3.5 lens and case, $49.50; Bell & Howell
1600' Editor with splicer and rewinds, and reels, $50;

Eastman Business Scope 16mm. with I" and 2" pro-
jection lenses and built-in screen, $49.50; SPECIAL
PRICES ON ASSORTED CARRYING CASES FOR
BELL & HOWELL. Single case Commercial Sound
Machine, All Metal. $9.95; Blimp case for Bell &
Howell Model 120 Sound Projector, $7.95; Speaker
and Projector Case for Bell & Howell Academy, $20;

new Monitor Speaker for Bell & Howell Academy or

Utility, $39.50; Webster 35mm. sound slide projector
strip film only, $49.50; similar unit for Phonograph
records only, $49.50; $35 Bell & Howell Speaker Case
accommodates 12" speaker, grey finish, beautiful

condition, $9.95; $15 carrying case for Bell & Howell
Silent Projector, $7.95; Case for Bell & Howell Film-

omaster, $7.95; Carryinq case for Heavy Duty pro-
fessional tripod, $5.95; Case for Bell & Howell Film-

oarc Amplifier, $5.95; Carrying case for Bell &
Howell Showmaster, $7.95; Old Model Bell & Howell
Filmophone with turntable and speaker but no am-
plifier, $15; Carrying case for Bell & Howell Eyemo,
$5.95; Carrying case for T urret Model Eyemo. $7.95;

Bell & Howell wood Orchestricon cases holding two
speakers. $14.95: 2" Viewfinder for Turret 8, $6.40;
I/," Viewfinder Turret 8. $9.60; Bell & Howell
Projection Lenses, 3'/2 ". $7.95; 4" f:2.5, $15; 4"

f:4.25. $9.85; 4" f:2.8. $12.50; Eastman 4" Projection

lens, $12.50; Victor 3" Projection lens. $9.85; Bolex

carrying case, new. $25; Univex Editor, $1.95; Bell &
Howell Diagonal Splicer, $5.05; F & R 16mm. Viewer,
$10.95* Every item offered on money back if not

satisfied basis. . . . NATIONAL CAMERA EX-
CHANGE. Established 1914, 86 South Sixth Street,

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 cash with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
• I6MM. 400 ft. reels, assorted—Eastman B & H
Flexsteel, etc.—3 for $1.00. BLEITZ CAMERA, 5338
Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 27. Calif.

• STUDIO lathe recorder mounted on lathe bench,
tracking inside out, 33 1/3 RPM, synchronous motor,
three phase 220 volt G.E. for making transcription
masters or direct cut transcriptions. Complete per-
fect condition with switches, starrer. Value, $1275.00
special $600.00. 12 volt camera motor, geared 1440
RPM, mounted, $65.00. MOGULL'S, 55 West 48th

St., New York City.

• FIBRE carrying or shipping cases for 2-800 foot
reels, used, 95c, postage 15c. 35mm. stainless steel

daylight loading developing tank, $7.95, postage
25c. MOGULL'S, 55 West 48th St., New York City.

• ZEISS-TYPE 35mm. movie camera; 400 ft. maga-
zine; 35mm. and 50mm. Zeiss Tessar lenses; case
and professional geared tripod. $475.00. BLEITZ
CAMERA CO., 5338 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood
27, Calif.

WANTED
• WANTED: I Eumig 8mm. camera with electric

exposure meter. I Ditmar 8mm. camera with Elec-

tric exposure meter. Pay very good price for.

A. EHRHART, 476 Berryman Drive, Snyder, N. Y.

• WANTED: Dual Turntable, preferably two speeds,
complete with speaker and amplifier. FRANK W.
DIBBLE, III West Monroe St., Chicago 3, III.

• SILENT movie projectors wanted. Top prices paid.

HURTIG, 2309HM Lawrence, Toledo, Ohio.

• WANTED— Good print of "The New York Hat"
(Mary PicMord, 1910), 16mm. silent. State condi-
tion. BOX 315, Walpole, New Hampshire.

• PART TIME commission representatives wanted
for 16mm. sound film distributing organization.

Rentil and sales. Write full particulars. LES
LORDEN ENTERPRISES. 244 S. Western Ave., Los
Angeles 4, Calif.

TITLING SUPPLIES

•"TITLE LETTERS: Diecast modern sans-serif design,

7/16" high, i/s" face, 3/32" thick. Black, white, or

aluminum. For Kodachrome: blue, green, red, yel-

low. Price, 5c each, or set of 150 characters, $4.50

postpaid. H. DECKELMAN. 8716 Neier Lane, Affton

23, Mo.

PHOTO FINISHING
• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate. Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS
I6MM. MOVIE FRAME ENLARGEMENTS

Enlarged to 2 lA"x3 l

/4 " at 50c each, or 8 for $3.00.

postpaid. JAX, BOX 3-HM, Times Sq., New York 18.

TITLE CENTERING GUIDES
10c each

AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
8mm. and 16mm. cine camera are tho«e simple,

easy-to-use title centering gu'oes tnat assure

quick, accurate centering of camera with title

board—regardless of size of title.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!
HOME MO VIES

6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

8 ENLARGED *| ^\ REDUCED §Q
TO ID TO O

BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought, sold,
exchanged Bargains always. Send for exchange
plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury, Conn.

• COMEDIES, dramas, religious films. Tom Mix,
"Shoot The Works," 88mm. 100 ft., $2.00; 16mm.
$4.00. Empty reels or cans, 8mm., 3 for $1.00. Cat-
alog .glamour girl sample, dime. ZIENTEK FILMS,
1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore 25, Maryland.

• CASTLE 100 ft. films exchanged. PAUL HAM-
ILTON, 2714 Seevers Ave., Dallas 16, Texas.

• PRETTY girls? "Beauty Brevities" 8mm., $2.00;
16mm., $4.00. Sample 10c. Iriscope kits for experi-
menters, $5.00. Glamour list and official catalog
stamp. RAY VATER. 201 D, Elmira, N. Y.

• "BEAUTY Brevities" 8mm., $2.00; 16mm., $4.00
prepaid. Complete glamour, thrill lists glamour
sample, 10c. JENKINS, 392-C, Elmira, New York.

• GORGEOUS girls—New—Glamorous—Sparkling.
"Allure" and "Whistle Girls," 8mm. 50 ft., $2.00;

100 ft. 16mm., $4.00 each. Comedy, travel, adven-
ture, sports. Equipment, accessories. New 1945 cat-
alogue 3c stamp. AUDET, Box 6520-CC, Philadelphia
38, Penr*.

• SOUND and silent films at special prices. Large
stock of 8mm.—16mm. camera films, cameras pro-
jectors. Large list. ZENITH, 308 West 44th. New
York City.

• OFFICIAL Films', new 16mm. sound prints, $15.00
each. 16mm. sound rentals of features. New and
used prints for sale. Write for catalogue today.
JOHN HILL, 512 Kelly St., Atlanta, Georgia.

• SOUND films bought, sold and exchanged. Swap
for a dollar a reel. BARNETT, R.F.D. I, New-
port, R. I.

• SPECIAL Bargains: 8-limm. films, sampJe and
lists 10c. Also, fast film for 8-l6mm. cameras.
Bulbs for P-8 Univex projectors. MARSHALL, 413,

Elmira, N. Y.

• FILMS, 8 or 16mm. rented, 5 reels, 12.00. Ex-
changes, $1.00. We buy anything. THE CAMERA
MAN, 542 5th Ave., New York 19. N. Y.

• 8MM.-I6MM. film subjects—black and white
and color, sound or silent. Largest selection ever
compiled, 75c to $100.00. Write for new DeLuxe
1945 catalogue profusely illustrated, 25c (coin or
stamps) refunded first purchase. HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE SUPPLY, 4279 Crenshaw, Los Angeles 43,

Calif.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,

Box 539, Brockton, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film, 100 ft. 14mm.
$2.50. 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subjects sold, exchanged. Sound librery.

BETTER FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

• ANSCO 8mm. Hypan and 8mm. Triple-S pan-
chromatic films! Combination Special No. I: One
roll of each type $4.60. Special No. 2: Three rolls

8mm. Hypan $6.00. Special No. 3: Three rolls 8mm.
Triple S pan $6.50. Our quantities are limited, so

if you need 8mm. films, order today! Will ship

C.O.D. STANDARD SALES, Box 154, Kansas City 10,

Missouri.

• PANCHPOMATIC bulk film: 400 ft. 16mm.
Weston 24-16, $12.50- 400 ft. 16mm. Weston 64-40,

$13.50; 400 ft. double 8mm. Weston 64-40, $15.00.

Fresh stock. Write for our free price lists. RITTER
FILM ScRVICE. 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

• SPECIAL double 8mm. Eastman inferno positive

film for titling purposes, $5.00 per 400 ft. or P/2 c

per foot in smaller lots. Minimum order, $1.50.

Also 16mm. Eastman positive in 400 ft. rolls at

$4.00. Three rolls per customer. Will ship C.O.D.
FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

• ANSCO 16mm. color. 8-l6mm. Ansco Hypan, 8-

16mm. Library. Clearance. Also sound. Screens, ac-
cessories. NO-WAT-KA. 257 Main Ave., Passaic, N.J.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REVERSAL or negative processing: 100 ft. 16mm..
75c; 50 ft. 16mm. 50c; 25 ft. double 8mm.. 35c; 25

ft. single 8mm., 25c. RITTER FILM SERVICE. 629

Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.
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BOLEX never-deviating excellence is, of

course, due to the superiority of BOLEX
construction. In the world-renowned fac-

tories of the Paillard family, where father

has handed down the secret of precision

craftsmanship to son for more than one

hundred and thirty years, gears are fitted

and meshed with painstaking accuracy.

Springs and parts are assembled with the

wizardry that comes only from true expe-

rience and great ability in workmanship.

Beautiful, indeed, is the mechanism of

BOLEX cameras . . . and beautiful, indeed,

are the results achieved by tens of thousands

of satisfied owners all over the world.

When choosing your camera of the future,

it is good to remember BOLEX ... its ver-

satility, its ease of operation, its ability to

perform many of the "tricks" of the profes-

sional camera, its glowing black-and-white

and gorgeous color results—and, last but

not least, the great economy of owning a

>dnu>U<-«n -i

BOLEX. You see, when you buy a BOLEX
it is not necessary to go in for a lot of

"extras" . . . the extras are there already. See

your BOLEX dealer today ... he may not

have a BOLEX in stock now . .-. place your

reservation with him in order to be sure that

you get one of the first BOLEX cameras

that he has available.

Another BOLEX ''BUY" ... the L-8
The small BOLEX miracle . . . the L-8 . . . is the

talk of the amateur motion picture world. Easy to

operate, easy to load, filled with many tempting

advantages, the L-8, with its constant speed motor,

has won the hearts of fans from coast-to-coast.

Your BOLEX. Department won't be complete

without this amazing instrument.

START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT BUY AND HOLD MORE WAR BONDS
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Bell & Howell Filmo Cameras and Projectors

have been first to bring movie makers many

important improvements.

That fact is doubly significant to you. Sig-

nificant because you can expect Bell & Howell

to continue to be first with innovations you'll

want. And significant because in postwar

Filmo Cameras and Projectors you'll find the

original, B&H-engineered designs of valuable

features ... of such features as these famous

Filmo Camera firsts:

Spring drive. Eliminates hand cranking; assures

unvarying camera speeds.

2 Spyglass viewfinder. Excludes extraneous light;

makes sighting easy and accurate. What you see,

you get—with Filmo.

3

4

Hand-held. Eliminates use of tripod.

"Drop-in" loading. To close the film gate, you

simply close the Filmo 8mm. camera door.

EVEN BETTER FILMOSOUNDS
ARE COMING

When they again become avail-

able for home use, B&H Filmo-
sound 16mm. sound-on-film pro-
jectors will be even better than
before. Incorporating combat-
tested improvements resulting
from our war-accelerated research
and engineering in OPTI-ONICS,
they will set new high standards
of performance.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;
New York; Hollywood; Washing-
ton, D.C.;London. Established 1907.

Products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

THE

"SPORTSTER"

A handsome, precision -built 8mm. camera

Anyone can take superb movies with

this fine camera, either in true-to-life /////

color or in sparkling black-and-white.

Scarcely larger than the palm of your

hand, the "Sportster" offers four film

speeds including s-l-o-w motion, a sin-

gle-frame exposure device for anima-

tion work, a built-in exposure guide,

and a fast F 2.5 lens which gets the pic-

ture even when the light is poor. Extra,

special purpose lenses are

instantly interchangeable.

Buy on

More Wa

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
"125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send me information about: ( ) improved
Filmo Cameras and Projectors for ( )8mm.( )16mm.
film; ( ) improved Filmosounds.

Same.

Address

City .State

PRECISION - MADE BY
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For Freedom . . .

—An Extra Bond

'JjtjtHEN peace returns we, the living, must take renewed in-

4t|t* spiration from him who wanted the nation and the world

to be free; who saw that only through education and training

could government of the people, by the people and for the people

survive on earth . . . Lincoln, who learned by firelight with a

board for a slate, a coal for a pencil, had the vision . . . Will we,

with the great tools of education and training now at hand, fail

to use them?

In rebuilding a new world 16mm films and Victor Sound Motion

Picture Equipment can and will take a great part — speeding

and advancing training and teaching, presenting to a receptive

world the methods, achievements and meaning of Democracy.

Victor Animatograph Corporation
Heme Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (18). MeGraw Hill Bid?., 330 W. 42d St. • Chicago (1), 188 W. Randolph
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MICKEY MOUSE AND DONALD DUCK

ANIMATED
CARTOONS

FOR HOME PROJECTORS

• M the latest se yue

°ne
,
°«dWe^ fwJ 3£** ^Ime tangled

please vr»

IIRED HOT BULLETS"

"DONALD'S SUPER-SERVICE"
Donald Duck, Mickey and Goofy as service
station attendants are more willful than skill-

ful when ordered to repair an automobile by
Peg-leg Pete, its villainous owner. An unex-
pected turn of events saves their lives midst
laugh-gags aplenty in this double length
cartoon.

200 Feet 16mm $6.00
100 Feet 8mm 3.00

Please Order by Catalog
Number 14S1-B

Pursued by villainous Peg-leg Pete in an old saw
mill, Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse almost lose

their lives before a whirring circular saw. But the

saw breaks loose and turns on Peg-leg for a riotous

climax of fun.

100 Feet 16mm $3.00
50 Feet 8mm. 1.50

Please Order by Catalog Number 1SS3-A

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.

Please ship the following films indicated below:

Remittance Enclosed

Name

Address

State

City

Ship C.O.D.

Zone
No.

Send Free Catalog.

FILM
NUMBER

AMOUNT
REMITTED

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES

INC.
6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
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Look At Me, Daddy!

RE-LIVE your youngsters' fleeting

childhood days through all the

years to come. Capture their amusing,

endearing traits in motion pictures. It's

surprisingly easy to do—even with the

simplest equipment—if your camera is

loaded with Triple S Pan Reversible

Film.

Ansco Triple S Pan is a remarkably fast

film, ideal for making movies indoors

with photoflood lamps, or outdoors

when the light is poor.

Not only that—but its fine grain, full

panchromatic color sensitivity, and well-

balanced contrast insure sparkling, life-

like results.

Triple S Pan Film has wide latitude,

too! A quality which helps you get good

pictures even when your exposures are

something more or less than perfect.

Make sure you ask for Ansco Triple S

Pan Reversible Film. Available for both

8 and 16mm cameras—in 100- and 50-foot

rolls for 16mm and in 25-foot (double-

width) rolls for 8mm. Ansco, Bing-

hamton, New York. A Division of

General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
8 and 1 6mm

TRIPLE S PAN
FILM

KEEP YOUR EYE ON ANSCO— FIRST WITH THE FINEST
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REVIEWS...

0/ cAmateur film*
By

I H. SCHOEN

PACE 46

a u r i c o n
AUTO-PARALLAX VIEW-RANGE

A precision optical instrument,

the Auricon EIF-20 Camera Find-

er combines range finder and view

finder; shows a large upright pic-

ture, needle sharp and correct

right to left. Parallax is automati-

cally adjusted while focusing, at all

distances from four feet to infinity.

Adaptable to any 35mm or 16mm
camera . . . uses inserted mattes to

cover lens fields from wide angle

to telephoto. Write today for full

information.

We design and manufacture motion

picture equipment to special or-

der, for essential purposes. Your
inquiries are invited.

Auricon division

E.M.BERNDT CORP.
S515 SUNSET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL.

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931

SNAKE RIVER RAINBOWS, 75 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, and produced by LeRoy
Hansen, Salt Lake City, is a fine ex-

ample of how continuity can be achiev-

ed by post-filming a few tie-in shots.

Mr. Hansen had previously filmed scenes

of a fishing trip and after the film was
screened for the first time, he found
he had little more than a collection ot

random shots of the trip. He wanted to

be able to screen these pictures for

friends, and knew some measure of con-
tinuity was necessary to sustain inter-

est. So, filming the tie-in shots resulted

and skillful editing did the rest.

The picture opens with excellent in- .

troductory titles and the first scene
shows a man seated in living room of
his home, absorbed in a copy of Field

& Stream. Presently he falls asleep and
dreams about fishing for rainbow trout

in the Snake River. The scenes that

follow picture his experiences. He is

shown preparing his tackle, baiting
hooks, casting, getting nibbles, and
bringing the fish to gaff—if such a

term may be applied to fishing in in-

land waters.

For the final sequence, the camera
switches back to the living room to

pick up the man awakening from his

dream—which he does with some com-
motion. This annoys his wife, seated

across the room, knitting. With an air

of disdain, she relieves him of Field &
Stream and gives him a copy of Modern
Romances, saying: "Here, read this for

a change!" Sheepishly, the man takes

the magazine, scans a few pages, then

throws it on the floor in disgust as the

picture fades out.

Photography is generally good except

for some under-exposures. The skill with

which the added scenes were edited was

marred somewhat by errors in editing

other sequences. For instance, there is

opportunity to heighten interest in the

fishing sequences by intercutting sev-

eral scenes with one another. There are

shots of the man casting his line, of

him reeling it in, and medium closeups

of a fish on the line about to be brought

in by net. Then there are three separate

longshots of the man with his compan-
ions in the boat. Yet, these are not cut

in the proper order to give the illusion

that the fishing action is taking place

in sequence.

The material is there by which the

sequence might be re-edited to show
first a long shot of the men in the boat

casting their lines, then the closeups of

the same action ; then back again to

long shot of men in boat as one indicates

he has a strike; then back to closeup

of man reeling in fish; the fish in the

water, and finally being hauled in by

net.

Excellent titling contributed much to

the interest of this picture, too. The
subtitles are well arranged and executed

and are ample to tell the story. Mr.

Hansen filmed the picture with a model

134-E Bell & Howell 8mm. camera

equipped with an f/2.5 Taylor-Hobson

lens. No exposure meter was used, and

a tripod was employed only on the in-

terior shots. Mr. Hansen justly deserves

the 3 -Star Merit Leader awarded this

film.

PLAYLAND BEACH—1944, 250 feet
1 6mm. Kodachrome, filmed by Her-

bert Oesterle, New Pork City, is nota-

ble for its story-telling camera angles

and otherwise excellent photography. A
fine series of colorful titles introduce

the picture and those who had a part

in making it, and the narrative opens

with camera focused upon a little girl,

about six, asleep in her crib. She

awakens, performs her ablutions, then

dresses and asks her mother if they may
go swimming.

After mother and child have break-

fast they are shown leaving the house.

The camera follows them as they take

the bus to Playland Beach, a resort near

Rye, New York, and picks them up

• Continued on Page 81



IN PURSUIT OF HAPPINESS . . .

What spells victory for a sport lover . . .or success for an amateur

cine fan? You can credit skill and experience. We like to add equipment,

for fine equipment makes a difference in results as well as in

the pleasure of your hobby. Creating and perfecting motion picture

equipment have kept us on the alert. It has trained us to plan ahead

for the even finer postwar Revere 8mm Camera and Projector. Look

forward to Revere. Meanwhile, buy bonds—and hold them!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

FOR CINE EXCELLENCE LOOK FORWARD TO

mBy Record Events of Today

for Tomorrow's Enjoyment
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FOR BETTER
MOVIES

to send overseas

—or to enjoy

at home • • . get

PHOTOFLOODS

. . For "Stills". . G-E flash bulbs

More and more they will

be available at dealers.

So keep asking for them
and get better "stills".

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The G-E Ail-Girl Orchestra ",

Sunday 10:00 p. m. EWT, NBC; "The World Today'ntws,

Monday through Friday 6:4> p. m. EWT, CBS; "The G-E
Houseparty," Monday through Friday 4:00 p. m. EWT, CBS.

GE MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

GENERAL © ELECTRIC

BUY WAR BONDS AND HOLD THEM

I've Got

A Problem!"
~j( HAVE you a perplexing problem in photography, editing,

titling, or processing of home movies? Then tell it to the

editors. This "problem untangling" service is free to every
reader of Home Movies. Where answer by mail is desired, en-

close stamped addressed envelope with your letter.

FADES

Q: How can I make fadeouts and fade-

ins in my titles when shooting them on
positive film?—A. K. M., Duluth, Minn.

A: There are two methods. The fade

can be made by controlling amount of

light reaching film, as in filming pic-

tures, or fades can be made chemically

with dye solutions after titles have

been photographed and the film devel-

oped. In first method, procedure is just

reverse of that required for use of re-

versal film, i.e., to fadeout, open up
lens to widest stop to fadeout.

DEPTH OF FOCUS

Q: Since a stop of f 4.5 gives the same
exposure regardless of focal length of the

lens, why does the depth of focus not
follow a similar pattern, i.e., why is there,

more depth of focus with wide angle
15mm. camera lens at f 4.5 than with a

three-inch (75mm.) lens at f/4.5 when both

are in focus on an object the same dis-

tance from the camera?— L. J. Milne,

Lynchburg, Va.

A: Any lens forms a truly sharp

image on the film of an object at one

distance only—the distance for which

the lens is focused. An object nearer

or farther away forms a blurred image.

If the blur is slight, it will appear un-

noticeable and the eye will see the ob-

ject on the screen as sharp.

If the lens is of short focus, the

image will be small and the attendant

blur also small. If the lens is of long

focus, the image will be larger and the

blur proportionately larger. Therefore,

some of the points in the image which

appeared sharp with the short focus lens

now appear blurred in the image formed

by the long focus lens. The blur is pro-

portionately the same in each case, but

in one it is so small that the eye sees the

overall image as sharp.

Another thing that must be consid-

ered is that certain lens aberrations in-

crease as we go to longer focal lengths,

and increase at a greater rate than the

change in focal length. In other words,

certain aberrations are more than twice

as great in a four-inch lens as they are

in a two-inch lens. This is why a small

image, formed by a short focus lens may
have somewhat more depth of field, even

when it is enlarged to the same size or

scale as the image formed by the lens

of longer focal length.

FINDER MASK
Q: I have just purchased a IV2" tele-

tar f'3.5 telephoto lens for my Keystone
8mm. camera. However, I am at loss to

know the exact field area taken in by this

lens as there are no markings corres-

ponding to it on my viewfinder. Can you
tell me how to determine this and how to

mark the area on my viewfinder?—R. H.
S., Lansdowne, Penna.

A: Your viewfinder provides for the

field of view of your regular J4" cam-
era lens. Using the i J/2" telephoto,

which takes in an area 1/ 3 that of the
l/z" lens, it becomes necessary to mask
off the front element of your camera

viewfinder to reduce it to a correspond-

ing area. In other words, the open area

in the center will be 1 /} as wide and

1/3 as high as the present area.

On page 286 of the June 1941 issue

of Home Movies there appears a descrip-

tion of a novel method by which one

filmer made a supplementary mask for

a telephoto for his Keystone finder.

The mask was made of colored cellu-

loid and attached to front of camera by
means of one of the screws holding the

nameplate. In this way, the mask could

be swung in place over the viewfinder

when needed, and away from it when
the regular lens was to be used.

LIGHT STRUCK FILM
Q: I have just shot my first roll of 8mm.

Kodachrome film and am quite disap-

pointed in what has been termed by
friends as light leakage over a consider-
able portion of the film. As the film is

projected, there are intermittent flashes

of orange color along the left edge. Also,

several scenes near middle of the roll are

completely obliterated by blue and
orange flashes. This cannot be the fault

of my camera because the first roll of

black and white film I shot turned out

o.k. Can you suggest cause of the light

leakage?—H. H. V., Denver, Colo.

A: Loading film in camera in bright

light invariably will produce the trou-

ble you describe. To avoid it, load film

in your camera in a dimly lit room, then

be sure to run off enough film after

closing camera lid to insure that the

footage forming the first turn on the

uiftfJy spool has passed beyond the fi rr.

gate. This will insure that you won't

shoot pictures on light struck film.



PROFESSIONAL JUNIOR"* TRIPOD
with (Removable J4ead

Acclaimed the finest for

every picture taking use

The friction type head which is unconditionally guar-

anteed for 5 years, gives super-smooth 360° pan and
80° tilt action. It is removable, can be easily mounted
on our "Hi-Hat" low-base adaptor or Baby "Pro-

fessional Junior" Tripod base. The large pin and
trunnion assures long, dependable service. A "T"
level is attached. The top-plate can be set for 16mm.
E. K. Cine Special, with or without motor; 35mm.
DeVry and B & H Eyemo (with motor), and with or

without alignment gauge.

The standard size tripod base is sturdy. "Spread-
leg" design affords utmost rigidity and quick, posi-

tive height adjustments. Complete tripod weighs 14

lbs. Low height, at normal leg spread, 42". Extended
height 72". All workmanship and materials are the

finest.

ADAPTABILITY: below are illustrated (1) the "Hi-

Hat" ready for the friction type "Professional Junior"*

tripod head (2) to be affixed. Under the "Hi-Hat"
is the finger-grip head fastening nut that firmly

holds the removable tripod head onto either the

"Hi-Hat," standard tripod (3) or "Professional

Junior" Baby Tripod (4). Note the positive-locking,

fluted, height-adjustment knobs and tie-down rings

on the standard (3) tripod base. The Baby Tripod

has a "T" level, weighs 5V2 lbs., is made of Alum-
inum, with Dural legs having spurs. Extended height

—21 inches, depressed— 16 inches. It's compact and
sturdy. Quality throughout.

(1) (2)

"Professional Junior"* Tripods, Baby Tripods. Developing Kits, "Hi-
Hats" and Shiftover Alignment Gauges made by Camera Equip-
ment Co. are used by the U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal
Corps, Office of Strategic Services and other Government Agencies
—also by many leading Newsreel companies and 16mm. and
35mm. motion picture producers.

The New "Professional Junior"
Baby Tripod, shown ready for

the Removable Head.

FRANK C. ZUCKER
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Ml TITLES that offer continuity ideas!

Seven New Incentives To Keep Your Camera Busy

A. MOVIE MAKER may have film and every ambi-

tion to make a picture, but too often the element lacking is

a good story idea. Every picture, drawing or photograph

suggests a story to those with imagination. But with this

new series of titles one needn't call too strongly upon his

imagination. There's a story already sketched for each one.

If there's one that appeals to you, all that is necessary is

to enlarge upon the suggested story idea, develop it into a

scene-by-scene shooting script and shoot. The colorful title,

of course, will appropriately introduce your story. The titles

are designed for use in typewriter titlers using 5 diopter

auxiliary lenses and an eight-inch focusing distance.

CINE CAMERAS ARE capable of performing feats of cine magic,

enabling the amateur to adopt magic as a theme for a movie.

There's the magic wand idea where one comes into possession

of a trick stick, waves it while uttering a few secret words
and lo! things disappear. Reverse action of the wand, and things

re-appear. Such tricks call for stopping camera, removing a

person or object from scene, then resuming filming. Picture

son sending away box tops for a magic wand. Then, when it

arrives, he eagerly tries it on little sister, the dog, and finally

on mother. Complications arise when dinner time approaches and
no meal is prepared. Father and son frantically wave wand in

attempt to bring mother and child back. Instructions are re-

read, the right words uttered, the wand waved correctly,

and mother and child reappear.

THE OLD^
THE NEW

HOME MOVIES ARE the modern family album. Contrasted with

the old parlor album picturing family personalities of earlier

generations, the movie film record far surpasses the still photo

in genuine interest. Where there is a desire to picture various

relatives and members of the family in a sort of movie album

record, the old family album can be worked into the picture.

Focus closeup on a page to show a photo, then let the photo

suddenly come to life to develop into a short sequence of

action scenes. Do this by shooting movies first, and enlarge

one frame of first scene to fit album page which is then filmed

and spliced in ahead of scene. Repeat procedure for each per-

son to be pictured. Tie sequences together with occasional shots

of family looking at album.

^DINNER
WAS LRTE

WEINERS, DOCS AND CHILDREN are the props and actors need-

ed for an interesting home movie that can easily be filmed

this week end. The children are sent to the butcher's for weiners.

Carlessly wrapped by the butcher, the weiners work loose un-

noticed by the children who romp and play on their way home-

ward. As they pass a dog, he sniffs the air, sees end of the

string of weiners and follows the children. He soon has some

of the weiners in his mouth. Other dogs join him and eventually

the entire bunch of weiners leave the package unnoticed by

the children who skip merrily home. Confronted by their puz-

zled mother, they are unable to explain disappearance of the

weiners. The table is set and Dad is furious at dinner's delay.

They all go in search of the weiners and presently encounter

the dogs finishing the last one.
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GIVE A MAN a costume or Halloween mask and immediately he

becomes an actor. A costume party brings out the clever comedy
instincts of guests. Here's an idea for your next party: request

costume dress, then prepare to make movies of each guest en-

acting a short skit suggested by the costume worn. For con-

tinuity, let your picture begin with husband and wife prepar-

ing invitations for party. As they write they suggest names

which are indicated in subtitles. After each, cut in the shots

of the person filmed at time of party. Throughout the picture,

show guests asking for a certain party who failed to show up.

Then near close of picture, there's a ring of the doorbell, an

officer standing at the threshold, and collared beside him is

the missing guest dressed in comical policeman's garb. The
host's hurried explanation obtains release of the missing guest

who then joins the party.

IF THERE'S A NEIGHBOR'S child you'd like to film, here's a

little continuity idea that will enable you to plan and shoot

scenes at intervals which later may be joined together to form

an interesting story record. A little girl in a big sunbonnet is

an appealing sight in a home movie. Have her begin her vic-

tory garden—digging, hoeing, raking with her diminuitive set

of garden tools. Next comes planting the seed, and days later,

the first sprouts pushing through the soil. As the plants grow,

film her watering them, hoeing weeds, and later harvesting the

crop. If flowers are planted instead of vegetables, close the

picture with shots of the child presenting her mother with the

first bouquet. Use a reflector to light up any shadows cast

on face.

•

SILHOUETTE MOVIES have never come into their own in Amer-
ica, but European filmers developed them to a fine art. They're

easy to film and are often more interesting than movies of the

actual players. Stretch a white sheet taut on a frame or other

suitable means and place a spotlight 10 or 12 feet to the rear.

Where spotlight is not available, use projector with film mech-

anism out of gear or otherwise stopped to throw necessary

still beam of light. Place actors between sheet and spotlight

so their shadows will be cast upon sheet and then photograph

the image seen on reverse side. Fast black and white film and

a fast lens is necessary for this work. Action with plenty of

pantomime will be most effective in telling your story, viz:

Romeo and Juliet in the balcony scene, etc. Off-stage narration

will enhance the projection later.

BABY'S FIRST DAY at school is a must for any child's movie-

biography reel. An entertaining and instructive movie revolv-

ing around typical daily activities of the child and her new

found school companions will be of interest. Weave continuity

into the picture by showing your child in an exterior shot

leaving home or being taken to school; his entrance into the

school building; meeting teacher for first time; his activities

at school—many of which on sunny days may be filmed out

of doors. If the school playground features swings, slide and

sandbox, as many do, picture the child playing with these

which will produce many interesting studies of his reaction

to association with other children. The picture should logically

close with shots indicating termination of classes for the day

and the child's return home. A nice closing shot is a closeup

of child showing mother what he made at school.
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I'm Not

Ready for

Reconversion

NEITHER ARE WE...

He's still giving everything.

Until his job is done Universale

job is making the precision optical

instruments he needs.

We're sticking to that job— 100%—

until he's ready for us to reconvert.

Peacetime Manufacturers of Mercury, Cinemaster, Corsair Cameras and Photographic Equipment
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• For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

SOONER or later most cine amateurs

try their hands at cine tricks. Those

who don't but would like to do so

are probably laboring under the delusion

that elaborate apparatus or expert tech-

nical knowledge is needed. Nothing
could be further from the truth and no

deep knowledge of conjuring mysteries

is needed to produce the most impressive

and amusing magic on the silver screen,

with your own friends or family as the

main magicians. If you can weave a little

story and so introduce the tricks as part

and parcel of an appropriate whole, then

so much the better, especially if you

propose producing a whole series of

tricks, which would become boring but

for a litttle story of the "Alladin's

Lamp" variety, showing the effect of

such on the emotions of the characters.

For most of this trick stuff you do

need a tripod, however, in order that the

camera may be stopped for various al-

terations to be made before shooting is

resumed. Obviously it is not possible to

do this when the camera is in the hand.

Another thing which is very useful is

absolute knowledge of one's cine camera.

If you are master of your cine cam-
era, you will know just what is the ef-

fect of shooting at 8, 12, 16 or 64
frames per second; what can be done

• The lad in the teapot was superimposed by double exposure, having first been
shot at a considerable distance against a black drop but in alignment with the
main scene.

mm mi
Some Simple Tricks You Can Perform With

Your Camera To Make Humorous Continuities

STANLEY JEPS
Courtesy, "Camera In The Tropics," Bombay, India

with a wide angle lens with regard to

distortion; how you must focus when
including a mirror shot (you do not

focus on the mirror but on the image

reflected!) ; what is the effect of hold-

ing the camera upside down when shoot-

ing; or of shooting single frames, about

two or three a second, on moving peo-

ple. A few experiments and tests will

prove valuable.

It is difficult to draw a hard and fast

line between normal cine work and what
is called trick work. All normal cine

work involves a certain amount ot de-

ception which is known as "legitimate

cheating." Even intelligent audiences

know that shots which purport to be

taken at the same time and place seldom

are, though the business of the director

is to make them forget this.

They must also know that when the

villian falls off the cliff and hurtles

through space to his doom in the valley

a thousand feet below, he is not playing

the part and either there is a dummy or

his fall of a few feet is exaggerated, and

he lands on the ground from only a few

feet above the camera. They also know
that when there is an earthquake or a

devastating fire and a big city is de-

stroyed, this is done by models.

Let us take the simplest form of trick-

ery first—stopping the camera and then

carrying on after making some change,

etc. The first little trick film I ever

• Continued on Puge 69

• Diagram shows steps in filming familiar trick

shot of man jumping from ground to top of high

wall. Camera is inverted (I) and the man posed
on top of wall (2); he jumps down with back
toward camera (3), and walks backward toward
camera (4). When the film is processed, it is turned

end for end and spliced to produce on the screen

the illusory action desired.

53
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• Notice good detail in shadows as well as in
subject's face in this picture—the result of careful
calculation of exposure for shadows as well as
highlights. The shadows were read with the meter,
then the highlights, and the average of the two
readings used as the exposure index.

Careful £xpo£ure Will

Save l/our !Jilm£ .

B Y LETCH
* For the Beginning Amateur

EXPOSURE continues to be the

stumbling block in the path of

many movie amateurs. Even among
those who own good exposure meters,

under- or over-exposures frequently oc-

cur to mar otherwise good photography.

From an analysis of hundreds of rolls

of amateur films that flow through

processing channels, it would seem that

most errors in exposure are due to

the filmer's reluctance to observe rules

which have been established for mak-

ing properly exposed pictures.

All film manufacturers today in-

clude with each package of film, print-

ed instructions regarding its use and

exposure. In the case of Eastman films,

an exposure guide is included which

may be inserted in the guide holder of

any Eastman camera where it serves

as ready reference for exposing the film

under a wide range of light conditions.

Exposing film according to these charts

will insure good pictures. To ignore

the data is to invite trouble.

Owners of exposure meters, if they

purchased them new from a camera

store, received at time of purchase an

THORNDYKE

instruction book which describes in de-

tail how to use the meter to calculate

exposure under all light conditions for

all types of film. Unfortunately, how-

ever, many of these books are never

thoroughly read and some of them not

at all—until trouble occurs.

Now the use of an exposure meter

is no more a guarantee of successful

photography than the use of a good

camera or film. These are the tools

which the movie maker uses, and when

he uses them correctly he obtains cor-

respondingly good results. There are

cases where an amateur, using an ex-

posure meter for the first time, will

produce errors he never made when fol-

lowing the simple exposure guides on

his camera or which accompanied his

roll of film.

When using a meter, there are sev-

eral factors which must be known to

the user and which have a bearing in

the correct calculation of the exposure.

• For ultra closeups such as this, take

exposure reading directly on subject or

on an object of similar coloring.

First, there are the frames per second

(f.p.s.) speeds of the camera or their

equivalent in terms of exposure, i.e.,

1-30, 1-40, or 1-50 of a second which
are usual for average cine cameras. Next
is the emulsion rating or "speed" of the

film used. This is most commonly
quoted in terms of Weston although

an increasing number of film data

charts now show the corresponding G-E
(General Electric) film speeds.

Now it often happens that the ama-
teur will forget the emulsion rating of

his film. Those who do not use regular

Kodachrome consistantly (and who can
these days!) often cannot remember
whether the Weston speed is 8 or 12.

Actually it is 8 Weston in daylight and

3 Weston when used indoors with ap-

propriate filter. Type A Kodachrome
is 8 Weston for outdoor use when ap-

propriate Kodachrome filter is used over

the lens, and 12 Weston when used

indoors under photoflood lamps. Get-

ting these ratings "cart before the

horse" obviously will result in bad ex-

posures. Where black and white films

are used, their correct emulsion rating

should be ascertained and exposures cal-

culated accordingly. If emulsion speed

data does not accompany a new roll

of film, usually the dealer can sup-

ply it.

Much of the underexposure occur-

ring in general outdoor scenes is the

result of improper aiming of meter

when taking a reading. Scenes where

there is a preponderance of sky, invar-

iably will have objects in the foreground

underexposed unless allowance is made

for brilliance of the skv at time of

• Continued on Page 78
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• Fig. I—The stroboscope disc, as used for "timing"

phonograph turntables, is equally effective for reg-

ulating speed of projectors, especially where exact

speed must be maintained to keep picture synchro-

nized with disc-recorded sound. Small diagram
shows popular method of mounting strobo disc on

film sprocket and using neon glow lamp for illumi-

nation.

PROJECTOR FOR SOU!
BY CURTIS RANDALL

* For The Advanced Amateur

ALTHOUGH your cine camera was

factory adjusted to operate at ex-

actly 1 6 frames per second, it is

quite likely that your projector was not.

With the exception of 16mm. sound

projectors, few if any 8mm. or 16mm.
silent projectors provide means for

maintaining speed of the film past the

lens at exactly the same rate it trav-

eled in the camera, rheostat controls not-

withstanding. Those whose projectors

are provided with a rheostat to control

the motor speed may adjust the pro-

jector to approximately 16 f.p.s. or to

what may appear as 16 f.p.s. on the

screen.

The increasing use of disc recorded

sound, music or dialogue with the pro-

jection of home movies has made it

necessary to seek means of maintaining

the projector speed at a constant level,

especially where the recording is semi-

synchronized with the film. One may
cut a recording of narrative with back-

ground music and sound effects, etc.,

only to find that, unless the projector

speed can be held to the same rate as

when recording was made, the timing of

the two will gradually shift until pic-

ture and recording are no longer syn-

chronized.

Most readers are familiar with the

stroboscope discs used for checking the

speed of phonograph turntables. These

discs have a number of alternate black

TO CURRENT
SUPPLY

and white segments which, when viewed

under the illumination of a lamp op-

erating on alternating current, appear

to remain stationary when the correct

speed of turntable and disc is attained.

The use of a stroboscope disc may be

applied to any rotating machine, includ-

ing your projector, to test and adjust

its speed to a desired level.

The most important factor in the

use of stroboscope discs is the type of

lamp which illumines the disc. A lamp
operating on alternating current will

vary in intensity with the alternate

flow of the current through its fila-

ment. Although the pulsations of cur-

rent occur too rapidly to be visible to

the eye, the filament of a light bulb

operating on alternating current will

flash bright and dim once each half

cycle. Thus with 60 cycle current there

will be 120 bright and dim flashes per

second, although they pass unnoticeable

to the eye.

The variation in intensity is small due

• Fig 2—Diagram shows method of

mounting neon glow lamp adjacent to

strobo disc to furnish the illumination

necessary for functioning of disc.

to the characteristic of the lamp fila-

ment to store heat. In other words, the

filament does not cool off sufficiently

between flashes to appear completely

extinguished. For this reason, a neon

bulb is now used with most stroboscope

discs as the source of illumination. This

bulb has no filament. It is filled with

neon gas which ignites as the flow of

current passes through the small elec-

trodes which replace the filament. Un-
like the mazda lamp, the flashing of

light, in keeping with the pulsations of

the electric current, are more pro-

nounced and therefore makes a more

effective illumination source for the

stroboscope disc.

The number of segments on the disc

is so established that the disc, when
travelling at the correct speed level,

will move the distance of two black

sectors or a multiple of this distance

between a single flash cycle of the light

bulb. The result to the eye, is that

the disk is standing still and the seg-

ments of the disc appear not to move
at all.

Suppose the eye is concentrating on

a certain black segment of the disc on
one flash. On the following flash an-

• Continued on Page 76
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• Successful editina is assured when the filmer provides, at time of shooting, ample variety of long,
medium and closeup shots from which may be asembled interest-compelling continuity.

Edit As Ion Shoot

For Better Continuity
w.

• For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

HAPHAZARD shooting of movies,

like anything else done the easiest

way, inevitably must be paid for in

disappointment. Ask any seasoned movie
maker who began by making "snap-

shots" only to find later his pictures

lacked the interest necessary to sustain

them as repeat screen fare. Trite as the

statement may be that a true moving
picture must be something more than a

series of unrelated movie snapshots, it is

nonetheless true. If our movies are to

emerge on the screen as interest-com-

pelling continuity, then they must be

photographed with continuity in mind.

To film with an eye toward contin-

uity is to edit pictures as we shoot; for

if editing is not kept in mind as we
compose our shots and film them, then

we cannot do a good job of editing later

when it comes time to prepare our film

for the screen, simply because the ma-
terial will not be available to work with.

By material we mean the type of

shots necessary to edit sequences that

will have movement, tempo and contin-

uity. Those who believe these three ele-

ments are rightfully the concern only

of the professional movie maker are

mistaken. Whenever we see a charming
or interesting amateur movie on the

screen, it was made so because the maker
understood the meaning of movement,
tempo and continuity and knew how to

adapt these elements in photographing

and editing his picture.

Any scene or bit of action worth
filming is worth shooting from more
than one camera angle or position, that

is, picturing it in long, medium and
closeup shots. If the proposed action

does not lend itself easily to this treat-

ment, it may be well to skip it for

more important subjects or action. In

other words, it is the wise cinemato-

grapher who evaluates a scene as to its

editing possibilities before shooting it.

Let us cite some examples: Birthdays,

especially of children, furnish incentive

for a great deal of movie filming. Now
one can simply take camera in hand and

make occasional shots as birthday events

occur, or where one's imagination is

put to test, a story or continuity may
be developed before shooting starts.

Whether the story idea is put down on

HOME MOVIES FOR FEBRUARY

paper in sequence form or merely kept
in mind to facilitate shooting "off the
cuff," the story idea must have a defi-

nite and interesting beginning and end.
Let us imagine the birthday picture

beginning with closeups of a tiny hand
addressing an invitation and followed
by an ultra-closeup, made with titler,

of the invitation which will introduce
the event subtly to the audience. A
fadeout or dissolve at this point to the
next scene introduces the child whose
birthday is celebrated and perhaps we
show little guests arriving, then being
admitted through the front door or per-
haps out into the garden if the party is

to be held there.

Naturally, all of the guests should be

featured and plans should include film-

ing each in a closeup at sometime dur-
ing progress of the party. Now instead

of just standing in a corner and train-

ing camera on the assembly of kiddies

and making occasional pot shots, the

children are taken a group at a time
and a bit of business staged which will

enable them to be pictured in inter-

esting and natural action in sequences of
scenes. Perhaps they can be shown pre-

senting their gifts to the little host or

hostess. The action of each presentation

is filmed in closeup, followed by cuts

to the child opening each gift. Thus
the child's reaction to each gift is pic-

tured to give additional interest to this

phase of the proceeding.

When refreshments are served, mo-
ther may be shown calling to the child-

ren to assemble at the decorated table.

Move in with camera to pick up several

of the children putting on their funny
paper hats, popping favors, etc. Then as

mother prepares to serve the ice cream,

watch opportunity to make a human
interest closeup of the baby or one of

the guests watching the ice cream dish-

ing event with great anticipation. Cut-

ting the birthday cake or blowing out

the candles will offer more opportuni-

ties for interesting closeups. Getting

shots like this is the thing that makes

a movie exciting and different. Proper-

ly handled at the editing board, these

scenes will depict the birthday with all

events following in proper order.

Then to carry continuity to the last

scene, the picture may be closed with a

shot of the birthday celebrant surround-

ed by its array of gifts and toys. Where
a humorous note is desired, a shot may
show one of the parents, with a worried

expression, making a hurried telephone

call, followed by a title that states:

"Can you hurry over doctor? Johnny

had too much ice cream and cake for

his birthday!" If Johnny is a lad of five

or six, or older, fade out on the final

scene showing him holding his tummy
and apparently suffering from a

tummyache.

Where the subject of a movie is flow-

• Continued on Page 8o
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• Fig. I—Showing stage for filming small objects in ultra closeup mounted
before camera together with the auxiliary lens holder.

• Fig. 2—Special effects and matte box is mounted on same track and
may be moved toward or away from lens according to effect desired.

GADGETS FOR TRICKS
Y ARTHUR

* For The Advanced Amateur

IN
the December issue, I described a

critical focuser which I built for my
model K Cine Kodak and which is

readily adaptable to almost any 8mm.

M SHARP

or 1 6mm. camera. It provides, by means
of a lateral shift-over rack, focusing di-

rectly upon a scene or title through the

camera lens. The focuser consists of a

tubular housing in which is mounted a

simple optical magnifier that enlarges

the image projected by the camera lens

upon a small ground glass screen. To
use the focuser, it is necessary to de-

tach lens from camera, and mount it

on front of the focuser tube which

is then shifted so the lens occupies the

• Continued on Page 77

• Fig 3—Diagrams show details of construc-
tion of various parts of miniature stage, effects

and matte box and the shift-over platform.
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• Fig. I—This homemade dissolving shutter employs
Polaroid discs to control light reaching lens and
s effective for making fades for lap-dissolves, serv-
ng as a variable neutral density filter, or for polar-
zing light where reflective obiects are in the scene.
The fading action is motivated by cable release
operating small spring motor from a Baia Cine
Transito, Jr.

In External Dissolving

Shutter for Any Camera
M

• For The Advanced Amateur

THE amateur movie maker does not

have available either an automatic

dissolving shutter or an optical

printer, yet the advantages of the former

device and some of the latter may be

had for a relatively small expenditure of

time and cash, and a little shop-work.

The accompanying figures illustrate a

device which may properly be termed an

external dissolving shutter which can

be attached to the lenses of various

cameras.

It was made in a home work-shop

by a novice, using two disks of Polaroid

H in optical B glass, odds and ends

of bakelite, scrap brass and aluminum,

and the motor from a Baia Cine-Tran-

sito, Jr. The Polaroid disks have ex-

cellent optical quality and with pola-

rizing axes crossed at right angles,

transmit inadequate light to affect

Super-XX film at f : 1 5 focused on
white paper illuminated by bright sun.

With polarizing axes parallel, the disks

make necessary an increased exposure

of two full stops, i.e. they have a

"filter factor" of 4 X. The front

Polaroid disk may be rotated manually

to any desired angle between o° and

90
0
with respect to the back (station-

ary) disk, or may be driven by the

spring motor through 90
0

in 2 1/?

seconds, from parallel to crossed or

vice-versa, for automatic fades and lap

dissolves.

Manual settings enable this Polaroid

device to simulate a variable neutral

density filter, and through the clutch

design, to use the motor for auto-

matic changes to follow alterations in

light intensity during a shot, or to

compensate for variations in camera
operating speed. Thus the full range

of effects possible with the professional

dissolving shutter are available through

the use of the polaroid attachment.

In addition, the polaroid feature may
be used, in conjunction or separately.

to reduce glaring reflections from
polished surfaces, water, etc., to con-

trol the intensity of light from clear

sky and deepen its blue for color shots.

In the exploded view, (Fig. 2) the

shutter is shown with the back (non-

rotating) Polaroid removed and re-

placed by a blank slide (D2) of bake-

lite, so that the device cm be used for

reflection or sky color control. So

arranged, the single Polaroid has a

filter factor of 3 X, i.e. requires a lens

opening a stop and a half larger for

equal exposure with the attachment.

With the second Polaroid in its bake-

lite slide (Di, not shown; the Polaroid

plate is held against a low shoulder

by a threaded retaining ring, L, identi-

cal with K), the variable neutral dens-

ity effect is obtained by rotating the

front Polaroid (in aluminum ring gear

E, clamped by ring K).

A-B-C is a sandwich, each a piece of

Ys" black bakelite plate. They are

held together by two #10-32 brass

flat head screws, 1" long, threaded into

tapped holes in C, passing through

clearance holes in A and B, counter-

sunk flush in A. The interchangeable

slides, Di (not shown) and D2, fit

the gap between A and C. Plate C
is cut out below to clear the Baia spring

motor which is attached to the back

of B by two #3-56 brass fillister head

screws, l/z" long, through clearance

holes in B, counterbored to sink the

heads below the surface of B, screwed

into tapped holes provided in the motor

by the manufacturers. Plate C is

opened out also to accommodate a

series of nesting split rings, Gi to G3
and H. which adapt the whole device

to lenses with various diameters of

barrel or sunshade. Each split ring fits

cither a larger one or the opening in

C, coming against a shoulder at the

front of the opening and held and

clamped by the action of two knurled

head #4-36 brass machine screws, 1"

long, in tapped holes in C. The motor
spindle extends through an opening in

B and carries the brass clutch ccne

piece, M.
The spindle is fitted with a very

short, #0 steel taper pin, extending

a sixteenth of an inch from the

spindle on one side as shown. The
clutch cone piece, M, is counterbored

to ride easily over the motor spindle

and the motor spindle taper pin, cx-
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cept where a corresponding taper pin

in M engages the pin in the motor

spindle. Thus the clutch cone, M, ro-

tates freely on the motor spindle in

either direction until the pins are in

contact, allowing almost 345° of free-

dom.

Cone clutch, M, carries on its cylin-

drical portion the aluminum gear, F,

held against the conical clutch surface

of M by means of a music wire spring

compressed between knurled bakelite

knob N and the end of F by the ^£6-32
brass oval head screw (J4" long) pass-

ing through N and screwed into a

tapped hole in the end of M. Thus
rotation of the brass piece M also causes

rotation of the gear F, but the relation-

ship between M and F may be adjusted

by pulling on the knob of F against

the spring, releasing the frictional

clutch contact and rotating F in-

dependently of M. Gear F has half as

many teeth at the meshing ring gear E,

but the teeth of F are twice as long, so

that movement longitudinally over M
leaves the teeth always in good contact

with those of E. The extra length to

the teeth of F requires counterboring

in plate B to accommodate it and the

flange on M. Plate A is counterbored

on the back for gear F and gear E.

Gear E is held in place in plate A
by three brass tumblers from a Yale

lock, pressed into a shallow groove on

E by three phosphor bronze coil springs

(from the same lock), backed by three

#6-32 safety (socket head) set screws

long, in tapped holes in A. The
front of gear E, with its enclosed Polar-

oid plate held by retaining ring K, is

flush with the front surface of A,

and revolves freely in its tumbler

mount. The front face of A is scored

around the large opening with short

grooves at two degree intervals through

180
0

. Every fifth groove is longer

and accompanied by a stamped number
from o to 9 to o, representing o° to

90
0

to o° by ten degree intervals. An
index on the face of E is used to read

at a glance the relative positions of the

Polaroids.

The opening in plate C was designed

to fit the sunshade of the largest lens

for which the device is to be used —
a €Y2 " Taylor-Hobson-Cooke f 14.5

telephoto. For attachment to smaller

lenses a series of nesting aluminum
rings, Gi to G3 and H are used. Each

is split so that pressure of the clamp

screws tightens the ring around the

sunshade or lens barrel. Gi is for 33"
telephoto, Gi plus Gz for a 1" lens,

these plus G3 for a %" wide angle lens.

H adapts the device to the lens barrel

O Fiq. 2—Exploded view of shutter show-
ing integral parts and manner of as-

sembling. Construction is explained step

by step in author's text.

of the Argus C2 and C3 still cameras,

for reflection and color control. The

aluminum used for the rings and gears

E and F was old waffle "iron" grids

melted in a ladle in an open forge and

cast in damp sand to patterns of white

pine, J/?" larger in each dimension than

the finished product. The rough cast-

ings were machined to size and are re-

markably free of pin-holes and pits.

The gear teeth were cut with a dividing

fixture on the lathe milling attachment

with a fly cutter, but carefully ground

to give approximately involute spur

form, 24 diametral pitch. The dimen-

sions of the largest lens to be used de-

termined the size of the Polaroid plates

as iVa" diameter. The angle of the

brass-aluminum clutch cone is 20
0

,

the optimal value for this pair of

metals.

For controlling reflections from
shiny surfaces and water or for en-

riching the blue of the sky in Koda-

chrome shots, the blank D2 is used and

the single Polaroid rotated manually

to the position yielding the desired ef-

fect. For setting, the whole device

should be held in the hand in front of

the eye beside the lens. When set, the

device is attached to the lens hood in

the same orientation. Overcorrection

in Kodachrome shots is to be avoided

since it renders the sky purple.

For neutral density effects, the
second Polaroid in Di is employed.

For single settings, the rotating polar-

oid is set manually by turning the

knurled end of F, the correct setting

being read from the accompanying

table A in terms of the film employed.

To combine the neutral density effect

with control of reflection of sky con-

trast, the Polaroids should be crossed

as needed for exposure and the whole

device then rotated into the position

yielding the effect wanted, being at-

tached in this orientation to the lens

hood.

For fades or lap dissolves the clutch

is engaged with taper pins in the driving

position and the polaroids with axes

at 90
0

. This setting is easily made by

turning the knob F to engage the pins,

and continuing by slipping the clutch

a little until minimal light transmission

is obtained. Thereafter a single run

of the motor (180
0

of motor spindle

turn in 2^2 seconds gives 90° of Polar-

oid rotation, then stops automatically)

will leave the dissolving shutter wide

open. Attached to the taking lens, the

scene is shot. When the effect is to

be introduced in filming, the Baia

motor's cable release is pressed, causing

the Polaroid to rotate through 90
0

more and stop with the axes crossed ac-

curately. If it is to be a lap dissolve,

the camera is stopped immediately the

Baia motor does, and the correct length

of film is rewound. Re-starting the

camera and simultaneously pressing the

release on the Baia motor drive leads

into the next scene with a perfect

transition. Since the Baia motor will

operate more than half a dozen times

on a single winding, little thought need

be given to the device during a se-

quence.

For lap dissolves and for animation,

it is essential to know the latitude of

the film used. With Polaroid axes

parallel, various lens settings should be

tried under standardized lighting con-

ditions. After standard processing of

the test film, the best value of ex-

posure should be selected. For ex-

ample, at i/30th second (16 frames),

it might be f : 6.3 . Then with axes

parallel and lens at f : 6.3 and the same

exposure, a strip of film is shot, frame

by frame (or by short bursts if single

frame release is not available and ani-

mations are not planned). After the

first few frames (or the first burst),

a blank should be inserted (a black

card held in front of the lens), then a

series in which, after each frame, the

Polaroid axes are crossed one degree

more. Finally, with axes at 90
0

to one

another, a strip of film for a trailer is

• Continued on Page 74
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• Fig. I—At left is simple camera dolly and track

built by Demitros Emanuel for trucking shots.

Toy scooter wheels at front and two large rubber
tired swivel casters at rear give easy mobility
to the dolly.

Camera Movement

Aids Continuity...

BY WARREN CARIN
* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

• Fig. 2— Filmer Emanuel designed this in-

genious device which enables him to ad-
just focus of his camera as it is moved
toward or away from a subject during
filming.

IN
the production of professional mo-

tion pictures, camera movement

—

dolly or "trucking" shots, crane

shots, zooms and travel shots—are an

important element in cinematic con-

struction. The fundamentals of the

technique, as evolved by studio cinema-

tographers, are basically applicable to

amateur movies.

In the early days of silent motion

pictures, the camera was never moved
during a take and panning was like-

wise unheard of. One day, an imagina-

tive cameraman set up his camera and

tripod on an automobile in order to

follow the action of a chase scene. Thus
was born the first follow shot in mo-
tion picture history. This innovation

attracted much attention among other

cinematographers and imitation fol-

lowed. It was but a short step to the

development of a small wheeled platform

which we know today as the camera
dolly—and camera movement became an

established practice. Later years saw the

dolly develop into the camera crane

which not only permitted moving the

camera during a take to follow action,

but to elevate or lower the camera
from its original set-up to give cine-

matic emphasis or accent to a shot.

Disregarding for the moment the

spectacular camera angles and effects

gained by mounting cameras on cranes,

dollies, booms and other involved ma-
chinery, which provide interesting pho-

tography in mammoth productions or

spectacle stories, there is one generally

employed practice which the amateur

movie maker can easily adopt. It is the

innovation of moving the camera to-

ward or away from a scene or subject,

shifting gradually from a medium shot

to a closeup or vice versa without mak-
• Continued on Page 79

• Fig. 3— Long Beach Cinema Club members use this homemade
camera dolly and track on location.

• Fig. A—A child's tricycle may be ingeniously rigged up as shown
here to provide a follow shot of child riding the vehicle.
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COMMUNIQUE . .

.

• Corporal Roy Crevelirtg, whose "Manhattan
Merry-go-round" was a Movie of The Month in

1940, now films combat operations in the Burma
war theatre with a 35mm. Eyemo fitted with 400

foot film magazines.

B Y I. S C H O E N

MTOT a great deal has been said, or

1 written, concerning the important
1" part being played by former ama-

teur movie makers in this war; but had

it not been for the hobby of home

movies which developed hundreds of

amateurs into expert motion picture

photographers, the effectiveness of the

intelligence and reconnaissance depart-

ments of the army as well as its sud-

denly expanded training program might

have been greatly restricted at onset

of the war. As it was, the Signal Corps

was able almost immediately to put into

the field hundreds of capable motion

picture cameramen, many of whom vir-

tually overnight laid down a home

movie camera and took over operation

of a big professional 35mm. camera.

Within a few months after the Pearl

Harbor incident, the Signal Corps, with

the cooperation of the Research Coun-

cil of the Academy of Motion Picture

Arts and Sciences, formulated a train-

ing program that included many of

Hollywood's ace directors of photog-

raphy as instructors. Advanced movie

amateurs were invited to enlist in the

Signal Corps reserve and receive this

professional training. More than one

thousand amateurs and semi-profession-

als applied, from which three hundred

were accepted for the special pre-induc-

tion training in Hollywood or Astoria,

Long Island.

Home Movies can now report upon

one of its readers who joined the Signal

Corps in 1942, received the specialized

training for combat photographers, and

subsequently found himself focusing a

35 mm. Eyemo cine camera on things

of interest to the army in India, Burma
and elsewhere. He is Corporal Roy
Creveling attached to the 164th Signal

Photo Company. When a resident of

Morris Park, New Jersey, prior to his

enlistment, Creveling was an avid

1 6mm. movie maker. One of his out-

standing films, "Manhattan-Merry-go-

round" was described in the October,

1940, issue of Home Movies.

In a recent letter, Corporal Crevel-
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ing writes: "I am now making movies

in a land that seems like 100 Holly-

wood sets massed together; where the

dense population in its native attire

could easily be mistaken for the most

colossal all - star cast ever assembled,

where the movement of troops seems

like a great pageant, rather than a vast

military operation.

"But I am reminded that I am still

living in a world that is real every so

often when my copy of Home Movies

arrives ; in fact its arrival here at my
photo headquarters is a big event, since

most of our men were formerly pho-

tographers by profession or serious ama-

teurs.

"It might interest you to know that

Earl Cochran, whose fine film "Three

Wishes" was a Movie Of The Month, is

a Lieutenant in my company. When he

learned that I also was one of Home
Movies' "Movie-of-the-monthers," we
really got our heads together.

"All of our black-and-white filming

in this theatre is done with 35mm.
Eyemo cameras, usually without the

400-foot magazines, while all color film-

ing is done in 16mm. Kodachrome with

Cine Specials or a few 16mm. magazine

cameras.

"It is always pleasant when our travels

bring us in contact with some estab-

lished outfit where we can secure an

occasional meal. Ours is a photo com-

pany composed of about fifteen units,

each unit has six men and a lieutenant,

at least that is the way we started to

operate; but the nature of the war in

this theatre has caused us to break up

• Provinq again its * small

world after all was Corporal
Creveling's chance meeting

with Lieutenant Earl Cochran,
pictured at right, in Burma,
whose film "Three Wishes"
was an outstanding Movie of

The Month for 1941. The train-

ing Creveling and Cochran
received as enthusiastic ama-
teur movie makers enabled
them to assume professional

cinematoaraphers' responsibili-

ties as Siqnal Corps combat
photographers.

into even smaller units. Another cam-

eraman and myself have been on our

own for well over a month, he taking

the stills with a Speed-graphic, and 1

covering the action with a 35 mm. news-

reel camera.

"What do we take? Here is our pur-

pose as stated on my pass, (a) To con-

vey information to the War and Navy
Departments, (b) To provide news pic-

tures for release to the public, (c) To
provide official pictorial war records.

"So you see we photograph just about

anything and everything. I have cov-

ered subjects as delicate as the GI doing

his sewing and as dynamic as heavy

artillery belching forth its blasts of

death.

"It is difficult for me to think of

myself as a soldier for I'm doing just

what I loved to do most in civilian life

—take movies. Originally, we started

out very systematically, in units of five

men with a lieutenant, but for the

past month, another cameraman and I

• Continued on Page 80



AUTO LOAI
Distinguished by three famous Filmo "

H,.ERE'S a 16mm. magazine-loading motion pic-

ture camera that's popular with both beginners and

advanced amateurs. Beginners like it because it is

easy to use right and hard to use wrong. Advanced

movie makers like it because it is designed to keep

pace with their ever-expanding requirements. And
every user benefits from these three important fea-

tures, which were first offered to movie makers by

Filmo Cameras:

1 Slide-in loading. Simply slide in a 50-foot film maga-
zine and close the door. Because the door is at the rear,

you can reload even while the camera is on a tripod. You
can change from black-and-white to color film in mid-

reel—without fogging a single frame.

2 Built-in, POSITIVE view finder. Whatyou see, you get.

No "amputated" pictures like the upper and lower ones

in the accompanying diagram, because Filmo's exclusive,

positive finder is accurate even though you fail to look

through the center of the eyepiece. Further, this finder is

fully enclosed uithin the camera, where it is safe from

damage. And it shows your subject with exceptional

brilliance.

3 Five operating speeds. Your choice of two speed

ranges: 8, 16, 24, 32, and 48 frames per second; or 16,

24, 32, 48, and 64 frames per second. Both ranges in-

clude the important intermediate speeds essential for

filming athletic events and other fast action.

LIFETIME GUARANTEE

Like all Filmo Cameras and Projectors, the Auto Load

carries a lijetime guarantee against defects in materials

and workmanship. This guarantee is backed by the

makers, for 38 years, of the world's finest equipment

for home and professional motion pictures.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington,

D. C; London. Established 1907.
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OTHER FILMO AUTO LOAD FEATURES
beautiful appearance— a camera you'll carry proudly anywhere. Built-in,

omplete exposure guide covers every outdoor light and subject condition

md every film speed and filter. Precision governor insures uniformly cor-

ect operating speeds. Lenses and matching finder objectives are easily

nterchanged. Single frame exposure device permits animation work. Start-

ng button lock lets operator step into the picture.

Products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

SION-MADE BY J f

For information on Filmo Auto Load,

or on other Filmo 16mm. or 8mm.
Cameras, or on Filmosound and

silent Projectors, see your Bell &
Howell dealer or send the coupon.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormlck Road, Chicago 45
Please send me in for nut ion on: ( ) Filmo
Auto Load; ( ) Other Filmo 16mm. Cam-
eras; ( ) Filmo 8mm. Cameras and Pro-
jectors; ( ) Filmosound Projectors.

Name.

AddreM

City St»te.....
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home movies' experiments
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

Shutter Tester

Even though a reliable meter is used

to calculate exposure, some cinebugs

often get consistent over or under ex-

posure which not infrequently is at-

tributable to fact camera is running

faster or slower than the f.p.s. speed es-

tablished by the manufacturer. In other

words, over a period of time, some cam-

eras require adjustment to insure consis-

tency of camera speed.

An accurate check of your camera

speed may be made as follows: Focus

your camera upon an electric clock

with the sweep second hand. Run the

camera long enough to expose film for

at least three or four seconds. Develop

the film and inspect it, counting the

number of frames exposed between the

time the sweep hand moves from one

second mark on the clock dial to the

next.

If camera is not running at its es-

tablished speed, have the necessary ad-

justment made by the factory or a re-

liable cine camera repairman.

—

Donald

Van Ness, Tulsa, Okla.

Trick Title

Here is an effective innovation for

making a main title for your films.

Write the title on a window with Bon

Ami. Trace the same text on the outside

of the window also with Bon-Ami so

that on the outside you write the text

backward. On the inside, of course, it

reads correctly. Now cover the entire

inside of the window with Bon-Ami.

Set up camera indoors and focus it upon

the window, making sure that only the

glass area is within the field of view. As

you start to shoot have a person with a

cleaning cloth wipe the film of Bon-

Ami off inside surface of window. As

the coating of Bon-Ami disappears, the

title letters applied on outside of win-

dow will reveal themselves This inno-

vation can be made even more effective

if the scene in back of window is in

keeping with the story.

—

Jack Dexter,

Olympia, Wash.

Film Viewtr

A film viewer that permits quick

and easy examination of film frames

moderately magnified is an essential

tool for good film editing. Here is an

effective viewer of the projected-image

type which most any cinebug may build

himself, using his projector lens for en-

larging the image and projecting it upon
a translucent screen.

As shown in diagram, unit consists

of two boxes mounted upon the edit-

ing board—one over the other. The low-

er box contains the lamp, switch for

same, and condenser lens, and has a

T*AMSlVCe*T
TC/t£fM

**©t//cro* tens

Put*

HOME-MADE FILM VIEWER

hole in top the exact size of a film frame

(either 8mm. or i6mm.) with small

tacks driven part way into top surface

to form a track for the film.

Mounted directly above by means of

a wooden upright, is the second box and,

as the cut-away diagram shows, this

accommodates the projector lens which

is inserted through the bottom and held

in place by a friction grip that permits

adjustment for focusing; also the 45
mirror which projects image upon the

translucent screen which may be a piece

of frosted celluloid or glass mounted in

a hole cut in front of box.

The lamp may be selected according

to the user's requirements for brilliancy

of image. Where editor is to be used

in semi-darkness, the lamp need not be

so bright as where editor is to be used

in bright light. Lamps that may be used

range from the small 7% watt no volt

lamp to automobile headlight bulbs

which require a reduction of househlod

current to 6 or 8 volts by means of a

toy transformer. (Continued ->)

MONEY
Foi Youi Ideas!

DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. Ii you have devel-

oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

Ii your idea is published, you
will be paid SI.00. An extraordi-

nary idea will net you S5.00! Pay-
ment will be made at time of pub-
lication.

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and. if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-
lished will be held for possible use
in subsequent issues of Home
Movies.

Please do not submit ideas that

have been published elsewhere
before, unless they are your own
and were originally contributed by
you. Do not submit ideas which
you have not personally worked
out and proved to be successful.

The home movie hobby has been
built on the mutual interests of

amateur movie makers and the co-

operation of amateur movie clubs.

Today, when filming opportunities

are restricted by film shortage,

there is more time aavilable for ac-

tivity in other phases of our hobby.
Gadget building comes into its

own as a means of keeping active

in the hobby and providing gad-
gets, accessories and improve-
ment's for one's movie making
equipment.

Fall in with this movement of

building your own gadgets. And
if you develop something new and
novel, write a letter to the editors

describing it in full. Your check
will follow as soon as your idea is

published!
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cine workshop *

shortcuts contributed by readers

*

Mounted on the editing board be-

tween the rewinds, the film travels be-

neath the lens which projects the image

upon the screen facing the operator.

—

Harold B. Harold, Glendale, Calif.

Masking Idea
Split stage shots and other trick ef-

fects requiring use of masks before the

camera lens may easily be made, where

masks are not readily available, by simp-

ly masking off the aperture in the cam-
era in back of the camera lens as shown
in diagram. This aperture may be lo-

cated by removing lens from camera.

For the masking process, use opaque

scotch tape or painter's masking tape

which may easily be removed and used

FIG. 1

FIG. }

again and does not leave any of the ad-

hesive remaining on surface of the

metal. Determine the center lines of the

film aperture in camera and mark with

sharp pointed instrument on edge of

aperture. Thereafter, the aperture may
be masked in halves or quarters by ap-

plying bit of tape over it as shown in

the three steps in accompanying sketch.

Fig. i shows left side of aperture

masked with tape; Fig. z shows tapes

covering entire aperture; and Fig. 3,

right side of aperture masked off. With
this masking method, it is imperative

that camera be mounted solidly on a

durable tripod in view of fact that

camera lens must be unscrewed and re-

mounted each time a change is made in

the masking.

—

G. Brown, N. Y. C.
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MOVIE FRAME ENLARGER

Frame Enlarger

Cinebugs who have a 35mm. candid

camera can utilize it to make single

frame enlargements of their movie films

by following the plan given here and

outlined in the diagram. I employ an

Argus camera which is ideal for the

purpose in that the lens is readily de-

tached from the camera permitting the

cine frame image to be projected di-

rectly on the 35mm. film.

The enlarger was built up from a dis-

carded cigar box. As shown in diagram,

the 35mm. camera is mounted at one

end. At the opposite end is mounted

the light source with reflecting mirror

and condenser lens. The film frame hold-

er it fitted at end of the light-tight box

opposite light source. Inside the box a

one-inch cine camera lens is mounted

and ahead of it, a shutter from a dis-

carded still camera. The distance be-

tween film frame holder, one-inch lens,

shutter, and open front of the 35mm.
camera will be determined by tests with

the items of equipment used, and for

this reason, the board inserts on which

the one-inch lens and the shutter are

mounted, should be adjustable until the

right position for each is established.

Then they may be fixed securely in

place.

If the Argus camera is to be used, as

shown in diagram, plus a regular one-

inch 1 6mm. camera lens as the enlarg-

ing lens, then the dimensions shown may
be followed.

Diagram also shows method of mak-
ing the 1 6mm. film track and gate by

placing small brads at either side of the

film and another in line with the sprock-

et holes as an alignment pin. In making
the enlargement, the frame selected to

be enlarged is centered over the gate

and held in this position by the brad

which engages an adjacent sprocket hole.

To make the enlargement, the light is

switched on and the shutter operated

for the required interval—to be deter-

mined by tests according to the type of

film used for the negative.

With a good 35mm. negative made
in this manner some excellent enlarge-

ments can be made that show better de-

tail than obtained by most other frame

enlarging methods. —H. B. King, In-

dianapolis, Ind.

Zoom Titlei

Those who build their own titlers

and want to incorporate the zoom ef-

fect feature will find that the track

guiding the camera in the zoom action

• Continued on Page 81
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o Ted Phillips films Burton Holmes travelogues.

FROM I' .1)1 Ml.I I III!

TO CARNEGIE HALL

Meet Ted Phillips Who Shoots

Those Spectacular Burton Holmes

Travelogues In Kodachrome

SIX
thousand feet of 16mm. Kodachrome exposed in a rare

and colorful land, and two garrapatas—such were the net

result of 1 6mm. cinematographer Ted Phillips' recent cam-
era expedition into the wilds of Guatamala. The film is currently

being edited in readiness for Burton Holmes' 1945 national lec-

ture program; the garrapatas have since been removed by sur-

geon's knife from Ted Phillips' foot. Garrapaptas, in case you

don't know are a species of tick encountered in the latin tropics

which burrow into the skin of native or traveler with equal

zeal.

Those who were fortunate to attend any of Burton Holmes'

1944 lectures will not forget the magnificent Kodachrome films

which illustrated his lectures. Ted Phillips was the man and

the brains behind the camera that captured those scenes. His two

films "Today's Mexico" and "Mexico City," both of which in-

cluded sequences depicting the eruption of the newest of vol-

canos, Paricutin, are regarded classic examples of color pho-

tography.

Leaders in cinematography are still talking about the se-

quence in "Today's Mexico" picturing a native woodturner

making a cocoa pestle—a sort of combination mixing stick

and spoon—from a raw piece of wood and using a primitive

bow-lathe. The manner in which Phillips captured the entire

project with his camera is a fine demonstration of skillful cine-

matic technique which few experts have acquired.

Phillips' success as a 16mm. cinematographer stems from

a hobby—the hobby of amateur movies. Several years ago, he

started making movies with an 8mm. camera. He joined the

Metro Movie Club of River Park, a Chicago suburb, later joined

• Continued on Page 78

Closeups

UNDERGOING EXTENSIVE tests at

Wright Field, Dayton, Ohio, are three

new professional 16mm. motion picture

cameras. Signaling the growing inter-

est in this field by camera manufac-

turers, each of the three, whose product

will receive extensive tests at hands

of Army Air Corps cinematographers,

plans to put its camera into limited

production just as soon as war condi-

tions permit. After any alterations or

improvements suggested by field tests

are made, the initial assembly line cam-

eras will go directly to A.A.C. camera-

men.

FORMATION IN HOLLYWOOD o f a

new studio for the making of 16mm.
educational films in both live action

and animation has been announced by
Hugh Harman. Instructive films will be

made dealing with industrialization,

medicine, surgery and general educa-

tion, in several languages. Tests are now
being conducted to prove feasibility of

shooting entire production program di-

rectly on 1 6mm Kodachrome.

H. E. HOLBAUGH, 16 mm. cinematog-

rapher for Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood,

leaves February 1st for New York for

an undisclosed filming assignment that

ultimately will embrace travel over en-

tire 48 states.

TRAGEDY marred the second expedi-

tion of Constance Jordan Henley into

Central and South America for 16mm.
Kodachrome footage when the station

wagon she was driving and transporting

1 6mm. cameraman Kenneth Richter,

extensive equipment and film supplies,

swerved from the highway near El Paso

and crashed into a tree, killing Mrs.

Henley instantly. Richter, asleep on

floor of car at time of crash, escaped

with minor bruises and cuts. Back again

in Hollywood, Richter hopes to resume

the expedition alone to secure material

for several proposed films for the Co-

ordinator of Inter-American Affairs.

DAVE GREEN formerly of Photo &
Sound, San Francisco, is now associated

• Continued on Page 81
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UNTIL very recently, direct i6mm.
producers have not enjoyed the

confidence of the governmental

agencies placing contracts for the pro-

duction of training films. There has

been considerable reluctance to admit

that direct 16mm. productions could

equal—or even approach—the known
high quality of 35mm. productions

reduced optically to 16mm. release

prints.

The U. S. Office of Education was

the first to let contracts to direct-

16mm. producers and is, to a large

extent, responsible for the substantial

advances made in direct 16mm. pro-

duction. One of these contracts—for a

series of ten training films on wood

turning—was given to Photo & Sound,

Inc., of San Francisco. The high level

of quality achieved in these films is a

vindication of the faith the Office of

Education placed in the producer, and

clear evidence that direct 16mm. pro-

duction can compete on an equal qual-

ity basis with 35mm.
The fundamental complaints against

direct 16mm. production have been on

three counts: (1) excessive grain, (2)

poor definition, and (O harsh quality

of image. That grounds for all three

complaints can be eliminated is proven

conclusively by Photo & Sound's re-

cently produced films on wood turn-

ing. Grain has been held to a negligible

point, definition is crisp and clean pic-

ture quality on the screen is full-scale

ind rich in detail.

No single department involved in

• William C. Eymann, Photo 4 Sound's chief cinematographer focuses camera on pipe-fitting opera-

tion for scene in a training film. Here a two-and-a-half inch lens is used to provide adequate closeup.

Quality Plus Economy In

Direct 16mm Production
BY WILL
the production of these films claims

exclusive credit for their quality. The
cameraman could do only so much, and

no more. The electrician, art director,

processing laboratory, production su-

pervisor, editor, sound technicians, du-

plicating laboratory—all could contrib-

ute only a certain amount to the total

production. The quality of the finished

film is the result of close coordination

among all departments during all stages

of production. And it goes without say-

ing that poor quality work in any
department can nullify the combined
good work of all other departments.

The first consideration in working to-

ward quality production is, of course,

the use of quality equipment. Photo &
Sound uses Eastman Cine Special and
Berndt - Maurer cameras exclusively.

Lenses are the best obtainable for defi-

• New and different camera angles ac-
cent special operations in a series of train-
ing films on woodworking being produced
for the United States Office of Education
by Photo & Sound, Inc.

M

nition and freedom from aberrations.

Good equipment, properly used, auto-

matically produces optically crisp

scenes.

The second consideration is that of

film stock. Several excellent shooting

stocks are obtainable today. The actual

choice of stock is much less important

than that the cameraman have full

knowledge of his film's characteristics.

The cameraman must keep in mind that

most 1 6mm. film has a comparatively

high inherent contrast, since it is manu-
factured primarily for amateur use, and
that lighting setups must be designed

accordingly.

At Photo & Sound, all black and
white productions are filmed on East-
man Super X Reversal. Reversal is pre-

ferred over negative stock because of
its finer grain, and because the ines-

capable minimum of dust flecks will

appear as black rather than objection-
able white when the reletse print is

projected.

On the first scene of any production,

• Continued on Page 71
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IEW SOMD AND SILENT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

As You Like It, a 10 reel 16 mm.
sound on film release produced by

20th Century-Fox stars Laurence Oli-

vier and Elizabeth Bergner. Here is down
to earth Shakespeare which the public

can understand and appreciate. The
hilarious escapades of Rosalind ;»re in-

terwoven with touching, tender mo-
ments of romance. There's laughter,

too, in the drollery of those clowning

companions. Touchstone and Jacques

—

all displayed in a dazzling setting of

royal palaces and beautiful outdoor

scenes. Distribution is by Common-
wealth Pictures Corp., -29 7tii Ave.,

New York 19, N. Y.

Corvette K-225 , a Universal P i c -

tures release, stars Randolph Scott,

James Brown, Ella Raines, and Andy
Devine in a thrilling story of small

fighting ships in this war. The crew of

a corvette sunk in enemy action gets

a new ship, the K-225. On its maiden

convoy it accounts for two subs and

two Nazi planes. Although badly

mauled in a spectacular tight, the crew

gets the convoy through. Ten reels

in length, subject rents for $17.50 and

will be available for exhibition before

non-theatrical audiences after April t,

1945 through Bell & Howell Filnio-

sound Library, 1801 Larchmont. Chi-

cagc.

Courageous Mr. Penn, 9 reels,
1 6mm. sound on film, is a stirring his-

torical drama showing the struggle for

religious and civil liberty in England
under Charles II, and the founding of

a free, peaceful commonwealth in

Pennsylvania, William Penn is depicted

as a fearless Quaker, doffing his broad-

brimmed hat to none but God. The in-

fluence of his nobly-born wife, too,

plays a vital role, and Penn's part in

founding his colony and iti peaceful

relations with native Indians is excel-

lently staged and portrayed. An excel-

lent film for churches and schools and

other social groups, it is available from

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801

Larchmont, Chicago. Rental is $17.50.

Bashful Ballerina, 800 feet 16mm.
sound, is a scintillating musical com-

edy starring the well known mimic of

stagte and screen, Imoglene Coca as

Miss Glutz, a bashful ballerina who is

always out of step. Starred quite by

accident in an important ballet pro-

gram. Miss Glutz trips clumsily through

the routines. Her antics are accepted

by the audience as rare and unusual

comedy and she is acclaimed a new star

of the ballet. Release is by Official

Films, Inc., 625 Madison Ave., New
York. List price of film is $37.50,

Hi Buddy! produced by Universal,
is now available in 6 reels 16 mm.
sound at rental rate of $17.50 for sub-

ject. Here is an excellent, comedy-
drama of the founding of an "off-the-

street" youth club and the pathos of

its decline due to preoccupation of eld-

ers with war tasks and problems. Star-

red are Dick Foran and Harriett Hil-

liard supported by a cast of clever teen-

age juveniles. Subject is now available,

for exhibition to approved non-theat-

rical audiences, from Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Blues In The Night is one of the

new series of "Soundies"—short 100 ft.

1 6mm. musical films which are prov-

ing popular for sound screen programs.

This subject features Cab Calloway

and his incomparable orchestra with

Calloway playing and singing the hit

tune. Walter Winchell awarded Callo-

way one of his famed "orchids" for his

rendition of "Blues In The Night," and

this "soundie" brings it to 16mm.
screens with all the zest of a first

nighter presentation. "Soundies" are

available for outright purchase at $7.50

per subject from Walter O. Gutlohn,

Inc., 25 West 45 th St., New York

City 19.
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Cinemagic £a*y, for £very,one .

• Continued from Page $3

made was called "New Wives for Old"

and as a party of friends were the actors

and actresses, this went down quite well-

It was only 100 feet, and all in one set-

ting—a tea table set in a garden. To im-

part some reality and a lesson, the story

showed a husband's dream. He had been

reading some professor or other on the

"Transmigration of Bodies."

He rubs his ring by accident and the

magician appears, got up in false beard

and a dressing gown, etc., complete with

magic wand. He asks the husband what

his pleasure is, and the husband suggests,

with one eye on his sleeping wife, that

he might have a new one. The magician

places a cloth over the sleeping wife

and waves his wand.

At this moment another girl is sub-

stituted below the cloth, while the hus-

band "freezes"—he can do this best

seated. Then the camera is restarted in

a close shot showing the girl only, and

the cloth is removed. A few midshots

like this enable the cutting to be done

without jumps due to faulty freezing.

The next shot shows the husband's re-

action on seeing his new wife—great

play for humor here. Fat girls, slim

ones, pretty ones and others are pro-

duced one after the other. We intro-

duced a shot where the husband, rushing

in where angels should have feared to

tread, waved the magic wand himself,

and used the wrong end. He produced

a "male" instead of a female—this raised

a good laugh!

You will not have to think long or

deeply before you arrive at several ideas

in this category, all simple and effective

if well done and cunningly introduced.

A very popular one is a motor car out

of which t w e n t y or thirty people
emerge. You need not even stop the

camera for this more than once or twice,

for they can get in at one door (the far

one out of the field of view) , and emerge
from the door near the camera. Audi-
ence sees only one door, of course.

Another trick involves a cat to be

tied up in a bag, then some abracadabra

by a child, the sack opened, and out
tumble several little kittens. Or your
family may walk one by one around a

tree with a big trunk, or a small hut in

a garden, large enough to hide them.

When they are hidden the camera is

stopped, and clothes changed. The re-

sult when briskly done is quite amusing
—and gives ample scope for that dis-

play of wardrobe dear to every woman's
heart! Finally, baby might change into

a dog or a cat! Other similar ideas

will suggest themselves.

Many excellent tricks such as a diver

^ 5DUND / ffrvcL SILENT

NLM L/8RAR/ES
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8>»m AND /6mm FILM5

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
1651 Cosmo Street

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH'
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boyleston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service
5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
KENMORE

Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
3044 Delaware Ave.

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Heber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

New York City—Continued
King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Collier Photo Sales
14213 Euclid Ave.

Collier Photo Sales
I0«0l Union Ave.

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
302l/

2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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Exclusive Distributors

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
729 SEVENTH AVENUE NEW YORK. 19, N. Y.

'Nearer My God To Thee"
One of the 18 Hymnalogues

NOW AVAILABLE in

16mm. Sound Kodachrome

AND
NOW IN PRODUCTION

Watch for Release!

Blessed Assurance Blest Be The Tie

Baulah Land, Oh Beulah Land
Home On The Range Home Sweet Home
How Firm A Foundation I Love To Tell The Story

I Need Thee Every Hour
Jesus Lover Of My Soul Jesus Savior Pilot Me
In The Garden Just As I Am

Leaning On The Everlasting Arms
Love Divine Near The Cross

My Country Tis Of Thee
O Come All Ye Faithful Softly And Tenderly

Old Black Joe What A Friend

We Shall Gather At The River

Work, For The Night Is Coming

Watch for Them!

SONG BOOK OF THE SCREEN
1 1315 Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif.

GET IT AT "CAMERA PLACE"
New Marshall Book on Coloring, {2.00; Leica

Manual, $3.50; G.E. Interval Timer, £6.00

Available to Servicemen and their families,

Doctors, Dentists, Photographers, Schools and
Religious Institutions, etc. Victor 40B Sound
Proj. $382.50; Ampro YSA Sound Proj. $337.50;

3 l

/4 x4i/4 or 4x5 ANN. SP. Graphic with F4.7

Ektar in Synchro Shutter and Graflex Flashing
Unit $195.00; Kodak Medalist 2'/,x3'/„ F3.5

Ektar $205.00; Super Omega Enlarger $156.90;

Kodaks, etc.

NEW CATALOG AVAILABLE

THE CAMERA PLACE. Inc.
101 West 51st St. (at RADIO CITY)

NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
and CURRENT EVENTS released by
CASTLE and other producers, with
our new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
PLAN. Write for details.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. Chicago. III.

coming ouc of the water back on to the

springboard, or the house being demol-
ished and then returning to original

shape again are done by shooting in re-

verse action. It is not necessary to have
an expensive camera which will shoot

in reverse to do this. Any camera is in

reverse when held upside down—and a

little ingenuity will enable you to fix

a bar of metal so that your camera may
be fixed to a tripod upside down, though
this is not essential.

I saw a very effective shot recently

in a 16 mm. talkie film, called "Water
Sports." This showed fish leaping out
of the water into the fishermen's bas-

kets—one of the best fishing stories

ever! It was so simply done—by fling-

ing the fish out of the basket into the

sea and shooting in reverse. But the man
at the basket had to be careful when
flinging them into the water to make a

motion as though he were catching fish!

Here is another one. Your bearer

brings a plate of sandwiches and a drink

on a tray, flings them to you at the

end of the garden. You catch, eat and
drink, and fling back. Make it a teapot

if you like. Very simple when done like

this:

r. Bearer walks with tray and flings

it. (Normal shot).

i. You eat and drink, briefly.

(Normally).

3. You fling the empty things back

again (Shoot in reverse, i.e.,

with camera upside down.

When a friend and I shot a little

comedy entitled "Haurel and Lardy on

Shikar," we thought out a number of

tricks. My friend kept evolving them

every hour, even during the shooting.

One that always brings a laugh is where

Haurel eats all the bananas from a plate

in camp, including Lardy's, then Lardy

asks loudly for his banana.

Haurel then regurgitates it and puts

it back on the plate. This simply meant

shooting the eating of the banana twice,

once normally and once at 8 f.ps. (to

speed action) with the camera upside

down. The idea of bringing the banana

up from the depths and offering it lov-

ingly to Lardy so convulsed the actors

that we had some unforeseen problems

in doing this. Another problem was that

at each rehearsal Haurel had to consume

a banana, and by the time we had "Ac-

tion, shooting" he was almost too full

to act!

Another reverse motion shot we did

quite successfully was when Haurel fell

off a bullock cart into the river—he

was "kicked" off by his very heavy rifle

when he fired it. After an inordinately

long submersion, Haurel rises to the sur-

face with a bland smile, smoking a

cigar, straightens his tie, and swims off,

to climb on to a buffalo. Obviously he

had to do this by submersing slowly be-

neath the water, after puffing his cigar,

the camera being upside down to film

this in reverse.
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Before Haurel comes up there are

many bubbles and smoke seen coming

to the surface. We were at a loss how to

fix the smoke and bubbles. My co-work-

er suggested we might fix a rubber

tube to a submerged exhaust of a motor-

boat in some dock, but inquiries showed

this would be too difficult. Eventually

he thought out a really brilliant scheme,

and I doubt if ever the professional

screen has used this one. We discov-

ered that if you throw a certain kind of

fuse into water it sends bubbles and

smoke to the surface. We secured some

specimens of this underwater miracle

and it worked! But to show what pains

one may have to take to get a single

short shot, we had to do this several

times.

The first experiments in a Bombay
dock failed because the weighted con-

traption went into the mud and noth-

ing happened. The next time the bub-

bles and smoke emerged all right but it

was such a windy day that the smoke

could not be seen. The next attempt was

no use because the lighting was wrong
and the water tones did not match the

rest of the film.

Finally we struck the right sort of

still day and the right kind of water

tones. With a little after-modification

of the film, it did match, and the screen

shot is now cut to just three seconds.

There is one kind of trick film I

CRAIG

JUNIOR

SPLICER

Simply designed, easy to use, this Craig Junior Splicer

gives positive assurance of quicker, more efficient splices

that hold tightly! Can be used for either 8mm or 16mm

film and is complete with a bottle of Craig Safety

Cement and a water container. Mounted on a hard-

wood base, the Craig Junior Splicer is light, $Q #95
compact and accurate in every detail. ... w

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
Los Angeles • San Francisco • Seattle

The Radiant Screen here
illustrated is Model DS—

a

portable Metal Tripod
Screen— sturdy but light,

compact, easily set - up,
and is quickly adjusta-
ble. Available in sizes

from 30" x 40" to
52" x 72".

Your pictures look
twice as good!
. . . when projected on the new Radiant Screens
with the Hy-Flect Glass Beaded Surface.
If your screen is old, faded and discolored—or ifyou have been using
makeshifts—projection on a Radiant Screen will give you a new thrill

from your motion pictures, kodachromes, slide films. There are
thousands of tiny optical glass beads firmly imbedded in the snow
white plastic compound of this improved screen surface. As a result
—light rays from your projector are not absorbed but are reflected
with astonishing brilliance. Black and white pictures show up
with sharp contrast and clear detail. Colored pictures have a new
vividness, depth and clarity. Improved process prevents cracking or
peeling and assures lasting whiteness. For projection at its best-
see the new Radiant Screens.

Radiant Screens Offer You Many New Special Features
In addition to the Hy-Flect Glass Beaded Screen
Surface— you will find many innovations, special
conveniences and unique advantages in Radiant
Screens. These include:

1. Automatic Clutch. A positive device that
permits instant raising and lowering of screen
housing without the necessity of manipulating
screws and bolts. So simple and easy to operate
a child can use it.

2. Quick Tripod Release. Tripod legs may

Send for FREE

\\\

be opened or closed quickly. They support the
screen in any position for wide or narrow spread
without set screws or plungers.

3. Auto-Lock. (Pat. applied for.) Just touch con-
venient button for raising or lowering center
extension rod and screen instantly.

4. Convertible from Square to Oblong— for
movies, stills or slides, Radiant square sized
screens are convertible to oblong by merely
raising screen to indicated position.

Bulletin

Radiant Manufacturing Corp

U59 W. Supen-r St.. Ch, ago
. Bulleto

Please send »e FREE compter Rad ant^ pipeline

"idiant Tripod,,

w ai
.

dust
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POST
PICTURES

16mm SOUND F&M

ENTERTAINMENT
of tft delightful best!

e_ voU r
family,

S-P?e °
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d dub members'-
Stop

friends,
and duo ^ terAo \

in today ot y°u;l ese Wo famaos
posT

A hilarious
farce^£^hen

a man and Ado^he

and souls^ re
bfeard ,

WU
Menjou,

)obn » M Astor.

Uam Gargan ana

Steinbeck s oe
lay .

Fea

and seosauof
s

-fd
* nd Lon

tures:
Betty

Chaney, J
r -

These are only two of the

delightful and thrilling POST
PICTURES which you can rent

from your sound film library.

Get details from your film rental
library or write directly to POST
PICTURES for full information and
name of nearest rental library.

POST
PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Avenue
New York 19, N. Y.

have always wanted to make. This is

the story of an inventor whose wife and
servants leave him, so he brings science

to his aid and has a marvelous house

where everything is done by pushing

knobs or switches. Furniture moves
about, plates lay themselves on the table,

the bed makes itself, etc. I think it

would be most effective, and would ap-

peal to all who have a nice sense of

household problems. The furniture such

as dinner wagons, etc., would move on

invisible strings pulled off-stage, and

folks could push the chairs along, the

pusher being out of the picture.

The use of models is a most attractive

field for amateurs who do not mind
spending time on these gadgets. The
subject is one worthy of a separate ar-

ticle, and there is no space here to elab-

orate.

Superimposition is another attractive

field, and the amateur generally satisfies

his ambitions here by superimposed titles

with moving backgrounds. On Koda-
chrome these look fine, and one has only

to fix up the white title at the begin-

ning of the spool, then shoot the first

scene with this in mind, allowing some-
thing dark to carry the white title.

After shooting the title the film must
be wound back to starting place, of

course, and even if you haven't got a

Cine Special or other camera which will

wind back, you can do it by going into,

the dark room and winding back the

spool by hand for a foot or two.

The advantage of doing it at the

start of a spool (making allowance for

the portion which will be spoiled) is

that you know where you are and can

wind back to the beginning. The same

argument applies to the end of the spool,

and you can reserve the last three feet

or so for a title to be shot later, winding

back for so many seconds—four or five

will generally be enough.

Those who shoot with neg-pos. film

have the advantage of being able to

print background titles by double print-

inging afterwards, and I have a sort of

home-made printing box using one foot

of film at a time for such double print-

ing, and find it most useful for titles

or wipes-

Masks, fixed and movable, soft focus,

unusual filters, etc. — all these really

come under the head of trick cine

work, and some attractive results can

be obtained. I get a lot of fun out of a

distortion lens I have, to make people

thin or fat, and I should think filming

through a jam jar might do almost as

much.
Finally here are a few ideas in brief

which the reader may elaborate upon

for himself: —
i . Car pins man to lamp-post or wall.

Shoot approach of car at 9 f.p.s., then

place man in position with agonizing

look, and let car back away slowly.

Shoot this in reverse at 8 f.p.s.

2. Shoot the street below your top

window at one frame every second or

so. If your camera hasn't a single frame

release, expose 2 or 3 frames at a time

by tapping exposure button quickly and

releasing- The result will surprise you
and remind you of old Keystone comedy
tricks.

3. Place a man and girl on either side

of a dagger fixed in a wall or door, with

invisible thread (i-e., same color as back-

ground) attached. Give dagger a short

quiver with the string, (let lovers regis-

ter surprise just previously) and then

jerk the dagger backwards by the string.

Shoot with camera upside down. The

effect is of a couple embracing, and a

dagger then flies through the air into

the door from the jealous rival!

4. A sleeper arises from his sleeping

self and his ego or spirit wanders about

the room. Shoot twice, both times one

stop under. First time showing sleeper

asleep and not moving; second time he

starts like this and then arises and walks

off. The film has to be rewound for the

second shot, of course, and an ordinary

camera can be used if the film is notched

with scissors in the dark to show (by

feel) to what point it should be wound
back.

5. Man gazes at his girl's photo in a

frame, which smiles back at him. Photo

is a framed mirror reflecting face of

girl. You can fade out lights on the girl

and substitute another if your lad is a

Lothario You might have a succession

of smilers.

6. Trick titles. Beware that the title

does not attract too much attention and

steal the picture, though it will be per-

missible for the main title. Use block

wood letters which stand upright, film

for a few seconds in reverse, then blow

them down with a fan while filming, or

sweep them off with a wand. The result

is the letters spring up magically.

For such cinematic legerdemain, the

simplest cine camera will suffice, and if

the tricks are well done and skillfully

introduced into a film where they fit

well, even the old cine "chestnuts" will

raise a good laugh when screened.

Jblrect 16mm.
Production . . .

• Continued from Page 67

a convenient illumination level is es-

tablished, as well as a definite lighting

contrast ratio correlated to the con-

trast of the Super XXX emulsion. Both

illumination and contrast levels are

then maintained as closely as possible

throughout the production.

The illumination level is established

high enough to permit the use of reas-

onably small stop openings when long

focal length lenses must be used.

The contrast level is controlled not
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only in set lighting, but in the tones of

the set itself wherever possible. The

lathe in the wood turning pictures, for

instance, was repainted a lighter shade

of grey in order to bring it closer in

value to the very light wood being

turned on it. Not only background

flats, but floors were lighted for any

sequence where they would occupy a

comparatively large area of screen when
projected.

The lighting itself was kept com-
paratively soft, but not flat. It is defi-

nitely directional, and "kick" and rim

lights are used on every scene to im-

prove subject separation from back-

ground. It is the job of the cameraman,
of course, to keep a constant check on

the contrast and level of illumination.

Otherwise, he cannot hope to have

scenes which are shot out of sequence

match the main body of the film in tone

and contrast. Needless to say, few

professional productions are ever filmed

in sequence for operational reasons.

Once the production is filmed, the

responsibility for quality passes into

other hands. Photo & Sound gratefully

acknowledges its debt to the San Fran-

cisco laboratories of Eastman) Kodak
Company for the consistently high level

of processing quality obtained there.

Certainly, close co-operation between
producer and processing laboratory is

highly essential to quality 16mm. pro-

ductions. No matter how skillfully and
carefully a film is planned and photo-

graphed, its quality can be completely

killed by careless processing.

After the original footage has been

processed and edited, still other factors

influence its ultimate quality. A nar-

rator must be chosen whose voice qual-

ity, diction, and style of delivery are

suitable for this particular production.

Once he is chosen, it is the sound de-

partment's job to get his voice faith-

fully recorded on film. Photo & Sound's

sound department does its recording di-

rectly on film with a Berndt-Maurer
sound recorder.

Once the film and sound track are

edited and synchronized, the choice of

negative stock is the next item of im-
portance. It must have fine grain, good
resolving power, and a scale suited to

the Super X original. A release positive

stock is chosen for the same character-
istics. For the Office of Education
productions, Photo & Sound used East-
man Type #5203 negative stock, and
Eastman Type #5302 release positive

stock.

A debt, equal to that owed to East-

man Kodak Laboratories, is acknowl-
edged to Multichrome Laboratories of

San Anselmo, California, whose preci-

sion workmanship in making the re-

lease prints, carried through to these

prints the full quality of the original

reversal footage.

NOW You can Enjoy Your

Favorite Movie at Home

WILLOUGHBY
16mm SOUND ON FILM
RENTAL LIBRARY

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENT''

THE HOUSE ACROSS THE BAY"

JACARE"

AS YOU LIKE IT"

'LITTLE LORD FAUNTLEROY"

"WINTER CARNIVAL"

ALGIERS'

"CHUMP AT OXFORD"

"CAPTAIN CAUTION"

"DUKE OF WEST POINT'

Here are just a few of the popular Hollywood pro-

ductions available to y ou in 16mm S. O. F. . . .

for non-theatrical presentation without approval of

contract.

All features are mounted on 1600 ft. reels. A short

subject included FREE on all base rentals and con-

tract rates of major productions. No extra rental

charge when shipped within 300 miles.

Write for Our FREE S. O. F. Catalogue listing

your preferred movies

Base rental $17.50 overnight or week-end

Contract rental $15.00 each for 8 or more shows.

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing

110 W. 32nd Street, New York 1, N. Y.

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM— *| AA
Foremost book on subject tells you how. Mailed postpaid for only— IVmbW
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

16mm. KODACHROME

TITLES
Make your Kodachrome movies take on new im-
portance and interest with the addition of profes-

sional main titles at this new low price. Beautifully

made and extremely colorful, these titles will add
sparkle to your color reels. Orders filled promptly.

75c Each— Three for $2.00
K 101— Football Thrills

K 102—The End
K 103—A Day at the Zoo
KI04—Cine Oddities
KI05—Family Portraits

K 106—Our Vacation Trip West
K 1 07—Golf
KI08—Bathing Cuties
KI09—The Stork Arrives
Kl 10—The Family Champ
Kill—The Future President
KM2—Our Bundle From Heaven
K 113—Our Son
KIM—Vacationing ill the

Mountains
Kl 15—Our Fishing Trip

Kl 16—A Reel Fish Story
Kl 17—Our Hunting Trip
Kl 18—Off to a Glorious Holiday
K 1 19—The Great Northwest
KI20—The Dude Ranch
K 121—Just Fishing
K 1 22—Winter Sports
KI23—Our Summer Retreat
K 124—A Stroll in the Park
K 1 25—Down on the Farm
K 126—Merry Christmas
K 127— Here Comes the Bride
K 1 28—Off on a Honeymoon
K 129— Happy New Year,

Everybody

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

KI30—The Nite Before Christmas
K 131—We Celebrate the 4th

of July
K 132—Our Vacation Trip South
KI33—Our Vacation Trip North
KI34—Our Vacation Trip East
KI35—Wartime Influences

Around Us
K 136—Autumn
K 137—Down to the Beach
KI38—Wintertime
K 1 39—Circus
KI40— Easter Parade
K 141—Our Garden
K 142—Trains

Dept. HM2— 186 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO I, ILLINOIS
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aS3
LEFNSES

Cxternal 3)U£olving, Shutter . . .

— HIGH PRECISION —
For Afl Branches of Photography
AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

— 1899—
w e are set for post-war production,
and announce the coming debut into the

photographic world of the

GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

High-Speed Movie Lens
speeds f:1.8 and f:2.3

standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 ,
moiie cameras. For definition, quality and
finest detail in black-and-white and color

moiies.

This is one of our new American creations

of high standard now reserved exclusively

for our Armed Forces.

Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

The C P
- GOERZ AMERICAN

OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY

m 317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

T» »¥ HM-2

EYEPIECE
PermHs Complete
focal Adjuslment

at all better dealers,
or sent oirect postpaid
if cash with : = :£=-

. . . with Th

FILM TRACKS
for 35mm, 16 mm
and Smm Strip Film—
Ideal lor COLOR SLIDES

OUAUTT AND

CRAFTSMEN* QUIU7
1668 N. VAN NESS AVE., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

16 MM SOUND SERVICE

Rental, Repairs, Accessories

New 16 MM Sound Projectors

ON MRO Priority

AA-1 for Hospitals, Public Transportation

Co., Police Dept., Fire Protection, Post

Office Department. AA-2 Schools, Print

ing Publishing.

Victor 40 B, 12 inch speaker

$425.00 F.O.B.

Write, wire, Phone bejt

ANCHOR SUPPLY SERVICE
Box 482 Ithaca, N. Y.

• Continued from Page 59

run through the gate. Vhen this test

length has been processed, it is easy

to decide which was the last frame on

which anything shows to indicate ex-

posure. Counting back from this to

the blank frame at the beginning of

the fading series, there may be per-

haps 56 frames of gradually increased

exposure up to that value selected as

best, i.e. axes parallel, f:6-3 at 16

frames.

For animation work it is necessary

to know proportions of total exposure,

and a graph should be plotted with

degrees of crossing, from o" to 56°

on one side, exposure from o cc to

ioo fv normal on the other. Rule a

straight line from 5
6° and 0% to o

and 100%. From this graph any-

desired percentage of total exposure

may be read off in terms of degrees of

crossing. Such a graph will be good

for only one film, one color tempera-

ture of light, one processing procedure;

but in animation work where these are

all kept constant, one graph is suf-

ficient and commonly used values may
be tabled for convenience.

For other work, fades and lap dis-

solves, etc., the 56° (or other) ex-

tinction point should be locked up on

the accompanying table A. It will be

seen to correspond to an exposure re-

duction such as would be given by a

neutral density filter of 11 X, or a

closure of the iris diaphragm through

3' 2 stops, i.e. from f : 6.3 to i:n. It

is easy to investigate each film used and

ascertatin its latitude for both daylight

and artificial light in terms of number
of stops between good exposure and

extinction. This value will be inde-

pendent of lighting conditions other

than color temperature. From these

data it will be seen that, in a lap dis-

solve, the zero point of exposure is

reached for this film at 5
6° and cor-

responds to the length of film passing

the gate in j6 90 of i l/
z seconds, i.e.

1.55 seconds, or 56*90 of 40 frames

at 16 frames per second, i.e. 25 frames.

Hence the backwind for a lap dissolve

with this film and illumination should

be 25 frames (not a foot) and a fade

at 16 frames per second will be 25

frames long.

For special effects, such as increasing

camera speed during a shot, or in

planning to follow a subject that will

travel from sunlight to shadow, ade-

TABLE "A"
Polaroid Angles And Lens Iris Settings

(Camera Speed Constant)

Iris setting

without device t: 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1 11.0 12.5 16.0 18.0 22.0 25.0 32.0

Iris setting with

only 1 polaroid f: 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1 11.0 12.5 16.0 18.0

Iris setting with

polaroids crossed

filter angle

stops factor

2 4X 0° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1 11.0 12.5 16.0

2.5 5.6X 35° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1 11.0 12.5

3 8X 50= 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1 11.0

3.5 11 X 56° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0 9.1

4 16 X 60° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3 8.0

4.5 22 X 67° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6 6.3

5 32 X 71° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.6

5.5 45 X 74° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0 4.5

6 64 X 77° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5 4.0

6.5 90 X 79° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8 3.5

128X 81° 1.4 1.8 2.0 2.3 2.8

7.5

8

180X
256X

82°

83°

1.4 1.8

1.4

2.0 2.3

1.8 2.0

8.5 360X 84
c

1.4 1.8

9 512X 85° 1.4

TABLE "B"
Polaroid Ranges For Camera Speed Changes

(Lens Aperture Constant)

From 8 frames/ sec. to 16: 0° - 50°, 24 . 0° - 56°, 32 : 0° - 61°, 64 0° - 67°

From 16 frames/ sec. to 8: 50° - 0°, 24 0° - 47°, 32 0° - 50°, 64 0° - 56°

From 24 frames sec. to 8: 56° - 0°. 16 47° - 0°, 32 0° - 42°, 64 0° - 50°

From 32 frames/sec. to 8: 61° - 0°, 16 50° - 0°, 24 42° - 0°, o4 0° - 47°

From 64 frames, sec. to 8: 67° - o
c

,
16 56° - o

3
.

24 :
50° - 0°, 32 *'° - 0°
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quate and even exposure may be pro-

vided as the alteration goes into ef-

fect. To accomplish this by means of

the polaroid dissolving shutter, the

taper pins are engaged in the driving

position and the clutch cone slipped

until the Polaroids are crossed (90
0
).

The front Polaroid is then rotated

away from the driving position to the

extent (X°) which gives the neutral

density effect corresponding to the

greater light intensity (for change in

camera speed see table B) . At the

desired moment, when the Baia motor
drive is released, the motor spindle will

turn freely through the 90
0

to X°
range, pick up the clutch engaging the

Polaroid and turn it to maximum
transmission (o°).

For the converse type of effects,

such as decreasing the camera speed

(see table B) or panning from shadow
to sunlight, no more light may be pro-

vided after the change than before. In

such situations, the taper pins are en-

gaged, the clutch cone slipped until

the Polaroid passes the o° position and
continues on to the location 90

0
- Y°,

where Y° is the angle of the neutral

density effect wanted for the brighter

illumination or slower camera speed.

The Polaroid is then rotated on the

motor spindle away from the driving

position to full open (o°). When the

mechanism is released, it will drive

through the o° to 90
0

- P° range,

pick up the clutch and Polaroid geared

to it and turn the Polaroid to Y° as

wanted. For the best results, the motor
drive in this type of manipulation,

should be actuated slightly before the

change in light requirements occurs,

so that the slack will be taken up and
the rotation of the Polaroid take place

at the second needed. It takes a little

practice but the effect is perfect.

Thus through the use of Polaroid H
in optical B glass, a trick clutch as-

sembly and a Baia spring motor, a

simply made device yields the same ef-

fects as a built-in dissolving camera
shutter, adding greatly to the versatili-

ty of any movie camera. It will fit 8

mm., or i6mm., or 35 mm. cameras
equally well and makes an automatic

and manually controllable dissolving

shutter available for the entire amateur
field. It can serve as a shutter, a filter

or a Pola screen or all three. Since it

uses Polaroid Hi material rather than

the commoner J material, its color neu-

trality is much better and extinction

much more complete. The total weight,

including both polaroids, cable release

and adapter rings for a 1" lens, is

small (10 ounces). Anyone who has

access to a small lathe can build it in-

expensively just as the writer did.

For Home movie makers — a

Junior Model of the famous

GRISWOLD
FILM SPLICER

This "Junior Model" for 16mm.
and 8mm. film, meets every re-

quirement of the home movie
maker. Griswold Splicers are

made in models for all film size*.

The Junior Model illustrated was
designed specially for home movie
makers. It has the same exclusive
features and the same rugged, last-

ing qualities as the larger models
which are used by the thousands by
professional movie makers and ex-
hibitors and by the U. S. armed
forces all over the world.

The CRISWOLD makes splicing

easy and assures an accurate splice

every time. And it's built to give

you years of trouble-free service.

Yet with all its advantages, home
movie makers will find the price

reasonable. When you buy a film 1

splicer, be sure to ask for a GRIS-
WOLD.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK

8mm. Monoco/or

SEPIA
(ORDER ESO-C)

Our most popular monocolor
8mm. film, for most double
8mm. and single 8mm. cam-
eras. Blends well with Ko-
dachrome movies, giving an
attractive, vvarm amber glow
when projected on the screen.

$3.70 per three rolls double
8mm. ESO-C Sepia, spooled
with dalite loading and pro-
cessing freel* $3.85 per six

rolls ESO-C Sepia for Unlvex
single 8mm. cameras, dalite
loading and processing (reel

* (ESO-S is licensed by

the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to process double

8mm. film under the

Coors Patent 1,905,442.)

PLUS.
ESO-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full anti-

halo backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" brands.

Weston 16-4. (Available July 31st.) $4.50 per

three rolls double 8mm. ($1.60 each.) $4.60 per
six rolls single 8mm. for Unlvex cameras. $1.70
per two rolls single 8mm. for Unlvex cameras.

PLUS...
Tour own b&w (or Kodachrome) movies may be dupli-
cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. film with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING for over-exposured and under-txposed scenes.

The cost is $2.50 per 50-foot roll. 4c per foot for addi-
tional footage.

DeLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 50-

foot roll, 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally

guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film

purchased or refund the full purchase price If yeu are net
fully pleased with your results. Yeu MUST be satisfied

1

!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIREGT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
'QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City, Missouri

n1IIB
DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U. S. NAVY
U. S.ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

After the War
for YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeies 28 California
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Stroboscope* 3or Sound . .

.

A REAL GIFT FOR THE NEW MOTHER
Two acetate protected frames. 4 data pages (pink or blue)
for time and place of birth, parents, etc Blank white
pages for snapshots, ivory colored Durateather. plastic

ring binding. 5x7* $2.50 8 x10" S3. 75. At Stores or

Direct on Money- Back Trial.

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels. Slides, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. \S2£S$Ek

—A NEW MOVIE Al

The WEBBER E-Z REEL THREADER
Threads film on your projector reels

in 1 10 the present time.

No More Fussing

Used on 8 or 16 mm reels up to

400 ft. capacity.

3 for $1.00 equips 3 reels

M. L .WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N. Y.

16 MM-
COIN MACHINE FILMS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE HOME
Write for Catalog

ULTRA PRODUCTIONS
BOX 3I» - NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sale*. Rentals, Exchange!—Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bids. Boston. Mai*.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

FINE DUPLICATES
ENLARGEMENTS OR REDUCTIONS

of your 8mm. or 16mm. home movies. Develop
your own and save money if you wish. For de-
tails enclose stamped, addressed envelop.

MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
P.O. Box 385, E. San Diego Sta.

San Diego 5, California

EXCHANGE! EXCHANGE!
Ship your 8 mm. full edition used,

and choose a brand new one for
$1.50—or your 400 16mm. film for

a brand new one for S2.50. Dept. HM
THE ABBE FILMS, 503 5 Ave.. N. Y. C.

FILMGRAPHMiles
.
VOICE AND MUSIC RECORDINGS

"Make Your Own Talkies"
LIMITED SUPPLY—FILMGRAPH Models JV or

JVC Recorder- Reproducers— latest modern method ot

recording directly on your 16mm film or on Miles

M-5 blank Safety Film. Accurate, lengthy recordings.

Can be used with or without projectors. Write for

Circular. MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

812 Broadway (Dept. HM-12) New York 3

• Continued from Page j >

other black segment will have moved

up and occupied the exact position pre-

viously occupied by the first segment.

To the eye, the black segment appear-

ing on the second flash is the same as

the one appearing on the first flash.

Hence to the eye, the disc appears to

be standing still. Now if the speed of

the machine to which disc is attached

is slightly faster or slower than the cor-

rect speed for which the disc is de-

signed, the disc will appear to slowly

rotate forward or backward.

In applying this principle of the

strobo disc to our projector, the first

thing necessary is to find a convenient

rotating part on which the stroboscope

may be mounted. Usually this is the

top film sprocket, and the manner of

mounting the disc and the neon glow
lamp is shown in the diagram in Fig. 2.

There must be no possible slippage be-

tween the sprocket on which the disc

is mounted and the claw that moves
the film as this would tend to produce

a false speed indication. This could only

happen when certain parts of the pro-

jector mechanism, aside from the takeup

pulley, are operated by spring belts in-

stead of gears.

In preparing to mount a disc on side

of the film sprocket or any other sim-

ilar rotating part of projector mechan-
ism, the first thing that is necessary is

to determine exactly how many revo-

lutions or fraction of revolutions the

sprocket or part makes for each frame
of film that passes the gate. With some
projectors, this is either one or two
revolutions per frame.

The next step is to determine the

frequency of the alternating current

used to power the projector. Most home
circuits are 60 cycles, although there

are still many communities through-

out the country where the old 50 cycle

current prevails. After this, a simple

calculation must be made using the

figures obtained. Multiply the number
of revolutions per frame of the sprocket

by the number of frames per second

the projector is to operate, which we
shall assume is to be 16. This gives the

revolutions per second the sprocket

mounted stroboscope must turn to

maintain a film speed of exactly 16

frames per second. Then divide the num-
ber of revolutions per minute (r.p.m.)

by a figure twice the frequency of the

house current, i.e., twice 60 cycles or

120. Expressed as a fraction this would

appear as:

r.p.s. zf where f is the AC frequency.

Now reduce this simple fraction un-

til it has the smallest possible denomi-

nator. The denominator will be the

equivalent of the number of black seg-

ments necessary on the stroboscope disc.

There will of course, also be an equal

number of white segments separating

the black. The total number of black

and white segments, therefore, will be

twice the number of the smallest de-

nominator of the aforementioned frac-

tion.

As an example, consider a projector

with a shaft or film sprocket which
revolves exactly once for each frame of

film; the film speed is 16 f.p.s., and

the current supply is 60 cycles:

r.p.s. = 1X16= 16

r.p.s. = 16 16 2

2f 2X60 120 1 j

Therefore, a disc for this projector

will have a total of 30 black and white

segments (2 X 15). Such a stroboscope

disc appears in Fig. 1 together with a

diagram showing how glow of the neon

lamp operates in conjunction with it

when the disc is mounted on the side

of projector sprocket as previously de-

scribed.

This disc, or a copy of it may be

used to time any 8mm. or 16mm. pro-

jector, the shaft or film sprockets of

which make either one or two com-
plete revolutions for each frame of film

passing the film gate, and where the

electric current used is 60 cycles.

Diameter of the disc may be

trimmed down to fit diameter of the

film sprocket on which it is to be

mounted. Disc should first be mounted
on a piece of stiff cardboard. Mount-
ing may be accomplished by applying

Dupont All-Purpose cement to back of

disc and to surface of side of film

sprocket. With some projectors, the

side of the film sprockets Is not flat

and therefore does not lend itself readi-

ly to mounting the strobo disc as de-

scribed here. In such instances, the sur-

+ EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.

Reviewed films will be rated I, 2 and 3

stars. Those rating 2 or 3 stars will receive

Free an animated leader indicative of its

merit. Best film reviewed each month will

receive a special certificate award as the

Movie of the Month.

All films are returned promptly by insured

express together with merit leaders and

special analysis report.
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face may be built out with a suitable

material and the disc then attached.

The upper film sprocket has been

recommended as the ideal place on
which to mount the strobo disc because

it is the most convenient for the op-

erator to watch as well as affording

the easiest method of attaching the

neon lamp and socket. With many pro-

jectors, this sprocket will be found to

turn one complete revolution for sev-

eral frames of film. In such instances,

the number of segments required for

the strobo disc may be determined by

following the formula above. In laying

out the disc on paper it will be easier if

you make it fairly large in diameter

then cut it down to the required size

before mounting.

The neon bulb and necessary socket

may be purchased from any radio sup-

ply house. The socket may be con-

nected directly to the power line or

to the projector wiring so it will op-

erate after projector motor is turned on.

Qadg,et£ 3or ZJrick* . . .

• Continued from Page 57

same position as when on the camera

and ready for filming. The focuser,

mounted together with camera on the

shiftover base, is shown in the photos

above. A review of the December ar-

ticle will disclose method of construc-

tion and use.

This month, I shall describe some
accessories which were developed for

use in conjunction with this critical

focuser and its special tripod mount-
ing and shift-over base. Most important

of these are the miniature stage for

filming objects in ultra closeup and

the effects and matte box for trick

photography.

Those who already have attempted

to make movies of small objects—in-

sects, flowers, etc.—know how diffi-

cult this is without special apparatus

that will allow arranging the subjects

within camera range and keeping them
there. Moreover, ultra-closeup cinema-

tography involves use of auxiliary

lenses and critical alignment of camera

with subject not otherwise possible

without a parrallax correcting device

and critical focuser.

The stage, as pictured in Fig- 1,

may be adjusted toward or away from
camera or may be raised or lowered

to bring the object to be photographed

in center of field of view. The aux-

iliary lens necessary for filming at close

range is held in a special holder and

both this and the stage are mounted
on two wooden rods or dowels which

protrude from the special focuser base.

Details of construction of the stage

and auxiliary lens holder are shown
in the diagrams at D and E respectively

and will be further described here. The
stage platform (D) consists of panel

of plywood 3" by 3". Two pieces of

Yi" wood dowel 6" in length are in-

serted in holes drilled half way through

bottom of platform and glued. These

serve as supports and also enable the

stage to be raised or lowered as de-

sired through the medium of a set

screw inserted in the cross arm which

holds the dowels. The cross arm rides

upon the two longer support dowels

protruding from front of camera base

and permits moving the stage back

and forth from camera.

The auxiliary lens mount, shown in

detail at E, also rides on the two sup-

port dowels and may also be moved
forward or backward as desired. Th"
semi-circular opening at top is grooved

in the center to hold the auxiliary

lens.

Fig. 2 shows detail of the effects and

matte box which also mounts on the

supporting dowels and slides back and

forth as required from the camera.

With this accessory, it is possible to

make split stage shots, mask shots and

wipe off effects with comparative ease

by means of masks fitted in place in

the matte box opening.

Construction details of the matre

box are shown at A, B, and C. Fig A
shows design of the front element of

the matte box. B is a side view of

sjme with the shadow box attached.

C is diagram of the shadow box laid

flat as cut out from a single piece

of cardboard- When properly folded

and glued, it forms lightproof shadow

box shown at B.

On the front of the stand A two
cardboard tracks are glued so as to

furnish guides for the masks which are

inserted and withdrawn from the side.

The masks were cut from pieces of

red pressed waterboard obtainable from

stationers. It is necessary to make a

check, with the aid of the critical fo-

cuser, in order to determine the posi-

tion of each of the masks. When prop-

erly centered in the matte box holder,

a part of the protruding end should

be slit and folded over, as shown in

Fig. 2 to act as a guide in centering

the mattes when used in filming. This

step is highly important in order that

the masks for split stage shots will be

centered and match correctly and not

cause telltale marks to appear in the

film frame after the effect is pho-

tographed.

The details F, G, and H apply to

SOUND
For Your Silent Films!
LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film oi the highest quality.

Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,

"and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:
Douglas Aircraft Co.

y Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Food Machinery Corp.

y U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot

y Santa Fe Railroad

Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

y AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write for Literature HM and Prices

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
403? Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calif.

Panchromatic FILM
8M 25 feet t£«> AA
M Weston 24-12 ^A.UU

1 AM lOOfeet A CA'Wlj it ->n 4,9U

#
I 1 ,W M Weston 32-20

I I
(prices include processing)

In stock: Panchromatic Bulk Film

100 feet 16mm $3.50
1 00 feet 8mm 3.50

TATE Quality LABORATORIES
2817-1? E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

— Everything for the Home Movie Fan —

Speed

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM 8mm

$3* SOtncludes machine processing. Day $2.25
Der

light spools, ready to load & shoot,

inn tt
Calif, buyers include s;\lcs tax. ,fIUU HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS 50 "

"The West's Greatest Film Mail Order House"
Southgate California

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthoehromatic Re-
versible Film for finest results-

lowest cost.

16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
100-ft. Roll, only $2.50

Rating Schelner 18
8mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

25-ft. Dble 8, only SI. 25
See your dealer or send money

direct.
Write for prices for developing

and processing of 8mm. and 16mm. films bought elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.
Dept. 12. 1757 Broadway. Brooklyn 7. N. Y.

Distinctive TITLES
and expert EDITING

For the Amateur and Professional

16MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachrome

Price List on Request
STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42nd Street New York. N.
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TITLES
Film Editing

Since 1924

Extensive Film Rental Library,

8mm., 16mm. Silent and Sound

Catalog Free

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
3252 Foster Avenue Chicago 25, III.

RENTAL LIBRARY of 16mm
SOUND FEATURES & SHORTS
At Prices You Can Afford to Pay

Film listing 25c refundable on 1st order

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P.O. Box 539 Brockton 65, Mass.

WE HAVE 8MM. - 16MM. FILM
100 ft. l6rRm. ortho weston 6 $2.69
100 ft, I Gram, panchromatic weston 64 4.85
25 ft. double 88 panchromatic Weston 64 1.89

These prices include Free processing.

Write for Free circulars listing our Morie accessories,

chemicals and bulk film. We do processing.

FROMADER GENERA CO. DAVENPORT, IOWA

8 ENLARGED T ^\ REDUCED

TO 1 0 TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACH ROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Mottoo Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

BOB HOPE, |OE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE
42
130 W. 44th St. New York 19. N. Y.

FOR BETTER MOVIE TITLES
MAKE THIS EASY TEST

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title

Test Kit. Try malting titles the easy A-to-Z
way. Test our method before buying the com-
plete outfit.

COMPLETE COLOR TITLE OUTFIT W.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Ave. Dept. H7I New York 10. N. Y.

the lateral shift-over base for camera
and focuser described in the December
issue. F consists of a metal plate 2 and

5/16" by approximately 13" with the

two ends turned up about 3/4". These
turned ends hold two 3 /%" metal rods

in place which form the track on which
the platform for camera and focuser

rides. G shows this plate mounted upon
the wooden t r ip o d mounting piece

which also includes, for my special pur-

pose, two grooved wooden blocks which
permit using this unit on my home
made titler fitted with a track for the

purpose. H shows detail of the dual

base for focuser unit and camera and

gives dimensions for locating tripod

screw holes for both units when a model
K. Cine Kodak is to be used. The same
dimension for other cameras may be

calculated after determining the degree

of offset between camera lens and crit-

ical focuser in the shift-over position.

In a future article, I hope to discuss

some of the tricks and cinematic ef-

fects that may be achieved with this

equipment such as how to picture a

dozen or more people emerging one by
one from a barrel; making cinemon-
tages; or filming with special anima-
tion effects.

3rom Camera Club to Carnegie . .

.

Continued from Page 66

the Chicago Cinema Club where his pic-

tures were regularly exhibited and cap-

tured prizes in contests. Now his films,

made exclusively for Burton Holmes,

are screened in theatres and auditoriums

throughout America.

Phillips' graduation from 8mm. to

1 6mm. was the direct result of a friend's

admiration for his camera artistry. The
horizon of serious Kodachrome cine-

matography was immediately broadened

when this friend loaned him a Cine

Special. Phillips' 16mm. films soon worr

considerable renown in and around Chi-

cago and eventually attracted the at-

tention of Mr. Burton Holmes who in-

vited him to screen some of them. It

was a coincidence that at the time Mr.

Holmes was searching for a capable

1 6mm. cameraman and offered Phillips

the job.

During the past three years, Ted
Phillips has covered much of the con-

tinental U. S., gathering material with

his camera for Burton Holmes travel-

ogues. One of the most spectacular, per-

haps, of all the Burton Holmes travel

films is the one describing the Colorado

river and which is now being currently

exhibited in New York City. It pictures

the very origin of the Colorado, a mere

trickle of water, and then the camera

proceeds downstream, through the famed

Grand Canyon, through the treacher-

ous rapids by rowboat, and on to Boul-

der Dam and beyond to where the Colo-

rado empties into the Gulf of California

below the Mexican border.

Ted Phillips' assignments call for

producing five full feature - length

i6mm. Kodachrome pictures each year

for Burton Holmes. He not only films

all the material but edits and titles it.

And in this task lies an interesting side-

light. Burton Holmes' lecture films, as

those who have witnessed them know,

are distinguished by Mr. Holmes incom-

parable personal off - stage narration.

This calls for a peculiar editing tech-

nique in that certain highlights in the
pictorial material must be so timed in
the presentation as to combine most ef-

fectively with Mr. Holmes narration.
The secret of Burton Holmes' 50 years
success as a lecturer lies in this sin-

gular editing formula which, en-
hanced by Ted Phillips' unique skill at

"camera editing," makes a Burton
Holmes film far more interesting than
any lecture or travelogue film com-
bined with sound-on-film narration.

Burton Holmes' 194$ series of lec-

tures will soon be offered his many ar-

dent followers, and those who would
witness the skillful color cinematog-
raphy of Ted Phillips will look forward,

with considerable anticipation, to local

announcement of the series. The pictures

will be all the more enjoyable when it

is remembered that only six years ago

Ted Phillips was an amateur of the Chi-

cago Cinema Club. Today his films are

exhibited in Carnegie Hall. His picture

making keeps him constantly on the

move within the four boundaries of the

United States, or across the border into

Mexico and beyond into Central and

South America, and not even the pesky

tropical garrapatas can stem his enthu-

siasm for his work.

Careful

£xpo£ure . . .

• Continued from Page 54

taking meter reading. Obviously, if

the scene consists of half sky and

half landscape, the bright light eman-

ating from the sky will overbalance

that reflected by remainder of the

scene. Result: a high meter reading

will be read; the lens will be stopped

down probably one or two stops more

than necessary, resulting in normal sky

exposure but under-exposure of bal-

ance of scene.
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To guard against this type of reading

error, aim the meter with more of a

downward slant so that less of the sky-

light is reflected toward the meter's

sensitive photocell. The photoelectric

exposure meter can be compared rough-

ly to a flashlight in reverse. The flash-

light sends out a conical beam of light,

the apex of which is at the bulb and

the base is the circle ox light it throws.

The exposure meter on the other hand,

receives light in a conical beam with

its apex at the photocell.

The closer the meter is held to the

scene or object, the smaller the area

viewed. Taking closeup readings of ob-

jects is the practice followed to in-

sure proper exposure of objects or

persons centered within a scene in which

there is a wide range of light and

shadow. Here again, we have another

type of error common with the ama-

teur movie maker—that of photograph-

ing a person in a scene which is either

backlighted by a preponderance of sky,

or surrounded by dense shrubbery as

• Continued from Page 60

ing an obstrusive cut in the filming.

The set, for example, may be that of

a nursery with a child asleep in its

crib. The mother enters, and as she

reaches down to take the child, the

camera moves in to focus closeup upon

the child. Thus, in one continuous shot,

the locale and players are introduced in

a medium long shot, then brought up
close on the screen by the dolly action

which culminates in a screen - filling

closeup. Focus must be adjusted as the

camera is moved forward in order to

keep the subjects in sharp detail through-

out the transition from medium to

closeup shots. The result is a smoother

flow of continuity, a less abrupt tran-

sition from one perspective to another,

and a most interesting if not natural

effect for the eye to comprehend.

Zoom or dolly shots should only be

employed in live action scenes. In a

breakfast room scene, a mobile camera

would logically be employed on the

action of a butler entering, a maid
bringing in the mail, or of some mem-
ber of the family entering the room
to take his place at the table. It is

commonly employed when an important

letter is introduced in the story and
its contents are to be revealed to the

audience by moving in with camera
focused on letter until the letter fills

the screen in a sharp closeup.

Such innovations resulting from cam-
era mobility are within the range of

amateur movie production. No elaborate

equipment is especially necessary. A
child's coaster wagon or tricycle makes

in the casual scene made in a park.

In either case, a meter reading taken

from camera position will not provide

the proper exposure to render subject

clear on the film. The bright sky

background will produce a high metei

reading that will cause underexposure

of subject, or the dense foliage back-

ground will render a reading that leads

to opening up lens more than neces-

sary, rendering subject overexposed.

To avoid such disappointing results,

exposure meter readings of subjects in

such settings should be taken closeup

directly on subject, because it is the

subject that is expected to be shown

normally in the picture.

Where picture troubles stem from

such errors in exposure calculation pro-

cedure, make a mental note of the sug-

gested remedies and see if your next

roll of film isn't greatly improved. As

with your camera, all subsidiary ac-

cessories must be used with the same

care and precision to obtain best re-

sults-

an acceptable camera dolly. The larger

the diameter of the wheels, the better,

for they tend to minimize any uneven-

ness in the surface over which they are

rolled.

Many amateurs have built special

camera dollies for the purpose, such as

those pictured in Figs. 1 and 3. Fitted

with wheels of small diameter, such

dollies require tracks to run upon and

these are made from lengths of two-by-

fours laid flat with battens nailed on

top to form a track for the wheels. The

wheels for a camera dolly should be rub-

ber tired to absorb the slight shocks

of travel which occur even when tracks

are used. Ideal, of course, are the pneu-

matic baloon tires of small diameter,

such as were found on wheel toys be-

fore the war. In some localities, these

tires are again available but the wheels

are still generally difficult to find.

The platform of the dolly should be

substantial and not give way under the

weight of camera, tripod and the cam-
eraman. If four wheels are employed,

the two front wheels should be fixed

for accurate straightahead travel, and

the rear wheels should be of the swivel

type to permit guiding dolly as re-

quired.

In making dolly shots, one assistant

is necessary, to guide and move the

dolly, and sometimes a second assistant

is required to change focus of the lens

as the cameraman moves forward from a

medium to a closeup shot. One amateur

built an ingenious device which enabled

- , I6mm SOUND « „.iale |Amm SILENT — 8mm Kent

SEND FOR NEW FREE CATALOGUE
100 ft 16mm. Sil. $3.50)Sonja Henie in

50 ft. 8mm. 1.751 Silvery Skates

CAMPINC with VICTOR MOORE
100 ft. 16mm. Sil. $3.50

SECOND HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
16mm Sound $17.50
NU-ART FILMS, Inc.

145 West 45th Street New York 19. N. V.
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BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS
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Here's the Key

to Good

Titlinsi

Home movie titling is really easy

once you have a reliable guide that

tells how to focus and center camera,

what exposure to use, styles of let-

tering to use, title measurements, etc.

Here is THAT guide written by Amer-

ica's title making authority, George

Cushman. Its contents include:

• How to compose and letter titles

• Choosing proper title backgrounds

• Auxiliary Lens Chart and Field Areas

• How to develop your own titles

• Tinting and Toning Titles

• Complete plans for building titler

• Animation in Titles

• How to Center Titles

• Trick Effects in Titles

• Exposure Data for Titles

• Exposure Tests for Titles — and

Scores of Other Topics

THIRD EDITION NOW READY.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

$<|00

POSTPAID

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS

6060 Sunset Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA

him to operate the camera and change

focus while filming. This gadget is pic-

tured in Fig. 2 mounted upon a i6mm.
Filmo. It consists of a clamp that holds

a semicircular plate attached to the

viewfinder tube. The back of this plate

is marked with the various footage

marks of the lens. Attached to the fo-

cusing ring of lens is a combination
lever and indicator arm, pointed at the

end, and bent to fit over the plate to

indicate the focus. To change focus

while filming, the cameraman merely

moves the lever in keeping with the

distance of camera to subject which

can be indicated by chalk marks placed

on floor or by oral instructions called

out by an assistant as the dolly is ad-

vanced toward the subject.

The decision to use camera movement
should be governed by the situation

rather than to satisfy the whim to use

a trucking shot merely for the novelty.

There must be a sound reason for ev-

ery camera action; and in case of doubt

don't move it.

Cdit cAs IJou Shoot . . .

• Continued from Page 56

ers, instead of merely picturing each

flower in closeups, begin the picture by

injecting into it a person or object that

can be shown at intervals throughout

the film in interesting action. One film-

er used a bee as the basis of his flower

picture continuity. Spoken titles, in the

voice of the bee, described the various

flowers and the bee's likes and dislikes

for certain blooms. For example, the bee

was shown alighting on a petunia. A
title cut in at this point states: "Petun-

ias! Phooey! They're bad for my sinus!"

And in the following shot, the bee is

seen flying away. Of course, the same

bee was not used in every shot. A bee

is a bee, at least to a camera lens, for

they rarely remain long enough on a

blossom to reveal any difference in their

markings. Another filmer used a black

caterpillar in a similar manner and used

spoken titles freely to aid the continuity

and add humor to a very excellent

flower picture.

When vacations and travel again can

be resumed, continuity may be injected

into such films in hundreds of ways.

The old sterotyped treatment of begin-

ning the story with shots of the family

car being loaded with baggage, started,

and then a closeup of one of the wheels

in motion, et., should be avoided. Smart

filmers will introduce a humorous or

interesting angle at the very beginning

and use this as a continuity basis of

his picture. As, for example, the idea

that follows:

The current automobile tire shortage

is one which the filmer can capitalize

to produce a running gag in a vacation

movie. On a sightseeing trip by auto-

mobile, the driver can be portrayed as a

man in too much of a hurry. He's re-

luctant to stop when other members of

the family want to look at some inter-

esting place or object. In time a flat

tire conveniently permits the others to

see a national park, scenes of which are

cut in after this event is shown. The

reluctant driver meanwhile is left alone

to fix the tire. The party proceeds and

the weak tire is again punctured to

offer more opportunities for the others

to liesurely take in the sights.

Now with all these ideas for contin-

uity, their ultimate success depends upon

filming the action in sequences of long,

medium and closeup shots in order that

the intended story may, through care-

ful editing and titling, flow smoothly

on the screen An introductory shot of

some special or interesting action should

invariably be followed by medium or

closeup shots that will answer the audi-

ence's query
—

"What's that?" or "What

is he doing?"

Answer such questions promptly with

revealing shots fully developed into

sequence. Learn to anticipate the need

for such shots at the time of shooting,

for afterwards, when editing the film,

opportunity to get needed continuity or

explanatory shots will have passed and

a smooth editing job will be impossible.

Cameraman^
Communique . . .

• Continued from Page 61

have been drifting here and there wher-

ever news material presented itself,

sponging on any outfit that might be

along the way, for lodging and food

at nightfall. Glorified vagabonds, we

call ourselves.

"Time and time again we are mis-

taken for foreign correspondents, and

they're surprised when we tell them

we're in the Army too. We ask ques-

tions of our hosts, eat their food, sleep

in their cots, and pry into their business

(because that's part of our job) and

they love it!

"Among the subjects I've enjoyed

working on most were the operation of

jeep trains on a bomb-twisted railroad,

the picturesque ruins of Buddha Tem-

ples housing giant Buddha Idols, and a

'Fashion Show.' Maybe I had better

explain this last. Most of our supplies
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have to be air dropped via parachute

—

chutes of many colors, each color in-

dicating the nature of the supply: red

for ammunition, green for medical sup-

plies, yellow for general items, etc. From
these silk-like cloths, the boys have

taken to making trunks, jerseys, jackets,

etc.

"I found over half the men of a

medical company we stayed with going

around in trunks of many varieties

—

so we staged a fashion show for the

camera that the rest of the world might
know what the well dressed G. I. is

wearing this summer to counteract the

heat in the heart of Burma.
"The show was complete with tape-

measure artist (who checked the varied

ankles and waistlines) judges, and grand
prize which consisted of one dozen cans
of corned beef (about as popular as

baked beans in the last war)
."

Occasionally, Roy Creveling finds

moments of relaxation when he can con-
template the future and round out plans

which call for entry into commercial
film production in a big way. Docu-
mentary and training films, he believes

will come into their own, after the war
and the experience he has received as

combat cinematographer has given him
an education that money could not buy.

His personal movies interests have
not suffered either. Creveling has been
making his own 16mm. movies at every
opportunity for a production tentative-
ly titled "India' which he hopes to en-
ter in a future Home Movies annual
amateur contest. The material has been
purposely filmed at 24 f.p.s. in order
that sound may be added should the
film develop commercial possibilities.

a
• Continued from Page 66

with Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood, in

charge of productions.

* * *

CUY HAZELTON, long prominent for
his 1 6mm. Kodachrome productions, is

enroute to Yucatan, Mexico to film ma-
terial in color for a prominent lecturer.

-Hazleton will have access to country
never before explored by a motion pic-

ture camera and promises some of the

most spectacular color motion pictures

ever presented on the screen.

AL LAYOS' CINESOUND Company in

Hollywood recently perfected a process

of recording sound on 16mm. film at

the silent speed of 16 frames per sec-

ond. Project began when Navy re-

quired sound added to series of 16mm.
technical films previously produced si-

lently.

experimental

Workshop . • .

• Continued from Page 65

will work smoother and be less liable

to bind if it is made of round wood
dowel as shown in diagram.

In this plan, the camera support rests

on two lengths of boards which make
up the titler base. The wood dowels

—

Ys" in diameter—are nailed to the base

as shown and provide a track along

which the camera on its mount is moved
toward and away from the title card.

Ordinary candle wax applied to the

dowels and to sides and bottom of cam-

era support will smooth out the action.

—Merle Miller, Cadillac, Mich.

Diy Ice Tricks

Artificial fog and smoke can be pro-

duced with dry ice. Recently I used a

chunk of this material immersed in two
gallons of water to produce the misty

effect for a dream sequence. After

shooting the required footage of the bil-

lowing "mist," film was wound back

and live action superimposed over it.

The same material may be used to pro-

duce smoke from chimney of a model

train or boat or other miniature ap-

paratus. — Pvt. Eugene H. Fernetfe,

Orlando, Fla.

cAmateur 3llm

(Review* • • .

• Continued from Page 46

again as they reach the resort. In logi-

cal continuity, the two are shown
playing in the surf, romping on the

beach, eating hot dogs. etc.

Later, after dressing, they visit the

Playland amusement center and are

pictured riding the various concessions.

It is the interesting manner in which

these shots are composed that holds at-

tention and makes this film a fine ex-

ample of how to make a truly inter-

esting record of a family outing. Inter-

est holds the spectator right up to the

last frame.

The titling throughout the picture is

tops, and there are frequent lap-dis-

solves that are quick and effective in

changing time, place or mood of the

picture.

Mr. Oesterle used an Eastman Maga-
zine Cine Kodak fitted with an f/1.9

lens. Remarkable is the fact he used no
exposure meter, for his exposures are

flawless. He reports he has assembled

2 selection of appropriate background
music on a special recording which he

plays on turntables with projection of

the picture. Playland Beach— 1944 eas-

ily deserves the 3 -Star Merit Leader

awarded it by Home Movies.

Ask Your Dealer

VAPORATE
CO. INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.

1801 Larchmont. Chicago
716 N. LaBrea. Hollywood

EVERY 8MM. FAN WANTS

CINE EXTENAR
It's the new WIDE ANGLE
lens that every cine fan

needs to catch the whole

picture. Simply screws

over regular 8mm. lens,

providing Identical focus

and definition plus a WIDE
ANGLE. $27.50

FOR FULL PARTICULARS. WRITE TODAY
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

4i West 19th Street New York City

NEW 14mm Sound FEATURES
and SHORTS — Fast Service

Write for FREE Catalog H

EA
?5 N. MAIN WATERBURY 14, CONN.

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
520? W. 23rd St. Cicero 50, III.

NEW. . .

The HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

A slide rule type of calculator ana
cine data guide that gives instant and
correct answers to problems of:

• Interior Exposure
• Exterior Exposure
• Film Speeds
• Depth of Field
• Camera Speeds
• Title Making
• Axiliary Lenses
• Lens Shims

Price SOc Postpaid

Order Today!
VerHalen Publications,

|
6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly'd. 28, Cal.

Enclosed is 50c. Please send me a

I Cinemeter.

NAME.

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• 8ASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has
been satisfaction or your money
back always.

16mm. Bell & Howell 2000 ft. reels _..$4.25
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85
14mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans $3.50
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels „ $3.30
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans _ _ $2 15
USED I6MM. CAMERAS
Cine Kodak Model B. F:3.5 lens and case, $52.50.
Victor Mode 1 3 with Cooke F:l.5 lens, $127.50.
Cine Kodak Model B, Kodak F:l .9 lens, with 3"

Kodak Telephoto F:4.5 and carrying case, $147.50.
Ensign Turret Model, 5 Speed, Parallax optical

finder, 20mm. Wollensak F:3.5 wide angle, I"
Cooke F : 1 .8 2" Wollensak F:3.5, case, S 1 82 50.

Victor 5, 20mm. Cooke F:3.5 wide angle, I" Cooke
F:2.7, 4" Dallmeyer F:4, combination case,
$267.50.

Bell & Howell 70OA last model, I" Cooke F:l.5,
3" Wollensak F:4, 6" Cooke F:4.5, with positive

optical finder and objective lenses, remote con-
trol, combination case, $567.00.

Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Wollensak F: 1 .9 focus mount,
I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and
filter. $275.00.

SPECIAL:
Defranne Universal Vertical title stand complete

with magnifier, for following cameras; Kodak
8mm.; Bell & Howell 70DA; Kodak 16mm.; Key-
stone 8. Your choice, each, postpaid anywhere
in the USA. $5.75.

Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.
Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinH« and cast

aluminum base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each, $17.50.

Dummy with brake, $3.50.

We buy 'em, sell 'em. and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine eauipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY. Dept. 145, 179 W.
Madison Street, Chicago 2, III.

• CAMERAMAN'S Reference Book, all movie in-

formation, $4.00; 8mm. Bolex, Filmo 75. Filmo slow
motion camera F : 1 .8. extras, $225.00; 16mm. Silent

Step Printer; new 35mm. Bausch & Lomb F3. lenses
for 8 or 16mm. cameras. $28.60 tax inc'uded;
Bell & Howell Silent Projector, case, $135.00; De
Vry sound 16mm. projector; 2" Cine Kodak F3.5:

3%" Cooke F3.3; 78mm Cine Kodak F4.5; b"
Cooke F5.5;; 25mm. Cine Kodak FI.9; all "C"
mounts; Bausch & Lomb 4" F4.5; write for cir-

cular on Camart Tripod for Cine Special or
motor driven cameras. Wanted: Cine Special,
Auricon RCA Sound Cameras. Accept trades. Send
your list. CAMERA MART Dept. HM 70 West
45th St.. New York.

• NEW MODEL H-8 Bolex. frame counter and '/2

"

f/1.9. I" f-2.7. and l'/2
" f-3.5 Woll°nsak knses;

case. $325.00. JOHN L. COURSEY. JR., Hickory,
North Carolina.

• BELL & HOWELL brand new 8mm. straight
8 cameras, with 2.5 B&H '/

2 inch lenses, carrying
case, automatic footage indicator, speeds of p-l6-

24-32. in original factory cartons, price $59.50;
brand new Bell Howell 1600' reels, prewar type,
$3.85; Besbee metil 16mm. reel clips 12 for 75c;
new Weston or G.E. prewar leather cases, 79c;
new Bell Howell straight 8 cameras without lenses,
with carrying case, $29.50; Webster turntable,
amplifier, and microphone for use with automobile
batteries. $59.50; Cine Kodak motor drive for
model A camera, needs bat+ery, $15.00; Bell &
Howell Magnavox 8 inch <oe*ker, electro dynamic,
700 ohm field. $7.50: 52x72 tripod beaded screen,
like new, $22.50: Bell Howell rewind set with
rewinder, post, board, and Franklin splicer, for
8 or 16mm. new. $15.00; Bell & Howell model 120
16mm. sound projector, two case unit, recondi-
tioned, with feature film and microphone, $495.00;
DeVry 16mm. Challenger sound projector, two case
unit, with microphone, films, and reels and cans,
$450.00; 16mm. Holmes Arr o*"^'ec*or, complete,
with extra carbons, films. $995.00; all types pro-
jection lamps, exciter lamps, photo cells, for all

proiectors, in stock; new 2000' Bell & Howell reel

and Eastman humidor, $6.95; BRAND NEW Bell &
Howell exposure meters with case, $9.95; velvet
iired cases for 2. 3. 4, and 6 inch movie lenses,

each 79c: USED BUT IN PERFECT CONDITION,
1600' steel reels, each 79c: 800' humidors, each 69c;
400" 16mm. humidors with new 400' steel reel, per
set, 49c: every item offered on money back
if not satisfied basis. NATIONAL CAMERA EX-
CHANGE established 1914. 86 South 6th Street,

Minneapolis 2. Minn.

• ELECTRIC Train Sets: American Flyer, Lionel
and custom-built. All complete with transformers,
20 sections track and interesting accessories.

PROVENZ 39 Turner Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 cash with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• FOR SALE—
I Radiant 39"x52" stand screen;

I Radiant 52"x72" stand screen; I Da-Lite 39"x52"
wall screen; I 16mm. Ken Maynard sound feature
"Al ias The Red Man" on 1600 ft. reel; 2 short
sound subjects (16mm.) "Merry Christmas" and
Terry Tune "Pirate Ship"; one pair Craig Master
rewinds: I DeLuxe 16mm. splicer—both mounted
on board with film cement; 2 new 400 ft. 16mm
reels and cans. BOB ROSS, 5329 No. Albina,
Portland II, Oregon.

• BOLEX H-8, frame counter and '/
2
" f/1.9 lens

First $220.00 takes it. A. WENZLER, 1304 Tennyson
Ave., Dayton 6, Ohio.

• BELL & HOWELL 16mm. 1200 watt Auditorium
projector, $375.00. 16mm. BB Kodak f/1.9 lens cam-
era, $94.00. Send stamp for catalogue. STERL-
ING'S 679 Northampton Easton. Pa.

CAMERA SPOOLS

• EASTMAN Cine Kodak 100 ft. 16mm. alum-
inum camera spools, including metal container,
50c. RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave. Oak
Park. III.

WANTED
• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-
quest. PETERS. 4 1 -8 South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• WANTED—Through-lens viewer for 8mm. East-
man Magazine camera. CHARLES C. WHITE, 225
Riverdale Dr.. Rocky River, Ohio.

• WANTED FOR CASH: Model 141 Filmo 16mm.
Magazine Cine camera, preferably with turret and
full lens equipment. Private party. Write Box G-245,
HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28,

Calif.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures. 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $10.00 each.
Distributors make big money with these. Send
$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION, Universal City, Calif.

• B&H FILMO Aristocrat. 8mm. f/1.9 in good
condition. Also accessories. Cash. KARL M. WALK,
1522 E Market St., New Albany, Ind.

• WANTED—set of extension tubes for Cine Spe-
cial. THE VERNARD ORGANIZATION, Peoria 2,

• WIDE angle lens for Magazine Eastman "8"

camera. State price. WALTER J. GELETO, Joliet,

III.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REVERSAL or negative processing— 100 ft. 16mm..
75c; 50 ft.. 16mm.. 50c; 25 ft. double-8mm., 35c;

25 ft. single-8mm.. 25c: RITTER FILM SERVICE.
629 Lyman Ave. Oak Park. III.

MISCELLANEOUS
• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO.. 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood. Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE
• NEW 16mm. musical movies—thrilling sound
shorts featuring your favorite swing b=>nds S^mniAj

2M
Y
l i

$^n/J^~bar9aln catalog MH. EASTERN
FILM LIBRARIES, 95 North Main, Waterbury 14
Conn.

TITLE CENTERING GUIDES

10c each

AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
9mm, and 16mm. cine camera are these simple,

easy-to-use title centering guides that assure

quick, accurate centering of camera with title

board—regardless of size of title.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!

HOME MO VIES
6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28, Calif.

• MOVIES—large assortment: comedies, dramas
westerns, cartoons, glamour oirls "Silk Stock-
ing Parade," 50 ft. 8mm., $1.25; 100 ft. 16mm.,

InYVc M
S
-,o\i

Catalo
£'- f«

mP le
.

dime. ZIENTEK^
FILMS. 1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore 2S, Maryland.

• FILMS for sale or rent. 16mm. and Bmn
reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Penn a

JCP,MN:>

• 8MM. FILMS and Lionel O-gauge railroad
eauipment bought, sold, traded. RIEDEL FILM &TRAIN SERVICE. Dept. HM-245. 3207 Joslyn Rd
Cleveland II. Ohio.

• SENSATIONAL girl film. I94S release ready.
Kodachrome, black and white, 8mm.-16mm. Sam-
ple and catalog, 10c. Iriscope kits for showing
black and white in color, $5.00. RAY VATER 201
D. Elmira. N. Y.

• GORGEOUS girls, adventure, sports, travel,
comedy films. Equipment. Big 1945 catalog 3c
stamp. AUDET, Box 6520. Phila. 38, Pa.

• SOUND and silent films at snecial-prices.
Large stock of 8mm.-16mm. camera films, cameras
and proiectors. Large list. ZENITH. 308 West 44th,
New York City.

• 21 EXCLUSIVE pretty girl movies! Many in

color! Latest releases: "Allure," "Beauty Brevities."
"Starlet Revue," "Cinderella," 8mm. $2.00 each;
16mm. $4.00. In color; 8mm.. $7.50- 16mm.,
$14.75. Also Iriscope kits, $5.00. Complete lists,

sample, dime. JENKINS. 392 Elmira, N. Y.

• SELLING out all B-I6mm. subjects. Send stamp
for lists. We buy, sell, trade anything cinematic,
photographic. THE CAMERAMAN, 542 Fifth Ave.,
N. Y. 19.

• SWAP or sell your 16mm. sound films, features,
shorts, cartoons, travelogues. Let's get togtther.
BILL'S FILM SERVICE, Box 231, Calwa City, Calif.

• SPECIAL Bargains: 8-l6mm. films, sample and
lists 10c. Also fast film for 8-l6mm. cameras.
Bulbs for P-8 Univex projectors. MARSHALL, 413.

Elmira. N. Y.

• 8MM.-I6MM. film subjects—black and white
and color, sound or silent. Largest selection ever
compiled. 75c to $100.00. Write for new DeLuxe
1945 catalogue profusely illustrated. 25c (coin or

stamps) refunded first purchase. HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE SUPPLY, 4279 Crenshaw, Los Angeles 43.

Calif.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-

change plan. MULTIPRISES. Box 1125. Waterbury,
Conn.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash

charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.

Box 539, Brockton, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• 16 MM. CAMERA film: Fresh DuPont panchro-
matic fine grain, Weston 32-24, bulk lab. pack in

500 foot rolls. $19.00 each. No limit while it lasts.

D. W. ARLEN. Hearst CasMe. San Simeon. Calif.

• PANCHROMATIC double-8mm. film, Weston
64-40. 100 ft.. $4.00; 400 ft., $15.00; Processing
extra. Write for our price lists. RITTER FILM
SERVICE. 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film. 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50 . 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subjects sold, exchanged. Sound library.

BETTER FILMS. 742 New Lots Brooklyn. N. Y.

• ANSCO 16mm. color. 8-l6mm. Ansco Hypan, 8-

16mm. Library. Clearance. Also sound. Screens, ac-
cessories. NO-WAT-KA 257 Main Av.. Passaic N.J.

• SPECIAL double 8mm. Eastman inferno positive

film for titling purposes, $5.00 per 400 ft. or M/2 c

per foot In smaller lots. Minimum order, $1.50.

Also 16mm. Eastman positive in 400 ft. rolls at

$4.00. Three rolls per customer. Will ship C.O.D.
FILMCRAPT 403B Broadway. Kansas City. Mo.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size. 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate, Calif.



ONE PROJECTOR - FIVE APPLICATIONS

SOUND 16mm, 9.5mm • SILENT 16mm, 9.5mm, 8mm

A universal cine-projector in every sense of the word, designed,

developed and manufactured in the world-famous Paillard fac-

tories, home of the BOLEX motion picture camera. The quality

of reproduction is second to none, and it is capable of repro-

ducing an even wider range of frequencies than can be re-

corded with emulsions now in general use. The new BOLEX
16mm Sound-on-Film Projector will soon be made available

to discriminating home movie fans who are satisfied with noth-

ing short of the best. Watch, or write, for further details.

521 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK, N. Y.



From a Kodachrome original

• To approach perfection, they magnify

errors . . . with the '"Comparator" they

magnify a tiny camera part 100 times,

projecting its image against a master

chart. Any variation from the model

means rejection of the part.

Serving human progress

through photography

• REMEMBER CLARK FIELD the first

Philippine fighting?—How three years

ago with less than a dozen battered

early-model Flying Fortresses our boys

went out time after time—5 to 10

bombers against the whole Jap fleet

—

18 hours at a stretch in the air—no

fighter protection—shot full of holes by

swarms of Zeros—fighting to the last?

Theirs is a stern example to us.

BUT—AND HOLD MORE WAR BONDS.

o

PRECISION
. . . as practiced in the

IGPltalC Camera M urk,

makes standard comparisons

'Ulead as the Dodo"

Technicians at Kodak deal with "in-

visible elements": splitting light waves
instead of hairs ... or accurately splitting

a second into 1000 equal fractions . . .

Cages they use every day, in checking

the precise shape and size of camera parts,

are accurate to hundred-thousandths of

an inch. Some of the camera parts them-

selves are so tiny that they must be handled

under optical magnification in inspection

and assembly.

"Quality control" as it is called at

the Kodak Camera U orks, has become the

most exacting ofsciences— ret over the years

has been systematized to the point where it

represents only a small fraction of the cost

ofyour camera.

This small fraction is by far the most

important part of the price.

It means the difference between a camera

that performs and keeps on performing, get-

ting great pictures year after year—and one

that ''looks swelV on the counter, but shows

its lack of precision uhere it hurts . . . on

your photographic film.

Kodak precision has been a long time

growing. Thousands of Kodaks and
Brownies, "as good as new" in performance

after 10 or 20 years of use, demonstrate

its historic importance to photography.

"Postwar" Kodaks, now with the Army
and Navy, are the precision tools of

Military Photography. Other postwar

Kodaks are on the designing boards or in

test operation. You'll have precision to

higher standards than ever before, in a

wide choice of models and prices . . .

cameras that make your dreams come true

!

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



rflTTfO TCCTTF ^ Recording Sound On Film With Your Projector,

lllld lddUIl J How One Amateur Makes His Cinefilming Pay.



N FACTORIES and war plants of America — in military

training camps all over the world, Victor 16mm Sound

Motion Picture Equipment is being used to train and teach faster and better

the multitude of tasks that go into fighting a war, and producing for

war. All Victor equipment has been recruited for war today;

but tomorrow you and your family and friends in your own home, your

children in school, and your organizations in their meeting places,

will be able to enjoy to the fullest, the advantages of new worlds—
through Victor 16mm Magic. Victor 16mm sound projectors

— the first yesterday, foremost today and the leader tomorrow—
will be your choice, because of their clearer reproduction of sound and

pictures; their sturdy construction and their most simple,

trouble-free operation.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (18). McGraw Hill Bldg., 330 W. 42nd St.

Chicago (1), 188 W. Randolph

Insure your future

BUY BONDS
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HOME MOVIES YOU CAN OWN!

* OSWALD RABBIT * BOSKO * MEANY, MINY, & MOE

HOLLYWOOD'S TOP ANIMATED CARTOONS IN 8mm. and 16mm. EDITIONS
for your home projector . . . super program films ... so easy to own, too!

PRODUCED BY

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD,
CALIF.

Mm

DISTRIBUTED NATIONALLY BY:
Arel Photo Supply Co.,

918 Delmar Blvd..

St. Louis, Mo.

Hornstein Photo Sales.

320 W. Ohio St..

Chicago. 111.

Alfred J. Levit.

208 Exchange Blag.

Nashville. Term.

Farnan & Seemann.

8380 West Third St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

H. de Lanauze,

1027 Bleury St.,

Montreal, P. Q., Canad

Hite Photo Service.

95 E. Baltimore St..

Detroit. Mich.

Lenco Photo Sales,

32 W. Columbus,

Detroit, Mich.

Raygram Corp.,

425 Fourth Ave..

New York City. N. Y.

Craig Movie Supply Co.

1053 So. Olive St..

Los Angeles, Calif.

General Films, Ltd.,

1924 Rose St.,

Regina. Sask., Canada.
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EXTRA J

On your own screen see Japan's

most crushing defeat! Own au-

thentic, filmed-under-fire movies

of the smashing of Jap resistance

from Lingayen to Subic Bay, and

the Yanks' final lunge for Manila!

Thrill to the avenging force of

fighting Americans overwhelm-

ing the morale-shattered enemy!
Witness the historic storming of

the gates of Manila and the libera-

tion of thousands of starving

Americans imprisoned since 1942!

Cheer the final fulfillment of

MacArthur's promise: "I shall re-

turn!" Own it! Show it!

THE HISTORIC IMPORTANCE OF
THIS EVENT GIVES THIS FILM
PRECEDENCE OVER ALL CUR-
RENT CASTLE FILM RELEASES!

S mm.
50 ft . . . $1.75

180 ft . . . 5.50

16 mm.
100 ft. . . . 2.75

360 ft . . . 8.75

Sound, 350 ft . 17.50

.—ORDER FORM—
Send Castle Films' "MacArthur Lib-

erates Manila'' in the size and length

indicated.

Name-

Address-

City- -Zone- State-

30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York 20

Field Bldg

Chicago 3

Russ Bldg.

San Francisco 4

Remittance enclosed Ship C.OD.D Send CaStle FillUS' FREE Catalog
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REVIEWS...

— HIGH PRECISION —
For Afl Branches of Photography
AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

_ 1899—
W are set for post-war production,

I and announce the coming debut into the

fl photographic world of the

t GOERZ AMERICAN

I APOGOR
* the New

t High-Speed Movie Lens

* speeds f:1.8 and f:2.3

t
standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 mm.

I movie cameras. For definition, quality and

•fc finest detail in black-and-white and color

J
movies.

J This is one of our new American creations

£ of high standard now reserved exclusively

for our Armed Forces.

<jl Prices and descriptive matter will not be
fc available until our war work is completed.

t A

i
*

Th* c.p. GOERZ AMERICAN
$ OPTICAL COMPANY

J OFFICE AND FACTORY

I 317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

f^MMMMMMM HM-3

SOUND
For Your Silent Films!

LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film oi the highest quality.

Skilled technical stafJ, and finest sound
recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,

and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

t Douglas Aircraft Co.

y Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Food Machinery Corp.

t U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot

Santa Fe Railroad

Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

y AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write for Literature HM and Prices

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

of cAmateur film*
H

SWAMP YANKEE, 550 feet 8mjm. black

and white, was produced by Mylton K.

Leonard, Torrington, Connecticut. It is

an ambitious photo play undertaking

which concerns a city doctor who re-

luctantly takes over an office in a dis-

tant lumbering camp. The inhabitants

of the region are poor whites, illiter-

ate, and definitely in need of medical

attention.

To get to the camp, the doctor is

forced to travel much of the way up
a narrow stream by rowboat. Ap-
proaching the camp, he loses an oar,

and a young girl standing on bank of

the stream plunges into the water and

rescues it. She befriends the doctor,

who incidentally is considerably older

than she, and leads him to his office

—

a dilapidated shack in the center of

the settlement.

This girl is the sweetheart of a lo-

cal swain who becomes suspicious of

the doctor, warns him to "keep away
from his woman." The girl, however,

becomes infatuated with the doctor

r.nd thereafter does everything she can

to make her lover jealous.

There follows an epidemic of small-

pox in the settlement. When matters

get out of hand, the doctor sends for

his sweetheart back in the city to come
out and assist him. Meantime, girl has

spread false rumors intimating the doc-

tor's interest in her, and this leads to

the lover challenging the doctor to a

fist fight. The doctor is badly pum-
meled and at conclusion of the fight,

his assailant has a change of heart, picks

him up and carries him to his cabin.

At this point the doctor's sweet-

heart arrives. She nurses him back to

health, and the doctor proposes mar-

riage. The picture ends with the con-

ventional embrace and fadeout.

Swamp Yankee was a pretty big un-

dertaking for a man with a simple 8mm.
camera. The story is overly long and
there is some padding out of sequences

with stock shots from commercial

films which this filmer believed were

necessary to the continuity. These con-

sisted of shots of logging operations and

miscellaneous animal and woodland
scenes which, used properly to set the

locale, would be more justified. A little

reediting of this material, i.e., cutting

it in at more appropriate spots, would
speed up the story.

There are several executions of zoom
and dolly shots which are commendable
and one or two good follow shots made
with camera mounted on a truck or au-

tomobile—all very good cinematic tech-

nique. This filmer tried just about every

trick in the bag and, photographically,

did a pretty good job. Filmed in Koda-
chrome, the picture's general appeal

would be greatly enhanced because of

the beautiful forest settings in which
it was made.

Remarkable is the naturalness with

which so many of the large cast of

players performed, and there is often

the effect of the action having been

shot unobtrusively with camera con-

cealed. Seventy four persons in all were

employed in making the picture.

Camera used was a model 20 East-

man Cine Kodak with an f 3.5 lens.

Over 1000 feet of film was exposed

in making the picture and titles, ac-

cording to Mr. Leonard. The titling

job was gigantic, the picture requiring

119 main, credit and sub titles, and

all were well executed. For this job,

Mr. Leonard used a simple $1.19 type-

writer titler.

Swamp Yankee is filmer Leonard's

third serious picture making attempt

and displays considerable improvement

over his first and second films. Home
Movies has awarded it a 3 -Star Merit

Leader.

NEVER SAY DIET, , 75 fee t 8mm. Ko-

dachrome was filmed by Martin B.

Manoville of St. Louis, Mo. It is a

photoplaylet depicting the trials and

tribulations of a hungry tramp. Good
opening titles get this picture off to

an interesting start and the story be-

gins with a long shot of a freight yard

with a train passing in the foreground.

A tramp, obviously having alighted

from the train, although this is not

shown nor even suggested, crosses the

tracks and accosts a darky of whom
he asks the name of the town. The
tramp then proceeds uptown; tries to

bum something to eat; is thrown out

of a lunchroom; and then goes out

• Continued on Page it~



• ••fine equipment adds to your pleasure

A sweet drive to the green. ..then a long putt that drops in the cup!

The thrill of playing good golf is enhanced by using fine,

well-balanced clubs that help lower your score. Likewise, movie-making

is so much more enjoyable with fine cine equipment. To make

it a greater pleasure than ever, Revere craftsmen are planning new

improvements for postwar Revere 8 mm Cameras and

Projectors. Meanwhile. ..buy bonds and help the drive to victory!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

for Tomorrow's Enjoyment
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8mm. Monocolor

SEPIA
(ORDER ESO-C)

Our most popular monocolor

8mm. film, (or most double
8mm. and slnfle 8mm. cam-
era». Mends woll with Ko-
dachrome movies, giving an
attractive, warm amber glow
when projected on the scroen.

$3.70 per three rolls double
8mm, ESO-C Sepia, spooled
with dallte loading and pro-
cessing free:" $3.85 per six
rolls ESO-C Sepia (or Unlvex
single 8mm. cameras, dallte
loading and processing (reel

'(ESO-S is licensed by

the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to process double

8mm. film under the

Coors Patent t,90 $,442.)

PLUS...
ESO-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full antt-

halo backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" brands.

Weston 16-4. (Available July 31st.) $4.50 par

three rolls double 8mm. ($1.00 each.) $4.60 per

six rolls single 8mm. (or Unlvex cameras. $1.70
per two rolls single 8mm. (or Unlvex cameras.

PLUS...
Tour own b&w (or Kodachrome) movies may be dupli-

cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. (lira with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING tor over-exposured and under-exposed icenea.

The cost Is $2.50 per 50-foot roll, 4c per foot for addi-
tional footage.

DcLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 50-

foot roll, 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned Insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally

guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film

purchased or refund the full purchase price If you are not

fully pleased with your results. You MUST ba satisfied!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City, Missouri

DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

After the War
for YOU—

I've Got

A Problem!"
•jf HAVE you a perplexing problem in photography, editing,

titling, or processing of home movies? Then tell it to the

editors. This "problem untangling" service is free to every

reader of Home Movies. Where answer by mail is desired, en-

close stamped addressed envelope with your letter.

8MM. TITLINC

Q: I have an Eastman model 90 Maga-
izne Cine Kodak. I am interested in mak-
ing titles with my camera mounted upon
tripod and shooting straight down on let-

ters arranged on a horizontal plane. How
can I center my camera to insure correct

alignment with title card?—Mrs. V. C.
Chicago. 111.

A: Inasmuch as you own an 8mm.
magazine Cine Kodak you have an ad-

vantage over many other movie mak-
ers in that you can center your camera

on titles and objects at close range by

viewing directly through the lens—pro-

viding, of course, you have the gadget

necessary for this. Eastman Kodak com-
pany provide a special focusing device

that slips into place in the camera in

place of the film chamber and permits

viewing image through the lens.

A similar accessory can also be built

by the enterprising cinebug. Such a

homemade gadget was described on

page 423 of the October, 1944, Home
Movies.

Special centering guides arc also avial-

able for your camera, from the pub-

lishers of Home Movies, which enable

you to center your camera on title

by viewing title through camera view-

finder. One of these guides will be sent

you upon receipt of 10c. Be sure to

specify the make and model of your

camera when ordering.

DEVELOPING ANCLE

Q: I have been told that the manufac-
turer's trade name which appears at in-

tervals on the margin of motion picture
film, is imprinted there by a controlled
photo-electric process, and that when the
film is in the first developer this trade
name will begin to develop out at the
same time the film image begins to ap-
pear, and that this is supposed to prove
that the film was properly exposed in the

camera. In other words, if the trade name
appears to develop before the image, it

indicates that the film was underexposed
in the camera. Is this theory or fact?

—

W. S., Sioux Falls. S. D.

A: For general amateur procedure,

the system of using the trade name

imprint on reversal film, as a guide to

processing in the first developer stage,

can be relied upon providing the film

itself is relatively ifresh. By this is

meant that it should not be more than

six months old. As with regular expo-

sures, the exposure of the trade name
on margin of film deteriorates steadily

as the film ages and after a period of

six months or more cannot be relied

upon as a processing guide.

Of course, a lot depends upon the

development given the film, and we
would suggest that a test first be made
of a short strip of film on any new roll

on which this control factor is to be

used.

TITLE LETTERS

Q: What size letters should be used on
a title card 9" by 12"?—G. W. S., Zion.

111.

A: It depends upon whether your

title is to be a main title or a subtitle.

With main titles, the letters should be

bolder and larger than in subtitles

—

should possibly be one-inch letters and

about 9 or 10 letters to a line. Sub-

titles, on the other hand, should have

two or three lines of text with each

line containing approximately four or

five words each. Any more than this

will make titles hard to read on the

LOW KEY LIGHTING

Q: I want to shoot some interior scenes
and obtain the same photographic effects

as observed in many professional films

where the room, for instance, i& not il-

lumined from the outside at all, but has
light coming through a door or one or

more windows—yet is ample to show
actors moving about. How can I accom-
plish this?—C. J. B.. Beverly Hills. Calif.

A: The professional is able to achieve

such lighting effects because of the

wide range of lighting equipment at

his disposal. The amateur with com-

parable equipment can obtain similar

lighting effects. He will need, in addi-

tion to photofloods in floodlight re-

flectors, strong spotlights and booster

floodlights.

Assuming that you have such light-

ing equipment at your disposal, you

can obtain the effect of strong sun-

light coming through the windows or

doors by placing the strong floodlights

off stage in order to throw brilliant

light through the windows. The set it-

self, however, would be dimly lighted

by floodlights set some distance back.

The meter reading, then, would be tak-

en with floodlights as the key light.

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California
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Jb ft
Projection

The only 8 mm. projector that can use the

750-watt lamp . . . without burning the film,

even on stills. Yet you get this luxury of

clearer projection and cooler running with-

out a luxury price! Yes, Keystone provides

low- cost enjoyment of all the pleasures of

home motion pictures . . . again available

after victory.

KEYSTONE
8 and 16 mm. Cameras and Projectors

KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASS.
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THE STORY OF AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY IS THE STORY OF FAIRCHILD CAMERAS

Fairchild Aerial Camera equipment is

made ready for the flight over Tokyo.

B-29 HEADQUARTERS, Saipan, The Mariannas, in a
delayed dispatch dated Nov. 16 (that has just been
released ) ,

reports that it may now be disclosed that the

first B-29 to fly over Tokyo and Yokohama on photo
reconnaissance was the TOKYO ROSE. Three flights

were made on Nov. 1st, 5 th and 7 th. Unreleased military

pictures of great value were snapped as the fortress

leisurely toured the camera target areas. On the last visit

the plane's cameras clicked steadily for two hours and
forty minutes. For this achievement, the commander

received the Distinguished Flying Cross. Crew members
were awarded Air Medals.

TOKYO ROSE was equipped with Fairchild Aerial

Cameras.

Advanced design, accurate shutter speeds and high-

precision workmanship rank Fairchild Aerial Cameras
with the world's finest professional cameras — cameras

that every amateur dreams of one day owning. New York

Office: 475 - 10th Avenue, New York 18. Plant: 88-06

Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1 , N. Y.

AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION
CAMERA

B-29 Superfortresses of the U. S. Army |
20th Air Force hit the Okayama Air-

craft Plant, Formosa. After two raids

Fairchild Cameras reveal that only 6 of

the plant's 80 buildings remained intact.

IB
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USERS OF PROJECTORS KNOW

mam/

For many years before the war and

through the war, Wollensak produced

lenses for projectors manufactured by

the Society for Visual Education. After

Victory, Wollensak lenses, embodying
improvements ofWollensak's wartime

experience in high precision lens

manufacture, will contribute to the

efficiency of S.V.E. projectors.

FOR CLEAR, BRILLIANT SCREEN IMAGES

• You get the most from your S.V.E. slidefilm or 2" x 2" slide

projector because it uses an objective lens made by Wollensak.

Wollensak Sunray Lenses for 8mm, 16mm and 35mm motion

picture projectors will also help you get the dependably sharp

screen images you want.

ROCHESTER 5, N.Y.,U.S.A.

BUY WAR BONDS PROTECT YOUR FUTURE
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THIS POSTWAR WORK

Postwar's already here— for them. They're returned

veterans, sweating out the time until body— and soul—
are healed enough to take up life again.

The Red Cross is helping fit them to get out and grab

hold— to be happy, proud and useful citizens.

Many would come out hopeless misfits, but for the

help, encouragement and advice of the Red Cross and

others during hospitalization and afterwards.

So add generously to your contribution, for this im-

portant new phase of Red Cross work. Remember,

it's not just a gift, but an investment in living for

someone you love.

OUR POSTWAR WORK FOR YOU MUST WAIT- because

that veteran up there has buddies "out there" who
need more precision optical and electronic instru-

ments. But you'll be glad you waited for Universal's

improved photo and cine equipment.

The Improved CINEMASTER 8mm. Movie Camera

,e » -to»"

1/niversal Camera [drp.
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

Peacetime Manufacturers of Mercury, Cinemaster, Corsair Cameras and Photographic Equipment
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HOME MOVIES • Published in Hollywood • MARCH 1945

• Polio, as " Horizons of Hope" shows is notable As p | ayrnates tearfully watch, Donna, polio's lat- • Careful diagnosis and treatment are afforded
for the way it suddenly manifests itself while chil-

est victim is | aced in the nospitd | ambulance. 'hrou<3 h facilities of the Crippled Children s

dren are at play. Council.

• The Council's nurse demonstrates to Donna's # cioseups demonstrate the special technique of • During Donna's serious stage of illness, reluctance
mother the correct home treatment to be given exercising afflicted limbs of polio victim,
after release from hospital.

to eat is dissipated with the promise of candy as
reward.

# At Blue Mountain Camp, crippled children are
patiently taught to walk again and indulge in

light play.

• Busses regularly transport convalescing polio o Almost fully recovered, polio victims romp in

victims to a special recuperation camp on Georgian the cool waters of the bay under watchful eye of
Bay. the camp nurse.

Movie Aids Drive Against Polio
B y

DO
COMMUNITY Chest and March

of Dimes contributors fully appre-

ciate the good their contributions

do in the ceaseless fight against polio?

Officials of the London (Canada) Com-
munity Chest weren't sure; so they de-

cided to put the story vividly before

the public by means of motion pictures.

Last summer, the problem was

placed in the hands of John Jones, Lon-

don movie amateur with an established

reputation for making excellent 16mm.
films. To Jones was entrusted the film-

ing in 1 6mm. Kodachrome of the pic-

ture London Community Chest officials

FREDERIC FOSTER
believed would stimulate a greater inter-

est in the work being done to rescue

lives and hopes of Canadian youngsters

afflicted with infantile paralysis.

In addition it was felt that a pic-

ture of this kind would do much to

stimulate enthusiasm for their work
among 900 house-to-house canvassers

whose duty is to sell these charities to

the London public in their yearly drive.

The film, appropriately titled "Hor-
izons of Hope," was completely photo-

graphed within the record time of four

days as the result of careful preparation

and a smartly planned shooting schedule.

The story begins on a street in resi-

dential London. Comfortable homes line

either side of the paved street which
resounds to the laughter of children

playing ball. Boys and girls living on
that very street were chosen to act in

this opening sequence.

There is a lull in the gay laughter as

little Donna, one of the children en-

gaged in play, becomes ill. She is taken

home, and the doctor called. Her ill-

ness is diagnosed as infantile paralysis.

The ambulance drives up in front of

her home, and while her playmates tear-

• Continued on Page 1 1

S
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9 Telephoto and wide-angle lenses were generally available for cine cameras

before the war; will be greatly improved and more widely used in the post-war era

VOIR CAMERA'S EVE
A Comprehensive Treatise On Lenses That Tells

When, How and Why To Use A Telephoto Or Wide
Angle Lens Instead of Your Regular Lens . . .

KARL A. BARLEBEN F . R

e For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

LENSES for motion picture photog-

raphy must be chosen with great

care, for even slight faults which

would pass unnoticed in still photog-

raphy assume huge proportions in motion

pictures, due to the extreme magnifi-

cation of the image when projected.

While it is true that a "lens is a lens"

regardless of manufacture or type, cer-

tain qualities must be possessed by the

lens intended for use on a movie

camera.

It is practical, as well as customary

these days, to use three or more lenses

iii movie work. This, at first glance,

may appear to the beginner as costly;

yet, it must be remembered that a lens

is a precision optical device which re-

quires much time and special skill to

produce. Hence, it cannot be regarded

ai a "cheap" item of equipment. The

important thing to remember is that a

lens is not subject to wear. Given ordi-

nary care, a camera lens will give con-

si'tent service for a lifetime.

Again, to the beginner, it may seem

puzzling why so many lenses are re-

quired when one would appear to do

just as well. This matter will now be-

token up in detail:

In the first place, the still photog-

rapher, through his medium of expres-

sion, viz., a single picture unit, can

produce a negative of a desired scene in

almost any fashion. So long as he has

the elements of the subject matter on

the negative he can subsequently per-

form miraculous alterations in the en-

larging process through the aids of

trimming, cropping, etc., and wind up

HOME MOVIES FOR MARCH

with a print satisfactory from both a

technical and pictorial standpoint. The
movie amateur lacks this flexibility in

hi 1 medium and therefore, what he re-

cords on movie film must stand as

finished and be screened as such.

Similarly, if a still photographer

must make a shot of a distant object,

he can do so knowing that, in enlarg-

ing and cropping, the image can be

amplified to desired size in the print.

The movie amateur, lacking this flexi-

bility of process, must secure the de-

sired size of image on his film right in

the camera. Obstacles may prevent him

approaching the subject sufficiently to

secure the desired size of image. Hence,

he has the choice of cither being con-

tent with perhaps a tiny, unrecogniz-

able image or of skipping that scene

entirely—unless his camera is equipped

with a telephoto lens. With this auxili-

ary lens he can secure a big close-up,

if need be, of the distant object with-

out any fuss or bother. It is as simple-

st that.

Similarly, a wide-angle lens would

be valuable in small, cramped quarters,

as in the home, narrow streets, ships'

crbins, etc., where the normal lens

would not include all the desired area.

Thus, we find that, while one lens

c;-n serve the still photographer admir-

ably in many cases, the serious amateur

finds it almost a necessity to have sev-

eral lenses for his camera in order to

have complete mastery and flexibility

oi "difficult" shots.

And now let us take the lenses of

various focal lengths one by one and

sec where they fit into the scheme of

things in producing more "professional-

ized" movies:

The Xormal Lens: The term "normal

lens" means to the photographer a lens

whose focal length is adequate to cover

fully the negative area in the camera.

Strictly speaking, there is no such thing

as a "normal lens," for almost every

lens may be regarded as normal on some

specific negative size.

But where 16 mm. and 8 mm. cam-

eras arc concerned, a 25 mm. (i-inch)

lens is regarded as "normal" on the 16

mm. camera, while a izVi mm. ('/z-

inch) lens is "normal" for the 8 mm.
camera. In the same manner, a 50 mm.
(2-inch ) lens is "normal" on a standard

3* mm. motion picture camera. Once
this is understood, figuring other lenses

in comparison becomes quite simple.

The "normal" lens for any camera is

the one generally furnished with all

cameras as "standard." It is the lens

that will be used most frequently, and

the one which is usually furnished with

the camera when it is to be equipped

with only one lens. It is the "all-pur-

pose" lens.

• (.onlinurd on Pa%t 1 1 :

98
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COME TRUE
One Filmer Ends Search For Ultimate In

16mm. Cameras With Conversion

Of Bolex To Professional Standards

By ROSS GORDON

This is ^ ^

device lor mamng

FRANK GALLAGHER wanted a

1 6mm. camera that would do just

about everything but talk. And he

got it. He built it himself—that is,

he revamped a i6mm. Bolex, adding all

the accessories and innovations he had

always wanted in a camera.

Gallagher, of D. F. Gallagher & Com-
pany, Boston—manufacturers and erec-

tors of steel buildings — has recorded

on 1 6mm. film, all of the larger build-

ing projects undertaken by his com-
pany during the past several years from
pre-fabrication of materials to handing

over the keys of the new building to

the purchaser.

His first attempt at visual recording

of their enterprises was instituted back

in 1924 with a 35mm. Universal cam-

era equipped with 200 foot film mag-
azines. While picture results were fairly

satisfactory, Gallagher's lack of experi-

ence both with camera and in planning

continuity made the cost of this pro-

cedure prohibitive.

Since the introduction of 16mm. re-

versal film, Gallagher has employed in

his work different makes of cameras,

including the Cine Special fitted with

200 foot magazines, and all were found

to have certain drawbacks as well as

merits. No one camera had all the

good points that Frank Gallagher re-

quired for his filming projects.

The 1 6mm. Bolex camera, while ver-

satile in many ways and offered the con-

venience of light weight and nice bal-

ance, could only be classed, insofar as

Gallagher's requirements were con-

cerned, with the run-of-the-mill preci-

sion jobs, due chiefly to its limited film

capacity and lack of variable shutter for

executing fades and dissolves. The need

for filming many operations in unbroken

continuity made it imperative that the

camera used should provide ample film

capacity and thus obviate necessity for

hasty re-loads.

Nevertheless, the 16mm. Bolex was

selected as the basis for a glorified

• Continued on Pdgi' 117

• Right side of camera showing manner in which external film magazine o Unlike with professional cameras, pulleys for film takeup in external

is mounted above camera, and the adjustable slide on which the automatic magazine extend from camera door, make positive contact with drive shafts

dissolve mechanism is mounted. inside camera.
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• Fig. I—Side view showing 800 ft. reels in place • Fig. 2—Takeup reel is driven by small auxil- a Fig. 3—Front view showing detail of lower spindle

on auxiliary reel arm assembly. iary motor with reduction gear. construction. Note reversed reel application.

An Auxiliary Feed and Takeup Reel

Assembly for Continuous Programs

WILLIAM | .

• For the Advanced Amateur

HAVE you dreamed of an 8mm. pro-

jector that would show a 600 or

800 foot reel comprising a com-
plete program of subjects? Well, your

own projector can be made to do just

that.

Nearly all movie makers have ex-

perienced the disappointing audience

reaction that accompanies the showing

of multi-reel programs. The audience,

having become satisfactorily absorbed

in the picture during projection of the

first reel, is abruptly distracted when
room lights are flashed on for changing

reels.

While this change is being made,

guests naturally indulge in conversation

that leads thought away from the film.

Usually, the show is well into the second

reel before the audience's attention is

recaptured. During this attention-re-

capturing period, the producer-exhibitor

of the film being screened takes a spirit-

ual beating with results akin to the

feeling one gets when people poke fun
at one's favorite child.

At movie club film shows, these un-

desirable change-of-reel breaks are

usually avoided through use of two pro-

jectors—the second being threaded and
made ready to show the succeeding reel

without interruption as soon as end of

the preceding reel is reached Few in-

dividuals, however, wish to tie up in-

vestment in a second projector just to

obtain this desirable feature for their

home film shows I know I didn't, so I

looked about for a more practical and

less expensive answer to the problem.

What resulted is the "Rube Goldberg"
arrangement pictured here.

It is an auxiliary reel arm that ac-

commodates 8mm. reels holding up to

1600 feet of film. The idea won first

prize in the recent gadget contest con-

ducted by the 8-16 Movie Club of

Philadelphia. It provides lor a separate

motor to turn the take-up reel when
the larger reels are used. It is unique

in that it involves no alteration what-
ever of the projector. Projector is mere-

ly set on the base, on which the ex-

tended arms and takeup motor are

mounted, whenever the larger reels of

• Continued on Page 12}

• Fig. 4—Detailed view of base, motor
and extension arms. This shows the as-
sembly as a single auxiliary unit that
may be used only when occasion demands
screening of 400, 600, or 800 foot reels of
8mm. film. Moulding cleats form trough
for projector base. No alteration of the
projector is necessary.
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• Simplicity keynotes all the titles in "A
Major Investment," Movie of The Month
for March filmed in 8mm. Kodachrome by
Ralph E. Richards of San Jose, California.

1 MAJOR INVESTMENT, the

Movie of The Month, is a docu-

mentary about a thirteen thousand

dollar expenditure which two partners

in the automotive business undertook

to increase their service facilities. It

was filmed in 8mm. Kodachrome by

Ralph E. Richards of the San Jose

Movie Club who, together with A. W.
Penniman, operates the establishment of

Penniman & Richards in San Jose,

California.

In but 8o feet of film, Richards has

packed one of the most interesting nar-

ratives ever filmed; interesting be-

cause it tells a story with all the pro-

fessional dexterity of a commercially-

made motion picture. Yet, only a

simple 8mm. Cine Kodak was em-
ployed, and this sans the usual devices

for making fades, dissolves and other

trick cinematic effects which often

highlight the better amateur produc-

tions today.

Following the main title, Penniman
and Richards are introduced, not in

MOVIE OF THE MONTH

credit titles, but in closeups. Across

the back of the shop coats of each are

inscribed their identifications: "I'm

Penniman" — "I'm Richards." Some-

one penciled this on their coats once as

a gag. The idea clicked and they had

the inscriptions put on permanently by

machine.

A closeup of each inscription fol-

lowed by a shot of the man introduces

a Frame enlargements below trace contin-

uity of the picture: Two shop owners ad-
mire a piece of new equipment illustrated

in a trade catalog, order it, and in due
time it is delivered; it is carefully unloaded
and set in place in the shop; after prelimi-

nary tests, a workman grinds the first

crankshaft in the machine; the shop own-
ers inspect the job, pronounce the machine
perfect.

each in the picture. The next scene

shows them looking over an equipment

catalogue, apparently interested in an

item advertised. A closeup of the cata-

logue page shows the object of their

interest. A title follows: "Shall we?"

And the two partners nod their heads

in assent. The order is mailed and in

due time a confirmation of the order

is received advising date on which

delivery of machine could be expected.

The day of delivery arrives and the

camera focuses on the huge truck trans-

porting the machine. In a few brief

shots it follows the truck to the estab-

lishment of Penniman & Richards

where the whole front of the store

• Continued on Page 120

101
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« Fig. I—Showing method of mounting light

slit housing and recording light source on
Amprosound projector for purpose of re-

cording. Slit is mounted on a sliding plate
with an adjustable screw to control position.

Sound-On-Film Recording

With I Sound Projector

Addition of Light Slit and Recording Lamp
Converts Sound Projector to S.O.F. Recorder

By JULIAN THOMPSON AND BRUCE LEE

ments far enough to justify a report,

but the results obtained have been so

good that we believe the method will

be of general interest.

There are two basic ideas: the use

of the projector to provide the film

transport mechanism and recording

optical system, and the use of an ordi-

nary two-watt gas glow-lamp as the

modulated recording light. Combining
these two into one unit results in a

practical recorder which produces, with

negligible investment for equipment, a

variable density sound track with a

very satisfactory frequency range.

Of prime necessity in a sound-on-

film recorder is a film transport mech-

anism that will move the film at a con-

stant speed of 24 frames a second and

some kind of mechanical filter to insure

perfectly smooth motion. These same

things are necessary in a projector, so

that a sound projector with its gover-

nor controlled motor and fly-wheel

filter is readily adaptable to recording.

The sound head on any sound projec-

tor must also provide a scanning beam,

which is essentially a focused beam of

light forming a sharp line of light at

right angles to the sound track and

not more than .001 inch wide. In some

cases this scanning beam is the reduced

image of a specially designed straight

• For The Advanced Amateur

THE present interest being taken by

amateurs in the production of sound

movies has brought out several very

ingenious methods of synchronizing

disc recordings with both 16mm and

8mm film. Photographic sound-on-film

recording, playable on any standard

sound projector, has so far been con-

fined to the field of professional or

semi-professional equipment, and while

such equipment can be purchased, it is

out of the price range of most of us.

On the basis of a few test recordings

made a number of years ago, one of us

(J. T.) was convinced that sound-on-

film of satisfactory quality could be

produced with very little investment

by anyone who owned a sound projec-

tor. Only within the last few months

has time permitted carrying the experi-

» Fig. 2—View of light slit and recording

lamp unit before mounting on projector.

Lamp is a regular two-watt argon lamp rich

in near ultra-violet radiation.

•02
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filament and in other cases it is the

image of a slit, illuminated by a suitable

lamp and condenser.

In either case this same optical sys-

tem can be used to form a similar nar-

row image of the light picked up from

the recording lamp, so that the sound

head optical system can be used either

for reproduction or recording. When
the recording lamp has been mounted

so that it is properly imaged on the

film, one has a practical sound-on-film

recorder ready to operate. The amount

of equipment which must be added to

convert the sound projector into a

sound recorder is very little.

While the above general principles

can be applied to any sound projector,

the following description of our own
application of them applies to an Am-
prosound. The sound head on the Am-
prosound projector uses a special pre-fo-

cused exciter lamp with a line filament.

An image of this filament is formed

on the film by means of an optical sys-

tem somewhat resembling a microscope

objective except that it is made astig-

matic so as to form an even brighter

and narrower line image than would an

ordinary lens system. The first step in

conversion is to mount a slit approxi-

mately in the position of the exciter

lamp filament.

The mounting for the slit, shown in

Fig. i and Fig. 3, is a piece of angle

iron cut out to fit into position and se-

cured to the sound head by the same

screws which hold the exciter lamp

house in position. A couple of nuts

threaded onto each of these screws

adapts it to hold the recording unit

and its length and molded head make it

easy to manipulate. The slit itself is

made of a safety-razor blade. A double-

edged blade broken in two gives plenty

of material.

The two pieces forming the two

edges of the slit are held in position un-

der the heads of small screws. While the

razor blade provides the fine straight

edge so necessary to a good slit, one's

own patience and care will have to

provide the two other necessary attrib-

utes: the slit must be exactly at right

angles to the direction of film motion

and it must be of a uniform width

not to exceed .005 or .006 of an inch.

If the slit is not at right angles to the

film motion, the fine lines representing

high frequencies will cross the scanning

beam diagonally, fail to sharply inter-

rupt the light beam to the photo-cell,

and the high-frequency response be

greatly diminished.

If the slit is too wide successive

• Fig. 3—Another view of recording unit

attached to Amprosound projector. In use,

the lamp is masked to prevent stray light

reaching raw film during recording.

images formed by high frequencies will

overlap and be lost. A slit .006 of an

inch wide will give well defined images

up to at least 5000 cycles per second

and still let through enough light for

satisfactory density of the track. If the

slit jaws are closed lightly against a

piece of positive film stock and then

tightened in place, the slit will be just

under .006 of an inch in width and of

uniform width.

The best position for the slit is found

only by trial, but it can be somewhat
farther from the lens than the lamp

filament. This is due to the fact that

ordinary sound film runs through the

projector with the emulsion side to-

ward the photo-cell, while recording is

best done with the emulsion toward the

light source. This reduces the focal dis-

tance from the lens to the emulsion

and makes an increase in object distance

desirable. In actual practice, moving
the source slit toward or away from
the lens did not change the quality of

the recording very much, but very

slight movement from side to side made
a perceptible difference.

Accordingly the slit was mounted on

a sliding plate whose position can be

controlled by a screw. A post fastened

into the plate projects through a slot

in the angle iron and the adjusting

screw is on top. The details of this

mounting are shown in Fig. 2. The im-

portance of the side-to-side adjustment

of the slit is easily understood when it

is realized that the beam of light falls

on the surface of a cylinder. Moving the

source to one side shifts the image in

the opposite direction and changes the

focal distance to the film appreciably.

After the slit is constructed and

mounted, the recording lamp must be

set in place. This lamp is a regular two-

watt argon lamp, practically a twin to

the two-watt neon lamps regularly used

as pilot lights, but the argon gas gives

out a light which is rich in near ultra-

violet radiation. This is much more ac-

tinic than the predominantly red light

of the neon lamp. Recording on pan-

chromatic or color film could be done

with the neon lamp. This argon bulb

has the standard screw base and two
semi-circular electrodes. Some radio

and scientific supply houses have the

argon bulbs and no doubt they can be

obtained from other sources. The price

of fifty cents should justify the claim

of economy for this equipment.

• Continued on Page 121
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• For The Advanced Amateur

IT
IS the ambition of many [6mm.

amateurs ultimately to turn their

movie making into profit and to

progress into the professional field as

either paid cinematographers or pro-

ducers of commercial 16mm. films.

Many who are today successfully pro-

ducing 1 6mm. business, educational or

training films: filming for ,the armed
forces; or engaged as cinematographers

for defense industries, got their start

making backyard movies with an 8mm.
or 1 6mm. camera.

Admittedly, the war has opened a

great many opportunities for 16mm.
filmers that otherwise might not have

developed for another five or ten years.

Still, not all cinematographic opportuni-

ties lie within the scope of our expand-

ing war effort. The postwar era promises

an unprecedented demand for new and
interesting program films for home
movie libraries. Indeed, this business is

already well established and awaits only

the end of hostilities to provide unlimit-

ed film stock that will enable it to

attain the growth expected.

Interesting is the fact there is a grow-

ing demand for prints of films made by
the better amateurs. Some film dis-

tributors, catering to the needs of home
projector owners for fresh subjects es-

pecially in color, have commissioned
i 6mm. movie makers, with a reputation
for turning out films with professional

skill, to produce short subjects in Koda-
chrome that can be duplicated and
offered for sale.

One filmer enjoying this experience
is Leo Caloia, Los Angeles movie maker,
whose cinematic achievements are pret-
ty well known to most readers of Home
Movies. To his credit are two Movies
of The Month, and a 2nd Award, an
Honorable Mention, and an Achieve-
ment Award for photography in Home
Movies' Annual Amateur Contests.
Caloia's movie making during the past

two years has netted him something like

an even Siooo.oo.

We'll admit that Home Movies had
a hand in getting him started. Follow-
ing the account of his film ^"Latitude
26," which was the Movie of The Month
for January, 1942, several inquiries

about the film led to orders for dupli-

cate prints. Caloia thought if his pic-

ture was that good, perhaps some dis-

tributor of home movie films might be

interested in buying it. He submitted
it to several, and ultimately Hollywood-
land Studios in Southgate, California,

purchased it on a deal which netted

Caloia an attractive royalty for each

print sold.

"Latitude 26" was by no means
Caloia's first major movie effort. Previ-

ously he had turned out a string of

pictures which heretofore had received

but limited screening. He began to
think of these in terms of cash and,

subsequently, these began to make the

rounds of film distributors.

Today, two national distributors of

Smm. and 16mm. home movie subjects

are marketing a total of 20 films pro-

duced by Leo Caloia, most ot them short

subjects 100 feet in length (16mm.)
and the equivalent in Smm. Of these,

Harold F. Jenkins of Elmira, New York,

• Continued on Page 1 20
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• This simple junction box which the au-

thor terms a "juicer," provides multiple

extension cord receptacles for photofloods,

a series switch for burning lights at half-

voltage between takes, and a dimming de-

vice for room lights when it is used to

provide current for the projector.

• For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

MY
FAMILY consists of wife,

daughter, son, dog and cat. All

have been photographed so much
that to say they are now camera shy

is putting it mildly. Usually people

become camera shy who are not accus-

tomed to having a lens pointed their

way. But my family's shyness is due

not to the camera but to the glare

and heat of the photofloods they are

subjected to each time I make a movie.

Even the family cat beats a hasty re-

treat whenever she sees me enter the

room with my camera and lighting

equipment.

As every movie amateur who shoots

movies indoors knows, considerable

time must be spent before each take

in arranging and focusing lights. These

lights, when burning, are not only

painfully brilliant but excessively hot.

And when people must sit for any

length of time before these lights, they

invariably suffer from both the heat

and glare of light.

If the subsequent shot calls for a

new camera set up, the lights invariably

must be re-arranged. This results in

another time-consuming and actor-irri-

tating search for new base plugs into

which to connect the lights and a bal-

ancing of circuits as a precautionary

measure against blowing fuses.

Thanks to a simple gadget I recently

constructed, I have overcome all of

these problems. This gadget I call a

"juicer." In the parlance of studio

electricians, /electricity is "juice." A
studio electrician is therefore a

EASING THE WAY

m
A Novel Gadget That Saves

Photofloods and Tempers, Too

B H U

' juicer," and inasmuch as my gadget

is virtually an assistant, although in-

animate, electrician, I have termed it

a "juicer."

When I film indoors, all my photo-

floods are connected directly to this

"juicer" which is simply a central

switch or junction box with the added

feature of a circuit-halving switch and

a dimming device. This is placed on

WIRING DIAGRAM

©
• a-

0 I fl

©
©

SPOOL

DETAIL OF PIMA-LITP CONTROL.

Fuse

I 10-V.

DIM-JKlTE
UNIT

M

the floor near the tripod. When I am
focusing and adjusting the camera, I

place the photofloods in series by a

throw of the switch and they burn

at reduced voltage and brightness

—

ample, however, to line up the shot.

This obviously is much easier on both

my players and the life of my photo-

floods.

When the scene is in readiness and

the camera set for the take, I merely

reach down, throw the switch on the

"juicer" to the "bright" position,

which illuminates the photofloods at

maximum brilliance, and shoot the

scene.

Attached to this "juicer" is a thirty

foot length of No. io extension cord
which, when plugged into a specially

located outlet, enables me to bring a

controlled curtent supply for photo
lights to any point in the house. The

C Continual on Paf>e 1 2

)

O Th is simple diagram shows method of
connecting wires to the various switches,
receptacles, etc. Detailed sketch illustrates
manner of adding a slide control to the
Dim-A-Lite rheostat to facilitate smoother
dimming operation.
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The first and only 16mm. magazine-loading
camera with a TURRET HEAD

Onlv in the Bell & Howell Filmo Auto

Master can you get both the conven-

ience of 16mm. film magazine loading

and the versatility of a turret head.

Having three lenses available at the

turn of a turret means getting right

many scenes which might otherwise es-

cape vou entirelv. Auto Master gets

Other Famous Filmo "

Auto Master and the

The Filmo Auto Master and Auto
Load starting button can be locked to

keep the camera running while the

operator steps into the picture.

Like all Filmo Cameras. Auto Master

and Auto Load alua^s run at the pre-

set speed . . . never slow

down as the spring un-

winds. This is vitally

important; deceleration

into action jast. because its viewfinder

is automatically matched to whatever

lens is in photographing position.

Loading Auto Master with film mag-
azines is easy and speedy. You can

change from black-and-white to color

film even in mid-reel without fogging

a single frame.

Firsts" Recommend the

Single-lens Auto Load

would cause longer exposure time and

over-exposed pictures near the end of

the scene. Register your wants with your

Bell & Howell dealer now, to be high

on his preference list when Filmos be-

come available. Bell & Howell Com-
pany. Chicago; New
York; Hollywood;
Washington, D. C; Lon-

don. Established 190~.

ADDITIONAL FILMO AUTO LOAD AND
AUTO MASTER FEATURES

Five operating speeds in your choice of two speed ranges.

Single-frame exposure control for animation work. Positive

viewfinder which eliminates eye parallax, common cause of

"amputated" and poorly composed pictures. Fully protected

viewfinder— inside the camera, safe from damage. Complete

built-in exposure guide covering every combination of

photographic conditions, film speed, and filter factor.
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Buy and Hold

More War Bonds

OPTI-ONICS—products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

ECISION-MADE BY
>• // S\ Si

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send me information about : f ) Filmo
Auto Master and Auto Load 16mm. Cam-
eras; ( ) other Filmo Cameras for ( )

16mm., ( ) 8mm. film; Filmo Projectors
for ( ) 16mm. silent, ( ) 16mm. sound,
( ) 8mm. film.

Name

.

. State HM 3-45
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home movies' experiments
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

FINDER PL ft CEO HERE

FINDER FROM
STILL CCAMERA

GADGET PLACED
ON CINE - KODAK
MAGAZINE 8

• Still Camera finder adaptation

Waist-Level Finder

Here is a simple method for pro-

viding a waist level view-finder for

practically any make and model cine

camera. First obtain discarded view-

finder unit from an old still camera

from a camera repair shop or second-

hand camera dealer. The larger the

finder, the better.

Then make a bracket or clip to hold

finder on your cine camera. This

bracket may be made from any light-

weight metal or strap iron and bent as

shown in diagram and according to

dimensions of the finder and thickness

of camera. Fix finder in bracket, then

clamp bracket over top of camera as

shown. Illustration shows gadget in use

on an 8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak.

As the finder of most still cameras

has a larger scope than the average

movie camera, your waist-level finder

will have to be masked to conform with

the field area of your camera lens or

to correspond with the field area of

your camera view finder. The masking

may be done as follows: Place camera

on tripod or table facing a scene con-

taining a number of objects. Observe

the field covered by the regular view-

finder, then, with scotch tape, mask

off all but the same area as seen through

the waist-level finder.

—

Mario de Armas,

Havana, Cuba.

Reducing Film

Recently while shooting a series of

interiors in black and white which

called for the same lens stop, someone

inadvertently moved the iris ring of

lens, changing exposure. Result: I had
a number of under-exposed scenes that

could not be remade. I was able to

remedy this error by "reducing" the

film. This consisted of soaking film in

plain water for io minutes, then giving

it a bath in Farmer's Reducer, a formu-
la obtainable from any camera store.

This reducer bath cleared up the den-

sity of underexposed shots, brought them
up to a density that gave close to nor-

mal projection on the screen. I found

that the reducer works rapidly on the

film emulsion and image must be

watched carefully during the process so

that it may be stopped at the right

point, otherwise it assumes a degree of

fogginess.

—

Burt Mahon, St. Louis, Mo.

• Detail of effect disc and mount

Iris Effect

If you like transitional effects such

as fadeouts, iris, wipeoffs, etc., here is

a simple gadget you can easily make

from materials readily procurred around

the home. It consists of a round wooden

collar (A) that fits over camera lens

barrel, and the effect disc (B) which

pivots upon it and produces the trans-

itional effect as desired.

The dimensions shown are for parts

to fit a Model 6o Cine Kodak. The

wooden ring may be cut from a piece

of Yz" pine or plywood. The outside

diameter is i
l/z" . Center opening is

.8 14"—the outside diameter of the Mod-
el 60 camera lens. For other cameras,

this hole must be of the same diameter

as the outside diameter of the camera

lens.

The disc (B) may be cut from sheet

metal, cardboard, or opaque plastic. This

piece is attached to (A) by means of a

small wood screw at the point marked
"E" on both parts. The point marked

"C" on part (B) is for a small brad

used as a stop pin.

With the completed gadget mounted
on the camera lens, the disc (B) is

turned so that the largest part of the

spiral opening is before the camera lens.

To "fadeout" at the end of a scene, the

disc is slowly turned during exposure

of the concluding frames to give a novel

wipe-off effect to the scene.

—

Ralph

Barton, Decatur, 111.

Camera Handle

Balancing of the Filmo-8 with full

turret lens equipment, when handheld,

can be made easier by the addition of

a camera handle described here and

which screws into the tripod-screw re-

cess of camera.

Construction requirments are a piece

of 1/16" by i
1//' by 4" strap iron; a

small wooden handle 4" by 7/%" which

may be made from a length of broom-

stick; a camera tripod screw from a

camera strap; and a few small rivets and

screws.

On one end of the metal piece drill

a 9 32" hole; then drill two Ys" holes

near center and apart, as shown in

sketch; and two Ys" holes ?/4
" apart

at opposite end at a distance of 2V4"

* Camera handle as applied to Filmo 8
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i n e workshop * * *

rteats contributed by readers

MONEY
Foi Youi Ideas!
DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. If you have devel-

oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,

pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid $1.00. An extraordi-

nary idea will net you $5.00! Pay-

ment will be made at time of pub-
lication.

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-
lished will be held for possible use
in subsequent issues of Home
Movies.

Please do not submit ideas that

have been published elsewhere
before, unless they are your own
and were originally contributed by
you. Do not submit ideas which
you have not personally worked
out and proved to be successful.

The home movie hobby has been
built on the mutual interests of

amateur movie makers and the co-

operation of amateur movie clubs.

Today, when filming opportunities
are restricted by film shortage,
there is more time available for ac-
tivity in other phases of our hobby.
Gadget building comes into its

own as a means of keeping active

in the hobby and providing gad-
gets, accessories and improve-
ments for one's movie making
equipment.

Fall in with this movement of

building your own gadgets. And
if you develop something new and
novel, write a letter to the editors

describing it in full. Your check
will follow as soon as your idea is

published!

from the 9 32" hole. The last two holes

are for rivets which are inserted from

top and clinched underneath. These

form guide pins for the tailpiece of the

camera base, as shown in sketch.

Next attach handle by centering it

over the two holes in center of metal

piece and securing in place by two small

screws driven through the holes. To
insure a level surface for base of cam-

era, countersink the holes, then file

down heads of screws, should they pro-

trude above surface of metal. Last step

is to insert the tripod screw in the

9/32" hole and place gadget against

base of camera and tighten screw

—

Paul R. Stull. Eastern, Penna.

Fixed To Focusing Lens

Almost any fixed focus lens can be

converted to a focusing lens by making
a spring-brass washer to fit under

shoulder of lens barrel where it screws

into camera. Such a washer will permit

unscrewing lens yet enable lens to re-

main firm in the lens seat of camera,

as shown in sketch.

The brass washer should be "waved"
or bent slightly to provide the neces-

rary spring tension. The lens barrel can

be calibrated by marking the focusing

distance on the side by dipping a pen

in red nail lacquer or by applying small

darts cut from red scotch tape. With the

CRIMPED wnmeR

LENS

• Washer holds lens at exact distance

average izYivcaa. lens for 8mm. cam-

eras, two marks will be sufficient: 2

feet and 3 feet. Unscrewing lens from

camera about 1 3 turn will provide a

3 -foot focusing distance with a i2'/2mm
lens. Lenses converted in this way must

have sufficient shoulder so that the

spring washer will work effectively as

suggested. For infinity setting of lens,

remove washer and screw lens up tight

against camera.

—

Newell M. Brown-

Los Angeles, Calif.

Kills Glare

Many projector owners are annoyed

more or less by the light which escapes

from top of lamphouse and lights up

the ceiling of the room to the extent

of actually reducing the effectiveness

of the projector lamp on the screen.

Where a room is thus lightened, screen

LAMPHOUSE TOP

sneer metal sc«iw

-LAMPHOUSE

LIGHT GLARE REDUCER

• Makes screening movies pleasant

images lose their crisp, sharp detail.

Of course, it is necessary that there

be a vent at top of the lamphouse, oth-

erwise the life of projection lamps would
be shortened considerably. However,
here is a method by which this spill

light may be reduced in a Bell & How-
ell projector without reducing the neces-

sary ventilation. The same idea is

applicable toother makes of projectors.

Raise top of lamphouse by removing
two small thumbscrews. Using the metal

from a discarded tin can, form a fun-

nel, as shown in diagram, and bolt or

rivet to a piece of strap iron which has

been drilled at either end to admit pas-

sage of the lamp-house thumbscrews.
Insert this unit between top and lower

section of lamphouse as shown.

—

Arthur
M. Sharp, Centredale, R. 1.

Title Centerer
Here is a unique but simple method

for centering camera on titles made at

distances of 36 inches or more from
• Continued on Page 1 24

UPPER RIGHT
Of finder!

CARDBOARD SQUARE

9"X/Z"

TITLE CARD

• Foolproof title centerer
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16mm Film With ilium Sound Track
By DONALD W. ALDOUS

Tech. Secy., British Sound Recording Association

DETAILS of an interesting British de-

velopment, known as the Varley

Sound-Film System and developed by
Martin Harper, well-known English

film equipment technician, have re-

cently been released.

The primary objects of the system

are to remedy the present position of

1 6mm. film, with its inferior sound-

quality (compared with standard

35mm.) and improve the perforations

for moving film.

The method enables a 16mm. film to

be printed with a 35mm. sound-track

« Two sections of recently developed Brit-

ish 14mm sound film which features 35mm
contact-printed sound tracks. Film travels

at standard 35mm sound speed, project-
ing every 2nd frame. At end of reel, film

is not rewound, but screened again; this

time, projecting frames omitted in the

first run. Note novel perforation system
for this purpose, also sound tracks on
either side of picture area.

in contact, as in the orthodox manner

of printing 35mm. tracks, and the

track is traversed at normal 35mm.
speed, i.e., 90 ft. per minute, although

the picture is projected at standard

1 6mm. speed.

Of the 1 6mm. film width, 3mm. on

each side is used for standard size

sound-track. The perforations are of

the same dimension and pitch as 35mm.
but are so placed that the first two are

side by side with the outer edges touch-

ing the inner edges of the sound-track

space, and 8mm. down is a single per-

foration, of the same dimension, in the

center; these perforations are continual-

ly repeated, thus appearing like a No.

5 domino. (See accompanying illustra-

tion.)

The spaces 8mm. by 10mm. in be-

tween these perforations are thus free

to receive the mute or picture part of

the negative (which is printed by op-

tical reduction in the usual way), ex-

cepting that the intermittent mech-

• Continued on Page 112

\ew Automatic 16mm Film Processor
AF CONSIDERABLE interest to
"

1 6mm. film laboratories, produc-

ers of 1 6mm. films, and i6mm.
sound studios is the new Model 1

1

self-contained automatic 16mm. film

processor developed and marketed by

the Houston Corporation, 11801

Vest Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles,

California.

Model 1 1 is compact, portable,

streamlined for top efficiency of op-

eration and maximum ease for the

operator; 64" long, 54" high, 24"

wide. Model 1 1 has a processing ca-

pacity of 15' of reversal film per

minute; 5' of negative film per

minute, at 8 minutes' developing

time; and 20' of positive film per

minute at 2 minutes' developing

time, Where developing tanks are

used for negative and positive films

only, without reversal solutions, such

films may be processed at a rate up

to 16' per minute.

The machine is a completely self-

contained unit, requiring no addi-

Profits As Well As Money-
Saving Offered in Compact
Self - Contained Unit For

Laboratories Or Film Pro-

ducers . . .

Houston's new Model II 14mm film processor

tional equipment. When connected to

electrical power, water supply, and

drain, it is ready for immediate op-

eration. It is operated in white light.

Film is driven by top rollers with

floating bottom elevators to assure

threading ease and uniform film ten-

sion throughout processing. Water

jacket, solution tanks, super structure

and power cabinet—as well as shafts,

pipes, brackets, bearings, etc.—are

all of stainless steel. Conveniently lo-

cated is a control panel including

stop-start switch, pilot light for

flashing lamps, solution thermo-

meter, speed indicator and footage

counter. Drying is done by infra-red

lamps, no a.c. is used. Amount of

load is 4 kva.

For concerns in all lines of busi-

ness, the Houston film processor

serves as an invaluable business tool.

Field selling through the use of cine-

film presentations of products and

services; training films for factory,

• Continued on Page 124

1 10
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Closeups

FILM WORLD, new trade magazine for

the non-theatrical 16mm. film field

made its initial bow on February ist.

Introduced by the publisher of Home
Movies magazine, Film World is a

strapping big brother in the family of

VerHalen publications and destined to

become the leading trade paper in its

field, if the overwhelming response

that followed the first issue is a

criterion.

Embracing the activities of producers

of 1 6mm. educational, training and re-

ligious films; 1 6mm. roadshow exhibit-

ors; and 1 6mm. film libraries, Film

World will bring news each month of

latest developments in these rapidly

growing theatres of i6mm. activity.

Sample copies are available to those

in the industry making request on

their business letterhead.

CARLOS CRANT, member of the con-

sular service of Chile in Los Angeles

and long an avid i6mm. movie maker,

is preparing for release the first of a

series of i6mm. sound films in color

tentatively titled "Chile, Land of

Beauty and Romance." Before he can

proceed with editing subsequent re-

leases, it will be necessary for him to

return to Chile and re-film much which

he previously covered with his i6mm.

Bolex camera but which was destroyed

when fire swept his apartment in New
Orleans damaging over 2000 feet of

exposed Kodachrome.

THAT TELEVISION is receiving more

than cursory attention from the Holly-

wood film capital is evidenced by

plans of one studio to combine televi-

sion and theatrical film production into

a simultaneous operation. Plans call

for mounting a 16mm. camera pick-a-

back fashion on the studio camera to

record scenes for the television version.

CANADIAN 16mm. film exhibitors are

probably the first to develop a formid-

able "chain" of theatres for exhibition

of sub-standard films. The Ferris The-

atre interests in Canada, for example,

have been reported quietly exploring

and developing the 16mm. field in

• Continued on Page 1 <
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e From a foxhole somewhere in the China-Burma war theatre, Arthur Hedge,
Signal Corps cinematographer, trains his Eyemo camera on American-trained
Chinese troops in action.

CAMPAIGN

CINEMATOGRAPHER
Arthur Hedge Pre-war Educa-
tional Film Maker, Now Filming
Y-Force Operations in China...

^TECHNICIAN Fifth Cradc Arthur W. Hedge, 31, was

I principal of the Dodge, North Dakota, High School and

manager of various North Dakota motion picture interests

when inducted into the Army on June 24, 1942, has "covered"

much of the Salween Campaign, fought over the world's high-

est battle ground, as an Army Signal Corps motion picture

cameraman attached to Y-Forcc Operations Staff. Before

entering the Army he had some experience in producing [6mm.
educational films.

Y-Force is America's largest military mission. American

liaison teams of doctors, veterinarians and certain specialized

military technicians and observers are furnished by Y-Force to

accompany each Army and certain lower echelons into battle to

assist and advise the Chinese commanders. It was with one of

these liaison teams that Fledge and his camera accompanied a

Chinese Army across the Salween (angry river) when General

Wei Li-huang ordered the "big push" starting last May 11. His

assignment was to record in motion pictures as much as pos-

sible of the action in this first major Chinese offensive in the

seventh year of war with the Japanese.

Chinese engineers had been taught the American technique

of crossing streams in rubber assault boats, with which the Chinese

had been supplied. Several of their units in crossing the roaring,

tumultous Salween at the start of their drive used these rubber

boats. The Chinese said they were the first boats on the upper

Salween in more than two centuries.

The Chinese Army which Hedge was accompanying crossed

the Salween well south of the old Burma Road and surprised

the Japanese in the fortifications they had built during two
years of occupancy. The attackers made a lightning dash

to the key Salween end strongpoint of Pingka May 15. Japanese

• Continued on Page 124

1 1 1
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U o II

AUTO-PARALLAX VIEW-RANGE

amcra FINDER

precision optical instrument,

the Auricon EIF-20 Camera Find-

er combines range finder and view

finder; shows a large upright pic-

ture, needle sharp and correct

right to left. Parallax is automati-

cally adjusted while focusing, at all

distances from four feet to infinity.

Adaptable to any 35mm or 16mm
camera . . . uses inserted mattes to

cover lens fields from wide angle

to telephoto. Write today for full

information.

Ibmm 3ilm With 35mm T)rack . .

.

We design and manufacture motion

picture equipment to special or-

der, for essential purposes. Your
inquiries are invited.

Auricon division

E.M.BERNDT CORP.
5515 SUNSET • HOLLYWOOD 28, CAL.

• Continued from Page 1 10

anism displaces two frames, i.e., % of

an inch, as in standard 35 mm. practice,

resulting in a picture and a space

throughout. When printing first stage

of the reel is completed, the film is

taken off without rewinding and a sec-

ond negative placed in position to be

printed in the blank spaces omitted in

the first stage of printing. The fact

that the reel is not rewound produces

a finished print with the pictures up-

side-down to each other. Obviously, the

same procedure is followed in project-

ing the film.

From the foregoing it will be seen

that each frame is provided with Y4 in.

of film on each side for the sound-track,

which is progressing at 35mm. speed.

The sound for the first run is on one
edge, and the other edge is the sound-

track for the second run, which, as the

film is not rewound, takes its correct

position over the photo-cell.

The merits of this system are (a)

sound quality identical to 35mm.; (b)

rewinding, which causes much of the

wear on films, is eliminated; (c) the

perforations provide central traction,

which makes the life of the prints as

long, if not longer, than 35mm., and

thus permit a lower library charge; (d)

a larger area of picture frame of rela-

tive standard dimensions.

The designer claims that this com-
bination of 35mm. quality sound with

a 16mm. quality picture has been at-

tained in an essentially practical man-
ner and produces large working econ-

omies, e.g., cost of film production,

both direct, or from existing 35mm.
negatives, is considerably reduced be-

cause of the smaller area processed and

the lower cost of stock, as well as re-

duced distribution and maintenance

costs. His company, associated with Oli-

ver Pell Control Ltd., owns a plant for

printing this type of film, and rents a

theatre in London, England, where suit-

able projectors (with the modifications

to gate and sprockets incorporated) and

the special films are demonstrated.

From the present writer's personal

knowledge, the sound quality obtained

is undoubtedly a marked advance on

current 16mm. results, but, presumab-

ly, the problem of introducing a stand-

ard different from the S.M.P.E. will

have to be solved before the system can

find wide commercial acceptance.

CloAeupA—0/ "Pro-16'd
"

• Continued from Page 1 1 1

Ontario, having realized its potentiali-

ties several years ago.

The 1 6mm. exhibition field has

grown tremendously in Canada in re-

cent years. This has come about so

quietly that neither the 16mm. dis-

tributors association nor the theatre

inspection branch of Ontario has an

official list of places which are now
operating as 16mm. theatres. Most of

these are situated at divisional points

?nd towns along the Canadian Pacific

Railway line between Toronto and

Port Arthur in which there are no

35mm. theatres.

COREY COOK, pioneer Hollywood 16-

mm. cinematographer, has been en-

gaged by Song Book of the Screen as

chief cinematographer on their new

series of Hymnalogues, short 16mm.

subjects in color combining hymnal

music and complementary or descriptive

scenes.

SCREEN ACTORS Guild, oddly enough,,

was the first union organization to

voice objection to the use, by Holly-

wood studios and other professional

film producers, of 16mm. films pro-

duced by non - union photographers

which, of course, includes all amateurs.

In recent months, considerable 16mm.
Kodachrome footage has been marketed

by advanced amateur cinematographers

to various studios to be used for back-

ground shots or blown up to 35mm.
technicolor and released as short sub-

jects. Recent purchase by one studio

from a girl in Colorado of 16mm.
footage ^he made at a rodeo, reportedly

touched off the fireworks. That the

film was of professional quality is evi-

denced by fact studio was set to contract

for purchase of additional footage to

make a series of 12 short subjects.

JAMES A. FITZPATRICK, who produces

the popular series of "Travel Talks"

short subjects for Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer, is contemplating shooting fu-

ture subjects in 16mm. Kodachrome

instead of 35mm. as at present. He
cites the more compact 16mm. equip-

men which makes for easier traveling in

remote locations as reason for switch.

MANUFACTURERS OF SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1931
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MODEL 11 FILM PROCESSING
MACHINE BY

HOUSTON
FOR 16 MM. NEGATIVE, POSITIVE AND REVERSAL FILM

Many profit-making opportunities are opened

up for you in the fast-growing 16 mm. field

by Houston's new Model 11. Its speed and

simplicity of operation, versatility and pre-

cision performance equip you to render a

complete, ultra-modern film processing serv-

ice. With the Model 1 1 you can serve . . .

• BUSINESS AND INDUSTRIAL CON-
CERNS . . . Films for use in Selling, Sales

Promotion, Publicity, Public Relations . . .

for Visual Education or Training of sales,

service, office and factory personnel ... for

Space-Saving Recording of basic business

procedures such as engineering designs,

customers' accounts, production control

systems, operation time studies, material

and process analyses, etc.

• PRODUCERS . . . Stock shots of local

scenic views, industrial or residential, can

be quickly produced on the Model 11.

• INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS . . . Film

library material consisting of points of in-

terest, local oddities and other unusual

shots. Customers see what they buy; and

eliminate the uncertainty of satisfactory

results due to their own inexperience in

movie technique. Think of the profits in

this field as compared to mere camera

rentals and film sales.

For complete specifications and proven uses,

write to

THE HOUSTON CORPORATION
1 1801 W. OLYMPIC BLVD., LOS ANGELES 25, CALIF.

Handles the complete processing job automatically • Every step controlled

for uniform qualiry results • Self-contained unit, requires no extra equip-

ment • Porrable, compact: 64" long, 54" high, 24" wide • Processing

speed up to 20 feet per min. Prepare for your future in the 16 mm.
field. Write today for complete specifications.

Houston Write today for illustrated brochure suggesting

profitable uses for Model 1 1 in many lines of business.
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NEW SOUND Ml SILENT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

MacArthur Liberates Manila is Castle

Films' release for March. Here is a

scoop indeed, coming as it does, with-

in relatively short time after the big

drive in the Philippines. From Linga-

yen to heart of the capitol city, com-
bat cameramen marched in the front

ranks of the avenging Americans to

capture on film, some of the most

spectacular action of the war. Now Cas-

tle Films offer these movies for home
projectors in both 8mm. and 16mm.
width plus a special 16mm. sound edi-

tion, through principal camera stores

and photo dealers throughout the

United States and Canada.

Crazy House, an 8-reel 16mm. sound

picture was produced by Universal. It's

a mad, merry tale of how not to make
motion pictures. Those two zaneys,

Olson and Johnson are the embryonic

film producers who try to muscle their

way into Universal Studios, are final-

ly shot over the gates by cannon!

There are more laughs per minute than

in any other film made this year, ac-

cording to one critic. Cass Daley, Pat

Knowles, Leo Carrillo, Grace McDon-
ald and Andy Devine support Olsen

and Johnson. Subject will be available

after April 8th from Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont.
Chicago.

Pictorial Films, Inc., announces the dis-

tribution of fifty-six new 100-foot

sound musical playlets, featuring some
of the leading bands and orchestras of

the country. First of the subjects will

be ready for release sometime in March
and will feature name band vocalists.

More complete information as to re-

lease date and prices may be had by
writing Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO
Bldg., Radio City, New York City 20.

Moonlight Becomes You, is another in the

latest series of "Soundies"—short 100-

foot 1 6mm. musical films which make
a surprising innovation for 16mm.
sound programs. In this musical brev-

ity, Eddy Howard and his orchestra

are featured. A highlight is the clever

dancing number by Valerie Thorn, star

of the Merrill-Abbott troupe of danc-

ers. It's a tuneful treat with Eddy How-
ard offering vocalization in captivating

style. Subject is available for outright

sale from Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc., 25

West 45th St., New York City. Price

of subject is $7.50.

Hit The lee, starring Abbott & Costello,

is now available in 16mm. sound on a

rental basis from Walter O. Gutlohn,

Inc., 25 West 45th St., New York City.

Picture is loaded with typical Abbott-

Costello comedy situations

Fishing Thrills, recently released by Cas-

tle Films, Inc., is the latest addition to

their Sport Parade series of films. This

picture transports its audiences to pools

and streams in the wilderness alive with
fighting game fish; thence to the open
sea where the larger finny battlers

provide countless thrills for the camera
to record. Climactic sequences show
the battle of anglers for such deep water
game fish as tarpon, marlin and shark.

Subject is available in 8mm. and 16mm.
silent editions and a special 16mm.
sound edition.

King Of The Turf, 9 reels 16mm. sound

is a United Artists' production starring

Adoph Menjou and Dolores Costello.

It is an exciting story teeming with

action, movement and color; a heart-

warming father-and-son theme that

tells a stirring tale of loving comrad-
ship and loyalty between a father and
his boy. Locale is a racetrack and all

the color and excitement of racing un-

derlies every facet of the story. Exclu-

sive world-wide distribution is con-

trolled by Commonwealth Pictures

Corp., 729 Seventh Ave., New York
City 19.

Origin Of Mathematics, t reel, 1 6mm.
sound, is distributed by Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago, 111.
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Inasmuch as this lens will do most of

the work, it should preferably be as

"fast" as possible, i.e., it should be cap-

able of recording exposures under ad-

verse lighting conditions. In the 16

mm. field, the Wollensak Velostigmat

25 mm. focus f : 1
.
5 lens is of peculiar

merit. A superb lens for general use,

its speed of f : 1
.
5 at widest aperture as-

sures fully exposed negatives under ex-

tremely poor light. It is ideal for in-

door scenes where a minimum of illumi-

nation is available, and outdoors early

in the morning and late in the after-

noon when the sunlight is feeble. Street

scenes at night, indoor sports and events

under artificial light, and countless

other occasions, make such a lens high-

ly desirable. It goes without saying that

the extra speed provided by this Velo-

stigmat is very useful when shooting

natural color film.

There is also a Velostigmat of 25

mm. focus, but with a maximum speed

of f-.i.y. Its characteristics, covering

power, angle of view, etc., are the same

as the f : 1.5 lens, but it does not possess

the extremely wide aperture of f : 1
.
5

.

It is intended for those who do not an-

ticipate being required to photograph

under very poor light and who desire

to obtain a normal lens at a somewhat
lower cost. However, it must be kept

in mind that an extra margin of lens

speed, like reserve horsepower in an

automobile, is always desirable, even if

no need for it can be foreseen. The

difference in cost is not prohibitive.

l or 8mm. cameras the Velostigmat

of iz'/2 mm. (/2-inch) focus, f : i .9,

is available. While not quite so fast as

the 25mm. f : 1
.
5 for 16mm. cameras,

it serves a similar purpose. The same

quality characteristics are provided.

The Wide-Angle Lens: The wide-

angle lens is especially useful for inter-

iors or similar conditions where space

limitations do not permit the "normal"
lens to include all of the desired area.

In other words, as its name implies, it

covers a wider angle of view than the

normal lens, with the camera at the

same position or distance from the ob-

ject. Countless situations are constant-

ly developing where such a lens is the

only logical or even possible choice, and

as the movie photographer is expected

to be able to handle any photographic

situation, his need for a wide-angle lens

is sometimes acute. Unfortunately,

wide-angle lenses are not practical on
Smm. cameras. (Continued on Next Page)

^ 50UND / 7*ht>cL 5ILENT

hlm Lib*Aitits
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILMS

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bailey Film Service
1651 Cosmo Street

Bell & Howell Filmosound library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. 8ranch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boyleston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane and Company
5 Little Building

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service
5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DtTROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
KENMORE

Nixon Camera & Photo Supply Co.
3044 Delaware Ave.

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Heber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

New York City—Continued
King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange Inc
55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Collier Photo Sales
14213 Euclid Ave.

Collier Photo Sales
I0"0l Union Ave.

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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"Nearer My God To Thee"

One of the 20 Hymnalogues
NOW AVAILABLE in

16mm. Sound Kodachrome

Now in Production

20 NEW
HYMNALOGUES

if Blessed Assurance if Blest Be The Tie

Beulah Land, Oh Beulah Land
if Home On The Range if Home Sweet Home
if How Firm A Foundation

if I Love To Tell The Story

if I Need Thee Every Hour
if Jesus Lover Of My Soul

ir Jesus Savior Pilot Me
if In The Garden ir Just As I Am

it Leaning On The Everlasting Arms
it Love Divine if Near The Cross

if My Country 'Tis Of Thee
O Come All Ye Faithful * Softly & Tenderly

if Old Black Joe *• What A Friend
We Shall Gather At The River
Work, For The Night Is Coming

Watch for Them]

SONG BOOK OF THE SCREEN
I 1315 Ventura Blvd. No. Hollywood, Calif.

Eastern Distributor:

POST PICTURES CORP.,
723 — 7th Ave., N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.

Sale
16mm SOUND

16mm SILENT— 8mm Rent

3& B

SEND FOR NEW FREE CATALOGUE
100 ft 16mm. Sil. $3.50)Sonja Henie in

50 ft. 8mm. 1 .75) Silvery Skates

CAMPING with VICTOR MOORE
100 ft. 16mm. Sil. $3.50

SECOND HUNGARIAN RHAPSODY
16mm Sound $17.50
NU-ART FILMS, Inc.

145 W>«t 45th Street. New York 19. N. Y.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

EVERY 8MM. FAN WANTS
CINE EXTENAR

It's the new WIDE ANGLE
lens that every cine fan

needs to catch the whole

picture. Simply screwt

over regular 8mm. lens,

providing identical focus

and definition plus a WIDE
ANGLE $27.50

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, WRITE TODAY
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

48 West 29th Street New York City

42
ONE REEL COMEDIES

IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE, |OE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE
130 W. 46th St. New York 19, N. Y.

Many beginners avoid using a wide-

angle lens because they have heard that

such lenses produce distortion and

faulty perspective. This is not altogether

true. Wide-angle lenses in themselves

do not produce such conditions ; the

difficulty comes rather from the man-
ner in which they are often employed.

Any lens, when used too close to an

object, will introduce the above-men-

tioned faults, but it is more noticeable

with wide-angle lenses because of their

short focal length plus their use at very

close range. Used at proper distances,

however, wide-angle lenses give good

drawing, acceptable perspective and no

distortion.

An outstanding advantage of the

wide-angle lens lies in its tremendous

depth of field. On a 16mm. camera,

practically everything within range of

the lens can be brought into sharp

fecus at all distances, even at maxi-

mum aperture. Many types of movie

scenes require such a full depth of

sharpness, and the wide-angle lens serves

this need admirably.

The Wollensak Velostigmat 17mm.
focus, {:z.y lens for 16mm. cameras is

a fine example of the best qualities of

a wide-angle lens. It has ample speed

(f:z.j) for all work where such a lens

is indicated, and is fully corrected for

natural color as well as black-and-white

film. Two styles are available; the one

in a fixed-focus mount (non-focusable)

and the other in a precision micrometer

focusing mount.

The Telephoto Lens: Just as the wide-

angle lens serves a different purpose

from the normal lens in providing a

wider angle of view, so the telephoto

lens serves in the opposite direction. It

produces images of larger-than-normal

size on the film, at the same time em-

bracing a narrower angle of view. The

simplest appraisal of a telephoto lens is

to compare it with a telescope; in fact,

it is to the camera what a telescope is

to the eye; it magnifies, or brings closer,

distant objects.

While, generally speaking, there is

only one wide-angle lens, there are sev-

eral telephoto lenses, each of a different

focal length.

The telephoto lens is extremely use-

ful, especially to the sports photog-

rapher, news and candid cameraman.

Nature photographers, travelers and ex-

plorers find one or more telephoto

lenses a necessary part of their equip-

ment.

For indoor work, even casual "family

album" record scenes can be vastly im-

proved through the use of a telephoto

lens. Close-ups, comparable to portraits

in still photography, can always be

more easily and interestingly produced

with a telephoto which enables the

cameraman to remain a considerable

distance from the subject, thus produc-

ing more natural, pleasing and unposed

scenes.

Just as the professional portrait studio

uses a lens of longer focal length than

is needed, in order to obtain more pleas-

ing expressions, greater roundness and

depth, so does the motion picture pho-

tographer. The shallower depth of field

is a highly desirable quality in such

cases, and the roundness and plasticity

lend additional charm and beauty.

The "strength" or "power" of a tele-

photo lens is provided and expressed by

its focal length. Thus, a 6-inch lens

gives a larger image than a 4-inch lens

at the same distance. Just which lens

would best suit each individual be-

comes a matter of personal selection,

taking into consideration the require-

ments involved. The amateur with a

1 6mm. camera interested chiefly in get-

ting better close-ups of people would

perhaps find a 2-inch or 3-inch lens

best suited to his particular needs,

while the sports and wild-life camera-

man would undoubtedly seek the long-

est focal length lens his camera can ac-

commodate. A 6-inch telephoto would

be a logical choice for a 16mm. camera.

For 1 6mm. cameras, it is easy to de-

termine the magnification of telephoto

lenses. Starting with the normal lens of

1 -inch focus, the 2-inch telephoto

would produce twice the magnifica-

tion; the 3 -inch, three times; etc. By
the same token, the 6-inch lens would

give twice the magnification of the 3-

inch lens, etc.

Telephoto lenses, such as the Wollen-

sak Velostigmats, come in a complete

series of focal lengths as follows:

2- inch ( 50mm.) focus, £13.5

3 -inch ( 75mm.) focus, f:4

4-inch (100mm. ) focus, f 14.

5

6-inch (150mm.) focus, f 14.

5

These are for 16mm. cameras. Two
excellent telephotos are offered by Wol-

lensak for 8mm. cameras, as follows:

i-inch (25mm.) focus, f:3-5

1 ^4-inch (uYzmm.) focus, f
:
3

.

5

The 1 -inch lens produces twice the

magnification of the normal 12 J/?mm.
lens, while the 1 ^2-inch lens produces

three times the magnification of the

normal lens. In other words, the i-inch

lens is comparable on the 8mm. camera

to the 2-inch lens on the 16mm. cam-

era, while the 1 J^-inch lens gives the

same relative magnification on 8mm.
film as the 3-inch lens on 16mm. film.

Lenses of longer focal length for

8mm. cameras would for most uses, be

impractical, hence are not available ex-

cept by means of special mounting and

fitting.

With this general outline of the vari-

ous lenses available for amateur movie

work, it becomes an easy matter to

make a wise selection of the proper

lenses for your purposes. Most amateur

cameramen have three lenses because
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their cameras are fitted with turrets

accommodating this number of lenses.

For greatest flexibility, the logical selec-

tion would generally be a wide-angle

lens, a normal lens, and a telephoto

lens. However, in choosing his telephoto

lens, the photographer must determine

which lens possesses the most distinct

advantages for his own particular needs.

Before making an actual purchase,

think the matter of lens choice over

carefully. Talk the matter over with

your camera shop salesman. The Service

Department of the Wollensak Optical

Co., Rochester, N. Y., will gladly advise

movie amateurs who write regarding

their lens problems.

Jbream Camera

Come Z)rue . . .

• Continued from Page $9

1 6mm. job that would meet all of Gal-

lagher's filming requirements. Critical

materials, being what they are, seemed

for a time to make a start on the con-

version impossible. Then a friend in the

professional field offered an ancient

28mm. Pathe camera, from which was
obtained an excellent 400 foot external

flim magazine and several other parts

that afforded a good start on the con-

version.

"With the help of a precision machin-
ist," said Gallagher, "we started the

conversion project last March, and by
patient experimenting, which included

changing the pitch of certain internal

mechanisms, we developed a camera
that actually operates on the original

motor spring to turn a 400 foot film

load with maximum efficiency." This

took care of the film capacity so sorely

lacking in stock model cameras used up
to that time.

The next and most necessary item was
a means for making smooth fades and
dissolves automatically. Instead of try-

ing to rebuuild the Bolex shutter and
its attendant mechanism, an automatic
dissolve attachment, marketed in the

early days of 16mm. cameras, was lo-

cated and adapted to the camera. This
is shown in the photographs. It swings
away from the lens turret on a posi-

tive hinge arrangement to permit great-

er ease in focusing. The complete de-

vice is mounted upon slide rails at-

tached to the camera so that it may
be moved forward when long focus

lenses are used.

Other features include the installa-

tion of external pulleys, as shown in

Fig. 3, by which the feed and takeup
reels in the film magazine are driven

when connected by spring belt.

The standard reflex focusing tube and
the single frame counter device, pro-

vided by manufacturer of the Bolex,

were added to the camera to complete

the array of practical features. The
camera mounts on a professional type

tripod by means of a special-built tilt-

pan head made especially for the camera.

For those films to which sound-on-

film in the form of narration is to be

added later, the spring motor drive of

24 f.p.s. is both ample and satisfactory,

thus making it unnecessary to add an

electric motor and the cumbersome stor-

age batteries which would be necessary

to furnish power, in view of the amount
of filming done on locations where cur-

rent is not readily available.

Frank Gallagher's accomplishment,

in converting his Bolex to a fine pro-

fessional job, gives added weight to the

growing contention that there is a defi-

nite need for a thoroughly professional

1 6mm. camera for serious movie mak-
ers outside the strictly commercial pro-

duction field.

Obviously, details for altering the in-

ternal mechanism of the camera are too

complex to be described here, much less

understood by the average owner of a

1 6mm. Bolex who is not likely to be

even remotely familiar with this part

of his camera. However, anyone serious-

ly interested in undertaking a similar

conversion may communicate with Mr.

Frank Gallagher, 162 Tenean Street,

Boston, Mass.

(Review* 0/

cAmateur 3ilm&
• Continued from Page <>o

into a residential section of the city.

In the city park, he falls asleep on

a bench and dreams he's in heaven

where an angel brings him all sorts of

good things to eat. He awakens from
dream with a start and goes wearily

on his way. Presently he passes an office

building, sees a sign: "Man Wanted

—

No Work—Good Pay." He enters and

applies for the job. Place is a question-

able doctor's office. Doctor puts tramp

in chair and ties him up, then orders

large tray of food which he eats him-

self, stating he is conducting a test on

the tramp. At this the tramp faints.

Three men in white enter office and

seize doctor who, it seems, is an escaped

lunatic. Tramp is revived by nurse and

given food. He goes out on street again,

this time to beg some new clothes. He
knocks at one door and a woman re-

sponds. She gives tramp some clothes

and he goes into her garage to change.

Final scene shows tramp emerging from
garage, picking up discarded clothes

and walking away.

Obviously, the ending is very incom-

plete. In fact the entire picture is

loosely put together. The shooting

script was not properly developed to

carry the story smoothly. As a conse-

quence, the picture, at times, leads one

. POST PICTURES 1

Announces

A List of Additional Re-

leases in 16mm Sound

YOUNG EAGLES
The Boy Scout adventure SERIAL in 12

chapters. Officially endorsed by Boy Scouts

of America. A picture everyone wants to see.

RANGE BUSTERS
A series of eight Musical Westerns

A new style and type of Western entertain-

ment. Each feature has a cleverly arranged

dramatic story with a guarded finale and
a wealth of comedy highlighted by fine

musical interludes in the excellent singing

of cowboy ballads.

Featuring Ray "CRASH" Corrigan, John
"DUSTY" King and Max "ALIBI" Terhune.

NATURE
A series of 6 Educational Subjects

A series of magnificently photographed
strange living things—on the land—in the

waters—and in the air. Some gigantic in

size, others so small that they are invisible

to the human eye, but they are shown in

bold relief and startling detail as seen by
the microscopic camera lens.

While designed as educational subjects,

they are equally absorbing and impressive

for entertainment purposes.

WRESTLING
A series of 9 Subjects

Here is grand entertainment for any audi-

ence. In the series are subjects picturing the

highlights of male and female wrestling

champions and showing single and double
matches in the present day technique; the

many forms of offense, defense, holds and
amazing displays of prowess.

HYMNALOGUES
"THE SONGBOOK OF THE SCREEN"

In Natural COLOR or Black and White.
20 Subjects

World renowned hymns and famous songs

splendidly sung by the celebrated Hamilton
Quartet, with the words, super-imposed on
appropriate scenic backgrounds, to permit

audiences joining in the singing. The back-

grounds were photographed in gorgeous na-

tural color. Excellent 3 -minute subjects to

embellish any program.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FILM

RENTAL LIBRARY

Write for our New Catalogue—just off the

press— which lists the titles of the subjects

listed here and many other fine features and

shorts.

POST PICTURES CORP.
Dept. 14 723 Seventh Ave.. New York l«, N. Y.
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Do you want to be

AMONG THE FIRST

to own one of the new

8mm. Keystone

Movie Cameras
that will be in production

when the war is over?

Then write for

Willoughby's Postwar
Priority Plan

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing

32nd St. near 6th Ave. N. Y. 1. N. Y.

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM
Foremost book on subject tells you how to build simple home
equipment; gives all formulas and complete instructions. Mailed

postpaid for only

—

$1.00

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.

16mm. KO DAC H ROM E

TITLES
Make your Kodachrome movies tiVe on new im-
portance and interest with the addition of profes-

sional main titles at this new low price. Baautifuliy

made and extremely colorful, these titles will add
sparkle to your color reels. Orders filled promptly.

75C fach— Three tor $2.00
K 101— Football Thrills
K 1 02—The End
KI03—A Day at the Zoo
KI04—Cine Oddities
KI05— Family Portraits

KI06—Our Vacation Trip West
K 107—Golf
K I 08—Bathing Cuties
KI09—The Stork Arrives
Kl 10—The Family Champ
K 1 1

1—The Future President
K 1 1

2—Our Bundle From Heaven
K 1 13—Our Son
K 1 14— Vacationing in the

Mountains
Kl 15—Our Fishing Trip

Kl 16—A Reel Fish Story
K 1 17—Our Hunting Trip
K 1 18—Off to a Glorious Holiday
K 1 19—The Great Northwest
KI20—The Dude Ranch
K 121—Just Fishing
K 122—Winter Sports
KI23—Our Summer Retreat
K 124—A Stroll in the Park
K 125—Down on the Farm
K 126— Merry Christmas
KI27— Here Comes the Bride
KI28—Off on a Honeymoon
K 129— Happy New Year.

Everybody

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

KI30—The Nite Before Christmas
K 13 1—We Celebrate the 4th

of July
KI32—Our Vacation Trip South
K 133—Our Vacation Trip North
KI34—Our Vacatloo Trip East
KI35—Wartime Influences

Around Us
K 136—Autumn
KI37—Down to the Beach
K 138—Wintertime
KI39—Circus
K 1 48— Easter Parade
K 141—Our Garden
K 142—Trains

Dept. HM2— 186 W. Pandolph St

CHICAGO I. ILLINOIS

off into what appears to be an inter-

sting situation only to end the situation

abruptly without explanation. More
careful analysis of professional photo-
plays should enable this filmer to im-
prove this phase of his movie making.

Photography is fair. The camera,
evidently used pretty much without
tripod, seemed to jump around quite

a bit. Also, there was a marked absence
of story-motivating closeups where
they would do most good.

While composition and photography
of the subtitles are commendable, com-
position of text of many titles could
be improved. Such titles as "Oh, thank
you!" are unnecessary and the thought
implied is easily conveyed in the action.

Another error was the failure to

properly introduce the central char-
acter in a closeup at the very beginning
of the picture. In spite of all these

criticisms, however, the picture indi-

cates that Manoville tried, and he de-

serves the 2-Star Merit Leader awarded
for his effort. He credits brother mem-
bers of the Amateur Motion Picture

Club of Saint Louis with valuable as-

sistance in making the picture.

^Movie cAidz

Polio Jbrive . . .

• Continued from Page 97

fullv watch, Donna is brought out on
a stretcher and placed in the ominous-
looking black sedan to be rushed to the

hospital.

Here it is discovered both legs are

paralyzed by polio. For long months
she lies sick, but summer finally comes

again and Donna is able to return home
to live with her parents, returning to

the hospital regularly tor treatments.

Her visits to the hospital are made
possible through the Crippled Children's

Council, which also provides calipers for

her legs and proper shoes that she may
walk. A member of a service club volun-

teers to take Donna back and forth to

the hospital in his car. At home she

is given extra milk, eggs, fruit and

fresh vegetables she needs through the

Service League of the War Memorial

Children's Hospital.

Soon Donna grows strong enough to

have one caliper removed and slowly she

regains normal use of one leg; learns tu

walk again with one leg still braced.

She and her mother are then told about

Blue Mountain Camp, situated on Geor-

gian Bay of Lake Huron, where expert-

ly trained nurses have charge and give

special treatment to the children ac-

cording to their indivdual needs.

Child eyes change from sadness to

joy as girls and boys enjoy playground

swings, go up and down on teeter-tot-

ters, or splash in the waters of the bay.

For three weeks the children are given
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this outdoor life by the council. The
picture shows several youngsters from
London being transported by bus to the

camp. Producer Jones followed with his

camera to picture them naturally, thus

to show the great good accruing to

these stricken youngsters through the

treatment and care afforded by facili-

ties of the London Crippled Children's

Council. At the end of the summer.

Donna has regained her health and clos-

ing sequences show her happily rejoin-

ing her playmates at school.

Making a 16mm. motion picture was
completely new to members of the Lon-

don Little Theatre who contributed

their services as actors and technicians.

Orlo Miller contributed the screen story;

Ward Cornell assisted with lighting the

interiors ; Blanche Tancock and Ena
Hogg assisted with the direction, and
John Sullivan contributed much in an
important role in the picture.

According to Jones, filming the pic-

ture occupied four days—two for ex-

teriors and two for the interiors. The
tedious job of editing and titling was
shared by two of the Little Theatre
members. Titles for the picture were
many and were handlertered by Mr.
Jones, a task which, together with the

filming, required an additional 80

hours. Over 800 feet of 16mm. Koda-
chrome was shot in production, of which
approximately 625 feet were used in

the finally edited version. Film and

other costs were financed by the Com-
munity Chest with Jones and mem-
bers of the Little Theatre contributing

their services gratis.

To say that there is opportunity in

every community for the production of

a "Horizons of Hope," is something of

an understatement; there is an actual

need for such films in every community,
large and small. It is a project that

should be considered by every serious

amateur or cine group ambitious to

turn their talents into good tor the

community. Invariably, Community
Chest agencies or service clubs will

gladly underwrite the cost of film and
other material incidentals for films of

this kind, once their exploitation value

is clearly demonstrated.

In contributing of his time and
talents to the production of "Horizons
of Hope," John Jones has greatly ad-

vanced the fight in his community
against polio. It is a contribution that

cannot be measured in terms of dollars

and cents. While making the picture

has added much to his experience and
prestige as a movie maker, the real

pleasure is the knowledge that through
a more informed public, a greater re-

sponse followed that now insures ade-

quate funds for the rehabilitation of

London's polio victims.

LIFE

BEGINS WITH

)P
nn&

And what a picture-takin' time it is for

camera fans! Victory farmers in every back-

yard, happily planting hopes . . . youthful

Babe Ruths and Ty Cobbs at their backlots

baseball . . . sidewalk roller skaters . . .

humming-top contestants ... or maybe
marbles. Pictures that grow in importance
with each passing year.

Spring is rich in such human interest

scenes, if you rely on a WESTON exposure

Not
available

today, but

WORTH
WAITING
FOR . .

.

meter to make them live. The subjects move
swiftly . . . the light is uncertain and shadows

are tricky. But with the extremely selective

viewing angle of a MASTER, and its exclusive

exposure-control dial, every user can depend

on his shots being right in the center of

his film's exposure range. Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, 617 Frelinghuysen

Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Tp\ 1 n'tually — maybe sooner than you think —
you'll be able to enjoy the thrill of owning

DeVRY 8mm. or [6mm. cameras and projectors. . . .

Isn't it reasonable to expect a manufacturer who for

more than 30 years has been building professional

motion picture equipment for Hollywood and for

better theaters thru-out the world t ohave the "know-
how" and the facilities to build 8mm. and 16mm.
equipment for your use? You'll be more than glad

you waited for the best.

.TO**

World's Most Complete Line of Motion
Picture Sound Equipment ... An Out-
standing Name in the Cinematic World
for j 2 years . . .BUY U. S. WAR BONDS!

DeVRY alone among motion picture equipment
manufacturers has received the Army-Navy "E"

award four consecutive times.

DeVRY CORPORATION
1111 Armitage Ave. Chicago 14, Illinois

Distributors in World's Principal Cities

DeVRY SOUND-ON-FILM PROJECTORS ARE PRECISION ELECTRONIC DEVICES
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calling Mr. Came

I'm hot on the trail of every

camera that isn't in use.

Send your idle camera or

equipment to me and cash

in handsomely.
Check sent out
same day your stuff

is received Mer-
chandise returned

postpaid if not sat.

isfied.

President

ift&SSOmen co.
179 W. MADISON ST.CHICAGO 2 ,

Jlovie 0$ ZJIte yUonth 3or jiiarck

^^^m^. Eiery thing for the Moiie lan

^ K Panchromatic FILM
"\A M 00 feet A cf\IO M Weston 32-20 H.JW

| I I (prices include processing)

8mm- 16mm Castle Films

Tripod Beaded Screens
" 30 x 40 $ 7.50

39 x 50 - 10.50

Mitten Title Letters 5.95

Movie Titlers 9.75

8mm Metal Reel Case 4.95

TATE Quality LABORATORIES
2817-1* E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

, A NEW MOVIE AID—
The WEBBER E-Z REEL THREADER
Threads film on your projector reels

in 1 10 the present time.

No More Fussing

Used on 8 or 16 mm reels up to

400 ft. capacity.

3 for $1.00 equips 3 reefs

M. L .WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N. Y.

STOP "APOLOGIZING" for your movie titles

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title

Test Kit. Try making titles the easy A-to-Z

way. Test our method before buying the com-
plete outfit.

Complete Color Title Outfit $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Ave. Dept. H72 New York 10, N. Y.

FINE DUPLICATES
ENLARGEMENTS OR REDUCTIONS

of your 8mm. 16mm. home movies. Develop
your own and save money wish. For de-

tails enclose stamped, addressed envelop.

MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
P. O. Box 385

San Diego S, California

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
5209 W. 23rd St. Cicero 50, III.

• Continued from Page lot

building has been removed to permit

entrance of the machine.

After the camera follows the truck,

shows it backing up to front of the

store, careful photography pictures the

complete unloading operation quickly

and interestingly. Transfer of machine
from the truck to floor of the shop

was a task similar to unloading a loco-

motive. Sturdy iron rollers, heavy tim-

bers and heavy jacks were employed.

These in the hands of skilled movers
make the moving job interesting—the

kind people often stand around on the

street for hours to watch. Richards

captured the most interesting opera-

tions with his camera. If he made

lengthy or repetitive scenes, as is so

often done in shooting subjects of this

kind, he skillfully retained only the

most important and trimmed these

to the minimum of footage at the

editing board.

This sequence is cut just right

—

just enough of each operation is shown

to permit ready grasp of it; and, of

course, most of the action is shown

in closeup. There was a clever motive

in this beside the purely cinematic

requisite: it was to avoid giving a

complete view of the huge machine,

at any one time. The spectator catches

frequent glimpses of a portion of the

monster, resplendent in glistening red

enamel finish, but never sees enough

to answer the question that has, by

now, been established in the minds of

all — "What Is It?" — in spite of the

closeup of the catalog page which

appeared earlier.

"Featuring the machine as import-

antly as the players," said Richards,

"was purposely done to lend to the

machine something of a personality

and thus further enliven interest in

the picture."

The machine now inside the build-

ing, workmen set about replacing the

store front of brick, wood and glass.

Two weeks later, the machine is in

place and ready for operation. At last

we are given a fair look at it. A ma-

chinist is readying it for a job. Adjust-

ments are made, the motor started, then

a crankshaft from an automobile motor

is mounted in the lathe and the grind-

ing wheel placed in contact. Nicely

planned closeups show all of this and

more: the wheel grinding the bearing;

how surface of the bearing is lubri-

cated with a constant flow of oil, etc.

The shaft is finally removed and a

careful inspection made by Penniman

and Richards of the work performed

by the grinding machine, and the pic-

ture closes with the title:

"And that, friends, is one way to

spend $13,200.00!"

One of the things that stands out

most in this picture is the fact there

isn't a superfluous frame of film any-

where. It is well photographed with

skillful editing to support it. The titles

are few and well executed, yet the

interest builds with each scene that

leads to the final revealing sequence.

T learned something important in

making this picture," said Richards.

"I needed interior lighting and as my
white photofloods were about finished,

and I could purchase no more locally,

I used blue daylight-type photofloods,

which were obtainable, with regular

Kodachrome indoors.

"Although this required slightly

more lamps than if I had used white

photofloods, it did away with the need

for compensating filters and the need

for two types of Kodachrome film. In

the future, I shall use this combina-

t'on altogether in shooting indoors."

In furnishing additional technical

data, Mr. Richards said titles were made
with aid of Mitten block letters and

made large enough to be photographed

at a distance of 38 inches from camera,

which made unnecessary the use of a

supplementary lens. Plenty of light was

poured on the titles which enabled

stopping down the lens for maximum
definition.

For other movie makers to whom
lack of a concrete idea for a picture

is second only to lack of film, "A
Major Investment" offers a fine ex-

ample of how an otherwise common-
place incident, in the course of one's

business, can be filmed and made the

basis of an interesting picture—inter-

esting to others beside himself and

family, we mean. And that should

be the goal of every amateur—to make
movies of general rather than limited

interest. "A Major Investment" cer-

tainlv succeeds in this.

Mak
3or ^htoney, . . .

• Continued front Page 104

is distributing "Beauty Brevities," "Star-

let Revue," "Sarong Girls," "Screen-Up

Girls," "Lorelei," "Diversion," and

"Glamour Newsreels" number 1, 2, 3

and 4.

Richter Film Laboratories in Holly-

wood have reportedly acquired sales

rights to "Screen Album," "Farmer In

The Dell," "Hollywood," "Zoo Ani-

mals," "Ever Since Eve," "Sport Life,"

"Dangerous Curves," and "Cinderella,"

the classic 100 foot Kodachrome subject

described in the June, 1944, issue of

Home Movies.
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Reviews of Caloia's films, which have

appeared from time to time in Home
Movies, stressed the superlative quality

of his photography. Admittedly, Caloia

has good equipment—a 16mm. Bolex

camera and all accessories—and knows

how to use it. But still more important

is his skill in picturing a subject in a

thoroughly artistic and professional

manner; in knowing how to impart

continuity and build interest in short

screen subjects.

His "Screen Album" picturing over

75 prominent Hollywood movie stars is

but one example. Comprising shots of

the stars captured at various big Holly-

wood film premieres, each is so skill-

fully photographed and edited that an

interesting continuity is maintained and

brought to good climax in the closing

scene.

Whenever a bathing beauty contest

or any other event is held in Southern

California in which feminine pulchri-

tude is put on display, Caloia surveys

the proposed event in advance, figures

out its continuity and pictorial possi-

bilities, and gets the event— and the

girls—properly filmed on Kodachrome
—often adding a few tie-in shots later

for continuity. These "Glamour" films

are then placed in hands of distributors

who market them in both 8mm. and

1 6mm. prints.

More recently, Caloia's services as a

cinematographer have been engaged by

several i6mm. film producers. An im-

portant assignment was with Richter a3

cameraman on "A Christmas Fantasy,"

a delightful holiday story film produced

in Hollywood. Other assignments fol-

lowed from producers of training films.

What started out as a pleasant hobby

for Caloia has become a promising

business opportunity, and one is not sur-

prised that already he is laying plans

for entering the field of i6mm. produc-

tion of industrial, training and educa-

tional films.

So, you see, when Home Movies ac-

claims a film the Movie Of The Month,

or tenders it an award in its Annual

Amateur Contest, you can reasonably

expect something important to come of

it and its producer.

Jfecording, With Projector .

• Continued from Page 10}

In use, the lamp is mounted so that

the disc is "seen" nearly edge-on by the

slit. Screwing the bulb into any lamp
socket and observing the apparent

brightness of the disc from different

directions will show that this gives the

brightest image. This is due to the fact

that the light comes from a glowing

layer of gas rather than from an in-

candescent surface. Since only one of

the electrodes will be lighted when the

bulb is used for recording, it should

be placed so that the dividing line be-

tween the electrodes is vertical.

There is just enough space to get one

electrode under the optical system.

Since the lamp is in rather cramped
quarters, instead of building a lamp
house around it, we simply wrap it with

black tape and insert a felt collar be-

tween the lamp and the slit to eliminate

stray light. The normal exposure time

of the film as it moves past the record-

ing beam is about i /7000 of a second

which indicates that light from the

argon lamp is powerfully actinic. Even
stray reflected light will make marks
on the film. Since the projector is not

provided with a light tight case, we do
our recording in a dark room. At night,

it is easy to darken one room in a house

sufficiently, but a safelght is necessary

to provide illumination during operation

of the projector-recorder.

In our experiments the recorder has

generally been used with a small seven-

watt amplifier with the argon bulb

connected directly into the plate cir-

cuit of the output tube, a 6L6G. Un-
fortunately the argon bulb cannot be

connected to the projector amplifier in

place of the loud-speaker directly. There

is no reason to believe that it could not

be operated in this manner if suitable

piovision were made for coupling and
for providing the necessary polarizing

voltage. While we have not done this,

it has an early place in our future ex-

periments.

To find out what may be expected

from this glow-lamp as a recording

lamp, try letting it shine directly on

the projector photo-cell. If the recorder

is connected to a phonograph pick-up

and the projector amplifier is on, the

music will be heard in the projector

speaker. Properly adjusted the quality

of reproduction will be excellent. If the

volume control on the phonograph is

turned too high, a raspy quality will be

obtained which is evidence that the

glow-lamp is overmodulated. If the

volume is adjusted for good quality in

this direct reproduction, the quality

should be good in the film recording.

Reference to the figure will give a

good idea as to the correct position and

tilt of the glow-lamp for best results,

but only experimentation will actually

achieve the ideal adjustment. In finding

this position, the projector photo-cell

and amplifier can be used to advantage.

With the recorder unit fastened in posi-

tion and being fed from a phonograph

pick-up, the projector sound system is

turned on and the position of the lamp
changed until the music from the

UNMOUNTED F^™"8

HARoTR%ooo
U
"dTF«rEnt mg

at vnuR DEALERS — r *AT YOUK uij
((jr prUe Llst

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET—Stock No.
401 l-E. $1.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 18 mms. and a focal length when
combined of I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lames,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.,

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms

Together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
27 W. Clinton Ave., Dept. 9, P. O. Audubon, N. J.

TITLES
Film Editing

Since 1924

Extensive Film Rental Library,

8mm., 16mm. Silent and Sound

Catalog Free

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
3252 Foster Avenue Chicago 25, III.

RENTAL LIBRARY of 16mm
SOUND FEATURES & SHORTS
At Prices You Can Afford to Pay

Film listing 25c refundable on 1st order

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P.O. Box 539 Brockton 65, Mass.

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54
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EYEPIECE
Permits Complete
Focal Adjustment

AT ALL BETTER DEALERS,
OR SENT DIRECT POSTPAID
IF CASH WITH 0R0ER<3-

. . . with Three

FILM TRACKS
for 35mm, 16 mm,
and 8mm Strip Him—
/deal for COLOR SLIDES

DRAFTSMEN'S QUIU7
1668 N. VAN NESS AVE., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

— SPECIAL! SPECIAL! —
COLORED SCOTCH
CELLULOSE TAPE

Red, White, Blue. Black, Green, Brown, Purple,
Yellow-Orange; In 2592 Inches. '/*" 91c- %"
$1.06; $1.20; %" 1.50; I" 1.90.

CLEAR TAPEV 95c; '/
2
" $1.08; %" $1.35; I" $1.75. DIS-

COUNT IN LARGE QUANTITIES.

NEW CAMERAS— ENLARCERS, etc.
Available to Servicemen, Photographers, Essen-
tial Users, etc.

LEICA. CONTAX, etc. available for Trade.

CATALOG READY NOW!

THE CAMERA PLACE. Inc.
101 West 51st St. (at RADIO CITY)

NEW YORK 19. NEW YORK

USE
Fin*
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film.
Ample
Outdoor
Speed

l6mm AMBERTINT FILM 8mm

$3.50 .iidudes niutiiine processing. i).-y-$2.25
_er

liglit spools, ready to load & shoot,

inn ft Calif, buyers include sales tax. CFluu HOLLYWOOD LAND STUDIOS 50

' The West's Greatest Film Mail Order Houie"
Southgate California

NEW 14mm Sound FEATURES
"AS YOU LIKE IT"
"DUKE OF WEST POINT"
"INTERNATIONAL LADY"
"SOUTH OF PAGO PAGO"

Write for FREE Catalog H

EA
95 N. MAIN WATERBURY 14, CONN.

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS
with BLACK and WHITE fine

grain Semi-Orthochromatic Re-
versible Film for finest results

—lowest cost.

14mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
1 00 - ft . Roll, only $2.50

Rating Scheiner 18

8mm. Reversible Outdoor Film
25-ff. Dble 8, only $1.25

See your dealer or send money
direct.

Write for prices for develop-
ing and processing of 8mm. and 14mm. films

bought elsewhere.
VISUAL INSTRUCTION SUPPLY CORP.

Dept. 12, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FILM GRAPHMiles
VOICE AND MUSIC RECORDINGS
"Make Your Own Talkies"

LIMITED SUPPLY—FILMGRAPH Models JV or

JVC Recorder-Reproducers — latest modern
method of recording directly on your 14mm
film or on Miles M-5 blank Safety Film. Ac-
curate, lengthy recordings. Can be used with
or without projectors. Write for Circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

812 Broadway (Dept. HM-3) New York 3

phonograph is heard with the best vol-

ume.

It won't be very loud at best be-

cause not much light gets through the

slit, but our experience has been that

if the beam is bright enough for record-

ing, the photo-cell will pick up enough
to give a clearly audible reproduction.

The position of the slit can be roughly

;hecked by leaving the lamp unmodu-
ated and running a good sound track

rhrough the projector, adjusting the

position of the slit to get best reproduc-

tion.

After the adjustment has been checked

in the above manner, test recordings

ire then made to determine position of

:he slit. The best source to use for this

s an audio oscillator (which may be

sorrowed from a radio amateur or tech-

nician
)
adjusted to about 5000 cycles

i second. If an oscillator is not avail-

ible, a phonograph record of some high-

oitched reed instrument may be used.

Use the same portion of the record for

;ach test. This will allow a ready com-
parison of the fineness of the lines. The
:est in each position will for economy's
;ake be short, but don't make it too

short.

It should be remembered that the

ound drum is friction driven by the

ilm acting as a belt, and until it comes
up to speed the film will be slipping on
it and moving irregularly. Thus, during,

the first few inches of film travel, nor-

mal recording will not result. A series

of tests should be made, starting with

the slit a little to one side of the ex-

pected "best" position and then advanc-

ing the screw an equal amount after

each test. Inspection of the developed

film will show which position gives

the most clearly defined lines.

In actual recording we have found
that the high-frequency response of the

glow-lamp must be boosted by turning

the amplifier tone control to "high" or

"treble". The bass response of the lamp
is excellent.

And now a few suggestions about

handling the film. Positive film (which

is all we have been able to obtain) will

produce a good track if conditions are

ideal, but it is at the lower limit of us-

able sensitivity. Exposure to mercury
vapor for from twenty-four to forty-

eight hours either before or after ex-

posure will practically double the speed

and make it easy to get enough density.

A most convenient method of carrying

out hypersensitization is by the use of a

"Sensigraph" capsule, sold by superior

Bulk Film Company, 1 8 S W. Randolph
Street, Chicago 1, Illinois.

Development of positive film sound-

tracks seems best carried out with a

fairly vigorous developer. We use a

standard paper developer, D-72, but di-

luted with only one part of water to

one part of stock solution instead of

the usual two parts of water. Develop-

ment is carried out for about 5 minutes.

For consistently even development, we
found that a drum is best; but a rack

may be used if agitation is thorough

and continuous.

Of course short test lengths can be

run back and forth through a tray of

developer like a Kodak film. In general

it will be found that best results are

obtained with a sound track which

looks much lighter than that found on

commercial films. This is a character-

istic of this method of recording and is

due to the fact that one is working on

the under-exposure part of the charac-

teristic curve of the emulsion. A dis-

cussion of the sensitometric problems

of glow-lamp recording would be in-

teresting and enlightening to the ad-

vanced worker, but it is not at all es-

sential to achieving usable results.

The simplest method of combining

such a sound track with a picture is by

post-recording. The picture is developed

as a negative, edited and then printed

cn the same film on which the sound

track is to be recorded. If a script is

prepared and timed to keep pace with

the projected negative, then the com-
mentary can be timed to follow the ac-

tion very closely—no lip synchroniza-

tion, of course! Trials should be made
as to printing time to insure that the

picture print will develop to the proper

depth and contrast in the same devel-

oper and developing time that must be

used for the sound track.

If it is desired, the sound track orig-

inally recorded may be printed with a

picture negative onto a third "com-
posite" print. This would ordinarily be

resorted to only in making a synchro-

nized recording. We are now working

on the problem of synchronizing a

camera with this recorder and expect

soon to be ready with a method which

can be used with the camera spring

driven, hand cranked or motor driven,

using only the simplest of equipment

and no synchronous motors.

Experience in disc recording will cer-

tainly be a help to the amateur

attempting the sound recording method
described here; but it is by no means

a ^prerequisite to success. Whatever

your background, even if you have

used commercially-built equipment for

sound-on-film recording, you will find

a real thrill in projecting for your

family and friends your first complete-

ly home-made sound film. We quite

realize that many improvements are still

possible in our methods and equipment.

Development, we are sure, will be more

rapid as more people experiment with

this idea.
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J^aryer Projector J^eel Capacity,
• Continued from Pjge 100

film are to be screened. Parts for the

gadget cost approximately $8.00.

The unit consists of the base—a panel

of wood 1 inch thick and 9 by 10 inches

in size as shown in Fig. 4. Moulding

tacked on top surface forms a well to

accommodate projector base. The ex-

tension arms are attached to this base

as is the small auxiliary takeup motor.

In addition to the base, parts necessary

to complete the unit are as follows:

1 pc. 1 -inch strap iron 20 inches long.

1 pc. 1 -inch strap iron 29 inches long.

2 1 6mm. reel spindles (the type used

for special arm accessory on Kodascope

models C, D. K and L and obtainable

from Eastman Kodak Co.)

1 40-inch length of projector spring-

belting.

1 no-v. motor with reduction gear

(similar to type used in window dis-

plays.)

2 pes. J/4-inch (I.D.) brass tubing

1 inch long.

First let it be explained that the

motor may not be required where this

gadget is built for another model or

make of projector. With some, all that

is necessary is to fit a wooden pulley

over the takeup reel shaft and connect

this by belt with the takeup spindle on

the lower extension arm. Where this

plan is followed, part of the lower ex-

tension arm must be cut away, as shown

in Fig. 4, to permit passage of the belt.

Ir- my own case, where a Bell & How-
ell projector is used, I find the auxiliary

motor more satisfactory, as the projec-

tor spindle had a tendency to slip when

the large take-up reel was well loaded

with 500 or 600 feet of film.

The following is step-by-step instruc-

tion for making the gadget: On the

bottom of the base board, 4 J/4 inches

from the right hand 10-inch side, cut

a slot 1 inch wide by 4 inches long by
x

/z inch deep. The 29-inch piece of

strap iron is inserted in this groove and

bolted in place after drilling two holes

in the iron, and corresponding holes in

the wood base board. Flat headed bolts

are used and countersunk, leaving a

smooth flush surface. That section of

the bolt which protrudes beyond the

bottom surface of the base board is

then cut off.

Bend the strap iron at right angles

to the base. This can be accomplished

by pulling the iron against the edge

of the base or inserting the 4-inch slot

end in a vise and hammering the free

end to shape at a square right angle.

Seven inches from the base, bend the

strap forward at about a twenty de-

gree angle. Bend the other end of the

iron around one of the pieces of J/4 -inch

brass tubing which acts as a bearing

for the spindle. A small oil-hole can

be drilled afterward through the iron

and tubing for lubrication. Inserting

the reel spindle in the tubing makes
the feeding reel ready for operation.

Cut another slot in the bottom of

the base 1 V4 inches from the right hand
side, 1 inch wide by 4 inches long by J/2

inch deep. Bolt the 20-inch piece ot

strap iron in this groove in the same
manner as before. Bend the other end

around the second '/4-inch piece of brass

tubing and insert the take-up spindle.

Mount the motor on the base board

so that the spring belt is in line with

the take-up spindle pulley wheel as

shown in Fig. 3. Set the projector on

the base board so the film comes straight

down from the feed reel and out to

the take-up reel in a straight line. With
projector thus aligned, mount pieces of

molding along the front and the two

sides of projector base. This assures a

permanent place for the projector so

that film will always be in line as shown

in Fig. 2. Glue a piece of sheet cork or

felt to bottom of the baseboard to pre-

vent slipping and scatching of table

top. Paint top of the board and the strap

iron with flat black paint for a finish.

Reels for 800, 1200, or 1600 feet of

8mm. film may be made from 1 6mm.
feels of similar size. All that is neces-

sary is to bend up the tabs holding sides

of reel to the core, remove the core

and reduce its width by cutting to that

of 8mm. film, and replace the sides,

securing them in place by bending the

retaining tabs.

£a*y,-to-build

Junction Sox . . .
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need for searching for baseboard out-

lets is eliminated.

For the special outlet, I ran a length

of BX (flexible metal conduit covered

wire) from our meter fuse box to an

outlet box placed near the cellar stairs.

This gave a current source of 25 amps

directly from the meter. I say 25 amps

because that is the capacity of the fuse

in the "juicer," whereas a 30 amp fuse

protects the line at the meter box.

Should I overload the "juicer," the

25 amp "juicer" fuse will blow first.

It is then a simple matter to replace

the fuse in the "juicer" instead of using

precious time in suspending shooting,

losing the mood of the acting, etc.,

while a trip is made to the meter box

to replace a fuse.

When it becomes necessary to set

Fascinating new album with padded, embossed
covers and metal, multiple ring binding for easy,

quick removal of sheets. Size IVa * 11%"- Green,
blue, maroon or black. With 50 black mounting
sheets. At Stores $4.75.

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. if^"?"^

16MM SOUND SERVICE

Can Deliver

On MRO AA 2 ratings New Ampro YSA
12 inch speaker 375.00. 3 DeVry 16-

1966 430.00, Victor 40 B 425.00 all

FOB.
Film, Splicers, Lamps

We Buy and Sell Used Machines

Send dime for details

ANCHOR SUPPLY SERVICE
Box 482 Ithaca, N. Y.

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
and CURRENT EVENTS released by
CASTLE and other producers, with

our new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
PLAN. Write for details.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. Chicago. III.

8 ENLARGED "1 ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White • • Kodachrome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

16 MM-
COIN MACHINE FILMS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE HOME
Write for Catalog

ULTRA PRODUCTIONS
BOX 319 NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.
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up for another scene, the "juicer" is

moved over to the new location along

with lights and camera, often without

the need of even disconnecting the ex-

tension cords, and the new take made.

Now for details necessary to con-

struction of the "juicer." It consists

of a box-like frame, 14" by 14" by
7". Top is a panel of Masonite recessed

about %" below top of frame. As may
be seen in photo, switches, outlet re-

ceptacles and voltage controls are

mounted flush on this panel. Specif-

ically, these consist of fuse block with

fuse, rheostat and receptacle, a double-

pole-double-throw snap switch, a com-
bination snap-switch and outlet, two
small toggle switches, and two duplex

base outlets. The arrangement of these

is shown in the wiring diagram.

The D.P.D.T. switch is of the type

sold by electrical supply houses for

reversing motors, and the rheostat is

nothing more than a standard Dim-A-
Lite unit with a sliding control knob
added to facilitate smooth operation.

This is shown in detail in the wiring

diagram sketch.

reinforcements made a bold thrust at

foot of Kaoli Kung mountains. The Chi-

nese captured Pingka May 15. Japanese

reinforcements from the Lungling-

Mangshih area counterattacked in force

and retook the fortifications May 23.

Hedge with his Eyemo camera docu-

mented all this action including part

of the following siege in which the

Chinese Army beat off more Japanese

columns trying to reinforce their gar-

rison at Pingka and again liberated the

city September 23.

"Shooting" combat in the Pingka area

at considerable personal hardship and
hazard over a period of several weeks
is the most exciting of his U. S. Army
Signal Corps photographic assignments,

according to Hedge. However, a more
interesting though peaceful job, to his

mind, was photographing 75 stage,

screeen and radio stars at Madison Square

Garden, New York City, back in April,

<943-

Hedge's motion picture experience

goes back some years. He wrote and

produced North Dakota's first full

length movie, "Campus Days," in 1935,

and also produced a number of local

newsreels and travelogues plus educa-

tional pictures for agricultural use in

North Dakota.

In addition to his position as prin-

cipal of the Dodge High School, he

managed motion picture theaters at

Dodge, Werner and Dunn Center, all

in North Dakota. During the school

This latter feature was incorporated

in the "juicer" so that this gadget

could serve as a convenient current

supply when projecting movies. In

such instances, a floor lamp intended

to furnish room light between pictures,

is plugged into the receptacle con-

trolled by the rheostat, and in this

way, the room light may ge gradually

dimmed or turned on again for a more
professional screen presentation of

pictures.

The cost of construction of this

gadget was comparatively negligible

and most of the electrical items are

still available from dime stores or elec-

trical supply house. If you are getting

a little tired of tripping over short

extension cords, having plugs pull out

in the middle of a take, or in

encountering the agonizing complaints

of your family thespians suffering

under your battery of brightly lit

photofloods, get out your toolbox and

set to work on construction of the

"juicer." It'll make a whale of a dif-

ference in the enjoyment of your

future moviemaking.

vacation in the summer of 1941 he

was owner and manager of a roadshow

featuring the movie "Hitler — Beast

of Berlin."

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. W. J.

Hedge of 136 8th Ave. West, Dickin-

son, N. D., and an alumnus of both

State Teachers College, Dickinson,

N. D., and the University of Montana.

Active in both professional and civic

affairs, he holds membership in Phi

Sigma Pi, a professional education fra-

ternity; the Church of the Nazarene;

and such student organiza.tt.ions as:

Pi Kappa Delta, national honorary for-

ensic fraternity; and Alpha Psi Omega,

national honorary dramatic fraternity.

Since his induction into the Army,

Hedge has served at New York City;

Camp Crowder, Mo.; Fort Jackson,

S. C; and in India and China. He

arrived in India Feruary 8, 1944 and

after a short duty there was flown

over the Himalaya "Hump" to China

and attached to Y-Force to photo-

graph the start and early decisive phases

of the C.E.F.'s Salween Campaign. He
was awarded the Good Conduct Medal

at Camp Crowder and was promoted

in the field in China to the grade of

Technician Fifth Grade. For his services

attached to P-Force Operations Staff

in the Salween Campaign, Hedge is

entitled to wear a bronze star on his

Asiatic campaign ribbon.

Cxperimental

Workshop . . .
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camera without aid of a titler. It calls

for making a "square" similar to a

carpenter's square which may be placed

over one corner of title to provide 1

guide fcr centering camera by view-

ing title through viewfinder. As shown

in diagram, the additional a. -a pro-

vided by the temporary square takes

care of parallax when lining up the

title through camera viewfinder.

The first step necessary is to deter-

mine the amount of offset between the

camera lens and the viewfinder. In the

case of my Filmo "8", the lens center

is 15/16" below and 21/32" to the

left of the finder. Therefore, I con-

structed a square from heavy cardboard

8 inches on one side and 6 inches on

the other. The 8 -inch side was 15/16"

deep to correspond with the amount of

horizontal offset between lens and view-

finder, and the 6-inch side 21/32"

deep to correspond with the vertical

offset.

Thus by viewing my title cards with

the square representing the limits of

the title area as seen in my view finder,

my camera lens is centered accurately

upon the title card.—M. /. Jensen, Lake

Preston. S. D.

Reinforce Splices

A remedy for chronic splice-parting

is the reinforcing of all splices with

transparent scotch tape. On shiny side

of film, apply short piece of tape the

width of the picture frame.

—

E. F.

Greene, Seattle, Wash.

3ilm Proce**or . .

© Continued from Page 110

office, sales and service employees; the

convenient space-saving recording on

film of fundamental business data; are

proven uses of this equipment. Process-

ing of film for public relations, for

product showings and exhibits, for tele-

vision commercials and other company

activities, are but a few of the other

profitable uses to which this compact

processing unit may be put.

* EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make

better pictures.

Campaign Cinematog,rapher . . .

• Continued from Page 111
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TITLES
By EDMUND TURNER

WITH MARCH comes spring, and with spring, house cleaning, which

suggests the following home movie plot: It's dad's day off. Mother

decides to clean house, drafts dad for the job, then hands him mop,

pail and broom. Dad complains: "Can't you afford to hire a maid? What
do you do with all ycur money?" Mother answers: "Saving it for a

rainy day." Dad reluctantly sets to work. Closeups show him skipping

lightly over the dust spots, all the while looking cautiously about to

make sure mother isn't keeping an eye on him.

After sweeping the floor, he aims to hide dust under the carpet.

Making sure he is unobserved, he quickly lifts edge of carpet. His eyes

open wide in surprise, for concealed under rug are several five and ten

dollar bills—mother's savings! He hastily pockets the money, grabs his

hat and cautiously slips out of the house, ostensibly to make whoopee. A
dissolve here indicates passage of time. Dad returns home. Mother con-

fronts him with fire in her eye, asks: "Well, where is the money?

—

AND DON'T LIP. TO ME!" Dad hands her a deposit book with the

admcnition: "In the bank—where it belongs!"

PLAYROOM GUESTS as well as members of the family can furnish

many interesting situations for your movie camera. Main idea is to work

in plenty of laughs. Stage a billiard contest with interest centered upon

a clowning individual making shots in all sorts of ridiculous positions.

Effect of his shots can be shown in trick photography—by moving balls

around table and into pockets by hand and filming each movement cycle

by stop motion. Stage a card game, and by means of holding camera

upside down, show the card a man has just played, hopping back into his

hand again. When he needs an ace to complete a royal flush, he merely

reaches into the air for the card which magically appears—by means of

stop motion photography.

Picture another guest playing table tennis blindfolded wirhout missing

the ball. Make the blindfold of cheesecloth to facilitate seeing the ball.

A game of darts can be climaxed by an argument by two male players

who bend over the target, backs to camera, to measure the dart marks.

A careless player tosses another dart without first looking at target,

striking one of the disputants in seat of pants to end the argument

—

and the picture.

PACE \2*

With Storv Ideas To Match

s
CIErijiinG

WHAT BETTER WAY to keep actively in touch with mother in a

distant city than by sending her a reel of movies at intervals? If she

hasn't a projector, she can have the film screened for her by friends or

her local camera store will oblige. Begin the film with closeup of member
of family writing mother a letter—an old idea, but always good. The
sentences filmed closeup will serve as titles to introduce the action or

sequence of scenes that is to follow. Make your scenes tell a story. Don't

just shoot snapshot fashion while Junior stands looking straight at

camera. Give him something natuial to do while you shoot. If he got

a pair of new skates for Christmas, show him putting them on, making
his first trial skate on uie sidewalk in front of the house; and, of course,

keep the camera running as he takes those spills. End the sequence with
shot of Junior still skating but with pillow tied over seat of his pants to

ease his falls. Mother, sister—and you, too,—as well as other members
of the family should be filmed similarly in situations that will appear

interesting on the screen and perhaps produce a laugh or two.

OF ALL CHILDHOOD games, little girls like to play house best of all.

If there is a small daughter in your family, you can turn her playtime
into a fine opportunity to make a story film. Have her dress up as

grown ladies do, care for her doll which will be her "baby," and
encourage her and her playmates to carry on with their game by sewing,
washing, going to market, preparing tea, and having a tea party

—

invariably the climax of every "playing house" session.

Having the doll take sick gives opportunity to call into the picture
another playmate as the doctor, and the doctor-and-nurse set the child

got for Christmas. One filmer who followed this theme, caught the
unplanned breaking of a doll and pictured the consequential activity:

taking the doll by ambulance (a boy's express wagon bearing a red cross)

to a doll hospital; closeup of the doll doctor at work metamorphosing the
victim into a new doll; and of the child's cheerful return home with the
doll good as new again.

PLflVIND
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has

been satisfaction or your money
back always.

RARE ITEMS: only for new Filmo projectors.

New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo F:2. 1
pro-

jection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically

coated. $34.45.

|l/
2
" wide angle Filmo F:l.8 projection lens,

chemcially coated. $24.85.

3" wide angle Filmo F:2 projection lens, chemical-

ly coated. $36.60.

4" wide angle Filmo F:2.5 projection lens, chemi-

cally coated, $35.55.

NEW 16mm. CAMERAS
Cine Special, F:l.9 lens with 15mm. fixed focus

wide angle F:2.7 lens, $481.00.

Just received new Bolex H-16 cameras, no lens,

$200.00.

Also new Bolex H-8 cameras, no lens, $200.00.

Lens quotations on request.

USED 16mm. CAMERAS
Cine Kodak Model B, F:3.5 lens and case, $52.50.

Ensign Turret Model 5 speed, Parallax Optical

finder 200mm. Wollensak F:3.5 wide angle I"

Cooke F:l.8, 2" Wollensak F:3.5, case, $182.50.

Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Wollensak F:l.9 focus mount,

I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and

filter, $275.00.

SPECIAL:

Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast

aluminum base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.

Dummy with brake, $3.50.

New Bell & Howell 8mm. Titler for Aristocrat

model only, complete at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels _ $3-85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans — $3=0

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels - $330

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans.— $2-13

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete

stocks for new Cine equipment all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY. Dept. HM, 179 W.
Madison Street. Chicago 2, III.

• CAMERAMAN'S Reference Book $4.00; 8mm.

Bolex—Filmo, Model 75, Filmo Slow Motion Cam-

era Cooke Lens. Exxtras $225.00. l6-35mm. Step

Printers: New I" Wollensak F:3.5 Lenses for 8mm.

$26 50- l'/2
" Bausch & Lomb F:3.0 for 8mm. and

16mm' Cameras $28.60; 3%" Cooke F:3.3; 78mm
Kodak F:4.5- 25mm Kodak F: 1.9—32mm. Bausch

& Lomb F:4.5 for 8mm.—Cinar Wide Angle Lens

for 3mm. Send for Circular on Camart Tripod for

Movie Cameras; Victor — Ampro — SUE Silent —
Sound—Slide Projectors to Essential Users. 1000

Watt Bell & Howell Used Sound Projector; Craig

Professional Freehead Tripods, New, Best for Sound

Blimps. What Have You to Sell or Trade? Send

Lists. CAMERA MART, HM 70 West 45th Street,

New York City.

• SLIDE Projector—35mm. Roll Film Combination

with 33-1/3 Rpm. Turntable. Amplifier, Speaker.

All in one case- Portable for Lectures—Salesmen.

Cost $165.00. Like New. Price $128.00 or Trade for

Good Camera. IRVING BROWNING 70 West
45th Street, New York.

• PROJECT black and white movies, slides in

full color. Sensational! Unbelievable! Genuine

Birch-Field Iriscope Kits for experimental use only,

$5.00 prepaid USA. JENKINS, 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• RADIO COMBINATION—latest. Has Capehart
automatic record changer and 20 tube Midwest

push-button radio: 6 wave bands; tunes foreign

stations like locals; theatre-type woofer and

tweeter dynamic speakers; super power; high

fidelity audio system with tone compensation and

volume expansion. Will amplify output of sound

head from motion picture projector for life-like

reproduction. Housed in beautiful burl walnut

semi-modern custom built console cabinet. R.

PROVENZ. 39 Turner PI.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

• PAILLARD-BOLEX Professional" 16mm. motion

picture camera model H-16; Carl Zeiss Jena Tes-

sar I: f/3.5=7.5 cm. telephoto lens; Taylor-Hob-

son-Cooke-King I inch f/1.5 lens; Wollensak 15mm.

f/2.7 Cine Velostigmat wide angle lens; frame

counter; elevated telescoping and standard crank;

cable release; solid leather carrying case; tripod;

Gearmaster pan-tilt head; Bool Cine-Fader; Bool

olass filter kit- Cine Kodak titler all in perfect con-

dition. GEORGE Y. BREIMAN. 545 Hill St.. York,

Penna.

• TUBES for all sound work. Turmer microphones.

SMITH RADIO & MOVIE SERVICE, 4703 Harford

Rd. Baltimore 14. Md.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 cash with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-
wood 28, California.

WANTED
• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures. 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $10.00 each.
Di«t'ibuTors make big money with these. Send

$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION Universal City, Calif.

• CASH' for your movie shots. Be our camera
correspondent in your own community. Owners of

16mm. cameras: Here's your chance to make
monev in spare time! Write for details. RAYLA
TITLE AND MOVIE SERVICE, P. O. Box 112, Pitts-

burgh 30, Penna.

• WANTED for cash—Cine Kodak Special and
accessories. E. E. JEREMIAH, 125 N. Santa Ana,
Modesto, Calif.

• WANTED: l/2" and I Vi" telephotos, f/1.5 or f/1.9

focusing lens for Bolex H-8. State condition. W. E.

BUSH. Liberal, Kansas.

• WANTED: 16mm. sound projector; 16mm. cam-
era with f/1.9 or faster lens. Highest cash price.

N. FORCIER, 293 Jefferson, Salem, Mass.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• TITLE Letters—Diecast modern sanserif design.

7/16" high, 1/8" face, 3/32" thick. Black, white or

aluminum. For Kodachrome—blue, green, red,

$4.50 postpaid. H. DECKLEMAN, 8716 Neier Lane,

Affton 23, Mo.

• CUSTOM printed title cards—B/W, Kodachrome,
7 for $1.00. New catalog, samples, 25c credit for

dime. BOX 147. Wartrace. Tenn.

CAMERA SPOOLS

• EASTMAN Cine Kodak 100 ft. 16mm. camera
spools including metal containers, 50c. RITTER

FILM SERVICE. 629 Lyman Av., Oak Park, III.

PHOTO FINISHINC

• 6 or 8 tXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46. Southgate. 'Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO.. 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

• HOME Movie Fans! Join Motion Picture Edu-
cational Society. Free valuable information. BOX
875. Reading, Penna.

TECHNICAL
BOOKS

For Your

HOME MOVIES
HOBBY

How To Title Home Movies $1.00

How To Reverse Movie Film . 1.00

Gadgets And How To Build Them 1.00

How To Use A Movie Camera .50

50 Ideas For Filming Children .25

50 Ideas For Vacation Films .25

How To Roadshow 16mm. Films _ .25

We Prepay Charges

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• FILMS for sa'e or ren:. 16mm. and 8m*-, '0°n

reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Penna.

• 8MM. FILMS and Lionel O-gauge railroad

eauipment bought, sold, traded. RIEDEL FILM &
TRAIN SERVICE. Dept. HM-345. 3207 Joslyn Rd..

Cleveland II. Ohio.

• SENSATIONAL girl film. 1945 release ready.
Kodachrome. black and white, 8mm.-16mm. Sam-
ple and catalog, 10c. Iriscope kits for showing
black and white in color. $5.00. RAY VATER, 20!

D. Elmira. N. Y.

• SELLING out all 8-l6mm. subjects. Send stamp
for lists. We buy. sell, trade anything cinematic,
photographic. THE CAMERAMAN, 542 Fifth Ave..

N. Y. 19.

• 8MM.-I6MM. film subjects—black and while

and color, sound or silent. Largest selection ever
compiled, 75c to $100.00. Write for new DeLuxe
1945 catalogue profusely illustrated, 25c (coin or

stamps) refunded first purchase. HOLLYWOOD
MOVIE SUPPLY. 4279 Crenshaw, Los Angeles 43.

Calif.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125. Waterbury.
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
23!, Calwa City, Calif.

• COMEDIES: 8mm. 200 ft. "Fresh Paint." "Grab
The Ghost," "Careless Hubby," "Cutie," "Years
To Come," "What A Trip!" $4.00 each. 8mm.
colored "Jack Frost," "Aladdin's Lamp," "Puss In

Boots," $4.00. Iriscope Kits, $5.00. "Surprise" as-
sortment 8mm. colorful titles, $1.00. LEMOINE
FILMS, Nevada, Missouri.

• EXTRAORDINARY! New 1945 catalog just pub-
lished. Newest "Five Star" Kodachrome, black and
white film subjects. Sensational Home Movie
Guild offer included. Catalog with generous sam-
ple, dime. TRANS-AMERICAN SALES, Morristown,
New Jersey.

• GLAMOUR GIRLS! Kodachrome sidles 2—$1.00;
5—$2.00; 35mm. negatives 10—$1.00; 35mm, trans-
parencies, unmounted 15—$1.00; pinup photo-
graphs 10—$1.00; FINE ARTS, Box 2084-H, San
Antonio 6, Tex.

• WESTERN THRILLER—Tom Mix in "Showdown "

100 ft. 8mm. $2.00; 200 ft. I6m!m. $4.00. Also
pretty glamour girls. Lists, catalog, sample, dime.
ZIENTEK-FILMS. 1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore
25, Md.

• RENT by week: 8mm.- 16mm. shorts and fea-
tures. Free catalogs. Lowest rates. Also films,

bulbs, accessories. DAYTON FILM RENTAL. 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.

• SOUND and silent films at special prices. Large
stock of 8mm. 16mm. camera films cameras and
projectors. Large list. ZENITH, 308 West 44th,
New York City.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE
• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No ca<h
charae. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.

B— 539 B'o^kton Mass.

• 8MM. FILMS exchanged—only 50c per full 200'

feel. 8mm. cameras and projectors wanted. N.
FORCIER. 293 Jefferson, Salem, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• 16 MM. CAMERA film: Fresh DuPonf panchro-
matic fine grain, Weston 32-24, bulk lab. pack in

500 foot rolls. $19.00 each. No limit while it lasts.

D. W. ARLEN, Hearst Castle, San Simeon, Calif.

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film, 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50. 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subjects sold, exchanged. Sound library.

BETTER FILMS 742 New Lots. Brooklyn. N. Y.

• SPECIAL double 8mm. Eastman Inferno posi-

tive film for titling purposes. $5.00 per 400 ft.

or I '/2 c per foot in smaller lots. Minimum order,

$1.50. Limit three rolls per customer. Will ship

C.O.D.. FILMCRAFT. 4038 Broadway. Kansas City,

Missouri.

• REPERFORATION of any brand B&W or color

16mm. film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perfora-

tions guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft. roll. Film slit

for single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.

Send all films insured marked " Reperforate" to

FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.



ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.

In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50

SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

IOME MOVIES
060 Sunset Blvd.

lollywood 28, Calif.

. Send to

Address

City State

New Renewal Gift

L Send to

Address.

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
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THE WAR ISN"T OVER YET. ..BUY AND HOLD MORE WAR BONDS



YourKodak Film
in the making is "coddled beyond belief

'w;
'HAT A WONDERFUL DAy!". . . that S

true any day in the year, if you

work in the big buildings where the

famous Verichrome and other Kodak

Films are made.

The temperature is 70° , the humid-

ity 50%, the air washed clean . . .

If you work in one of the film "coat-

ing rooms," the facilities of a fine club

are at your disposal. After your show-

er, you are provided fresh clothing

"from the skin out"— laundered free

of charge. Your outer garments, from

head to foot, are snow-white lintless

fabric . . .

For these garments must not shed

lint— not even a "microscopic" speck

of lint or dust can be permitted to

touch the film coating.

These are only obvious safeguards.

Kodak has compiled—from experience

over the years— a "million dollar book

of film allergies". . . page after page

of weird, "unreal" influences which

can affect film in the process of manu-
facture.

For instance, the treatment of a

worker's scratched finger — the

medicine applied—can be "poison"

to film in the making.

This is an example of the many
strange "allergies" which, during the

manufacture of film, might affect its

photographic qualities.

Knowing these influences, and
guarding against them, have contrib-

uted much to Kodak Film's outstand-

ing performance as an important mili-

tary tool.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REMEMBER THE FOXHOLES ON
BATAAN?—How, three years ago, against stag-

gering odds . . . fighting knee-deep in filth . . .

under a blistering sun. . .with little food, water,

drugs . . . and under incessant bombings, our

boys and the Filipinos fought off the Japs those

tragic weeks? A stern example for us at home.
BUY—HOLD—MORE WAR BONDS.

Serving human progress through photography

"INCUBATOR BABY". ..This is the critical

moment when a Master Roll of film base stock,

produced and cured under glass, is first exposed
to the outer air. The giant roll, 2000 feet long
and 50 inches wide, is severed by the attend-

ant from the endless ribbon in production, and
enclosed in a "cradle" in which it rides to the

coating rooms. There, in darkness, the light-

sensitive emulsions are applied.
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Today's Victor Animatophones and Cine

Cameras are maintaining the Victor reputa-

tion for quality of performance, simplicity

of operation and sturdy construction. Thou-

sands are in War Service all over the world.

With Victor, servicing the thousands of pre-war Victor

Animatophones now in operation is as important as planning

your post-war projector of tomorrow. Schools, Institutions,

Business and Industry depend on Victor to maintain their

irreplaceable 16mm motion picture equipment. Victor and

Victor distributors have not failed them. Even under present

conditions, when the demand for Victor production for war

is so great, Victor parts and Victor service are available where

ever Victor equipment is used. The unexcelled performance

of old and new Victor 16mm equipment is being maintained.

YOUR FUTURE DEPENDS ON WAR BONDS YOU BUY TODAY

VICTOR
NIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (18)—McGraw Hill Blag.. 330 W. 42nd St.

Chicago (1)—188 W. Randolph



THREE STARS IN ONE MOVIE!
Three Rollicking, Laugh-Provoking Monkeys

Provide A Laugh A Second In Every

MEANY, MIXY & MOE
ANIMATED CARTOON

Let these world-famous cartoon films, available in both 8mm. and 16mm. for home
projectors, assist you in popularizing your home movie shows.

PRODUCED BY

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD,
CALIF.

DISTRIBUTED NATIONALLY BY:
Arel Photo Supply Co.,

918 Delmar Blvd..

St. Louis, Mo.

Hornstein Photo Sales,

320 W. Ohio St..

Chicago, 111.

Alfred J. Levit,

208 Exchange Bldg,

Nashville, Tenn.

Farnan & Seemann,

8380 West Third St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

H. de Lanauze,

1027 Bleury St.,

Montreal, P. Q.. Canad

Hite Photo Service,

95 E. Baltimore St.,

Detroit, Mich.

Lenco Photo Sales,

32 W. Columbus.

Detroit, Mich.

Raygram Corp.,

425 Fourth Ave.,

New York City, N. Y.

Craig Movie Supply Co.

1053 So. Olive St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

General Films, Ltd..

1924 Rose St.,

Regina, Sask.. Canada.
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Accurate dry splices, easily, quickly, ex-
actly! Baia single-operation splicer cuts and
cements at same time! Double-width cutting

edge; accurate dry scraper. Latches on both
sets of plates prevent scraper from tearing

perforations, and assure strong, even joint!

Of finest pre-war steel and materials. For
8mm, 16mm, or 16mm sound film. Try it

at your dealer's now!
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FOR BETTER
MOVIES

to send overseas

—or to enjoy

at home • • • get

PHOTOFLOODS

It's mighty handy to have!

G-E Photoflood lamp R-2

carries its own reflector...

fits many a movie making

need.

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra",

Sunday 10:00 p. m. EWT, NBC; "The World Today"news,

Monday through Friday 6:45 p. m. EWT, CBS; "Tht G-E
Houseparty," Monday through Friday 4:00 p. m. EWT, CBS.

GE MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

GENERAL © ELECTRIC

BUY WAR BONDS AND HOLD THEM

REVIEWS...

of cAmateur film*
y S C H O E N

FATHER'S DAY OFF, 75 feet 8mm.
black and white, is a humorous movie

made by Mylton K. Leonard of Tor-

rington, Conn., whose feature length

photoplay, "Swamp Yankee" was re-

viewed in the March issue.

The picture is nicely introduced on

the screen with a complete series of

credit titles. The main title was photo-

graphed from a title card which ap-

peared in a previous issue of Home
Movies.

The story begins with a man coming

out into the backyard of his home. He
observes the bright sunshine, decides to

go fishing. He goes into the garden and

begins to dig for worms. His wife, not-

ing all this wasted energy from her

kitchen window, screams to him to get

busy with hoeing the garden. She comes

out into garden, upbraids the husband

and thrusts a hoe into his hands with

orders to get to work.

This the henpecked spouse does with

reluctance. While toiling thus, he ob-

serves two pretty girls in bathing suits

sunning themselves on a neighboring

lawn. He waves and flirts with them.

His alert and irate wife observes this

and calls to him to keep his mind on his

work.

Later, his wife comes out of the

kitchen and finds other chores for him

to do, thus delaying the prospects of

going fishing. The man gets angry, flies

into rage, and flings the hoe into the

air. It comes down in the chicken pen,

killing one of his prize pullets. This adds

further to his troubles with his wife

now constantly at his side giving him

more chores to do.

Finally, he takes off his trousers and

hands them to her saying, in effect,

that "If she's going to wear the pants

in the family why, then, she might as

well put them on and wear them!"

With this he stalks off and into the

house, ending the story.

Photography of this picture was only

fair, due to underexposure which pre-

vailed throughout—about one full stop.

There was an absence of good, story

motivating reaction closeups, too.

The story idea is good. As developed,

it is a little weak at the ending. The
way the story started out, one expects

to see more of a surprise comedy twist

develop in the final sequence.

Titling, with the text typewritten,

was well done and the only criticism

here is that the letters should be more
dense to make for easier reading. This

could have been insured by using a

fresh black typewritter ribbon.

Mr. Leonard reports that no exposure

meter was used. The picture was filmed

with an Eastman model 20 Cine-Kodak
equipped with f/3.5 lens without tri-

pod. The story was filmed in the space

of two hours time one Sunday after-

noon. There are but four splices in the

entire film, which indicates the accur-

acy with which all phases of its making
were handled. Good effort in spite of

equipment handicaps was rewarded by
a Home Movies 3 -Star Merit Leader

for this film.

SONC OF THE RIVER, 400 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome is a somewhat misleading

title for a comprehensive record film

of Campfire Girls life and activities

produced by A. W. Benjamin of Cleve-

land, Ohio. This film traces the activi-

ties of a group of Campfire Girls on
an encampment. The camera shows the

daily life, activities, etc., and there is

a running gag of a little girl who con-

tinually carries a bottle of citronella

wherever she goes to ward off mos-
quitoes.

The girls are shown in typical activi-

ties of a day in camp: arising, break-

fasting, Washing dishes and making
beds, playing, hiking, etc. The camera
follows various groups of girls on an

overnite hike; a canoe trip; a horseback

ride; and shows how they conduct
themselves and demonstrates the self-

• Continued on Page 167



after victory Revere 8mm equipment will be distributed throughout

the world. Embodying advanced ideas, Revere Cameras and

Projectors will bring you an even greater measure of hobby happiness.

Meanwhile, speed the day of victory by buying more war bonds!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS
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ILEX

TELEPHOTO & PROJECTION

LEASES

Here's a combination that can't be

beaten—an Ilex Telephoto on your

camera and an Ilex Projection Lens

on your projector!

Ilex Telephoto Lenses are equipped

with focusing mounts for both 8

and 16 mm. cameras. Their flat

fields provide images that an Ilex

Projection Lens will project on your

screen with thrilling brilliance and

detail throughout their entire area.

Ilex manufacturing facilities right

now are devoted entirely to supply-

ing precision optical equipment to

our Armed Forces. However, plan

now to get fullest pleasure from

your movie-making when Victory

is won, by standardizing on Ilex

lens equipment.

LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Ilex Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

********

I've Got

1 Problem!"
HAVE you a perplexing problem in photog-

raphy, editing, titling, or processing of home
movies? Then tell it to the editors. This "prob-

lem untangling" service is free to every reader

of Homl Movies. Where answer by mail is de-

sired, enclose stamped addressed envelope with

vour letter.

TITLE CENTERING
Q: I am having trouble centering my

titles. I have made several test strips to

accomplish exact centering, and these
test strips, when inspected under a film

viewer, appear to be well centered.

However, when these same titles are

projected on a screen, they are decided-
ly off center. Quite inadvertently, I re-

cently projected some of my titles re-

versed in the projector and noticed that

they screened more perfectly centered.
How do you account for this?—I. F. S-,

Baltimore, Md.

A: Your trouble seems to lie with

your projector. It is probable that the

frame aperture in the film gate is not

perfectly centered with relation to path

in which film travels, and that actually

part of the frame area is being cut off

and not projected. VC'ould suggest you

take projector to your dealer for further

inspection or refer the matter to the

manufacturer.

KEYSTONE BACKWIND
Q: Where can I get plans and data for

making a backwind and frame counter
for my 8mm. Keystone camera?—J. C- P.,

Aldan, Penna.

A: Plans for building a backwind
and frame counter and instructions for

installing same in an 8mm. Keystone

camera appeared i n the July, 1943, issue

of Home Movies. ^X'e have a few copies

of this issue still available, which may
be had upon payment of 25c.

HYPERSENSITIZINC
Q: Can movie film be hypersensitized

while wound upon regular camera spool?
What developer is recommended for de-

veloping same, or can I send hypersensi-
tized film to the manufacturer for pro-

cessing?—A. Di N., Buffalo, N. Y

A: Best results in hypersensitizing re-

versal film is had when film is left

wound on camera spool and placed in

airtight non-metallic container in which

is placed a very small quantity of mer-

cury. No special developer or reversal

procedure is necessary to process hyper-

sensitized film and such film may be

sent to the manufacturer for processing

in the usual way.

What hypersensitizing does, is to in-

crease the sensitivity of the film, thus

enabling you to get normal exposure

results with film otherwise too slow to

record the scene.

Gul/tt*. ALBUMS

SNAPSHOT ALBUM OR SCRAPBOOK
Everybody wants one, attractive in design, size

and price. Lays flat when open. Green, blue,
maroon or black simulated leather binding with
embossed cover. Contains 20 black mounting

\ sheets 9'/2 x l4>/2 ". At Stores SI.00.

Free Catalog of other Albums, also
Amfiles for Reels, Files, Negatives.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. iSJJffiMSfc

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET—Stock No.
401 l-E. SI. 20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 18 mms. and a focal length when
combined of I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lansas,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.,

FREE Wrl,e f«" Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms
together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
27 W. Clinton Ave., Dept. 9, P. O. Audubon, N. J.

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM
$3. SOlncludes machine processing Day- $2.25

light spools, ready to load & shoot.

if5 u Calif, buyers Include sales tax. CP u100 n
- HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS 50 M -

"The West's Greatest Film Mall Order House"
Southgate California

For a
' Nationwide opportunities,

sound postwar career wait-

ing. Qualify through resident

or home study courses. Write
for FREE catalog.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33 St., Dept. 114, New York I. N. Y.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Ftcilitiet

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
995-A Merehandlw Mart CHICAGO 54

FLASH!
"MacArthur Liberates Manila"
and U. S. MARINES CAPTURE IWO JIMA

both in the same reel

Now available at regular Castle prices

ORDER NOW!

JAMES A. PETERS
COMMERCIAL and HOME MOVIE SERVICE

41 -H S. 4th St. Allentown, Pa.
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* 2 Great Thrills for All 8: 16- Projector Owners *

CASTLE Battle Film!

Mac ARTHUR
LIBERATES MANILA!

On your own screen see Japan's most crushing defeat!

Watch MacArthur's avenging forces wrest the strategic

key to the China Sea from the fanatic enemy! Witness

furious block-by-block street fighting! Watch indomita-

ble Yanks finally shatter Jap morale! See the thrilling

liberation of Americans imprisoned since 1942!

U.S.MARINES

CAPTURE IWO JIMA!
N In the same film, U. S. Marines—only 675 miles from Tokyo— storm

the doorstep to Japan! See our incredible leathernecks brave wither-

ing mortar fire on flaming beaches! Advance inch by inch against

dug-in suicidal defense! Blast the Jap from pillbox and cave! Storm

Mc Suribachi in the bitterest fighting in 168 years of Marine Corps

history! Own these two battle epics in one film!

g> HISTORY MAKING VICTORIES IN Q HOME MOVIE

DON'T DELAY
SEE YOUR

PHOTO DEALER
OR SEND HANDY
ORDER FORM

TOW

ORDER FORM™'

a

30 Rockefeller Plaza

NtW York 20

Field Bld 2 .

Chicago 3

r

8 mm.
50 feet . . . $1.75

180 feet . . . 5 50

m 16 mm.
. ? 75

360 feet . . . . 8 75

Sound 350 feet

.

17.50

Send Castle Films' "MacArthur Liber-

ates Manila!" and "U.S. Marines Cap-

ture Iwo Jima!" (both on one film) in

the size and length indicated. H.M.-4

Name

Address-

City.

Remittance encloseda ship c. o.o. Send Castle Films' FREE De Luxe Catalog
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CINE ROUNDUP
*k News Topics of Interest in the Realm of Movie Making

• Citizens of Tomintoul, in the highlands of Scotland, were recently treated to movies by traveling

unit of British Ministry of Information. After the show, projectionist was kept busy explaining operation
of Filmosound projector to the highlanders who rarely see a picture show.

High in the Highlands of Scotland, a

unique motion picture show was held

recently for the people of Tomintoul,
1 200 feet up in the Cairngorms, a part

of the Grampian Range. Here, to the

highest village in Scotland, came a

mobile film unit of the British Ministry

of Information to give a showing of

their pictures, one of the 1500 such

programs given in Britain every week.

As these were the first cinemas ever pre-

sented in the community, it was the

main event of the year. To many, it

was their first opportunity to see a

moving picture.

Advertised for weeks ahead, the show
was the subject of intense discussion

among all ages and classes from school-

children to the local "Laird." Suspense

gripped the whole village when snow
fell early in the mountains and blocked

the usual road to Tomintoul so that the

mobile cinema unit had to turn around

and attempt another approach.

It was dusk when at last the film van
reached the village Memorial Hall which

served as a motion picture house, the

only one for miles around. The men of

Tomintoul are sheep farmers, stone

quarrymen or lumbermen—a tough and

hardy lot whose entertainments are few

and cinemas only rarely for those who
visit the nearest town. Since many
adults and most children had never seen

a motion picture, none wanted to miss

the event, certainly not the children.

The one-man cinema outfit carried a

generator in the truck to provide A.C.

current for the Bell & Howell Filmo-

sound projector, there being no elec-

tricity in the Hall. The operator, who
also drove the truck, ran the show.

After the performance, he had to ex-

plain the working cf the apparatus to

the curious spectators.

A mixed program of 16mm. films

were shown—news reels, documentaries

and photoplays. Although there was no

heat, the Hall was crowded. Admission

was free but a collection was taken to

go to a war charity. Arrangements were

made by the local Laird who entertained

the guests after the show at a party

at his Gordon Arms Hotel.

Tomintoul, remote and inaccessible,

feels now that it is more in the center

of events. As never before, the war has

been brought in ro the lives of its 500
men, women and children through 16-

mm. movies, and they know better than

ever now how much they are a part and

parcel of the world struggle.

A dictionary of terms generally used

in motion picture production has just

appeared under the title "Nomenclature
for Motion Picture Film Used in Studios

and Processing Laboratories."

Included in the booklet is a flow

chart which shows for the first time

the mechanics of the commonly used

methods of film production from the

shooting of the original sound and pic-

ture negatives to the making of the

final release print for exhibition.

The booklet is printed by the Ameri-

can Standards Association, 70 East 45 th

Street, New York 17, N. Y., and copies

may be obtained from ASA at 25c each.

The C.I.A.A. has made available to the

United States Junior Chamber of Com-
merce four 1 6mm. motion pictures on
Latin America which are to be shown
during the month of April in observ-

ance of "Pan-American Day" April 14.

All are black and white sound films

and are entitled "Bolivia," 20 min.,

"Rio de Janeiro," 18 min., "Wings over

• Continued on Page 169

• Here is a useful editing gadget offered movie amateurs by Craftsmen's Guild, Hollywood, that

provides for viewing 8mm. and 16mm. movie films as well as 35mm. film strips and slides. Viewer

is equipped with set of three masks—one for each size film as illustrated.
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GREATEST
BATTLE PICTURES
OF THE WAR
8mm.—16mm.

1

Subject to change

without notice

5 Standard Sixes

8mm — 16mm Silent — Sound

Place your order NOW. 16mm film is helping to
win the war— your dealer will fill orders in

rotation as received.

OFFICIAL
FILMS

INC.

625 Madison Avenue,

New York 22, N. Y.

SEE

YOUR
DEALER

TODAY
or use

this

handy

order

form

o

Please send the following OFFICIAL FILMS in size

checked, to:

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

TITLE 8mm.
Short

$1.75

8mm.
Feat.

$5.50

16mm
Short

$2.75

16mm
Feat.

$8.75

16mm.
Sound
$17.50

BATTLE OF GERMANY
MANILA LIBERATED

IWO-JIMA

Ship C.O.D. D Remittance enclosed.

Send Complete Catalog HM-4-45
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'/SJOB/SDOM. .

.

there's no let-up for us, either

A man in battle eats and rests

with his gun ready for action. His is a full-

time job. As long as he's on the job, serving

him is a full-time job for 1543 of us here at

Universal. So if you have to wait a while

longer for that fine new photo and home

movie equipment we promised you, you'll

understand. .. the armed forces still need

all the precision instruments we can make.

WORTH WAITING fORJ Cinemaster 8mm. home
motie cameras and projectors uill feature im-

portant improvements born of I'nitersal's tear

nork in precision instruments. Mercury 11

uill be the minicamera designed especially

for tomorrow's color photography.

MERCURY 31

CINEMASTER
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• During the Sixth War Loan drive, War Intormation films were shown to over
a million employees of industrial plants during lunch periods. Volunteer projec-
tionists are again needed to handle such showings when Seventh War Loan drive
gets under way May 14th.

* For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

EIGHTY-SIX thousand, nine hundred

and thirteen showings to 23,500,000
Americans!

That is the magnificient record of

1 6mm. films in the Sixth War Loan
drive. And it is tribute to the thou-

sands of 1 6mm. projectionists who en-

listed for the drive, giving of their

time and equipment to make the bond

drive a success. Many State War Fi-

nance Committees have frankly ad-

mitted they could not have met their

E bond quotas without the overwhelm-

ing contribution of 16mm. films and

the sound projectionists who exhibited

them.

And now we are on the threshold

of the 7th War Bond drive. Again,

1 6mm. films will be employed to con-

vey the importance of this drive to the

millions of Americans throughout the

land. Projectors will be needed and

operators will need to volunteer serv-

ices in order to make this contribution

of 1 6mm. films even greater than that

of the Sixth War Loan campaign.

Every experienced 16mm. projec-

WANT TO SELL

BONDS WITH MOVIES?
Volunteer 16mm. Projectionists Needed
For U. S. Seventh War Loan Film Shows

B
I

tor operator—particularly those with

sound projection experience—can and

should enlist his services in the Seventh

War Loan drive. Those with their own
sound projectors and equipment are

particuarly needed, but this doesn't

mean that others cannot be of service.

In almost every city, there are schools

with one or more sound projectors.

There are churches and industrial or-

ganizations, too, with sound projectors,

W

and all of these can be put to good use

when Uncle Sam starts the ball roll-

ing on his nation-wide appeal to buy

bonds in the Seventh War Loan drive.

These projectors will need volunteer

operators, and this is where willing and

experienced 16mm. sound projection-

ists without equipment of their own
come into the picture.

In the Seventh War Loan drive, the

government hopes to put every 16mm.
sound projector in the United States

to work exhibiting O. W. I. War In-

formation Films. War plants, civic and

labor organizations, grange halls, in-

dustrial firms, retail and wholesale

establishments, churches, schools and

the individual sound projector owner

will be asked to co-operate with the

War Finance Committee in getting its

screen messages across to as many peo-

ple as possible between May 14 and

• Continued on Page t68

O Bond sales are an important part of every

14mm. War Bond film show. Here member
of the A.W.V.S. completes sale of bond
during show conducted by Brooklyn Chapter
of the Reel Fellows.
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Strand News, Home Town Newsreel,
Now In Its Seventh Successful Year

B U

THE March, 1940, issue of Home
Movies carried the story of a unique

1 6mm. filming project begun a year

and a half earlier by J. Ralph Boice,

owner-operator of the Strand Theatre

in Warsaw, Indiana. The project con-

sisted of filming, and exhibiting in the

N

Strand Theatre each week, a 16mm.
newsreel composed of scenes of local

events.

Today, six and a half years after it

was begun, this newsreel project is still

going strong. In fact, Strand News is

so firmly established as a feature of

HOME MOVIES FOR APRIL

• J. Ralph Boice, owner-operator of

the Strand Theatre, Warsaw, Indiana, pro-
duces a 16mm. newsreel for exclusive
showing in his theatre. These pictures
show him at work producing a Strand
News weekly release: filming (I), proces-
sing the film (2), editing (3), and pro-
jecting the picture (4) from the theatre
projection booth.

Strand programs that Boice could

hardly discontinue it, even if he wanted
to—which he don't, without impair-

ing the prestige of his theatre among
the citizens of Warsaw.
The first issue of Strand News was

put on the Strand screen on October

ioth, 1938. It was shot with a model

K Eastman Cine Kodak, a camera

which is still in Boice's possession but

reserved for family movies. Early news-

reels were projected from the regular

projection booth, a distance of 1 10 feet

from the screen, with an Eastman Model

G Kodascope which projected a pic-

ture 10 J/2 by 14 feet at that distance.

Boice soon discovered that this pro-

jector, originally designed for parlor

exhibition of home movies, was inade-

quate for theatrical presentation of his

newsreel. If the newsreel was to meet

with success, it would be necessary to

project it with considerable more light.

So he installed a DeVry "Challenger"

projector which had a iooo watt lamp.

This projector was used for a year and

• Continued on Pane >(•-

• Below are frame enlargements from
typical Strand newsreels which are pro-

duced entirely in 16mm. and cover most
of the important happenings each week
in Warsaw, Indiana. Strand News is pro-

jected from the theatre projection booth
with a 16mm. arc projector.

Ice harveetlng
on Conter L'.ko

**»•*»

Strand Newe
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Judging The Club

Contest Film

Breakdown Analysis And Percentage
Ratings Favored By Amateur Clubs

• Impartial analysis of films follows where evaluation is made
according to the various elements: continuity, photography, editing,

titling, etc.

• For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

JUDGING a club movie contest

places the judges in a position similar

to that ina baby contest; if one's baby

doesn't win — and what contestant

doesn't expect his "baby" to place some-

where in the money!—invariably the

judges are criticised for bias, partiality,

or just downright ignorance.

Little wonder, then, that those who
accept the responsibility for judging a

club's contest films, do so with reluc-

tance and trepidation. Some clubs have

made concerted efforts to establish an

equitable basis on which to evaluate

contest films so that every participant,

regardless of experience, ability and

limitations of equipment, will receive

due recognition for that intangible

—

effort.

Most of us know of instances where

a prize-winning film is later compared

with the non-prize-winners, and its

right to an award questioned and argued

pro and con. Well, it gets right back

to the dilemma of the baby contest

judge: the film contest judges must rely

pietty much upon their own individual

ideas of photographic and continuity

values in view of fact no one thus far

has laid down any hard and fast rules, as

yet accepted universally, for evaluating

amateur movie contest films.

In a great many cases, prize winning

amateur films have been justified by the

fact they were unusually interesting or

entertaining, or that they displayed

more than ordinary effort in the mak-
ing on part of the producer, even though
his lack of experience or equipment pre-

cluded a more professional job. This,

no doubt, is a fair view to be taken by

the contest film critic. Still, a result

more equitable to all contestants fol-

O A fair and impartial system of rating

member's films will stimulate greater activity

in editing and titling as well as in produc-
tion. Some clubs follow the system of ap-
pointing a staff of judges to pass upon
contest films, assigning a separate judge for

photography, continuity, editing, titling, etc.

lows where the various components of

each picture are analyzed and rated

and then totaled. By adopting the point

system of evaluation, each contestant is

assured a more thorough analysis of his

film in that his picture's shortcomings

will be balanced with those features of

film production in which he excels. An
amateur shy on titling ability, for ex-

ample, would receive deserved credit for

the way he succeeded in telling his story

without titles.

In analyzing any amateur movie,

criticism and evaluation should be based

upon the qualities of continuity, photog-

raphy, editing and titling—the com-
ponents necessary to a complete motion

picture. This is brought out quite point-

edly by D. A. Patterson, in a recent

issue of Winnipeg Cine Club's bulletin

carrying an article on how to judge an

amateur movie.

"A definite continuity," states Pat-

terson, "is one of the first essentials of

a good picture. This is the element that

proves the greatest stumbling block for

amateurs. Building up real continuity

requires hard work and concentration

from time picture is conceived until it

finally leaves the editing board. Judges

should observe whether or not the filmer

has attempted to correlate the scenes

while filming, and if full consideration

has been given re-arrangement of scenes

during editing so that they form a logi-

cal sequence."

"Bad photographic treatment," this

writer continues, "involves too much
panning, bad camera angles, poor com-
position and improper use of long,

medium and closeup shots. A slow pan,

with camera tripod-mounted or other-

wise held steady, is quite permissible

and in fact highly desirable in some

cases; but do not fail to censure the

movie maker who pans so fast that the

picture becomes a blurr on the screen.

Another common photographic fault is

failure to vary the length of shots.

Medium and closeup shots are impor-

tant. They satisfy craving of the eye to

see interesting detail and action at close

range. No less a feature of photography

• Continued on Page 163
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• Even if your doq can't

act. he can easily be led
to do the simple thinqs
called for in the interesting
one-reel scenario that be-
gins on this page. Simple
camera trickery will make
him appear on the screen
as a Hollywood-trained
doq star!

A Home Movie Scenario

For You And Your Dog
A Husband, Wife And Dog Are The Principal

Players In This Homey, One-reel Phoroplayler

By LEE
• For The Beginning Amateur

USE
of a household pet, dog or cat,

as a subject for a movie, if done well,

is a source of never-ending pleasure

for all that see it. The scenario should

pretend to show a day's activities of

the pet, what it says and thinks. Care-

fully worded titles can produce very

amusing results.

The scenario suggested here uses a

dog as the main subject, with the mas-

ter and mistress as "supporting players."

This is only a pattern and can easily

be changed to fit any individual needs.

Scene i: Close-up—Dog looks up,

presumably at clock, shakes his head.

Scene i: Close-up — Shows clock,

time 7:25.

Z H I T O

Title: "Oh! Oh! The boss is gonna

miss his bus again!"

Scene 3: Medium Shot—Dog paces

around impatiently, then exits from
scene.

Scene 4: Medium Shot—Man, whom
dog refers to as "Boss," is asleep in bed.

Dog walks into scene, looks up at sleep-

ing man.
Scene 5: Close-up—Dog shakes his

head as he looks up at sleeping man.

Title: "Well—here I go again. What
am I? A watch dog or an alarm clock?"

Scene 6: Medium Shot—Man sleep-

ing in bed centered. Dog jumps up on

bed from camera. As man opens his

eyes, dog starts licking his face. Man

and dog engage in short scuffle; man
then gets up, pushes dog off bed.

Scene 7: Close-up—Dog looking up
(presumably at his master).

Title: "Shake it up, Boss. That bus

won't wait. Besides, I'm hungry."
Scene 8: Medium Shot—Cutback to

medium shot of dog as he turns and
walks out of room. Fadeout.

Scene 9: Close-up—Fadein. Dog's
empty plate. Dog's head enters camera.

He sniffs empty plate, looks up with

all-meaningful look.

Scene 10: Medium Shot—Woman
("Boss' " wife) bends down, enters into

full view, smilingly pats dog's head,

picks up empty plate.

Scene i i : Medium Slwt—Dog eating

out of filled plate in a corner of the

kitchen. Fadeout.

Scene 12: Close-up—Shows clock,

time 8:05.

Scene 13: Medium Shot—Master at

breakfast table, hastily eating and read-

ing the paper at the same time. He
glances at wristwatch, gets up, grabs

hat and coat. (Shoot this in slow-mo-
tion to exagerate fast action).

Scene 14: Medium Shot—Exterior

of house, front door centered, dog waits

at side of door. Front door flys open,

man rushes out, hat and coat in hand,

takes a few steps, rushes back to door,

hastily kisses wife at door, runs down
from porch into camera. (Slow motion
shooting for fast action affect).

Scene 15: Medium Shot— (Slow mo-
tion shooting) . Follow man as he runs

to sidewalk and turns, presumably

down the street.

Scene 16: Close-Up—Dog watches

"Boss," turns head as though his eyes

follow master's departure; appears dis-

appointed.

Title: "I get treated just like a dog
around here!"

Scene 17: Medium Shot—Dog in

same spot on porch, looks around,

sprawls down into sleeping position, ap-

pears to be dozing. Fadeout. (If dog
won't "act," wait 'til you find him
asleep, then train camera on him held

upside down to film action in reverse,

as someone out of scene calls and
awakens dog. This scene must then be

turned end for end when editing.)

Scene 18: Medium Shot—Fadein.

Same scene of dog dozing. He sudden-
ly lifts head, looks out into yard.

Scene 19: Close-Up—Dog pricks up
his ears, turns head.

Title: "There goes that cat prowling

• Continued on Page 166
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e John R. Sturgeon proved more than a
safety engineer for Consolidated Steel Corp-
uration when he turned producer, with his

home movie camera, to make the company's
first 16mm. training film on accident
prevention.

* For The Advanced Amateur

A
DAY NEVER passes that one does

not read or hear of a new venture

in the use of 16mm. training films.

Developments have been coming so fast

that most of us lose track of some of

the accomplishments of former movie
amateurs who have progressed into this

flourishing field.

Take a typical case—that of John R.

Sturgeon of Los Angeles, a former

movie amateur who recently completed

his second training film in 16mm. color

and sound for Consolidated Steel Cor-

poration, by whom he is employed as

safety engineer in their shipyards at

Los Angeles harbor.

John Sturgeon was formerly an at-

torney. Retiring several years ago, he

took up candid photography as a hobby.

His pictures have hung in salons from
coast to coast and his awards, which
number in the neighborhood of 80, in-

clude a grand prize of $500.00 cash. In

due course of time, he purchased a cine

camera with which to make movies of

his children This pursuit eventually led

to more serious movie making.
After entering employ of Consoli-

dated Steel Corp., his reputation as

photographer followed him. One day
the head of the company safety commit-
tee asked him to make a series of can-

did photos around the shipyard that

would graphically illustrate wrong or

careless methods that lead to accidents

and their attendant loss of time from
work and slowdown of war production.

Sturgeon thought the messages would

e

Training Films

Chance Opportunity Developes Into
Permanent Company Production Unit

B

be more effective if presented in mo-
tion pictures. He suggested the idea to

Charles Pope, head of the safety com-
mittee. A meeting followed and the

• Below are frame enlargements from
"Join The Team!" — Sturgeon's second
16mm. training film for Consolidated.
Pictured are one of the many educational
posters displayed at vantage points
about the shipyard; how a typical acci-

dent occurs; a lead man instructing an
employee in the correct method for se-

curing a ladder; stressing use of safety
gloves; and officers of Consolidated
reviewing accident report.

plan was approved, giving Sturgeon the

green light to proceed with his 16mm.
camera in producing Consolidated's

first safety-training film.

Selling the idea to the safety com-
mittee was not an easy task. After all,

Sturgeon had no previous experience in

producing training films to recommend
him—only his experience as a photog-

rapher and a filmer of 16mm. home

• Continued on Page 164
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• Fig. 2 — Another home movie theatre proscenium,
showing effective use of Celotex panels on walls and ceil-

ing that lend a modern note to the interior decoration
as well as acoustically conditioning the theatre for sound.

u ii ii i i K it i ii n n il i!
A Few Hours Work With Materials Now
Available Will Convert That Extra Cellar

Space Into A Home Movie Theatre

By DON CRAF
Courtesy Science and Mechanics Magazine

* For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

THE Smiths are invited to see home
movies tonight at the Browns!

Whether you happen to be Brown
or Smith, such an invitation can be

either a threat or a promise—a threat of

two hours of terrible boredom or a

promise of an evening's real pleasure.

If Brown is like some home movie

hobbysts, there will be reels and reels of

disconnected scenes. These pictures will

have no titles, no continuity and no

editing. Scattered throughout the en-

tire performance will be recurring shots

of little Willie—like a Lew Lehr news-

reel—at the seashore, playing with the

dog, on his tricycle and other scenes

which could be properly edited, titled

and gathered together to make an inter-

esting pictorial record of a typical child's

daily activities.

The reason that these otherwise good
home movies are so seldom put together

is that Brown has no place to pursue

his hobby. If he buys a splicer, viewer,

titler, and the rest of the gadgets that

are necessary, they have to be stored in

a closet and put away for use. If Brown
spends an evening fixing up his latest

reel of pictures it will consist of four

hours getting out and putting away
films and equipment and maybe one or

two hours of the actual pictures.

What it adds up to is that neither the

Smiths nor the Browns get any fun out

of a hobby that is instructive and which
should be a lot of pleasure for everybody,

primarily because Brown doesn't have

the proper place to edit and show his

pictures. If you are like Brown it is time

you did something about it—something

that will give you and your whole

family a kick as well as make your

movies a treat to your friends.

Build yourself a real honest-to-gosh

home movie theater right in your own

basement. It's not hard to do, it can be

only as expensive as you want to make
it, and does not involve the use of any

substantial quantity of critical mate-

rials. A small amount of light framing

lumber (new or used), some wallboards,

nals and paint are the principal mater-

ials and no unusual tools are necessary.

We can divide the home movie the-

ater project into three separate parts as

follows:

r. The approach to the theater

2. Projection and work room

3. The "Auditorium"
Let us start with the "Auditorium."

The size of this room will depend upon
the space available and upon the pro-

jector that is to be used. The table at

conclusion of this article gives a list of

Eastman projectors showing the throw

of various models. Others will be similar
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• Fig. 4 — Floor plan of cellar cinema
that may be adapted with modifications to

the basement of your home, a rumpus
room, or one side of large double garage.
Note the very "Hollywood-like" effect of

footprints in cement at the entrance.

PLAN

or you can get exact data from the

manufacturer. A room of about 16 feet

is ideal if the projector is suited to this

distance. Such a room will accommo-
date eight or more "customers" com-
fortably and the screen image will be

large enough to provide an interesting

picture.

The walls should be framed with i

x 3 or 2 x 4 studs 2 feet on center and

should be wedged at the ceiling and

floor to a sill and plate. It should not

be necessary to say that walls and floors

of the corner selected for the movie
theater should be dry.

The exterior finish can be made of

plasterboard such as Sheetrock or Gold
Bond. The interior of the theater audi-

torium should be attractive and a wide

variety of available materials can be

used. Predecorated plasterboard, pressed

wood, plywood, or some of the predeco-

rated rigid insulation boards make a

warm and attractive finish. These

boards are available plain, with tile

markings, or as an imitation of plank-

ing. The fiber insulation boards provide

some reduction of the noise level in the

room, which is certainly a desirable

characteristic.

The projection and work room should

be separated from the auditorium. In

this way it can be locked; it insures

privacy when work is being done on

editing and titling; and it provides a

professional atmosphere to the whole
undertaking. Even the finest amateur

projection machines have a certain hum
and the constant flashing of lights on
and off when rewinding and changing
reels is annoying to the audience. With
the separate projection room, the pro-

jector noise is reduced almost to a neg-

ligible intensity and the operator can

have a small hooded light burning

throughout the showing without dis-

turbing the audience. The equipment of

the projection room will depend to a

large extent on the personal preference

of the home movie hobbyist.

Along one side of the room should

be a work counter 30 inches from the

floor and not less than 2 feet wide. On
this table the editing and titling can be

done as well and it allows room for a

drafting board for the artistically in-

clined who do their own lettering or

sketches for titles. This also will allow

sufficient space so a ground glass screen

can be used for titles with a still cam-

era projector throwing pictures from

the rear of the screen.

Above this work counter should be a

series of cabinets, available from many
millwork concerns as well as from some

of the mail order houses. These are ordi-

nary kitchen wall cabinets 12 inches

deep and supplied with shelves to pro-

vide for the storage of books on movie

making, the library of professional

films, together with the amateur's col-

lection of his own celluloid efforts.

These cabinets will allow the storage of

the movie camera, spare film, filters

and all the other impedimenta that ac-

cumulate in the pursuit of this hobby.

The counter should be open below so

that the worker can sit comfortably in

a chair without any interference being

offered to his knees. Cabinets at the

fioor are difficult to get into and that

is why it is suggested that the counter

top be free from its underside to the

floor. On the wall between the counter

top and the bottom of the wall cabinets

should be built a pigeonhole case with

label holders under each compartment,

for editing.

On the partition between the projec-

tion room and the auditorium, stands

should be built for the projector and

for a stereopticon or slide projector as

well—each with its separate port and

"lookout" port. The center line of the

projection ports should be not less than

4-6" above the auditorium floor so

that the light beam will clear the heads

of the audience. Additional shelves can

be built on the partition wall to hold

the reels of pictures that are being

shown as well as for the convenient

storage of materials and equipment.

In this wall should be placed the elec-

tric outlets needed to operate the pro-

jection apparatus. A small electric fan

will keep the operator comfortable dur-

ing a showing and it should be remem-
bered that the projection equipment

gives off a considerable amount of heat.

• Continued on Page 1 <•<>

• Fig. 5 — Elevation details of
plan shown in Fig. 4. Note pro-
vision for very effective ventilation
system which consist of air outlet at
cellar window in back of projection
booth, an air inlet (grilled aper-
ture) in projection booth above
projectors, and an air duct plus
grilles as part of proscenium design.

ELEVATION 4-4-
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DAY

DREAMING

• These are 16mm. frame enlargements of main title, insert and scenes from of Jamesburg, New Jersey. Story concerns dream of a lad with a crisp new
"Day Dreaming," the Movie of the Month, produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin dollar bill and displays unusual photographic skill of Mrs. Kerwin.

MOVIE OF THE MONTH
BY J. H. SCHOEN

INew England hurricane, plus a

scenario idea once published in

Home Movies, furnished impetus

for a venture in movie making that has

culminated in garnering the certificate

award of Movie of The Month tendered

by the editors for the best amateur film

presented for review each month. The
award winner is "Day Dreaming,"
which tells, in 175 feet of black and

white 1 6mm. film, the story of a lad

given a dollar bill by his mother for

tidying up the yard.

"Day Dreaming" was photographed

and produced by Mrs. Edith Kerwin of

Jamesburg, New Jersey. It's a job any

male filmer would be proud to claim his

own. The Photographic quality is su-

perb and the camera technique em-
ployed very professional. Obviously the

story was well developed in script form

in advance. Scene entrances md exits are

always proper and every shot evidently

was carefully planned in order to dove-

tail into the editing scheme with a min-

imum of cutting.

The picture begins with nicely exe-

cuted introductory and credit titles pre-

ceding the main title. The opening is an

insert of a newspaper showing head-

lines telling of the havoc wrought by

the New England hurricane. Then the

camera pans slowly to show the actual

results—backyards and vacant lots lit-

tered with wind tossed debris. The cam-
era's panning action comes to a halt

upon a mother and son standing in their

yard surveying the wreckage left by

the storm.

The mother says to the boy: "I'll give

you a dollar to spend as you like if you

will clean up the yard."

"A whole dollar?" the lad asks, wide-

eyed.

Hardly waiting for his mother's re-

assuring nod, the lad dashes away and

soon reappears with a rake and begins

clearing the yard of leaves, weeds and

twigs that were deposited there by the

storm. Rubbish and miscellaneous debris

piled against the fence soon are sorted

and disposed of and the boy confronts

his mother for the promised dollar.

As he takes the dollar bill in hand,

the camera dollys forward to focus up-

on the boy in full closeup—an excep-

tionally well executed cinematic effect

—and at this point the scene goes out

of focus in a novel transitional effect,

and comes to focus again upon the first

of a sequence of scenes depictng the

thoughts of the boy as he daydreams

about what he will buy with the dollar.

The lad is shown sipping sodas, eat-

ing candy, sipping more sodas, eating

an ice cream cone, devouring a bag of

cookies, etc. This unbridled venture into

the land of sweets soon brings the in-

evitable nausea and stomachache. The

lad returns home, tells mother he don't

feel well, and she trots him off pronto

• Continued on Pirc 159
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• Probably the simplest method of animating
the words in a title is to letter the title by
hand and photograph it as it is being lettered.

This reguires needle sharp focus, exact exposure,

and use of black india ink on white title card.

TITLE animation is one of the most

interesting phases of title making.

It appears like magic on the screen,

and the various effects possible with

letters and words which move about

on the screen are limitless.

Many amateurs believe they cannot

do animation because their cameras do

not have a single frame lever, that is, a

device for exposing one frame at a time.

But there are several ways of making
animated titles when the camera is run-

ning at normal speed.

One of these is to cover up the sen-

tences of the title with strips of paper

the same color as the background.

When the camera is started, the strips

of paper are quickly pulled to the right

thus revealing the wording of the title

letter by letter. With a little practice

the paper strips can be withdrawn to

reveal the title word by word, or in any

other manner desired.

Another method of making animated

titles with the camera operating at nor-

mal speed is through the use of cut out

letters. The letters are placed on the

background upside down. After suffi-

cient exposure has been given to permit

reading the title, an electric fan is

turned on the letters or some other

method used to cause the letters to dis-

appear from the title board. When pro-

jected, the film is turned end for end

and projected end first. This makes the

letters appear right side up, although

the action is backwards, with the re-

sult that the letters seem suddenly to

appear from nowhere and mysteriously

form the title. Since with 8mm. cam-
eras reversing the film will also reverse

the image, it will be necessary to use a

MIMATION IN TITLES

WITH M (ME CAMEM
Single Frame Release Unnecessary To Achieve
Novel Animated Effects In Your Movie Titles

w H M

mirror in front of the lens and to photo-

graph the title at right angles in order

to reverse the image being photo-

graphed.

This same procedure can be accom-
plished by using block letters and ty-

ing a black string to each letter. After

sufficient exposure has been given to

permit reading title on the screen, the

letters are pulled from the title area

one by one. The pulling should be done

quite rapidly, and several assistants

should be employed to aid in this op-

• Block title letters are
easiest to animate. They
may be moved by hand
and each change filmed
by stop motion, or they
may be pushed, drawn,
or otherwise moved off the
title board and the action
filmed with camera held
upside down to achieve
effect of words of title

falling into place magi-
cally.

eration. If the camera can be made to

lun at 8 frames per second, this will

also help to speed up the letter pulling.

When the title is turned end for end

and projected, the letters will seem to

appear from the sky and slowly flutter

down to their place on the background.

The effect is startling and intriguing

on the screen.

Another method to use with the title

upside down is to write the title with

some water-soluble white substance,

such as ordinary white ink, bon ami,

etc., on a piece of ordinary clear win-

dow glass. Allowing sufficient exposure

to read the title, a hose or sprinkler is

turned on the title causing it to run.

On the screen the title will be seen to

slowly take form in an odd and errie ef-

fect, the white substance coming from
the top of the screen and slowly form-
ing the words of the title.

If it is desired to have the white sub-

stance appear from the bottom and
climb upward to form the title, the same
procedure should be employed except

that the title should remain right side

up and the camera turned up side down
during the exposure.

Another variation is to cover the

printed title with some light substance

• Continued on Page 160
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Movie Film

COMBAT CAW

This is Europe on "D-Day," and soldiers and cameraman face

ing Nazi fire as the first waves of Yanks pour into Hitler's "fori

Slamming through heavy seas, this Coast Guard 83-footer is |
Uncle Sam's many smaller craft which pack a big wallop on all



) Making" History

AMEN "KEEP THE RECORD" IN 16-MM. MOVIE

Marine lensmen, using 1 6-mm. and 35-mm. equipment, draw a crowd of curious Nip youngsters

on conquered Saipan as they set up their cameras to record post-battle activities in the Jap intern-

ment camp.

en before the smoke has lifted, combat photog-

iphers film the wreckage of a strong point wrested

A Marine combat photographer caught these two

Leathernecks just after they tossed high explosive

into a Jap dugout.

CAMERAS loaded with film you used to use, the combat pho-

tographers are in there "shooting" ... on the beaches, on

our planes and ships, way up front in every push.

It takes a lot of 16-mm. movie film to help report this war . . .

even more to help plan and fight it.

Approximately six times as much as you amateurs used in an

average prewar year . . . that's the Army's and Navy's

annual consumption of "home movie" Cine-Kodak Film.

Surprisingly enough, there's still a little left for

you—but it's very little— so, when you do get

a roll or magazine, use it to tuck away the

best of today for your service man to enjoy

tomorrow . . . Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y.

OFFICIAL U. S. MARINE CORPS. NAVY

ine
Koda
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home movies' experiments
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

Titles In Clay
Modeling-clay is one of the most in-

teresting and versatile mediums at the

disposal of the amateur who makes his

own titles. One need not be skilled in

clay modeling, for as the accompany-
ing illustration shows, the title text

may be imprinted into the clay—just

the reverse of the method often used

by professionals.

Equipment needed is a quantity of

clay; a shallow wooden tray the size of

required title area; and a set of rubber-

stamp type about i inch in height.

The clay should be the non-drying

kind, such as plasticine, which may be

purchased at almost any children's toy

counter. It may be obtained in a variety

of colors and can be used over again a

number of times.

The tray should be at least 9 by 12

inches in size which permits the sides

or moulding that forms the sides to be

included in the field of view to frame

the title. Where this is not desirable,

size of tray should be increased. For a

tray of this size, distance from camera

lens to clay surface (title) should be

32 inches for 16mm. cameras and 33
inches for 8mm. cameras.

The clay may be given a more inter-

esting surface pattern by pressing it

lightly with a sponge, or wad of

wrinkled paper, or patted with a spoon

01 the bristles of a hairbrush. The use

of colored clays kneaded together will

provide a colorful background for

Kodachrome titles. The title text, in

such cases, can be emphasized by paint-

ing the impressed letters a contrasting

:olor.

—

Harlan Wilson, San Diego, Calif.

Trick Title

A tricky title effect is to have the

text melt and flow down as the title

ends in a fade. Execution is compara-

tively simple. Use a smooth sheet of

metal for the title board. Coat one relation to the film gate. The wiring
side with thin covering of paraffine. plan is applicable to almost all projec-
When dry, spray paraffine with flat tors of this type.

—

Eugene Duval, Hart-
black paint, then letter title text over ford, Conn.
this.

When shooting the title, to gain

effect of title melting and flowing
downward as though of liquid, heat

back of metal plate quickly with a blow
torch or flame from bunsen burner.

This will melt the paraffine base,

causing it to flow.

By using a panel of glass instead of

metal for title board, a second title may
be lettered on another panel of glass

and placed in back of the first. Heat is

then applied back of the second panel,

causing paraffine to flow from first

panel to reveal second title. Heat will

not break glass if applied just long
enough to start flow of paraffine.—Elmo Davies, Tampa, Fla.

s scenes

IIO V TRAMS.

BEFORE

SWITCH

/
switch

LAMP

© 2oow i

*neo

Arret*

Trick Photography

By means of a Wollensak Vignetter

which is threaded to fit opening of any
Wollensak lens, and a simple cardboard

mask, split-stage and montage shots

may be effected with comparable ease.

With the Vignetter attached to the

lens, a mask, as shown in diagram, is

cut from black paper to fit opening of

Vignetter. With the latter in full open

Increased Light

The wiring diagrams above show how
I rewired my 8mm. projector, which

originally had an ordinary automobile

headlight lamp as the light source, so

that I could use a regular 200 watt

projection lamp for illumination.

The transformer was removed and

the power leads connected directly to

the new lamp socket. A toggle switch

cut into one lead permits controlling

lamp circuit independently of motor.

Care must be exercised in installing

the new lamp socket to insure that lamp

filament will be properly aligned with

MONEY
For Your Ideas!
DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel ond worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler. tell

others about it. If you have devel-
oped a new or novel trick or iound
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid $1.00. An extraordi-

nary idea will net you $5.00! Pay-
ment will be made at time of pub-
lication.

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch
or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-
lished will be held for possible use
in subsequent issues of Home
Movies.
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i n e workshop * * *

hortcuts contributed 6f readers
position and the mask inserted, a speci-

fied length of film is exposed on a

scene. The Jens is then capped and the

film wound back to start of the scene.

The mask segment is then moved a

quarter turn, and the next scene ex-

posed. The process of shooting, wind-

ing back film, and moving mask, is re-

peated until four exposures have been

made covering the four quarters of a

frame of film.

To obtain the fifth and final shot

of the multiple montage as shown in

diagram, iris diaphragm of the vignet-

ter is closed down until it is the same

size as that of center segment of the

mask. Mask is then removed and the

exposure made—after the lens has been

capped and the film again wound back

to starting position, of course.

Similar treatment, unless you want to

guess, must be accorded the viewfinder

in order to properly focus camera upon
each scene of the montage.

—

John H.
Trunk, Valley Stream, N. Y.

EXTENSION CO/tD

s.p.s.t. switch

d.p.d.t Switch

pj— LAMP

RHEOSTAT

Wlff /MA Dl«S»«/V!

LINE CORD A

Junction Box

Sketches show method of construct-

ing a combination junction box and
light-dimmer for use with two photo-

floods—either No. i's or No. 2's. The
arrangement includes a S.P.S.T. off-on

toggle switch; a D.P.D.T. toggle switch

which, as wiring diagram shows, per-

mits switching photofloods from paral-

lel to series between takes, thereby re-

ducing voltage and prolonging life of

lamps; and a 50 ohm rheostat in series

with the line current which affords

means of dimming photofloods for fade-

out and fadein effects.

Required parts, as shown in diagram,

are as follows: A—extension cord; B

—

single-pole, single-throw switch; C

—

double-pole, double-throw switch; D

—

rheostat ; E and F—flush outlet recep-

tacles into which photoflood extensions

may be plugged.

A rheostat for this purpose should be

for 110-120 volt circuits and with a

capacity of at least 50 watts. Such a

rheostat will heat up, but if used ex-

clusively for making fades, its use

—

only a few seconds at a time—will not
cause it to burn out.

—

R. H. Schmidt,

Chicago.

Camaro •;-®;:~-

B.3-L.

Subject

Lamp Bull Hal

/

/ Sit

3

B.6.L

Indoor Light Record

As a guide to lighting interior shots,

I now keep a record of the placement
of all light units in a scene together

with data as to size of photoflood
lamps, distance of lamps to subject,

whether or not diffusers were used,

exposure used and the type and speed

of the film.

This data is kept on sheets which I

prepared and had mimeographed for the

purpose as shown above. The informa-

tion, always at hand, keeps me from
making the same lighting mistakes

twice and enables me to determine with-

out delay, the lighting set-up used on

a successful shot when in need of such

data again. — George Thomas, Los

Angeles.

LIQUID SOLDI*
OR GLUE

FRONT VIEW
B

HOLE FOR HANDLE EXISTING HANDLE

SLOT FOR PIH OF
EXISTING HANDLE

- SKIVED AREA

Easier Rewinding
With some makes of film rewinds,

the handle leverage is comparatively

short and swings in a very small arc.

When larger reels of film, such as the

300 or 400 foot 8mm., are to be re-

wound, the short handled rewind be-

comes increasingly hard to turn as the

film rolls onto takeup reel.

By increasing length of the handle,

leverage is increased making for

smoother winding of film for editing

purposes. Accompanying sketch shows

how this improvement was applied to

a Craig "Junior" rewind. A piece of

metal 1 16" thick, wide and

3" in length was machined as shown at

A. Machining consists of rounding cor-

ners of one end; drilling hole for knob;

slotting opposite end; and skiving this

end to permit sliding it beneath original

knob on rewind.

Extension may be attached to rotary

plate of the rewind either with liquid

solder, or by drilling a hole and tapping

for a small machine screw as shown at

B. Diagram C is a crossection view

from top with extension arm applied.—W. F. Pemberton, Los Angeles, Calif.

WANTED
The editors have received many

requests from readers for data on
construction and installation of a

backwind and frame counter for

the Revere 8mm. camera. We will

appreciate hearing from any ama-
teur who has built and installed

these accessories on his Revere
camera.
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• The Berndt-Maurer is a practical, efficient

i6mm. professional camera operating with a

minimum of noise.

Professional 16mm.

Cameras
IN RECENT months, there has been

considerable speculation concerning sev-

eral professional 16mm. cameras of new
design and refinements reportedly

being tested by the Government at

Dayton, Ohio. Sixteen millimeter film

producers, and others interested in new
16mm. cameras, are awaiting with inter-

est some indication that these cameras

will soon be put into production for

general distribution.

It seems, however, that the 16mm
cameras presently available for profes-

sional work will have to serve for some

time yet. Not that any of them are not

adequate for the job; its just that all

of them need refinements— silencing,

variable shutters, and other features

that go together to make for better

cinematography.

In evaluating present 16mm. cameras

suitable for professional work, they may
be divided into two classes according

to the type of productions for which
they are to be used: (i) productions

which require synchronous dialogue and

(2) productions which are filmed si-

lently, with off-stage narration, sound

effects and music added later.

For the last named class, an electric

motor drive is not essential if a spring

motor driven camera is available which
will operate steadily at 24 f.p.s. The

• Continued on Page ijr>

E

• The E. M. Berndt CorD. makes a special syn-

chronous motor attachment to operate the Cine
Special at 24 f.p.s. for sound film production.

It IV FOSHOLDT HMDS D01UL4S

AIRCRAFT lUflK FILM HIT
Winner of Many Home Movies Contests Now Successful

Producer of Employee Training Films

B y FRANK HARTWELL
APPROXIMATELY 500,000 employees saw company-pro-

duced training films at Douglas Aircraft Company's Long
Beach (California) plant during 1944. Last year, Douglas'

Industrial Training department produced five training films,

one of which was in color. All work on the films with excep-

tion of the dubbing of sound was accomplished with available

plant personnel.

The man heading up Douglas' training film production unit

is Ray Fosholdt, Long Beach movie maker and familiar to

Home Movies readers as winner of various filming awards
including a Movie of The Month certificate in November,
1 941; a First Award in Home Movies' 1942 Annual Contest,

and an achievement award in the same contest for editing.

The motion picture accomplishments of Fosholdt at Douglas
are the result of an inherent skill for making good movies that

began to manifest itself shortly after he started making movies

sixteen years ago with a ten dollar camera. Reviewing his movie
making career, we find that he founded the Long Beach
Cinema Club, now one of the most successful in the country.

Climaxing a long series of personal film productions, he was

made director of cinematography on Long Beach Cinema
Club's first serious 16mm. sound production, "Fire From the

Skies," a civilian defense film that has enjoyed wide distribu-

tion. He was among the first movie amateurs in the country to

dabble with sound for amateur films—built a complete sound

studio in his home. He was one of the first amateurs to take

up the processing of his own films, building a complete reversal

laboratory in the basement of his home. Obviously, when he

entered the employ of Douglas Aircraft Company, he was
better versed in the various phases of 16 mm. motion picture

film production than many so-called professionals too frequent-

ly regarded as the only real experts.

Ray Fosholdt was managing one of his father's Long Beach

shoe stores when the United States entered the war. He decided

at once to get into defense industry and selected the nearby

Douglas plant as a logical market for his movie making talents.

In making application for work, Fosholdt hoped to find a place

in Douglas' training film department, then comparatively

small and devoted more to exhibiting films than producing

them. Fosholdt settled for a job as projectionist.

Once inside the industrial beehive that was Douglas, Fosholdt

soon gravitated toward the work he loved best—making

1 54
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• Shooting begins on "Flush Riveting," super 1400 foot 14mm. training film for Douglas Aircraft

Company employees. Ray Fosholdt, director in charge of production (center), explains proper use

of tool to employee while cameraman Win Proctor focuses camera on scene. Art Payne, of

Douglas' Industrial Training department watches action from sidelines.

movies. The small production unit functioning at the time

was encountering difficulty putting together one of its first

comprehensive training films. Fosholdt was given the job of

editing the picture. His success at this task led to permanent
assignment with the production unit and within a comparatively

short time, he was elevated to director in complete charge

of production.

Today with a staff of but three people, Fosholdt's training

film unit turns out pictures for one-fourth the cost asked by
outside industrial film producers. Fosholdt doesn't believe in

surrounding himself with glamorous, Hollywood-like, produc-

tion staffs—knows that a small unit, working in harmony, can

do the type of job required by the Douglas Company quicker

and cheaper and with no headaches to anyone.

His unit can turn out a complete one reel sound film in

thirty days, while others consisting of several reels require as

little as three months from time script is prepared until com-
pleted film is ready for preview. The typical training film is

400 to 800 feet long. A "super-duper"—Flush Riveting

—

now in production will run 1600 feet.

Fosholdt's procedure in producing a training film runs some-
thing like this: After the Industrial Training department re-

ceives a request for a film on a specific subject, Fosholdt per-

sonally studies the problem, often mingling unidentified with
groups of employees in order to get first hand knowledge of

the problem and of the employees' handicaps which prevail

because of it.

He then writes the script and narration and submits them to

Art Payne of the Training department for o.k. Given the green
light, Fosholdt calls in Win Proctor, his cameraman, and a

shooting schedule is drawn up. Later, when the first rought cut
is completely edited, the sound track is made under Fosholdt's

supervision at an outside sound studio.

Fosholdt keeps the narration of training films down to

simple, homey, everyday language that any employee can

understand, omitting the highfalutin ten-dollar words so

• C ontinued on Pugi i 5 6

Closeups

JOE YOLO of the Yolo Motion Picture-

service, Yakima, Washington, is cur-

rently in Hollywood doing the sound

recording on a new Sherwin-Williams

film.

The subject is the Sherwin-Williams

"stop-drop" apple tree spray. This spray

is applied by airplanes and decreases the

average apple loss due to early drop-

pings.

JACK MAYNARD has been placed in

charge of Eastman's new professional

1 6mm. service department at the Holly-

wood branch.

The new department has been organ-

ized to assist professional film labora-

tories in securing better service from

Kodachrome duplicating.

NEIL McCUIRE Productions of Holly-

wood have just completed a 600 ft.

picture entitled "The Gingerbread

Man." The film was exposed on 16mm.
color film, and the story is patterned

after the book by the same name.

Narrator for the film was Pinto Col-

vig, the same man who furnished the

voice for Dopey, the Big Bad Wolf, and

other Disney characters. The film is

scheduled for release April 1

.

The picture has been made for Hal-

sey Publications, of Connecticut, who
contemplate filming several children's

books.

DORIS WARNER LEROY is organizing

her own company for the production

of 1 6mm. commercial, entertainment

and educatonal pictures. She is the

daughter of H. M. Warner and the wife

of Melvin LeRoy, producer - director,

and although Warner Bros, has no share

in the venture it is expected that she

will have the full cooperation of the

studio.

Harry Wanger, brother of Walter

Wanger, will join Mrs. LeRoy in the

venture.

THOMAS Productions, Hollywood, Cal-

ifornia, started shooting a new produc-

tion entitled "Beauty and the Boat"
March 15.

This is the first of a series of 16mm.
color films which are being filmed by

Thomas.
*

RUSSELL WADE, RKO actor who ap-

peared in the Major 16mm. color film

"Sundown Riders," has just closed a

• Continued on Piirc 169
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!

LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality.
Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

Douglas Aircraft Co.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

p Food Machinery Corp.

p U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot

Santa Fe Railroad

y Standard Oil Co. of Calif,

r AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many other*.

Write (or Literature H M and Prleee

TELEFILM
I NCORPORATIO
6039 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

14mm MOVIE FILM 7 R. Lengths

WESTON 32 — A GUARANTEED VALUE
Available in both negative and reversal

emulsions. Ideal for us ein making titles.

May be spliced together for regular camera
use. Past dated but guaranteed perfect.

Individually packaged.
10—7 FOOT LENGTHS, Only . $1.00

20—7 FOOT LENGTHS, Only 1.75

16mm AIR CORPS TRAINING FILMS
Ready for projection. These are gunnery

training films made on a camera synchronized

to gun trigger. Shows action scenes above
the clouds—zooming planes, etc. You'll want
at least one reel for your library.

APPROXIMATE LENGTH
350-400 feet. Each $2.00

1600 Ft. 16mm
FILM STORAGE CANS

Consists of can only—no reel. Maroon finish.

Each — 50c

CTADl/'C Dept. HM-3, 501 S. State St.

3 I A\ ft ft 3 Chicaao. Illinois

TITLES
Film Editing

Since 1*24

Extensive Film Rental Library,

8mm., 16mm. Silent and Sound

Catalog Free.

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
3252 Foster Avenue Chicago 25, III.

^"Afd/e Your Own Talkies

FILMCRAPH
afiriWf^f - *nrpme

LIMITER SUPPLY— FILMGRAPH
Models JV or JVC Recorder-

Reproducers—latest modern method of record-

ing directly on your lemm film or on Miles

M-5 blank Safety Film. Accurate, lengthy re-

cordings. Can be used with or without projec-

tors. Write for Circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

812 Broadway (Dept. HM-4) New York 3

Professional I6mtn. Camera*
• Continued from Page 154

Bell & Howell series 70 Filmo, Bolex,

Eastman Cine-Special and Victor cam-
eras are quite satisfactory for profes-

sional production of films for post-re-

cording of sound. The Filmo with posi-

tive viewfinder combined with the spe-

cial alignment gauge, and the Special

with its ground glass reflex finder are

notable for accuracy in viewfinding
and aligning subjects with camera lens.

The Cine-Special offers the added and
very welcome feature of dissolving

shutter, making possible the execution

of fades and dissolves with ths camera.

For professional production of syn-

chronous sound films, there are certain

requirements that should be met by any
camera being considered for this type

of work. Such a camera should be

driven by a synchronous 60-cycle motor
which will automatically operate camera
at same speed as recorder; camera and
motor should operate as quietly as pos-

sible or be adaptable to a soundproof

blimp; camera should feature removable
film magazines, preferably of 400 foot

capacity; camera should be equipped

with an accurate, erect-image viewfind-

er adjustable for parallax, and very

important—camera should provide ac-

curate registration within the camera
gate of every frame of film to insure

against variable frame lines appearing

in the screened picture.

Cameras such as the Cine-Special,

Victor, Bolex and Filmo may be fitted

wth synchronous motors to drive them
at 24 f .p.s. With the Cine-Special, which
provides for exterior demountable film

magazines, it is possible to have the

frame lines of two or more separate

magazines matched by sending the

magazines to the factory. It is also pos-

sible to match the frame lines of ex-

ternal magazines for the Bell & Howell
Filmo.

Other strictly professional 16mm.
cameras available

—
"available," in this

case, meaning having been manufac-
tured and sold to date—are the Berndt-

Maurer, the Auricon sound camera, and
a special professional model Dell &
Howell. Production of the latter was
rather limited and the few completed

are in use among various training film

production units. A greatly improved
model of this camera is planned for

postwar production.

The only camera which approxi-

mately satisfies the requirement of quiet

operation is the Berndt-Maurer. The
others are too noisy to be operated in

the same room without a sound-proof

blimp. Even the Berndt-Maurer should

be used with a blimp when shooting

closeups in which a microphone is em-
ployed.

With the cameras described here, it

is possible to do just about everything

that a 35mm. camera will do. Producers

of 1 6mm. films, notably Photo & Sound
of San Francisco, have clearly demon-
strated that the smaller 16mm. film no

longer carries with it the old bugaboo

of emulsion grain as an obstacle in

striking off satisfactory screenable

prints of negatives. About the only

things improved models can offer are a

more refined mechanism that will in-

sure accurate frame registration; larger

film capacity; a dissolving shutter; and

quieter operation. But these features are

important.

J^ay, 3o*holdt
y

A draining, 3ilm* . . .

• Continued from Page 1 5 5

frequently used by professional screen

narrators. Another secret of the success

of his films is that human interest

touches and moments of humor are in-

jected at regular intervals. These tend

to keep an employee's attention riveted

on the picture during screening, some-

thing which many technical films fail

to do.

"Plastics In Tooling," the most re-

cently produced, has received extensive

recognition throughout the United

States and England. Prints were re-

quested by the National Society of Plas-

tics Industries who distributed them

among leading industries all over the

nation. The War Production Board also

requested prints of the film for showing

in Washington, as did the British

Consulate.

Thus, in the comparatively brief span,

of sixteen years, Fosholdt has finally

achieved his goal—that of producing

worthwhile professional films. He has

come up from the ranks of photo-

graphic and movie making hobbyists

and attained an eminent place in the

field of training film production. A
great deal of Fosholdt's success can be

credited to the "all around" movie

making experience he gained earlier

while filming, developing, editing and

titling home movies.
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With Removable
Head . .and the new

16mm Alignment Gauge

ir Illustrated is the B & H 16mm Filmo camera
mounted on the new Professional Junior 16mm.
Shiftover Alignment Gauge and Standard Profes-

sional Junior Friction Type Tripod. The Shiftover

device is the finest and most efficient for parallax

correction for prismatic focusing type cameras.
The male of the Shiftover may be attached to

the camera base permanently and permits hand-
held as well as tripod use.

^ The Professional Junior
1

" Tripod with removable head is a most versatile

unit. The friction type head gives super-smooth pan and tilt action

—

360
0
pan and 8o° tilt. A generous sized pin and trunnion assures long, de-

pendable service.

"Spread-leg" design affords utmost rigidity and quick, positive height

adjustments. A "T" level is built in. The top plate can be set for 16mm
E. K. Cine Special, with or without motor; 35mm DeVry, B & H Eyemo

with or without motor, with or without alignment gauge—and the Filmo.

Tripod Head Unconditionally Guaranteed

5 Years. Write for Descriptive Literature!

"Professional Junior' * Tripods. Baby Tripods, Developing Kits. "Hi-

Hats" and Shiitover Alignment Gauges made by Camera Equip-
ment Co. are used by tbe U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal
Corps, Ofiice of Strategic Services and other Government Agencies
—also by many leading Newsreel companies and 16mm. and
35mm. motion picture producers.

FRANK C. ZUCKER

(7flm€Rfl€ouipm€nT(o.
1600 BROflDUJfly \ fl€UJ yoRK cny

Above — Collapsible and adjustable

telescoping metal triangle. Extends

from I6V2" to 26 V2". Has wing lock-

ing nuts for adjusting leg spread and

stud holes for inserting points of tri-

pod feet. Triangles prevent damage,
insure cameramen that their equip-

ment remains in correct position and

will not slip on or mar any type of

surface.

157
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NEW SOUND AID SILENT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Castle Films' latest news release is a

double barreled treat for owners of 8mm.
and 1 6mm. projectors in that it brings

thrilling action scenes of two of the

most important U. S. victories in this

war — MacArthur Liberates Manila

and U. S. Marines Capture Iwo Jima.

Castle Films previously announced that

the Manila scenes would be available

in a special news release for March, but

conditions beyond their control made
delivery of prints impossible. With the

Iwo Jima pictures since received, the

April Castle release will include both

subjects. MacArthur Liberates Manila

and U. S. Marines Capture Iwo Jima
is title of this double feature Castle

news release available April ist.

His Butler's Sister, produced in 1944
by Universal Pictures, is a 9-reel fea-

ture picture in 16mm. sound. Story

concerns a beautiful young singer,

played by Deanna Durbin who finds

her brother a mere butler, instead of

a millionaire as she had been led to be-

lieve. He becomes an unwilling stepping

stone to an audition opportunity with

his boss. The girl finds success and hap-

piness at last at the annual Butler's

ball where her singing captivates every-

one and leads to the singing career she

seeks. In addition to Miss Durbin, there

are Pat O'Brien and Franchot Tone to

complete the cast of stars in this en-

tertaining comedy musical. Subject will

be available after May 26, 1945, for

approved nontheatrical audiences. Ren-
tal rate is S 17.50.

Life Line of the Nation, produced

by Princeton Film Center, is a two-

reel 1 6mm. film portraying in an en-

tertaining and exciting manner, the

wartime work of America's railroads.

Subject is available to the general pub-

lic on payment of a small service charge

and makes a special appeal to adult

service clubs, schools and colleges. Dis-

tribution is by Princeton Film Center,

Princeton, New Jersey.

International Lady, 12 reels, 16mm.
sound, stars George Brent, Ilona Mas-

sey and Basil Rathbone. Here is a drama

of mystery and intrigue and a picture

abounding in headline thrills and ten-

der romance. The story concerns a

golden-voiced concert singer who im-

perils millions by her calculated dar-

ing. An excellent program picture for

all types of audiences who delight in

triple-action entertainment premised

on hair-raising intrigue. Exclusive

world-wide distribution in 16mm. is

controlled by Commonwealth Pictures

Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave., New
York City 19, New York, from whom
information regarding rental rates and

booking dates may be obtained.

Cheers for Miss Bishop. 10 reels

1 6mm. sound, running time 94 min-

utes, is being released by Nu-Art Films,

145 West 45th St., New York City

19, N. Y. Martha Scott is portrayed

in the title role as a teacher who over-

comes many obstacles in her search for

happiness. The film has often been

called the American "Good-bye Mr.

Chips," so closely does it follow in pat-

tern the story of an unselfish and de-

voted schoolmistress.

Official Films plans for News Thrills

releases for the coming months include

the following subjects: Vol. 1, Battle

of Germany and the Yalta Conference;

Vol. 2, Manila Liberated and Battle of

Philippines, and Vol. 3, Iwo Jima, the

biggest battle in Marine history.

Exact dates of these releases, accord-

ing to Official Films, Inc., will depend

upon availability of raw film stock for

prints after Army and Navy allot-

ments have been fulfilled. Obviously,

the number of prints to be made avail-

able in both 8mm. and 16mm. will be

limited and interested projector own-
ers should place orders early.

The Big Broadcast is title of one of

George Pal "Puppetoons"—the first of

the famous animated puppet comedy
films to be made available in 16mm.
sound. The Big Broadcast is a profes-

sional variety show of song and dance

from waltz to jive and includes musi-

cal selections from the various United

Nations. Cavalcade of Music, offering

a charming potpourri of music and

dancing, and Sleeping Beaut), ancient

legend of the sleeping maiden and her

gallant prince, are titles of other two

subjects in this series. Subjects are

available now and distribution is by

Pictorial Films, Inc., R-K-O Bldg!.

New York City 20, N. Y. Catalogs and

price lists are available.
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to the bathroom where she administers

a dose of castor oil—the real stuff, too.

The kid winces realistically, then goes

to his room to prepare for bed.

Here the camera, by means of the

out-and-into-focus transition effect, re-

turns us to reality and we find the lad

still staring into space at conclusion of

his daydream. Events in the dream

have made such an impression as to

change his plans. The lad reluctantly

turns and enters his room where he de-

posits the dollar in his toy bank, dis-

playing wisdom and frugality not found

very often among boys today.

Although Mrs. Kerwin had often as-

sisted her husband in his movie making
and thus had opportunity to observe his

camera techniques, this is her very first

picture produced entirely on her own

except, of course, for occasional movies

made of the children.

"In attempting to make the more
tricky shots such as dolly, mirror, etc.,"

said Mrs. Kerwin, "I ran into some dif-

ficulty with the focus and had to ask

my husband's advice. Up to this point,

he was completely unaware that I was
filming the picture. Upon seeing the

processed rolls of film of my previous

shots, he was so pleased with my work,

he made it quite plain that I was doing

all right and that he would contribute

nothing but occasional technical advice.

For this, I have given him credit as

technical adviser in my opening titles.

"This picture would not have been

successful if it were not for the whole-

hearted cooperation of our son who is

the principal actor in the story. Being

only ten years of age, he naturally had

many outside interests with "the gang,"

and was frequently interrupted from

his ball games, radio programs, etc., to

go on location with me. There were oc-

casions for several retakes and this de-

layed completion of the film, but the

boy was always eager to assist me and

help out with little suggestions of his

own.
"In the castor oil sequence, he par-

ticularly asked to be given the real

thing, stating 'We want to surprise

Daddy and its got to be the real thing.

So let's go the limit!'
"

"And now for some technical data,"

continued Mrs. Kerwin. "The titles were

shot on a home made titler built from
plans and specifications which appear in

Home Movies' booklet, 'How To Title

Home Movies.' All were double exposed.

A Bell & Howell fader with wipe at-

tachment was used for the special ef-

fects in the titles.

"In making the dolly shot, I origi-

nally planned to dolly from a long shot

^ SOUND / /h^oL SILENT

HLM LIBRARIES
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILMS

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

152? Vine Street

LONG BEACH-
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St.. N. W.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 Ea«t Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

19 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boyleston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service
5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Heber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

New York City—Continued

King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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•POST PICTURES'
-Announces

A List- of Additional Re-

leases in 16mm Sound

YOUNG EAGLES
The Boy Scout adventure SERIAL in 12

chapters. Officially endorsed by Boy Scouts

of America. A picture everyone wants to see.

RANGE BUSTERS
A series of eight Musical Westerns

A new style and type of Western entertain-

ment. Each feature has a cleverly arranged

dramatic story with a guarded finale and

a wealth of comedy highlighted by fine

musical interludes in the excellent singing

of cowboy ballads.

Featuring Ray "CRASH" Corrigan, John
"DUSTY" King and Max "ALIBI" Terhune.

NATURE
A series of 6 educational subjects

A series of magnificently photographed
strange living things—on the land—in the

waters—and in the air. Some gigantic in

size, others so small that they are invisible

to the human eye, but they are shown in

bold relief and startling detail as seen by
the microscopic camera lens.

While designed as educational subjects,

they are equally absorbing and impressive

for entertainment purposes.

WRESTLING
A series of 9 subjects

Here is grand entertainment for an) audi-

ence. In the series are subjects picturing the

highlights of male and female wrestling

champions and showing single and double

matches in the present day technique; the

many forms of offense, defense, holds and

amazing displays of prowess.

HYMNALOGUES
"The Songbook of the Screen"

In Natural COLOR or Black and
White. 20 subjects

World renowned hymns and famous songs

splendidly sung by the celebrated Hamilton
Quartet, with the words, super-imposed on
appropriate scenic backgrounds, to permit

audiences joining in the singing. The back-

grounds were photographed in gorgeous na-

tural color. Excellent }-minute subjects to

embellish any program.

AVAILABLE AT YOUR FILM

RENTAL LIBRARY

Write for our New Catalogue—just off the

press—u hieh lists the titles of the subjects

listed here and many other fine features and

shorts.

POST PICTURES CORP.
Dept. 23 723 Seventh Ave.. New York 19, N. Y.

to a closeup and then follow this with

the out of focus effect for the day-

dream sequence. This, I found, would
require gradually changing focus while

at the same time dollying in with the

camera, which was hard to accomplish

single handed. To overcome this, I made
the dolly shot using my wide-angle lens,

and provided enough light on the set to

give sufficient depth of focus for the

distance traveled by the camera. At end

of travel, I changed to a telephoto lens,

with its shorter depth of focus, and ad-

justed it gradually while filming to

throw the scene out of focus."

Mrs. Kerwin used a 16mm. Bolex

equipped with \" f 1.5, 17mm. f/2.7,

and 2" f 3.5 lenses. Also employed
were tripod, exposure meter, spotlight,

photofloods with Kodaflectors, and a

home made dolly.

"I enjoyed immensely making the pic-

ture," said Mrs. Kerwin, "and plan to

start another as soon as the present

shortage of film is over. This time I

hope to profit by the experiences gained

in my first effort, for even in movie
making, the old saying still applies

—

'Experience is the best teacher.'
"

(Build cA Cellar Cinema . . .

0 Continued from Page 147

On this wall should also be the light

switches for both the auditorium and

the workshop-projection room spaces as

well as for the marquee outside. If a

kitchen exhaust fan is used for venti-

lation the switch should be on the same

panel. For those who want to be very

fancy, the auditorium lights can be put

on a rheostat of sufficient capacity so

that the Auditorium lights are not

flashed off and on but are faded off

and on.

One home movie theater that we
know of has a tiny stage with curtains

like a regular theater and by an ingeni-

ous set of light clothes lines and pul-

leys the operator in the projection

room can dim his lights, part the cur-

tains and start the show with a con-

siderable flourish of professionalism.

The ventilation of the auditorium

and the projection room should be

worked out with some care, since these

small rooms can easily become stuffy

with smoke and carbon dioxide during

a show. A gravity ventilator can be

built which will do a fairly good job

of ventilation but a deluxe installation

would require a kitchen exhaust fan to

the outside plus a fresh air inlet from

outdoors. It is desirable to have at least

six air changes an hour.

Now let's consider the Approach. At
all the Hollywood premieres, of course,

they roll out a rug from the theater to

the curb, so let's have a rug too! It can

be painted on the cellar floor, a real

hall runner rug can be used, or a strip

of bright linoleum.

Then, too, all the best Hollywood

tradition calls for footprints of the

famous stars in cement outside the

theater; so get busy with a cold chisel,

or an electric drill, if you can borrow

one, and cut out five or six squares to

depth of half an inch. Fill these panels

with fresh cement and get the members

of your home movie "cast" to make
their imprints when the cement has

reached its initial set but is still plastic.

Some night, when you are going to show

Lamp 16 mm. Kodascope Lens. Screen'Size. "Throw"

Lamp 8 mm. Kodascope Lens Screen Size "Throw"

32-32 CP. 20 1" f 2.5 r- o'xr-4' 7'-0'

300 C.C. 50 1' f r- 10
-
x2'-6' 14'-6'

300 C.C. 80 I'l '2 r- 10'x2'-6* 14'-6'

300 C.C. 80 1' f 1.6 2'- 6*x3'-4" ir-6 #

300 B P. 80 r f 2 10'x2'-6
- 14'-6'

300 B P. 80 i- f 1.6 2'- 6*x3'-4'

• The above table gives the approved combina-
tions of projector, lamp, lens, and screen size for

best projection results at various distances. While
able is compiled by Eastman Kodak Co. for

Eastman 8mm. and 16mm. projectors, the figures

may be used as a basis of estimating screen sizes

for home theatres where other makes of projectors
are used.

a whole reel of daughter Mary, make a

party out of the occasion and have

Mary do her footprints in fresh ce-

ment, with proper ceremonies.

No one ever saw a first-class movie

house without a marquee. Some i"xi"
furring strips against the ceiling will be

sufficient to hold a valance cut out of

plywood or from light weight discarded

packing crate wood. The outside can

be trimmed with a piece of quarter

round, and if you want to go overboard,

a row of electric lights can be installed

just back of the valance, giving your

home movie theatre a final professional

touch.

cAnimation . . .

• Continued from Page 149

such as artificial snow. After the camera

has been running for a few seconds, an

electric fan is used to blow the snow

away, revealing the title letters. As a

sort of fade out, more snow can be re-

400-w. EE & G 1* f/2.5 3'- 3"x4'-4
-

11 '-6'

400-w. L l'f/2 4'- 6'x6'-0' 16-0'
400-w. EE & G 2' f/2.5 3'- 9'x5'-0' 27'-0'

400-w. EE. G. & L 2' f/1.6 4'- 6'x6'-0" 32'-0'

400-w. EE. G. & L 3* f/2 3'- 9'xS'-0' 48'-0'

400-w. EE. G. & L 4' f/2.5 5'- 3"x7'-0' 53'-0'

500-w. EE & G 1* f/2.5 3'- 9'xS'-0" 13-0'
500-w. L 1' f/2 S'- 3'x7'-0

- 19'-0'

500-w. EE & G 2' f/2.5 3'- 9'x5'-0" 27-0'
500-w. EE. G. & L 2' f/1.6 5'- 3'x7'-0

- 37'-0'

500-w. EE. G. & L 3' f /2 5'- 3*x7'-0' 56'-0'

500-w. EE. G. & L 4' f/2.5 4'- 6"x6'-0' 63'-0'

750-w. EE & G 1* f/2.5 4'- 6*x6'-0
- 16'-0'

750-w. L I* f/2 5'- 3'x7'-0* 19'-0'

750-w. EE & G 2
-

r 2.5 4'- 6'x6'-0' 32'-0*

750-w. EE. G. & L 2' f 1.6 6'- 0"x8'-0' 42'-0"

750-w. EE. G. & L 3'f 2 6'- 0'x8'-0' 64'-0'

750-w. EE. G. & L 4' f '2.5 4'- Cx6'-0' 63'-0'
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leased from above to again cover up

the title. This is probably one of the

simplest of title animation methods. It

does not require that the camera or

title be turned upside down. Of course,

the title must be placed flat on the

floor or a table and the camera sus-

pended horizontally above it.

This effect was worked out very

beautifully in a film recently reviewed

by Home Movies' editors. This film was

in color and the photographer had used

ordinary breakfast corn flakes to cover

the title. Being a rich brown, they made
a striking opening on the screen. As the

fan blew them away, a beautiful title

in two tones of brown was revealed.

After all the main and credit titles

were shown, the corn flakes were again

employed to cover and thus fade out

the title as described in above paragraph.

Another animated title effect that

is extremely easy to make, consists of

printing the title with some water proof

substance, such as printers' ink, on a

stiff card which is somewhat resistant

to water. The title is placed in the bot-

tom of a tray of water. The camera
is then suspended over the title, and
just before the exposure begins, the

water is vigorously stirred, causing suf-

ficient rippling to make the wording
unreadable. In a second or two the rip-

pling is stopped, and the wording be-

comes legible. After sufficient expos-

Screen, Case and Tripod are in

OWE Compact Unit!

/ttA t* See tAe

(««g U S. Pal. Off )

VERSATOL
SCREEN

Easy to Set Up and to Carry
Top value in popular priced tripod type
screens. The Versatol has automatic adjust-
ment to correct picture proportions (a fea-
ture found only in Da-Lite tripod screens)
and Da-Lite's famous glass-beaded surface.
Three Sizes: 30" x 40" for $7.50; 40" x 40"
for $9.00; and 37" x 50" for $10.00.

See at your dealers today or write

Dept. 4 HM for full details!

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
2711-23 North Crawford Avenue • Chicago 39, Illinois

Order Now— Immediately Available

Franklin Editor, complete with re*

winds and splicer (Specify 8 or
14mm.) _ - _*49.S0

Franklin Splicer, 6 or 14mm 4.9S

Franklin Deluxe Splicer, 8 or 14mm... 4.75

Baia Precision Splicer 4.95

Keystone 14mm Editor 12.50

Kodak Junior Splicer 1.00

Baia 14mm Illuminated Viewer

Craig Senior Rewinds, per pair

7.95

10.00

Craig Master Rewinds, per pair 12.00

Franklin Deluxe Rewinds

8mm. Reels or Cans, 4 for

14mm. Reels or Cans, 4 for..._

14mm. 12-reel Metal Case

8mm. 12-reel Metal Case

Baia Slitter

4.95

1.25

2.00

4.95

3.25

3.00

750 Watt TI2 Projection Lamps 4.41

300 Watt T20 Projection Lamps . 2.88

Wide Angle Projection Lens,

Wollensack 4.495

Kodascope I" W.A. Projection Lens 10.00

Kodascope l'/2
" W.A. Projection Lens 10.00

Projector Tripod Top 1.50

Da-Lite Projector Stand 17.00

Ampro Deluxe Projector Stand 35.00

Omag 8mm. Filter Kits 5.95

BB Slide & 35mm. Strip Film Viewer 13.25

Price Vu- Projector for 2" x 2" Slides 5.95

Mit'ens Title Letters, all styles from 5.50

Metalet Magnetic Title Letters, set 7.95

Vicor Model 25 Sound Projector (re-

conditioned), complete with Deluxe
52" x 72" Screen 328.00

Items of equipment listed are limited in quantity

and offered subject to prior sale. Order your choice

promptly to avoid disappointment. A free list of

Official and Castle Films ... 8 mm., 16mm.
Silent and Sound . . . will be sent upon request.

Write for your copy today.

How To Make Good Movies $2.00

Cinematographer's Hand Book 4.00

COMPLETE STOCK OF
PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOKS ON HAND

•

Cases For

CAMERAS & PROJECTORS
Still Available

SCREENS—All Sizes $2.95 and up

AVAILABLE ON SUITABLE PRIORITY
Magaiine Cine Kodak Sound Projectors
Cine Kodak Special Sound Kodascope FS ION
Victor 40B Amprosound YSA

Slide Projectors S.V.E., Spencer, Kodak

FOTOSHOP, Inc.

BEST PRICES PAID FOR CAMERAS and PROJECTORS

18 East 42nd Street

New York 17, N. Y. (Dept. HM4)
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$&SSpicks up Cameras

Don't resist my mag-

netic plea for unused

camera equipment.
Come in and

sell to Bass for

cash ... or send

it on at once.

Check by re-

turn mail.

President

179 W MADISON »T.CHICAGO 2. III.

Ei try thing for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic FILM
-|£M 100 feet 4 CQ
IBM Weston 32-20 »•«**»

(prices include processing)

8mm- 16mm Castle Films

Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
39 x 50 10.50

Mitten Title Letters 5.95

Movie Titlers - 9.75
8mm Metal Reel Case 4.95

TATE Quality LABORATORIES
2817-1? E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Cal.f.

EVERY

CINE
8MM. FAN WANTS

E X T E N A R
It's the new WIDE ANGLE
lens that every cine fan

needs to catch the whole

picture. Simply screws

over regular 8mm. lens,

providing identical focus

and definition plus a WIDE
ANGLE $27.50

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, WRITE TODAY
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

48 West 29th Street New York City

NEW 16mm Sound FEATURES
"AS YOU LIKE IT"
"DUKE OF WEST POINT"
"INTERNATIONAL LADY"
"SOUTH OF PAGO PAGO'

Write for FREE Catalog H

EA
95 N. MAIN WATERBURY 14, CONN.

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

BOB HOPE. |OE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each— Dealer Discount

COMEDY HOUSE
42
130 W. 46th St. New York 19. N. Y.

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.

5209 W. 23rd St. Cicero 50, III.

ure to read the title, the rippling can

again be started to fade out the title.

If waterproof ink or waterproof

paper is not obtainable, ordinary sub-

stances can be employed and the title

then given a thin coating of paraffin

before being placed in the water.

Lighting a match to the title is an-

other good illusion. It is often used on

"The End" titles with an interesting ef-

fect. After the exposure has been made,

the bottom of the title is ignited by a

match and the title goes up in flame.

Of course the title is destroyed in this

manner. The title can be saved by light-

ing the top edge of a piece of paper of

the same substance as the background

and placing it in front of the title. It

is then slowly pulled downward, thus

revealing the title from behind the

screen of fire. This is best done when
plain black paper is used, and with a

slight underexposure the movement of

the plain ignited card cannot be de-

tected. In color the trick is very ef-

fective.

There are dozens of variations of

these title animation ideas, and once

tried, different treatments will present

themselves. Animation in a title is not

only interesting to design and execute,

but imparts a very professional touch

to any home movie.

16>mm. T)keatre JSewAreel .

• Continued from Page 14^

a half. It was replaced with a Holmes
1 6mm. projector equipped with a baby

"Strong" low-intensity arc light which

enabled screening 16mm. films with

the same brilliancy as 35 mm. program

films. The Holmes arc projector re-

mains in service today after continuous

use during the past five years.

"I particularly like the Holmes,"

Boice said, "because it has the aper-

ture plate properly designed to face

the emulsion side of the film. Also, it

has the pressure plate operating against

the shiny or film base side of the film.

This insures all films remaining in sharp

focus on the screen. No matter whether

the film I show is one day old or seven

years old, the focus is always the same,

since the emulsion is always a fixed

distance from the lens and does not vary

in this distance regardless of any differ-

ence that may occur in thickness of

various sections of the film. I have

spliced footage taken seven years ago

with that shot only recently, and in

spite of fact the older film base may
have shrunk in thickness, the images

of both films project equally sharp and

clear."

Boice's old model K Cine Kodak has

been replaced with a Cine Special with

complete lens equipment and accessories.

All shooting is with black and white

film in order to expedite processing and

speed the newsreel to the screen. In the

summer months when lighting condi-

tions are more ideal, Boice uses bulk

positive film in his camera. When ad-

verse lighting conditions prevail, he

uses Dupont No. 314, a panchromatic

stock which has a Weston rating of

24-16, and Dupont No. 301 which has

a Weston rating of 64-48.

In these days when manpower short-

ages and priorities prevail to slow de-

livery of films from processing labora-

tories, Boice processes his own films.

Moreover, by doing his own processing,

he is able to use bulk film which low-

ers the cost of his project considerably,

brsides releasing him from the restric-

tions imposed were he obliged to shop

for single rolls of film so hard to find

these days.

Another advantage offered by per-

sonally processing the film is, that when
called upon to cover an event such as

a basketball tourney, where all flood

lights are prohibited as a hindrance to

players, Boice can underexpose one or

two stops, then extend the first de-

velopment; but if the original exposure

is satisfactory, he sticks strictly to

time and temperature development and

does not vary a particle in the finished

results.

Continuing this one-man newsred

production project, Boice then edits his

newsreel shots and composes and films

appropriate titles for them. Some of

these titles are illustrated here. They aje

simple captions, typewritten upon pat-

terned title cards, then photographed

and developed within an hour's time.

Lately, Boice acquired a set of Mitten

block titling letters, and these are now
used to impart a further professional

touch to his newsreel presentations.

Boice's photographic technique is

flawless. Processing his own films, of

course, he can compensate for any er-

rors in exposure which might, but rare-

ly do, creep in. In fact, the screen qual-

ity of his pictures are the equal of the

35 mm. program pictures which are pro-

jected on the same screen; and many
of his patrons are unaware even today

that Strand News is a 16mm. picture.

The good screen quality of the news-

reel is further attributed to the fact

that when making his shots, Boice over-

exposes approximately one-half stop,

purposelv thinning the image to com-
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pensate for the large scale theatre pro-

jection.

Strand News still remains a "silent"

film in spite of the fact that long ago

sound films became universal fare on

theatre programs. Strand News is not

screened in utter silence, however, for

select musical recording are played in

accompaniment as it unfolds on the

screen.

The fact that the novelty of Strand

News did not play out long ago proves

there is always news to film for an

enterprising cameraman, even in a town
with the moderate boundries of War-
saw, Indiana. Fires, parades, ice harvest-

ing, county fairs, motorboat races, in-

tresting activities of citizens—all these

constantly furnish material for Boice's

newsreel camera. Through all these

years, Strand News has kept pretty

close to its schedule of appearing with

a new issue every week.

And in spite of this very professional

and time-consuming activity, Boice con-

tinues an active member of the Fort

Wayne Amateur Movie Club; and al-

though this club's meetings require that

Boice travel a distance of 42 miles to

Fort Wayne and back again, he has

never missed a meeting since joining.

"I am still and ardent amateur movie

maker," said Boice, "and would rather

shoot home movies than news coverage.

Invariably, too little time is available

for really artistic filming when one

has to shoot a news event when it hap-

pens, where it happens, with little

knowledge of just what is going to

happen next and, of course, with no

opportunity for making retakes."

Strand Theatre patrons, however, will

tell you Boice has no reason to apolo-

gize for the photographic quality of his

newsreel, and the fact Strand News is

now a six and a half year old institu-

tion proves it.

fudging. Club

Content 3ilm£ . .

.

• Continued from Page 143

is exposure. The score should be cut

heavily for scenes that are over- or

under-exposed to the extent of one

stop."

On the subject of titles, it is Patter-

son's contention that as long as the

titles are easily read and are not too

much out of harmony with the picture,

one need not be too concerned with their

technical perfection. The type of title

to be frowned upon, says Patterson, is

the "tip-off,"—the title that tells the

audience what the scenes that follow

will easily tell by themselves. In the

silent amateur picture, the chief pur-

pose of sub-titles is to connect scenes

—

tie them closer together—and thus in-

THE CRAIG
SENIOR
SPLICER

I OR the advanced movie maker

who desires permanent, neat

splices—guaranteed accurate to

within 1/1000 of an inch—splices

that h-o-l-d— CRAIG SENIOR

SPLICERS are the choice. Designed

for use with all 8mm or 16mm

sound or silent film, each splice is

made quickly and easily without

wetting the film. Four simple

Available now on AA5

steps—you insert the film, cut

and trim it, scrape one side and

then splice it. Splices made on

a Craig Senior Splicer will

not flicker on the screen—they

run smoothly thru the projector

without a noise. Good splices are

easier to make on a Craig Senior

Splicer. Put it at the top of your

postwar buying list.

priority or better 10 95

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
LOS ANGELES IAN FRANCISCO

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM— <fj| AA
Foremost book on subject tells you how. Mailed postpaid for only— ipAi^^W

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

16mm. KODACHROME

TITLES
Make your Koddchrome movies take on new im-
portance and interest with the addition ot profes-

sional main titles at this new low price. Beautifully

made and extremely colorful, these titles will add
sparkle to your color reels. Orders filled promptly.

75C Bach— Three for $2.00
K 101— Football Thrills
K 1 02—Tire End
K 1 03—A Day at the Zoo
KI04—Cine Oddities
K 105— Family Portraits
KI06—Our Vacation Trip West
K 107—Golf
K 108—Bathing Cuties
KI09—The Stork Arrives
KII0—The Family Champ
Kill—The Future President
Ki 12—Our Bundle From Heaven
K 1 13—Our Son
KIM—Vacationing in the

Mountains
KI 15—Our Fishing Trip

KI 16—A Reel Fish Story
K 1 17—Our Hunting Trip
K I IS—Off to a Glorious Holiday
KI 19—The Great Northwest
KI20—The Dude Ranch
K 121—Just Fishing
KI22—Winter Sports
KI23—Our Summer Retreat
K 124—A Stroll in the Park
K 125—Down on the Farm
KI26—Merry Christmas
K 127—Here Comes the Bride
K 1 28—Off on a Honeymoon
K 129— Happy New Year.

Everybody

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

KI30—The Nite Before Christmas
K 131—We Celebrate the 4th

of July
KI32—Our Vacation Trip South
K 1 33—Our Vacation Trip North
KI34—Our Vacation Trip East
KI35—Wartime Influences

Around Us
K 1 36—Autumn
KI37—Down to the Beach
K 138—Wintertime
K 139—Circus
K 140— Easter Parade
K 141—Our Garden
K 142—Trains

Dept. HM4— 186 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO I. ILLINOIS
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Sale
14mm SOUND

14mm SILENT — 8mm Rent

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
AFRICA SQUEAKS CARTOON ] 100 Ft.

VICTOR MOORE IN WRONG MR. FOX } $3.50
SONJA HENIE IN SILVERY SKATES J 16mm
SONJA HENIE IN SILVERY SKATES ISO Ft.

BUCK JONES IN RESCUE FROM THE AIR
(

^ $1 .75

BUCK JONES IN PERILS OF AVIATION
J
8mm

ZAMPA— 14mm Sound — $1 7.50

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 West 45th Street. New York 19. N . Y.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
and CURRENT EVENTS released by
CASTLE and other producers, with
our new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
PLAN. Write for details.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. Chicago, III.

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little 8ldg Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - Kodachrome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITINC & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

16 MM-
COIN MACHINE FILMS

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE HOME
Write for Catalog

ULTRA PRODUCTIONS
OX 31V NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

E-Z REEL THREADER
MAKES YOUR PROJECTION REEL
THREADING A PLEASURE. EASIER,
MORE SURE, QUICKER THAN

OLD METHOD.
Used on 8 or 14 mm Reels
3 for SI.00 Equips 3 Reels

M. L. WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N.Y.

TITLE CENTERINC GUIDES
10c each

AVAILABLE for every popular make and model
8mm. and 16mm. cine camera are these simple,
easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
quick, accurate centering of camera with title

board—regardless of size of title.

BE SURE TO SPECIFY MAKE AND MODEL OF
CAMERA WHEN ORDERING!

HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28. Calif.

crease interest generally in the picture.

Still another amateur movie club,

which has given serious thought to the

process to be followed in judging ama-
teur films, is the Utah Cine Arts Club
of Salt Lake City. A treatise on the sub-

ject occupied considerable space in the

May and June, 1944, issues of the Utah
Cinemagazine, the club's monthly bulle-

tin. On the subject of editing and titl-

ing, from viewpoint of film judges, the

editor has this to say:

"A well edited amateur picture should

confine itself to putting over a single

basic idea. In other words, if you go on

a vacation to some national park, make
movies, then title your picture "Utah
Parks," the picture should be confined

to scenes of what was actually seen in

Utah's parks, and not include irrelevant

shots of friends, relatives, etc. Scenes

covering other subjects should be

omitted and placed on another reel.

"If the picture is well planned, photo-

graphed and edited, informative titles

add the finishing touch of completeness.

Good titles will pull an otherwise weak
picture out of the mediocre class and

make it more enjoyable because of the

element of continuity they impart.

Titles are definitely an important ele-

ment in the component of amateur

movies known as continuity."

This brings us to the pertinent point

of how to rate these various compon-
ents, once they are understood — how
many points to allow for photography,

how many for continuity, etc. As pre-

viously stated no universal rule exists

as yet on this practice. Paul Kelly of the

Norfolk (Virginia) Amateur Movie

Club has established the following per-

centages for rating club contest films:

Maximum
Component Rating

Entertainment Value 30
Basic Theme 20

Structure and Editing^ 20

Photography and Lighting 15

Titling 10

Main Title
5

Total 100

The above system tends to give the

majority of points for interest qualitv

of the picture (entertainment value and

basic theme)—a total of jo points. It

has been argued that a picture may be

exceptionally well photographed and

may have ample titles; but unless it

holds the attention of the audience, it

fails in its purpose.

The Long Beach (California) Cinema
Club has established the following per-

centages to be allowed in judging the

contest entries of members:

Maximum
Component Rating

Continuity 20%
Photographic quality 20%
Editing 20%
Titling 15';

Subject matter 15',

Lighting 10'
,

Total 100%

With the above system, subject mat-

ter should be combined with continuity,

thus adding 1 5 points to this compon-

ent or a total of 35 for continuity.

Similarly, lighting ought to be consid-

ered an element of photographic qual-

ity, thus making the maximum percent-

age for this component 30%,
The systems established by the two

clubs and used as examples here are

cited merely to show the wide variance

in estimates of importance of the vari-

ous components of amateur films. Ob-
viously, these ratings, and those of

other amateur movie clubs, will, with

the passing of time and experience, un-

dergo considerable revision. It seems

reasonable that with a wider interchange

of ideas on this subject, that eventual-

ly a universal method of rating amateur

films, both contest and just plain ev-

everyday home movies, will evolve.

It is this writer's opinion that con-

tinuity, which is the basis of audience

interest or entertainment value, should

carry a high percentage of points in the

final analysis. Photography—good ex-

posure, camera handling, composition,

etc.—should come next. Editing and

titling should follow in that order, with

titling carrying the fewer points in view

of the ability of some films to tell a

story with little more than the opening

and closing titles.

Shipyard employee -Make* 3ilm£
• Continued from Page 145

movies. It is understandable that a com-
mittee might hesitate to appropriate

funds for the necessary Kodachrome
film and the sound recording service that

the venture would eventually require.

These doubts were vindicated how-
ever upon completion of the picture

which ran 900 feet in 16mm. color and

sound. Titled "Team Work Wins," the

film was slanted toward the foremen,

leadmen, safety supervisors, etc., in the

yard—those on whom responsibility

rests for teaching employees the proper

working procedures and use of tools and

equipment that tend to keep accidents

at a minimum.
The film was so widely acclaimed by

the men to whom it was shown, that

immediate plans were laid to produce a

second picture that would carry the
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safety story directly to the laborers and

craftsmen. With the foremen, superin-

tendents, leadmen, etc., now completely

sold on safety through the medium of

motion pictures, the next step was to

"sell" safety and accident prevention

to the employees under these men.

Charles Pope, head of the safety

committee, collaborated with Sturgeon

on the second film, wrote the script and

the narration. Sturgeon employed two
cameras in filming the picture—a mag-
azine loading Filmo and a i6mm. Bolex.

Shooting the picture took him all over

the shipyard, in every department large

and small, and ultimately out to sea to

film the closing sequence. He encoun-
tered every conceivable lighting condi-

tion which made necessary the use of

filters, photofloods, and the variable

speeds of his cameras.

The completed picture, titled "Join
The Team!" also runs 900 feet in length

in 1 6mm. Kodachrome with narration

in sound by Jim Brannon. The film be-

gins with an attractive lead title and
good introductory musical score and nar-

ration. It introduces the shipyard by
showing hundreds of employees flowing

through the gates on their way to work.

Presently, a careless workman, in

whose voice the narration is made, is

seen to fall through an open hatch. The
ensuing scenes show the result—loss of

work and of pay; the mounting hos-

pital and household bills; not to men-
tion the loss to his employer and to the

war effort by his prolonged absence

from work. As these scenes unfold on
the screen, the workman relates his

story, pointing up his mistakes.

The picture then shows some of the

most common errors of careless work-
ers employed in the yard: leaving tools

and equipment insecurely on high scaf-

folding to fall upon workers below;

careless use of ropes, cables, ladders, etc.,

over which others may trip and suffer

serious injury or loss of life.

All this the recuperating worker re-

flects upon as he lies abed in the hos-

pital. In time he is able to return to

his job, determined to work with

greater safety to himself and his fellow

employees. As he goes about his work, he

demonstrates the right way to secure

safety ropes, the correct manner of se-

curing a ladder to prevent serious fall

of a worker, etc.

Ship launchings are shown—launch-

ings which this repentent worker de-

layed many days through the careless-

ness that resulted in his injury, his hos-

pitalization and absence from work.

The closing sequence shows the launched

ships at sea in impressive shots made
from their decks, and the narrative

here points up the message " 'Join

The Team!' of careful workers and help

speed up production."

In addition to producing the two
safety prevention films for Consolidated

WITH SPOT LENS

Obtainable on Rated order on

Priority A A 5 M.R.O. or better.

No. 17

SPOTLIGHT
A popular spotlight—unique and at-

tractive! The most useful scientif-

ically and mechanically perfect unit

for the up-to-date photo studio or

advanced amateur. Its adjustability

and flexibility for various kinds of

work requiring light effects, make it

the most desirable accessory to a

photographer's equipment.

The adjustable porcelain base can be

fitted with a # 1 photo flood or a

500 watt T 20 bulb, and may be

brought into perfect alignment so as

to get either a maximum degree of

a clean, white and sharply outlined

spot of light, or a diffused light so

often desirable for obtaining soft

effects.

Complete with No. 2

Tripod, $36.90

Tax, $6.22

The front removable attachment carries

two lenses. This feature as well as the

large condenser lens incorporated in the

main body of the outfit, and the adjust-

able diaphragm apertures make it pos-

sible for the operator to show a spot of

light as small as an inch in diameter or

to give a light area up to ten or twelve

feet. The tilting device at the rear per-

mits the operator to throw the spot of

light in any desired direction or angle.

Mail Orders Filled

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

32nd St., near 6th Ave.,

New York 1, N. Y. WITHOUT SPOT LENS
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HARRISON & HARRISON
Hollywood. CoUfo

RENT 16mm Sound films

50c per reel

Large selection; late releases;

new prints; free catalog.

UNION COUNTY FILM
SERVICE

130 Chestnut Street,

Roselle Park, New Jersey

EYEPIECE
PtrmJtt Compter*
fetal Acquitment

AT ALL BETTER DEALERS,
OR SENT DIRECT POSTPAID
IF CASH WITH OROER.^

w/fh HirweSg^'

fllM TRACKS
for 35mm, 14 mm,
and 8mm Strip Him—
id.ol l; COlOft SHOES

DRAFTSMEN? QUILP L-
1668 N. VAN NESS AVE., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF.

STOP "APOLOGIZING"
for your movie titles

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title Test

Kit. Try making titles the easy A-to-Z way. Try
out method before buying the complete outfit.

COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $4.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Ave. Dept. H73 New York 10. N. Y.

8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
• L AS K AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

CIO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Spatial Matiea riatura Prlatlaa
SU A MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO 14

FINE DUPLICATES
ENLARGEMENTS OR REDUCTIONS

of your 8mm. or 16mm. home movies. Develop
your own and save money if you wish. For de-
tails encloia itampad, addressed envelop.

MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
P. O. Bo. 385

San Dlago S, California

Steel Corp., Sturgeon also is in charge
of exhibting them. The films are usual-

ly screened during lunch hours when
employees are most receptive to a little

diversion while eating from their lunch
boxes. Shows have been held down in

the holds of ships under construction, or

on the top side after dark to the night
crews. The films have been screened for

audiences of as little as three employees,
snd to groups of 300 or more at a time.

To date, "Join The Team" has been
screened before a total of 15,000 of

Consolidated's 45,000 Los Angeles dis-

trict employees.

Prints of both films have been made
for distribution to Consolidated plants

in other parts of the country, and al-

ready, engineers, superintendents and
others who have witnessed the effect

"Team Work Wins," and "Join The
Team" have had on Consolidated em-
ployees, are asking for more training

flms covering a number of employee-

relations and safety problems.

It appears, therefore, that John Stur-

geon has a pretty steady job cut out for

himself as a training film producer. To-
gether with Charles Pope, safety com-
mittee chairman at Consolidated, Stur-

geon has developed an efficient produc-
tion unit that can turn out effective

training films with greater speed and
economy than might result were the

task assigned to someone outside the

organization.

Undoubtedly, Consolidated Steel

Corp. was fortunate to find within

their organization a man so capable and
with the ability to present so effective-

ly the company's problems on 16mm.
film. That similar problems—and like

opportunities—exist with other indus-

trial firms will not be doubted. Cer-

tainly other serious movie amateurs will

do well to survey the situation existing

within their place of employment.
Should opportunities for effective train-

ing or exploitation films prevail, they

can take heart from the success achieved

by John Sturgeon and propose a pro-

gram of company film production

—

with themselves behind the cameras, of

course!

J4ome owe scenario
• Continued from Page 144

around in Peg's flower bed again!"

Scene 20: Medium Shot—Dog leaps

from porch into yard, and out of

camera range.

Scene 2 i : Long Shot—Dog scamper-

ing out into yard towards flower bed.

Scene 22: Medium Shot — Dog
trampling down flowers in flower bed.

Title: "She got away, but I'll teach

her not to mess up Peg's flower bed!"

Scene 23: Long Shot—Mistress look-

ing out window, as seen from flower

bed. She is shown running out of front

door toward camera.

Scene 24: Medium Shot—Dog among
crumpled flowers, looks up at mistress.

She holds switch in hand, threatens him
with it.

Scene 25: Close-Up—Dog looks up
shamefully, lowers head.

Title: "The only way out of this is

to act cute!"

Scene 26: Medium Shot—Dog slow-

ly leaves flower bed, lays down at mis-

tress' feet, places head between paws,

slyly looks up at mistress to see how
she's taking his act. Woman bends down,

smilingly pats dog's head. Dog, know-
ing he has been forgiven, gets up, wags

tail.

Scene 27: Close-Up—Dog licking

woman's hand.

Title: "Whew . . . That was close.

That cat gets me into more trouble!"

Scene 28: Close-Up—Cutback to

Scene 27. Fadeout.

Scene 29: Medium Shot—Dog re-

turns to old dozing spot on porch.

Woman enters house, shuts door. Dog

starts to lay down, but suddenly looks

up out into the street.

Title: "Oh! Oh! There goes that

nifty spaniel that just moved into the

neighborhood. Now to attract her at-

tention with some of my tricks!"

Scene 30: Medium Shot—Dog sits

up in begging position (or does any

trick he may know). His head turns

from one side to the other as though

he were following the spaniel walking

down the street.

Title: "Hmm—All that got me was

a dirty look.

Scene 3 1 : Medium Slx>t—Cutback
to scene showing dog going into dozing

position. Fadeout.

Scene 32: Medium Shot—Front door

featured, dog seen dozing in his old spot

at the side. Mistress opens door, comes

out, looks around as though searching

for the evening paper. (Should look in

the usual places: under porch chairs,

side of porch, etc.) Mistress goes back

into house.

Scene 33: Close Shot—Dog sits up,

cocks his head.

Title: "Hmm—She can't find the

paper again."

Scene' 34: Close Sfwt—Cutback to

Scene 33, dog turns head, presumably

looking over into neighbor's yard.

Title: "Oh! Oh! Here's my chance

to get in good with her again!

Scene 35: Medium Shot—Dog gets

up quickly, runs down porch steps to

camera.

Scene 36: Long Shot—Dog scamp-

ers over into neighbor's yard, up neigh-
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bor's porch, disappears for an instant,

re-appears with newspaper in his mouth,
runs back to own yard to camera.

Scene 37: Medium Shot — Dog
scampers up porch steps from camera,

carrying paper in his mouth towards

door.

Scene 3 8 : Close Shot—Dog, paper in

mouth, scratching on door.

Scene 39: Medium Shot—Woman
appears at door, smilingly stoops down,
takes paper from dog's mouth, pats his

head as both re-enter house.

Scene 40: Close Shot—Living room:

Dog eating biscuit out of mistress' hand.

Dog looks up and directly at camera.

Scene 41: Close-Up—hand ringing

doorbell.

Scene 42: Back to scene 40, but in

medium shot. Mistress, hearing bell,

gets up, goes to door.

Scene 43: Closeup—camera over

shoulder of mistress and focused on

neighbor at door. She speaks, excitedly:

Title: "My newspaper was on the

porch a moment ago and when I went

out to get it it was gone!"

Scene 44: Closeup—Reverse camera

position of scene 43. Mistress, suspicious,

looks back toward dog.

Scene 45: Closeup—Same as scene

42. Dog, hearing neighbor's words,

starts to sneak away slowly. (Shoot this

in ultra speed so that action will be in

slow motion on the screen.)

Scene 46: Medium Slwt—Camera in-

doors, focuses upon mistress as she looks

at dog; becomes exasperated; looks for

something to throw at dog, and starts

toward him.

Scene 47: Back to scene 45, but with

dog scampering away fast and exiting

through door. (Shoot at normal speed.)

Scene 48: Medium shot of doghouse,

with camera centered upon it. Dog
cautiously sticks head out of door.

Fadeout.

THE END

cAmateur* ' 3ilm&
• Continued from Page 134

reliance which the organization devel-

ops in its members.

The photography is generally good

—some underexposure and unsteady

scenes coming in to lower the overall

average which otherwise demonstrates

some good cinematic effort. There are,

for instance, some very well executed

zoom and dolly shots and an excellent

sequence of night shots which far out-

weigh much of the underexposed

scenes. The zoom shots, Mr. Benajmin
explained, were made with camera hand
held and by walking forward into the

scene with camera running.

Titling is one of the highlights of

A DeJUR "Cine-Critic" Exposure Meter

. . . rugged, weatherproof . . . sees "eye to

eye" with your movie camera. Its baffled

photo-electric cell restricts angle of light

acceptance to angle of average lens. Result:

more accurate exposures—more lifelike

pictures.

Scale-Locking Device Speedt Reading*

The best shots are often quick shots.

"Cine-Critic" helps you get them right.

Shutter speed and film speed can be pre-

set and locked. Pointing with either hand

gives quick reading, accurate exposure.

Clear, evenly divided scale registers wide

sensitivity; 0.1 to 4,000 foot candles. Avail-

able today only on AA5-MRO priority.

Dejur-Amsco Corporation, L. I. City 1, N. Y.

You Can't Go Wrong
Splicing Film with the

GRISWOLD
FILM SPLICER

• This "Junior Model," for
16mm. and 8mm. film, meefs
every requirement of the home
movie maker. Can be used for

sound as well as silent film.

Griswold Splicers are made in

models for all film sixes.

Home movie makers will find it easy to make
a perfect splice every time with the GRIS-

WOLD Junior Model. Features of design

assure accurate cutting, perfect alignment

and exact spacing of sprocet holes.

Furthermore, this Junior Model will give

years of trouble-free service, because it is

made of the same high quality materials and
with the same fine workmanship as the larger

GRISWOLD models which are the first choice

of the professional movie makers and ex-

• hibitors and are used by the U. S. Armed

I

forces the world over.

You'll find the price right too. So when
you buy a film splicer be sure to ask yeur

dealer for a GRISWOLD. At present, priori-

ties are required on the Junior Model.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK
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DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

After the War
tor YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 Califoi

"Nearer My God To Thee"
One of the 20 Hymnalogues
NOW AVAILABLE in

1 6mm. Sound Kcdachrome

Now in Production

20 NEW
HYMNALOGUES

Blessed Assurance + Blest Be The TU
Beulah Land, Oh BeuUh Land

ir Home On The Range ir Home Sweet Home
ir How Firm A Foundation

it I Love To Tell The Story

ic I Need Thee Every Hour
it Jesus Lover Of My Soul

ir Jesus Savior Pilot Me
ir In The Garden + Just As I Am

Leaning On The Everlasting Arms
it Love Divine Near The Cross

ir My Country 'Tis Of Thee
O Come All Ye Faithful * Softly & Tenderly
Old Black Joe -k What A Friend

We Shall Gather At The River

if Work, For The Night Is Coming

Watch for Them!

SONG BOOK OF THE SCREEN
1 1 3 1 S Ventura Blvd., No. Hollywood, Calif.

Eastern Distributor:

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 — 7th Ave., N. Y. C. 19, N. Y.

this picture. Some of the titles in which
the Indian names of the various groups
were given, were double exposed to

cause the Indian name to fade out and
its English meaning to appear in its

place.

Mr. Benjajmin used a Filmo 8mm.
camera with a DeVand backwind and
frame counter. Lenses used were Wol-
lensak :h f 1.9 anc ich

f/2.j and a ^2-inch Cooke f 2.5 fitted

with a Hyper-Cinor wide angle lens

attachment. Viewfinders were matched
for all lenses.

Home Moiies has awarded this pic-

ture a 3 -Star Merit Leader. A little

more care in direction and planning
easily would have made this film a con-
tender for the Movie Of The Month
certificate.

Want Vo Sell BondA With Moviei?
• Continued from Page 141

July 7th—the duration of the Seventh
War Loan drive.

In addition to the opportunity af-

forded to view many of the splendid

O. W. I. films which one might other-

wise never see, there is much valuable

practical experience to be gained in

conducting these bond drive shows.

Those who wish to enlist their services

can arrange with one or more of their

local schools or churches or with an

industrial firm with 16mm. projection

equipment, to conduct war bond pro-

grams. They can undertake to handle

the whole show, or merely offer their

services as projectionist.

The first step, if you are at present

not an owner of a 16mm. sound pro-

jector, is to line up the use of a pro-

jector and auditorium in which to ex-

hibit the O. W. I. films to be furnished

for this purpose, or to arrange with an

industrial firm with such equipment

to put on one or more showings of films

in -connection with the bond drive. In

ether words, survey your territory and

the opportunity it offers, and thus

be prepared to present your story to

the War Finance Committee.

The next step is to volunteer to your

State 1 6mm. Chairman of The War Fin-

ance Committee, by filling out the form

b::ow and advise him how much time

you will be able to give to war bond
showing of films, the dates and the time
you can be available. In addition, give

all facts concerning the estimated num-
ber of people who will attend your
shows, seating capacity of the auditor-

ium, and the population of your city or
town as well as of the district in which
your exhibitions will be staged.

Amateur movie clubs have an un-
usual opportunity to aid the Seventh
War Loan drive where 16mm. sound
projectors can be made available for

showing O. W. I. War Information
films to club members and friends.

Special consideration will be given

clubs volunteering in this drive where
it can be shown that sizeable audi-

ences can be serviced with War Informa-

tion Film shows. In addition to the

purely exhibition phase of these shows,

clubs can aid local bond drives still

further by selling bonds at each show.

Many clubs already have contributed

to the war effort with programs that

offer an evening of entertainment and

informative films in exchange for buy-

ing a bond as price of admission. In

one of the very first 16mm. war bond
shows, the Brooklyn Chapter of The
Reelfellows sold over $8,000 worth of

war bonds and stamps in a single eve-

Fill Qui And Mail "1 hi; Fcr.-n To EdiJo/, HJ.-.E M..V.E3, 6050 Su.jssr El.d, Hollywood

State Chairman, War Finance Committee,

City - State

I wish to volunteer my service as PROJECTIONIST — EXHIBITOR (Indicate which) in showing
14mm. films in the 7th War Bond Drive.

I am experienced operator of 16mm. sound projector

I can fu nish a 16mm. sound projector.

I can show films on (state days)

between the hours of AM PM. in the

district of _ City.

This district embraces app;cxirnatel'/ (:tate number) residents.

I can obtain use of local school church auditorium seating persons.

This auditorium has has-nof a 16mm. S.O.F. projector.

SIGNED

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
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ning. Members of the A. W. V. S.

assisted by selling bonds and stamps

in the lobby as the medium of admis-

sion to the show.

Those who wish only to enlist their

services as 16mm. sound projectionists

are asked to communicate and register

with their State Chairman as early as

possible and make known their offer

to serve, giving information as to ex-

perience, etc. Those who have served

as operators of sound projectors in

schools, churches, clubs, and industrial

plants are especially needed. Those who
can arrange showings of O. W. I, War
Information Films before such groups

should prepare to do so at once by

communicating with local State Chair-

men.

And if you need further incentive,

remember that 16mm. film exhibition

is an up and coming big business. Here

is opportunity to feel it out, see how
it works—and at the same time con-

tribute service equal to the purchase

of many war bonds.

As a result of the lip service given

the last War Bond Film shows, the

public is more conscious of the enter-

Cine J^oundi • • •ine p\ounaup
• Continued from Page 138

Brazil," 1 5 min., and "Gracias Amigos,"

20 min.

*
Impressed with the possibilities of

1 6mm. films, the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers is now working cn
turning out projection prints which
will equal the sight and sound quality

of 35mm.
According to Robert V. McKie, of

RCA, the commercial processing of

1 6mm. has too long been overshadowed
by 35mm. and the 16mm. industry is

now coming into its own. One of the

contributing factors of the awakening
to 1 6mm. McKie says, has been due to

the fact that most of the picttures made
by the major Hollywood studios are be-

ing reduced to 16mm. These are dis-

Ask Yntir Dealer

VAPORATE
CO. INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York City

taining and factual content of O. W.
I. films. Many, regretting their failure

to see such films previously, are look-

ing forward to the opportunity that

will be offered when the Sevf/ith War
Bond drive gets underway. The demand
for seats at Seventh War Bond shows

will be tremendous.

Th; distribution of O. W. I. films

will be handled through the usual

channels already set up by the gov-

ernment. After you have registered

with your State Chairman, he will, un-

less enlistments are closed for your ter-

ritory, authorize you as a Seventh War
Bond drive exhibitor or projectionist.

If an exhibitor, the chairman will ar-

range for you to receive the necessary

films for your shows. Projectionists of-

fering their services will be assigned to

assist exhibitors in charge of War Bond
showings in their territory. It is im-

portant that those who wish to vol-

unteer apply now by filling out and

mailing the Volunteer's Enlistment form

on opposite page to the Editor of Home
Movies, who will forward it to the

proper State 16mm. Chairman.

BELL & HOWELL CO.
IROI Larchmont. Chicago
716 N. LaBrea. Hollywood

tributed to the Army and Navy for

screening at various overseas camps.

*
The Pullman-Standard Car Manufac-

turing Company has just announced a

modernization and constructtion pro-

gram which will cost several million

dollars. Foremost change in the pro-

gram is a recreation car designed to show
1 6mm. motion picture films.

Clo£eup£ . • .

• Continued from Page 1 5 s

deal with Ralph McCutcheon to fea-

ture "Dice," the Arabian stallion, in the

second picture to be started shortly.

The horse, which appeared in "Sun-
down Riders," will be teamed with
Wade for the second time. McCut-
cheon, trainer of animals for various

studios, will move into the western

series as one of the group handling the

production.

the establishment of a 16-

mm. branch in all key cities to handle

their postwar short subjects, have been

announced by Hugh Harman after a

meeting with the executive members of

Harman Studios.

As soon as all present contracts are

fulfilled, production in the future will

be on 1 6mm. film.

"SPECIALS"
For Movie Fans

You Don't Take A Chance With McGEE's.

All meichandise sold with money-back guarantee

MACK SENNE7T
Old Time Movies
2 f-uii Reels 8mm $5.50

Kodascope Jr. Rewinds and
Splicer for 8mm and 1 6mm.. ..$6.95

30 x 40 Radiant tripod Screen.... 6.75

12 200 ft. 8mm Reels and Can..s 4.48

12 400 ft. 1 6mm Reels and Cans.. 5.98

CASTLE FILMS
8mm — 16mm and 14mm Sound

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Free Can With Each Complete Reel

38mm f4.5 Cinekodak lens to fit

Model 60 camera $40.00

Tax 3.C0
Sunshade & Filter Kit for Revere,

Keystone, etc. 6.75
Geared Pan Head 18.50

DeLuxe Thalhammer Pan Hsad 17.50

Eastman Kodak Splicer 1.00

For all your Movie ne3ds—Write to McGee's

56 Spiing Street New Bedford, Mass.

Mail Order Div. Dept. B

8mm. Monoco/or

SEPIA
(ORDER ESO-C)

Our most popular monocolor
8mm. film, for most double
8mm. and single 8mm. cam-
eras. Blends well with Ko-
dachrome movies, giving an
attractive, warm amber glow
when projected on the screen.
$3.70 per three rolls double
8mm. ESO-C Sepia, spooled
with dallte loading and pro-
cessing free!* $3.85 per tlx
rolls ESO-C Sepia for t'nlvei
single 8mm. cameras, dallte
loading and processing free I

* ( ESO-S is licensed by
the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to process double

8mm. film under the

Coors Patent t ,905 ,442.)

PLUS
ESO-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full antl-

halo backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" hrandg.
Weston 16-4. (Available July 31st.) $4.50 par
three rolls double 8min. (Jl.fiO each.) $4.60 per
six rolls single 8mm. for T*nivei cameras. $1.70
per two rolls single 8mm. for I'nlvex cameras.

PLUS...
Your own b&w (or Kodachrome) movies may be dupli-
cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. film with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING for over-exposured and under-exposed scenes.
The cost is $2.50 per 50-foot roll. 4c per foot for addi-
tional footage.

DeLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes. $2.00 per 60-
foot roll, 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price If you art nat
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

1038 Bmadway Kansas City, Missouri
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has
been satisfaction or your money
back always.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models.

New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo F:2.l pro-
jection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically
coated, $34.45.

I'/j" wide angle Filmo F : 1 .8 projection lens,
chemcially coated, $24.85.

3" wide angle Filmo F:2 projection lens, chemical-
ly coated, $36.60.

4" wide angle Filmo F:2.5 projection lens, chemi-
cally coated, $35.55.

IN STOCK:
New Auto Master Turret, I" Ansix F:2.7, 3" coated
Cooke F:3.5. 4" coated Cooke F:4.5 lenses, focus-

ing finder, filters, case. Price on request.

Auricon sound speed motor for Cine Special,

$125.00.

USED 16mm. CAMERAS
Filmp 70A, Cooke F:3.5 lens and case, $115.00.

Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Wollensak F:l.9 focus mount,

I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and
filter, $275.00.

Filmo 70DA. 15mm. Wollensak wide angle F:2.7,

I" Cooke, F:l.8, 3" coated Cooke F:4 lenses,

positive finder with objectives and case. Price on
request.

SPECIAL:
Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alumi-

num base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.

Dummy with brake, $3.50. New Bell & Howell

8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model only, complete
at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans — $3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft cans 2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. HM, 179 W.
Madison Street, Chicago 2, III.

• BERNDT MAURER. model D recorder, film phono-

graphs, lights. Bell & Howell projector, boom,
dolly, studio equipment complete. Auricon re-

corder for studio, microphone boom, extras.

RCA 16mm. sound camera, turret, spring wind, I"

F:3.5 lens, microphone, earphones, studio ampli-

fier lights, tripod, case, complete. New 8mm. I"

F:3.5 lenses; ife* Bausch & Lomb F:3. fitted for

8 or 16 m. Wide angle Cine Extenar for 8mm;
3^4" Cooke telephoto F:3.3 in focusing mount; 3"

Ilex F:3.5 in focusing mount; new Victor, Ampro,
SVE, silent-sound and slide projectors to essential

users. 16mm. film measuring machine; Kinolux

rewinds $8.00 pair. Used professional gearhead
tripods for studio blimps $75.00 up. Send for

circular on Camart tripods for 16mm. spring and
motor cameras. Want trades—send lists. 8mm.
Bolex, I" F:3.5 specially built-in filters, case,

$194.50; 8mm. Keystone F:2.7; new 8mm. Cine
Kodak magazine camera F:l.9; 16mm. Filmo, mo-
del 75 F:3.5; used 16mm. SOF projectors, Ampro.
Devry. CAMERA MART, Dept. HM, 70 West 45th

Street, New York City.

• I6MM. Bolex camera with case; I wide-angle
lens f:2.8; One I" lens f:l.5; One 3" telephoto;
Bool fader; DeJur Jr. exposure meter; Brown
titler; set of titles; Professional Jr. tripod with

case: Bell & Howell projector; 16mm. Craig edi-
tor. SAM'S ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe St.. Pas-

saic, N. J. Private Party.

• NEW R. F. Flash Synchronizer $9.95. Univex Mer-
cury flash unit, need batteries, $3.85. Titler stand

complete with magnifiers for the following 8mm.
Cameras, Eastman, s Keystone, Filmo, Revere, Uni-

vex, price $2.90. Palomar titler for Univex $3.75.

Keystone 8mm. titler cast metal $6.50. Palomar
Kodak titler for 8mm. or 16mm. $8.00. Omag Fil-

ter kit for Bell & Howell double 8mm. $7.00. High
Impedence Ribbon Microphone $25.00. Used 16mm.
Excell projector, model 32. $25.00. Thalhammer
titling head, $5.50. Univex exposure meter $2.20.

Univex extension for Eveready Case $.75. Used
1600-ft. reels. $2.50; 800-ft. cans $.50. New double
8 Cinemaster, model B-8, no lens $28.00. Opaque
projector $5.00; Neck Unipod, $2.50. Used twin

phone set $25.00, Old 16mm. projector needs fix-

ing. $5.00. Like new Castle film, 180-ft. 8mm. $3.00.

500-Watt projection bulbs $4.50. Panchromatic
film 16mm. Weston 64 processing included $4.95

per 100 feet. We process all makes of Movie
film. Send for free circular. FROMADER GENERA
Co., Davenport, Iowa.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• CAMERA film, movies, filters—lowest prices. Free
catalog. AMERICAN ART SERVICE, Dept 76, Box
53, Station 0, New York II.

• BELL & HOWELL 16mm. Filmo automatic cam-
era, 50 ft. magazine, turret head with I" f:2.7,

two viewfinders, case. Two years old—all in excel-
lent condition. One 50-ft. film magazine. Best
offer accepted. MR. RENE AUDETTE, 88 Jenks
Ave., Central Falls, R. I.

WANTED

• WANTED— Used equipment. Bargain list on re-
quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St.. Allentown, Pa.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures. 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $100.00 each.
Distributors make big money with these. Send
$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION, Universal City. Calif.

• HIGHEST prices paid for 8 and 16mm. sound

—

silent projectors, cameras, films and still cameras.
Describe fully. ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York
City.

• WANTED—8-l6mm. films, one and two reel sub-

jects complete and in good condition. Also 8mm.
and 16mm. sound projectors. Pay cash. D. . L.

AGNEW, 313 Wisconsin, Oak Park, III.

• WANTED— Eastman Kodascope Eight movie-
viewer, or equal; also telephoto lens for Eastman
No. 60, 8mm., new or used. SHORTRIDGE, 432
Bailey St., East Lansing, Mich.

• WANTED—Fred Thomson western silent films,

any milimeter. Also silent, sound westerns starring

Hoot Gibson, Ken Maynard; also 16mm. sound
projector. E. J. DUISTERMARS, Sioux Center, Iowa.

• PART-TIME commission representatives wanted
for 16mm. sound film distributing organization.
Rental and sales. Write full particulars. LES
LORDEN ENTERPRISES, 244 S. Western Ave., Los
Angeles 4, Calif.

• WANTED — 8mm., 500 watt projector. R. A.
COOPER, 2212 Silbert Drive, Norfolk 5, Va.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• TITLE Letters—Diecast modern sanserif design,
7/16" high, 1/8" face, 3/32" thick. Black, white or
aluminum. For Kodachrome— blue, green, red,

$4.50 postpaid. H. DECKLEMAN, 8716 Neier Lane,
Affton 23, Mo.

• TITLE cards, press printed from your copy at
reasonable prices. Samples free. ERNEST W. RAPA,
9 Dutton Circle, Medford, Mass.

• CUSTOM title cards make perfect titles!

BW/Kodachrome, 15c each. Catalog, samples, 25c
credit for dime. BOX 147, Wartrace, Tenn.

• AT LAST! Professional title backgrounds in color
for the amateur. For use with color or black and
white. 12 assorted, $1.00. Sample 10c. MOVIE
ART SERVICE, P. O. Box 147, Pawtucket, R. I.

;*

\ Technical Books \
• t
t For Your

;
HOME MOVIES HOBBY

i How To Title Home Movies _ $1.00 0

t How To Reverse Movie Film 1.00 t

i Gadgets And How To Build Them 1.00 f
0 How To Use A Movie Camera _ 50 t

t 50 Ideas For Filming Children 25 t

1 50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25 t

i How To Roadshow 16mm Films 25 t

J
We Prepay Charges J

' VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
J

J
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif,

g

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• FILMS for sale or rent. 16mm. and 8mm. 10%
reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Penna.

• 8MM. FILMS and Lionel O-gauge railroad
equipment bouqht, sold, traded. RIEDEL FILM &
TRAIN SERVICE, Dept. HM.445

, 3207 Joslyn Rd.,
Cleveland II. Ohio.

• SELLING out all 8-l6mm. subjects. Send stamp
for lists. We buy. sell, trade anything cinematic
photographic. THE CAMERAMAN. 542 Fifth Ave.
N. Y. 19.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury.
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE. Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• UNUSUAL glamour, travel movies. Many in col-
or ."Allure," black and white 8mm., $2.00; 16mm.
$4.00. Experimenters! Try projecting black-white
flims in natural color. Iriscope kit, $5.00. Lists
sample, dime. JENKINS, 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• LARGE selection of sound-silent 8-l6mm. films
at special prices. Projection lamps— 1000 watt
$6.00; 750 $4.10; 500—$3.50; 300—$2.70. Write
for list. ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York Ctiy.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete Subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• MOVIES—Comedies, western, dramas, latest war
news events that spell action. Also pretty Glam-
our Girls. Lists, sample, dime. ZIENTEK-FILMS
1129 Monroe Circle. Baltimore 25, Md.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS
Box 539. Brockton, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• REPERFORATION of any brand B&W or color
16mm. film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perfora-
tions guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft. roll. Film slit

for single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send oil films insured marked "Reperforate" to
FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway. Kansas City. Mo.

• I6MM. CAMERA films; Fresh DuPont panchro-
matic fine grain. Weston 32-24. bulk lab. pack in

500 foot rolls. $19.00 each. No limit while it lasts.

D. W. ARLEN. Hearst Castle. San Simeon, Calif.

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film. 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subiects sold, exchanged. Sound library.

BETTER FILMS 742 New Lots. Brooklyn. N. Y.

• SPECIAL double 8mm. Eastman Inferno posi-

tive film for titling purposes. $5.00 per 400 ft.

or l'/2C per foot in smaller lots. Minimum order,
$1.50. Limit three rolls per customer. Will ship
C.O.D.. FILMCRAFT. 4038 Broadway. Kansas City,
Missouri.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size. 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film. 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate. Calif.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REVERSAL or negative processing: 100 ft. 16mm..

75c; 50 ft. 16mm., 50c; 25 ft. double 8mm., 35c;

25 ft. single 8mm. 2Sc; RITTER FILM SERVICE.
629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

• HOME Movie Fans! Join Motion Picture Edu-

cational Society. Free valuable information. BOX
875, Reading, Penna.
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Bell & Howell Filmo Cameras and Projectors

have been first to bring movie makers many

important improvements.

That fact is doubly significant to you. Sig-

nificant because you can expect Bell & Howell

to continue to be first with innovations you'll

want. And significant because in postwar

Filmo Cameras and Projectors you'll find the

original, B&H-engineered designs of valuable

features ... of such features as these famous

Filmo Camera firsts:

J
Spring drive. Eliminates hand cranking; assures

unvarying camera speeds.

J
Spyglass viewfinder. Excludes extraneous light;

makes sighting easy and accurate. What you see,

you get—with Filmo.

J Hand-held. Eliminates use of tripod.

m "Drop-in" loading. To close the film gate, you

simply close the Filmo 8mm. camera door.

EVEN BETTER FILMOSOUNDS
ARE COMING

VThen they again become avail-

able for home use, B&H Filmo-
sound 16mm. sound-on-film pro-
jectors will be even better than
before. Incorporating combat-
tested improvements resulting
from our war-accelerated research
and engineering in OPTI-ONICS,
they will set new high standards
of performance.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;
New York; Hollywood; Washing-
ton, T>.C.\London. Established 1907.

Products combining fhe sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

THE

'SPORTSTER"

A handsome, precision - built 8mm. camera

Anyone can take superb movies with

this fine camera, either in true-to-life/«//

color or in sparkling black-and-white.

Scarcely larger than the palm of your

hand, the "Sportster" offers four film

speeds including s-l-o-w motion, a sin-

gle-frame exposure device for anima-

tion work, a built-in exposure guide,

and a fast F 2.5 lens which gets the pic-

ture even when the light is poor. Extra,

special purpose lenses are

instantly interchangeable.

Buy a

More M

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send me information about: ( ) improved
Filmo Cameras and Projectors for ( )8mm.( )16mm.
film; ( ) improved Filmosounds.

Name.

Address.

.State.
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"Guts", they call it in men . . . and "guts"

goes for machines, too! In rain, mud, snow and ice

. . . VICTOR can take it. Letters from G. I.'s the

world over attest this. One letter specifically states, "Victor

is the one projector that can take the beating."

Such performance and stamina isn't just happenstance . . . It's the result of 22 years'

experience. Victor started to build "guts" into its 16mm equipment on that day when A. F. Victor

produced the first Victor projector and led the way in its practical application for teaching

in schools and churches . . . speeding production in Industry and training and enter-

taining the Military. Yes, Victor Equipment is truly 16mm Magic!

Invest In Victory — Buy More War Bonds

VICTOR
A N I M ATO GRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (18)—MeGraw Hill Bldg., 330 VV. 42nd St.

Chicago (1)—188 W. Randolph

MAKERS OF I 6 M M EQUIPMENT N C E 19 2 3
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DONALD

"Me And Muh Pals Star In

Walt Disney's Caitoons

For Home Projectors!"
MINNIE

X

PRODUCED IN 8mm. AND 16mm. BY

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD,
CALIF.

DISTRIBUTED NATIONALLY BY:
rel Photo Supply Co.,

IS Delmar Blvd..

t. Louis. Mo.

Hornstein Photo Sales.

320 W. Ohio St..

Chicago. 111.

Alfred I. Levit.

208 Exchange Blag.,

Nashville, Term.

Farnan & Seemann,

8380 West Third St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

H. de Lanauze,

1027 Bleury St..

Montreal, P. Q., Canada.

ite Photo Service.

S E. Baltimore St..

etroit, Mich.

Lenco Photo Sales,

32 W. Columbus,

Detroit Mich.

Raygram Corp..

425 Fourth Ave.,

New York City, N. Y.

Craig Movie Supply Co., General Films, Ltd.,

1053 So. Olive St.. 1924 Rose St.,

Los Angeles. Calif. Regina, Sask., Canada.
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superior post-war Revere 8mm movie equipment will translate even

more vividly a greater measure of pleasure to all the people in the

world. Meantime, buy War Bonds today for peace tomorrow.

EVERE £ REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO |<j, ILLINOIS

Peacetime Manufacturers of Quality Home jMovie Equipment
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FOR SALE
Brand-new Eastman 16-10

750-watt or 1000-watt

1 6mm. silent projector, on

AA-5 or better $174.50

Brand-new Ampro 1000-watt

XC Special 16mm. sound

projector 875.00

Re-conditioned Ampro 16mm.
sound projector, with film

and reels 350.00

Re-conditioned Victor, like

new, 16mm. sound projector,

with accessories 375.00

Brand-new Bell Howell 1000-

watt 2x2 Slidemaster pro-

jector 266.50

Re-conditioned Holmes 16mm.
Arc sound on film projector

with accessories 995.00

Wide Angle lens for any 8mm.
camera 27.50

Univex straight 8 film, includ-

ing developing 1.25

Bolex or Victor case, new 9.95

2", 3", 4", and 6" new B&H
leather lined eases .79

Brand-new Bell Howell 2000'

steel reels 4.25

New 800' reel and humidor 2.50

New 10-inch aluminum reflec-

tor with cord and clamp 3.95

Send for listing of other atailable

merchandise

NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE

Eitdblrshed in 19 14

86 South Sixth Street

MINNEAPOLIS 2. MINNESOTA

HOME MOVIES FOR MAY

REVIEWS...

0/ cAmateur film*
By I N. SCHOEN

RANCHO ALAMO, 360 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome, is notable for clever edit-

ing skill that agurs certain success for

the future movie making efforts of its

producer, Carlos Grant, Consul of

Chile at Los Angeles. This picture is

essentially a record film of daily events

at Rancho Alamo, a horse ranch in the

hills near Hollywood supplying equine

actors to the picture studios. Auction

of horses is a common occurance at

the ranch and Grant has based the

opening of his picture on one of these

"vents.

Various breeds of horses arc shown,

gaits demonstrated by skilled riders

and then we see scenes of the auction

intercut by interesting closeups of spec-

tators.

The latter part of picture is given

over to a short continuity sequence in

which a noted cowboy star and his wife,

who were active in the earlier ranch

scenes, enact roles. The story opens on

the couple meeting under a tree, with

the cowboy making amorous advances

to the girl.

A change of scene to the ranch cor-

ral shows two outlaws stealing quietly

toward a group of saddled horses. They
mount two of them and the girl cries

out as suddenly she observes the theft

taking place. The cowboy flashes his

guns, mounts his horse, and gives chase.

There is an interesting sequence of

chase scenes, ably photographed and

edited. Later, we see the cowboy re-

turning to the girl with the two horse

thieves lassoed and walking before him.

The picture concludes with typical love

embrace of cowboy and girl.

Grant has good lens equipment and

uses it to advantage, resulting in sharp-

ly focused scenes with great depth.

Color rendition is perfect except where

lack of sunlight reflectors made it im-

possible for filmer to lightup shadows

in faces of players and persons in two
scenes.

It is the deft editing combined with

exceptional color photography that

makes this picture a more than worth-
while effort. The titles, too, are excep-

tionally good—lettered by hand with

appropriate decorations symbolic of the

west.

Grant used a 16mm. Bolex with

f/2.5 fixed focus Taylor Hobson
Cooke lens, an exposure meter and a

tripod. Fades were accomplished by
manipulating lens diaphragm.

Home Movies has awarded this film

a 3 -star Merit Leader.

EASTER, 175 feet 8mm. Kodachrome,
is another fine cinematic effort of Mr.
and Mrs. Ryne Zimmerman of Mil-

waukee, Wise. As the title implies, the

continuity concerns doings in the Zim-
merman family at Eastertime. The pic-

ture begins with closeup of a kettle

of boiling water being poured into four

cups placed on a table. Each cup con-

tains a small quantity of dye in pow-
dered form, and as the water is poured

into each, it becomes a colorful liquid

easter egg dye.

This is followed by well-staged shots

of mother and daughter dyeing eggs, of

father, with an Easter lily, ringing door-

bell and being admitted by mother.

Next morning the family egg hunt is

staged. Mrs. Zimmerman is shown hid-

ing eggs in a small nest placed under

cushion of a club chair in the parlor.

Little daughter begins the hunt while

her daddy unwittingly sits in the club

chair. While reading the newspaper, he

feels a disturbance, reaches behind him,

and brings out a baby chick. This is

repeated a number of times. He calls

his daughter and gives chicks to her.

This is repeated to produce also baby

ducklings and a live white rabbit.

The child is then shown playing with

this array of Easter presents. Interest-

ing is the closing sequence showing her

making a swimming pool of the kitch-

en sink for the ducklings, of the duck-

lings skidding down an improvised slide

• Continued on Page 213
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flOHff*e among the first to OWN
CASTLE Films' 8K 16X1

In one Castle Film, on your own
screen, you will see the terrific

drama of history's most gigantic

military victory... filmed by combat
cameramen from the start of Gen-
eral Eisenhower's final offensive!

All you have read about and
heard aboutyou will see in this grip-

ping Castle Film . . . the crossing of

the River Rhine . . . secret rocket

weapons in flaming action . . .whirl-

wind armored columns roaring into

the heart of the Reich . . . the final

thrusts of American, British, Ca-

nadian, and Russian soldiers as they

storm through bomb-blasted Ger-

man cities and countryside. . . Hit-

ler's armies battered, beaten and
surrendering by tens of thousands.

Order your copy of this notable

Castle battle film NOW! Be among
the first to own it and show it.

mm
ORDER FORM——5

30 Roek»f ellar Plaza

Ntw York 20

Field Bide

Chicago 3

Rum Md(.

San Franelteo 4

DON'T DELAY
PLACE YOUR ORDER

SEE YOUR PHOTO DEALEF

OR SEND
HANDY ORDER FORM /J

I

I

8 mm.
SO fMt . . . $1.75

180 fMt . . . 5.50

r 16 mm.

. ? 75

360 tart. . . . 8 75

Sound 350 feet 17.50

Send Castle Films "Victory Over Ger-

many" (Title, subject to change) in the size

and length indicated.

Name

Address

City- J.OHC-

I

Remittance enclosed shipc.o.D.o Send Castle Films' FREE De Luxe Catalog o |
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16 MM SOUND

POST PICTURES
FOR

ENTERTAINMENT
at its delightful best!

I've Cot

jl Problem!"
HAVE you a perplexing problem in photography, editing,

titling, or processing of home movies? Then tell it to the

editors. This "problem untangling" service is free to every

reader of Home Movies. Where answer by mail is desired, en-

close stamped addressed envelope with your letter.

KODACHROME TITLES

Q: I have a roll of regular Eodachrome
film I wish to make some titles using
photofloods for light. My camera lens is

equipped with a dark blue pola screen
filter. I also have available two No. 1.

daylight (blue) photofloods.
Now in order to make satisfactory

titles using regular Eodachrome film with
artificial light, shall I use the blue photo-
floods or the pola screen and what lens
setting would be correct for this?

When I use type A Eodachrome with
two No. 1 photofloods 15 inches from title

board, f 8 seems about the right ex-

posure.

Also, when using regular Eodachrome
outdated 30 days, how much additional

exposure should be allowed? — C. C
Pasadena, Calif.

A: In filming titles with outdoor

Kodachrome and artificial illumination,

use blue photofloods instead of white

to compensate for the color character of

the oudoor film.

Although no increase in exposure is

required when Type A Kodachrome is

used with regular photofloods, better re-

sults will follow when a slight increase

in exposure is given. If you have had

good success exposing Type A Koda-

chrome at f 8 at the distance men-

tioned, then we would suggest setting

lens at f 5.6 when using regular Koda-

chrome and blue photofloods. Do not

use the blue pola screen.

Our experience has shown that no in-

crease in exposure is necessary for any

film used 30 days after expiration date.

Film outdated six-months to 1 year

should be allowed a half-stop increase

in exposure—over 1 year, a full stop.

DETERMINING LENS STOPS

Q: How may I determine the true f

values of the stops marked on lenses ex-

tended beyond their normal focal

length?—C. P. W., Boulder, Colo.

A: Should you be mathematically in-

clined and wish to figure out the exact

F stops, there are two ways to go about

it. Remember that the F value is reached

by dividing the focal length of the lens

by the diameter of the iris diaphragm

ar that point. (Extremely precise meas-

urements vary with the individual lens,

but for our purposes this generalization

may be considered as sufficiently accu-

rate.) Work it backward, and deter-

mine the diameter for the F stop indi-

cated by your meter. Add the length of

the extension tube to the focal length

of the lens, and divide that sum by the

diameter. This will give you the new
value for the F stop marked on the lens.

For example, suppose we are using a

Goerz Reflex Focuser (which is 1.38

inches long) and a 6-inch lens, and

that the indicated exposure is F8. Six

divided by 8 is .75. Six inches plus 1.38

inches is 7.38 inches, and if you divide

that by .75, the result is 9.8. Thus F8,

as indicated on the 6-inch lens, has be-

come F9.8 on the lens with the exten-

sion tube added. If you are planning to

use one extension tube and one lens all

the time, it is easy to work out a table

showing the new values for all the

stops, and then it would not be difficult

to find the F8 value for the lens plus

the extension tube.

However, if you wish to figure di-

rectly which stop on the lens only cor-

responds to F 8 on the lens with the ex-

tension, the procedure is somewhat dif-

ferent.

Divide the combined length of the

lens and the extension tube (7-38

inches) by the stop indicated by the

meter (F8 in this case) to find the dia-

meter of the iris diaphragm at that

point. Then divide the focal length of

the lens only (6 inches) by that dia-

meter to find the equivalent on the F

stop calibration scale of F8 on the

combined lens and extension tube.

For example, 7.38 inches divided by

8 is .920. Six divided by .920 is 6.5.

Therefore F8 on the lens-plus-the-exten-

sion becomes F6.5 on the calibrated

scale, and that is where lens should be

set if your meter gives reading of F8.

FILM SLITTING

Q: Can you advise who offers service

of slitting and re-perforating 16mm. film

so it can be used in 8mm. cameras? Us-

ing color film exclusively and being un-

able to purchase 8mm. Eodachrome, I

find I can purchase 16mm. Ansco Color

film, but of course this is not yet avail-

able in 8mm. I would like to find some-
one with precision equipment that could

convert my Ansco Color film for use in

my 8mm. camera—M. I. A., Schnectady.

A: Filmcraft, 4038 Broadway, Kan-

sas City, Mo., offers the reperforating

service you desire.
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No obstacle

' I DRYING light conditions are no

^ obstacle to sparkling shots, with

Ansco Hypan Film in your camera!

In back-lighted scenes like the one

above, Hypan's brilliant emulsion is

extremely helpful to you in bringing

out sparkling detail in the shadow areas.

It preserves the clarity and snap so

necessary to pleasing results.

Moreover, even bad lighting conditions

can frequently be taken in their stride

with Hypan. It's fast—very fast—with

a reserve of speed that means good

movies where a slower film might mean

no movies at all! Hypan is fully pan-

chromatic. It gives excellent color-value

rendering with or without filters.

Its fine grain and high resolving power

are especially valuable in the 8mm size,

but they contribute to "professional"

clarity in 16mm as well.

In fact, there's only one sour note con-

nected with Hypan—it's scarce. But we

know you understand that war require-

ments must come first. Ansco, Bing-

hamton, New York. A Division of

General Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ansco
8mm and 16mm

HYPAN FILM
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War Birds
. . . that pry into the seerets of the night

Night-time. A reconnaissance plane streaks over an enemy supply line. A flash

bomb drops and explodes . . . night turns into day ... a camera shutter clicks.

And the secret of the long motor caravan, shown in the night photo above, is

fully revealed.

How is it done? With electronic and mechanical precision skill. The plane

may be flying at 1,000 feet, or 10,000 feet, or higher. A flash bomb is released

to explode f.t a predetermined elevation. An electronic light-sensitive cell . . .

on a Fairchild Night Aerial Camera . . . creates a voltage pulse in an electronic

amplifier which causes the magnetic shutter to trip at the peak light intensity

of the flash bomb. All elements of the camera and amplifier are so precisely

coordinated that the entire action takes place over a timing range of 9 to 11

thousandths of a second. The action starts when the light intensity of the flash

at the airplane is only a very small percentage of its peak brilliance . . . and

ends as the flash passes its peak.

Precisionized electronic and mechanical skill ranks Fairchild Aerial Cameras

with the world's finest professional cameras — cameras that every amateur

dreams of one day owning. New York Office: 475 — 10th Avenue, New York

18; Plant: 88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

CAMERA
AND INSTRUMENT CORPORATION

100%

0-

SHUTTER PERFORMANCES AT ^oo-^so - J'lj SPEEDS

100%
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This is a typical flash bomb light curve

and camera shutter synchronization chart. Precise elec-

tronic coordination of shutter action at the light intensity

peak results in sharply detailed aerial night photographs.

/ " CAMERAS
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YOU V

A tremendous amount of camera-wise skill and precision goes into

the aerial camera Keystone makes in cooperation with Fairchild

Camera Corporation — "for armed forces' use only" . . .

Manufacturing skill and precision . . . and reputation for camera-

craftsmanship built by Keystone before the war . . . won this impor-

tant government assignment . . .

Skill and precision with a pay-off

After the war the same close-tolerance work . . . the same close atten-

tion to rigidly high standards . . . will again go in Keystone 8 and 16

mm. cameras and projectors.

Then you can make your dreams come true . . ."professional movie"

performance . . . service -free operation ... at costs so low you'll be

amazed!

KEYSTONE
Cameras • Projectors • 8 and 16 mm.

No Keystones now — but remember

that Keystone's skill and precision now
devoted to war work will soon be de-

voted to your picture-making pleasure!

KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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fionwa Studies by self-styled supermen

"5icg fjcil! LOar cannot octet our glorious heroes from their

artistic hobbies. P|ere tioo photo amateurs tahe adoantnge of a

delightful and interesting subject."
*

"LOunbcrbar! This iiynnmic composition shoios true fiultur

can fini) acceptable art forms, eoen among inferior races."
*

* THESE PHOTOS ACTUALLY FOUND ON

"Die frau about to be esecuted for oiolating regulations

against succoring guerrillas, fier guards graciously permit her to

be 'shot' first by a cameca enthusiast." *

"5ports-Type film was used to capture this charming action

scene, snapped from a speeding Oolhsioagen."
*

DEAD OR CAPTURED GERMAN SOLDIERS.

Photography is our business, but we're working hard to hasten the day when it

Every War Bond you buy . ... . . , ... ,

' will be impossible to take photographs— like those above.
in the

7th WAR LOAN

DRIVE

means another blank

page in the photo album

of Nazi atrocities I

Making high-precision optical instruments for the Army and Navy is our full-time

job— until the time when people everywhere can be photographed, without

heartbreak and without shame.
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Neighborhood Cine Shows Step
Up Sales Of War Loan Bonds

B Y M

IN
AVID camera fan in Columbus,

Ohio put his hobby to work for the

Government and rang up $3500 in

Uncle Sam's cash register.

Mr. William E. Eckenrode even gave

up smoking in order to have more
money to spend in the pursuit of his

hobby, home movies. About three years

ago he began sharing his enjoyment with

the neighbors by taking movies and

colored stills of them and their chil-

dren and showing the pictures on sum-

mer evenings in a vacant lot in the

neighborhood. After a time he exhausted

his supply of home movies, but the

parties in the vacant lot had become so

popular that he continued them from
time to time, using educational films

loaned him by Ohio State University.

Being an air raid warden, it was in-

evitable that he should employ his

hobby in the selling of bonds during

the War Loan campaigns. He decided

to combine the two activities.

First of all, he contacted the Public

Relations Officer of the 5 th Service

Command and learned that the Army
would be more than glad to lend him
all the films he wanted. Then the school

board in his neighborhood was contact-

ed and permission was given him to use

the auditorium and also the sound equip-

ment and 16mm. projector belonging

to the school.
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The films available, the school audi-

torium engaged for an evening in Sep-

tember, Mr. Eckenrode then had num-
bered tickets printed at his own expense

and set out to distribute them—at a

price.

Each person buying a $25 bond was
given two tickets to the show. And to

sell tho bonds he spent every day of

his three weeks vacation ringing door

bells. Some days he walked and some
days he pedaled his bicycle, but rain or

shine, every day of those three weeks
he was a familiar figure in Columbus'
suburb of Grandview.
To make his one-man show even

more inviting he called on neighborhood
merchants for the purpose of securing

donations for door prizes. The hard-

ware store, the dime store, the gift

shoppe, the drugstores, and the two
movies—all gave him something, gladly.

The show was well attended and the

Government-loaned movies proved un-
• Continued on Page 1 1 3

• Scenes from "Story Of A Transport," one
of the impressive 14mm. films being made
available for exhibition, during the coming
7th War Loan drive, by the War Finance
Division, U. S. Treasury Department. Pic-
ture dramatically links a ship's romantic
past as the peacetime luxury liner "Man-
hattan" with her grim, war-service present
as troop transport.
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• Recorders available today feature two types of lead screws
for moving the cutting head progressively across the blank

disc: The concealed lead screw type, shown at left, and the

type with overhead lead screw as pictured below.

• The overhead lead screw is considered the most accurate
and is found on all professional type disc recorders such as

used by radio transcription and broadcast stations.

Features To Consider In

Buying 1 Disc Recorder
Knowledge of Recorders and Recording Helpful

In Selecting Right Equipment for Making Home
Movie Sound Discs . . .

• For the Advanced Amateur

WITH the end of war in Europe in

sight, many movie amateurs have

resumed interest in new postwar

equipment for their hobby. Amateurs

eager to add sound to their movies are

scanning old catalogues, brushing up on

facts concerning recorders, reproducing

equipment and attendant accessories.

It is timely, therefore, to consider

some of the important aspects of sound

on disc recording, the features of better

type of equipment, as well as some of

the techniques that tend to produce the

best results, so that the home movie

sound enthusiast may be more generally

informed when at last the opportunity

arrives to buy the new -Use recording

equipment he has waited fc so long.

What speeds should the turntable

offer? What style cutting needle is

best? What size discs offer the best

sound results? These and numerous

other questions are uppermost in the

minds of the sound minded movie ama-

teur today. Of prime interest in cutting

records to be played with home movie

films is the speed of the turntable. There

are two speeds which are commonly
used: 78 r.p.m. (revolutions per min-

ute) which is the speed established for

standard phonographs, and 33V3 r.p.m.

which is the speed most frequently used

for commercial disc recording. Then
there are recorders and phonograph-

recorder-radio combinations which offer

both speeds in one machine.

A disc cut at the 33V3 r.p.m. speed

can, theoretically, record a wider range

of sound frequencies which results in

better reproduction of such instruments

as the piccolo and the higher notes of

the violin. However, the higher speed,

on the other hand, offers less playing

time per record compared to 33V3 r.p.m.

speed.

In connection with turntable speed,

it should be remembered that it isn't

the speed in revolutions per minute

that matters except indirectly as it

affects the really vital matter of groove

speed. For this reason discs of large

diameter can be safely rotated at lower

speeds than can the smaller discs. Ob-
viously, the more distant the grooves

are cut from the center of the disc, the

more inches of groove will pass under

the needle for each revolution and

hence the higher will be the groove

speed of a given rate of revolutions per

minute. This is the reason why the 16-

inch discs used by radio stations achieve

the good tonal coverage required for

broadcasting.

When cutting at the 33V3 r.p.m.

speed, best reproduction results follow

where cutting is never made closer to

the center of disc than the 8 inch di-

ameter. Serious distortion may result

where cutting extends beyond this

point because cutting stylus travel (or

disc travel) at this point is too slow.

• Continued on Page 206
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• Fig. I
— At right are demonstrative

photos made by C. Hawley Cartwright
with Schneider Kreuinach Xenon f.2 lenses,

which demonstrate flare induced by non-

coated lens (top photo), and the same
scene photographed under identical light

conditions by a coated lens (bottom
photo). Note effect of reflected light at

left side and the flare spot or "ghost"
at right in the top photo.

Coated Cine Lenses Will

Make Your Movies Better

Simple And Not Too Costly Treatment Reduces Lens'

Tendency To Reflect Light And Improves Its Performance

BY BOB FRAZER
ACRA Instruments, Hollywood, Calif.

* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

GLASS does not admit passage of light

rays 100 per cent. The light that

enters a typical camera lens, for

example, may be reduced to 70 per cent

or less by the time it reaches the film

plane. This fact is no recent discovery,

but the method by which this inef-

ficiency of light transmission may be

reduced is comparatively new. The
method? Coating the lens surfaces in

order to reduce light reflection, thus

improving ability of the lens to trans-

mit light.

One of the important photographic

developments that has come out of this

war is the coating of lenses to increase

light transmission. Still in the experi-

mental stage before the war, lens coat-

ing zoomed to importance in the

development of more efficient lenses

for aerial cameras, binoculars for mili-

tary use and in the manufacture of

optics for submarine periscopes, etc.

Almost since the origin of optics,

scientists have been aware of the ten-

dency of lens surfaces to reflect a por-

tion of the light reaching them, thus

reducing the amount of light passing

through the lens. Reflection of light

by the two polished surfaces of a single

lens element is between 8 and 14 per

cent of the incident light, depending

on the refractive index of the glass

of which the lens is made.

What happens, in terms of reduced

efficiency, is that an uncoated camera

lens composed of four separated ele-

ments comprising eight air-glass sur-

faces, for example, will transmit only

6r 70 per cent of the light entering

lens. The 30-40 per cent lost light may
reappear as a flare spot or, more com-
monly, as a diffuse fogging of the film

which influences the final photographic

result by reducing contrast and, in addi-

tion, where color film is used, by affect-

ing purity of color.

The diagram (Fig. 2) illustrates the

principle of reduced light transmission

due to reflection at the air-glass surfaces

of a two element lens. The light, enter-

ing lens from the right at its initial

value, loses some of its intensity by the

time it emerges at opposite end of lens,

due to loss by reflection induced by

the four air-glass surfaces of the lens

elements. In a simple lens such as this,

approximately 5 per cent of the light

• Continued on Page 210

PROJECTION LENS

FLARE LIGHT

LIGHT
80°7o —

FLARF light
— -*

____*•

a - LIGHT -

ZJZ '00% 1

FILM
PLANE

• Fig. 2—Theoretical diagram illustrating loss

of light by reflection in common uncoated pro-

jection lens. Heavy arrow indicates light

beam entering from right. As light strikes

surface "c" part of it is reflected back to

surface "b" to be again reflected towards
surface "c"—virtually bouncing back and
forth from lens to lens. The same action takes

place at surfaces a, b, c and d, with

result that beam of light is reduced to

approximately 80% of original intensity by
time it emerges from front of projection

lens, the reflected light accounting for the

20% loss.
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HOW TO MAKE MASK

SHOTS 11 MONTAGES
Trick Cinematic Effects of Professional Quality

Produced With Any Cine Camera And Simple

Home-made Attachments . . .

* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

TASK shots and montages can be

filmed with any 8mm. or 16mm.
camera and do not necessarily in-

volve the use of expensive or compli-

cated accessories. A mask shot is one

made with an opaque mask placed be-

fore the lens in which is cut out some

design appropriate to the scene. Most

familiar are those which give the effect

of the scene having been filmed through

a keyhole, a pair of binoculars, etc.

Montages employ the use of masks in

which a section is cut out. With such

masks, portions of several scenes may be

photographed or "montaged" upon one

complete film frame.

The most simplified form of mask
consists of a dull black piece of light-

weight sheet metal, cardboard, or stiff

paper, with a hole cut in it the shape

of a keyhole, or any shape desired. Size

of mask required depends on the focal

length of the lens and the distance the

mask is placed in front of it. A standard

lens of i" for 16mm. or W for 8mm.
would require a mask 3"x4" placed

io" in front of the lens. At 6" a mask

1-4/ j" x 2-2/5" would be required. In

fact, the scale of mask areas is the same
as title areas at various distances, al-

though the masks should be made slight-

ly larger in order to allow for slight

inaccuracies in centering.

The distance from the lens at which
a mask should be placed depends upon

• Pictured here is novel masking device
made of plastic that slips over lens and
accommodates a number of masks with vari-
ous cutout designs. Gadget, which also in-

cludes a manually controlled iris-fading
device, is a product of Western Movie Sup-
ply Co., San Francisco.

• In photo at left, John A. Hall, West
Pittston, Penna., amateur demonstrates matte
box and masks which he constructed for his

Cine Kodak. Closeup view at far left shows
equipment in detail with binocular matte
in place for effect shot.

the degree of sharpness required in the

outline. The closer a mask is to the lens

the more fuzzy will be the outline, be-

cause it is much more out of focus at

4" than it would be say, at 10",

assuming that the lens is focused on an

object some distance ahead of the mask.

A soft or fuzzy outline is useful in

certain forms of multiple exposure work,

as the edge of one scene in the exposure

will blend more readily into another.

Method of holding the mask in place

before the lens depends entirely on the

ingenuity of the photographer, unless

he already has a proper masking mount.

The mask support can be attached to the

lens, to the body of the camera, or to

the tripod, or it can be supported by

some independent means. Important re-

quirement is to have mask held in place

at the proper distance in front of the

lens and at right angle to the lens axis.

Figs. 1 and 2 show a home-made matte

box complete with masks in use on a

Cine Kodak.

Amateurs who own typewriter titlers

will find them an excellent means for

making mask shots. By fitting a simple

cardboard hood between camera and the

title card holder, the masks may be

placed in the title card holder and the

scene filmed with camera mounted on

titler. The hood serves to prevent light

reflecting from surface of mask to

camera lens.

As black does not record, on emulsion

of the film, only the scene which shows

through the hole in a mask made of a

black substance will actually be photo-

graphed. The rest of the film which was

masked off can be photographed again,

provided the part already exposed is

covered up by another and correspond-

ing mask.

Here's how to make a montage with

four different pictures on the screen at

once, one in each corner of the frame:

Cut one quarter out of a blank card of

black material and put the mask in

position, say 4" to 6" in front of the

lens. Then make a note of the reading

on the footage indicator, as the film

will have to be wound back to the start-

ing point for the other shots. (Another

method of marking the film is to open

the camera in a dark room and mark

the starting point with a notcher, or by

cutting a small V in the edge of the

film with sharp pointed scissors.) Then,

with mask in place, frame the scene

• Continued on Page 2 1 2
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• This illustration shows how hyperfocal

distance was employed to throw background
objects out of focus, thereby concentrating
attention on subject sharply focused upon
in foreground.

• For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

OPTICAL perspective growing out of

diagonal lines or convergent infinity

backgrounds have a strong tendency

to create the illusion of depth. Most

of our better-composed pictures have

some example of this illusion, and when

coupled with artistic lighting control

by which shadows and highlights are

used to best advantage, true artistry is

achieved and commonplace subjects

breathe with natural emotion. This ac-

complishment brings to our eyes a na-

tural effect, the habitual environment

to vision, which we recognize as our

every day world.

There is another approach by which

this effect is increased and enhanced,

and produced under definite control by

the very simple calculations of hyper-

focal distances. So many possible im-

provements present themselves under

this consideration that it is well to con-

sider the advantages. Maximum resolv-

ing power, definition, depth of focus,

depth of field, and relative distant per-

ception all owe their existence to hy-

perfocal adjustments. Hyperfocal dis-

tances can be most easily understood

in terms of potential reserve or a cush-

ion against blur. Extending the hyper-

focal distance to increase this cushion

is the trick by which we achieve the

efficiency of the above factors. Raising

them to their highest power provides a

greater expression of artistry and is

definite insurance against blur.

Most amateurs are aware of the com-

mon definition of hyperfocal distance,

but it is repeated here for the conven-

ience of future considerations: That

distance nearest to the camera which

How To Use Hyperfocal

Distance To Advantage
Hyperfocal Distance Is Best Described As A Potential

Lens Reserve Or Cushion Against Blur . . .

B Y D R A .

remains in sharp focus, when the lens

is set for infinity, is the hyperfocal dis-

tance. This hyperfocal distance depends

on the size of the lens opening and be-

cause it is variable, we are able to con-

trol it. Once the F stop is determined as

a result of exposure requirements, hyper-

focal distances can then bj computed

o Hyperfocal distance de-
pends upon the size of

the lens opening and be-
cause it is variable, we
are able to control it.

The relative depth of

of large and small

stops is illustrated

At f 5.6, depth of

is rather limited

closing down the

field

lens

here,

field

while
lens to f 16 extends the
area over which focus is

sharp. Once proper f stop
is determined as result of

exposure requirements, hy-

perfocal distances can be
computed to confine action
within range of sharp
definition.

BAUMGARDNER

to confine action or essential subject

material within the range of sharp

definition.

Keeping within the cushion against

blur is quite simple if it is previously

determined either by a table of values

or by a formula which can be applied.

This cushion is produced by setting the

lens on the hyperfocal distance, and by

doing so we bring into sharp focus

everything from one half the hyper-

focal distance to infinity. This increases

the range tremendously and allows a

focusing lens to have the simplicity of

universal focus within the limits of the

cushion.

The following table gives some stand-

ard hyperfocal distances for the vari-

ous lens openings:

27.7 feet

21.9 feet

15.4 feet

14.9 feet

1 1 .9 feet

10.4 feet

F 4.5

F 5.6

F 6.,

16

9.3 feet

7.4 feet

6.5 feet

5.2 feet

3.7 feet

2.6 feet

All of the above values are hyperfocal

distances for the infinity adjustment;

therefore, if the lens is re-focused on

the hyperfocal distance, sharp images

• Continual on Page 209
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HOW TO BUILD I

Clock Gears, Old Speedometer And Tin Can Metal

Furnish Essential Parts for Effective Film Measuring Gadget

B y HAROLD BRUCE

• Fig. I
— Author's homemade frame counter in-

stalled on 16mm. Keystone camera. This gadget
enables keeping accurate check on every frame of

film to facilitate making professional-like lap-

dissolves, montages, split-stage shots, etc.

* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

METERING film in the camera to

the exact frame is a necessity in

making trick cinematic effects

with professional precision. If your

camera doesn't provide a meter for reg-

istering single frames, the alternative is

to build one, for such meters are not

generally available as a camera acces-

sory.

When first attempting to make
double exposed titles and other trick

cinematic effects, I found it next to

impossible to determine the exact loca-

tion of each scene or title on the roll

of film when backwinding. To get

around this difficulty, I designed and

built a gadget for my camera which I

call a "Movie Frame Index"—actually

nothing more than a single-frame

counter—which is pictured on this

page together with diagrams of its con-

struction.

Now, no matter how many double

exposures, split stage shots, lap dissolves,

etc., or changes from one type roll of

film to another are desired, they may
be effected easily and accurately with

the aid of the frame index. Every frame

of film that passes the gate aperture is

recorded on the meter or index so that

it is possible to identify each scene ac-

cording to frame numbers.

When a new roll of film is loaded

in the camera, the starting point is

marked by notching edge of film or by
making a hole with a ticket punch. The
frame index is set at zero and the cam-
era started to run off the leader. Here
the meter is observed for the frame

numbers and a notation made in a note-

book carried for the purpose. Thus, after

• Fig. 2— (left) Closeup view of frame
counter with cover removed to permit reset-

ting of numeral barrels. Fig. 3— (below)
shows arrangement of clock gears and shaft

connecting frame counter with camera mech-
anisms.

ilk

the leader is run off, the meter may
read, ijo—indicating that 150 frames

of film have been run off, counting

from the start mark. The first scene

or title is then filmed and a notation

of the index number made at conclusion

of the take. Let us say this is 255. This

indicates that the first scene ran from
frame No. 150 to No. 255—a total of

105 frames.

All successive scenes are recorded in

a like manner, i.e., the number of

frames indicated in the note book after

each take, plus any necessary descrip-

tion of the scene. Thus, when ready to

double expose a scene or title, its pre-

cise location as well as its length can be

determined down to the exact frame.

No matter where a scene is located

on the roll of film, it can readily be

found by means of the frame count

record made during shooting. Should I

wish to superimpose a title over a scene

recorded on frames 2134 to 2258, I can

wind back the roll of film—using

changing bag or darkroom—and re-

thread it into the camera with the start

mark in the same position as before.

With the frame index returned to zero,

film is then run off in the camera with

the lens capped, until frame No. 2134
is again in the film gate before the

lens. The lens cap is removed and the

title then photographed by re-exposing

frames 2134 to 2258 inclusively.

While this frame index was compara-

tively simple to build and attach to my
camera—a model A-3 16mm. Keystone

—it is adaptable in principle to almost

all makes and models of cine cameras.

The gadget was made entirely from
scrap material: a smashed alarm clock,

an old automobile speedometer and a

quantity of sheet tin cut from tin cans.

The frame of the gadget, indicated

at (7) in diagram, houses and main-

tains all the mechanical parts. It was

made from sheet tin. The sides and gear

box were marked out on the tin with
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a scratch awl, the necessary holes

drilled, and then the bending and shap-

ing done by clamping the pieces be-

tween two heavy metal strips to obtain

even and square bends.

The cover was made of tin bent to

shape, fitting tight onto the index

frame by means of round-point punch
marks made in the turned edges of the

cover which snapped into holes drilled

into frame as shown in detail X.

The drive shaft (i) of the mechan-
ism is 3/16 of an inch in diameter and

revolves in bearings (6) that are sold-

ered in place at top and bottom of the

frame (7). The bar (2) has a drive-

fit hole and was driven and soldered

into the lower end of the shaft (1).

The pins (3) are spaced equal distances

from the shaft center and soldered

through holes drilled in the bar (2).

These pins
( 3 )

engage two corres-

ponding over-size holes (4) drilled

through the sprocket drive shaft gear

(5) of the camera and provide con-

tact with the camera to drive the de-

vice. Clock gear (8) is affixed to shaft

(1) and engages clock gear (9) which
in turn is attached to the shaft on
which is mounted the numeral barrels

(10) of the counter or index. This is

shown in detail in Fig. 3.

The clock gears used were taken from
a discarded alarm clock. Gear (8) con-

tains 36 teeth, gear (9) 45 teeth. Due
to the fact that the camera gear (5)
makes one complete revolution to each

8 frames of film exposed, while the

numeral barrels (10) have a ratio of
one to ten, it can be seen that the cam-
era gear must revolve 1.25 to 1 of the

first numeral barrel of the index. The
ratio between the camera drive gear or

shaft and number of frames exposed is

the important factor to know in deter-

mining the ratio necessary between
gears (8) and (9).

Gear (9) and numeral barrels (10)
plus the trip spurs (11) revolve freely

on shaft (12). The spring (13) is

placed in the position shown in dia-

gram in order to hold the numeral bar-

• Fig. 5—Detail of frame counter showing
construction of case and arrangement of
parts. Items 10, II, 12 and 13 are from a dis-
carded automobile speedometer. The gears 8
and ? are from an old alarm clock. The c*se
7 was made from metal salvaged from tin
cans

• Fig. 4—Showing camera
cover removed to reveal
the connecting pins (3)
which make contact with
camera gear (S). How this

fitting is effected Is shown
in greater detail In dia-
graw below.

rels (io), trip spurs and their drive

gear in operating position and still allow

for returning the numeral barrels to

zero by sliding them along the shaft.

The bearing support (14) is riveted

in position on lower part of the gear

box. Measurements for bearing holes for

numeral and spur shafts will depend

upon the speedometer from which they

are taken, the same dimensions apply-

ing in this case.

The protruding end of drive shaft

( 1
) is machined square in order to ac-

commodate a suitable winding key for

the purpose of winding back film in the

camera for dissolves, etc. In such oper-

ations, of course, the frame index would
operate, too, indicating the number of

frames of film wound back in the

camera.

In mounting the frame index to the

camera, it was necessary to make care-

ful measurements and then drill holes

in the camera case cover, which was
easily removed. These holes consist of

one large hole for the shaft ( 1
) and two

smaller holes for small bolts used in at-

taching index to camera case.

After gadget was attached to camera
case cover, shaft (1) was carefully ro-

tated in order to bring the pins (3)
in position corresponding to the holes

(4) in the camera gear (5) as shown
in Fig. 4. Then by placing cover on

camera, the shaft ( 1 ) was gently ro-

tated back and forth until the pins

were felt to engage the holes, permitting

cover to return to its right position on

the camera case.

The speedometer from which the

numeral barrels and accompanying
parts were secured was of the older type

generally obtainable from any automo-

bile wrecking yard. The shafts arc

notched to take clips which may readily

be snapped off or on the shafts to free

the parts which assemble on the shafts

in this order: (left to right) numeral

barrels, spring, barrel drive spindle and

machined gear. The clock gear (9) is

soldered to this spindle.

Each time it is necessary to return

the numeral barrels of the index to zero,

it is necessary to remove the cover —
which is the reason it was made to snap

in place on the frame, as described

earlier. As may be seen in the photo

(Fig. 2), a spring placed on end of

the shaft permits sliding the numeral

barrels to the left at time of turning

back numbers to zero. This is done by
hand, rotating each barrel to the numer-
al "o", then replacing cover and pro-

ceding with filming.

The frame index is easily operated

by the camera mechanism without drag

or otherwise slowing down speed of

camera.***

c»m£r» case
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"Oscars" For Amateurs
Utah Club's Novel Award System Nets Trophies

For Films Receiving Home Movies' Recognition

I MATEUR movie clubs that have

/l experienced contest trouble — i.e.,

i~m dissatisfaction among members fol-

lowing judges' selection of films or the

HON*

M

general reluctance of members to enter

wholeheartedly into competition—may
be interested in the novel plan adopted

by the Utah Cine Arts Club of Salt

Lake City.

The plan provides for abolishing

club contests and any form of direct

competition. Instead, members are en-

couraged to make one or more complete,

fully edited and titled pictures each

year which will be classified according

to the merit award given it by the Edi-

tors of Home Movies magazine. In oth-

er words, responsibility for judging of

contest films is abolished and the evalu-

ation placed on each by Home Hovies'

editors is taken as the impartial and

final appraisal of each film.

Some may argue that contests based

on direct competition and club appraisal

of films cannot successfully be abol-

ished; that without such competition,

members' movie making lacks the neces-

left are frame enlargements from

•star Merit Leader awarded de-

mateur films by Home Movies'

I films submitted for review are

and returned to maker with

appropriate Merit Leader
—one, two or three stars

—or a special certificate,

if film is honored as

Movie of The Month.

HOME MOVIES FOR MAY

• Representing the most active ama-
teur cine club in the country today are
members of Utah Cine Arts Club pic-
tured here whose films received me-it
leaders or certificates from Home Movies
that were followed by the Club's an-
,nual Award For Merit trophies. Pic-
tured standing, from left to right, are:
Bill Loveless, Kermit Fullmer, Pete Lar-
sen, Vern Lunt, George Brignand, Theo
Merrill, Bill Jensen, Al Londema and Al
Morton. Seated, left to right: Dr. C. E.

Barrett, Norman Shulti, Virginia Smith,
Ed Madsen and LeRoy Hansen.

sary incentive, and that it is the lure of
club prizes that drives an amateur on
to better effort.

Contests do accomplish a lot of good
in that direction, but at what cost: for

every winner, there are numerous bad
losers. Reference is made, of course, to

competition within the club among
members. It is not quite so bad in na-

tional competitions where contestants

seldom, if ever, know one another and,

less seldom, see the films which were
entered in national competition with
their own. Under such conditions, the

unsuccessful contestant can only take

his belt up a notch and resolve to pro-

duce a film the next time that just

can't be topped! As most movie ama-
teurs make a like resolve, the process

goes on and on, with the standards get-

ting higher and higher each year.

It has been the writer's privilege to

meet and correspond with many mem-
bers of other movie clubs, and the story

is about the same with all of them.

The contest winners, it is invariably

assumed by the losers, had advantages

in equipment, time and money that the

non-winners did not have. Such a feel-

ing among club members cannot pos-

sibly generate harmony nor improve

movie making.

The alternative plan we have fol-

lowed at the Utah Cine Arts Club is

called the "Awards For Merit" system.

The plan has been in successful use

for the past three years—obviously be-

yond the experimental stage. As origi-

nator and ardent booster of the idea,

I believe that many other clubs would
find it successful.

Under this plan, no direct competi-

tion is involved. Members do not have

to make the best picture or the next

best picture in competition in order to

win an award. Trophies are given on

the basis of each picture's merit and

no comparison of one picture against

another is ever made by the club itself.

Every picture that merits an award re-

ceives an award.

Thus, in order to win a club trophy

it is first necessary to submit a picture

to Home Movies for review. The edi-

tors review and classify it as a one, two
or three star film or, if it be an excep-

tional picture, honor it as the Movie
of The Month.

• Continued on Page 205
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FILMING

FOR INDUSTRY

Many Opportunities Abound For The Skilled

Movie Amateur To Produce Serious Films . . .

• Good equipment and the ability to use it skillfully is

essential to successful industrial film production. While the
Cine Special is a popular camera for this type of work,
excellent results also may be had with the Filmo, Victor or
Bolex 16mm. cameras. B y C E O R C E

• For The Advanced Amateur

THERE exist many fine films pro-

duced by amateurs to prove that

serious 16mm. filmers are capable

of successful industrial and training

film production. Many firms today
who are sponsoring extensive programs
of industrial, public relations and train-

ing motion pictures, were first sold on
the value of such films through an in-

dustrial film produced experimentally

by an amateur.

Actually, ambitious 16mm. filmers

are responsible for much of the 16mm.
professional production that exists to-

day. It was the serious filmers with Cine
Specials, Filmos, Victors and Bolexes

that showed what a tremendous exploi-

tation and instructional job 16mm.
films could do.

Similar opportunities abound today
in industry, office and merchadise mart.

The serious amateur with considerable

experience behind him and good pic-

tures to back it up can, if he so de-

sires, find opportunity to graduate
from amateur movie making to more
serious, and profitable, film production.

Often such opportunities exist in his

very place of employment and certain-

ly prevail in every city of size. In-

stances are numerous where a 16mm.
filmer has been asked to undertake pro-

duction of a modest budget 16mm. in-

dustrial film as a result of some public

showing of his personal movies which
displayed singular talent for making
convincing motion pictures. A case in

point is that of John R. Sturgeon,

whose success in producing two safety

films for Consolidated Steel Corpora-

tion was recounted in last months'

Home Movies.

When and if such an opportunity

arrives for you, there will be several

things to consider in order to insure a

successful production: ample equip-

ment to work with, both indoors and

• Many industrial films picture the evolu-
tion of a product from source of raw ma-
terials to the finished article. A picture
on salt, for instance, traced the product
from mining, through the evaporation
process, to packaging product for con-
sumer.

w C U S H M A N

out; a carefully prepared shooting

script; and a budget sufficient to pro-

duce the film on a scale expected by

the sponsor. The question of whether

the production is to be sound or silent

must also be considered, and although

there will probably be strong favor for

sound, there is still plenty of argu-

ments in favor of a well-produced

silent film. The fact that sound may be

requested need not deter you in your

efforts. The entire production can be

filmed silently at 24 f.p.s. and narra-

tion, sound effects and musical back-

ground added later by a competent

sound studio.

The first step, of course, will be the

conference. Invariably, it will be the

general manager, advertising manager,

or the public relations man of the com-
pany with whom you will deal. It will

be necessary to determine from him the

purpose of the film, the message it is

to get across, the type of audience it

is intended for and the approach or

treatment desired.

• Co 11 tinued on Page 208
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There Is No Substitute for a B&

FILMOSOUND 179 EMBODIES
EVERY B&H ENGINEERING EXTRA

1. Oscillatory Stabilizer

Exclusive with B&H, and patented. Pre-

vents variations in speed of film as it

passes through sound take-off, giving

superior, undistorted reproduction.

2. Constant Tension Take-Up

Protects film from undue strain and pos-

sible breakage by allowing automati-

cally for increasing amount of film on

take-up reel.

3. Safe-Lock Sprockets

For easier, quicker, and correct film

threading. Guide directs film to proper

position, secures it throughput projec-

tion. Exclusive with B&H.

4. Gear-Driven Mechanism

Always sure, positive, trouble-free. No
internal chain, belt, or friction drives

requiring maintenance. Contributes to

Filmosound's flickerless starting.
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PERFORMANCE
/ IN DEPENDABILITY

IN EASE OF USE..

Filmosounds excel! Typical is the new,

cooler Filmosound 179 ... a 16mm.

sound-on-film projector engineered and

built by expert craftsmen in true Bell &
Howell tradition, offering brilliant 750-

watt illumination (1000-watt optional).

Top performance is assured . . . pro-

fessional quality screen pictures, images

so lifelike their presence is actually "felt"

. . . accompanied by sound that's true,

clear, and undistorted at every volume

level.

Only the finest materials go into a

Filmosound 179 .. . giving unmatched,

lasting dependability. Operation is so

simple and
.
easy, mere beginners be-

come confident and competent in a jiffy.

And sound films from the thousands of

subjects in the B&H Filmosound Library

are yours for the ordering, to rent or buy.

GOOD NEWS...
CIVILIAN ORDERS
AGAIN ACCEPTED

Entertainment and educational plans . .

.

ofwar plants, schools, churches, the Red

Cross and like agencies, disease control

projects, and all essential users of mo-

tion picture equipment . . . now can be

formulated! For Filmosound 179 is now

available to civilians with AA2 priority

ratings. We are filling orders in sequence

of their receipt as equipment becomes

available. To avoid delay, order now.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

OPT7-ON/CS—products combining the sciences of OPTIcs » electrONics • mechanics
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
712S McCormlck Road, Chicago 48

Please send, without cost or obligation,

information on the new, improved Filmo-
sound 179.

City. .State
HM 5-45

PRECISION-MADE BY
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home movies' experiment
Ideas for fine gadgets, tricks

Iris Fader
Accompanying photo shows an im-

provement on the now well known sys-

tem of making fades by opening and

closing lens diaphragm while shooting.

This requires a collar to slip over the

iris control ring of lens plus a lever

for moving the iris ring while shooting.

Making fades in this manner requires

that the iris ring be returned to the

proper f/ stop when executing a fadein.

In order to take the guess work out of

this operation, a second collar is fitted

over the lens and made secure with a

set screw. This collar is fitted with a

stop pin which extends over the collar

attached to the iris in such a way as

to stop the finger lever at the desired

f/ stop when being moved to execute

a fadein.

Stop pin may be set at any desired

f/ stop by releasing set screw and re-

setting ring as desired.

—

Wm. H. Has-
sell, Yakima, Wash.

MONEY FOR YOUR IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. If you have devel-

oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid SI. 00. An extraordinary
idea will net you $5.00!

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-

lished will be held for possible use

in later issues of Home Movies.

Parlor Theater
Movie amateurs planning a new post-

war home naturally will include facili-

ties for projecting their movies. Sketched

here is an idea for combining screen

and loudspeaker system within the fire-

place mantle for more convenient pro-

jection of pictures in the living room.

Screen, mounted on a spring roller, is

set into top of mantle and concealed by
a hinged door set flush with top of

mantle. A hooked stick holds screen

upright for projection.

The loudspeaker, set into the fire-

place masonry, is concealed by appro-

priate grill, and wiring extends to lo-

cation of turntables and projector.

Providing separate enclosure for the

projector and turntables in another

room or closet adjoining the living room,

and projecting through camouflaged

portholes, adds a distinctive note to

home screening of movies with this

novel screen arrangement. — Gerald

McCann, Topeka, Kas.

Cable Release
Diagram above shows plan for con-

struction of a cable control for starting

button on the older model Keystone

8mm. cameras which have the button at

side of camera. The clamp is made of

heavy gauge galvanized sheet metal

which may be cut and worked easily by

the average home workshop mechanic.

First cut a strip of the metal 3 Y%"
long and 7/g" wide. Mark out pattern

on metal, cut with tin snips, then turn

RELEASE CLAMP
ATTACHED TO

CAMERA

TOP VIEW
I

* c

7 '/_

"

—1 J to • 1

n
2'A

J

ye Fa

ENT> BEFORE END AFTER
BENDING BENDING

down the ends l/4 inch in an arc to

engage rim of camera. On the side

extension C, solder on a cable release

socket after reducing its length to Y/'.

Set the front end of this socket out by

twisting the extension about
5

0
off

center as shown at D. This insures a

more positive action of cable release tip

against the starting button. The short

tipped cable releases will not work sat-

isfactorily with this gadget, so be sure

to purchase one with the long tip. Re-

lease assembly may be clamped to

camera, as shown in diagram, and readily

detached when required. — jV. C.

Mestan, Scottsdale, Ariz.

Static Eliminator

Projectors, equipped with a brush-

type motor, can set up electrical inter-

ference for radios operating on the same

circuit. Thus, such a projector operat-

PROJEC TOR PLUGS
IN HERE

1

TO 110 V.

CURRENT SUPPLY

2 MFD.
RADIO
CONDENSER
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cine workshop * * * *

b or t cuts contributed by renders
ing in the living room or den, can

cdiuse interference in reception with

radios located elsewhere in the house or,

if an apartment building, in another

apartment.

To correct this trouble, it is only

necessary to shunt a 2 MFD radio con-

denser across the 1 10 volt line to which

projector is connected. Easy method for

doing this is to provide a short length

of extension cord as shown in diagram,

with a plug on one end and a plug

receptacle on the other. The condenser,

obtainable from any radio repair shop,

may be joined to the wires, as shown.

Connections should be soldered . and
wrapped with tape. In use, this short

extension cord is plugged into wall or

baseboard receptacle, and the projector

cord then connected with outlet at

opposite end.

—

Owen C. Stevens, Chico,

Calif.

1.

'A' XIO
MACH. SCREW

STRAP IRON
I'/l'WIDE

TOPPED i/4*A20

Tilt-Pan Head
The diagram above shows details for

constructing an efficient home made
tripod head with tilting and panning
features. Material used for construction

is hardwood stock, a strip of strap

iron, wooden dowels, and two l/4" x 20
bolts with wing-nuts.

All necessary dimensions are given in

diagram. A is side view showing method
of attaching handle of 34" dowel to

spacer block AA in center. Handle grip

is made of 1" dowel material and glued

to handle. B is end view looking at head

from handle. Here is shown position of

the two bolts and manner of

mounting the upper section made of

wood to the strap iron section or base.

The latter attaches to tripod by means

of the Y^" hole tapped to receive the

tripod screw. Swiveling of the head

is effected by the bolt BB which main-

tains proper tension between upper and

lower sections, permitting a smooth
swivel action between the two at point

indicated at CC.—V. D. Stevens, Hills-

dale, Mich.

\V\Vv.

Reel Ends
Potential home processors of movie

film who have been denied the pleasure

of reversing their own because of lack

of facilities for turning the round ends

for the developing racks, will find an

ideal answer to their problems in dis-

carded phonograph records.

The reel pictured above was con-

structed by using two 1 2 inch records.

These were clamped together and eight

holes drilled equidistant around

the perimeters 3-7/16" apart and

Ys" in from the edges. One-half-inch

dowels 12 inches in length were used

for the spacers and secured in place

between the discs with screws. Another

piece of dowel 18" in length was run

through the center of the drum as an

axle. An important feature of the phon-

ograph records is their light weight,

compared to other materials, also the

fact they are acid resistant.

—

R. B.

Buckley, Findlay, Ohio.

Belt Substitute

Needing two spring belts for a piece

of motion picture equipment. I am
building and being unable to purchase

the regular spring belts such as used on

projectors, I purchased a length of

chrome nickel heating element wire

which is coil-wound similar to spring

belts. Belts made of this wire are giving

satisfactory service.—M. /. Day, Mun-
ster, Indiana.

Frost Effects

To produce artificial frost effects on
window panes for photographic pur-

poses, obtain a quantity of spirits of

camphor from the drugstore and apply

directly on one side of glass with a wad
of cotton. When dry, the camphor
solidifies into patterns of crystals simi-

lar to frost

—

Bert Baker, Minneapolis,

Minn.

Room Light Control
Controlling room lights when pro-

jecting movies is a bugaboo that easily

may be overcome by the simple expedi-

ent of an extension cord fitted with a

snap switch, as shown in diagram below.

Obtain a length of duplex or two wire

extension cord about 1 5 feet in length.

At one end attach a regulation two
prong receptacle plug and at the other,

a snap switch. The pendant type used in

hospitals is best for this purpose. Next
step is to cut in a receptacle in the line

about two feet from the plug. This
serves as connection for a floor or

bridge lamp to be used as the sole

illumination source for the room be-

tween showing of pictures.

The extension cord is plugged into

base or wall receptacle and extended
to the projector where the operator may
control the floorlamp by means of the

snap switch. — M. H. Bissel, Grand
Rapids, Mich.

WALL
PLUG- S

FLOOR LAMP
PLUGS IN

HERE

CABLE

SNAP SWITCH-*- jj-



Professional 16mm. Section

• Capt. Ray Fernstrom,
A. A. F., discusses with
Lieut. Hugh Wade merits
of the 14mm. Victor cam-
eras which they used in

filming scenes in action
for "The Earthquakers,"
first American Air Force
combat film made in

16mm. Kodachrome.

HE SHOT THE LtlTHII M\W
1

1 Ul COMBAT FILM IN COLOR
BY CAPTAIN RAY FERNSTROM
IT WAS way back at the time of the

* battle for El Alamein in Africa that

the "Earthquakers" film was first con-

ceived. We who were covering photo-

graphically the combat activities of

medium bombers of the U. S. 9th Air

Force that were giving heavy air sup-

port to Monty's British Eighth Army,
had been doing so in a strictly newsreel

fashion day by dty.

Then I was called in to our head-

quarters to see our C. O. He had found

that I had shot a lot of color in the

past. So he decided to add two Victor

1 6mm. cameras to our list of equip-

ment with instructions to film a story

in Kodachrome of the air force group

to which we were attached. He gave us

a huge box of Kodachrome and we set

to work at once. Hugh Wade, one of

my boys, had worked with me in Holly-

wood and together we undertook the

assignment in addition to the regular

coverage of our photo unit.

First we tested our new Victor cam-
eras and were delighted with them. Wc
found them very dependable and in all

our work neither of them ever failed

us. Not once did we use a tripod. In

combat, we removed the sunshade from
the three inch lens and in its place

fastened the rubber lens cap with end

cut out. This formed a sort of buffer

and suction cup which held our cameras

firmly when lens was placed against the

plexiglass of our B-25 Mitchell bomber.

Thus we could "ride the ship" regard-

less of flack or the bounce of the plane

in action, obtaining a steadiness of

camera not otherwise obtainable.

Since we could not designate our

bomber group by number, we invented

a name for them — "The Earth-

quakers" — and immediately after-

wards, with the permission of their

I UCITE, a transparent plastic with a

" low refraction curve, is the material

used in the construction of a novel

underwater camera case picture here

and designed for undersea photography.

Developed by Len Roos, director of

cinematography for Telefilm, Inc.,

Hollywood, this transparent camera

case will be employed in the photog-

raphy of an underseas film soon to be

produced in 16mm. color and sound by
Telefilm, Inc.

Use of the case does away with need

for cumbersome diving bell or other

submersible apparatus such as previ-

ously used in undersea photography.

With the Bolex camera mounted with-

in its watertight compartment, the

camera may be carried and operated al-

most as easily as when used normally

above water and without the case. Full

transparency of the case permits regu-

lar use of the camera viewfinder and

unhampered observation of lens dials

,:nd footage meter.
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C. O., the boys started painting this

name on the planes and ground equip-

ment of the outfit. Operations became
"The Seismograph Room"; the C.O.'s

tent, "The Tremor Room"; headquar-

ters, "Earthquakers' Center"; our little

jeep, "The Little Earthquaker"; and the

crash truck, "The EarthquakerV Night-
mare."

Rather than just a film history of

planes in Africa, we tried to tell the

story of the men—American boys, most
of them away from home for the first

time in their lives, transplanted to the

African desert direct into combat at

the turning point of the war.

Up to that time, Rommel had been

pushing the British Eighth Army back
with little difficulty. But now things

were different . . . Now Monty had

the added aid of our "Earthquakers,"

with American boys, daring, willing

and able. They took off with more
bombs and delivered them on Rom-
mel's neck and on his Africa Korps.

So Monty moved steadily up and over

Africa until victory became inevitable,

and we finished our picture.

In our film we showed what appears

to be one complete bombing mission,

but to get it from all angles, we
had to fly more than fifty missions us-

ing both cameras, and this in addition

to filming the monochrome news cov-

erage in 35mm. and shooting stills. Our
film story pictured how the boys lived,

• Continued on Page zoo

The camera operator in a diver's suit,

or where shallow water permits, in div-

• Continued on Page zoo

• Lucite "blimp" for 16mm. Bolex aids under-

water cinematography.

Transparent Camera "Wimp"

For Underwater Cinematograph}
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Closeups

HICH SPEED operations too fast to be analyzed by the

human eye have been slowed up with a new 16mm.
camera recently developed by the motion picture unit

at Lockheed Aircraft.

Film runs through the camera at a speed of 2800
frames per second and is used to photograph such

fast action as the expelling of life rafts from a

plane, the action of plane models in the wind tunnel,

the accuracy of fire extinguishing apparatus, and land-

ing gear drop tests.

The action of a power drill cutting through metal

was photographed with the super slow motion camera

to analyze its action in contact with the metal. As
the result, a new drill was designed for use in drilling

sheet aluminum.

INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL and Television

Corp. has patented a new 16mm. sound projector ap-

plicable to AC, DC or any foreign electrical cycle,

George A. Hirliman, IT&T president, disclosed. It

reportedly will retail for $149.50 as compared with

similar machines now priced at $375.00.

Slated primarily for the industrial field, large scale

production cannot start until after the war, although

it is believed that some may be manufactured before

the end of hostilities.

THREE STANDARDS aimed to assure highest fidelity

in the sound reproduction of 16mm. motion picture

films has been completed here by the American Stand-

ards Association. This work was done at the request

of the armed forces to assist them in obtaining better

1 6mm. prints for training films.

These standards strive to aid sound engineers to

attain suitable methods for measuring the quality of

sound reproduced from records in order that the final

result may be as nearly like the original sound as

possible.

Any research within the realm of 16mm. is wel-

comed by the leaders in the industry, it was reported

here, for it means that 16mm. will develop into an

even finer and more versatile motion picture medium
as time goes on.

"LIFELINE OF THE NATION," production of which

was erroneously credited here last month to the dis-

tributor, Princeton Film Center, was produced by Carl

Dudley Productions, Hollywood. Produced for the

American Association of Railroads, the picture—in

1 6mm. color and sound—portrays in an entertaining

and frequently exciting manner the wartime accom-
plishments of America's great railroads. Print order

on this production has exceeded 500 copies to date.

"PRODUCTION OF 16mm. film for use by civilians

will go down to almost zero during the first quarter

of 1945," was the report released by the War Pro-

• Continued on Page 21}

• Shown attached to Cine Special is gadget for operating variable
shutter lever for smoother fades and dissolves.

Antomatic Fader

For The fine Special

YOU OWN A Cine Special? Having trouble making
smooth and accurately timed lap dissolves? Here's a

gadget built by Joseph Yolo, Hollywood cinematog-
rapher, that may be coupled with any Cine Special

in a matter of minutes, enabling any operator to pro-

duce smooth lap dissolves instead of the jarring, ill-

timed transitions so common where the cameraman
lacks experience with the Special's manual variable

shutter adjustment.

Photo below shows device mounted on tripod be-

fore camera is attached to it. Above photo shows it

attached to camera and in operating position. To fade-

out a scene for a lap dissolve, the camera is run for

the required footage and as end of the take is ap-

proached, a small lever on the device is moved causing

variable shutter of camera to gradually close at uni-

form speed.

When shutter is fully closed and the fadeout com-
pleted, camera stops automatically; the film is then

• Continued on Page zoo

• Quickly attached to any Special, device operates from winding
key shaft, requires no camera alterations.
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MA -Cote*
Your Camera and

Projector Lenses

TO INCREASE
• Light Transmission

*> Color Fidelity

6 Shadow Detail

TO ELIMINATE
e Ghost Images

• Flare

Lenses coated by ACRA are daily in

use by Paramount, Universal and other

Hollywood studios as well as on the

projectors of many first run theatres.

ACRA coating of cine camera and pro-

jector lenses enhances their efficiency,

improving the contrast, brightness and
clarity of pictures; particularly color.

Average fl.9 lens when coated in-

creases 30% i" light transmission.

Write for prices on Custom Coating

of your Cine Equipment

ACRA Instruments
C063 Sunset Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone: CLadstone 8403

*Coated optics are standard specification on
most Army and Navy equipment.

DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVILY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

After the War
for YOU—

%Ve Shot ZJke "Cartltquaker* .

7J

0 Continued from Page 198

slept, ate, relaxed and played. How
they visited places and people, made
friends and spread goodwill and respect

for America and Americans. We had

lads from all the states in the Union,

a really representative group of young-
sters and the best darned combat flyers

ever assembled by Uncle Sam.

Our intention was to make a feature

length film, yet one which easily could

be condensed and still tell the complete

story. From the first scene to the last

we made our cameras members of the

crew, whether on the ground or in the

air. If the scene was one from a crew
member's angle as he moved about the

plane, we walked around with the

camera as if it were his eyes. One scene

in particular illustrates this idea to best

advantage: to the right of our ship we
can see the entire formation as it reaches

our target for the mission we are on.

Their bomb bay doors open. Soon the

bombs start their slow methodical de-

scent to the target. And as we watch,
the camera turns back into our plane

and tilts down through our own open
bomb bay doors as we release our load

of bombs. The camera follows them
down to the target, showing the pattern

they spread across our objective. At the

same time, we also record the black

puffs of the German 8 8 mm. antiair-

craft shells as they explode too close for

health or comfort.

As a matter of fact, just when I

thought I would be able to "shoot the

last scene," a burst of ack-ack threw a

piece into my leg and retired me to the

sidelines, a British field hospital.

Earlier, I had been after a "pet shot"

that would show all the bombs from
one plane scurrying down and obliterat-

ing a target. It required flying five

missions before I got it. Beforehand, I'd

asked my pal the navigator to "give me
room" and not bump me "in the middle

of a tilt" as he had done on numerous
previously exciting "missions." He
promised, so I was amazed and annoyed

when I thought he kicked me in the left

leg while shooting my "pet scene."

ater, of course, I found out it had not

been he that kicked me, but that a

chunk of ack-ack shrapnel had struck

me while we were over the target.

After that event, I lay on my hospital

cot for many days writing further

scenes into the script, and Sergeant, now
Lieutenant, Wade carried on with the

filming. Each night we would confer

together on the next day's shooting and

he'd shoot all day. At night I could

tell by the expression on his face

whether or not the filming chore was

"polishing off" well.

Victory in Africa came the week I

spend in the tent hospital and subse-

quently we finished the film and sent

it home. Technicolor made a 35 mm.
version from our 16mm. Kodachrome
and the completed film then began its

tour of the Airforces silver screen cir-

cuit. Unfortunately the public has not

s;en the picture, but those who did, and

those of you who will eventually, will

long remember the film and the brave,

good men of "The Earthquakers" of

the Ninth U. S. Airforce.

Plastic

Camera (Eliimp
• Continued from Page 198

ing helmet only, carries the camera with

him under water, shooting with it hand-

held or mounted on special weighted

tripod made for the purpose. The lucite

case is heavily weighted at the base to

compensate for the boyancy resulting

from the air space that otherwise would

make the camera difficult to handle

underwater.

The only metal parts protruding

through the case. are the starting but-

ton extension at the front, and the

winding key. These are made of brass

to resist corrosion, and special packing

material is employed around both shafts,

where they extend through case, to pre-

vent leakage of water to the inside.

Qader 3or

Cine Special . . .

0 Continued from Page 199

wound back in camera to a point cor-

responding with the beginning of the

fade, then the scene to be lap dissolved

over the first is photographed, begin-

ning with a fadein executed in a simi-

lar manner: lever on device is moved
and camera shutter gradually opens to

normal position.

In addition to the fact that the var-

iable shutter lever is operated mechan-

ically by this device, both fades oc-

cupy the same identical frames of the

film which is necessary to insure a

smooth, professional-like lap dissolve.

The device consists of a flat bed for

the camera which is mounted on tripod

with the usual camera screw. On the

right side is a vertical housing in which

are located the gadget's few simple

mechanical parts. A movable arm ex-

tending from the front near the top en-

gages the variable shutter lever of the

Special. The apparatus is driven auto-

matically by the camera spring motor,

• Continued on Page 204

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California
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NEW ME MD SILEIT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Mexican Miracle, produced by Fan-

chon Royer with the special permission

of His Excellency the Most Reverend

Luis M. Martinez, Archbishop of Mex-
ico, and photographed by Luis Orsono-

Barona, Mexico's leading 16mm. cine-

matographer, is the story of the miracles

performed regularly at the shrine of

Nuestra Senora del Salgrado Corazon

in the little village of San Jose, Mex-
ico. To this shrine come native Mexi-

cans from all walks of life, each bear-

ing his "milagro," or token of appre-

ciation for the miracle performed. The
film, essentially of religious theme, is

suitable for all audiences but possess-

es especial interest for those of the

Catholic faith. Length, one reel 16mm.
color and sound—screen time 1 5 min-

utes. Distribution is by Audio-visual

Devotional Aids, 113 15 Ventura Blvd.,

North Hollywood, Calif.

Cavalcade of Music is promising title

of another George Pal "Puppetoon"

being released in 16mm. sound on film

by Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO Bldg.,

New York City. Cavalcade of Music

features a charming potpourri of mu-
sic and dancing with puppets taking

all parts in the charming story that

threads through the musical interludes.

Subject is the second in the series of

three "Puppetoons" which are the first

ever to be released on substandard film.

Othej-s in the series are The Big Broad-

cast and Sleeping Beauty.

Post Pictures' new 1 6mm. sound film

catalogue is now off the press and be-

ing distributed to those interested in

the company's extensive library of en-

tertainment films. Catalogue is fully

illustrated and each release comprehen-
sively described so that its type, gen-

eral . character^ and classification are

clear. Included in the catalog is Post

Picture's extensive listing of historical,

travel, science, sports and religious sub-

jects, as well as westerns, cartoons,

musical comedies and serials. Copy of

catalogue is available free upon request

to Post Pictures Corp., 7 East 42nd
St., New York City 17.

Iwo Jima is title of Volume 3 of Offi-

cial Films' series of 1945 News Thrills

releases. This film affords a visual rec-

ord of the toughest, bloodiest battle

in Marine history. Scenes include such

action as the air and sea bombardment
of Iwo Jima ; the invasion under cover

of a curtain of fire from U. S. War-
ships lying offshore; the loss of land-

ing craft; flushing out of japs in fox-

holes and dynamited pillboxes; the fall

of airfields, etc.

Film is currently distributed by Offi-

cial Films, Inc., 625 Madison Ave., New
York 22, N. Y.

Africa Speaks, is a new feature-length

1 6mm. sound picture currently being

released by International Theatrical and

Television Corporation, New York

City. Subject is an authoritative story

of the hazards of wild game hunting

and a true depiction of the barbaric

existences of the savage African na-

tives. A complete new narration has

been dubbed in to further color the

photographic quality of this picture so

ably produced by the eminent explorer,

Paul L. Hoeflcr. I. T. & T. Corp. has

complete control of the film for world

distribution for both rental and sale

purposes.

Gung Ho! Produced by Universal

Pictures, is soon to be available in 16mm.
sound in 9 reels. Often credited with

containing the best battle scenes ever

staged in Hollywood, the picture is

based on the selection and training of

Carlson's famed "Raiders" for their sen-

sational assault on Jap-held Makin
Island. Randolph Scott, Alan Curtis,

Grace McDonald and Noah Berry, Jr.,

are starred in the story which involves

the rivalry of half-brothers interested

in one girl. In addition, picture is an

inspirational revelation how the Amer-
ican soldier can outsmart and outfight

our toughest foe.

Subject will be available for show-

ing to approved non-theatrical audi-

ences after June 31, 1945, from Bell

& Howell Filmosound Library, 1801

Larchmont Blvd., Chicago. Rental rate

is $17.50.

Leopard Men of Africa, 8 reels,

1 6mm. sound, was filmed by Dr. Paul

Hoefler, producer of "Africa Speaks"

and is being distributed by Common-
wealth Pictures Corp., 729 Seventh

Ave., New York City. This latest film

of Dr. Hoefler's is the result of his

last expedition into the wilds of the

Congo and is probably the most excit-

ing film ever to come out of man's

cxporation of the jungle. Available on

rental or outright sale.
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Offices and Rental Library

for Customers in the West at

11315 VENTURA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

Producing and distributing, 16mm. ^Motion

Picture*, (Record* and T)ran*cription* for Church,

School, Pjadio, cArmed forces and J4ome

NOW IN RELEASE . .

.

Hymnalogues
Glorious subjects in color and

black and white which bring to

vivid life verses of Hymns as

they are sung. Words super-

imposed. Running time, three

minutes. 16mm. sound.

NEARER MY GOD TO THEE
ROCK OF ACES
SWEET BY AND BY
THE LORD IS MY SHEPHERD
ABIDE WITH ME
HE LEADETH ME
ONWARD CHRISTIAN SOLDIERS
MY FAITH LOOKS UP TO THEE

GOD BE WITH YOU TILL WE
MEET AGAIN

SWEET HOUR OF PRAYER
TELL ME THE OLD, OLD STORY
YIELD NOT TO TEMPTATION
END OF A PERFECT DAY
LEAD KINDLY LICHT
AVE MARIA

THE ANCELUS
LITTLE CHURCH IN THE

WILDWOOD
ALL HAIL THE POWER OF

JESUS NAME
O BEULAH LAND
SHALL WE CATHER AT THE

RIVER

Also two in black and white only: "IN A MONASTERY GARDEN" and "DANNY BOY.

FOUNDATION FILMS . . .

"MY BELOVED SON"
A reverently beautiful color motion picture of

the words and wisdom of our Lord Jesus Christ.

16mm. sound film, running time, 30 minutes.

"SUFFER LITTLE CHILDREN"
A truly wonderful and accurate color motion
picture. Actual spoken dialogue taken directly

from Bible texts. 16mm. sound, running time,

30 minutes.

"THE SAVIOUR IS BORN"
Beautifully portrayed pictorial that is rich in

tangible and spiritual being. Photographed in

rainbow-hued color in 16mm. sound. Running
time, 30 minutes.

Also wonderful short in color-sound: "THE LORD'S PRAYER, running time, 3 minutes

Now in preparation by Foundation Films: "THE LAST SUPPER" and "CRUCIFIXION" in COLOR!

Way Of Life FilmS • • • Produced by FANCHON ROYER President of the Catholic Film and Radio Guild

"MEXICAN MIRACLE"
Produced with the special permission of His

Excellency the Most Reverend Luis M. Mar-
tinez, Archbishop of Mexico. Directed by Fan-
chon Royer. Photographed in Mexico City by
Luis Osorno-Barona. Narrated by the Right

Reverend Monsignor Edward R. Kirk. In 16mm.
color and sound, running time, 1 5 minutes.

"DAY OF GUADALUPE"
Produced with the special permission of His

Excellency the Most Reverend Luis M. Mar-
tinez, Archbishop of Mexico at the world

famed shrine of Our Lady of Guadalupe on

last December 12, Guadalupe Day. Photographed

in Mexico City by Luis Osorno-Barona in color.

16mm. sound, running time, 7 minutes.

"MISSION TO AMERICA"
Directed and photographed by Duncan Renaldo.
Narrated by John Beal. Made with approval
of His Excellency the Most Reverend John J.

Cantwell, Archbishop of Los Angeles. Endorsed
by the Franciscan Order. Photographed in color

at every California Mission. Running time, 60
minutes. 16mm. sound.

CENTRAL AMERICAN EDUCATIONALS All photographed in black and white. Produced, written and directed by Fanchon Royer.

"MAYAN MONUMENTS OF YUCATAN" "CHILDREN OF DEMOCRACY" "COLONIAL GUATEMALA," running time, 10 minutes, each.

"GUATEMALA MARKET DAY" (two reels). Running time, 20 minutes. 16mm. sound.

Coming!

OUR FATHER'S
SON"

Feature in Color

Available for Rental or Sale at Your Film Library or Dealer

Exclusive Distributors: ADA, 11315 Ventura Boulevard, North Hollywood,

California; Post Pictures Corp., 723 Seventh Avenue, New York 19, N. Y.

Coming!

20 New
HYMNALOGUES

HYMN RECORDS
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16mm. KODACHROME

TITLES
Make your Kodachrome movies take on new im-
portance and interest with the addition of profes-
sional main titles at this new low price. Beautifully
made and extremely colorful, these titles will add
sparkle to your color reels. Orders filled promptly.

75c Each — Three for $2.00
K 1 0 1

— Football Thrills
K 1 02—The End
KI03—A Day at the Zoo
K 104—Cine Oddities
KI03— Family Portraits
K 106—Our Vacation Trip West
K 107—Golf
K i 08— Bathing Cuties
KI09—The Stork Arrives
K 1 10—The Family Champ
Kill—The Future President
K 1 1

2—Our Bundle From Heaven
Kl 13—Our Son
K 1 14—Vacationing in the

Mountains
K 1 1 5—Our Fishing Trip

Kl 16—A Reel Fish Story
K 1 17—Our Hunting Trip
K I 18—Off to a Glorious Holiday
K 1 19—The Great Northwest
K 120—The Dude Ranch
K 121—Just Fishing
K 1 22—Winter Sports
KI23—Our Summer Retreat
KI24—A Stroll in the Park
K 125—Down on the Farm
K 1 26—Merry Christmas
K 127— Here Comes the Bride
K 1 28—Off on a Honeymoon
K 129— Happy New Year.

Everybody

SUPERIOR BULK FILM CO.

KI30—The Nite Before Christmas
K 131—We Celebrate the 4th

of July
KI32—Our Vacation Trip South
KI33—Our Vacation Trip North
KI34—Our Vacation Trip East
KI35—Wartime Influences

Around Us
K 1 36—Autumn
K 137— Down to the Beach
K 138—Wintertime
K 139—Circus
K 140— Easter Parade
KI4I—Our Garden
K 142—Trains

Dept. HM5— 186 W. Randolph St.

CHICAGO I. ILLINOIS

Subscribe to HOME MOVIES
DONT BE DISAPPOINTED WHEN YOUR DEALER IS SOLD OUT

12 ISSUES $2.50 12 ISSUES
Hollywood 28, Calif-HOME MOVIES 6060 Sunset Blvd.

3ader 3or

Cine Special . • .

• Continued from Page loo

being attached directly to the Special

by means of the winding crank shaft.

This is accomplished by removing
crank from camera and attaching in

its plac; a shaft extension which couples

device with camera and extends through

the side to take the regular spring wind-

ing crank.

Winding back of film, after each

fadein, is acomplished by means of

the camera's 8 frame per turn crank,

as before. Openings are placed at side

of device to permit use of both the 8-

frame and i -frame per turn hand

cranks.

Aside from a slight reshaping of the

tip of the variable shutter lever, no

mechanical alterations of the Special

are necessary. The device may be at-

^hvcL SILENT

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

714 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6904 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Walter O. Gutlohn Inc.

•V S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boyls'on St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelofte, Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boyleston St.. Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 191

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

New York City—Continued
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Heber & Fink. Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service

203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera E«change, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films. Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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tached or removed from the camera

within a few minutes.

Whether this interesting camera ac-

cessory is to be made commercially

available to owners of Cine Specials is

uncertain. Mr. Yolo is being kept pretty

busy these days both in his mechanical

explorations and as a cinematographer.

He has just completed the photography

of "Stop Drop," a 16mm. Kodachrome

production for the Sherwin-Williams

Company which demonstrates applica-

tion and results of a sensational new
hormone spray applied to orchards by

planes which has been perfected by

Harry White of the Sherman-Williams

Company at Yakima, Washington.

Other producing activities of Yolo's,

which embrace both 16mm. and 35mm.,
include a comprehensive wildlife film

produced for the Alaskan Forest Serv-

ice and Alaska Game Commission which

pictures practically every big game
animal native to Alaska.

Among his Hollywood contempor-

aries, Yolo is known as the profession-

al's gadgeteer, a man who can solve any

mechanical problem connected with

cinematography. Several other devices

and gadgets stand as monuments to his

mechanical genius. There is, for ex-

ample, Yolo's 35mm. Bell & Howell

studio camera which he has improved

with synchronized remote control of

both lenses and rangefinder and which

are interlocked so they may be focused

and corrected for parallax from behind

camera by the mere twist of a dial.

Then there is the special dual-boom

camera dolly which he constructed

especially for industrial cinematography.

A feature is a special mounting for the

camera which enables use of it in other-

wise inaccessible places. Production cost

on a bomber training film was cut in

half and production time greatly re-

duced with the aid of this unique piece

of equipment — the product of Holly-

wood's ace gadgeteer.

U£car£

3or cAmateur£ . . •

• Continued from Page 192

The fact that your film, say, wins

a two or three star merit award does

not prevent a brother club member
from winning one too, providing his

picture qualifies. In other words, the

club is no longer limited to the cus-

tomary "First, second and third prize"

routine. At our club's first birthday

dinner, at which time trophies were

awarded for best films produced dur-

ing the year by members, five pictures

received awards.

We early foresaw that unless some
means for defraying trophy expense

was not undertaken, the club could

easily award itself right into bankruptcy.

So a nominal entrance fee was estab-

OBTAINABLE ON RATED ORDER ON PRIORITY AA5 MRO OR BETTER

SUNRAY
No. 206A

LAMP
FOR No. 1 OR No. 2 PHOTO-
FLOOD OR A 500-WATT T20 BULB

An excellent all-purpose useful light.

Equipped with an adjustable porce-

lain socket which allows for the cen-

tering of filaments of the bulb, 15

ft. of wire and plug, and heavy duty

switch.

Made of Aluminum, Brown Wrinkle

outside, satin finish interior. Dia-

meter 10' 2 inches. Depth 5 inches.

206A outfit consisting of lamp, diffusing

screen and IX tripod

$13.50
Plus $2.27 Tax

SUNRAY
No. 105

LAMP
FOR No. 1 PHOTOFLOOD
OR 500-WATT T20 BULB

Has two-way adjustable side

shields, porcelain socket, 15 ft.

cord and switch.

Made of Aluminum, Brown
Wrinkle outside, satin finish

interior. Diameter Zyz inches.

Depth 5 inches.

$11.43
Plus $1.93 Tax

Mail Orders Filled

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

32nd St., near 6th Ave.,

New York 1, N. Y.
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Dramatize Your Treasured Snapshots
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends
a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper
mounts, plastic binding rings. A fine gift for a
friend or yourself. At Stores — Siie 5 x 7" $1.75;
8 x 10" $2.50; II x 14" $3.50

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels,

Slides, Negatives, etc.

I'm casting about for"

your used photo-
graphic equipment. I'll,

pay highest prices andj
return the merchan-
dise postpaid if youl
are not satisfied.

President

17 9 W MADISON ST.CHICAGO 2. ILL.

8 ENLARGED 1 ^\ REDUCED

to ID to £5
BLACK AND WHITE AND KOOACHROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

42
ONE REEL COMEDIES

IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE, |OE E. BROWN, BINS
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE
130 W. 44th St. New York I?, N. Y.

FINE DUPLICATES
ENLARGEMENTS OR REDUCTIONS

of your 8mm. or 16mm. home movies. Develop
your own and save money if you wish. For de-
tails enclose stamped, addressed envelop.

MAC VAN MANUFACTURING CO.
P. O. Box 385

San Diego 5, California

Nationwide Opportunities, sound
ostwar career waiting. Photog-
raphers needed by newspapers,

dvertisers, in business, in-

dustry, science. Resident or
home study courses. Free
catalog gives details.

N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept. 114, 10 W. 33rd St.

New York I, N. Y.

lished which contributed toward cost

of trophies and engraving.

We at Utah Cine Arts Club early

decided not to let this Awards for

Merit plan deteriorate into an "Awards
for Everybody" system. Unless a film

award represents real achievement, it

will ultimately have no meaning for

club members and result in lack of con-

fidence in the club and its activities.

It is our opinion that a film that

is not good enough to rate one of

Home Movies' two or three star Merit

Leaders, certainly is not qualified to

rate a club trophy. Trophies are re-

served for the definitely better grade

of amateur movies and are never given

for accidental filming.

Following are the rules established

by our club in making annual trophy

awards:

( 1 )
Trophies will be awarded mem-

bers who have produced pictures sub-

mitted to Home Movies and subse-

quently received two or three star

Merit Leaders or honored as the Movie
of The Month.

(2) To qualify for a club trophy,

films must be submitted to the club

committee together with Home Movies'

review sheet indicating the Merit award

which it received, plus the established

entrance fee.

(3) In event a club member pro-

duces a film which is rated better than
three stars, a suitable trophy will be

presented. Where a member produces
and enters more than one picture which
received a Merit Award from Home
Movies, additional trophies will be

awarded.

If this system of club movie awards

should become widely adopted, it could

throw a tremendous burden on the edi-

tors of Home Movies. In view of this,

club members should be urged to sub-

mit their films as they are completed,

rather than hold and have the club sub-

mit them for review all at one time.

Also, it is important to remember that

it is necessary for each movie amateur
to pay transportation of his films both

ways when submitting them to Home
Movies. The editors prefer to return

all films via Express collect. In this

way, films are amply protected by in-

surance, and return transportation is

paid at time film is delivered back to

the maker, making it unnecessary to

send postage or cash with film to cover

return.

(Buying, c4 ^bUc Recorder .

• Continued from Page 186

On the other hand, when cutting at

the faster 78 r.p.m. speed, cutting may
continue up to the 4 inch diameter

without incurring loss of tonal quality.

The next point to consider in the

selection of a good recorder is selection

of the cutting stylus. If you plan to do

considerable recording, a sapphire stylus

will more than pay for its greater cost

by the cleaner cutting it produces which
in turn results in quieter reproduction.

Examine the sapphire tip of the stylus

with aid of a magnifying glass. The tip

should offer a keen edge without any

breaks in its contour. The leading or

cutting edge should be almost vertical

when the stylus is placed in position in

the cutting head chuck.

Next to the gem stylus in quality are

those made of special hard metals. Those

of hardened steel are the least desirable

and are generally used only for experi-

mental purposes because of the higher

noise level that results.

Setting the stylus in the chuck is an

operation which requires somewhat more
care and patience than is required for

the insertion of an ordinary phono-

graph needle. In the first place, we are

working with a cutting tool and cut-

ting tools must be correctly placed to

produce a clean cut. When the proper

angle is attained, the thread that re-

sults from the cutting by the stylus will

be continuous and will kink toward

center of the recording disc, making it

easy to dispose of while recording is

in progress. With most cutters, if the

stylus is examined carefully after being

properly set, it will be noticed that the

flat cutting face of the stylus is against

the direction of rotation of the turn-

table and facing inward about V2 to i

degree from a line drawn tangent to a

groove in center of the blank.

The stylus should set vertical (the

cutting edge, at least) and this can be

achieved by adjusting the cutting head

while watching reflection of the stylus

in the polished surface of the disc.

When the stylus is perfectly vertical

in the chuck, the stylus and its reflec-

tion in the disc will appear to be one

straight line running down into depths

of the disc.

A test cutting is really necessary in

order to finally determine accuracy of

setting the stylus with relation to chuck

and disc. With a test disc in place on

the turntable and with the counter-

weight (if provided on machine) in

place, move cutting arm toward center

of the blank to start recording (thus

leaving the more valuable cutting area

of disc for later use) and cut a few

lines without feeding any sound into

the recorder through the microphone

or input.

Cut an area about V4 inch deep in

this manner. Then lift the cutting head
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and place needle of the playback head

on the disc, where the cutting began,

and start the turntable with the ampli-

fier on. Where a successful cut ting fol-

lows correct setting of the stylus, the

result should be a groove that is almost

entirely silent. Little or no surface noise

should be heard through the speaker

while playing the test grooves. If the

stylus is improperly sharpened or was

improperly set, chatter and high back-

ground noise will be heard.

Making this simple test may suggest

wasting a valuable recording disc; still,

a simple test such as described can be

the means of saving a recording that

otherwise might be spoiled by a care-

lessly set stylus.

Testing should really proceed a step

further—making an actual recording

after correct setting of stylus is estab-

lished. Using a sound source which will

give some reasonable basis for compari-

son, cut a few inches of the outside

area of the test disc previously used for

the silent groove test. Adjust volume
control to give the proper sound level,

as indicated by the sound level indi-

cator on the recorder. As the recording

is being cut, gather up the thread cut

from the grooves, pushing it into a

little pile in center of the disc so that

the cuttings will not foul the stylus.

Special brushes are available for this

purpose and there is another gadget

called a "chip chaser" which does the

chore automatically, leaving one entire-

ly free to operate the recorder and ad-

just the volume control. Playing back

this test recording will determine the

cutting and tonal qualities of the re-

corder.

In selecting a disc recorder for the

purpose of making recordings to accom-

pany the screening of home movies, an

important mechanical feature to look

for is an overhead lead screw of reason-

able fine pitch. It should be emphasized

here that disc recorders are made in two
styles: those with the lead screw over-

head or on top of the recorder, just

above the disc, and those with the lead

screw concealed beneath the motor
plate. The function of the lead screw is

to move the cutting head progressively

from inside of disc toward the outside

edge, or vice versa, depending upon the

type of recorder, as the turntable re-

volves.

While recorders with the lead screw

concealed are widely used, some con-

tend they do not give the smooth, even

feed accomplished by the overhead lead

screw. The fact the better professional

recorders, such as used in broadcast

studios, are of the overhead type sug-

gests their superiority. There is always

the question, of course, whether this

more efficient and costly recorder is

essential for the amateur production of

sound for home movies.

Where one intends to record sound

tracks for home movie films, a 16 inch

Photography comes alive in color. And
in spring, floral colors caper and frolic

through every hue in the spectrum. But

to capture these rainbow echoes in true

color is more than a casual art. While
spring light is free from the winter's blue

haze, and not yet flushed with summer's

reds, you'll still need a WESTON for

every color shot. The MASTER'S highly

Not
available

today, but

WORTH
WAITING
FOR ...

selective viewing angle will give you the

precise readings color photography de-

mands, and its exclusive exposure-control

dial will enable you every time to balance

your exposures within your film's range,

and thus obtain true color rendition.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corpora-

tion, 617 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark 5,

New Jersey.

CALLING ALL 16MM. * *

Planet Pictures' Screen Digest Dept. will pay you $1.00 a

foot or more for acceptable material for 16mm. full-color

weekly magazine of the screen.

Wanted: News shots, American or foreign pictorial sub-

jects, travelogues, etc. Film must be in full color and suit-

able for 24-frame-per-second projection.

<% PICTURE!^

5746 Sunset Blvd. HEmpstead 8191

Hollywood 28. Calif
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ERZ
— HIGH PRECISION —

For AN Branches of Photography

AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

_ 1899—
W' ~ e arc set jor post-war production,

J and announce the coming debut into the

photographic world of the

GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

High-Speed Movie Lens

speeds f:1.8 and f:2.3

standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 mm.
movie cameras. For definition, quality and

finest detail in black-and-white and color

moiies.

This is one of our new American creations

of high standard now reserved exclusively

for our Armed Forces.

Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

c.p. GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY

OFFICE AND FACTORY

317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM-5

Sale
16mm SOUND

16mm SILENT — 8mm Rent

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
8mm. $5.50—16mm. Silent $8.75

—

16mm. Sound $17.50

OFFICE BOY—SPOOKS—PUPPY LOVE
—LET'S CO FISHING — FEMININE
FLASHES IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS
—ALASKA—MANILA (THE WALLED

CITY)—SECOND HUNGARIAN
RHAPSODY.

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 West 45th Street. New York 19. N. Y.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

EVERY 8MM. FAN WANTS
CINE EXTENAR

|f$ the new WIDE ANGLE
lens that every cine fan

needs to catch the whole

picture. Simply screws

over regular 8mm. lens,

providing identical focus

and definition plus a WIDE
ANGLE. $27.50

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, WRITE TODAY
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

48 West 29th Street New York City

'recorder with dual speed (33V3 — 78
r.p.m.) motor is desirable. Recorders of
this type will handle any of the popu-
lar size home phonograph recording
blanks 6, 8, 10 and 12 inches in diame-
ter. The low cutting speed of 33V3
r.p.m. should never be used on any disc

smaller than 10 inches and then the

cutting should never extend deeper in

area than about 1 V2 inches from the

outside edge. By recording a 16 inch

disc at 33V3 r.p.m., one can record con-
tinuous sound for a 400 foot 16mm.
film or a 200 foot 8mm. film ....
mighty important where handling more

than one record during projection is

not desired.

Obviously, the longer playing time

afforded by some recorders will be pre-

ferred for producing sound on disc for

home movies. Such machines will cost

more than the popular home recorders

cutting up to 10 inch discs at 78 r.p.m.

that were popular before the war; but

they will more than pay for themselves

in improved sound quality as well as

permitting the recording of all sound

necessary for a single reel of film on

one disc.

filming, 3or 3ndu*try, .

• Continued from Page 193

The man consulted may have a story

idea pretty well prepared in advance
and this may or may not be adaptable

to motion picture presentation in its

entirety. If so, questions between pro-

ducer and sponsor will begin to arise

at this point.

The advanced amateur who has made
several films having a running theme
or continuity will usually be able to

tell how effectively the firm's story

idea can be used in the shooting script.

Changes will usually have to be made,
and these should be suggested together

with the reasons for the change. Fol-

lowing' these suggestions the shooting

script should be written and submitted

for approval.

Before a tentative script is written,

the cameraman should spend several

days in the plant familiarizing himself

with the subject to be filmed. The U. S.

Office of Education films follow this

procedure, and the professional script

writers sometimes spend as long as

six weeks in a plant before even one

line of script is written. A thorough

understanding of the subject is absolute-

ly essential in order that a successful

production may result.

While the study of the plant is be-

ing made, camera locations and set-ups

can be visualized. Some cameramen

carry with them a pocket viewfinder

which they use in visualizing the vari-

ous camera positions and scene loca-

tions. In actually writing the script it

is essential that several factors be de-

termined in advance. Is the film to be

silent or sound? If sound, is the sound

to be added later? Is it to be in color

or black and white? Are duplicates

to be made?
All these factors will influence writ-

ing of the script as well as the actual

filming operations. If the film is to be

sound, or shot at sound speed, this

means 50% more film will be used in

the production, and also more light

must be employed to shoot at the same

lens aperture as would be used if the

silent speed were employed. A color

production will call for different stag-

ing, different lighting, and different

treatment than if the film is to be

black and white. If duplicate prints of

film will be wanted, the lighting should

be less contrasty than if only the orig-

inal film is to be used as the screening

print. All of these factors will influ-

ence writing of the script.

The man consulted may have no

knowledge of film production and want
too much in the picture. Often the

tendency is to include footage of action

in all departments. Here it must be

pointed out that simplicity is to be

preferred in a motion picture. It is best

to follow through on one theme rather

than take in too much. If there are

several departments to be filmed it will

be better to make a separate production

for each.

One of the first questions that will

naturally be asked is how much the

production is going to cost. It is im-

possible to make more than a tentative

estimate until after a complete analysis

has been made, the script written and

approved and the production problems

visualized by th» cameraman. After the

script has been prepared, presented and

approved, it is then possible to give a

fairly close estimate of what the cost

will be.

There are three methods usually em-

ployed by free lance cameramen in

quoting prices for films of this nature.

The first is to set an outright total for

the finished film, which, of course, can

only be done after the script is com-

pleted and a fairly close estimate of

time involved and expense incurred can

be estimated by the cameraman. The
second is to charge so much a finished

foot. In this method the cameraman

estimates so many feet of film will be

used, and charges are based on finished

footage. This has the tendency of pre-

venting the customer from requesting
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"SPECIALS"
For Movie Fans

changes after the production has been

started which would be costly to the

cameraman working on the basis of his

original plan. Ordinarily, each good foot

of film ordered is charged for. The third

plan is to make the film on a straight

hourly basis, the cameraman receiving

so much per hour for the time con-

sumed in making the production, with

all expense such as light, rental, film

costs, etc., borne by the customer.

The beginner in free lance movie

work will probably do best under the

second method, in which he charges so

much per finished foot of film. In

this way the customer has a very good

idea of the cost of his finished produc-

tion, and the cameraman doesn't stand

to lose on costly revisions. The camera-

man must use careful judgment in quot-

ing his price, by studying the produc-

tion problems carefully in order that

a few difficult or costly sequences will

not eat up his profit.

The sponsor may want unusual

scenes or action pictured. These may
not coincide with the opinions of the

cameraman, but he should remember
that this film is being made for some-

one else, and his own ideas must often

give way to those of the sponsor. Un-
less the scene offers poor photographic

results, or is so difficult from a

production standpoint that it could not

be effectively done, the cameraman
should do his best with it if the spon-

sor wants it in the film.

The type of lighting will be one of

the first production problems. The line

amperage must be checked to determine

if it is sufficient to carry the load re-

quired of it for the floodlights. Where
large areas are to be photographed am-
ple power facilities are essential. Since

best photographic results are obtained

through the use of small stop openings,

all the light obtainable should be used.

Photofloods are ideal for all 16mm. film-

ing and are especially ideal for color

work since they afford correct illumi-

nation for color recording.

The use of temporary backgrounds
will serve a two-fold purpose: They
tend to eliminate unwanted subjects

in the background which would have
to be illuminated and thereby require

additional illumination, and second,

they give a pleasing background to the

subject and help conserve light by re-

flecting light onto the subject.

Close-ups should be plentiful in the

industrial film. They are easy to illu-

minate and give more emphasis to the

subject than any other means the motion
picture can offer.

It is essential to avoid glamour in

the actors and actresses employed. A
pretty girl will attract attention, na-

turally, but in this type of picture it

is the subject matter that should attract

the attention. The film will therefore

do a better job if "unglamorous" play-

ers are used so that the audience will

focus attention on the subject at hand,

instead of a pretty face.

Others who appear in the various

scenes may need some direction. There

are those who are always willing to co-

operate, but often do not know just

how to carry out the director's instruc-

tions. Several rehearsals may be neces-

sary, and since the novice actor will

often "freeze" when he knows the cam-
era is running. A successful take will

result by shooting one of the rehears-

als without the players awareness of it,

thus obtaining a more natural per-

formance. Retakes will often be neces-

sary. Evea the experienced professional

will discover mistakes in a finished film

when it is being projected.

Some sponsors naturally will be anxi-

ous to see the film before it is complet-

ed. He may want to sit in on screening

of the rolls of film as they come from
the processing lab. Stall him off until

the entire production is completed. Only
persons experienced in motion picture

production can visualize from a few dis-

connected scenes what the effect will

be when the film is finished.

When the film is finally completed,

arrange a premier showing before execu-

tives of the firm. It will be even better

if the showing can be made some eve-

ning and the executives' wives invited.

Thus an atmosphere of acceptance will

be created that would not be found in

the hard-boiled confines of a business

office. Objections will be fewer, and
comments of the wives and lesser execu-

tives will tend to convince the sponsor

of the success of the production.

J4y,perfocal

Jbutance . . .

• Continued from Page 189

will result within the cushion which
has its inside limit placed at one half

the distance focused upon and extends

its outside limit to infinity. From scan-

ning the above table one observes the

great increase of depth with the use

of smaller diaphragm openings. It is

commonly understood that the smaller

openings produce sharper definition for

the object focused upon, but the bonus
is the sharp definition on all other ob-

jects which are nearer or farther, as

long as they remain within the cushion.

Frequently it occurs that even sharp-

er definition is desirable for the object

focused upon and this is possible by not

using the entire cushion even though
it is available. In other words, there is

no need to dissipate the cushion if its

need does not exist. For an example,

let us suppose that we have determined

by the use of the meter than we are

to use an opening of F 2.7, and accord-

ing to the table we find that the hyper-

focal distance is ij.4 feet which, divid-

ed, gives an inside limit of 7.9 feet,

You Don't Take A Chance With McGEE'S
All merchandise sold with money-back guarantee

— Be One of Our Many Satisfied Customers

12 8mm 200 ft. metal reels & cans $4.48

12 16mm 400 ft. metal reels & cans 5.98

Franklin Splicers for 8mm &
16mm $4.95

DeLuxe Pan Heads 3.75
8mm Mack Sennett Old Time
Movies. 2 full reels 5.50

Cine-Kodak Model K Telephoto
Lens Adapter 6.50

40x40 Beaded Screen (Reg. price

$10.00) Our Price 6.75
Improve your pictures! Order filters today.
Red, Yellow, Haze / Type A. Prices on request.

I f3.5 Telephoto Lens for 8mm Keystone,
Revere, Perfex, etc. $24.00

Wide Angle Lens for 8mm Keystone,
Revere, Perfex, etc 29.95

BOOKS FOR MOVIE FANS
Movie Making for the Beginner $ .79

Color Movies for the Beginner 79
How To Make Good Movies
(Eastman Kodak) 2.00

American Cinematographer Handbook
and Reference Guide. Special at 2.50

56 Spring St.

New Bedford,
Mass. All prices F.O.B. New Bedford

Mail Order Div. Dept. 8

Everything for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic F ILM
16 100 feet 4.50IV»W Weston 32-20

1 (prices include processing)

I 1 8mm - 16mm Castle Films

| Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Mitten Title Letters 5.95
Movie Titlers - 9.75
8mm Metal Reel Case 4.95

TATE Quality LABORATORIES
2117-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
995- A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

STOP "APOLOGIZING"
for your movie titles

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Try making titles the easy A-to-Z way. Try
out method before buying the complete outfit.

COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $4.50

A-ro-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Ave., Dept. H75 New York 10, N. Y.
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!

LET us convert your 16mm. picture to
a sound film oi the highest quality.
Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

r Douglas Aircraft Co.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

y Food Machinery Corp.

y U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot

r Santa Fe Railroad

p Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write for Literature HM and Prieee

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
603? Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET—Stock No.
401 l-E. SI.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 18 mms. and a focal length when
combined of I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lemei, etc.,

FREE Writ.e tor Big Free Catalog listina full

particulars about all Lenses end Prisms
together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
27 W. Clinton Ave., Dept. 9, P. O. Audubon, N. J.

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
and CURRENT EVENTS released by
CASTLE and other producers, with
our new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
PLAN. Write for details.

KENWOOD FILMS
818 E. 47th St. Chicago. III.

E-Z REEL THREADER
MAKES YOUR PROJECTION REEL
THREADINC A PLEASURE, EASIER,
MORE SURE, QUICKER THAN

OLD METHOD.
Used on 8 or 16 mm Reels
3 for SI .00 Equips 3 Reels

M. L. WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N.Y.

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
S209 W. 23rd St. Cicero SO, III.

providing we focus at 15.4 feet. If the

principal subject and action pertaining

to it does not come any closer than 13

feet to the camera, and foreground com-
position is not important, there is the

chance that sharper definition will be

maintained if the focus is set slightly

farther than the 1 5.4 foot distance, per-

haps at 1 8 feet.

Caution should be exercised not to

violate this adjustment too greatly, but

experience has proven that it is prac-

tical to consider the sharpest focus for

the subject by this method. More criti-

cal focus is maintained for the subject

and all background extending back to

infinity, if there is no need for critical

focus for foreground. It is good advice

not to create the cushion unless one

intends to use it. While it is true that

proper application of hyperfocal distance

focusing increases the latitude of the

lens and produces depth, it should not

be wasted by using it promiscuously.

This is especially true for the larger lens

openings, if one wishes to avoid hazy

backgrounds.

By way of explanation, the rule which

states that all objects from one half the

hyperfocal distance to infinity are in

sharp focus, does not hold strictly true

for infinity if there are poor atmos-

pheric conditions, as probably exist gen-

erally when we are compelled to use

such large diaphram openings. In bril-

liant sunlight which naturally calls for

a smaller diaphragm, this risk need not

be considered.

The formula for determining hyper-

focal distances, by which the above

table is given uses these values:

F is the focal length of lens in inches.

H is the hyperfocal distance in feet.

f is the f number or diaphram open-

ing.

C is the circle of confusion in inches.

(Reciprocal)

.

The formula:

F2 times C
H equals

f times 1

2

With an f4 opening on a i-inch lens,

the hyperfocal distance is determined

thus:

(1 times 1) times 500

4 times 12

500
01 equals 10.4 feet.

48
This assumes that the circle of con-

fusion is 1/500.
Another interesting thought that re-

veals itself concerning the need for

maintaining sharp focus in the great-

est possible depth, is based upon the na-

tural habit of the eye in making rapid

adjustments from one point to another.

Scanning a landscape takes only a frac-

tion of a second and various planes

outlined by objects near or far takes

another fraction of a second. The eye

makes this change in adjustment so

rapidly that any blur sets up a most
unpleasant interference. The natural

habit of adjustment is developed by
experience and becomes automatic, so

that smooth changes are made in-

stantly.

Illusions of distance become fixed

habits and any interference such as a

blur ruins that illusion. Here is an ex-

periment to prove the point: At the

first opportunity find a large mural
photograph which has been made by a

professional, one that is good enough
to be displayed publicly. If it is a distant

scene, perhaps showing a mountain
peak away back in the distance, then

shift your gaze to the objects in the

foreground. Do this several times and
note that as you shift your gaze from
one distance to another something hap-

pens. Why should it? You are looking

at a flat surface arent you? But just

the same, something happens. Yes, you
are a victim of habit and are going to

create the illusion of depth in spite of

looking at a flat wall. And you won't

like it if the photographer leaves either

the background or the foreground

blurred, because it sets up an interfer-

ence which is unlike the thing you have

been doing for years. Doesn't this im-

plant the urge to use that lens adjust-

ment for all that it is worth?

Coated j£en*e* . . •

• Continued jroin Page 187

that is reflected at the second surface

is redirected by the first surface to the

film. Often curvature of lens surfaces

may be such as to redistribute this lost

light as a false image of subject high-

lights. Such flare images may be well

defined or formed so far from the estab-

lished focal plane, that the reflected

light is spread diffusely over the film

plane. (See Fig. 1.)

Light striking the first surface of a

lens is reflected back toward the sur-

faces in front of them, where a portion

of the stray light is again reflected

toward the film. Since rhe surfaces are

curved, this does not take place at one

fixed point, but tends to "bounce" the

light around so that the unwanted light

rays may appear on a critical portion of

the picture area of the film. In extreme

cases, a bright light at one side of the

field might even register as a ghost

image in some other portion of the

picture as illustrated in Fig. 1.

By the recently developed method of

coating lens surfaces, surface reflec-

tion is greatly reduced, and the trans-

mission of light increased by forming,

on the surface of a lens, a transparent

film of such thickness that construc-

tive interference takes place between

most of the light rays reflected at the

air-film and film-glass surfaces. Of the
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three methods by which lens coating is

applied, the physical process involving

the evaporation of fluoride compounds

in high vacuum is the most effective

and conducive of more readily con-

trolled and efficient results.

Because the higher efficiency of coated

lenses has so aptly been demonstrated

in the crucible of war, almost every

important American lens manufacturer

will offer this feature in postwar lenses

for still and cine cameras. However, this

does not mean that your present camera

and projector lenses will become obsolete.

On the contrary, subjected to the sur-

face coating treatment, they can be

made the equal of new postwar lenses,

and even after the nominal expenditure

necessary for coating, they probably

will have cost less than new postwar

lenses which undoubtedly will be more

expensive because of increased labor

and manufacturing costs.

A coated lens surface appears differ-

ent to the eye in that a dim brownish-

purple color imparted by the coating

treatment replaces the bright reflected

image associated with uncoated lenses.

If you were to observe a white area

through a panel of clear glass, a por-

tion of whose area had been coated, the

treated area would appear quite clear

since the object appears whiter and bet-

ter defined. Actually, the coated area

would be conspicuous because it re-

flected less light than the uncoated

area. The difference between the two
cannot be detected by touch because

the coating is only about 6 millionths

of an inch in thickness.

For those who may be skeptical of

the value of coated lenses in improving

photographic results, I need only point

to the fact most of the studios in Holly-

wood are having their motion picture

and still camera lenses so treated as

rapidly as they can be spared for the

purpose. Theatres, too, interested in im-

proving quality of their screen presen-

tations, especially now that Technicolor

productions are on the increase, are

having the lenses of projectors coated to

increase transmission of light and gain

better color rendition on the screen.

It is with the home projector lens

that the movie amateur will be able to

actually see the increased quality that

coating produces. With Kodachrome
movies constituting the majority of the

amateur's filming today, a coated pro-

jection lens will tend to bring color to

the screen with greater fidelity, granted,

of course, that the camera lens used in

exposing the film was of good quality.

It is obvious that coating both camera

and projection lenses will have a pro-

nounced effect in the quality of home
movies, color or black and white.

The cost of coating lenses is within

the means of everyone today. This is

around $2.00 per surface for average

cine lenses—camera or projector—and
ranging upward, depending on lens size.

The average two-element projection

lens, for example, may be improved with

the coating treatment for as little as

$8.00.

Glass for projection booth ports is

also being given the coating treatment

in view of fact it presents two addi-

tional air-glass surfaces in the path of

the light beam, thereby reducing light

transmission and fidelity. It follows

that if it is good business to improve

the projection lens by coating, the in-

creased light transmission that results

must not be nullified by an untreated

glass panel in front of the lens. Those

who have built little movie theatres in

their homes would do well to give this

feature of their projection booth similar

attention.

Still another field to which coating

is being applied is in the manufacture

of lens filters and diffusion discs which

naturally cut down the amount of light

reaching the camera lens. Coated filters

will admit 7 to 10 per cent more light

than uncoated filters— a negligible

amount perhaps—but important where

an uncoated filter might partially nul-

lify the effect of a coated camera lens.

Compensation for increased light

transmission, in the case of coated cam-
era lenses, is, of course, essential especial-

ly where transmission is increased as

much as 30 to 40 per cent, which in

practice means an increase of about a

half stop. This is done, not by recali-

brating the if stops of the lens, but by

adjusting the emulsion speed rating of

the film used in the camera. In this way,

it is unnecessary to go into involved

calculations each time an exposure is

to be made.

Lens coating possesses still another

important advantage: most modern fast

lenses use several elements of barium

crown and extra dense flint glass. These

two glasses have highly desirable optical

properties but are rather unstable and

tend to oxidize or tarnish in a relatively

short time. It has been the experience

of studios which have used coated lenses

for the past several years, that the fluor-

ide coating effectively prevents this

tarnishing and thus prolongs life of the

lens almost indefinitely.

Lenses which have been coated must

be given reasonably careful treatment.

They should only be cleaned with a

fresh piece of absorbent cotton, a soft

brush or the like. This in itself has

proved to be a blessing in disguise in

the Hollywood film studios. No good

lens should ever be cleaned roughly or

carelessly. Knowing that his lenses are

coated, the photographer feels obliged

to handle them with respect and to

clean them with care, thus giving his

lenses the treatment which any piece of

fine optics deserves. Thus, in an indirect

way, coating tends to prolong life of a

lens.

Coating of lenses, of course, is but

one of the many improvements in pho-

8mm. Monoco/or

SEPIA
(0B9ER ESO-C)

Our meet popular aonocelor
8mm. film, for most double
sous tad single Inn. ent-
eral. Blends well with Ke-
dechrome movies, giving en
attractive, warm amber (law
when projected on the eenaa.
$3.70 per three rolla doable
8mm. ESO-C Sepia, ipooled
with dallte loadlnc and pro-

cessing free I
• $3.85 per alx

rolli ESO-C Septa for Untrez
single Imm. camerat, dallte

loadlnc aad processing free I

*(ESO-S is licensed by

the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to process double

imm. film under the

Coors Patent r. 90s.442.)

PLUS...
I80-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full anti-

halo backing. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" brands

Weeton 18-4. (Available July 31st.) ft.58 per

three rolls double 8mm. ($1.60 each.) $4.60 per

six rolls single 8mm. for Univex cameras. $1.70

per two rolls single 8mm. for Unltei cameras.

PLUS...
Tour own hdew (or Kodachrome) movies soar be dupli-

cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. film with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING for over-exposured and under-espeaed scenes.

The cost is $2.50 per 50-foot roll. 4c per foot for addi-

tional footage,

DeLux b*w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 60-

foot roll. 4e per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via Insured parcel post. They

will be returned Insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally

guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film

purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are net

fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri

NEWLANDS & SON
6016 BARTON AVE. HOLLYWOOD, 38 CAL

Announce the resumption of their civilian

35MM., 16MM. AND 8MM.

TITLE SERVICE
Together with their Slide Films for Churches,

Schools and Manufacturers

Send for Complete Catalogue

p)
"Make Your Own Ta/lci(

FILMGRAPM
Anrwi/eqe - ANrrmf

LIMITER SUPPLY— FILMGRAPH
Models JV or JVC Recorder-

Reproducers—latest modern method of record-
ing directly on your 14mm film or on Miles
M-5 blank Safety Film. Accurate, lengthy re-

cordings. Can be used with or without projec-
tors. Write for Circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

812 Broadway (Dept. HM-5) New York 3

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film.
Ample
Outdoor
Speed

l4™ AMBERTINT FILM •"»"•

$3< 50'ncludei machine processing. Pay $2.25
light spools, ready to load & shoot,

trto u Calif buyers Include sales tax. -JT
100 M

' HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS so

"The West's Oreatast Film Mall Order House"
fteutheate California
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FILTERS

,neVUdln^°K.d«hr.m« H«.jFJgJ
AT YOUR DEALERS — «"
Al

write for Price List

HARRISON & HARRISON
6363 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood. Califor

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - • Kodachrome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROCRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOP FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Day Street New York City 7, N. Y.

NEW. . !

The HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

A slide rule type of calculator ana
cine data guide that gives instant and
correct answers to problems of:

• Interior Exposure

• Exterior Exposure

• Film Speeds

• Depth of Field

• Camera Speeds

• Title Making
• Auxiliary Lenses

• Lens Shims

Price 50c Postpaid

Order Today!
I VerHalen Publications,

• 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly'd. 28, Cal.
|

Enclosed is 50c. Please send me a 1

J

Cinemeter. I

J

NAME I

J

ADDRESS
I

. CITY STATE I

tography that has received impetus be-

cause of the war. Had it not been

necessary to reduce light reflection in

the complicated lens and prism arrange-

ments of military and naval binoculars,

in gun and bomb sights and in the

periscope systems of submarines and

tanks, it is unlikely that this method of

improving quality of home movies

would be available so early to the gen-

eral public. Today lens coating can
improve the optics of your camera and
projector to put them on a par with
postwar equipment.

yUa^k Shot* c4nd Montage* . . .

• Continued from Page 188

in the quarters of viewfinder which
relates to the position of hole in

the mask. One can panoram or tilt

while filming the scene but it must be

borne in mind that all four scenes must
be of equivalent length. The shots,

therefore, must be timed for a definite

number of seconds.

Next, back-wind the film to the

starting point and change the mask so

as to expose another quarter of the

frame. In this particular instance the

same mask for all four shots can be

used simply by turning it over or

around. Repeat the operation for the

next scene, and so on until all four

quarters are exposed.

By setting the mask fairly close to

the lens, the four pictures will blend

together without any distinct dividing

line. This is the simplest form of

montage. With experience, more com-
plicated forms may be attempted. A
most important element in successful

montage photography is to have all shots

perfectly matched as to exposure. Care-

ful use of a meter for establishing cor-

rect exposure for each shot is important.

Once the cine amateur has mastered

the method of making simple montage

shots by using masks before the lens,

he has laid the groundwork for making

the more startling multiple exposure

shots by the split-stage system. By split-

stage is meant dividing the scene and

photographing various images upon sec-

tions of it while the remaining area is

protected or blanked out with a suitable

mask.

An example of the simple form of

split-stage shot is where the frame area

is divided vertically to make a subject

appear twice in the same scene. For

instance, by this method an actor can

be made to appear standing in the right

half of the scene talking to his double

on the opposite half. When screened,

there is no visible dividing line between

the two characters to indicate the shot

was made in two stages.

Such a vertical split-stage shot mere-

ly involves masking one half of the

scene and shooting ; then backwinding

the film, reversing the mask so as to

blank out the half of film frame previ-

ously exposed, and shooting again.

Care must be taken while backwind-

ing not to move position of camera in

the slightest. Camera must remain in

exactly the same position for filming

both stages of the scene. Also, persons

appearing in such scenes must not move
beyond the dividing line established by
the mask, otherwise they will disappear

when the scene is projected. On the

other hand such an effect can be filmed

purposely.

Where there is any danger at all of a

subject overstepping the boundary line

in a split-stage shot, it is advisable to

film it with the mask close to the lens

so that the boundary line between the

two stages on the film will not be too

sharp and allow the two stages to blend
into one another, as pointed out in a

previous paragraph. Where the mask is

placed farther away from the lens, the

line of demarcation between stages be-

comes increasingly sharp, requiring more
accuracy in lining up the masks as well

as infinitely more care in guiding the

characters about the scene.

There are many instances where the

effect in a split-stage shot requires a

sharp line of demarcation. Suppose the

trick shot calls for a human head to

appear, severed from the body and lying

on a table, yet appearing very much
alive — the kind of a shot one might
need for a thriller or horror picture.

A sharp masking would be essential in

order that the head would appear sev-

ered abruptly. A soft line of demarca-
tion, on the other hand, would cause

the head to merge with the table at the

point of masking.

To make this shot, the scene would
be masked horizontally, i. e., the upper

half of the scene would be masked off

so only the table would be revealed;

then the lower half masked, and the

head of the subject filmed after wind-

ing back the film to the starting point

of the scene.

The mask for split-stage shots need

not be limited to dividing the scene area

vertically or horizontally; it can divide

WANTED
The editors have received many

requests from readers for data on
construction and installation of a

backwind and frame counter for

the Revere 8mm. camera. We will

appreciate hearing from any ama-
teur who has built and installed

these accessories on a Revere
camera-
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it obliquely from corner to corner, or it

may be of some irregular shape with
curves or zig-zags. In order to have the
two halves match exactly, in making
irregular shaped masks, it is better to
cut them from one blank in one opera-
tion, rather than cut them separately
and then match them up. The main
thing to watch is that the two or more
sections of the mask shall cover the
entire frame without overlapping.

Throughout all split-stage shots it is

important that the lighting remain the
same for all exposures which go to make
up the composite shot, and no change
must be made in either placement or
intensity of the lights.

(Review* 0$
cAmateur 3iltn£

• Continued from Page 178

into the water^ and of the little girl
with bubblepipe allowing one of the
ducklings to blow a bubble which be-
comes the background scene for the
end title.

The photography of this picture is

exceptionally good. While the contin-
uity was a little episodic in treatment,
is was nevertheless well done to »us-
tain interest. Editing and titling are
good and the superimposing of the
words "The End" over the soapbubble
blown by the duckling added a unique
ending to the picture.

No technical information as to cam-
era and equipment used was given by
the filmers. The picture has received
Home Movies' 3 -star Merit Leader.

ClobeupA . . .

• Continued from Page 199

duction Board on the first of January.
With the first quarter having past and
the second month of the second quarter
at hand, there is no indication that film
stocks have been improved. It is likely,

according to WPB reports, that there
will be no visible supply of 16mm. film
for civilians until after middle of the
year. End of hostilities in Europe may
ease the situation slightly, it is reported.

*
USE OF 16MM. films is an essential

part of Consolidated-Vultee Aircraft's
production. This firm has found 16mm.
valuable for three purposes: Bench op-
eration analysis, structural tests, and
flight testing.

Time is lost along the production line
if the work bench is not arranged effi-

ciently. To study the movements of a

worker, a camera is set up recording
the operations of the man in action.
This is done for each stage in pro-
duction.

This film is then projected for the

Industrial Engineering department for
time study purposes. If the worker
makes any unnecessary time and energy
wasting movements, the work bench
arrangement of that stage of produc-
tion is changed, and the time study
process through 1 6mm. motion pictures
is repeated. The use of 16mm. films
has brought about an increase of pro-
duction by showing the need for time-
saving production line methods.

GEORGE W. WEEKS, former indepen-
dent producer of such 35mm. motion
pictures as "Rainbow Man," "Honey-
moon Lane," and others for Paramount
Pictures release has entered the Holly-
wood 1 6mm. production field as head
of the newly organized ADA, produc-
ers of audio-visual devotional aids in

1 6mm. His company will also produce
and release records and transcriptions
for church, school, radio, armed forces
and home use.

M,ovie£ &4id

Victory, *brive . . .

• Continued from Page 185

usually interesting and instructive. For
good measure there also was a comedy
whose leading "man" was a chimpanzee.
There was an intermission during which
two young boys assisted in the distribu-
tion of the 25 door prizes.

Mr. Eckenrode carried out the whale
thing because he thought it was a good
idea and because he really enjoyed do-
ing it. There was no committee nor
fanfare; only an idea, untiring effort,
enthusiastic enjoyment, and a tidy lit-

tle sum to help win the war.

The Seventh War Loan drive, which
begins May 14th, offers similar oppor-
tunities for other enterprising amateurs
with 1 6mm. equipment and those who
will take advantage of idle auditoriums
and projection equipment of local schools
for the purpose of putting on shows
that will stimulate public interest in

the coming war loan drive.

The United States Treasury Depart-
ment, War Loan Division, is providing
an impressive list of new 16mm. sound
films especially for showing during the
7th War Loan drive. Further informa-
tion concerning availability of these

films may be obtained by those inter-

ested by communicating with the War
Finance Division office of the U. S.

Treasury Department located in every
principal city.

For those movie amateurs who often
have wished for the opportunity to put
on public showings of 16mm. films, this

is the chance you have been waiting for
to test your showmanship and at the
same time contribute a big share in the
coming 7th War Loan drive.

Enjoy The Fun

Of Titling

Your Own
Movies!

Home movie titling is really easy
once you have a reliable guide that
tells how to focus and center camera,
what exposure to use, styles of let-

tering to use, title measurements, etc.

Here is THAT guide written by the
amateur's title-making authority,
George Cushman. Its contents in-

clude:

• How to compose and letter titles

• Choosing proper title backgrounds

• Auxiliary Lens Chart and Field

Areas

• How to develop your own titles

• Tinting and Toning Titles

• Complete plans for building titler

• Animation in Titles

• How to center Titles

• Trick Effects in Titles

• Exposure Data for Titles

• Exposure Test for Titles — and
Scores of Other Topics

THIRD EDITION SELLING FAST!

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

$<|00

POSTPAID

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIFORNIA
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has

been satisfaction or your money
back always.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models.

New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo F:2. 1 pro-
jection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically
coated, $34.45.

M/j" wide angle Filmo F : 1 .8 projection lens,

chemcially coated, $24.85.

3" wide angle Filmo F:2 projection lens, chemical-
ly coated, $36.60.

4" wide angle Filmo F:2.5 projection lens, chemi-
cally coated, $35.55.

IN STOCK:
New Auto Master Turret, I" Ansix F:2.7, 3" coated

Cooke F:3.5, 4" coated Cooke F:4.5 lenses, focus-

ing finder, filters, case. Price on request.

Auricon sound speed motor for Cine Special,

$125.00.

USED 16mm. CAMERAS
Filmp 70A, Cooke F:3.5 lens and case, $115.00.

Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Wollensak F; 1 .9 focus mount,

I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and

filter, $275.00.

Filmo 700A, 15mm. Wollensak wide angle F:2.7.

I" Cooke, F:l.8, 3" coated Cooke F:4 lenses,

positive finder with objectives and case. Price on

request.

SPECIAL:
Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alumi-

num base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.

Dummy with brake, $3.50. New Bell & Howell

8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model only, complete
at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans . _ $3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft cans 2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. HM, 179 W.
Madison Street, Chicago 2, III.

• CAMERA lenses—rare 16mm. Dallmeyer 2-inch

f/2.9, fast telephoto; Wollensak I -inch fixed

f/3.5; projector lens: Bausch & Lomb wide angle

16mm.; 52"x72" beaded screen; sound films for

sale' tripods; Eastman model EE projector. HARRY
DE LANEY, 494 Cline Ave., Mansfield, Ohio.

• NEW Leitz Summar f/2 lens for Leica, Kodak
16mm. enlarger, Univex turret C-8. '/V and I"

lenses filters, case. Best offers. KREMER, 33-28

157th St.. Flushing, N. Y.

• IMMEDIATE delivery of sound projectors. See

our large ad on page 178.

BRAND-NEW Bell & Howell straight 8 cameras
with 3.5 lens and case, $49.50; same with 2.D

lens and case, $59.50.

BRAND-NEW I6007 reels and humidors per set

$3.50- Shopworn case for Bell & Howell Automaster,

$9.95; 35mm. Griswold R2 splicer, new, $19.95; new
400' steel reels, 4 for $1.00; projection lamps for

all machines in stock, also every size screen in-

cluding brand-new Da-lite 37x52 with tripod, priced

at $12.50. Send for late list of equipment.

NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE
Established in 1914

86 South 6th Street Minneapolis. Minnesota

• BERNDT-MAUER. Model D, recorder, 2 film

phonographs, lights, Bell & Howell sound projector,

boom, dolly, studio equipment. Auricon recorder

for studio, microphone boom, extras. RCA 16mm.
sound camera, turret, spring wind, I" f3.5 lens,

microphone, earphones, studio amplifier, lights,

tripod, case, complete. 8mm. Keystone f2.7 ; Cine
Kodak. f2.7; 16mm. Filmo 75; Filmo 70D, black,

full equipment; Filmo 70DA, brown, fine lenses;

Kodascope model L projector; Ampro, De Vry

16mm. sound projectors; lenses for projectors; tele

lenses for cameras. New 8mm. I" fj.5 lenses; MA"
Bausch & Lomb f3. fitted for 8- 16mm. Wide angle
Cine Externar for 8mm; 334" Cooke telephoto
f3 .3 in focusing mount; 3" Ilex f3 .5 in focusing

mount; Victor, Ampro, S.V.E. silent—sound and slide

projectors to essential users. 16mm. film measur-
ing machine; Kinolux rewinds $8.00 pair; used pro-

fessional gearhead tripods for studio blimps $75.00

up. Send for circular on Camart tripods for 16mm.
spring and motor cameras. Want trades — send
lists. CAMERA MART, Dept. HM. 70 West 45th

St. Ne* York.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• SCIENTISTS astounded! Black-white movie
films, slides, projected in natural colors. Iriscope
kit, complete instruction, $5.00. postpaid. Experi-
mental use only. Supply limited. Details, stamp.
JENKINS, Box 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• FILMGRAPH model JVC complete, new, never
used. Cost $200.00 sell for $150.00. ERNEST PILE,

223 West State St., Akron 3. Ohio.

• MOVIE Projectors: new pre-war 16mm. silent,

complete with 300-watt lamp, 400' reel, instruction

manual. While they last $65.00 each guaranteed.
GALLAGHER FILM SERVICE, Green Bay Wise.

WANTED
• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• PART-TIME commission representatives wanted
for 16mm. sound film distributing organization.

Rental and sales. Write full particulars. LES
LORDEN ENTERPRISES, 244 S. Western Ave., Los

Angeles 4, Calif.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures, 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $100.00 each.

Distributors make big money with these. Send

$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION, Universal City, Calif.

• WANTED—8/l6mm. films. Any subject, one or

two reels, complete, good condition. Send films

or description today. Pay cash. D. H. AGNEW,
313 Wisconsin, Oak Park, III.

• WANTED to buy 16mm. R.C.A. camera. SAM'S
ELECTRIC SHOP, 35 Monroe St., Passaic, N. J.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• AT LAST! Professional title backgrounds in color

for the amateur. For use with color or black and
white. 12 assorted, $1.00. Sample 10c. MOVIE
ART SERVICE, P. O. Box 147, Pawtucket, R. I.

• TITLE LETTERS: Diecast modern sanserif de-

sign, 7/16" high, 1/8" face, 3/32" thick. Black,

white, or aluminum. For Kodachrome: blue, green,

red yellow. Price 5c each or set of 150 characters

$4.50 postpaid. H. DECKELMAN. 8716 Neier Lane,

Affton 23, Mo.
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50 IDE4S

For FILMING

CHILDREN

Movie Plots!

Complete Scenarios!

Main Titles!
EVERY movie amateur needs this booklet!

Contains more than 50 plot and continuity

ideas; three complete scenarios; and a host

of art title cards for kiddie movies for

only

—

25c
POSTPAID

HOME
6060 Sunset Blvd.,

MOVIES
Hollywood 28, Calif.
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FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• FILMS for sale or rent. 16mm. and 8mm. 10%
reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Penna.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES. Box 1125, Waterbury.
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for

lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14

Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• "LOVE and Onions," a fine musical comedy,
made in 35mm. and reduced to 16mm. sound for
fine quality, 725 feet $29.50. COPE STUDIO, 5869
So. Figueroa, Los Angeles 3, Calif.

• I6MM. SOUND film, most unusual list ever
compiled. Film sample and list 10c (in coin).
JACK CURRY. 919 No. 6th St., Phoenix 4, Ariz.

• HAVE large 8mm. film library to trade for

Lionel O gauge railroad equipment. LESTER M.
RIEDEL, 3207 Joslyn Rd., Cleveland II, Ohio.

• I6MM. used sound films $5.00 reel up. New
8mm. two reel comedies $5.25 complete. Others
$2.75 reel. SLOAT, 640 Greenville, Johnston, R. I.

• WESTERN Thriller—Tom Mix in "Show Down,"
100 ft. 8mm., $2.00; 200 ft. 16mm. $4.00; also.

Pretty Glamour Girls. Lists, catalog, sample, dime.
Zientek-Films, 1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore 25.

Md.

• NICKELODEONS — 16mm. sound, silent. Ex-

clusive new prints. Old-time Keystone comedies
(Chaplin Chase, Oliver Hardy). Hiss-the-Villian

"mellerdramas." IRVING MEGINNIS, 340 West
29th, New York I, N. Y.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash

charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.

Box 539. Brockton. Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• I6MM. CAMERA films; Fresh DuPont panchro-
matic fine qrain. Weston 32-24. bulk lab. pack in

500 foot rolls. $19.00 each. No limit while it lasts.

D. W. ARLEN. Hearst Castle, San Simeon, Calif.

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film. 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subiects sold, exchanqed. Sound library.

BETTER FiLMS 742 New Lots. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 oi 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46. Southgate, Calif.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• FINE duplicates, enlargements or reproductions,
8mm. and 16mm. Precision perforating 16mm. for

double 8mm. cameras. Optical and Photo equip-
ment refitted and rebuilt. Ideas developed. MAC-
VAN MFG. CO., P. O. Box 385, San Diego 5,

Calif.

• REVERSAL or negative motion picture process-

ing— 100 ft. 16mm. 75c; 50 ft. 16mm. 50c; 25 ft.

double 8mm. 35c; 25 ft. single 8mm., 25c. RITTER
FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park. III.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood, Calif.

• HOME Movie Fans! Join Motion Picture Edu-
cational Society. Free valuable information. BOX
875, Reading, Penna.

• IF YOU can qualify as an experienced and
proficient 16mm. sound motion picture operator,

send us your name and address—a post card will

do—and you will receive really valuable informa-

tion. L. BRISCOE. 300 W. 49th St.. New York City.



ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.

In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50

SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

10ME MOVIES
>060 Sunset Blvd.

lollywocd 28, Calif.

. Send to

Address

City State

New Renewal Gift

. Send to

Address.

Sent in by.

Enclosed find $.

Date.

Renewal

State..™

State
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Cift

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR
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THE WAR ISN"T OVER YET. ..BUY AND HOLD MORE WAR BONDS
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J\s you may not kxow, a fine Kodak lens consists

of a series of lens elements— sometimes as many as

seven— all their surfaces ground and polished within

\z light wave—1 100,000 of an inch— of perfection.

These elements are then assembled in a lens mount

and inspected for "teamwork"—ability to perform to-

gether. In this inspection, "the stars come out". . .

Ravs from a pinpoint of light, about 200 feet away,

pass through the lens on the inspection bench. Exam-

ined through a powerful microscope, they appear as

a star.

The good star shown above was formed bv a Kodak
lens at a point 11 "off axis." If a lens fails to bring the

light rays into good focus at all points, the star lacks

symmetry and definition — the faults seen in the "bad"
star at the right.

When, and only when, the stars are "good" at even
point, the lens moves on to its future in a Kodak Ektra,

let us say, a Kodak Medalist— or a Cine-Kodak to be

used, these davs, by an Army or Navy cameraman. But

it must pass this exacting test first.

The good stars simply mean, in the end, that the cam-

era equipped with such a lens from Kodak can be

counted on for a superb photographic performance.

EASTMAN" KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REMEMBER BASTOGN'E —"the

hole in die doughnut"? How its he-

roic- garrison — outnumbered 4 to 1—
held this vital road center for 8

gruelling days against 8 German
divisions? How the wounded—with-
out medics, nurses, drugs — lxgged

"Don't give up on account of us"r'

—

And how. told to choose between

surrender and "annihilation," our

commander «ent back his historic

reply. "NT'TS"? Such spirit is a

st**m example to us at home. BCY—
AND HOLD—MORE WAR BONDS.

Serving human progress through photography
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Thanks to Victor's World Wide Service, new chapters

of "Maintenance" are being written . . . keeping pre-war

and war time projectors at the gruelling, vital war job of

training and entertaining on the Fighting Fronts. At

home, too, Projectors must be kept running.

The various branches of the Service, Schools, Industry

and Churches have learned the value and importance of

this outstanding service . . . have learned that the word

"Sold" does not carry a finality of interest in the dynamic

job that Victor Projectors are doing throughout the world.

Yes, even 10-year-old Victors are

still doing duty due to the unusual

quality of Victor's interested and

continuing service.

In post-war too, look to Victor

for the most comprehensive under-

standing of the word, "Service."

Originators of 16mm Equipment

Invest In Victory — Buy More War Bonds

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

ome Office and Factory: Davenport. Iowa

York (18)—McGraw Hill Bldg., 330 W. 42nd St.

Chicago (1)—188 W. Randolph

MAKERS OF I6M M E QUIPMENT SINCE 1923



8mm. « ANIMATED CARTOONS » 16mm.
FOR YOUR HOME MOVIE PROJECTOR

OSWALD RABBIT
Oswald Rabbit" ^
GOPHER

E.XTERMIN/
C<

DOC TEAM RACE" "REMOTE CONTROL' "COOFY GOPHER"

MEAXY, MINY & MOE

HOUSE OF TRICKS" "MIDNIGHT SPOOKS" "AUTO RACE'

It

PRODUCED IN 8mm. AND 16mm. BY

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

HOLLYWOOD,
CALIF.

DISTRIBUTED NATIONALLY BY:
Arel Photo Supply Co.,

918 Delmar Blvd..

St. Louis, Mo.

Hornstein Photo Sales,

320 W. Ohio St..

Chicago, 111.

Alfred J. Levit,

208 Exchange Bldg.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Farnan & Seemann,
8380 West Third St..

Los Angeles. Calif.

H. de Lanauze,

1027 Bleury St..

Montreal, P. Q„ Canada.

Hite Photo Service,

95 E. Baltimore St.,

Detroit, Mich.

Lenco Photo Sales.

32 W. Columbus.

Detroit. Mich.

Raygram Corp.,

425 Fourth Ave.,

New York City, N. Y.

Craig Movie Supply Co.,

1053 So. Olive St.,

Los Angeles, Calif.

General Films, Ltd..

1924 Rose St.,

Regina, Saslc., Canada.
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TIMELY ! EPIC! THRILLING!

Order your copy of this historic Castle battle film

NOW ! Be among the first to own and show it.

Action-packed Castle Film that will thrill

generations to come! Priceless collector's

item . . . the mighty drama of spectacular

conflict that crushed Hitler's legions into

oblivion . . . ending with the triumph of the

Allied ultimatum . . . complete surrender!

You see our boys delivering the historic

knock-out punch in this gripping Castle Film...

shot by combat cameramen at perilous risk.

Before your very eyes...General Eisenhower's

final thrust across the vaunted barrier of the

River Rhine . . . American rockets smashing

Germany's last defenses. .. Berlin's last stand

against advancing Russian forces... the last

hammering blows by American, British,

Canadian and Russian Soldiers . . . climaxed

by the most historic scenes of our time— the

fall of Hitler's brutal Empire as Nazi Armies

lay down their arms . . . battered, beaten,

and vanquished.

ORDER FORM
8 mm.

50 ft $1.75

180 ft 5.50

16 mm.
100 ft . 2.75

360 ft . 8.75

Sound, 3:0 ft. 17.50

Send Castle Films' "Victory over Germany" in the

size and length indicated.

Address

City Zone State
HM-6

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BUILDING
CHICAGO 3

RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO 4

Remittance enclosed Ship C.O.D. Send Castle Films' FREE Catalog •
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For Better

Pictures . . •

Correct exposure is important

for any picture-but with pets

or children, you have to get it

in a hurry. That's where the G-E

exposure meter, which is so

easy to operate, can be a big

help. General Electric Company,

Schenectady 5, /V. Y.

after
victory

you'll want a G-E meter be-

cause it is:

REVIEWS...

of cAmateur flints

B y S C H O E N

ARE YOU A PUTTERER? — 100 feet

8mm. black and white—was produced

by Fred Hager of Akron, Ohio. The
story idea is original and clever, al-

though Hager has missed some oppor-

tunities to give it more cinematic

punch. The story concerns a housewife

with the not unfamiliar inclination to

putter around instead of sticking to

the job to get it done.

We see her first as she opens door

to a clothes closet. She says: "Ought
to clean up this closet . . ." etc. Starts

to sort thing* out. She finds a box of

old love letters. These bring back mem-
ories and instead of tidying up the

closet, she sits down to read the letters.

Later she returns to closet, spies old

dress. She examines it, decides to fix

it over. Needle and thread are found

and the dress altered. The lady decides

to press the dress, goes to closet in

search of iron. Here she finds some old

picture hangers she had been searching

for earlier.

Instead of getting iron and pressing

dress, she gets hammer and proceeds to

hang picture. She smashes a thumb with

hammer, then away she goes to the

bathroom medicine chest for some

iodine. Here she discovers a jar of cold

cream she has never used, decides to

cream her face. At this point her

husband telephones—saying he's bring-

!
ing mother home for din-ner. Wife
pleads for time, says hasn't a thing

started for dinner, asks that he delay

homecoming a little.

Next we see the housewife reclining

I

on divan reading a book, a closeup of

which shows the title
—"One Thing At

|

A Time."

"Maybe this book will help me to

clean house before Fred comes home,"

she says. But the closing scene shows

her still reading book—the sore thumb,

iodine, unhung picture, iron, madeover

dress, and the untidied closet all for-

gotten because of her tendency to put-

ter around instead of setting right to

work and getting things done.

EVERY filmer of amateur movies,
whether a subscriber or not. is in-

vited to submit his films to the edi-

tors for review and helpful criticism-

This free service applies to any
type of picture whether it be your
first movie or a pretentious photo-
play effort. Aim of this service is to

help you make better pictures.

Reviewed films will be rated 1,

2 or 3 stars. Those rating 2 or 3

stars will receive Free an animated
leader indicative of its merit. Best

film reviewed each month will re-

ceive a special certificate award as

the Movie of the Month.

All films are returned promptly
by insured express together with
merit leaders and special analysis

report.

Here's a story idea many amateurs

will want to try for themselves. The
main fault with filmer Hager's version

is that the continuity doesn't run

smooth. It needs a little better devel-

opment from camera viewpoint and a

surprise twist at end of the story.

Editing and titling are good, with

some titles just a little too long. A
Revere camera with f 3.5 lens was

used, a tripod, but no exposure meter.

The main title was composed of Mitten

block letters and the subtitles were

typewritten.

Home Movies has awarded this pic-

ture a 2-star Merit Leader.

4f3

PHANTOM OF THE CINEMA is an inter-

esting mystery photoplaylet running

200 feet in 8mm. black and white film.

It was produced by Robert Ellison of

Petaluma, Calif. The action takes place

within a movie theatre. Two patrons

are murdered, discovery of the bodies

being made by the janitor who calls the

theatre manager to the scene. Police and

detectives are summoned and a search

is made which takes the camera through

the entire theatre—up and down stair-

• Continued on Page 260

GENERAL \
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Thrill to DazriU4 16 mm Musicals/

CAB CALLOWAY in

Blues in the Night."
Walter Winchell says:

"Orchids!"

MARQUITA RIVERA
dances in this great

show stopper.

NOW right in your own home you can delight in

the exciting performances of such stars as Barry
Wood, Fats Waller, Tony Pastor, Gene Krupa, and
Cab Calloway . . . singing, dancing and romancing!

In Soundies— the 16mm musical shorts with eye-

filling sets and costumes— you see and hear your
favorke songs dramatized by Hollywood's most pop-
ular singers and the nation's biggest name dance
orchestras and jazz bands. >

Over 50 great hits for you to choose from— each
a magnificent production. These fast-moving melody
filled Soundies are tops ... a dazzling combination
of music . . . cast . . . settings and photography.

Only $7.50 Per Subject

100 ft. lengths. At a price so low you'll want several!

Send for your FREE copy of the new Soundies
booklet— listing 54 subjects— the greatest array of
Broadway and Hollywood talent ever assembled in

16mm sound film shorts.

Act now. No charge or obligation. Fill out and
mail the coupon today.

SOUNDIES
WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.

Division of

INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL & TELEVISION CORP.
25 WEST 45th STREET NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Branch Offices Throughout the United States

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, INC. DIV.
I. T. & T. Corp.
25 West 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me. without charge or obligation, your Soundies booklet.

Name

Address
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U. S. Air Forces Photo

that photograph 209000 square mites in 3 hours

Unmapped enemy territory lies 15,000 feet below. Three

wide angle lense cameras: two set oblique, one vertical — as

shown above — click simultaneously at timed intervals. With

each synchronized click, 425 square miles of terrain are photo-

graphed from horizon-to-horizon. In three hours, by flying

parallel courses spaced twenty-five miles apart, these sky spies

photograph 20,000 square miles.

Tri-metrogon photography is the fastest system yet devised

for military map making by means of radial triangulation

as modeled above.

Accurate map making with Fairchild Aerial Cameras is

based upon precision controlled photography. Micrometric

intervalometers space the photographs. Solenoids actuate the

shutters simultaneously. And Fairchild's electronic trace tests

assure precisely matched shutter speeds: light actuated wire

fingers trace lines on sensitized paper revolving at 1800 rpm.

These lines record the length of time the shutter requires to

completely open and completely shut. Checked against cali-

brated scales, these lines determine whether or not each

This is a typical 'electronic trace test.' Each
pattern checks the actual length of time the

shutter takes to completely open and completely
\

shut against its rated speeds of 1/225 — 1/150
— 1/75. Sharp adherence to professional toler-

ances results in precisely matched shutter timing

for synchronization and interchange-ability.

Fairchild between-the-lense shutter performs within profes-

sional tolerances — because shutter speeds on a Fairchild

Camera must mean exactly what they say!

Precisionized electronic and mechanical skill ranks Fairchild

Aerial Cameras with the world's finest professional cameras

— cameras that every amateur dreams of one day owning.

New York Office: 475-1 0th Avenue, New York 18; Plant:

88-06 Van W/ck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

AND INSTRUMENT
CAMERA

CORPORATION



Revere precision controls for Grumann Hellcats and

other righting planes are serving the cause of

freedom around the world. J$k

When peace comes, Revere 8mm movie equipment will serve the cause

of pleasure throughout the globe. The thrill of making home

movies will be accented by finer Revere Cameras and Projectors.

Meanwhile, speed victory by buying more war bonds.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

Peacetime Manufacturers of Quality Home Movie Equipment m
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TELEPHOTO & PROJECTION

LEASES

Here's a combination that can't be

beaten—an Ilex Telephoto on your

camera and an Ilex Projection Lens

on your projector!

Ilex Telephoto Lenses are equipped

with focusing mounts for both 8

and 16 mm. cameras. Their flat

fields provide images that an Ilex

Projection Lens will project on your

screen with thrilling brilliance and

detail throughout their entire area.

Ilex manufacturing facilities right

now are devoted entirely to supply-

ing precision optical equipment to

our Armed Forces. However, plan

now to get fullest pleasure from

your movie-making when Victory

is won, by standardizing on Ilex

lens equipment.

LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Ilex Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

CINE ROUNDUP
^ News Topics of Interest In Realm

of Movie Making

PRODUCTION of 8mm. cameras and

projectors and parts for such cameras

and projectors, formerly restricted by

the War Production Board's limitation

order L-267, now is permitted to the

extent that materials become available,

according to news released May 15th

by the Board. This is good news for the

many cine enthusiasts who have been

going from store to store looking for

8mm. cameras and equipment. This

means that within six months, at least,

new 8mm. cameras and projectors

should be selling over the counter of

the nation's camera stores.

TEN THOUSAND dollars! That is the

award announced by International

Theatrical and Television Corporation

as the top prize in their national ama-
teur movie contest to be launched July

ist. This in addition to ten additional

awards for the next ten best amateur

produced films. IT&T will acquire all

rights and title to the prize productions

for commercial distribution.

Contest will encompass entire field

of substandard movie production in-

cluding entertainment, vocational, edu-

cational and religious films. The com-

petition will be international in scope

and aimed to stimulate more ambitious

productons by amateur movie makers.

A more comprehensive announcement

is to be made by the sponsor next

month.

PROCESSING by hand methods of

1 6mm. Ansco Color film—while it is

possible—is not entirely satisfactory,

according to word received from An-
sco's laboratory in Binghamton. The

only means of obtaining consistently

uniform quality is to employ machine

processing. For this reason, Ansco is

currently marketing its color film with

the cost of processing included. Ama-
teur home processing of 16mm. Ansco

Color film is definitely not recom-

mended by the manufacturer, the state-

ment concludes.

THE ARMOUR Research Foundation, de-

velopers of a magnetic wire recorder

which was described as a possible scource

of sound for amateur films in the

October, 1944, issue of Home Movies,

announces that licenses to manufacture

their recorder have been granted a score

of electronics manufacturers. Somewhat
disappointing is the fact that thus far,

no manufacturer has sought a license

to manufacture the recorder and apply

it in the projection of 8mm. and 16mm.
home movies. A rare opportunity awaits

some far-seeing manufacturer to adopt

this new method of recording to pro-

vide a simple and moderate cost sound

recording and reproducing unit that

may be coupled with home projectors.

SUSAN PETERS, the movie star, hospi-

talized recently when wounded in an

accidental gun discharge, frequently

had movies shown in her room for en-

tertainment. Film comedian Lou Cos-

tello sent Susan a 16mm. projector with

a note: "I don't know you, but I'd

like to make your days in the hospital

more pleasant. Seeing movies kept me
from going crazy when the docs keep

me in bed during my recent siege of

rheumatic fever."

WARNER BAXTER, film star is building

a library of 16mm. prints of all the

theatrical pictures in which he has ap-

peared. Baxter's home theatre includes

projection facilities for 16mm. sound

as well as for 35 mm.—the latter being

used for preview projection of his lat-

est pictures.

.

AGREEMENT has been reached between

the 1 6mm. film exhibitors and execu-

tive board of Motion Picture Theatre

Association of Ontario, Canada on

1 6mm. showings in that territory. Re-

cent expansion of the 16mm. exhibi-

tion field was responsible for the asso-

ciation asking for a meeting between

the two film groups.

Emerging from the get-together

were the following regulations:

Reprints in 16mm. of 35mm. sub-

jects must be shown only in commer-

cial situations.

Commercially, 1 6mm. films must be

exhibited not closer than 10 miles from

the nearest 35 mm. theatre.

Films supplied for 16mm. commer-

cial exhibition must be at least one

year old. (Obviously, it is meant that

the 35mm. films must be at least a

year old before 16mm. reductions of

same mav be exhibited. Ed note)

.

NEW FILM cement perfected recently

by Bell & Howell Company offers im-

portant new advantages. The tensile

strength of the new B&H film cement

is greater, the material in the bottle is

• Continued on Page 260
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OFFICIAL FILMS' Greatest News Thrill!

he greatest victory in all history . . . the most glorious event

of this century . . . GERMANY SURRENDERS— and you can

see it all . . . right on your own movie screen! This home movie

will be a collector's piece— prized by your children and
grandchildren. Get it NOW.

This Official Films release is the most complete home movie

record of the last days of Nazism.

Available in 5 Standard Sixes Smm. 16mm. Silent — Sound

OFFICIAL
FILMS
625 MADISON AYE.

New York 22. N. Y.

SEE

YOUR
DEALER

TODAY
or

this

handy

order

form

OFFICIAL FILMS. INC.

625 Madison Avenue,

New York 22. N. Y.

Please send OFFICIAL FILMS' Vol.. 4-1 945 NEWS THRILLS

featuring GERMANY SURRENDERS, in size checked, to:

NAME .'. ,

ADDRESS

CITY STATE

8mm. Short 8mm. Feot. 16mm. Short 16mm. Feat. 16mm. Sound

$1.75 $5.50 $2.75 $8.75 $17.50

Ship C. O. D. Rer-ittonce Enclosed

SEND COMPLETE CATALOG HM-6-45
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TITLES
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and PLOTS
By EDMUND TURNER

HERE'S A PLOT for a home movie of mother, dad and infant son that

is just a little different. Begin by focusing closeup on mother, dad and
baby groured together—dad in his easy chair; mother holding child and
tendering him to dad for good night kiss. Dad says, proudly: "Someday
he'll be president!" Mother exits with child to nursery. Dad settles down
in chair, pipe in hand, and contemplates his remark. Here the scene

dissolves to the first of a sequence of scenes depicting his dream. Baby,

dressed in diaper and silk topper, is talking to a crowd of people. A shot

of a huge crowd, made later, is cut in here. Other shots show baby talking

into microphone; crowds applauding; newspaper headlines announcing baby's

candidacy; father and mother seated near radio listening to election returns;

another newspaper headline telling baby has won election; neighbors pour-

ing into home to congratulate parents—and then father awakens from his

dream, smiles, and puts away his pipe.

THIS TITLE suggests a homey movie of 'round the house incidents that

otherwise might be considered too trivial as subjects for your movie camera.

Idea is to picture events of the day from beginning to end as they occur

around home—but with plot and continuity. The household alarm clock

serves to tie all shots together. Begin with closeup of alarm clock ringing;

man or wite turns it off, man gets out of bed, dresses, eats breakfast, departs

for work. A closeup of clock at 9 A. M. shows mother washing, tending

baby, or other chores. At 12 noon, lunch. The kids coming home from
school, and hustling back again. At ; P. M., the bridge party. At 4:50,

the husband home from work, decides to get in a few licks around the

house with paint brush, gardening tools, or lawnmover. At 6 P. ML dinner;

the after-dinner radio; reading the newspaper. At 8 P. M. neighbors call;

children are put to bed; a friendly game of cards follows; drinks are

served. At r 1 P. ML guests leave, and man and wife drop exhausted on

sofa as camera 200ms in to show second hand of clock tolling off the

minutes.

TODAY'S HOUSINC SHORTAGE offers idea for a home movie involv-

ing the trials and tribulations of a lodger seeking a room or an apartment.

Begin with medium closeup of newspaper being held by person reading it.

Scene is park bench. Man lowers paper to turn page to reveal identity.

Follow with closeup of classified column showing head: "Rooms for Rent."

Man throws down paper ir. disgust, takes bags and walks down street.

Show him calling at first one apartment house after another and being

turned away at the door. Picture him as he investigates possibility of

sleeping in parked truck; a boxcar; bus or streetcar; and theatre. Each time

have policeman or one in authority order him on. Back on the street, he

sees a woman hanging out a sign: "Room for Rent." He runs up to door,

knocks excitedly, is admitted by gruff old landlady. Inside, she shows

him to room—a clothescloset. Resignedly he accepts, tenders her a bill which

she conceals in her bosom, and man steps into closet, slamming door behind

him.

CHRISTMAS TOYS can be employed as subjects of an interesting home

movie in which stop motion and animation is employed to make the toys

move realistically. Begin picture by showing toys being tossed carelessly

in a heap in corner of room and child going to bed. After lights are out,

toys come to life, with a doll or other animal-toy taking command. The

toys cavort about the room—wooden soldiers march; animals parade; jeeps

speed around room, etc. Outside, a burglar cautiously prys open a window.

Unaware or this, the toys continue their merrymaking. A shot cut in here

of the nursery' shows the child fast asleep: another of mother's room, shows

her, too. sleeping soundly. Back at the window, the burglar has raised the

sash and is easing himself through the window. Suddenly there is a loud

crash as jeep, trucks, and toys collide in middle of room. This frightens

burglar away and arouses father from his sleep. He hastens into room,

gun in hand, spies open window, looks out, then closes and locks window.

Observing toys on floor, he laughs softly, and extinguishing lights, goes

back to bed.
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/rt&teritd LatentFUm Re/ea&e4/

Two Truly Great "MUST" Films

Every ProjectorOwner will Demand!

FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT—A motion picture you will cherish forever! Brings

to the home movie screen all the personal warmth of this great humanitarian. See

F-D.R. at the "Big Three" conferences,—visits to training centers here and overseas,

—

his 4th Inaugural Address,—the last rites and other epochal scenes in the life of a

man loved and revered by the entire world. An invaluable film for generations to come.

FALL OF THE NAZIS—The film you've been waiting for—hot off the battle field

showing amazing closing battle scenes
—

"the final, bloody but fatal stand taken by

the Hitler Hordes to beat off the all-powerful conquering armies of Democracy".

—

"the relentless onslaught of the Yanks and the Russians and the French and the

British armies, waging the battle for Freedom of the World"—and the Surrender of

the German officers
—

"a limp in their goose-steps, as they trail General Jodl into the

little Red Schoolhouse where they sign the document of UNCONDITIONAL SUR-

RENDER"!

First ask your DEALER—or send this handy order form for the original Excel Pro-

cessed Film.

These films have theatre-

like quality—processed and
edited in EXCEL'S own
laboratories-

'-ill

ussy

MOVIE PRODUCTS
4230 W. DRUMMOND, CHICAGO 39, ILL.

EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS, Dept. 9, 4230 Drummond Place,

Chicago 39, Illinois.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $ Please send me
FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
14mm.
Highlight 100 feet $2.75
Digest 200 feet 5.50
8mm.
Highlight 50 feet 1.75

16mm.
Complete 340 feet $ 8.75

Sound 350 feet 17.50

8mm.
Complete 180 feet 5.50

EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS, Dept. 9, 4230 Drummond Place,

Chicago 39, Illinois.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $ Please send me

8mm. Digest 100 feet $2.75

Name
, | Name

FALL OF THE NAZIS
14mm.
Highlight 100 feet $2.75
Digest 200 feet 5.50

8mm.
Highlight 50 feet 1.75

8mm. Digest

14mm.
Complete 340 feet $ 8.75

Sound 350 feet 17.50

8mm.
Complete 180 feet 5.50

100 feet $2.75

I
| Address Address.
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UNTIL THE WHOLE JOB IS DONE

IT takes ships and planes

and guns and men . . . and

millions of items of precision

equipment, not one of which

must fail.

It needs precision optical

equipment. . . eyes that seek out

the enemy, find him, range

him, help to destroy him.

This need, for all operations

in this war, is still tremendous.

UniversalCameraCorporation,

furnishing such instruments

for the armed forces continu-

ously since Pearl Harbor, now

makes binoculars in quantities

hitherto thought impossible,

as well as other high-precision

optical instruments of vital

importance.

Universal will continue to

devote its efforts and facilities

wholeheartedly to the manu-

facture of these instruments as

long as needed. But when the

warjob is done, the production

of hundreds of new Universal

Cameras, Photographic and

Home Movie Equipment items

will begin immediately.

1/mversal Camera Corporation
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

Wa'lime Manufacturers of Precision Instruments for the Armed Forces

Peacetime Monufoclurefs ol Mercury • (ine'master • Corsair Cameras and Photographic Equipment

UNIVERSAL CAMERA CORPORATION'S

WAR RECORD
1 941 ... Started War
Work (before Pearl Harbor)

1942 . . . Over 80%
Essential War Work

1943 . . . Over 99%
Essential War Work
(Army-Navy "E" March 13)

1944 . . . Over 99%
Essential War Work

TODAY... Over 99% of

our facilities are devoted

to producing essential pre-

cision instruments for the

armed forces, and will

continue to be while the

need exists.

You'llstillhave to wait for the won-

derful new photo and home movie

equipment we promised you.
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* For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

1 WEDDING is an important event

in a man's life—and a woman's,

too—and it should be accorded

more than ordinary treatment by the

cine cameraist undertaking to put the

incident on film. A factual record of

the couple's wedding will prove far

more lasting in interest than a routine,

newsreel-type of camera coverage of

the event. Careful planning calls for

giving thought to the continuity possi-

bilities surrounding the actual wedding,

be it a church affair or a simple home
ceremony.

The most interesting continuity, of

course, will go beyond the actual cere-

mony and include scenes preceding and

following it. One of the most success-

ful of such films reviewed some time

ago was produced by Pat Rafferty of

the Long Beach Cinema Club. The pic-

ture began with staged scenes of the

betrothed couple before marriage: a

walk in the woods, a love embrace, and

of the boy slipping the engagement ring

on his sweetheart's finger signifying

their betrothal.

Then followed scenes of both in pre-

paration for the wedding; the wedding
day, with the camera recording the

actual ceremony within the church; the

post-ceremony reception; the groom
carrying his bride over threshold of

their home; and a review of the many
presents received from friends. This

charming film record will remain the

most cherished possession of the happy
couple because it embraces more than
the ceremony. On the screen it is a

familiar love story in which they re-

live their parts as the original actors.

• Get scenes of post-cere-
mony activities, too! Set up
lights in reception room
while ceremony is in prog-
ress so all will be in

readiness to shoot when
the happy couple arrive to

cut the wedding cake.

FILM THE
•IIHE WEDDING
Continuity Ideas For That Movie
Of The June Bride And Groom

Assuming that a continuity for the

wedding film will be carefully pre-

pared in advance, it is logical that first

consideration should be given to pre-

senting the principals—the bride and
groom. A simple sequence that pictures

each of them should open the film and
this sequence can be staged and photo-

• Scenes below are from "The Old, Old
Story,'' wedding film in 14mm. Kodachrome
produced by Pat Rafferty, member of Long
Beach Cinema Club. This picture, actually
the couple's love story, traced their life

from sweetheart days to start of the honey-
moon.

graphed before or after the wedding
day. An effective opening is to picture

the bride-to-be addressing the wedding
announcements or invitations. Move in

close with the camera to focus upon
text of the announcement in a screen-

filling closeup. Other treatments would
follow the bride-to-be selecting and try-

ing on her trousseau.

The groom-to-be may be introduced

in an effective sequence that shows him
at his desk, if he is an office man. He
looks up at a framed picture on his

• Continued on Page 2$
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• When the fish refuse to bite, turn to your
cine camera for added vacation pleasure,

shooting movies of your activities or, better

still, to film a complete movie playlet such

as the one beginning on this page.

FOR CIHK FISHERMEN
Going Fishing? Take Your Camera
Along And Shoot This Photoplaylet About
Two Anglers—One Lazy, The Other Ambitious

• For Beginner And Advanced Amateurs

THEN balmy summer weather

11 tempts the movie enthusiast down
1 1 to the old fishing stream, he can

assure himself of a good day's catch

—

fish or no fish—if he takes along his

movie camera and a carefully planned

scenario. When that time of the day

rolls around when the fish refuse to co-

operate or the fisherman cinebug grows

weary of throwing minnows back into

the water, he will be glad to leave his

baited poles and turn to his first love

—

his motion picture camera.

His scenario should include his fishing

companions as the cast, and it would
be well to show as much as possible of

the surroundings where he and his

friends have spent many happy hours

together. It should show the men in

natural scenes as they fish, bait their

poles, eat and sleep while on the day's

outing.

At the same time, the scenario should

have a simple plot designed to hold an

audience's interest, include the above

mentioned factors, and yet, be so con-

structed to lend itself for easy shooting.

The following is a suggested scenario,

which, with minor changes, will fit

nearly any type of fishing trip.

"Fishin' For Trouble"
Scene i: Medium Shot. Camera

centered on road near fishing stream or

lake. Car enters scene, stops, doors open

and two men alight. Car is shown

packed with fishing equipment, rods

hanging out of windows, etc.

Scene 2: Medium Shot. Men sur-

vey the overloaded car. Obviously

neither of them are anxious to start

the unpacking.

Scene 3: Close-Up. One of the

men (Don), typical lazy sort of an in-

dividual, appears unhappy at the sight

of the task that lies ahead. His expres-

sion changes to one of hope, as a sly

grin steals across his face. Looking to-

ward his companions, he says:

Title: "Let's flip a coin to see who
unloads. Heads I win."

Scene 4: Medium Shot. The other

fellow (Norm), an energetic but over-

ly-trusting soul, agrees to take a chance

as Don cautiously pulls a coin from his

pocket, flips it high in the air. Both

men follow its landing.

Scene 5: Close-Up. Coin shown on

the ground. It's "heads."

Scene 6: Medium Shot. Don picks

up the coin, places it very carefully in

his watch pocket, stands watching

Norm who starts unloading the equip-

ment.

Scene 7: Close-Up. Norm shown

unloading car, has a stoic expression on

his face. Fadc-Out.

Scene 8: Medium Shot. Fade-in.

Fishing spot by lake or stream shown.

Equipment has been unloaded and mov-
ed over to the bank. Don, still smiling,

is leaning against tree. His hands are in

his pockets and he appears quite satis-

fied with himself. Norm is holding the

fishing poles, looks down at them, ex-

amining them closely.

Scene 9: Close-Shot. The fishing

lines are badly tangled, Norm tries to

pull them apart, gives up, and says:

Title: "We'll never get these un-

tangled!"

Scene 10: Medium Shot. Don, his

happy mood gone, appears quite dis-

appointed.

• Continued on Pagt 2 $7
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• Whether you have an elaborate dark-
room or must work In the kitchen, here
is a compact film processing outfit that
occupies little space, is light and easy
to move about and easily stored in a
small closet. Any amateur handy with
tools can build it by following author's
instructions which begin on this page.

• For the Advanced Amateur

FOR the movie amateur who yearns to

process his own film but hesitates

because he lacks a darkroom, here

is a compact home film processing unit

to whet the ambition of bathroom and

kitchen sink reversal fans. Its easy to

build, space saving, and efficient as

any reversing equipment four times

the size.

The outfit illustrated has a capacity

of 25 feet of 1 6mm. or double 8mm.
film. Capacity may be increased by

enlarging size of reel and tank. The reel

ends A were constructed of Y^' ply-

wood and these are 8" in diameter. The
rods B on which the film rests are

made of pine strips ^2" x and cut

9" in length of which there are eight

pieces set equi-distant around the ply-

wood ends. Spacers C are made from
match sticks and inserted in the rods

drilled for the purpose. A length of %"
dowel D serves as an axle for the reel.

Ends of the tray E were made from

Va" plywood. These are half -circles

cut on a 5" radius. This radius was

later reduced to 4" by cutting off a

one-inch strip from top of end pieces

to permit passage of reel axle. Tray
was completed by nailing a strip of tin

F 10" in width around the circular

rims of both tray ends. This was cut

from a discarded 10 gallon oil con-

tainer. The metal was also extended 12

inches straight out from one side to

form a tray G to catch drops of water

falling from reel when raised for pur-

pose of changing solutions. A plywood
cleat was then added to either end of

the tray to secure it to top of pedestal

H which was made of plywood,
1 1" x 13" in size.

METAL TRAY TO

CATCH crops
FROM REEL

HING

VTtAIN HOSe FOR
SOLUTIONS & WATER

FILM ORYINC- RACKS

Streamlined Film

Processing Outfit
B y RUSSELL
The water inlet I and outlet J are

short lengths of quarter-inch metal

tubing extending through the tray as

shown and secured in place with water-

proof cement. To these tubes are at-

tached suitable lengths of rubber hose

• Photos show developing
reel (far left) raised from
tray to permit changing solu-
tions and, at left, reel in

position for processing of
film. All necessary formulas
or mixed solutions are stored
in fruit jars suspended be-
neath top of pedestal, ready
for instant use.

E THORPE
which transport the water supply and

carry off the solutions when tray is to

be emptied.

A novel feature is the cradle in which
the developing reel rests. This is hinged

at the rear and permits swinging the

reel up and back out of the tray when
solutions are to be changed. This cradle

is also made of Y^" plywood. The two
side pieces are 6^"x 8/2" and styled

as shown in diagram, and these are se-

cured to a cross member at the back
by means of small angle irons obtainable

at dime stores. The cradle is hinged to

the pedestal base.

The pedestal consists of the upright

L and the base pieces M, in addition to

the platform H already described. The
upright L is a piece of wood 2" x 3"-

x 31" in length. The base pieces M are

• Continued on Page 25 J
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-BS.H LENS CU AG £ PIN

-SS.M LENS ADAPTER THREADED IN

OPENING IN STATOR.
-ROTOR BEARING POST ' D"

5TATOR PLATE
ASSEMBLY "A"

LENS OPENING

ROTOR BEARING

BEARING CAP'F*
LENS OPENING

F]

ROTOR PLATE
ASSEMBLY " B'

8

ROTOR GUAGE PltlS E
2-S6 F.M. Art AC H I N £

SCREWS - REDUCE
ENDS TO Yifc" OIA.

life {

-loo

STATOR PLATE
ASSEMBLY *A"

F

3 ^
j

f

^^^3^*^'*'

ORILL 2- At 0 FOR
ROTOR GUAGE PINS 'E.*
ORILL THRU ASSEMBLY "A" CB*

ROTOR PLATE
ASSEMBLY "B"

Fig\ 5

B S. H_LEN5 ADAPTER

B 5, H LENS

BfcH SHIM COLLAR

Fig-. 4
DETAILED PLANS FOR BUILDING

LENS TURRET
FOR

BELL & HOWELL 8mm CAMERA

• Diagrams above enable mechanical minded cinebugs to build the twin-lens turret from available scrap material.

TWO-LEIS TIMET FUR FILMS T
Increase Scope Of Your Single
Lens Filmo With This Easy-To-Bui Id

Twin Lens Rotary Turret . . .

By CURTIS RANDALL

AN increasing number of letters front readers requesting data on

building a lens turret for the Filmo 8mm. camera prompts us to

reprint here plans for an excellent two-lens turret which were published

in the October 1940 issue of HOME MOVIES. This turret has since

been built by a number of Filmo camera owners who report great success

with it. Incidentally the increasing interest in the turret feature evinced

by Home Movies' readers substantiates facts gathered in a recent survey

by the editors which indicated a strong preference for this feature in

postwar cine cameras.—Editor.

OF
ALL cine cameras, the Filmo "8" offers the simplest

means for adding a home-made lens turret. E. Leroy
Saffer, of Albany, N. Y., has designed and built a nifty

little gadget that may be attached to any Filmo "8" in a

jiffy to provide a two-lens turret and without altering the

camera in any way whatever.

Cinebug Saffer made this turret from materials easy to

secure from the average heavy hardware store. Any ambi-

tious Filmo "8" owner can do the same thing for his camera

and provide a turret into which he may fit his regular Filmo

half-inch lens, and another lens—a telephoto of the size to

suit his needs.

To attach this turret to the camera, the regular camera

lens and the shim, as shown in Fig. 4, are separated from

the adapter. The adapter is screwed into the turret, which

permits snapping it into place over the lens opening in the

same manner as the regular lens. The lens, minus the adapter

and shim, is then screwed into one of the openings in the
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• This home-built turret can be attached to any single lens Filmo "8"

in a jiffy and be detached just as readily. No alterations whatever are
necessary to camera. The same patented safety ring that holds the
regular Filmo lens is used to hold the turret in place.

turret rotor plate, and set in top, picture-taking position.

To change lenses, all that is necessary is to lift the rotor

plate by pulling outward on the knob, revolve it until the

other lens is in position, and then allow it to recede into

place. In fact, this operation is almost automatic, as there

are two guide pins on the rotor plate which find two holes

during this operation and cause the rotor to fall snugly into

• By pulling forward on knurled knob in center, between lenses, turret

may be guickly rotated to shift from one lens to another. Lenses of any
focal length may be used with the turret and no special seating or

re-calibration is necessary.

exact position. Thus, sharp focusing of lens is always as-

sured.

The entire unit is held firmly in place, first by the lens

adapter already described, then by means of the lens mount-
ing pin in the camera case, and again by a slot in the rear of

the turret which fits over one of the exposure button guards

an the camera case, preventing the unit swinging when the

rotor is revolved.

The turret consists of two major parts: the stator plate

that is attached to the camera, as already described, and the

rotor plate to which is fitted the lenses (see Fig. i) in dia-

gram. The rotor is attached to the stator plate by means of

a tubular shaft which fits over the rotor bearing. The spring

"C" serves to keep the rotor in close contact with the stator

plate when in filming position. It also permits revolving

the rotor without any unnecessary or extra adjustments.

To shift from one lens to another, the rotor plate is lifted

by pulling outward one the bearing cap "F" until plate

will rotate. The plate moves upon two guide pins "E" until

they find corresponding holes in the rotor plate which allow

the rotor to fall into position. The change is accomplished

in a fraction of a second.

The stator plate "A" is made from a piece of i '/i" channel

brass. This material has sides thick which should be filed

or milled down to i 16" in thickness, leaving the plate

1 wide. Inside measurement, between the channel sides,

is just i" which provides for using i" material for the rotor

plate. Brass, in strips i" wide, is obtainable in thickness of

1/16", so this permits cutting down height of channel sides

to conform with this thickness when rotor is in place, giving

an overall outside depth of the stator plate of 3/16".

Next, cut a piece of the 1" brass material 2^/2" long for

the rotor and lay it in the channel of the stator. Then solder

small pieces of brass at either end of the channel to close

the ends and form a complete wall around the stator plate.

Placing the rotor plate again inside the stator channel,

measure the exact center and drill a hole through both plates

with a No. 29 drill. Tap the stator 8x 32 and mount the

rotor bearing post "D." This post may be made of 3/16"

round brass and threaded 8x32 to seat into the tapped hole

in the stator. The post is then drilled and tapped for the

6x32 spring retaining screw, shown in Fig. 1. The post,

when mounted, should extend %" from base of stator plate,

and it may be filed off later in order to allow the bearing

cap "F" to fit over the spring retaining screw.

Construction of the spring housing and rotor bearing is

illustrated in detail in Fig. 3. This is made from an Alemite

automobile pump oil nipple which may be had complete with

cap for only a few cents from any automotive supply house.

The holes in the rotor plate which take the lenses are

1 y2 " from center to center and centered from center

of the rotor bearing post. These holes are threaded accord-

ing to the lenses that are to be used. Where Wollensak cine

lenses—such as those designed for the Keystone 8mm.
camera—are to be used, the holes should be drilled and

tapped Yg" x 32. Where the original Bell & Howell lens is

to be used in one of the openings, the hole should be drilled

%" but tapped for a No. 56 thread.

It is advisable to start these holes first with a small drill

on one side, reverse the plate, and drill through on the

other side, and then increase size of drill as required. This

will insure accurate registry regardless of which way the

rotor plate is turned.

One hole should be continued on through the stator plate

—at the top position, as shown at "A", Fig. r, and then

tapped for a No. 44 thread to receive the small patented

lens adapter that is used for holding the regular Bell &
Howell lens in place on the camera.

As some makes of 8mm. lenses may be found to protrude

through the rotor plate too far, striking the stator plate and

preventing correct seating of the lens, a well of sufficient

depth may be machined in the . stator, as shown in Fig. I,

• Continued on Vagc 259
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• Fig. I—A method that offers synchronized sound for 16mm. home movies and certain to increase in

popularity is that which provides sound track on separate film. Both sound and picture films are
threaded together in sound projector as shown here. A is picture film; B is sound film. Both are kept in

synchronization through interlock at lower sprocket. Otherwise, films travel separate paths.

Dual Film System Offers

LowM Sound For Himm.
w . c . CARLE

Courtesy American Photographic Publishing Co.

• For The Advanced Amateur

SOUND on disc, sound on wire,

sound on film—all these offer an

answer to the amateur's demand for

sound for home movies. Of the three,

sound on film has proven the most satis-

factorv, but because of its cost or the

inability of many amateurs to record on

film themselves, it is the least used by

the non-commercial movie maker.

However, there is a method by which

sound on film may be employed for

1 6mm. movies that does not involve

the cost nor the duplicating of the orig-

inal film that usually follows in a

commercial sound film production.

Simply stated, the method consists of

recording the sound on film in syn-

chrony with the picture, but instead

of combining sound track with the

film in a final duplicate print, the

sound track film is developed to a

positive and then projected simulta-

neously with the picture film, being

threaded together with it in the pro-

jector.

There are many advantages in this

unique system. First, for the lecturer

who desires to project his original Ko-

dachrome films in order to bring to the

screen color in its highest fidelity, a

sound track on film can be provided

without need for duplicating the pic-

ture film. The usual loss in color

quality that often follows present meth-

ods of duplicating color film is thus

avoided.

Second, the cost of a dupe print is

saved; the only charge being that for

recording and processing the sound

track film. Still another advantage

is that a silent film, for which an in-

dependent sound track is made, can

still be screened with, a silent projector

whenever necessary.

Here is the way it works: The pic-

ture film is on one reel and the sound

track film on another. To project the

picture with sychronized sound—music,

dialogue, sound effects, etc.—the two
films are threaded into the sound pro-

jector, as shown in the illustrations.

The picture film is not threaded com-
pletely through the machine, but trav-

els directly to an auxiliary take-up

reel after leaving the lower take-up

sprocket.

• Continued on Page 256

• Fig. 2—Diagram shows method of threading sound and picture films
in Bell & Howell "Commercial" sound projector. I is picture film
supply reel; 2. film gate; 3, picture take-up reel; 4, sound film supply
reel; 5, sound drum; and A. sound film take-up reel.

• Fig. 3—Threading diagram for Ampro models X and Y sound pro-

jectors, showing paths of travel of sound and picture films. I is picture

film supply reel; 2, film gate; 3, picture take-up reel; 4, sound film

supply reel; 5, sound drum; 6, sound film take-up reel.
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e For Beginner And Advanced Amateur

MIDWAR, postwar—come what may
—every day holds the privilege

and need for child education. The

makers of home movies have oppor-

tunity — perhaps a responsibility— to

implement the scope of this education

of Young America. Everywhere, chil-

dren eagerly absorb information hand-

ed them through books, radio and the

motion picture screen. Now, more than

ever, we should give them as much as

we can in worthwhile experience, and

this can be enhanced through the me-

dium of movies purposely filmed with

education as their objective.

There is no gas to use for long trips.

There is far too little film. But there

is one important phase of life close

at hand for nearly everyone and ready

for simple planning as to film story:

the American farm.

Recently I took three children for

their first visit to a farm. My Cine

Kodak recorded our experience step by

step on 1 6mm. film to create a pic-

ture story worth much in memory
value and in actual educational merit

to the subjects themselves.

As every movie amateur knows, a

plan is the first requisite. Before we
reached our destination, farms stretched

their acres conveniently across the

length and breadth of the land. Before

we reached the farm gate, I had thought

out my plan: "My outline need not

be that of every person who films a

farm. Others' approach will be dif-

ferent." It seemed most logical to me,

however, to choose a circle trip which
would take us through the whole set-

up, and bring us back to where we
started.

To make sure I would miss nothing,

I pencilled a few notes:

1. Shoot rural mail box with name
on it.

2. Farm buildings, including farm
house, barns, chicken house, gran-

ary, always with children entering,

• Field trips present countless

opportunities for dramatic shots

such as this. Be ready with your
camera to take advantage of them.
Here low camera angle plus

fleecy cloud in background created
interesting composition.

movies of outiigs

aid child education
Field Trip To Farm Becomes Real
Experience When Recorded In Detail
With Movie Camera...

or emerging, i. e., enter chicken 4.

house, chickens fly out, emerge

from granary, throw wheat to

chickens, etc.

3. Animals: cows—being milked

hogs—being fed

horses—being harnessed 5

.

• Scenes below are from author's film

which pictured the adventures of three
children visiting a farm for the first time.
Later, when pictures were screened for them,
children relived their experiences, observing
many things in the picture they had quickly
forgotten or overlooked on the actual trip.

Shot of fields—with machinery

performing seasonal job, i. e.

—plow
—seeder

—cultivator

—thresher

Close-up of machinery, always with

children inspecting it, etc.

Machine shop; engine house; what-

ever they call the building where

repair farm machinery ; bringing

the scene back to buildings again.

• Continued on Page 252
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OF THE NINTH

COMMUNITY welfare activities offer

I many opportunities for serious movie

\J amateurs to produce worthwhile

films—films that contribute something

more than mere ente-tainment. The
activities of Boy Scouts, Girl Scouts,

Campfire Girh, and others afford color-

ful filming material that, properly

photographed and assembled for the

screen, contribute immeasurably toward

expanding the good that results from

the activities of such groups that have

but a single purpose—to make berter

citizens of those who are the men and

women of tomorrow.

Such is the purpose behind "Worth
Scouting For," a 400 foot 8mm. Koda-

chrome film produced by Al Morton
of Salt Lake City, Utah, and honored

by Home Movies as the Movie of The
Month for June. "Worth Scouting For"

is based on the idea that the inherent

good in boys of Scout age is certainly

worth "Scouting" for when their ener-

gies are directed into proper channels.

"I dedicated this picture," Morton
said, "to the Scouts in the hope that

it would serve the dual purpose of a

tribute to them and at the same time

delineate for the boy's parents what the

Boy Scout organization is doing for

their sons."

• Frame enlargements from Al Morton's
8mm. Kodachrome film "Worth Scouting For,"

elected Movie of The Month for June. Film

pictures activities of a scout troop at home
and at camp, with a gentle human interest

story intertwined that preaches a moral.

The picture opens with an attractive

lead title, reproduced along with some
of the scenes on this page, and credit

titles honor those of the cast, the scout

masters, and others who contributed to

success of the picture.

The opening sequence introduces the

Scouts conducting a large outdoor meet-

ing in a city park, which is their last

prior to starting for summer camp.
There is the usual flag ritual and then

the boys set about drilling, practicing

first aid, signalling, tying knots, etc.

In the midst of this, two lads—not

Scouts—happen by. One, a bully, com-
mences to taunt the Scouts, calling

them "sissies." One of the Scouts re-

bukes the bully and a fist fight ensues.

There's a lively tussel until the Scout

master appears and puts an end to it.

He suggest the bully and the Scout

shake hands and be friends, but the

bully remains obdurate, finally leaving

the scene with his little companion,
Butch.

Later the trucks arrive and the

Scouts pack their gear into the vehicles

and climb aboard, anxious for the trip

that will take them to the mountain
camp.

The bully, nursing a black eye, sits

disconsolately with Butch across the

street viewing the proceedings. Jealous

of the good time which the Scouts are

promised at camp, the bully and his pal

decide to follow them. They hitchhike

a ride and arrive at the campsite shortly

• Continued on Page 253



• Note how in above shot filmer moved his camera until

shock ot wheat in foreground became a dominant element
in composition of the picture. Cover this part of picture

with your hand or a card and note the difference. In

picture at right it is easy to visualize how flat the pic-

torial results would be had the rider and his looped
lariat been excluded.

i More "Post Card" Shots!

Y-E Day Brings Vacation And Travel Filming
Closer; So Give A Thought To Improving
Composition Of Scenic Shots . . .

w

• For Beginner And Advnced Amateur

TOTWITHSTANDING the criticism

1 often leveled at scenic films as

11 mcr-ly "collections of post-card

r hots" or "scries of static scenes," the

fact remains a lot of movie amateurs

rre going to continue making scenic

films of their future outings and vaca-

tions. In normal times, more movie film

is exposed on outings and travels than

on any other subject. The fact these

films may bore some, for whom they

are screened, is invariably due to the

filmer's inexperience and his ignorance

of factors which go together to make
scenic films entertaining. Travelogues

long have been among the most popu-

lar of theatrical short subject films.

With most of these, it was the camera-

man's skill for capturing eye-pleasing

composition that made the pictures suc-

cessful screen entertainment.

By the same token, good pictorial

composition spells the difference be-

tween a mediocre and a successful

scenic home movie. The movie amateur
has had this word "composition" tossed

at him, countless times without really

appreciating what was being attempted.

More commonly associated with still

photography, composition too often has

been considered with reluctance by in-

di^fe/en* movie amateurs. But the cine-

fi'mer who -ypects to do a lot of his

postwar shooting out of doors—pretty

mountains, lakes, streams and ocean

vistas that enrapture the eye—ought to

give serious thought and study to this

clement of cinematography which, in

the end, will improve the quality of

his pictures.

Even this writer admits that discus-

sion of basic elements of composition

such as lines and rhythm, masses and

accents is pretty dry stuff for the

average movie amateur whose picture

making depends more upon the element

of action than anything else for pic-

torial perfection. So we'll skip most
of it and attempt to bring the sub-

ject of composition a little closer home,
even though we may seem, to the pro-

fessional picture makers, to be avoiding

fundamentals.

When the movie amateur admires

composition on the screen, invariably

it is because elements of the picture

are arranged in harmonious order

throughout the scene. Sometimes this

is the result of planning by the pho-

tographer and often it is pure happen-

• The cameraman who made this picture
could have entered the gates and made a
straightforward picture of the old mission
structure. But he would have missed the
framing of the graceful boughs overhead
and the perspective injected by the iron
gate in foreground.

stance; but once recognized, pictorial

composition becomes something which
the movie amateur seeks—and delivers

—in his future scenic films.

The reason lines and rhythm and
masses and accents can be disregarded

in the composition of amateur movies
is that, unlike a still photo, the movie
scene flashes on the screen and is off
again in the space of seconds. Its com-
position, therefore, must be more dy-
namic in order to create an impact on
the eye in the relatively few moments
it appears on the screen. Color, action,

• Continued on Page 254



IN LIMITED

PRODUCTION

!

KODASCOPE SIXTEEN-20

—brilliant, versatile— is

equally at home in living

room, clubroom, church,

classroom, or auditorium.



Control at Your Finger Tips— Push-button

control of all major functions automatically

eliminates incorrect operation; lamp cannot

be turned on until mechanism is operating.

Pusl. the "Off" button and all functions cease.

'
'

l HI Drive Shafts Are Enclosed—Both the supply

and take-up film reels are driven by means
of flexible shafts completely enclosed within

the reel arms, assuring quiet, positive oper-

ation throughout a long, trouble-free life.

tight— Where, When, You Need It—A turn

of a knob opens a port through which light

streams upward to illumine the film

sprockets and film gate. No need to turn on

room lights for film threading.

Snap-Back" Power Cord— No storage

problem with this projector's "plug-in"

power cord! When projection is completed,

Cordomatic device automatically rewinds

cord back into base.

"Stills"— When You Want Them—A lever

halts projection for unhurried enjoyment of

single "frames." Threading Knob—Useful in

making adjustments during threading, or, if

needed, during "still" projection.

Tilting—Up or Down—Conveniently placed,

easy and positive in action, the Sixteen-20's

tilting device makes it easy to frame your

movies on screens placed above or below

level of projector.

Easy to Look at—The top and side of the lamp
housing comprise a single unit, easily de-

tached for ready inspection of lamp and

condensing system.

Threading—Simple the First Time—The

few threading adjustments to be made are

so simple and positive that you're at home
with this projector the first time you use it.

YOUR CINE-KODAK DEALER HAS
THE FULL STORY

KODAK is, of course, on war work almost exclusively; but the Gov-
ernment has recently approved the production of a limited number of

the new Kodascope Sixteen-20's, most of which are being supplied on

priorities to schools and business organizations. Keep in touch with

your Cine-Kodak dealer—you may be getting your Sixteen-20 sooner

than you think.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

Tailor-Made Projection— Kodascope Six-

teen-20, regularly equipped with a splendid

50-mm. (2-inch) f/1.6 lens and 7 50-watt

lamp, $174.50. For extra long or unusually

short throws there are five accessory lenses

—and a 1000-watt lamp is available.
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home movies' experiment
Ideas lor Cine gadgets, tricks

SIDE VIEW

OLD SCREW DRIVER

NUT FOR COLLAR
WOOD HANDLE

PISTON PIN-

SCREW,

"3D,
SWEATED OR
WELDED ON
TO STRAP
—1 IRON

TRIPOD HERD

]

Tripod Pan Head
Sketched here is a pan head which

any cinebug can build who has access

to an automobile junkyard. Essen-

tial parts consist of a discarded auto-

mobile piston, piece of strap iron, and

an old screw driver.

Skirt of piston is cut off up to a

point around the pin, as shown in dia-

gram. A quarter-inch hole is drilled

in center of top oi piston which now
becomes the base, and the hole tapped

for a 54" No. 20 tripod screw.

A piece of 3 16" x 1^2" strap iron
-" long is bent as shown in diagram

to form camera base and to curve

around piston pin. The screw driver,

which serves as handle for the device,

is threaded at one end to screw into

a nut soldered or brazed on strap iron

at point shown. Thus, tension on tilt

MONEY FOR YOUR IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. If you have devel-

oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,

pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid S1.00. An extraordinary

idea will net you S5.00!

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-

lished will be held for possible use

in later issues of Home Movies.

action may be regulated by unscrewing
or tightening handle about a half turn.

Panning action is regulated by tension

applied to tripod screw. Other details

for completing device may be found
in diagram.

—

W. T. Henuood, Boulder,

Colo.

Power Source
Home processors of movie film will

find a convenient source of power in

their 8mm. or 16mm. film projector

for turning film drums or racks. All

that is necessary is to provide a grooved

pulley of suitable diameter on the de-

veloping drum axle and a smaller pul-

ley to b; attached to ths threading

knob shaft of the projector, and con-

nect the two with a belt. Extinguish

the projector lamp either by turning

off the lamp switch or unscrewing

the bulb, and throw the projector mo-

PROCESSING DRUM PROJFC TOR

THREADING KNOB

tor switch on to turn drum as shown
in accompanying sketch. Where pul-

ley of thj projector motor is suffi-

ciently exposed, drive belt from pro-

cessing drum may be connected di-

rectly with it instead of the thread-

ing knob shaft.

—

Stephen Rower, Pasa-

dena, Calif.

Makes Paint Stick

In applying acid-resistant paint to

home processing equipment made of

metal, it often follows that the paint

cracks and chips off. This can be

avoided by first applying a coat of

rubber cement to the metal surface,

allowing it to dry thoroughly before

applying the acid-resistant paint. The
rubber cement provides a soft, flexible

base which acts as a cushion against

causes of paint chipping and also of-

fers a better adherent for the paint

than does untreated metal.

—

Lec Zhito,

Hollyuood, Calif.

HOLE FOR TIP Of TRIPOD LEG

f^JWIVEL CASTER

Portable Camera Dolly

A tripod dolly which can be dis-

mantled for convenient storage or trans-

portation may be made from three

large furniture casters and three lengths

of thin hardwood. Oak or maple strics

V%" by 1
1/4" by i 1/? feet are suitable.

The casters should be as large as pos-

sible, so as to roll smoothly.

Drill a hole near one end of each

strip to give a tight fit on the caster

sleeve. At the other end of each strip,

drill a slightly larger hole, to fit

snugly (but not too tightly) when

assembled as shown in the drawing.

Near the larger hole in each strip, drill

a hole to fit the spike on your tripod

leg. With some tripods, it may be

necessary to tie the legs to the dolly.

Two of the casters should be fixed

in a parallel position so that they can-

not swivel. This may be done by

putting a drop of solder where the

sleeve meets the top of the caster

shaft. The third caster should be al-

lowed to swivel freely.

—

Paul R. Stout,

Chicago, 111.

Pre-focusing Idea
One of the drawbacks to more fre-

quent home projection of home movies

is the amount of time and trouble re-

quired in setting up projector, assem-

bling screen, and finally checking up

on sharp focus before starting the show.

To remedy this focusing problem, I

have spliced three or four frames from

an old title into the middle of each film

leader, which enables me to check on

focus in advancing of running the films.

The film is threaded so that one of

these frames rests in the film gate.

With projector set for "still" projec-

tion, I flash on the lamp long enough

to adjust focus, then proceed with my
show.—D. /. Wilson, Des Moines, lou a.
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cine workshop * *

\hortcuts contributed by readers

* *

Tripod Anchor

Here are two ideas that will prove

helpful when filming with camera

mounted on tripod from an unsteady

moving platform such as a train, au-

tomobile, truck, etc. To prevent tri-

pod slipping or being shaken from its

set position, a piece of clothesline tied

to top of tripod and extended to a

sturdy screwhook driven into floor

will, when tightened with turns of a

short stick as illustrated, anchor tri-

pod securely.

Where it is impractical to use screw-

hook in floor or platform, make a

loop at end of rope, providing a "stir-

rup" for the foot. Applying pressure

with the foot, as shown in diagram,

will enable holding tripod securely in

place even on the rolling deck of a

ship.

—

Oscar Nelson, Philadelphia, Pa.

Belt Slip

To prevent worn spring projector

belts from slipping in grooves of steel

take-up pulleys, put a small rubber
band in the pulley groove. Rubber band
must be smaller in diameter than that

of pulley in order to grip pulley snugly

and prevent creeping and riding off

center of groove.—M. /. Day, Minister,

bid.

Lens Cap
A good substitute for a rubber lens

cap is an ordinary cork trimmed to fit

snugly inside rim of the lens. In many
instances corks may be found that will

fit a lens without any trimming except

for length. Corks, being cut tapered,

afford a variation of diameters.

Frame Marker
When making double exposures for

titles, etc., the problem for many film-

ers is to return the film by backwind-

ing to the same relative position be-

fore the exposure was made. This can

easily be done by the following

method: Before first exposure is made,

take camera into darkroom and fasten

a metal paper clip, such as Cook's

non-projecting file signal No. 20, on

the film just as it leaves gate of camera

and before it reaches the takeup spool.

Length of the first exposure should

be timed in seconds. Then when cam-
era is taken to the darkroom again,

the film can be rewound until paper

clip is returned to its original posi-

tion, at which time clip is removed.

Film is then given the second exposure

FILM SPOOL
\

PHPEP CLIP

FILM STRIP

T»K£ UP SPOOL

PflPEP CLIP

for the same number of seconds and
the two exposures should cover identi-

cal frames without any wasted film.

This procedure will work equally

well with either 8mm. or 16mm.
cameras except, of course, the maga-
zine type.

—

Wm. V. Doris, Los Ange-
les, Calif.

Film Editing Aid
To lighten the routine of editing

film, it is essential to provide some
means for holding the various scenes

or film strips properly identifield for

splicing. Where holes or cups are em-
ployed on an editing board, the film

must be wound with care to fit with-

in the cup. The idea suggested here

eliminates this and speeds up film cut-

ting and splicing. It consists of utiliz-

ing ordinary spring clothes pins, ar-

EDITING BOARD

3- *

®

(center to center)

®

u

ranged on the editing board in the

order shown, to hold the film sections.

The clothes pins are arranged in rows

and attached to editing board by means
Of small screws. Each pin is numbered
to correspond with the scene numbers.

Scene 1, for instance, is clipped to

clothes pin No. 1, scene 2 to pin No.
2. etc. To provide ample capacity,

clothes pins should be arranged on
board in staggered order, as shown. Be
sure first to drill holes for screws in

clothes pins, otherwise they may be

split if screws are applied otherwise.

—

Denny Paulson, Long Beach, Calif.

Built-in Projector
Diagram below illustrates a novel

method of providing compact pro-

jection facilities in home, den or cabin.

Utilizing an ordinary built-in ironing

• Continued on Page 261
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• Carlos Grant, producer of "Chile—Land Of Beauty And Romance," informational

film in 16mm. color and sound.

Consul Sees Chile As

Latin Film Center

THE man behind the plans now formulating and destined to

make Chile the film producing center of South America is

Carlos Grant, Consul of Chile at Los Angeles, California

Long an avid filmer of i6mm. movies, his first major sound and

color production, "Chile—Land Of Beauty And Romance" has

received deserved recognition from the Coordinator of Inter-

American Affairs, also from the Government of Chile. The pic-

ture now becomes one of the important films descriptive of

Chile which is to be distributed throughout America, Canada

and England as a medium of information on this important

Latin American country.

Grant has been interested in the educational and promotional

possibilities of 1 6mm. films ever since he acquired his first one

camera in 1924. Sent to Seattle, Washington, in 193* as Chilean

Consul, Grant organized the Northwest Amateur Cinema Club

there and served several terms as its president. Transfer to Los

Angeles in 1944 brought him in close touch with officials of

the motion picture industry in his official capacity as Consul.

His frequent visits to studios resulted in development of many

friendships among top cinematographers, sound men and tech-

nicians, enabling him to gain priceless experience and knowledge

of professional motion picture production methods.

At present Grant is preparing to produce a short musical

subject, "Patio Royale," for Latin America distribution. This

is to be filmed and recorded on 16mm. Kodachrome and will

feature Chilean singers and musicians and the popular folk songs

of their country.

In September, Carlos Grant will return to Santiago. En route

he will film, in 16mm, color, important footage in all the coun-

tries on the west coast of South America. His boat will put in at

important ports along the way and the scenic and economic

points of interest in Columbia, Equador, Peru and Chile will

be photographed. From the footage, two feature length pictures

in sound and color will be assembled—a travelogue for general

distribution throughout English speaking countries and an edu-

cational subject to be made available to both North and South

American educational institutions. Dick Curtis, Hollywood

motion picture player, will accompany Grant, serving in a

technical capacity.

In recent visits to his homeland, Grant has demonstrated the

• Continued on Page 246

Closeups

*

BIGGEST NEWS in Hollywood, as Home
Movies goes to press, is the singular

triumph of the 16mm. motion picture

industry in producing one of the most
impressive feature-length color films

ever screened, proving once and for all

that feature-length films in 16mm. have

come of age. "Red Wagon," sneak pre-

viewed for a select Hollywood audi-

ence has the theatrical film bigwigs

agog-

Chronicling the life of G. F. Swift,

founder of the Swift & Company meat

packing dynasty, picture was produced

by the American Film Center under

supervision of Rudolph Carlson. Six-

teen millimeter cinematographer Harry

Burrell, assisted by Len Roos and Ray
Fernstrom, handled the photography

using Berndt-Maurer cameras, supported

by Cine Specials for pick-up shots. Tech-

nical collaboration was supplied by Tele-

film. Inc., and Kodachrome duplicat-

ing was by Color Reproduction Com-
pany, both of Hollywood, Calif. The

film is scheduled for the widest circu-

lation ever given a 16mm. production.

STANLEY MURPHY, of California Stu-

dios, has just completed shooting 3000

feet of 1 6mm. color film covering the

annual international fishing rodeo at

Acapulco, Mexico. Murphy, who went

to Acapulco at request of the Mexican

government, is rported to have deals

pending with two Hollywood major

studios to enlarge his footage into a

35mm. two-reel short subject.

Murphy expects to return to Mexico

during the year to film four or more

additional short subjects in 16mm.

PAUL HOEFLER, Beverly Hills produc-

er, is now en route to Buffalo, N. Y.,

shooting 1 6mm. color in Santa Fe, N.

M., and Denver, Colo. He has a heavy

shooting schdeule in Buffalo and Cleve-

land.

A NEW organization known as Screen-

craft Productions has just been formu-

lated by Robert Moriarity, formerly

with Raphael G. Wolff Studios in Holly-

wood, Robert J. Mead, formerly produc-

tion manager at the same studio, and

Harry Hutchens who was previously-

west coast representative for the Jam

Handy organization or Detroit. Cur-

• Continued on Page 246
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• Vernon G. Witt (center) heads Boeing
Aircraft Company's training film produc-
tion unit at Seattle which is credited with
turning out some of the best operational
and mainenance training films in the air-

craft industry. Flanking Witt in a scenario
conference is Capt. Waldo Knapp, Jr.,

(left) and M/Sgt. Michael Tulio (far
right).

IJURING the three years of its opera-

tion, the Boeing Aircraft Company
Motion Picture Unit has developed into

one of the country's leading organiza-

tions for the production of 16mm.
training films. Headed by Vernon G.
Witt, its operation is based on the

knowledge that thorough illustration on
the screen of complicated aircraft main-

tenance and operation procedure de-

mands more extensive treatment than

is usually accorded production of films

of many other subjects.

It was Witt who proved the fallacy

of attempting to condense a training

procedure to fit a single 400 feet of

film. This, as he demonstrated, was per-

mitting the tail to wag the dog, and
that training films produced under such

restrictions were a definite waste of

money. Today such subjects as "Land-
ing Gear Installation," and "How To
Fly The B-17" consist of a series of

four or five films, each screening for

thirty minutes.

Many Boeing-produced B-17 films,

averaging 162 prints to each subject,

have been distributed by the AAF
Training Aids Division. Additional

prints are being distributed by the U.S.

Boeing Aircraft Company

Producing Own lGmm. Training Films

Signal Corps overseas combat areas.

Interesting is Vernon Witt's story of

how 1 6mm. training films came to the

rescue of Boeing Aircraft Company
when, in April, 1942, Boeing was in-

formed that 300 army air force me-

chanics would arrive within 24 hours

for a 4 week training course in B-17

Flying Fortress maintenance and repair.

Obviously this posed a major problem.

lew Flange Speeds H'mnii. Film Editing

fc MEETING with considerable favor

among the studios' film editors is a new
type double flange editing reel for

1 6mm. film recently designed by Tele-

film, Inc., Hollywood, and currently

being marketed by them.

Unlike conventional flanges, which
are used for winding into small rolls

• New time-saving plastic rewind flange with

footage scale that serves as film measuring device.

short lengths of film during the cutting

process, the Telefilm flange resembles

a reel. Construction of the sides is of

heavy gauge clear plastic and one sur-

face features an engraved footage scale

which indicates amount of film on the

spool.

The outer side has a specially con-

structed locking device which allows

removal of outer side of flange in-

stantly when film is to be stripped

from the core which will take the stand-

ard laboratory-pack film spools. The

flange fits any standard 16mm. or

35mm. rewinds. It may be purchased

complete or the face side with footage

scale may be purchased separately.

Professionals and amateurs alike will

find this improved accessory a boon to

editing with its attendant problems of

winding short lengths of film into coils

quickly and without endangering emul-

sion surfaces.

It seemed impossible to thoroughly teach

these men all they ought to know in so

short a time.

Boeing turned to 16mm. training

film production for the answer. The

company's engineering department

wasted no time in assembling a produc-

tion staff and the necessary equipment

and film. The first picture, "Starting

The B-17 Engines," was shot on 16mm.
Kodachrome, quickly processed and

edited, then rushed to the AAF's School

of Applied Tactics for technical ap-

proval.

Naturally, as with all new produc-

tions units, many obstacles were en-

countered and surmounted. Priority re-

strictions prevailed on film and there-

fore stocks had to be obtained through

the AAF's allotment. A flying Fortress

had to be obtained for use as a "prop"

in the picture and this involved con-

siderable red tape and lost time.

On one occasion, when the weather

closed in at Seattle, the camera crew

flew by B-17 to Spokane. Here they

picked up another B-17 to photograph

and then proceeded to Great Falls,

Montana, where the weather had been

reported good. After four days of

photogenic weather it began to snow,

and the troupe moved on to Walla

Walla, Washington, where they got in

two days camera work before encounter-

ing rain. This forced them to Reno,

Nevada, where they finished the job.

Such were the trials and tribulations

of Boeing's Training Film Production

Unit on their first major assignment.
• Continued on Page 246
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!

LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality-

Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equiment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

Douglas Aircraft Co.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

y Food Machinery Corp.

i U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot
Santa Fe Railroad

Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

y AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write for Literature HM and Prices

TELEFILM
I INCORPORATED
4039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Cloieupi Of "Pro-i&A .

For COLOR FIDELITY

ACRA-cote
Your Camera and Projector Lenses

Coated lenses will be standard on postwar
top-grade equipment. Bring yours up to date
with ACRA-Cote.

Write for Prices

ACR-A Instruments
6063 Sunset Hollywood 28. Calif.

Phone: GLadsrone 8403

•Coated optics are standard specification on
most Army and Navy equipment.

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
CO., INC.

130 W. 44th St.

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea, Hollywood

— FINE MACHINE WORK —
Special Photographic Equipment

as priority permits

Photographic and Optical Repairs

MacVan Mfg. Co.
Box 385, San Diego 5, Calif.

° Continued from Page 244

rently in production are two films, one

cn aircraft accessories and another on
petroleum metering. The script for two
more is being written.

PICTORIAL ENTERPRISES, of San Fran-

cisco, will soon begin production on a

series of public relations films in 16mm.
color, the first of which will be a 30-

minute dramatization of many of the

little known activities of the Salvation

Army.
Four to six additional reels of ap-

proximately 600 feet each will com-

plete the series.

STANLEY MURPKY, Hollywood produc-

er of 1 6mm. films, has completed an

industrial picture for the Thompson

Valve Company entitled "Spinning the

Wheels of Progress."

Picture was photographed on 16mm.
black and white film and was written

and directed by Henry Donovan.

JACK BENNY is making a seven-minute

1 6mm. short for Lucky Strike to be

exhibited to dealers, at sales meetings

and conventions. Jam Handy Organi-

zation is in charge of production.

TO INSURE only the best reception and

consumer acceptance, the television in-

dustry is encouraging production now
of television broadcasting. What comes

later depends largely upon the initial

send off and its reception by the public.

Such material is now being prepared

by many of the nation's foremost film

producers. Hundreds of subjects which

have been prepared on 16mm. film for

use in coin operated projection ma-
chines, it is claimed, are suitable for tele-

vising and will keep the ball rolling.

SKIER-CINEMATOGRAPHER Ed Olsen,

having recently completed one 16mm.
Kodachrome film on skiing, is return-

ing to Utah before the snows melt to

secure scenes for the second film in the

production series.

BURTON BELKNAP, 16mm. filming

specialist of Spokane, Washington, and

whose 1 6mm. Kodachrome picture,

"Spokane And The Inland Empire" was

a 1 st award winner in one of Home
Movies' early contests, has seen increas-

ing activity with his camera because of

this award. Recently he completed "The

Flying Men of the Civil Air Patrol,"

for the C.A.P., a production that ran

over 1200 feet in 16mm. Kodachrome.
More recently, the Brig and Fo'c'sle

club of Seattle commissioned him to

produce a picture in 16mm. color and

sound entitled: "Mary Joins Up" intend-

ed as an aid in recruiting young women
for the WAVES. Belknap, whose ama-

teur movie making only a few years ago

showed more than ordinary promise,

now gets an opportunity to demonstrate

his production abilities in this, his first

sound film.

Prodioeing (produce*

Own 3ilm£
• Continued from Page 245

Post-V-E day plans call for con-

tinued production of Boeing Training

Films, according to Vernon Witt. New
things are constantly developing in the

design, application and use of aircraft

and parts, and these require revision of

previously established training tech-

niques or establishing hew methods, all

of which can best be presented instruc-

tionally through the medium of the

training film.

Prints of Boeing productions are

available for showing to personnel with-

in the plant, and for the company's

traveling field service engineers who use

the films for supplemental training at

AAF bases and for trouble-shooting.

During the period from November,

1942, to December 1, 1944, Boeing

training films were exhibited to an

estimated total audience of 68,000.

Civile - - J^atin

3ilm Center . . .

• Continued from Page 24$

feasibility of using 16mm. films ex-

clusively for theatrical showing and he

believes that the oft suggested idea that

ultimately i6ram. films may replace.

35mm. entirely, as the medium for

theatrical motion picture presentation,

irry soon prove itself in the fertile

fields of South American countries. To-

ward this end, he is well prepared to

pioneer production of 16mm. theatrical

films in Chile.

With the motion picture know-how

gained through long association with

Hollywood, plus his inherent skill as

a cinematographer, Carlos Grant is in

a position to contribute materially to-

ward Inter-American solidarity with

films that reflect with honesty and

sincerity, the Latins, their lands and

their economic problems.
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GG

WITH REMOVABLE
HEAD

The friction type head gives super-smooth

360° pan and 80° tilt action. It is removable, can

be easily mounted on our "Hi-Hat" low-base

adaptor. The large pin and trunnion assures

long, dependable service. A "T" level is at-

tached. The top-plate can be set for 16mm. E. K.

Cine Special, with or without motor; 35mm.

DeVry and B <& H Eyemo (with motor), and with

or without alignment gauge.

The tripod base is sturdy. "Spread-leg" de-

sign affords utmost rigidity and quick, positive

height adjustments. Complete tripod weighs 14

lbs. Low height, at normal leg spread, 42". Ex-

tended height 72". All workmanship and ma-

terials are the finest. Also available are heavy

fibre carrying cases.

Tripod Head Unconditionally Guaranteed

5 Years. Write for Descriptive Literature!

Above—The E. K. Cine Special Camera

Mounted on the new "Professional

Junior"* Tripod.

"Professional Junior"* Tripods, Developing Kits, "Hi-Hats" and Shift-

over Alignment Gauges made by Camera Equipment Co. are used by

the U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal Corps, Office of Strategic

Services and Other Government Agencies—also by many leading news-

reel companies and 16mm. and 35mm. motion picture producers.

Above—Collapsible and ad-

justable telescoping metal

triangle. Extends from
16 Vi" to 26 Vz". Has wing

locking nuts for adjusting

leg spread and stud holes

for inserting points of tri-

pod feet. Triangles prevent

damage, insure cameramen

that their equipment re-

mains in correct position

and will not slip on or mar

any type of surface.

Left—35mm. Eyemo with

motor and 400 ft. maga-

zines mounted on "Pro-

fessional Jr."
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* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16m m. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Victory Over Germany is Castle

Films' action-packed news record of

the Allies' great victory over Germany
and the Nazis. Combat cameramen
have risked thtir lives, perhaps for the

final time, to capture shots of battle

action as our boys deliver the knockout
punch to Berlin that precedes the sur-

render; of General Eisenhower's final

thrust across the Rhine; American
rockets smashing Germany's last de-

fenses; Berlin's last stand before Rus-
sia's powerful forces; and Nazi armies
laying down their arms, battered, beat-

en and vanquished. Subject is available

from Castle Films, Inc., jo Rockefeller
Plaza, New York City and affiliated

distributors and dealers in the usual

8mm. and 16mm. sizes and prices. The
special [6mm. sound version, 350 feet

in length, sells for $17.50.

Sleeping Beauty is another in the

series of George Pal "Puppetoons" which
are being released in 16mm. sound on
film by Pictorial Films, Inc.. RK.O
Bldg., New York City. Subject fol-

lows theme of well-known fairy tale

and the picture presentation of the

cleverly animated handmade puppet

characters is enhanced by clever dia-

logue and a charming musical score.

Others in the series which are being

released in 16mm. are The Bi° Broad-

cast" and Caialcade of Music.

Little Cheezer is the first of a series

of brand-new animated cartoon subjects

to be made available for 8mm. and

1 6mm. home projectors by Pictorial

f ilms. Inc., 1270 W. Sixth Ave., New
York City. This is a comedy film about

a mouse, his iriends and their hilarious

pranks. Remainder of the series con-

sists of the following titles: Buck
Cheezer, Wayward Pups, Honeylsnd,

The Old Pioneer, and Two Little Pups.

Franklin D. Roosevelt—With rever-

ence and respect. News of the World,

subsidiary of Excell Movie Products.

Chicago, has produced for the home
movie screen a beautiful pictorial rec-

ord of the passing of one of the great-

est men in history of the world. Mo-
mentous events in the life of Roose-

velt as well as the last rites for our

beloved "F.D.R." are dynamically pre-

sented in this awe-inspiring movie for

home screens.

Available in 8mm. and 16mm. silent

and in 16mm. sound. Excel Movie
Products offer this rare film to enrich

the film library of every home movie

enthusiast interested in acquiring sub-

jects of lasting historical interest.

"HOW TO OPERATE
A 16mm.

SOUND PROJECTOR"

1 • A concise fully illustrated booklet |
1 that is just the manual to place in |
I hands of the beginner-projectionist-

I Illustrates and describes how to J
1 set up. thread, run and care for all I

I makes of sound projectors. Avail- j
1 able at special quantity rates to I

I schools, church organization, film |
1 libraries, etc.

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

iaaHaHHW< •> iimmi turn <vtm

Surrender Of Germany is Official

Films' comprehensive film summary of

the Allied nations' greatest victory —
defeat of the Nazis. Subject includes

vivid action scenes of hard-fought

battles leading up to the final surrender:

the hordes of captive German "super-

men" herded together like cattle; the

piles of rubble that once were proud

German cities; devastated Berlin. Here,

indeed, is an historical film that will be

prized and increase in value as war days

pass into oblivion and only motion pic-

ture films remain to substantiate his-

torical facts. Subject is available in both

8mm. and 16mm., silent and 16mm.
sound versions at usual Official Films'

prices. Distribution is by Official

Films, Inc.. 625 Madison Ave.. New
York City 22.

The Silver Stallion, - reels. 16mm.

sound, is an entertaining western drama

of the wild west era, in which a wild

horse plavs an important role and is

instrumental in the regeneration of

two cattle rustlers. The outlaws are

shown in their youth as dangerous

horse thieves. One of them, Davey, has

followed the paths of outlawry in an

attempt to trap the man responsible

for framing his brother earlier, result-

ing in his untimely lynching. Davey

meets a girl, falls in love with her, and

when outlaws attempt to stampede her
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ewe a/is 6& &tf/ie . .

.

... of the high entertainment value of these six new
PICTOREEL cartoons, we break a precedent by of-

fering them to you on a

5-DAY MONEY-BACK TRIAL AGREEMENT
Select all six, or any number you wish, and show them in

your own home. If, after five days, you do not agree with
our opinion that these PICTOREEL cartoons cannot be

surpassed, your money will be cheerfully refunded in full.

"LITTLE CHEEZER"
A cat needs all nine lives when Little
Cheezer and his pals open their bag of
hilarious pranks.

m %r j£

"HONEYLAND"
A tuneful, honeylul cartoon about the
big. bad spider and the beeyutiful
Queen of the Bees. Sweetest thing you
ever saw.

At Your Dealer's or Order Direct
5-Day Money-Back Trial Agreement
in Effect Either Way.

TH,S c°Up
OAf

P'CTO*EELs ORDER CARDG*"T/emen: HD

sena
"P/CTOREELS"

Jho^checked belQW

"'BUCK CHEEZER"
"I do now what Buck Rogers waited
until the 25th Century to do." says
Little Cheezer, and he sets out to prove
it in this merry skylark.

"THE OLD PIONEER"
Thar's gold in them thar hills — and
thar's fun in every foot of this rollick-
ing film of the days of '49.

a c.o.o.

D Ch«k .nclosetf

"WAYWARD PUPS"
Two restless pups go out to seek adven-
ture only to discover that there's no
place like home after all.

"TWO LITTLE PUPS"
Another gladsome escapade of the two
irrepressible, irresistible Pups. It's cat-
nip-and-tuck all the way.

NAME

ADDRESS

C,fY. . .

.

STATE.

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.
R.K.O. BUILDING RADIO CITY 20, N. Y.
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horses, he saves them for her. Here he

encounters Thunder, the silver stallion

which he has not seen since it was a

colt. Possession of the horse again in-

spires him to make good and he justi-

fies the girls faith in him by pitting

courage and skill against a gang of

rustlers who again threaten her life.

Picture screens for 62 minutes. Distri-

bution is by Post Pictures Corp., New
York City.

Aircraft Carrier is one of several

new films in the new series of 16mm.
sound on film documentary releases

entitled This Is America. Subject cov-

ers life and activities on average U. S.

aircraft carrier with many action mo-
ments highlighting the film through-

out. In this new series of films, of

which Aircraft Carrier is one of thir-

teen, are the following additional sub-

jects which are of interest to educa-

tional film libraries, schools and col-

leges, treating as they do various

phases of American life: Sailors All,

Letter To A Hero, New Prisons—New
Men, Mail Call, News Front, Rocke-
feller Center, Brazil Today, That They
May Live, and Navy Yard. Distribution

is by Pictorial Films, Inc., 1270 Sixth

Ave., New Pork City.

The Scorched Earth a 6-reel feature

production in 16mm. sound, is a sting-

ing, smarting dissection of the wanton
destruction of China and its placid peo-

ple by emissaries of the New Order
in the Orient, the Japanese army, whose
bestiality beggars description. The
Japs' invasion of China is brought to

the screen in realistic scenes in which
the cries of the starving, the crash of

cannon, mixes with the scarcely audible

call of freedom from the mountain fast

capital of Chungking. Commonwealth
Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave.,

New York City, are exclusive world-

wide distributors of subject.

/h^cL SILENT

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Pork Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
•4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ADA (Religious Films)

1 13 1 5 Ventura Blvd.

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1 03& Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
4904 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
44 E. Lake Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 Eait Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

If S. Letelle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

New York City—Continued
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42ncf St.

Walter O. 6utlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zona 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

MogulPs Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Roller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

I
y

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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His Butler's Sister, produced in 1944
by Universal Pictures, is a 9-reel fea-

ture picture in 16mm. sound. Story

concerns a beautiful young singer,

played by Deanna Durbin, who finds

her brother a mere butler, instead of

a millionaire as she had been led to be-

lieve. He becomes an unwilling stepping

stone to an audition opportunity with

his boss. The girl finds success and hap-

piness at last at the annual Butler's

ball where her singing captivates every-

one and leads to the singing career she

seeks. In addition to Miss Durbin, there

are Pat O'Brien and Franchot Tone to

complete the cast of stars in this en-

tertaining comedy musical. Subject will

be available after May 26, 1945 for

approved nontheatrical audiences from

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library, 1801

Larchmont, Chicago, 111. Rental rate

is $17.50.

Origin of Mathematics, 1 reel, 16mm.
sound, is an exceptional teacher-made

film chronicling the evolution of math-

ematics. It traces the origin and use of

mathematical symbols and process em-
ployed by a succession of ancient peo-

ples—cave dwellers, Egyptians, Baby-

onians, Greeks, Romans, Arabs and In-

dians. Subject is available for rental

at the base rate of $1.50, or new prints

may be purchased outright for $45.00
each. Distribution is by Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Hit The Ice, starring Abbott and
Costello, is now available in 16mm.
sound on a rental basis from Walter O.
Gutlohn, Inc., 25 West 45th St., New
York City. Picture is loaded with typical

Abbott-Costello comedy situations.

PAGE 251

THE CRAIG
SENIOR
SPLICER

OR the advanced movie maker

who desires permanent, neat

splices—guaranteed accurate to

within l/l 000 of an inch—splices

that h-o-l-d— CRAIG SENIOR

SPLICERSare the choice. Designed

for use with all 8mm or 16mm

sound or silent film, each splice is

made quickly and easily without

wetting the film. Four simple

Available now on AA5

steps—you insert the film, cut

and trim it, scrape one side and

then splice it. Splices made on

a Craig Senior Splicer will

not flicker on the screen—they

run smoothly thru the projector

without a noise. Good splices are

easier to make on a Craig Senior

Splicer. Put it at the top of your

postwar buying list. m *k

priority or better

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
IOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

BUILD YOUR OWN GADGETS!

Here is the very book you want! Chock full of ideas

for gadgets for 8mm. and 16mm. cameras and projectors—things easy for any amateur to make.

Nearly 100 pages profusely illustrated with photos and sketches

telling how to make gadgets and accessories for cameras; for mak-
ing wipe-offs and fades; title making; editing and splicing; and a

host of others.

No theories—every gadget tested and proven by an advanced
amateur. The plans and specifications of just one of the gadgets
alone is easily worth the price of the book.

PER COPY

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS 406o sunset blvd., Hollywood 28, calif.
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DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
After the War
for YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California

16mm. FILM
SPOOLED-READY FOR CAMERA USE

100' $4.59

00

16mm. Superpanex No. 24

Weston 24— Panchromatic
Ideal for all-around outdoor use

16mm. Superpanex No. 64 $5.1?

Weston 64-Mazda 40—Panchromatic
Put one roll in camera—use indoor and
out (processing charges included in price)

FOR BULK USERS

For those enthusiasts who save by spooling
and processing their own movies

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 24 S3.60

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 64 3.95

16mm. spool and can combination .60

Processing Charges 1.00

WRITE TODAY for catalog on complete line

of 8 and 16mm. Film, Titles and Access., and
25c booklet on Home Processing—FREE with

this ad.

Superior Bulk Film Co.
. Home Processing Headquarters

188 W. Randolph St. Chicago I, III.

Dept. HM 7

FOR BETTER
Movie Titles

Write I day for a FREE Ato-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that's different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. &. W. OUTFIT $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

BOB HOPE, |OE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE
130 W. 46th St. New York 19, N. Y.
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Movie* 0/ Outing* Educational . . .

• Confimicd from Page 2)7

7. Final panoramic shot of buildings

and farm house last, where all

either go in for a farm dinner, or

bid goodbye to the farmer and his

wife.

I took several days to film the pic-

ture, for we spent two weeks on the

farm. This enabled me to choose my
time of day, my weather, and to pose

my main characters with a purpose.

Even packed into one day of adven-
ture, with a planned sequence, such a

picture can be shot successfully, with
no need for cutting or splicing later.

Except for interior views, I kept the

distance marker at the red 25, or uni-

versal focus. The lens opening was
guided by the cardboard guide that

comes with the film, slipped into side

of the camera.

With my plan worked out, my me-
chanics of photography as nearly cor-

rect as I could make them, the picture,

"Youth Visits An American Farm,"
was completed and is now a reel of

worth in our home film library. Its

reception by its many audiences has

proved most satisfactory.

ThE first showing of the complete,

edited film was exoting, if modest.

Of course the principals were present,

self-conscious as even children can be

when viewing a record of themselves

in action. But self-consciousness did

not last long.

Suddenly, instead of "Look at me on
the binder!" there was, "Look at the

tractor! I know how to run it!" And
from the six-year-old, "And I watched

you!" And from the four-year-old,

"Me too!"

Once again the youngsters relived

the excitement of their introduction to

wide fields; to the equipment that helps

make them productive; to farm ani-

mals and the important parts they play.

They saw the picture many times, but

not alone. At first it was the dra-

matic entertainment that rivaled Don-
ald Duck and Mickey Mouse in birth-

day party showings. Our little friends

knew the main characters and were in-

terested. Then they, coo, caught the

thrill at seeing a farm at work, and

they called out their comments as the

scenes flashed on the screen. To some,

the live animals and the chickens were

most interesting. To others, the immen-
sity of the complicated mass that is a

threshing machine inspired awe and a

desire to see the real thing.

From party showing to school screen-

ing was a quick and simple step. A
school carnival, with requests by the

Parent-Teacher's Association for help

in entertainment and sideshow attrac-

tions, afforded a golden opportunity to

show again " Youth Visits An American
Farm."

By now, hundreds of children know
about, or at least have seen the picture

of, hay pitched upon flat sleds drawn
by horses in the fields. They know
that each sled has upon it a sling made
of rope, wire and boards, which pulls

up into a basket that cradles the hay.

They have seen that a long, very stout

rope, running through pulleys on the

tip-top of a crane stacker and attached

to a truck, pulls the sling up the side

of the stack, and is propelled into po-

sition by the man on top of the stack.

Then they see that a jerk of a rope

trips the catch to open the sling, and
the hay falls into place.

They know from visual experience

many other thrilling activities which
are everyday knowledge of occurances

on a farm. But deeper than that they

see in the process what must always

be the large basis of our successful

economy: production of foodstuffs.

Now I am one who firmly believes

in the sure future of teaching by show-

ing films. The extensive part that

movies have played in instruction of

men and women in all departments of

our armed services is paving the way.

Movies can bring information about

other kinds of living, other parts of the

world, other peoples, to give our chil-

dren a real visual knowledge of what

goes on elsewhere, and How, and often

Why. And with this added knowledge

is bound to come at least some measure

of understanding.

With this knowledge and under-

standing, in many instances, there is

bound to be engendered enough inter-

est and desire to know mO>re, so that

those who see the pictures will want
enough to see the real thing, and ul-

timately will do so.

That is exactly what happened as a

result of "Youth Visits An American

Farm." My Camp Fire Girl group

happened to ask first for a trip, just

over our nearest hill, to a farm. We
made a picnic of it and spent the day,

earnestly learning the details of the

farm work of the particular season.

Some explanation was necessary to show

the differences in handling the crops,

because of the differences in climate

and topography; for the pictures the

girls had seen previously were made
in a different state.

But the important point was that

these girls and later a Boy Scout troop,

a whole school room of children, and

then a birthday party group trekked

out over a hill to see, close-up, what
had flickered across a screen and into

their consciousness enough so they

wanted to learn more.
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Thus our little film proved itself

worth more than gold in teaching some-

thing new and in creating a thirst for

more knowledge of a subject. The
record is here to show others but more
than that, the principle is established

that, whatever the vicissitudes of life,

war or peace, rationing or non-ration-

ing, we can carry on honest, practical

education in home or school with the

aid of simple, easy-to-make motion

pictures.

^htovie of the

-Month • • •

• Con finiied from Page 2)8

after arrival of the Scouts. They watch
the Scouts set up camp, then choose the

shelter of a large boulder and fallen

log as their camping place. Subsequent

scenes show them trying to start a fire

and cook their food in a clumsy and

unsuccessful manner in contrast with

the orderly efficient methods of the

Scouts. Later, the bully produces a pack
of cigarettes, induces his small com-
panion to "try one."

By contrast, one of the Scout leaders

assembles the Scouts for a talk on the

evils of tobacco, pointing out the im-

pairment of health that invariably re-

sults where young boys take up smoking
cigarettes.

Alternating between sequences of the

Scouts and the two recalcitrants who
tagged along, the full range of Scout

activities are portrayed as the picture

proceeds: beginning the day with the

flag raising and ritual, eating breakfast,

washing dishes, etc., then playtime with
fun for all in the cool waters of the

nearby camp lake.

Watching the Scouts at play in the

lake, the bully decides to go for a swim.
He goes out beyond his depth, gets an
attack of cramps, and his cries for help

send his companion running to the

Scout encampment for help. The lad

encounters a Boy Scout and tells him
what has happened. The Scout runs to

the scene, takes off his clothes and
jumps into the lake to rescue the strick-

en bully.

Getting him to shore, the Scout ad-

ministers first aid and soon has the boy
safe, just as the Scout leaders and sev-

eral of the Scouts arrive on the scene

and take command of the situation. The
bully and his companion are removed to

the Scouts' camp, fed and made to feel

at home. The bully and Butch appre-

ciative for what ,the Scouts did for

them, decide they'd like to become
Scouts, too. They are admitted, take the

Scouts oath, and good fellowship pre-

vails among all in the end. A final

touch is scene of the bully willfully

disposing of his pack of cigarettes in

the campfire.

Al Morton has also prepared for this

The Photographic World Has Gone

IRISCOPIC!
Since the announcement in August, 1944, offering

IRISCOPETJke
For Projecting Black and White Film in Color

With Your Own Projection Equipment

IN

KIT

FORM

Orders have been received from every State in the Union, from Hawaii,

Alaska, Canada, Puerto Rico, Cuba, Mexico, Canal Zone, Argentina,

England, Italy and Australia, from amateur and professional photog-

raphers wishing to repeat the revolutionary experiments of the inventor,

whose demonstrations have been heralded as "fantastic," marvelous,"

"miraculous."

Such results require time and patient experimenting rather than excep-

tional ability, and when obtained amply reward the effort.

For motion picture and slide projection. Color prints can also be made

from Iriscope projections.

The Kit, containing exactly the same materials as used by the inventor,

with instructions for making and using the Iriscope Color Discs, will be

sent on receipt of price, $5.00.

C. A. BIRCH-FIELD
145 West 14th St. Dept. H New York 11, N. Y.

Articles describing Iriscope demonstrations have appeared in Time, Mcchanix Illustrated,

Minicam Photography, Popular Photography, Home Movies, U. S. Camera, Printers Ink,

Modern Lithography and many other publications.

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS
VIS-O-PAN

Full Panchromatic, Indoor—Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain

Double 8mm.— 25 ft $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00

Same day processing

Included.

See your dealer or send
money direct.

Write for prices for

developing and pro-

cessing for 8mm. and
16mm. films bought
elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.

Dept. 12, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

BlniUhiif
i

Vis-D-paN

SOI"
° &

V

Sale
l&mm SOUND

16mm SILENT — 8mm Rent

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
8mm. $5.50—16mm. Silent $8.75

—

16mm. Sound $17.50
OFFICE BOY—SPOOKS—PUPPY LOVE
—LET'S GO FISHING — FEMININE
FLASHES IN THE WORLD OF SPORTS
—ALASKA—MANILA (THE WALLED

CITY)—SECOND HUNGARIAN
RHAPSODY.

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 West 45th Street. New York 19. N. Y.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds
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HYMNALOGUES
lust right to top off your 16mm.

program!

COLOR-SOUND!
My Faith Looks Up To Thee

ir The Lord Is My Shepherd
End of a Perfect Day * He Leadeth Me

ir Tell Me the Old, Old Story

ir Onward Christian Soldiers

ir Abide with Me ir Sweet Bye and Bye

ir All Hail the Power of Jesus Name
ir Yield Not to Temptation

ir Nearer My God to Thee

ir Sweet Hour of Prayer

k Liftle Church in the Wildwood
* Rock of Ages ir Lead Kindly Light

God le With You Till We Meet Again
"Beulah Land Oh Beulah Land"
"Shall We Gather At the River"

if Ave Maria ir The Angelus

(Ave Maria and The Angelus are dramatized

—

and do not have superimposed words.)

FOR RENT OR SALE AT YOUR LIBRARY-
EXCHANGE OR DEALER!

Exclusi 1 e Dis t ributors

:

ADA
11315 VENTURA BLVD.
North Hollywood Calif.

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Avenue New York. N. Y.

Ask about other ADA Films . .

5 minutes to one hour pictures!

8mm. Monocolor

SEPIA
(ORDER ESO-C)

Our most popular monocolor
8mm. film for most double
Smm. and single 8mm. cam-
eras. Blends well with Ko-
dachrnme movies, giving an
attractive, warm amber glow
when projected on the screen.
$3.70 per tnree rolls double
Smm. ESO-C Sepia, spooled
with datite loading and pro-
cessing free!* $3.8 per sis
roll* ESO-C Sepia for Univex
single 8mm. cameras, dalite
loading and processing free

'

* (ESO-S is licensed by
the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to p rocess doub\

e

Smm. film under the

Coors Patent 1,905,442.)

PLUS . .

.

ESO-H Our newest quality 8mm. b&w film. Full anti-

halo barking. Gives crisp, sparkling movies com-
parable to the higher-priced "standard" brands.

Weston 16-4. (Available July 31st. i $4.50 per

three rolls double Smm. ($1.60 each.) $4.60 per

six rolls jingle 8mm. for Vnivex cameras. $1.70

per two rolls single 8mm. for Vnivex cameras.

PLUS . .

.

Tour own b&w (or Kodachrome) movies may be dupli-

cated on the new SEPIA 8mm. film with CORRECTIVE
PRINTING for over-exposured and under-exposed scenes.

The cost Is $2.50 per 50-foot roll, 4c per foot for addi

tional footage.

DeLuxe b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for under-exposed and over-exposed scenes. $2.00 per 50-

foot roll. 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all riglnal films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned insured.

OU GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally

guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film

purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not

fully pleased with your results. Yo MUST be satisfied:

AT YOUR DEALERS OR BY DIRECT MAIL.

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Mlssori

film a set of special recordings which
are played on turntables in synchroniza-

tion with the picture. These effectively

provide background music throughout

the picture, also strains of reveille as

well as the mass recitation of the Scout

oath that concludes final scenes of the

picture. An effective touch is the re-

corded sounds of the bully's companion

crying "Help! Help!" in the drowning

sequence.

"To get the camp scenes," said Mor-

ton, "I became virtually a member of

Troop Nine of the Boy Scouts. For

eight days I lived with them, hiked

and played with them. The weather was

not dependable so I had to keep my
nose to the grindstone getting necessary'

footage. I filmed nearly every minute

there was satisfactory light during the

eight day stay at camp, and far into the

night when I filmed the campfire se-

quence."

"Worth Scouting For" was appro-

priately premiered before approximately

400 Scouts, parents, and city officials

—a premiere that was highlighted by a

live talent prologue depicting Scout life

at camp. The picture has been in con-

stant demand for screening ever since.

Al Morton failed to state what equip-

ment he used in producing the picture,

but we presume he used his 8mm. Filmo
plus the sturdy tripod that has long been

his standby; also his light meter which
was evident in the consistently good

exposures throughout the picture.

The film is exceptionally well edited

and titled and the recordings are a tri-

bute to Al Morton's extensive study and

research in the art of sound-on-disc

for home movies. The honor of Movie

of The Month accorded his film reflects

the persistence and study Al Morton
has devoted to the making of 8mm.
motion pictures. "Worth Scouting For"

is his best.

TVo More "Po&t Card ' Shot*!
• Continued from Page 239

perspective and careful framing are the

elements which more often directly in-

fluence the composition of a movie

scene.

With color film fast becoming the

universal photographic medium, color

has become a dominating factor in pic-

torial composition, one that did not

exist in early-day photography. Masses

of color properly placed in a scene are

as important as object masses in black

and white photograph)—something to

be remembered in shooting flowers. You
could shoot a beautiful flower garden

in black and white and come up with a

very flat picture pictorially; but the

same scene filmed in color becomes

breathtaking by virtue of the various

masses of color. By the same token, a

scenic vista in which a lake, pine trees

and a cloud-flecked sky appears can be

made more striking by shooting it from

a camera position that enables captur-

ing the scene with lake, sky and trees

each contributing the right proportion

of color for effective pictorial compo-

sition.

How often has an uninitiated cine

amateur stood with his camera, in the

very heart of Yosemite National Park,

awed by the beauty of El Capitan.

Then, raising his camera impulsively,

he photographed the famous landmark

with no thought whatever of compo-

sition. Yet another movie amateur,

versed in composition, will survey the

scene carefully before shooting, and

eventually come up with a shot of El

Capitan with the sun just right, at the

right time of day, and with a grace-

fully arched tree bough in the imme-

diate foreground framing the scene.

Scenic shots, even in color, require

that the element of depth be achieved

in the composition by means of estab-

lishing perspective. If one were to ask

you to estimate the distance from a dis-

tant hill to where you stood, you would
find it easier to make a calculation if

there was some prominent object be-

tween you and the hill to serve as a

basis for distance estimation. So it

is with pictures. A photograph of the

Grand Canyon gives a far clearer im-

pression of immensity where there is a

prominent object in the foreground,

than a photo that has not this element

of perspective. Besides, the foreground

object increases interest in the picture.

Remember this, then, when next you

set forth on a scenic filming expedi-

tion, whether it be to Grand Canyon,

the Painted Desert of Arizona, or roll-

ing prairies of a Texas cattle ranch.

Effective composition in movies con-

sists of making each scene please the

eye pictorially, without detracting at-

tention from the main subject, or by

clever placement of objects and masses

within the scene—a matter of proper

camera position—concentrating atten-

tion on a particular part of the vista

or of an object within it.

Thus a distant shot of El Capitan,

Old Faithful, Washington Monument,

etc., to name just a few of the better

known subjects of photography, become

far more interesting on the screen when

th.y are framed with an overhanging

bough in the foreground, shot through

an arch or window, or otherwise pic-

tured in contrast with other objects

that lead the eye directly to the main

subject of the scene. Note how the
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cowboy's looped lariat centers atten-

tion on the ranch buildings far in the

distance in the accompanying picture;

also how injecting rider and horse in

the immediate foreground enhances

composition, gives the picture life.

The main lesson to be learned by the

movie amateur is not to shoot imme-
diately you come upon an interesting

subject or vista. Stop and study the

scene first; study it through your

camera viewfinder; think how it will

look on the screen; how it can be im-

proved by filming it from another po-

sition, another angle, perhaps.

Camera angles can play a big part

in effective pictorial composition—not

the flagrant, ridiculous angles so often

seen in still shots, but setting the camem
higher or lower than normal or tilting

it up or down. Often shooting a long

shot from a high camera position will

greatly increase perspective and make
for better composition by the mere fact

that on the screen we see the scene from
a fresh viewpoint.

These are the few, simple things to

b° remembered when shooting scenic

films — the movies you will take on
your next vacation, cross-country tour,

or your sojourn to Mexico or Alaska.

Watch the framing of your scenic shots;

the arrangement of color masses in your
flower scenes; the importance of some
prominent object in the foreground in

your long shots of scenic vistas; a

camera angle that is just a little dif-

ferent from a "straight-on" shot. These
are the simple, easy-to-remember rules

that will result in more effective pic-
torial composition for your films. They
are the very crux of the technique by
which "post-card" scenes may be turned
into interesting moving pictures.

ProceZHng,

Outfit . . .

• Continued from Page 2))

20" x 6" x }/4" and notched to dovetail
at the center similar to the separators in
egg crates. When thus assembled, the
upright L is bolted to the base pieces

—

two bolts extending through the up-
right and through each base member.

At top of upright and immediately
beneath the platform H, two short cross
members (not shown) were bolted to
form a support for the platform which
was attached to them with wood screws
properly countersunk.

Another feature tending for com-
pactness of this outfit are the five fruit

jars of one-quart capacity attached by
their lids to underside of the platform
H. These conveniently hold the various
chemicals and mixed solutions for pro-
cessing the film.

Upon completion of the unit, the in-

side and outside of tray, the reel, inside

and outside surfaces of the metal tubes,

SHOW C^lL^lfi PICTURES

In Full Brilliance-
Use
A
Glass-Beaded

SCREEN!
Its pure-white plastic-coated fabric
and selected crystal clear beads re-

flect color pictures—movies or slides
—with full brilliance. Da-Lite's spe-
cially treated beads and exclusive
process of applying them assure
greater light reflection over the en-
tire picture, faithful rendering of

all colors and longer screen life.

At your dealer's. Write Dept. 6 HM
for literature!

The Versatol (shown here) locks automatically

at correct picture proportions. 30"x40" $7.50,

40"x40" $9.00, 37"x50" $10.00.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC
2711-23 North Crawford Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois

A DeJUR "Cine-Critic" Exposure Meter

. . . rugged, weatherproof . . . sees "eye to

eye" with your movie camera. Its baffled

photo-electric cell restricts angle of light

acceptance to angle of average lens. Result:

more accurate exposures— more lifelike

pictures.

Scale-Locking Device Speeds Readings

The best shots are often quick shots.

"Cine-Critic" helps you get them right.

Shutter speed and film speed can be pre-

set and locked. Pointing with either hand

gives quick reading, accurate exposure.

Clear, evenly divided scale registers wide

sensitivity; 0.1 to 4,000 foot candles. Avail-

able today only on AA5-MRO priority.

Dejur-Amsco Corporation, L. I. City 1, N. Y.
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I
—HIGH PRECISION —

For AN Branches of Photography
AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

— 1899—
i W* T " e are set for post-war production,

and announce the coming debut into the

photographic world of the

GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

High-Speed Movie Lens

speeds f : 1 .8 and f:2.3

standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 mm.
movie cameras. For definition, quality and
finest detail in black-and-white and color

movies.

This is one of our new American creations

of high standard now reserved exclusively

for our Armed Forces.

Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

The c.p. GOERZ AMERICAN
$ OPTICAL COMPANY

J OFFICE AND FACTORY

I 317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM-6

NEW. ;

!

The HOLLYWOOD
CINEMETER

A slide rule type of calculator ana
cine data guide that gives instant and
correct answers to problems of:

• Interior Exposure
• Exterior Exposure
• Film Speeds
• Depth of Field

• Camera Speeds
• Title Making
• Auxiliary Lenses
• Lens Shims

Price 50c Postpaid

Order Today!
I VerHalen Publications,

I

6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly'd. 28, Cal.
|

Enclosed is 50c. Please send me a 1

I Cinemeter. '

J

NAME I

, ADDRESS I

CITY. .STATE.

the entire developing reel and inside sur-

faces of the mason jar tops were coated
with paraffin. The pedestal was given
two coats of acid-resistant paint.

In using this equipment, I place it

next to the bathtub or laundry tray
which offer drain facilities for the
film washing stages. The drain hose is

long enough to extend directly into the

drain pipe opening in order to prevent
liquids splashing on porcelain surfaces

of tub or tray and discoloring them.
There is no stop cock on the drain.

Flow of water or solutions from tray
is stopped by raising end of drain hose

above the water level, with hose being
secured in this position by a convenient
hook shown at N.

For a continuous flow of wash water,

inlet hose is connected directly to water
hydrant of washtub or laundry tray,

with the drain hose emptying into the

drain as previously described.

To provide a drying rack for the
film after processing, lengths of heavy
wire, hooked at the end, are driven in

pairs into the upright beneath the plat-

form, as shown at O in diagram. Each
pair of wires diminishes in length so

that the folds of film hanging from
the wires above will not come in contact
with the film immediately below.

When not in use, the complete out-
fit may be stored conveniently in a

small closet. An oil silk or pliofilm hood
slipped over the unit keeps it free of

dust—so essential to a spotless film pro-

cessing job.

J^pw CoH Sound 3or 16mm. . .

• Continued from Page 2)6

The sound track does not follow

the picture film threading. It enters

the film path of travel at the lower
sprocket where it becomes synchron-
ized with the picture film. Both sound
track and picture films travel over
the lower take-up sprocket oogether,

but afterward the sound film takes a

divergent path, proceeding to and
around the sound drum and thence
to the auxiliary take-up reel.

Two makes of 16mm. sound pro-

jectors have proven highly satisfactory

for this method of sound and film pro-

jection. These are the Bell & Howell
"Commercial" and similar models, and
the Ampro models "X" and "Y."

The diagrams 2 and 3 show the

threading arrangement for both sound

and picture films for each type pro-

jector. In both cases a simple editing

board fitted with rewinds is employed
to provide the supply spool spindle

for the sound film and the take-up

reel spindle for the picture reel. In

other words, projecting two separate

films simultaneously involves the need

for dual reel spindles and take-ups.

Such an arrangement as pictured and

described above requires that the pro-

jector operator take up the picture

film by hand, operating the rewind

handcrank as the film emerges from
the projector. This method can be, and

has been, improved with the addition

of an auxiliary motor to drive the

rewind or by coupling the auxiliary

take-up with the projector drive so

that both take-ups operate mechani-

cally by means of spring belts extend-

ed from the projector mechanism.

An examination of the sketches

(Figs. 2 and 3) will show the thread-

ing paths of the picture and sound

films. On the Bell & Howell, the pic-

ture threads with a "start" mark placed

in the aperture, just as in a silent pro-

jector of the same make, and is led

to the front to take up on the geared

rewind spindle. The reel of sound track

film is placed on the second rewind

spindle immediately in front of the

projector, passed over the exciter lamp
housing, around the little spring mount-
ed roller, and then over the sound

drum where a corresponding "start"

mark is placed; then to the take-up

as in regular sound film threading.

It may be necessary to fix on little

pads of velvet to keep the sound track

from becoming scratched as it passes

over the exciter lamp housing. The
velvet can be held in position by strips

of "scotch tape" and can then be re-

moved and replaced at will by a clean

piece.

"With the Ampro projectors, thread-

ing of the sound track should be done

first and is normal except that it

passes from the supply reel below, up

to the tension rollers. The picture

film is threaded exactly as in the

silent machine and the two films to-

gether pass over the bottom sprocket.

The sound track takes up on the regu-

lar take-up spindle while the picture

film is brought forward to take-up on

the hand-turned rewind spindle. It

may be necessary to adjust clearance

on the film guard for the lower sproc-

ket so that the two films will pass

through without scratching. This ad-

justment can be made easily by some-

one familiar with the mechanism.

Comparing the separate sound track

method with recording on discs which

admittedly is the cheapest method of

recording for the amateur, film offers

an almost indestructible recording that

with use diminishes in quality hardly

at all as compared* with home recorded

discs; no stroboscopes need be employed
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to maintain synchronization between

picture film and sound—there can be

no "sync" trouble because both the

sound film and picture film, passing

through the projector together, can-

not get out of synchronization.

How can such sound track films be

made? How much will they cost? A
professional 16mm. sound studio will

charge in the neighborhood of $75.00
to $100.00 for a separate 400-foot

1 6mm. sound track where you pro-

vide the background music on discs

and supply the narrator or do the

narrating yourself. The movie ama-
teur with less money to spend can re-

duce this cost considerably if he knows
an individual owning sound recording

equipment such as the Auricon, and

can prevail upon the owner to make
a sound track for him. Using East-

man 1 6mm. sound recording stock No.

5372, which can be reversed, and by
supplying background music on discs

and doing the narrating himself, the

whole job can probably be done for

around $20.00, which allows the re-

corder owner a modest fee for use of

his time and equipment.

Dual projection of sound and pic-

ture film eliminates one of the costliest

items in a sound-on-film job—that of

making a combined sound and pic-

ture duplicate. It enables one to have

the full quality of original color film

with the perfect synchronism even of

dialogue, and it gives all the flexi-

bility of sound-on-film in the way of

editing and correcting errors in the

sound track. It is still more expensive

than disc recording and necessitates

the purchase or use of a sound projec-

tor, but sound projectors now are not

a great deal more expensive than a

good silent projector plus dual turn-

tables, amplifier and microphone re-

quired for disc presentation of sound.

The use of separate sound track

films will appeal to the movie maker
with an accumulation of personal fam-

ily or travel films, to the doctor who
has produced medical films in Koda-

chrome, the vital color values of which

might be changed in the duplicating

process. Teachers, scientists, lecturers

and others producing 16mm. films never

intended to be duplicated—films for

which there is no need to make dupli-

cate prints—they, too, will find this

system a means of cutting the cost of

adding sound to their movies.

scenario 3or 3hh
• Continued from Page 232

Scene i i : Close-Up. Don thinks of

flipping a coin to, see who does the

work. He now says:

Title: "Its a one-man job. Let's

flip to see who does it."

Scene 12: Medium Shot. Don flips

the coin.

Scene 13: Close-Up of coin on the

ground. It's "heads" again.

Scene 14: Close Shot. Resigned to

his fate, Norm starts the tedious task

of untangling the fishing lines.

Scene i 5 : Medium Shot. Don has

found a very comfortable spot and he

is now seen reclining. His hat is half

slouched over his face. Smilingly, he

toys with the coin which so far has

saved him from work.

Scene 16: Close-Up. Don's hand

is shown playing with coin. As it

turns over in his palm, the coin is

revealed as a "trick" with heads on

both sides. Such coins are easy to ob-

tain for this purpose at any novelty

store or shop selling practical joke

props.

)

Scene 17: Close Shot. Cutback to

Scene 14, showing Norm at work un-

tangling the lines. Fade-out.

Scene 18: Medium Shot. Don is

dozing, Norm has completed untang-
ling the lines. He picks up the can for

fishing worms and the spade, takes

them over where Don is "resting." He
nudges him. Don gets up on one el-

bow, looks around. Norm says

—

ermen

Title: "Look — you haven't done

a thing. How about digging some

worms?"
Scene 19: Close-Up. Don appears

concerned, he pleads

—

Title: "Tell yuh what. Let's flip

again to see who does it."

Scene 20: Close-Up. Norm con-

siders it, appears a bit reluctant, then,

determined to be a sport about it,

agrees.

Scene 21: Medium Shot. Cutback
of coin flying in air.

Scene 22: Medium Shot. Coin falls

near Norm, who bends down to pick

it up.

Scene 23: Close-Up. Don's face is

strained, he fears Norm will now dis-

cover his false coin, he tries to force a

smile

Scene 24: Medium Shot. Norm
walks over to Don, glances at the

coin once, hands it back to him and

says

—

Title': "You're a lucky dog! I lose

again!"

Scene 2 5 : Close-Up. Don is very

much relieved. He kisses coin, places

it in his pocket.

Scene 26: Medium Shot. Norm dig-

ging for worms. Fade-out.

Scene 27: Fade-in. Cutback to

scene where coin flies into the air.

Scene 28: Insert here a series of

flash scenes — preferably dissolving

from one to another—showing the coin
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MOGULL'S
ONE OF AMERICA'S LEADING
FILM LIBRARIES with Thousands of

Subjects to choose irom

ACCCDC your favorite stars in their
r ERm finest pictures. Just the thing

for homes, schools, parties, etc.

Emperor Jones
King Solomon's Mine
April Romance

. . Harmony Lane
I Am A Criminal
International Spy
Last Days of Pompeii
Murder by Television

Symphony of Living

Students Romance
Gun Trouble

and hundreds oi other great Holly-
wood productions for non-theatrical
showings without approval of con-
tract.

Write for catalogue "M" listing

ef flmm. subjects sound-on-film
available at Mogull's.

Base Rental $7.50 overnight or

week-end. Contract rental $6.50

each for 8 or more shows, (includes
rental of 16mm. S-O-F short subject
FREE! !)

We also maintain 8-IAmm. Silent Library

OFFICIAL O.W.I. FILM DEPOSITORY

MOGULL'S
68 West 48th St. (at Radio City)

New York City, N. Y.

QjJiAiU BRIDE'S BOOK

A TREASURED KEEPSAKE— Two acetate pre
tected frames, 4 data pages for names of bridal
party, guests, gifts, etc., blank white pages for
clippings and honeymoon prints. Ivory colored
Duraleather, plastic ring binding. At Stores $2.50
for 5x7" siie, $3.75 for 8x 10"..

free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. KESSTtfES

16mm. SOUND on Film I
! Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

1 CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY I

|
995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54

|

+
r
Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundiec

Sales, Rentals, Exchanges— Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"
J

being flipped, then a close-up as it

falls to the ground, "heads" up. This
is a transitional sequence used to de-
note passage of time during which Don
has resorted to the old dodge of flipping

the fake coin in order to get out of

working.

Scene 29: Medium Shot. Fade-in.

Don sitting by smilingly watching
Norm cook the fish previously caught.

He walks over, starts eating. Fade-out.

Scene 30: Medium Shot. Fade-in.

The fish dinner is over, and Don seems
quite satisfied with the day's events.

Obviously holding an unduly large

portion of the dinner, Don can bare!.-

make it over to his old resting place.

Camera follows him as he reclines,

and gets set for an after-dinner nap.

(For action that is to follow, Don's
resting place should be on the bank
of the stream, lake pier or shore, ad-

jacent to water.)

Scene 31: Medium Shot. Norm
surveys the cleaning-up job left from
the fish-fry. He looks over at Don
and says

—

Title: "I'll flip you to see who does

the dishes."

Scene 32: Medium Shot. Don, with

a sly smile, gets up on one elbow

lazily flips the coin.

Scene 33: Close-Up of Norm look-

ing disappointed. He has obviously lost

again!

Scene 34: Medium Shot. Don, as-

sured that Norm will finish the chores,

rolls over on his side, dozes off. Norm
wearily surveys the mess he must clean

up. Speaks:

Title: "If there's one thing I hate,

its washing dishes!"

Scene 35: Medium Shot. Norm
looks over at Don taking it easy; looks

down at his own job. Suddenly, Norm's
head snaps back in a "double take,"

looking at Don. Camera follows him
as he walks over very slowly, his eyes

fixed on a spot next to Don's pocket.

Sqfne 36: Close-Up. Don is shown
asleep. In turning over, rhe fake coin

has slipped part way out of his pocker.

Norm's hand enters camera as he picks

it up.

Scene 37: Close-Up. Norm picks

up coin, starts to toss it in river. Stops
—looks at coin closely, turning it over
:n his hand. His expression indicates

discoverv of Don's hoax. He looks

down at Don.
Scene 38: Medium Close Shot—

same setting as scene 37. Norm now
enraged, lifts one leg as though to ad-

minister a kick, then connects with the

sleeping Don, shoving him into the

water.

Scene 39: Close-up of Don in water

as he rises to surface sputtering and

registering great surprise.

Scene 40: Close-up of Norm from
viewpoint of Don in water. Norm is

-peaking to Don:
Title: "That's one flip you lost!"

Scene 41: Back to Norm as he fin-

ishes speaking. Flips coin in air, catches

it and puts it in his pocket, turning

away to leave Don (out of scene)

struggling ir. the water as tne camera

fades out to

—

Title: THE END

filming, T)ke fiune %Vedding . . .

• Continued from Page 2) i

desk, picks it up, looks at it thought-

fully, then fingers the pages of his

desk calendar. A closeup of the calendar

shows same opened to the page marked

"My Wedding Day."
Preliminary sequences such as these

effectively introduce both bride and

groom, and give the picture a story-like

introduction. From this point, the ac-

tion may cut directly to events of the

wedding day. After brief, pre-ceremony

scenes of both bride and groom pre-

paring for the wedding, at which time it

is logical and most convenient to intro-

duce shots of the parents of each, in-

troduction of locale of the ceremony

is in order. If it is to be a church cere-

mony, the place may be established with

a closeup of the name of the church

followed by a long shot of the edifice

carefully framed for the most attractive

composition. A medium shot showing

guests entering the church should com-

plete the sequence. Where the ceremony

is to take place in a home, the same

treatment may be given introduction

of the locale to enhance the opening.

With these introductory sequences

safely filmed, attention may be turned

to photographing the ceremony, and

here your best indoor filming technique

will be called into play. Filming the

actual ceremony is out of the question

unless specifically requested by the

parties concerned. Otherwise, a special

enactment of the ceremony should be

staged which will permit wider latitude

for working with the camera and cer-

tainly better photography will result

where lights may be placed to best ad-

vantage. This may be done at a pre-

ceremony rehearsal or after the cere-

mony, when all parties concerned are

dressed in wedding attire. Be particular

to make closeups of the bride and

groom, of the minister, of the place-

ment of wadding ring on bride's finger,

and of the nuptial kiss following the

minister's pronouncement.

The following is a suggestion for

treating a continuity sequence of the

wedding ceremony:
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Scene i: Camera, in positioa of minis-

ter and facing bridal party, picks them
up coming down aisle toward altar.

Scene 2: Medium shot of minister

from viewpoint of bridal party.

Scene 3 : Medium shot with camera

mounted well above heads of minister,

bride, groom, best man, etc. Minister

begins ceremony.

Scene 4: Closeup of minister asking

groom: ".
. . Do you take this woman,

etc."

Scene 5: Closeup of groom saying:

"I do."

Scene 6: Closeup of minister asking

bride: "Do you take this man, etc."

Scene 7: Closeup of bride saying "I

do."

Scene 8: Minister asks for the ring.

Scene 9: Closeup of best man pro-

ducing ring and handing it to groom.

Scene 10: Medium shot of groom
placing ring on bride's finger.

Scene 1 1 : Medium shot of some of

those assembled in the church—rela-

tives, close friends, etc., whom couple

want especially to be identified in the

picture.

Scene 12: Closeup of minister speak-

ing:

Title: "I now pronounce you man
and wife."

Scene 13: Closeup of couple kissing.

Note how the reaction shot—scene

• Continued from Page 23 5

to allow for such extension. Again, some
lenses may fail to seat properly if the

lens adapter (Fig. 4) extends too far

through the stator plate. In such cases,

the adapter may be shortened by work-
ing down the threaded end on an oil

stone. Usually three threads are suffi-

cient to hold the turret unit securely.

A small hole about Y%" deep and %"
in diameter is milled into the back of

the stator plate, as shown in Fig. 2,

allowing the stator to fit over the guide

pin on the lens mount opening of the

camera. Also a slot is cut into the back

of the stator, just below the hole, de-

scribed above, which allows the plate

1
1—is interjected at this point to break

the monotony of the ceremony and to

add a human interest touch. This tech-

nique, skillfully followed throughout

the picture, makes for real professional

cinematography.

To conclude the picture, we natural-

ly turn the camera on the departure of

the wedding party with its gaiety, ac-

tion and the fact it is the natural con-

clusion of the event. If the couple plan

to carry on with a film of their honey-

moon trip, what has been filmed before

will provide an excellent introduction

from which to continue.

Obviously, planning is an essential

chore to successful wedding filming. In

the very beginning, the bride and groom
must decide if they want a complete

picture done in the best cinematic

manner, and if so, if they are prepared

to cooperate with the cameraman in

staging the necessary ceremony scenes

either before or after the actual wedding

with the attendant rehearsals, place-

ment of lights and the patience that

must be endured in getting the best pos-

sible job photographically.

The wedding film can be dressed up
into a highly dramatic and picturesque

record, depending upon the occasion,

imagination of the cameraman and the

extent to which those footing the pro-

duction bill wish to go to make it a

success.

to fit over the left hand exposure but-

ton guard on the front of the camera.

This also serves to keep the turret in

accurate position at all times and pre-

vent its turning when the rotor is

revolved in changing lenses.

Important are the two rotor gauge

pins, "E," Fig. r, which guide the rotor

in place and aid in accurately seating

the lens. They also serve to keep the

lens mounting clear of obstructions un-

til in position to drop into place before

the lens opening. Detail of these gauge

pins are illustrated in the lower unit

of Fig. 2.

There is just one precaution and that

is: the lens, when mounted in the tur-

ret, must be at the right distance from
the film plane. The regular Bell &
Howell lens adapter referred to above is

.1875 in thickness, plus a tolerance of

.0003. Thus the thickness of this turret

completely assembled must not exceed

the total of these dimensions.

The wise cinebug will shoot a few
feet of tests, after assembling this tur-

ret on his camera, before proceeding

with r.ny great amount of filming in

order to insure getting sharp focus. Any
errors, of course, may be adjusted with

a file and emery paper, or shims.

FOR BETTER

MOVIES
to send overseas

—or to enjoy

at home • . . get

PHOTOFLOODS

It's mighty handy to have!

G-E Photoflood lamp R-2 P"p
""""

carries its own reflector... I

fits many a movie making ^ A
need. G-E also makes many
other lamps for every photo

need. . . including projection

and photoflash.

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra",

Sunday 10:00 p. m. EWT, NBC; "The World Today'news,

Monday through Friday 6:43 p. m. EWT, CBS; "The G-E

Houseparty," Monday through Friday 4:00 p. m. EWT, CBS.

G-E MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

GENERAL ELECTRIC

BUY WAR BONDS AND HOLD THEM

YOUR MAGAZINE LATE?

IF YOUR copy of Home Movies arrives later

than usual, remember that in addition to

war time production delays, the nation's

transportation facilities are taxed beyond

capacity, often making it necessary to side-

track second, third and fourth class mail in

favor of first class postal traffic.

Wj appreciate our reader's patience un-

der the circumstances and assure all that

any delay in delivery of Home Movies at

this time is entirely beyond our ability to

prevent.

—HOME MOVIES.

ZJurret 3or Z)ke Jilmo "8 7)
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Bass cries for CAMERAS

No wonder I am sad

. . . I need your camera

equipment desperately

and I'm ready

to pay highest

prices for same.

M a i I it in to-

day.

President

fj^r 179 W MADISON ST.

(Review* 0$ cAmateur 9lilm* . . .

Amazing Glamour Film
Cinderella - Beauty and the Bath -

Starlet Revue - Allure - Beauty

Brevities

Five - Glittering - Glamour - Film

Price—Each film:

8mm. 50 ft. B4W $ 2.00

16mm. 100 tt. B&W $ 4.00
8mm. 50 ft. Kodachrome S 7.50

16mm. 100 ft. Kodachrome $14.75

Postpaid—Send check or money order

Catalog & film sample—Dime
AUDET — BOX 6520 — PHILA. 38, PA.

jnro^rro^^ij'Tnro'iro^^ir^'iro o n 6"6"<r;

50 IDEAS

For FILMING

CHILDREN

Movie Plots!

Complete Scenarios!

Main Titles!

EVERY movie amateur needs this booklet!
Contains more than 50 plot and continuity

ideas; three complete scenarios; and a host

of art title cards for kiddie movies for

only

—

25c
POSTPAID o

HOME MOVIES
° 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif, o

• o
£p-fi-0-v-0-0-fl-0-v-v-0-v-0_a P.g.0.0.8.C.P.v_Q_vJLg

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
5209 W. 23rd St. Cictro SO, III.

• Continued from Page 222

ways, into the attic and behind the stage.

During a lull in the searching activi-

ties, a young lad is shown scraping
chewing gum from bottom of the thea-
tre seats—obviously being emploved bv
the manager for the purpose. His dis-

taste for the job is indicated by in-

clination to lay down on the job and
read comic books.

One of the detectives sets a trap for

the killer and eventually bags the

"monster" clothed in a black robe that

obscures his head and face as well.

When cornered and stripped of his robe,

the killer proves to be the gum scrap-

ing lad on stilts! How did the detec-

tive get his clue? Why simply by read-

ing one of the comic books left on a

I seat by the lad. In it he saw an adver-

I

tisement: "The Little Daisy death rav

gun," reasoned that the kid had bought

I

one and with it committed the mur-

I

ders. Asked his motive for the killings,

\

the kid answers that he was so sick of

the job of cleaning chewing gum from
seats, he decided to kill all movie goers

md thus be relieved of the job!

Well that's some plot, and screwy
or not, it has possibilities if properly

handled as a farce. Ellison's film ver-

sion of it lacks proper story develop-

ment although the camera treatment

was good. Photography was marred only

by frequent underexposure.

Because the scenario was not proper-

ly developed, continuity is not smooth.

For one thing, the boy, very important
; n the story, is not properly introduced

early in the picture. More careful

planning of script and visualization in

advance from camera viewpoint would
have improved end result. Home Movies
has awarded the picture a 2-Star Merit

Leader.

NOT WISELY BUT TOO WELL is an in-

triguing short subject in 16mm. black

ir.d white running 100 feet in length.

Tt was produced by Arthur J. Hurth of

Merwood, Pennsylvania. The story con-

cerns a man who overindulges and

suffers the inevitable nightmare.

Delightful photography shows roast

:urkev, wine, champaigne, cavair, plum
nudding. etc., being consumed—a se-

quence of vivid close-ups so expertly

staged and lighted they resemble those

sparkling photographic illustrations of

food, glassware, etc., seen in the better

magazines.

This sequence dissolves into a shot

oi cumulus clouds rolling and tumbling

rapidly—with the aid of ultra speed

nhotography—which serves the com-
bined purpose of transitional effect and

suggestion that the overindulgent diner

is dreaming. The dream sequences are

a hodge podge of unconnected events,

some photographed and some taken
from commercial short subjects and
intercut with the film. We see a water
color being painted, forming on the
canvas in animation by means of stiop

motion photography; a startling plane
crash that ends in destruction of the
plane by fire; a wild, thrilling automo-
bile ride through city streets; the crash
of a high speed racing car on a beach.

We've all dreamed such things.

Following this is a cut to a close-up

of a clock. There's a bottle of pills

nearby labeled: "For Overindulgence."
A man's hands reach into this close-up

scene, uncorking the bottle and shak-

ing several pills into palm of one hand
—the picture fading into the End title

at this point.

The picture as conceived shows good
story sense. The idea of working en-

tirely in close-ups, except for the dream
sequences, makes it all the more effec-

tive, stirs the imagination. It is a fine

example of how to make an entertain-

ing motion picture with but a single

role of film. Arthur Hurth easily de-

serves the 3 -Star Merit Leader awarded

his effort.

Cine Roundup . .

.

• Continued from Page 226

completely stable and there will be no

deterioration other than that to be ex-

pected by evaporation of any solvent of

like drying time; there will be no at-

tack on the cork and the material is

not corrosive. This new cement has the

added feature that it may be used "For

All Motion Picture Film" both acetate

and nitrate.

*
SOMETHINC new in amateur clubs is

the Movie and Slide Club of Palmer

Park, Chicago. The club is sponsored

by several men who are movie amateurs

as well as 35mm. slide fans. Both movie

amateurs and 35mm, slide fans are in-

vited to become members.

"We believe there is a very kindred

interest between those making Koda-

chrome slides and those who shoot ama-

teur movies," said secretary John Un-
delhofen. "This was manifested at a

recent meeting when members brought

both movie films and slides for screen-

ing. It was gratifying to note the in-

terest displayed by movie amateurs in

the making of Kodachrome slides, and

the similar interest displayed by the

slide makers for amateur movies. Un-
doubtedly many will be converted to

the other pursuit, combining the two
photographic hobbies." No doubt this
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NEWLANDS & SON
6016 BARTON AVE. HOLLYWOOD, 38 CAL.

Announce the resumption of their civilian

35MM., 16MM. AND 8MM.

TITLE SERVICE
Together with their Slide Films for Churches,

Schools and Manufacturers

Send for Complete Catalogue

WORLD'S
GREATEST SHOW
RENTAL LIBRARY

! NOW! You can see all of latest WAR
| and CURRENT EVENTS released by

| CASTLE and other producers, with

lour new ECONOMICAL RENTAL
| PLAN. Write for details.

| KENWOOD FILMS
I 818 E. 47th St. Chicago, III.

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost.

•«»». AM8ERTINT FLIM smm

$3.50 Incl,l<les machine processing. Day-$2.25
light spools, ready to load & shoot.

Per Calif, buyers Include sales tax. "er

HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West's Greatest Film Order House"

Southgate California

E-Z REEL THREADER
MAKES YOUR PROJECTION REEL
THREADING A PLEASURE, EASIER,
MORE SURE, QUICKER THAN

OLD METHOD.
Used on 8 or 16 mm Reels

3 for $1.00 Equips 3 Reels

M. L. WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N.Y.

8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dev Street New York City 7, N. Y.

For Nationwide opportunities,
sound postwar career wait-
ing. Qualify through resident
or home study courses. Write
for FREE catalog.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 W. 33 St.. Dept. 114, New York I, N. Y.

indicates a new trend in the hobby of

amateur photography which will be

watched with interest by the directors

of all amateur movie clubs.

TELEVISION will rely more and more on

1 6mm. films, John F. Royal, NBC's
vice-president in charge of television,

said in addressing the San Francisco Ad-
vertising Club recently.

"Films will make up a large part of

the television programs," he said. "Just

what position the film companies will

take we don't know. They have " the

stars and the talent to make the tele-

vision films, but if they don't want to

make them, there are a number of small

independent groups who are anxious to

do so."

ACCORDING to recent reports, many
servicemen are planning to enter the

1 6mm. exhibitor field after the war.

Along with these men will be numerous
individuals now engaged in war produc-

tion who will turn to showmanship be-

cause of the relatively small investment

needed to go into the field.

THE RECENT announcement by a major
1 6mm. producing organization that it

is starting immediately on the produc-

tion of 12 feature length i6mm. enter-

tainment films in color marks a new
milestone in the development of the

rapidly expanding i6mm. industry.

Jack Seaman, president of Planet Pic-

tures, Inc., has announced September i

as the release date for the first of a new
series of 12 features to be produced by
his firm which will include two west-

erns, two mysteries, two musicals, and
six comedy dramas. Herman Wohl of

PTollywood will produce a series of eight

1 6mm. Westerns in color for IT&T.

Cxperimental

Workshop . . .

• Continued from Page 24}

board unit, which is generally avail-

able from builder's supply houses, the

unit is installed in the room which is

to be used for projection of pictures.

The projector is bolted to the top

of ironing board, as shown, as also is

the turntable unit, where one is to be

employed to furnish music and sound

via recordings, and these are in readi-

ness for use when door of ironing

board unit is opened and ironing board

lowered into place.

When the board is folded and the

unit closed, projector and turntable fit

into special recess built for the purpose

behind the unit.

—

Malcolm Johnston,

Denver, Colo.

HARRISON & HARRISON
6343 Santa Msnin ilvd. Hollywood. Califa

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET—Stock No.
40II-E. $ 1 .20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 18 mms. and a focal length when
cambined of approx. I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all lenses and Prisms
together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
P. O. Audubon, New Jersey

Everything for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic FILM
"J £L M 100 feet A [A
lOM Weston 32-20 H.JW
(prices include processing)

1 8mm -16mm Castle Films

1 Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 -$ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Mitten Title Letters 5.95

Movie Titters - 9.75

8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TXttQudity LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York, N. Y.

EVERY 8MM. FAN WANTS

CINE EXTENAR
It's the new WIDE ANGLE
lens that every cine fan

needs to catch the whole

picture. Simply screws

over regular 8mm. lens,

providing identical focus

and definition plus a WIDE
ANGLE. $27.50

FOR FULL PARTICULARS, WRITE TODAY
CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.

48 West 2?th Street New York City
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CLASSIFIED • ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For over 34 years our policy has
been satisfaction or your money
back always.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l projection lens for 16mm. projectors, chem-
ically coated, $34.45; l%" wide angle Filmo F:l.8

projection lens, chemically coated, $24.85; 3" wide
agle Filmo F:2 projection lens, chemically coated,

S36.60; 4" wide angle Filmo F:2.5 projection lens,

chemically coated. $35.55.

IN STOCK: New Auto Master Turret, I" Ansix F:2.7.

3" coated Cooke F:3.5 4" coated Cooke F:4.5 lenses,

focusing finder, case. Price on request.

USED 16mm. CAMERAS: Filmo 70A, Cooke F:3.5 lens

and case. $115.00; Bolex H-8 with 13mm. Wollensak
F:l.9 focus mount, I" Schneider Xenon F:2 focus
mount, case and filter, $275.00; Filmo 70DA, 15mm.
Wollensak wide angle F:2.7, I" Cooke F:l.8, 3"

coated Cooke F:4 lenses, positive finder with ob-
jectives and case. Price on request.

SPECIAL: another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters. $3.03;

another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast aluminum
base with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr. Splicers for 8

or 16mm. $3.95; 2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds,

each $17.50; dummy with brake, $3.50. New Bell

& Howell 8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model only,

complete at $29.35. 16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels. $3.85;

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans, $3.50; 16mm. Bass 1200 ft.

reels, $3.30; 16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans, $2.15. We
buy 'em, sell 'em and trade 'em. Complete stocks
for new Cine eauipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY. Dept. CC, 179 W.
Madison St.. Chicago 2, III.

• AGFA Hi-Resolving 16mm. recording stock in

400 ft. rolls; RCA 16mm. sound camera, turret,

spring wind, I" F:3.5 lens, microphone, earphones,
studio amplifier. New Presto disc recorder, 78-33-

1/3 RPM. microphone and stand, complete. 16mm.
Bolex camera, 200 ft. outside magazine with syn-

chronous motor fitted for sound; 16mm. Auricon
recorder. Blimp and synchronous motor. 8mm.
Keystone F:2.7; Cine Kodak F:2.7; 16mm. Filmo 75;

Filmo 70DA; new l'/2
' Bausch & Lomb F3. Lenses for

16mm.; new I" F:3.5 lenses for 8mm. wide angle cine

externar for 8mm. 3%" Cooke telephoto F:3.3;
3" Ilex F:3.5 in focusing mount; Victor, Ampro,
SVE. silent-sound and slide projectors to essential

users. 16mm. film measuring machine; Kinolux'
rewinds $8.00; used professional gearhead tripods
for studio blimps $75.00 up. Send for circular on
Camart tripods for 16mm. spring and motor
cameras. Want trades—send lists. CAMERA MART,
Dept. HM. 70 West 45th Street, New York.

• BELL HOWELL 70DA with carrying case. F:2.9

lens, 3" F:3.5 lens, 6" F:4.5 lens. $375; 2" F:2.8 for

8 or 16mm. cameras, $49.50; 5" F:4.5 lens. $75;
2" F:l.5 mounted for 8mm. camera, $125; 2" Cooke
F:2.5 lens for 8mm. cameras. $49.50; Eastman
F:2.7 fixed focus wide angle for Cine Special
$45; 3" F:l.9 for 8 or 16mm. cameras. $180; 400'

steel 16mm. reels, 4 for $1; 400' used humidors
16mm., 4 for $1; 400' 8mm. reels, 4 for $1; 200'

reels and cans, per set, 45c; I60C humidors. $1.95

each; 1600' cans. $1.95 each; 800' reel and can, $1.75

per set; Victor, Ampro, and Bell Howell sound
projectors in stock immediate delivery, will accept
silent projectors in trade; carrying case for 8mm.
Bell Howell projector, $3.95; for 16mm. Bell Howell
proiectors $5.95: Send for list of equipment.
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, established

1914; 86 South Sixth Street; Minneapolis 2, Minne-
sota.

• ZEISS Maximar 9x12 Cm. F:4.5 Tessar lens, Heiland
Synchronizer 24 Cut film holders, Kalart Range-
finder. Film pack holder, gadget bag, ground glass

back. A complete professional outfit that takes

needle sharp pictures. $135. L. A. Gross 9024 Larke

Ellen Circle. Los Angeles 35, Calif.

• ONE Radiant 39"x 52" stand screen, $15.00; I

Radiant 52*x72" stand screen, brand new,
_
$25.00:

2 short sound subjects (16mm.) "Merry Christmas"
and Terrytoons' "Pirate Ship" both new, $8.00

each; one pair Craig Master rewinds, I deLuxe
16mm. splicer—both mounted on board, with film

cement, $12.00. BOB ROSS 5329 N. Albina, Port-

land II, Oregon.

• KODASCOPE 8-80. leather bound case, takeup
reel, lamp, splicer, $80.00. Ouik-Set titler, black
steel background I6"x24", magnetized Gothic letters

white—66 l'/2*. '62 I", numerals, punctuations, $35.00.

OREGON COAST ASS N., Coos Bay, Ore.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size. 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46 Southgate. Calif.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

WANTED
• WANTED— Used equipment. Bargain list on re-
quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures. 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $100.00 each.
Distributors make big money with these. Send
$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION, Universal City, Calif.

• WANTED to buy: Eastman 16mm. magazine
camera, also 100 ft. magazine for Cine Special.

RALPH BOICE, Warsaw. Indiana.

• REPERFORATING machine for converting 16mm.
to 8/8mm., AC-DC current. Box S-645, HOME
MOVIES 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood.

• NEW Argus C-3 complete with case and flash-

gun; brand new DeJur exposure meter, case, for

best offer on Bolex H-8 or Kodak Magazine with

telephoto lens. BERNARD GAFFEY, Silverton,

Oregon.

• HIGHEST prices paid for 16mm. sound-silent

projectors still and movie cameras and films.

Describe fully. ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York
City.

• WANTED Distributors for 16mm. motion pic-

tures. Generous deal for responsible people. Write
for details give referencs. ULTRA PRODUCTIONS,
P.O. Box 319. North Hollywood. Calif.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• HOME Title Letters—white letters, proper shad-
ing, easy to use. Full instructions furnished; 220

pieces in set—$5.00 postpaid. Money back guaran-
tee. Limited quantity. Samples sent for 10c. CALI-
FORNIA PATTERN LETTER SUPPLY, 4823'/2 Oak-
wood Avenue, Hollywood 4. Calif.

• MAKE your own vanishing titles, fadeouts and
light diffusing shields with heavy duty "Craftex"

—

easy to use. 20"x25" sheet $1.00. Satisfaction guaran-
teed or money refunded. MAJOR SERVICE, 3510

Palmer St., Chicago 47, III.

• TITLE CENTER 1 NG GUIDES for use in accurately

centering your camera with titling board. Center-
ing guides printed with instructions for the follow-

ing cameras: 8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak, 8mm.
Single lense Filmo. 8mm. Cine Kodaks 20, 25 and
60. 8mm. Keystone, 16mm. Kodaks K and E, Filmo
all 70 models. 121. 141; 16mm. Victor, 16mm. Key-
stones A3, A7 and Bl. Specify make and model of

your camera and enclose 10c for each guide de-
sired. HOME MOVHES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood 28, Calif.

TECHNICAL
BOOKS

For Your

HOME MOVIES HOBBY
How To Title Home Movies _ $1.00

How Te Reverse Movie Film 1.00

Gadgets And How To Build Them 1.00

How To Use A Movie Camera .50

50 Ideas For Filming Children 25

50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25

How To Roadshow 16mm Films _. .25

We Prepay Charges

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• FILMS for sale or rent. 16mm. and 8mm. 10%
reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS. Lewisburg, Penna.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury,
Conn.

• I BUY. swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
iectors. new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231. Calwa City, Calif.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at afl times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• HAVE la rge 8mm. film library to trade for
Lionel O gauge railroad equipment. LESTER M.
RIEDEL 3207 Joslyn Rd., Cleveland II, Ohio.

• LARGE selection of sound-silent projectors,
cameras, films, projection lamps, Griswold and
Craig splicers, rewinders, reels and camera films.
ZENITH. 308 West 44th, New York City.

• GLAMOUR girl movies, 8mm., 16mm., black-
white, Kodachrome. America's largest line. Catalog
25c (coin). WORLD IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS'
Box 392-C. Elmira, N. Y.

• UNUSUAL sparkling movies—Comedies, Travels.
Glamour Newsreels, Sports; film and equipment.
"Starlet Revue," 8mm. $2.00; 16mm. $4.00 e.ach.
Sample film and catalog, dime. AUDET Box 6520-
CC, Philadelphia 38, Pa.

• WRITE for latest catalog of 8mm. and 16mm.
film subjects— its Free! RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629
Lyman Ave., Oak Park, III.

• NEW-USED, 8mm.-16mm.-35mm. silent and sound
films and supplies. We buy and sell. PARAMOUNT
FILM SERVICE, Monmouth, III.

• WESTERN Thriller—Tom Mix in "Show Down,"
100 ft. 8mm., $2.00; 200 ft. 16mm. $4.00; also,

Pretty Glamour Girls. Lists, catalog, sample, dime.
Zientek-Films, 1129 Monroe Circle. Baltimore 25,

Md.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,

Box 539. Brockton. Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film. 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subjects sold, exchanged. Sound library.

BETTER FILMS 742 New Lots. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• FINE duplicates, enlargements or reproductions.
8mm. and 16mm. Precision perforating 16mm. for

double 8mm. cameras. Optical and Photo equip-
ment refitted and rebuilt. Ideas developed. MAC-
VAN MFG. CO., P. O. Box 385. San Diego 5,

Calif.

• REVERSAL or negative motion picture process-
ing— 100 ft. 16mm. 75c; 50 ft. 16mm. 50c; 25 ft.

double 8mm. 35c; 25 ft. single 8mm., 25c. RITTER
FILM SERVICE, 629 Lyman Ave., Oak Park. III.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.

• "HOW TO MAKE MOVIES FOR MONEY" 16-

page booklet that tells you how to turn your movie
making into a profitable hobby. Tells where to
solicit business, how to get publicity, prices to

charge and includes typical short subject scenarios.

Price 10c copy. HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd..

Hollywood 28, Calif.

• FOR SALE RCA battery radio hand type luggage
model. Good condition. Batteries now available.

$22.50 shipped prepaid to you. L. G. Gross 9024

Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles 35, Calif.



V P BETTER SUBSTANDARD

MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS

ANYWHERE!

If you have a feeling that all quality substandard

motion picture cameras are alike, an inspection of

BOLEX will prove to you definitely and conclusively

that there is a difference—and a mighty big difference.

From mechanical design to case design, inside and
out, BOLEX incorporates characteristics and advan-

tages which, in the words of experts throughout the

world, cannot be surpassed. The reason for this is

quite simple. BOLEX is not a "mass production"

instrument; it is far above the usual conception of

what constitutes precision construction. To begin with,

more than 130 years of experience in precision instru-

ment construction are behind BOLEX, and it was
during these years that craftsmen added more and
more to their knowledge, and passed it on to suc-

ceeding generations. Thus, at the present

time in the factories of Paillard and
Company, the men who design, develop

and assemble BOLEX cameras possess an

inherent knowledge of precision un-

matched anywhere.

Only BOLEX cameras offer the versatile

performance that can come from such

exclusive advantages as the following:

automatic threading, parallax correcting

viewfinders, magnified critical visual focusing, filming

by hand crank, re-winding mechanism, provisions for

making "stills" — in addition to many other features

found in no other camera.

If you aspire to productions which rival the pro-

fessional screen, if you desire to show movies in your

home which will be the envy of your friends, if you
value a trouble-free camera, if you want an instru-

ment that is really economical, if you admire beauty

— then you have no other choice but to specify a

BOLEX, and insist that you get a BOLEX. So, visit

your dealer today, or tomorrow sure . . . and reserve

your BOLEX if he hasn't it in stock at the present

time; he will be in a position to deliver within

30 days.

BOLEX H-8 and H-16, outstanding values

for the money, are priced at only $200.00,

without lens or case. The BOLEX L-8, a

miniature beauty, costs only $68.75 plus

$12.50 tax. Write for interesting litera-

ture. NOW, the new Kern-Paillard lenses

1" F/1.4 (coated) for BOLEX H-16 and

the yt" F/2.8 for the L-8 are available in

limited quantities.

521 FIFTH AVENUE • NEW YORK 17, N.

THE WAR ISN'T OVER YET



YOU'LL find these original Filmo Firsts

in the Sportster 8, plus many extras like

single-frame exposure device for animation

work . . . built-in exposure guide . . . four

film speeds including slow motion.

The Sportster 8 is small and light, easily

hand-held with perfect steadiness. Its fast

F2.5 lens gets the scene even when lighting

is poor ... in true-to-life full color, or spar-

kling black-and-white . . . and additional

special purpose lenses are instantly inter-

changeable.
,

— Like all Filmos, the Sportster 8 is precision-

built and so easy to use anyone can make
superb movies with it.

J
Drop-in Loading is quick and easy.

No sprockets to thread, no loops to

form. Closing camera door closes film

gate, and you're ready to shoot!

2 The Filmo Governor and sturdy spring

drive assure uniform film exposure

through constant speed.

^ Built-in Spyglass Viewfinder is break-

proof, dirt-proof, excludes extraneous

light; sighting is sure and easy.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY, Chicago; New York;

Hollywood; Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

wM

BETTER PROJECTORS BY BELL & HOWELL
ARE COMING, TOO

In fact, Filmosound 16mm. sound-on-film

projectors can be ordered now without a

priority. Of course, government and high

priority orders must be filled first, but

unrated orders will be handled according

to our ration system. To avoid unneces-

sary delay, place your order with your

local Filmo dealer now.

Buy and Hold More War Bonds

OPTI-ONICS—products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send me information about : ( ) Filmo Cameras
and Projectors for ( ) 8mm. I j 16mm. film; ( ) im-
proved Filmosounds.

City State.

N-MADE BY yT\ f /
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"Our Victor was with us on the hot sands of Africa, through

the hell of Syria, Egypt and on the beachhead at Anzio . . .

it hit the beaches on D-day" . . . thus write the soldier-users

of Victor equipment. And, as the makers, we're just a little

proud of this record of service.

Victor is built to take the rugged handling and unusual con-

ditions afforded by a global war . . . Victor's trouble-free

performance and well nigh fool proof operation made it the

ideal GI 16mm Sound Motion Picture Equipment.

If equipment were to receive honorable discharges on "points,"

many a veteran Victor would come home now to a well-earned

retirement. But there's still work to be done and Victor will

keep on doing it . . . Victor will faithfully provide entertain-

ment and training for GI's wherever they carry on the grim

business of war.

Invest In Victory — Buy More War Bonds

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (181 McGraw-Hill Building, 320 W. 42nd Street

Chicago 111 788 W. Randolph

MAKERS OF I 6 M M EQUIPMENT SINCE 1923



OLLYWOOD
LM ENTERPRISES

INC.
) Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California

•k Write tor data on ani-

mated cartoons available

in sound, also sound and

color!

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.

Please ship the following films indicated belov

Remittance Enclosed Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

State

City
Zone
No.

] Send Free Catalog

Film Title Price
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Entertainment Films for Every Occasion

Wailxh Be&t Animated GantootU

In Stnm. and 16 Silent and 16 4nni*t Sound and Goltte

HOME

OSWALD
RABBIT

Buzzing Around
The Magic Wand
Oswald's Goofy Gopher
Remote Control

>i LOW PRICES plus theatre quality prints

2*y^> make animated cartoons ideal entertain-

' ment for home movie shows. Augment your

library of personal films with a selection of ani-

mated cartoons such as the Oswald Rabbit sub-

jects suggested at left. One hundred foot lGmm.

subjects cost only $2.50; 50 foot 8mm. subjects

but $1.25. Order one or more today and see what

a difference they make in your movie shows!

Latest catalog lists scores more.

>i FOR SCHOOL assemblies, en-

^ tertainment periods, P.T.A.

benefit shows, there's nothing

like a good comedy program of

animated cartoons. Hollywood Film

Enterprises are exclusive distributors

of Walt Disney cartoon films in 8mm.
and 16mm. Subjects listed at right are

but a few of the scores available

—

at surprisingly low prices. A 100 foot

16mm. subject costs but $3.00; 50 foot

8mm. subject $1.50.

SCHOOL

mickey mouse)
Mickey', Waterloo
*!*'V,' Barn Dance
^l^ey's Fi„ish
Wickey s 0lypmie q
"'key's Bicycle Race

J

CLUB
PEP UP your club movie programs with animated

£~ŝ

> cartoons. Hollywood Film Enterprises are world's

largest distributors of animated films in 8mm. and

16mm. including Donald Duck, Mickey Mouse, Oswald Rab-

bit, Bosko, Meany, Miny & Moe, etc. Subjects listed at right

are but a few of Donald Duck cartoon films listed in our

large catalog. Prices: 100 ft. 16mm. $3.00; 50 ft. 8mm. $1.50.

* Write for data on ani-

mated cartoons available

in sound, also sound and

color!

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.

Please ship the following films indicated below:

Remittance Enclosed Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

State

City
Zone
No.

r-ilm Titla Price0LLYW00D
ILM ENTERPRISES

INC.
>0 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
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8mm

Own 80,7!¥ in One

16mm

Castle Film

MOST SPECTACULAR Naval disaster ever

filmed! Before your very eyes the huge

carrier erupts into a blazing volcano as

sneak attack of lone Jap bomber sets off

hundreds of tons of bombs and gasoline.

See intrepid Franklin crew fight holo-

caust of horror as hundreds of their ship-

mates perish! Heroic rescue scenes...

hair-raising close-ups of suicide Jap
planes blown to bits as they dive in for

the "kill". . . and finally, the unsinkable

"Big Ben" arriving home under her own
power! Truly an epic film—a mighty saga

of our fighting Navy!

"YANKS BATTLE FOR OKINAWA"
plunges you into the midst of a savage

struggle of unparalleled ferocity! See

our land, sea and air forces exterminat-

ing the foe at Japan's own doorstep.

Actual combat scenes . . . unbelievable

until you see them! Both in one great

Castle Film!

9m f New DeLuxe Castle Films' Catalog describing more than 125

J £b
" thrilling home movies! Historic War films! Sports! Thrills!

Adventure! Travel! Fun Cartoons! Send coupon now!

8 mm.
50 feet . . . $1.75

180 feet. . . 5.50

16 mm.
100 feet . . . 2.75

360 feet . . . 8.75

Sound, 350 feet 17.50

ORDER FORM
1

HM-7
j

Send Castle Films' "Bombing of U.S.S.
|

Franklin!" and "Yanks Battle for Oki-
|

nawa!" in the size and length indicated.

Name j

Address.

City_ -Zone- estate-
I

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

FIELD BUILDING
CHICAGO 3

Remittance enclosed snipc.o.D.n Send Castle Films' FREE Catalog
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IN THE JULY ISSUE

NOW OFF THE PRESS

Film World brings you latest news of

the 16mm. non-theatrical film indus-

try including last minute figures on
7th war bond film showings; report

on the burning of training films by

the Army; the prospect of 16mm.
theatres after the war; and novel

trailer units to service and repair pro-

jectors on the spot.

Educational—The plan the Los Angeles
Schools have devised to evaluate new
films, and suggestions on how to in-

crease the use of educational films

in the classroom.

Religious—How a company in Chicago
(

is making animated films for use in

churches and religious gatherings.

Industrial—A report on the methods
used by one large oil company in cir-

culating its films to the public; de-

tails on the production of "Red
Wagon," most ambitious industrial

film never made in 16mm.

Exhibitors—Tips to 16mm. exhibitors 1

are offered by a veteran in the field

as he describes successful methods
of operation.

Medical—A new department in Film

World, appearing for first time this

issue, describes the large part 16mm.
film is playing in the field of medi-

cine.

And every month—Late 16mm. re-

leases are reviewed by the editorial

staff; what's doing among the asso-

ciations; the film booking guide; and
non-theatrical films currently in pro-

duction—these and other features

are found regularly in

—

FILM WORLD
The basic magazine of the ibmm. film

industry.

Subscription Price

$3 per year

Write today for free sample copy

6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Cal.
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REVIEWS...

of cAmateur (llmA
By | H. SCHOEN

LIFE'S PARTNER, 150 feet 8mm. Koda-

chrome, offers an interesting pattern

for a home movie embracing one's

family. In this picture, filmer Pat Va-

lenti, of Morrisville, Penn., eulogizes his

wife as a loving and devoted mate and

cheerful homemaker, picturing her in

round-the-clock chores, and tieing the

scenes together in pleasing continuity

by virtue of poetic titles.

The picture opens with this subtitle:

"When the daily dawn awakens

And the time of night has fled,

We find her always ready

For the task that lies ahead."

Following this is a short sequence

showing Mrs. Valenti, very chic in

housecoat and makeup, making beds and

tidying up the room. Then follows this

title:

"Though her first job is a mere one

In the day that's just begun,

Her place within the kitchen

Is a most laborious one."

Then we see Mrs. Valenti in the

kitchen preparing breakfast. The picture

goes on from here to show the wife bid-

ding husband goodbye, as he departs for

work, then proceeding with the day's

work: cleaning house, caring for the

children, cooking, baking, doing the

laundry, etc.

Early in the picture, subsequent to

his departure for work, we see the hus-

band, employed as a projectionist, busy

in the theatre booth. Late at night he

returns home to his wife and children

to find the house spic and span, a nice

warm dinner, and the good solid after

dinner comfort of his living room. Fre-

quent titles in verse explain the action

and aid in carrying the story along to

conclusion.

Here is a novel treatment for a family

movie that demonstrates how a definite

idea plus poetic titles can lift ordinary

round-the-house family shots from

mediocrity to the level of well rounded

continuity.

Originality of treatment, good

photography and excellent titling won
for this film a 3 -Star Merit Leader. No
data is available on equipment used.

THE INEBRIATE, 200 feet 8mm. Koda-

chrome, produced by Hal Sodergren of

Los Angeles, suffers from inadequate

direction and a degree of underexposure

in photography that makes the picture

difficult to watch on the screen,

A drunk comes home in the early

morn, has trouble unlocking the front

door, and after making considerable

noise, finally gains admittance to his

home. Once inside he is overly cautious

not to make noise that might awaken
his spouse. Tiptoeing in the darkened
room, he stumbles over furniture, skids

on a child's neglected roller skate, gets

tangled up in flypaper, then skids on

a bar of soap with results resembling

the old Mack Sennett comedy formula.

Reaching his bedroom, he finds a

note pinned to his pillow stating his

wife and kiddies have gone to visit

mother overnight. The drunk reaches

beneath the bed and brings out a whis-

key bottle. Finding it empty, he slumps

across the bed and is soon asleep.

Time passes and early the next morn-

ing, wife and kiddies return home. The
disturbed furnishings give evidence to

the kiddies that "daddy is home." The
despairing wife discovers her mate just

as he awakens from his sleep, "conks"

him with a rolling pin, to put him

slumbering again. While this story re-

sembles George Valentine's "Nocturnal

Narrative," Movie of the Month for

October, 1944, it lacks the good direc-

tion, acting and effective photography

of Valentine's film. Sodergren has un-

derexposed far too much in his attempt

to achieve the nocturnal lighting neces-

sary to the story. Better results would

have followed by lighting the sets

normally in a low key and with light

units more subtly used.

The action is too slow, a matter

which can be improved somewhat by

further editing. Titling is good except

that two styles of lettering are used so

that we see one kind of title for awhile,

then a switch to a different format.

Subtitles should always be the same in

format and in lighting throughout the

picture.

Mr. Sodergren's conscientious effort

to achieve a professional result, how-

ever, has won for him a 2-Star Merit

Leader for this film.

LETS CO RABBIT HUNTIN", 200 feet
1 6mm., black and white, lacks interest

because of the monotony of its subject

matter. Had Earl R. Hardesty, of Balti-

more, who produced it, threaded a light

running gag throughout the picture,

• Continued on Page 304
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ADDITIONAL PRIZES

For Best Amateur Motion
Picture On Any Subject

Attention all amateur motion pic-

ture producers! Here is the chance
you've always wanted. Now your own
motion picture can earn you big
money— and all the glory that goes
with being a producer of a commer-
cially distributed film.

Anyone may enter. There's noth-
ing to buy and nothing to sell. Your
production may be on any subject— any length

!

Why this contest? To stimulate
and help develop better amateur
motion picture production!
Ten internationally famous

judges will select the winners. Names
of judges will be announced shortly.

Get started now! The contest will
close July 1, 1946, and all entries
must be received prior to that date.
Write I.T.&T. Contest Editor for
complete details and your entry
blank today.
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Two Truly Great

"MUST" Films Every

Projector Owner Will Demand!
"FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT"—A motion picture you will cherish forever!

Brings to the home movie screen all the personal warmth of this great humanitarian.

See F.D.R. at the "Big Three" conference—visits to training centers here and overseas,

—his 4th Inaugural Address—the last rites and other epochal scenes in the life of a

man loved and revered by the entire world. An invaluable film for generations to come.

These films have theatre-

like quality—processed and
edited in EX C EL'S own
laboratories.

"FALL OF THE NAZIS"—The film you've been waiting for—hot off the battle field

showing amazing closing battle scenes
—

"the final, bloody but fatal stand taken by

the Hitler Hordes to beat off the all-powerful conquering armies of Democracy"

—

"the relentless onslaught of the Yanks and the Russians and the French and the

British armies, waging the battle for Freedom of the World"—and the Surrender of

the German officers
—

"a limp in their goose-steps, as they trail General Jodl into the

little Red Schoolhouse where they sign the document of UNCONDITIONAL SUR-

RENDER"!

These films are individual films and not connected on one film.

First ask your DEALER—or tend this handy order form for the original Excel Processed Film.

MOVIE PRODUCTS
4230 W. DRUMMOND, CHICAGO 39, ILL.

EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS, Dept. 9, 4230 Drummond Place, | -EXCEL MOVIE PRODUCTS, Dept. 9, 4230 Drummond Place,

Chicago 39, Illinois.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find S

Z FALL OF THE NAZIS
16mm.
Highlight 100 feet 52.75

_ Digest 200 feet 5.50
8mm.
Highlight 50 feet 1.75

Please send me

16mm.
Z Complete 360 feet S 8.75

Z Sound 350 feet 17.50

8mm.
Z Complete 180 feet 5.50

_ 8mm Digest 100 feet S2.75

Chicago 39, Illinois.

Gentlemen: Enclosed find 5 Please send me
FRANKLIN DELANO ROOSEVELT
16mm. 16mm.

Z Highlight 100 feet $2.75 Z Complete 360 feet S 8.75

Z Digest 200 feet 5.50 Z Sound 350 feet 17.50

8mm. 8mm.
Z Highlight SO feet 1.75 Z Complete 180 feet 5.50

J 8mm. Digest 100 feet $2.75

Name. .

.

Address.

| Name . .

.

| Address.

City State City State.

I

I
I

J



NEW HOPE

Enlarged 46,656* frames

To fill your screen with moving image, each 8mm frame is reproduced

many thousands of times in area. Because pin points on film grow

to silver dollars on the screen, your camera must capture every detail

sharply, the projector must enlarge faithfully and brilliantly.

This perfection calls for the utmost in optical development and engineering

skill— so apparent in Revere 8mm Cameras and Projectors. Revere will

continue to enjoy in postwar days the respect of critical cine fans everywhere.

Remember, keep on buying war bonds. *Approximate number of"8mm film areas to fill 30x40 screen

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

In pursuit of happiness, look forward to Ievere g
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T I T L E S P L 0 T S
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By EDMUND TURNER

IT'S JUST NATURAL for everybody to like to see a good fight,
whether it be a fistic encounter or the more sporting fight dis-

played by teams or participants in sports. Use this title as the
incentive to assemble a reel on the subject of fights: boxing,
wrestling, baseball, hockey, football, then the more exciting en-
counter of two little boys in the street, a dog and a cat, two
roosters, etc. Climax the reel with a final sequence showing an
inebriate coming home late. Greeted at the door by his irate

wife who weilds a rolling pin, the dazed drunk shadowboxes for
a moment, then falls from the blow to end the picture.

AS EACH MEMBER of the family drops coins into the family
piggy bank, dissolve to a sequence of shots that depicts the day-
dream of how each hopes to spend the money that will eventually
accumulate in the bank. Dad visualizes a fishing trip; Sonny,
an afternoon at the amusement park; Sister, a new toy; mother,
a new dress and hat—and so on, picturing the whole family.

In this way each member of the family can be starred in

effective action with a purpose that far surpasses the random
shots that otherwise might be taken. Often old footage can be
edited into appropriate sequences. Climax picture with shot of
dad secretly opening bank with blow of a hammer, then having
to turn proceeds over to insurance man or bill collector who
calls unexpectedly for payment.

ITS NATURAL FOR children to dream of what they would like

to be when they grow up. Using this as your main title, why not
film a series of sequences picturing each child in the family in

some important role such as fireman, policeman, circus clown,
etc. Here, scenes shot of a fireman in action, a policeman ma-
jestically directing the town's traffic, shots of a colorful clown
in the circus parade—all these can be intercut to represent each
child's vision of his future career.

A surprise ending would be of the little girl who firmly states

she wants to be like her daddy when she grows up. The revealing

sequence would then show daddy dressed in women's clothes, etc.

REMEMBER WHEN? How often have you said just that, then at-

tempted to describe your experience? If you have pictured many
ot your experiences with your movie camera, here's an idea for

combining the shots to form interesting continuity. After the

main title, pictured here, follow with subtitles pertaining to the

sequences you have prepared, as for example:

Remember when: "We were in Chicago?" "We went to the

beach?" "We visited Yosemite?" "Tunior smashed the birthdav

cake?"

A married couple with some years of married life behind them,

could add a laugh by closing the picture with a sequence be-

ginning with a subtitle: "You promised to love me forever?"

Show dad, dressed in outdated apparel, proposing, etc.
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COUNT ON KEYSTONE PRECISION MOVIES
FOR GREATER VALUE PER DOLLAR

Keystone manufactured before the war the largest line of 8 and 16 mm.
Projectors and Cameras to sell at popular prices. When our war program
ends, Keystone will again offer fine precision equipment.

Of" -3

MODEL K-8

Interchangeable lens mount for f.3.5,

f.2.5, f.1.9; 1" and 1W Telephoto.

Three speeds - normal, intermediate,

slow motion.

Built-in optical view-finder with tele-

photo masks.

Audible and visual footage indicator.

Push button and locking device.

Wrist strap handle - Tripod socket.

No sprockets to thread, easy to load.

Uses standard double 8 mm. film.

Color or black and white film.

_evenonst>U-

Three-v/ay

ufnr framing-
Knob for

Large
Wower fa

ltTnotor.

Motor shatx
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CAMERA STUDIES by self-styled Sons of Heaven

"STAY OP £*ECimOW.Chinese captive

granted extra moment of life, but only

while noble son of Nippon holds heroic

pose for snapshot to delight honorable '

folks back home."

AAAERiCAW PTliSONEKS carry their

wounded in blanket litters on Death March

from Bataan. Enlightened Japanese would

give wounded comrades grenades for

honorable suicide."

" 0« i HOW ART<ST(C are the Japa-

nese people, who can find, even among
savagely resisting enemies, subjects for

sensitive camera studies like this."

ki GLORIOUS OFFERING to the Emperor

by soldiers who worship him. This was
church of Philippine enemies; charred

objects among wreckage were its priests."

FINISH THE JOB!
•

Buy more War Bonds

than ever!

•

Give more blood than ever!

Buy only what you need!
•

Stay on your job — until the

"Rising Sun" is set!

Photography is our business, but we're working hard to hasten the day

when it will be impossible to take photographs like those above.

Making high-precision optical instruments for the Army and Navy

is our full-time job— until the time when people everywhere can be

photographed, without heartbreak and without shame.
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THE application of filters in color

photography is, as yet, a compara-

tively new field for the movie ama-
teur. But filters, in the form of solid

color screens placed before the camera

lens, are destined to play an important

part in the future color activities of

serious amateurs.

Filters, I believe, often have been made
to appear a great deal more mysterious

than they really are. Actually, a filter

is nothing more than a screen which

holds back certain color radiations

while admitting passage of others. Nor
are all filters colored. There are, for

example, filters to remove harmful

ultra-violet rays. These appear practi-

cally colorless to the eye. Otherwise,

however, filters for color photography

contain some sort of coloring matter

and are available in a form that makes
them readily attachable to front of the

camera lens.

LARS MOEN, whose explorations and
developments in color photography are well

known both here and in Europe, has written

a new book treating the subject in all

its phases, which soon is to be published by
Ver Halen Publications, Hollywood. The
article beginning on this page is an adap-
tation of the chapter on filters which con-
tains information of importance to all

movie amateurs.—EDITOR.

Filters become particularly important

in color photography when we are

working with integral tripak—the

technical term for such films as Koda-
chrome and Ansco Color—since they

offer the only means of color balance

control at disposal of the photographer.

In the use of Kodachrome or Ansco
Color, the only way in which the rela-

tive effect on the three emulsion layers

can be controlled is through use of cor-

rective filters which hold back some of

the red, the green or the blue; permit-

ting one color to act to a greater degree

than another, or than it might other-

wise were no filter used at all.

The first and most common use of

filters in color photography is that of

correcting the color value of a par-

ticular light source to fit a type of film

not intended for use with such source.

Most cine flimers know that Koda-
chrome film is made available in two
types: regular, for outdoor filming and
Type A for indoor filming with photo-

floods as light source. Ansco likewise

provides two types of color film

—

daylight and 3200 K. tungsten. In

both cases, each type is designed for its

respective light, and to use daylight

type film indoors under artificial light

or indoor type film with natural day-

light completely ruins color values in

the exposed film—unless compensating
filters are employed.

Filters are available that compensate

• Continued on Page 300
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• Above, left—A. J. Aiello of Detroit, onetime movie amateur now a successful limm. showman,
operating one of the pair of Amprosound projectors that are a part of his exhibiting equipment.
Adjoining photo shows Aiello screening films for students of one of the many schools subscribing to his

projection service.

16mm. Film Exhibition --

Business With 1 Future
Detroit Cine
Opportunities
For Profit . . .

Fan's Experience Proves
Abound For Showing Movies

* For The Advanced Amateur

THE exhibition of 16mm. films as

a business has come into its own as

one of the nation's more important

new industries. Whatever may be said,

in the hazy aura of pipedreams, anent

1 6mm. eventually replacing 35 mm. as

the medium for theatrical films, the

fact remains that already the business

of showing theatrical films in 16mm.
width is enormous. The field in which

this promising activity is finding wid-

est expression is the thousands of rural

communities unserviced by 35mm. the-

atres—farming centers, mountain re-

• Photo below shows typical rural commu-
nity audience watching movies brought them
regularly by the travelling roadshow man.
Operator, with his Victor 14mm. sound pro-

jector, is shown at left. Shows are given

in open air, in auditoriums, schools and
grange halls in communities not serviced by
regular 35mm. theatres.

sorts, and the like — and schools,

churches, clubs, etc.

The record is bulging with case his-

tories of onetime amateur movie en-

thusiasts who entered this field with

nothing to recommend them but their

experience in projecting home movies,

later to become successful 16mm. show-

men. Recently, Home Movies received a

letter from A. J. Aiello of Detroit,

Michigan, telling how this magazine

sparked an ambition that later developed

a thriving film exhibiting enterprise.

"Four years ago this month," said

Mr. Aiello, "I chanced in a camera

shop and purchased my first copy of

Home Movies. One of the articles I

read in the magazine gave me the idea

that I could make money showing

movies. At the time, I had an old silent

1 6mm. projector which I used in show-

ing films with background music played

from records on dual turntables.

"I sold my silent machine and made

a down payment on a Victor sound

projector. To acquaint myself with its

operation, I put on a number of free

shows in my basement for the neighbors.

A month later I had some business cards

• Continued on Page 303
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* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

1 STORY that is easy to film, that

calls for a minimum of players and

no extraordinary acting talent, are

the specifications usually demanded by
the amateur in quest of a home movie
scenario. The shooting script that fol-

lows here seems to fill every requirement.

An adaptation of a successful amateur
film, "The Book Agent," it is both

timely and appropriate for the man
and wife with a movie camera looking

for a story idea that will afford oppor-

tunity for both to display their his-

trionic talents—corny or otherwise.

The cast requires a young woman, a

young man, and a middle-aged or el-

derly woman. The locale is your yard
and garden or a similar setting in your
neighborhood. The story concerns a

lady book agent who gets her way and
eventually her man. Two rolls of film

should take care of all scenes and titles,

and shooting should occupy no more
than your usual spare time this coming
week end.

Titles, of course, are very important
to the story and the first one—the main
title—is:

"The Premium"
SCENE i—Medium follow shot:

young lady book agent, book in one
hand, brief case in the other, walking
briskly along sidewalk toward camera.
She looks off scene, sees man (not in

view) working in garden.

SCENE 2—Medium shot: man in rose

garden (front yard, close to sidewalk),

pruning rosebushes, etc.

SCENE 3—Back to scene i. Book
agent stops, adjusts dress, hat, etc.,

keeping eye on man. Advances, then

stops at front gate, opens it confidently

and enters.

SCENE 4—Medium shot looking to-

ward front gate from position of man
who is in foreground, his back half-

turned toward camera. Book agent ad-

vances toward him. Cut to

—

SCENE 5—Medium closeup of same

action as agent enters scene. She greets

man, then offers him book she has been

carrying, speaking:

TITLE: "I'd like to interest you in

our latest books. Look at the handsome
bindings and

—

"

SCENE 6—Closeup of man as he

looks up at agent, speaks:

TITLE: "Books?!! I never read 'em!"

SCENE 7—Back to scene 6 as man
finishes speaking.

• The star of this story is

a lady book agent with a

brief case full of late edi-
tions and a keen eye for

the males . . .

SCENARIO FOR THREE
A Man, A Girl And An Older Woman Comprise

The Cast Of This Sprightly Comedy That
Requires But Two Rolls Of Film...

I

SCENE 8—Closeup of agent as she

reacts to his statement somewhat dis-

appointedly. She offers further salestalk.

SCENE 9—Medium closeup of agent

and man (same as scene 5). Man tells

her again he's not interested in books.

He looks her over from head to toe,

observes she's rather attractive, then

with a sly smile says:

TITLE: "Nope—no story books. Now
if you have an address book—with your

phone number in it, I may be inter-

ested."

SCENE 10—Coseup of agent as she

reacts with indignation to his remark.

Thrusts book under arm; turns away.

SCENE 1
1—Same as scene 4—agent

walking briskly away in a huff as man
laughs to himself. As she reaches gate,

he resumes his work.

SCENE 12—Exterior of man's house.

His mother opens kitchen window, calls

to him.

N

SCENE 1
3—Closeup of mother call-

ing:

TITLE: "Yoo ho! Come to dinner

Son!"

SCENE 14—Medium shot of man in

garden. Hearing mother's call, he looks

up toward her briefly and replies:

TITLE: "O. K. Ma!"
SCENE 1

5—Medium closeup of agent

on sidewalk. Young man in garden in

background. She's powdering nose—
compact in hand, etc.

SCENE 16—Tight closeup of agent's

face as seen in compact mirror. Hearing
the woman call her son, her face lights

up. She speaks to self:

TITLE: "Son? Ma? A SINGLE
MAN? ? What am I doing!"

SCENE 17—Medium closeup of agent

as she finishes speaking. She hastily

closes compact, thrusts it in brief case,

straightens up and walks with deter-

• Continual on Pitge 302
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Home Made Enlarger For

Movie Frame "Blowups"
Here's Answer To The Movie Amateur's
Desire For A Simple Means For Making
"Stills" Of His Pet Movie Scenes...

1 DISCARDED coffee can, your pro-

jector lens, a bottle cap and a few
boards, plus a few odds and ends

such as nails, screws, wire etc.—with

these easy-to-acquire items may be

fashioned a simple enlarger that will

enable you to make enlarged paper

prints from your favorite 8mm. movie

film scenes.

Every movie amateur has experienced

the desire to see his "pet shots" repro-

duced as still photographs. Thus far,

no successful enlarger has been mar-

keted for the amateur's use in blowing

up 8mm. film frames. But why wait

for the manufacturer's article when you

can easily build your own enlarger?

Actually, construction is relatively sim-

ple as may be seen from the accompany-

ing diagrams and description.

In principle, this film frame enlarger

resembles the ordinary photo enlarger

PROJECTOR LENS

-COFFEE CRN

8mm FILM
HOLDER
(see Ofrsn 'C')

PROJECTOR LENS
(Sff Of Tfl/i "B ~)

B

I
BOTTLE CRP
DlRPHRRM

fa'PLYvJOOD

CUT FILM
HOLOER

BOTTOM OF COFFEE CRN LRMPHOUS.E

• The completed enlarger. Attached to wall in

back of editing table, film from which frames
are to be enlarged is run between film rewinds
and up through gate of lamphouse. Image is pro-
jected briefly on panel of 2'/4 "x3 l/t

" cut film placed
on adjustable shelf below.

such as you would find in any dark-

room except that it is designed to hang
on a wall instead of resting on a table.

The base is a piece of }/4 " pine 5" wide
and 26" long. Mounted at the top,

by means of metal tabs, is a discarded

2 pound coffee can which serves as the

lamp house. The lid, as may be seen,

is fitted with a porcelain lamp socket

which takes a 100 watt frosted lamp.

The metal tabs are soldered to the can
and attached to the base with nails.

A means for transporting and holding

the movie film is attached to bottom
of the coffee can after a suitable aper-

ture is cut. This is shown in detail in

diagram C. First an aperture the exact

size of an 8mm. film frame is cut in

the bottom of the can and the edges

smoothed with a file and emery paper.

Two pieces of hardwood, which form
the track for the film, are attached at

either side of the aperture by means of

small stove bolts, as shown. The track

pieces are champered out on the inside

edges to a depth corresponding to ap-

proximately the width of the film.Thus,

when film is in place within the track,

it lays smooth and level, insuring sharp

and even focus throughout the enlarge-

ment.

To ease passage of the film, two small

• Continued on Page 298

• Diagrams showing details for constructing
various parts of the enlarger. The completed
unit is shown at A. Method of applying dia-
phragm made from bottle cap to front of
projector lens, used as enlarging lens, is

shown at B. Detail C shows construction of

film holder and transport on bottom of two-
pound coffee can which serves as lamphouse.
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• Editing movies is as fascinating as filming,

provided the job is approached systematically

and with adequate equipment. Demonstrated
is simple editing procedure.

• For The Beginning Amateur

EDITING is too often regarded as

something that concerns only the

advanced amateur or professional

movie maker. As a result, many ama-

teurs allow their films to go on the

screen just as they are received from the

processing laboratory, glossing over er-

rors with verbal explanations as bad

shots unfold with the good.

Where film, as it comes from the lab-

oratory, contains under- or over-exposed

sections, perforations, scenes out of fo-

cus, fast panorams, etc., these should

be cut out and discarded even though

no further effort is made to edit the

film. This preliminary cutting—the

weeding out of unsuitable footage—is

the first step in film editing.

To many movie amateurs this may
be old stuff—but the fact remains that

many have rolls of old films lying

around on cupboard shelves that have

never been edited. Forgotten after

two or three screenings, these films are

potential material for continuing pur-

suit of the home movies hobby at a time

when scarcity of new film makes activ-

ity with the camera out of the ques-

tion.

Before proceeding with discussion of

subsequent phases of film editing, let

us consider the equipment that will be

needed for the job and how it may be

used to best advantage. Editing acces-

sories and equipment need not be elab-

orate nor expensive. Where one has

plenty of time and patience, a good

job of editing can be done with nothing

more than one's projector, a pencil and

pad of paper, small slips of paper or

lew Movies From Old Films

Simple Editing Of Shelved Films
Often Reveals Hidden Continuities

LISLE C
Corr. Secy., Syracuse Movie Makers Ass'n.

N W

cards for identification tabs, plus spli-

cer and cement. But the addition of a

pair of geared film rewinds, a means of

inspecting the film under high mag-
nification, and a file box or rack for

the film strips will make the task easier.

One's investment in primary editing

equipment need not exceed ten dollars.

Geared rewinds may be purchased for as

little as $3.00 per pair. Cement—and a

fresh bottle is essential—costs a quar-

ter. A small magnifying glass may be

had from the dime store and balance

of accessories—pencil, paper, pair of

shears and light cotton gloves (to pre-

vent soiling film) will cost little.

The film file box or rack may easily

be made from materials at hand in the

average home. One method is to take

a number of discarded typewriter rib-

bon or pill boxes and tack them in rows

on a board or panel of plywood, num-
bering them in consecutive order for

ready identification. Several cardboard

egg cartons arranged on a board also

make a serviceable film strip holder.

If carpenter's tools are available, drill

holes about 2" in diameter part way
through a one-inch board to a depth of

about Ys". The cups will hold coiled

film strips ready for splicing. And then

• Continued on Page 297

• First step is to screen picture and make notes as guide to cutting,

editing and titling. Stop projector frequently in order to complete notes.

• At editing board, break film down into individual scenes except where
scenes follow in proper order. Coil film strips, mark with identifying tag.
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• Earl Ibberson (right), president of Minneapolis Cine Club, presents 1 944-45 club trophy to

Elmer W. Albinson for his 14mm. Kodachrome documentary, "Old France in New Quebec." Home
Movies' editors screened and judged the contest films in Hollywood.

The Editors Judge A

Cine Club Contest
Public Showing Of Prize-Winning Films
Climaxes Initial Contest Of Eight Year
Old Minneapolis Cine Club . . .

w H M

THE spice of any field of endeavor

is the contest—competition of al-

most any kind between several per-

sons—to determine who has done the

best work, who has turned in what an

impartial jury will consider the better

job.

No better field offers possibilities for

exciting contests than home movies, for

producing a good motion picture gives

play to a number of talents, including

writing, acting and staging, photo-

graphic technique, editing, titling, and

finally the presentation.

But it is probably the lure of friendly

competition that finds so many amateur

movie clubs holding regular film con-

tests among their members. One of the

best to come to the attention of Home
Movies' editors was completed late this

spring by the Minneapolis Cine Club of

Minnesota.

Of course the word "best" takes in a

lot of territory, but in many ways this

contest was notable, not only for num-
ber of entries, but for the variety and

quality of subjects filmed.

This contest marked the first time

the Minneapolis club had attempted a

general competition, and the results

proved their leaders moved along the

right track. As is advisable in a club's

first contest, no limitations were placed

on length of films entered, and as a

large number of entries was desired,

members were allowed to submit as

many films as they wished.

The Minneapolis Club prevailed upon

the editors of Home Movies to act as

judges. They were considerably sur-

prised when, weeks later, a large carton

arrived in Hollywood containing 2

1

entries from 18 different members of

the club, a commendable showing from

a club membership of 75.

The club's grand prize was awarded

to Elmer Albinson for his film entitled

"Old France in Modern Quebec," a

travelogue in 16mm. color picturing the

French section of our neighbor to the

north. In fact, so good did the editors

find this film that they have acclaimed

it the Movie of the Month for July, and

a full and complete description of it

appears on another page in this issue.

Almost every type of amateur motion

picture was represented in the contest.

First place winner in the 16mm. divi-

sion went to Nelson's "Home on the

Hills," an excellent film depicting the

building of a new home, from drawing

the first plans to day of completion

when Mr. Nelson carried his wife across

the threshold. Nelson had action in

every scene, and his compositions plus

generally good exposure contributed

much in netting for him the first place

award.

A close contender was Mr. Bergland's

"Playmates," an interesting little family

film of what happens when mama's

away. His ideas were clever, and more

frequent change of camera angles

would have resulted in his winning a

higher award.

Third place went to "Worst Aid vs.

First Aid" by Charles Carroll, a film in

which the good and bad methods of

first aid are contrasted. The film was

well paced and edited, but some un-

necessary titles detracted from its over-

all quality.

In the 8mm. division, first place was
awarded to Al Lindemann's "A Dog's

Tale," a film in which a little white dog,

"Snowy," gets a bath in the family elec-

tric washer, finds it anything but com-
fortable and decides to leave home. But

wandering is not for him, and in the

closing scenes we see him returning

home and crawling happily into his mas-

ter's bed. Lindemann's control of the

dog is good, and he did well with a

difficult subject.

Ray Kullberg's "My Day," picturing

the activities of a baby, was a strong

contender for first place, and although

well done, lacked the human appeal of

"A Dog's Tale." Kullberg's camera

followed the baby throughout the day,

from arising in the morning until bed

time at night. His photography was
excellent, and his editing, titling, and

other techniques equally outstanding.

Good photography featured John
Flekke's entry entitled "North of the

Border up Canada Way" which received

third place in the 8mm. division. While
the continuity of this travelogue was
not up to par, the fishing scenes and air-

plane shots were good enough to offset

some of this deficiency and capture the

third place award.

Films which did not place included a

travelogue to Mexico in a 1926 Dodge
car, the growth of a little girl taken

during her first seven years, a couple

of pictures on boy scout activities, good

• Continued on Page 304
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Filming Jungle Warfare
Onetime 16mm. Movie Maker Tells How Cameras

Perform Under Fire In Battles of the South Pacific

M

I
WAS one of the United States

Army combat cameramen who
filmed the motion pictures, "Attack

—

The Battle of New Britain," and "West-

ward Lies Bataan." These pictures were

photographed in the dense jungles of

New Guinea and New Britain and pre-

sented many unusual obstacles to the

cameramen seeking to record on film,

the South Pacific war as they saw it.

For my first combat assignment, I

was attached to the first Marine divi-

sion which was scheduled to hit Cape
Gloucester in New Britain on Decem-
ber 26th, 1943—the day after Christ-

mas. When I hit the beach that mem-
orable "D" day, I chose the flow of

supplies to the front lines as my imme-
diate film story. The LST's were beach-

ing; trucks were rumbling out, loaded

with supplies; lumbering Alligators

—

the huge amphibious tanks—carried the

supplies inland within rifle distance;

here sweating ammunition bearers took

over—all midst a din of unrelenting fire

from guns, large and small.

For this job I used a 35 mm. Bell &
Howell Eyemo camera equipped with a

two-inch f/2.8 Taylor-Hobson-Cooke

lens, and a six-inch f/4.5 Dallmeyer

telephoto. Because tripods were too

bulky for this type of assignment, I

was using the familiar handle that

screws into bottom of the camera in

place of the tripod.

To protect the camera against salt-

water corrosion and the high humidity

of the tropics, I had coated all bright

parts of camera and lenses with vaseline,

paying special attention to the lens

mounts, turret head, camera door and

the film gate. This is not as messy as

it sounds. The vaseline can be wiped off

easily and the protection it gives cam-
era and lenses during the frequent trop-

ical rainstorms is inestimable.

Upon reaching the front lines, it

seemed unnaturally quiet for a war to

be going on. Hearing an occasional Jap

gun softly chut-chutting away, I asked

a marine where the Jap might be. He
indicated a dense jungle ahead. I could

see nothing but dense vegetation, vege-

tation that muffled all the sounds of

war. The Jap was there, well hidden

and camouflaged and dug in under huge

trees or strapped high in the treetops.

Here he lay quietly with infinite pa-

tience hoping for an unsuspecting Am-
erican patrol to pass.

When night would come, the jungle

Jap became the silent, treacherous

maurader, searching out Americans in

fox holes as targets for his hand gren-

ades or bayonet. This was the unseen

warfare which we were to try to record

on film. To stand up and photograph

the lines meant flirting with instant

death from sniper's bullets. But by

crawling forward with the bazooka

• Author Rayhack's combat camera equipment
ranged from the reliable Bell & Howell Eyemo
35mm. camera to the studio type Wall sound

camera. Later, 16mm. cameras were employed
where use of the heavier 35mm. equipment proved
impractical.

teams, with the flamethrowers, or

crouching behind advancing tanks, we
were able to get the action pictures we
wanted. The enemy—the cleverly con-

cealed and camouflaged Jap — was

eventually photographed, but only after

he was burned, blasted, or dragged half-

dead from holes and smoldering pill-

boxes.

The movie camera assigned to all

cinematographers for use in the combat

areas was the 35mm. turret Eyemo,

loaded with hundred-foot spools of

pan film that ran slightly more than

1 minute on the screen. A few hand-

held 35mm. De Vrys were introduced

later. Then there was the Wall 35 mm.
single system sound camera which was

used only in the staging areas where

speed and mobility in capturing battle

action was not essential, but where

sound was an important factor. This

camera was the one used in recording

the traveling USO shows that passed

our way featuring Bob Hope, Jack

Benny, Carol Landis and others. It was

also used on the cruiser Nashville for

recording actual invasion operations.

Though all combat cameramen were

long used to handling 35mm. cameras,

eventually we were forced to admit
that the hand-held 35mm. cameras

leave much to be desired when it comes
to using them in actual combat film-

ing. They are bulky and do not accom-
modate a sufficient load of film. Limit-

• Continued on Page 292

• Abandoning his big sound camera for a
moment, the author, indicated by arrow,
moves in with his Eyemo 35mm. camera for
a close-up shot of General MacArthur (left)

preparing action for invasion of Hollandia.
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mm OF THE MONTH
By J .

H

THERE'S an old saying that good

things come in small packages and it

has been used frequently in ad-

monishing movie amateurs to keep their

footage down to the barest minimum if

they would make the most interesting

pictures. There are exceptions to this old

saying, of course, and one of them is

the eleven hundred foot 16mm. Koda-
chrome picture, "Old France In Modern
Quebec," produced by Elmer Albinson

of the Minneapolis Cine Club, and
which has been selected by the editors

as the Movie of The Month for July.

The frame enlargements appearing on

this page speak eloquently of Mr. Albin-

sons photography. It is an exceptional

job from every standpoint. His com-
positions have the masterful touch of

old world artists both in composition

and in color balance.

"Old France In Modern Quebec" is

a documentary that portrays with

marked fidelity the people, life and cus-

toms of the old French settlements of

Quebec bordering the St. Lawrence
river in Canada. Well written informa-

tive titles enhance the film, better, per-

haps, than could spoken narration had

the film been made in sound.

The picture opens with shots of a

typical French-Canadian farm, with in-

terest centered on the old but substan-

tial home and the French family who
occupies it. Albinson's camera has skill-

fully caught interesting character studies

of old and young members of the

S C H 0 E N

family as they spend Sunday at rest in

their garden.

There is a quaintness about life of

ih:se substantial people unsuspected by

most of us, and as we sec them journey-

ing to church by horse and buggy in

the soft rainfall of spring, we realize

that all the hustle and bustle, that

passes for modernity just a few miles

south of the Canadian border, has left

no mark upon these people and their way
of life which remains substantially the

same as that of their homeland ante-

cedents in faroff rural France.

We see the menfolk at work in the

lime kilns; the women baking bread

in huge outdoor ovens; others churning

milk, then delivering the byproducts by

dog cart. Oxen replace horses in the

fields and in drawing hayloads on the

country highways. We see these self-

sufficient families harvesting fine vege-

table crops and preparing them for

market, later transporting them to the

big city by horse and wagon. In Que-
bec, the vegetables are displayed in a big

open-air market place which provided

many colorful shots for Albinson's ex-

ploring camera.

Presently we see Quebec from the

opposite shore of the St. Lawrence. Al-

binson mounted his camera upon the

deck of a riverboat, capturing many
colorful panoramas of the city from an

interesting viewpoint. From here, Al-

binson goes on to show many interest-

• Continued on Page 292

• Reproductions of frame enlargements
from "Old France In Modern Quebec,"
16mm. Kodachrome picture produced by
Elmer Albinson of Minneapolis. Honored as
the Movie of The Month for July, film also

was awarded grand priie in Minneapolis
Cine Club's annual contest.

• At right are reproductions of fine in-

formative titles which contribute much to

success of "Old France In Modern Quebec."

Soon the milk will be in the
square handchum and butter
press which have been in use
for the past hundred years.

Dog-drawn carts haul the
milk. Here dog; power means
as much as horse power.

When the woodfire has

heated the outdoor bake-

oven, coals come out and

dough goes in. Two hours

later, loaves are shoveled

1 out.
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PEORiA CINEMA CLUB

Jcuria. SlUiurts

^lectures leading to the degree

u_ ™1UJ signatures appear hereon.

^^of.heBctdofDiteetor^vh.sev^

nmeteen hundred and forty

„ . . day O'— * ~
Given thi^

on a common level.

• It is important to plan demonstrations and lectures to be entertaining
primarily, and informative in a subtle but effective manner.

|^|INEMA club educational programs
. can be interesting and productive if

V carefully planned and organized. To
those amateurs whose responsibility it is

to provide material for the membership
of their clubs, these suggestions are of-

fered as a result of a tried and proven
plan.

Before disclosing some of the features

of the educatinal plan, it is first im-
portant to survey the characteristic

need which exists in most any group of

amateurs. The desire of the average

novice in photography is to be permit-

ted to attend meetings without the em-
barrassment of feeling inferior to other

members because of his lack of technical

knowledge. One who is brave enough
to seek and explore, through club mem-
bership, deserves the kindness and re-

spect of advanced technicians and with

a moderate amount of help will develop

into the most loyal type of member.
The member who joins a club to show

off his skill soon burns himself out and

becomes delinquent if not undesirable.

The one most desirable is he who seeks

knowledge, who comes fresh with un-

biased impressions. I like to think of a

good member as one who might com-
pare with raw film awaiting exposure,

free from any impression or influence

but ready for the shutter to click to

imprint upon him that subject at which
the camera is aimed. Those who are aim-
ing the camera are therefore the ones

responsible for exposure, knowledge of

this human emulsion speed, and condi-

tions under which the exposure must be

made.

The mysteries of photography have
a most fascinating appeal if presented

in some systematic order. To accom-
plish this, it is advised that the entire

Educational Programs

For Amateur Movie flubs

Peoria Cinema Club Finds "Show 'Em How"
Programs Potent Factor In Maintaining
Membership Interest At Peak...

B y D R K . BAUMGARDNER
Peoria Cinema Club

general subject of photography be

broken down into basic branches, each

one of which can deal with an important

phase, and then later tie them together

in relationship to each other. Suggested

topics might follow in this order: Light

Phenomona and Lens Structure; Emul-

sion Speeds and Exposure; Filter Fac-

tors; Illumination; Composition; Ca-

mera Technique; Title Making; Creative

Artistry. Perhaps others can be added

to this list, but practically every phase

will be thoroughly covered by these

subjects. Mysterious photographic prin-

ciples reveal themselves to be quite

simple if all material available on each

subject is presented and question periods

allowed after each session.

To present an educational program

to a club, it is important to bear in

mind that class participation is neces-

sary and this is possible by assigning

one subject to a group whose job it is

to collect all information and data per-

taining to the matter and condensing it

to one class period. Current magazines

have unlimited material for this purpose

as well as text books which can be ob-

tained from the public library. Photog-

raphic publications make excellent text

books as the illustrations usually aug-

ment the discussions with good ex-

amples. This method has proven to be

much more effective than obtaining a

guest speaker whose brief appearance

usually covers only a portion of the

subject.

This plan serves a double purpose; it

presents a program to the entire mem-
bership but it more effectively brings

an inrceased knowledge to those who
prepare the material. One must remem-
ber that it is the singer who enjoys the

song. An educational director or board

of directors to supervise the program
activity is most useful and helps to

provide authentic information in the

• Continued on Page 296
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^i&tt&20U4tCl HOME M
DOUBLE ENJOYMENT FOR YOUR FAMILY

"Oooo, Mommy! Daddy's home". . . a

race to the gate, a little squeal of de-

light, and upsa-daisy into Daddy's

ready arms.

Adorable family incidents like this

can be vividly yours . . . forever . . . with

home movies, a personal film library

built around a Bell & Howell Filmo-

sound.

Not only will a Filmosound show

your personal movies to best advan-

tage and let you relive your happiest

memories . . . but professionally made

How fo Get a Filmosound 179

for Home Use
Anyone is now eligible to purchase a Filmo-

sound 179 without priority rating. Of course,

rated orders will continue to receive first

consideration according to government reg-

ulations. But don't let this delay your placing

an unrated order. Send it immediately. Such
orders will be filled as soon as equipment
becomes available.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New
York; Hollywood; Washington, D. C; Lon-
don. Established 1907.

sound films are also yours to screen

at home, yours to rent or buy from

the extensive B&H Filmosound Library.

In performance, dependability, ease

of operation, Filmosounds excel! Typ-

ical is the new improved, cooler Filmo-

sound 179 ... a 16mm. sound-on-film

projector offering brilliant 750-watt

illumination (1000-watt optional) . . .

and built in the same tradition that has

made Bell & Howell the preferred

studio equipment of Hollywood and

the world.
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home movies' experiment
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

Checking Cameia Speeds
After considerable use, the best of

cine cameras may get out of adjustment

so that they do not transport film at

exactly 16 frames per second. This can

result in under-or over-exposure in spite

of accurate exposure meter readings.

A simple method for checking your

camera speed is illustrated here. It in-

volves the dependable principle of the

stroboscope in the form of a film loop.

Making the stroboscope loop is the only

real work, but easy when directions are

carefully followed.

The diagram shows method by which
the number of lines for the stroboscope

is determined. A length of white film

leader (or unexposed film) is secured to

drawing board with thumb tacks. A
ruler, laid on board as shown for either

the 1 6 f.p.s. or 24 f.p.s. speed, will

enable you to mark off spaces for the

lines— 1 mark for each '/gth inch mark
on ruler. The alternate spaces are then

filled in with india ink. Length of film

will depend upon size of loop required

by camera. Calculation is the same for

either 8mm. or 16mm. camera strobo-

scopes.

The following chart gives the linear

speed of 16mm. film in feet for the

various standard f.p.s. speeds and the

number of lines required per inch:

-SOUND- 24 FRAMES C+12448)

-TACK
SILENT- 16 FRAMES(+8t32)

Frame
Speed

12

16

M
32

48

64

Feet Per

Minute

I 2

18

24

36

48

72

96

Lines

Per Inch
Inches Per
25 Lines

I 2- 1/2 2

8-1/3 3

6-1/4 4
4-1/6 6

3-1/8 8

2-1/12 12

1-9/16 16

After lines have been inked in and

the loop completed, it is inserted in the

camera—threaded the same as when
loading with new film. With the aid

of a small neon glow lamp suspended

in close proximity of the stroboscope

loop, the camera is started. As the loop

travels in its fixed path, the black lines

should appear to remain stationary if

camera is running exactly at 1 6 or 24

f.p.s.—whichever speed is being tested.

This stroboscope is designed for us:

only where the neon glow lamp is

powered by 60 cycle alternating cur-

rent.

—

W. B. SanforJ, Fall River, Mass.

End Title

A novel end title for a travel or vaca-

tion film, where trip is made by auto-

mobile, may be made as follows: With
cutout letters of paper or cardboard

form the words "The End" on one of

the car windows. Roll down the win-

dow, then with camera mounted within

the car, shoot your closing scene through

the open window. Then, as end of scene

is reached, have an assistant roll up the

window to reveal the words "The End"
which will be superimposed over final

frames of the scene.

Bolex Frame Counter

A disc of black cardboard 1 Yz" in

diameter makes an excellent frame

counter for the 8mm. Bolex camera.

Unscrew winding crank and, after

perforating disc in center, slip it over

winding crank shaft. With white ink,

mark a "O" on disc at point opposite

name plate on camera (designated as

the starting point). Then operate single

frame release, and mark 1, 2, 3, etc. on
disc after each exposure until the entire

disc has been numbered. This will give

a disc with 72 marks around its peri-

meter indicating 72 frames per revolu-

tion of disc. This is ample latitude for

the average fade and lap-dissolve.

—

W-
C. Britt, Seattle, Was/j'n.

Swivel Projector Base

Small closets converted to home the-

atre projection booths often present the

problem of limited space for the pro-

jector, making it difficult to thread.

The photo above shows a swivel plat-

form which permits swinging projector

.iround an arc of 90° in order to thread

it with greater ease, then returning it

to projection position. As may be seen

in photo, two small casters are attached

to under side of platform at rear. A
swinging door spring assembly is fitted

at the front which counterbalances the

unit, making it easier to swing where

heavy projectors are used. This feature,

however, is not essential and may be

replaced by a single carriage bolt ex-

tending down through the shelf on

which platform rests and pivots.

A "stop" block nailed on top of shelf

insures the base stopping at correct

position in relation to screen each time.

—A. R. Boxi en, Deni er, Colo.
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cine workshop *

shortcuts contributed by readers

*

Fades With Lens

Fadeins and fadeouts may be executed

by the simple expedient of opening or

closing the lens diaphragm manually

while shooting. The problem in making

fadeins, is to return lens diaphragm to

the correct f/ stop at end of the fade.

The diagram shows how this may be

accomplished with accuracy.

Using a strip of scotch or adhesive

tape, set the lens at the correct if stop

for taking the picture, then wrap tape

around the diaphragm adjustment ring

one full turn, extending the tape to

side of camera and making it fast, as

shown at A.

Thus in opening up the lens manually

from fully closed position, the tape

serves to stop the adjustment ring at

the proper f/ mark as end of slack in

tape is reached. To fadein, lens is closed,

as shown at B, then slowly opened to

exposure position as shown at C. Fade-

outs are accomplished by reversing the

procedure.

—

George W. Thomas.

Two-way Tripod Level

An important accessory to any
camera tripod is a two-way level that

indicates when tripod head is resting

fully horizontal, a protection against

crooked or uneven framing of scenes.

Th; dual level pictured is the type

usually found on butcher's scales, etc.,

rnd may be purchased from any scale

repair and service shop. Mounting on

head of the Eastman Kodak tripod is

relatively simple. However, other style

tripods do not always offer the wide

head featured by the Eastman. Where
this occurs, level may first be attached

to a durable piece of metal with a hole

drilled at one end to permit mounting
ii between tripod head and camera or

tilt-pan head—the end on which level

is mounted protruding beyond head

about i y2 inches.—S. P. Painting, Phila-

delphia, Pcnna.

LONG RflNOE
VIEW FINDER

Viewfinder Mask
Owners of the Keystone K-8 camera

will find the idea suggested here of

value when making telephoto shots.

This camera provides an auxiliary long

range viewfinder on the side with a

small rectangle in the middle repre-

senting the field area of the i Y2" tele-

photo lens.

In order to make viewing through

this ar:a easier on the eyes, a simple

mask may be placed over the viewfinder

which obscures from view all but the

area actually taken in by the telephoto

lens.

Make the mask of a piece of tin or

other light metal cut slightly larger

than the long viewfinder frame. Bend

the edges, as shown at A in diagram,

to form a track so that mask may be

easily slipped over the viewfinder frame.

This may be done by making a die of

MONEY FOR YOUR IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! Ii you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler. tell

others about it. Ii you have devel-

oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in iilming. titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

Ii your idea is published, you
will be paid $1.00. An extraordinary

idea will net you $5.00!

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, ii possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-

lished will be held for possible use

in later issues of Home Movies.

metal or hardwood of the same outside

dimensions as viewfinder frame, then

laying metal over it and bending edges.

Cut out hole in center with sharp chisel

—George S. Case, Valley Stream, N. P.

Candid Shot Finder

For making candid shots unobtrusive-

ly with a cine camera, a reflecting

finder such as used on folding still

cameras can be fitted to the camera as

pictured below. On Bell & Howell

8mm. cameras, a top front screw can

be removed from the case and replaced

with a No. 3-48 machine screw with

the head cut off. This stud is put in

with a nut screwed on to take the

place of the original screw to hold front

plate of camera in place.

The projecting part of the screw is

used to mount the finder with a small

piece of brass bent in shape of an angle.

A thumb nut can be used to hold the

• Continued on Page 305
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• Simulated single camera setup for photo-
graphing take-off and landing characteristics
of aircraft. Diagram below shows layout of
eguipment for single and two camera
analysis.

RANGE 7000 FT.

3500 FT

FLIGHT PATH

AIRPLANE MUST
FOLLOW THIS
FLIGHT PATH-x

|

1500 FT-'

WIND
INDICATOR UNIT-7 'S^-

CAMERA

SINGLE CAMERA

WIND
INDICATOR UNIT1500 FT

|_ X CAMERA V BASE LI NE

CAM E RA 1500-T0_JN- CAM ER
NO. I f 2000 FT." NO. 2

TWO CAMERAS

Flight Analysis Recording

With 16mm Camera and Film

* HIGHLY SPECIALIZED motion
picture cameras and projectors for re-

cording and analyzing take-off and

landing characteristics of airplanes have

been developed for the Civil Aeronautics

Administration. The use of 16mm. mo-
tion pictures has proven an accurate

means of determining speeds, accelera-

tions, ground run distances, and flight

paths, and thus, runway lengths needed.

This equipment, developed by the Bell

and Howell Company of Hollywood, is

more than a motion picture camera;

it is an automatic precision instrument

that measures accurately the distances

travelled by an airplane along the flight

path, and its corresponding heights at

exactly uniform time intervals. The
equipment—some of which is pictured

here—includes two cameras, two wind

indicator units, two control units, and

an analyzing projector.

In normal operation, where the flight

path follows the center line of the run-

way, only one camera is required. This is

located 1500 feet to the side of the

runway, and opposite the point where

the airplane leaves or contacts the

ground. The camera follows the plane

while an electrically controlled shutter

obtains picture and data at same time.

When conditions prevent a precise

location of the camera with respect to

the flight path, particularly in the case

of seaplanes or flying boats, two cameras

are required. These are located 1500 to

2000 feet apart, and are electrically

controlled so that simultaneous pictures

are obtained. The use of a special type

of drafting device is then required to

project the line of sight from each

camera through the imaginary flight

paths to a point of intersection. This

drafting device, known as the "Geomet-
• Continued on Page }0)

• Photo No. I (reading down from top) is

a closeup view of the specially designed
Bell & Howell 14mm. camera, rotary mount-
ing and telescopic sight used in filming
planes in flight for characteristics analysis.

Photo 2 shows front view of camera. Photo 3

is view of camera exposure and speed con-
trols. Photo 4 shows analyiing projector in

use. The film is projected vertically by
means of mirror and the image analyzed on

the charted screen below.
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Closeups

HARRY F. WARNER, of Warner Brothers'

Pictures, Hollywood, has a research

staff of five men currently surveying

the educational films field with the

object of branching into this phase of

motion picture production. The deci-

sion, it is reported, would mean a com-

plete, unified 16mm. production unit

on the Warner lot that would open up

many opportunities for skilled cinema-

tographers and specialists in 16mm.

ANOTHER 1 6mm. motion picture studio

is slated for Hollywood with the form-

ation recently of Consolidated 16mm.

Studios by Edward Nassour, Los An-

geles manufacturer and capitalist. Studio

would not only produce its own pro-

gram of 1 6mm. films, but make avail-

able complete studio and production

facilities to other substandard film pro-

ducers in the non-theatrical field on a

straight rental basis, patterned after the

rental studios in the 35mm. industry.

TELEFILM, INC., Hollywood's first

1 6mm. film and sound studio, has en-

larged its facilities to producers to in-

clude complete 16mm. processing and

color reproduction department featur-

ing new Houston equipment. Also add-

ed is an animation department devoted

exclusively to 16mm. productions and

staffed with competent artists who

have served with some of the best ani-

mation studios in Hollywood. This

move affords the small independent

1 6mm. producer facilities for including

animation sequences in his productions

at nominal cost.

*
FRANK KNAUSS, Los Angeles, whose

1 6mm. film, "Carnival Of Color," was

described in the May, i944> issue °*

Home Movies, later won an achieve-

ment award in Home Movies' 1944 an-

nual amateur contest, has turned com-

mercial film producer. His first instruc-

tional 1 6mm. production, "Industrial

Design," is currently being released

without sound.

Photographed entirely in closeups, the

picture takes one project—the design-

ing of a modern radio cabinet—and

follows through from the initial order

to delivery of the completed design.

Purpose of film is to give layman an

idea how industrial designing is achieved

and to show the potentialities of this

field as a career. In this, it is strongly

• Continued on Page 305

• Luis Osorno Barona, Mexican cinematographer, best known for his 16mm. color
photography of Mexican documentaries released in U. S. by Coordinator of

Inter- American Affairs.

Barona - Mexico's lo. 1

16mm. Cinematographer

* THOSE who have been privileged to see the many fine color

films on Mexico released by the Coordinator of Inter-American

Affairs will remember the name of Luis Osorno Barona, the

photographer. Today, Luis Barona has become Mexico's pre-

eminent native 16mm. color cinematographer.

After graduating from high school, Barona responded to in-

herited artistic leanings by studying painting at the Academy of

Fine Arts in Mexico City. Although earlier he had become a

serious devotee of amateur photography, his interest in profes-

sional cinematography assumed a more serious aspect with the

development of Kodachrome film and its application to com-
mercial productions.

To date, Barona has photographed several pictures for the

tourist department of the Mexican Government which have been

made available to the various Mexican consulates in the United

States as part of the country's tourist propaganda. Others have

been given wide distribution and screening throughout the U. S.

through facilities of the C.I.A.A.

Through the extensive distribution of his films in the U. S.,

Barona's ability as a color cinematographer was brought to the

attention of many important producers, including several Holly-

wood studios. His assignments have included commitments from

Walt Disney, Paramount Pictures' short subjects department

and James Fitzpatrick, producer of the famous "Traveltalks"

in color for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. Material shot in 16mm.
Kodachrome by Barona eventually became 35mm. Technicolor

footage for short subjects, process backgrounds, etc.

Currently, Mr. Barona is under contract with Fanchon Royer,

Hollywood producer of 16mm. documentary subjects, supervis-

ing the photography of a series of new religious films with

Mexican and Latin American backgrounds.

His camera equipment is the popular Cine Special for which

he has all available optical and special accessories, affording

facilities for any type of cinematographic assignment. One of

his most recent "personal" films is a 600 foot 16mm. Koda-

chrome film on the subject of flamingoes and other tropical bird

life. This was filmed along the coastal region of the state of

• Continued on Page 305
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DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U.S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* *
After the War
for YOU —

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8mm.
b&w film. Full an ti- halo
backing. Produces crisp, spark-
ling movies comparable to

the higher-priced "standard"
brands. Weston 16-4. $4.50 per
3 rolls double 8mm. (Sl.fcO

each) $4.60 per six rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. $1.70 per two rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-

meras. All films dalite load-

ing, with processing free.

*(Xot recommended for use in Keystone cameras. Order
ESO-A. B. E & F. i

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film under

the Coors Patent 1,905,442.

)

PLUS...
Our line of six other types of films for your double 8mm.
and single Smm. cameras. (Single 8mm. prices available
on request, or. as listed in our Summer catalog. ) All
prices include processing and dalite-loading.

ESO-A Weston 6-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three
rolls double Smm. ($1.20 each.)

ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with anti-halo h«se.

$3.15 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)

ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super-speed panchromatic film.

$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.35 earK I

ES0-F Weston 21-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5."<> per
three rolls double 8mm. ($2.00 each.

»

ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect

pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double Smm.
($1.23 each.)

PLUS...
DeLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRI»'T|WG
for underexposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 30-

foot roll. 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parrel post. They
will be returned insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not

fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

ESO-S PICTURES
QUALITY SMM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri
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• Continued from Page 284

ing sides of the old French section of

Quebec. A highlight is a sequence of

shots made in alleys and narrow streets

which afforded Albinson unlimited

scope for his flair for picturesque com-
positions.

Old structures are contrasted with

new as are the customs, the apprecia-

tion of which will be lost upon the

younger generation who sec this film

and who never knew that era we have

come to refer to as the "horse and
buggy" days. Those days, that very era,

continues in Quebec as Albinson shows
so entertainingly with his film.

Presently the camera changes locale

and we are introduced to a new and

lovlier section of the countryside, then

to the land of the Gaspe fishermen near

the mouth of the St. Lawrence river.

Here begins what is probably the

most interesting and colorful part of

the picture. Albinson has taken great

pains to show the people, their work
and the ramifications of their boatbuild-

ing and codfishing industry in studied

sequences of shots replete with count-

less story-telling closeups. Whole fami-

lies seem to join with the men in clean-

ing and preparing the fish for market.

The picture concludes with appro-

priate scenes of the countryside, having
embraced the activities of a too-little

known people which inhabit Canada
from Quebec to Cap Perce.

The subject matter of this film is

enhanced by the good photography and
the unusually interesting manner in

which it was filmed, plus ample inform-

ative titles. There are moments where
the need for additional editing is ob-

vious, and there are two sequences

filmed in black and white which, while

highly interesting in both subject mat-
ter and photography, could be just as

well deleted in order to present a smooth
ioo f

,, color production.

Quality of the titles may be observed

in the reproductions that appear here.

The fine informative writing, good

composition and exposure are self evi-

dent.

No information was supplied con-

cerning the camera and other equipment

used; but certainly none was more im-

portant than the inherent artistry and

skill which Mr. Albinson displays in his

camera work which makes this one of

the most interesting amateur motion

pictures of the year.

3timing Jungle lAJar^are . . .

• Continued from Page 28)

ed to a hundred-foot spool, a motor

spring that offers limited operation for

a single winding, these factors often

caused the cameraman to be unprepared

to shoot when he needed his camera

most. The bulk of reloads and of the

camera with its heavy telephoto equip-

ment—in addition to the gun, ammuni-
tion, water, poncho, food and jungle

hammock which he must carry—is a

terrific hinderance to the cameraman's

mobility under fire.

The solution to this problem ap-

peared when we decided to test in ac-

tion the two 1 6mm. cameras which had

been assigned to us—a Bell & Howell

rragazine-loader and the Cine-Kodak

Special. It was decided to test the equip-

ment alongside our regular 35mm.
cameras. One test was made by an in-

experienced officer with the Bell &
Howell under unusual and severe con-

ditions on a destroyer covering the

beachhead landing at Arawe. New Bri-

tain. The returning convoy of destroy-

ers were jumped by Jap dive bombers

from Rabaul.

The developed footage of this excit-

ing sea action was blown up to 35 mm.
and, in my estimation, was quite dis-

appointing. The constant shifting of

the camera to cover the fast moving
events allowed no chance for the cam-
eraman to judge the critical exposure

necessary for color film. Even if a

more experienced cameraman had done

the filming, the results would probably

have been the same. The resulting blow-

ups were fuzzy, contrasty and lacking

in picture quality.

At a later date, we tested the Cine

Special in filming jungle warfare after

the landing at Saidor, British New
Guinea. The camera's chrome trim was

covered with olive drab paint to avoid

tell-tale reflections. Then it was loaded

with black and white 16mm. negative

film — and later with Kodachrome —
and given its baptism of fire. This cam-

era went through all the mud, heat,

humidity and abuse of dirty, jungle war-

fare. All the cameramen were delight-

ed with it—particularly its ability to

run for longer periods without need

for reloading.

When the film from the initial tests

was processed and screened, we were

forced to admit that the hand-held

35 mm. cameras were still the best all

around equipment for combat use. In

the dim light of the jungle, often shot

with shafts of blinding sunshine, color
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<7 . . l„„ r»n»ireA. This contest ends wit

MATURITY

VALUE

Here is your chance to name Wollensak s new

postwar photo lenses ... win one of these big

prizes in war bonds. Send in your suggestions,

purchase required. This contest ends with

Wollensak's new postwar lenseyarned by

our friends, the photographers of Amenca.

1st PRIZE • $1,00000
IN WAR BONDS

2nd PRIZE • $500-00
IN WAR BONDS

3rd PRIZE • $250«oo
IN WAR BONDS

DEALERS' PRIZES • $600-00
(SEE RULES) IN WAR BONDS

The name you suggest should
apply to the whole group of Wol-
lensak's new improved postwar
lenses. It should cover Wollensak
Still lenses for professional use
. . . Wollensak wide-angle and
telephoto lenses for both amateurs
and professionals . . . Wollensak
cine' lenses . . . enlarging lenses
. . . projection lenses.

Send in your entry NOW!

For nearly 50 years, American photographers have known that Wollensak

means GOOD LENSES. With Wollensak equipment serving our armed forces

throughout the war, you'd expect that Wollensak's skill in wartime precision

manufacture would mean evenfiner lenses after Victory.

NOW—you may help NAME these fine new postwar lenses . . . lenses that

will help you make better pictures, bring you more fun from picture-making.

STOP IN AT YOUR NEAREST PHOTO DEALER FOR EXPLANATORY FOLDER.

WIN

ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

EASY RULES MAIL THIS BLANK TODAY!

1. No purchase is necessary to

enter this contest.

2. Mail us on the blank opposite

(or by letter or on the applica-

tion in "Hints" folder) your
suggested name for the new
Wollensak Postwar Photo
Lenses. Add not more than

2 5 words of explanation on
why you consider the name
appropriate; this is required.

3. Mail your entry to Wollensak,
Box 1600, Rochester 3, N. Y.
Include your name and address
and the name and address of
the store from which you buy
your photo supplies; this is

essential. (If you win first prize,

the manager of your photo
supply store and his employees
will receive $2 50 in cash or
$300 in war bonds. If you win
second prize, the store manager
and his employees will receive

$150 in cash or $200 in war
bonds; if you win third prize,

he and his employees will

receive $7 5 in cash or $100 in

war bonds.)

of the United 14. Any resident

States or Hawaii may com-
pete, except employees of Wol-
lensak Optical Company, their

advertising agency, and their

families. Contest subject to all

federal, state and local regula-

tions and contest rules.

5. All entries must be postmarked
before midnight, September 30,

1945.

6. All entries will be judged for

originality, sincerity and apt-

ness of thought. Judges' deci-

sion will be final. Duplicate
names will be judged on basis

of the statement accompanying
each name. In case of tie,

duplicate prizes will be award-
ed. No entries will be returned.

Entries and ideas therein be-

come the property of Wollen-
sak Optical Company.

7. Winners will be announced in

Wollensak advertisements as

soon as possible after close of
Contest. Winners will be
notified by mail.

Upon request, dealer will assist a contestant in preparation of entry.

CONTEST
WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO., BOX 1600, ROCHESTER 3, N. Y.

Please enter the following name in your contest. My
statement of no more than 2 5 words tells why I think
the name I suggest is appropriate.

MY CHOICE-
NAME FOR LENSES

I PICKED THIS NAME BECAUSE-
25 WORDS OR LESS

I BUY MY PHOTO SUPPLIES AT-

(NAME AND ADDRESS)

MY NAME-

MY ADDRESS -

(To be eligible, you mutt fill in dealer's name)
THIS ENTRY SUBJECT TO CONTEST RULES
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NEW SOilD AID SILE1T FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches
* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Bombing Of U.S.S. Franklin is Castle
Films latest "Camera Thrill" of war

that every projector owner will want to

add to his film library. The impressive

scenes filmed from deck of the burning

and disabled carrier is cause to marvel

that any man was saved during the

Franklin's valiant fight to survive. You
will see the terrific explosions, bursting

ammunition, escaping rockets, men leap-

ing to safety midst a sea aflame. And
as though this was not enough for one

reel, there is included a separate subject—"Yanks Battle For Okinawa." This

two-in-one release is available in both

8mm. and 1 6mm. silent and in 1 6mm.
sound atjjsual Castle Films prices.

Sing A Jingle, Produced by Universal

Pictures, is a 6 reel i6mm. sound sub-

ject starring Allan Jones, June Vincent,

and Jerome Cowan. An ace radio croon-

er drops out of sight when he is re-

jected after taking his army "physical"

following a big publicity buildup. His

vindication comes when he is discovered

later, incognito, putting on morale-

building shows in a war plant where he

also is a regular employee. Subject will

be available, after July 7th for exhibi-

tion before approved non-theatrical

audiences, from Bell & Howell Filmo-

sound Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago 13, 111. Base rental is $17.50.

The Gladiator, starring Joe E. Brown, is

now available in 16mm. sound from
Nu-Art Films, Inc., 15 West 45 th St.,

New York City 19, N. Y. Release data

and rental rates may be obtained by
writing the distributor direct.

Never A Dull Moment, a Universal Pic-

tures production, is available in 6 reels,

1 6mm. sound on film. Here is a zaney

comedy with plenty of music that will

please any audience. The inimitable Ritz

Brothers as the "Three Funny Bunnies,"

are supposed to double as jewel thieves,

but they fail to learn the crooks' cue*

and routines and ball things up in gen-

eral. Frances Langford supports the

comedy trio and adds her vocal charms

to the picture. Subject is available, for

exhibition before approved non-theatric-

al audiences, from Bell & Howell Filmo-

sound Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave.,

Chicago, 111. Base rental is S 17.50.

Africa Speaks, is a new feature-length

1 6mm. sound picture currently being

released by International Theatrical and

Television Corporation, New York

City. Subject is an authoritative story

of the hazards of wild game hunting

and a true depiction of the barbaric

existence of the savage Africa na-

tives. A complete new narration has

been dubbed in to further color the

photographic quality of this picture so

Pagliacci is a feature production that is

available in two versions— 10 reels and a

shorter 3 reel edition. Starring the world

renowned tenor, Richard Tauber, the

picture offers a rare musical treat for

music lovers in bringing to the screen

this pictorial version of Leoncavallo's

famous opera. It is said this picture

marks the first serious attempt to pre-

sent a complete opera by the medium
of motion pictures.

Exclusive distribution rights are con-

trolled by Commonwealth Pictures

corpn., 729 Seventh Ave., New York.

Official Films' latest "News Thrills"

—

U. S. S. Franklin, is a specially edited

newsreel version for home projectors of

one of the most gallant fights in history

of a crippled vessel to survive and the

heroic rescue of its personnel. Joining

in the powerful Navy attack of Kyushu

Island of Japan, the Franklin is attacked

by a zooming Jap dive bomber suddenly

appearing from great height. Two
superbombs strike a vulnerable spot and

the Franklin is soon enveloped in flame.

Her ammunition explodes adding to the

holocaust. Thrilling rescue shots follow

when the cruiser Santa Fe appears to

pick up hundreds of survivors. Later

the ship is seen reaching New York

after its world renowned voyage home
for repairs. Subject is available in 8mm.
and 16mm. silent and in 16mm. sound.
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films failed to record the dim light,

and the shafts of brilliant sunshine were

more than latitude of the color film

could cope with effectively. Even when
widest apertures were used, the color

film failed to register action taking

place in the dense, shadowy jungle.

The faster 16mm. black and white

film gave splendid results when viewed

as 1 6mm., but when blown up to

35mm., it was so grainy and contrasty

that the picture value suffered. The
general consensus was that 16mm.
would be king of all combat cine-

matography if a film were avail-

able with all the fine points of Koda-

chrome, plus a Weston speed of 50, and

with a latitude comparable to the best

in black and white emulsions. Such

film, used in a 16mm. turret type mag-
azine camera with perhaps a motor

drive, would be the ideal for all com-
bat photography regardless of terrain

or climate.

(Admittedly, inadequate processing

facilities had much to do with poor

print quality of the films described

above. During the past year, some inde-

pendent laboratories in the United

states, aided by more specialized 16mm.
photography, have demonstrated it is

possible to produce positive prints of

1 6mm. negatives comparable to 35mm.
quality. This is accomplished by shoot-

ing a fine-grained pan reversal film,

such as Eastman Super X reversal, as

a negative, then making a duplicate

negative on type 5203 Eastman nega-

tive stock from which positive prints

are then made on Eastman type 5302
release positive stock. For further in-

formation, see article on page 67, Feb-

ruary 1945 Home Movies—Editor.)

I got my start in motion picture

photography as a result of dreaming

about it ever since I was a youngster.

Then there was that day I persuaded

the coach of our local football team

that he needed slow motion pictures

of his team in action to aid in the

players' development. Later as my skill

in movie photography improved, I was

employed by local neighborhood thea-

tres to film the football games exclu-

sively for them first on 16mm. then

on 35mm.
After graduation, I extended my

activities from filming football games

to producing home town newsreels, and

this led to my association with profes-

sional cinematography. Drafted into

the Army, I was assigned to the train-

ing films section of the Signal Corps,

and without any military training, I

was put to work photographing train-

ing films. Two and a half years of this

earned for me the classification of "first

cameraman." During that time, I

worked cn more than 45 pictures, using

every conceivable kind of equipment

and film, and under every lighting con-

dition.

Yet I found there was still plenty

to learn about cinematography when
later I was baptized in the fire of com-

^ SOUND / ythvoL SILENT

HLM LIBRARIES
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILMS

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Libraiy
716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

152? Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
ADA (Religious Films)
1 1315 Ventura Blvd.

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1221 G St., N. W.

IDAHO
BOISE

Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6904 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.
'? S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service

3252 Foster Avenue (25)

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotfe, Inc. Camera Stores
284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

QUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service
5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS
* Hacker Bros. Films

5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
BROOKLYN

Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

312 Bay Ridge Pkwy. (75th St.) (9)

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

New York City—Continued
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48tti St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries
2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Young's Book & Film Service
108 W. 8th St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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George Pal's Irresistible

PUPPETOONS
Now on 16mm Sound Film

Pal's puppets in their gayest and most lovable

roles. An enchanting potpourri of music and
dancing, filled with toe-tapping tunes and rare

good humor. An appealing dish for all ages.

Other PUPPETOONS Now Available:

SLEEPING BEAUTY: the ancient legend
with a modern swing twist.

THE BIG BROADCAST: a variety show,
from jive to waltz.

14mm S.O.F List Price 17.50

/4t <f<wi 'DtaUt

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.

For Professional Duality

Your Camera and Projector Lenses

Careful, topnotch workers specify coated lenses

for all their camera works. Coating insures

Clear. Crisp. Clean'' photographic images,

eliminates all lense flare and ghosts found

in uncoated lenses.

Write fo: Sample and Information

ACRA Instruments
6063 Sunset Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone: GLadstone 8403

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost.

liH^efc- \Sl

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film

Am Die

Outdior
Speed

'*»• AMBERTINT FILM »«
S3.50 : - machine processing. Day $2.25

light spools, ready to load & slwot.
lgt Calif, buyers include sales lax. j>"

100
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS

"The West's Greatest Film Order House
'

Southjate California

bat photography. After the Cape Glou-

cester invasion, I went on to photo-

graph the landings at Hollandia. Using

a Wall sound camera set up on the deck

if one of the cruisers, I was thrilled

when opportunity came to me to photo-

graph and record in sound, General Mac-
Arthur observing and commenting up-

on the invasion. From here, I landed

with the 41st division on the island of

Biakn. then home to the states for rest

and ultimately discharge.

Cducational Club Program* . . .

• Continued from Page 2o"j

research and compiling of the material.

The director should spend an evening

in advance of the presentation with the

one who is to deliver a lecture or dem-
onstration and r:hearse thoroughly to

remove flaws or to add important notes.

The advantage of this class partici-

pation is tremendous in spreading infor-

mation among the members. It will al-

ways be found that some members have

greater ability in speaking and will have

more interesting presentations than

->thcrs, but this serves as a challenge to

r hose timid members who soon realize

hat they are talking to friends whose
•nterest is common to their own. Soon

t will be noted that assurance and con-

fidence manifest themselves not only

in th: memb'r's ability to speak, but

the photographic principles become more
irmly rooted because of this confidence

which develops from giving indisputable

information. The average club has a

variety of talent which would remain

latent and undiscovered except for this

plan. Interest in the club is increased

for those who take part in its programs

and all should be given an opportunity

I
to contribute something. For those who
do not have the ability to speak effec-

tively, demonstrations will give them an

outlet for expression.

Club officers who worry about edu-

cational program material need not look

outside of their own club. It is prob-

ably existing abundantly right before

them and one only has to scratch lightly

beneath the surface to reveal it.

An educational program should have

plenty of demonstrations. For a lecture

on Light Phenomena, simple laboratory

apparatus such as used in Physics in-

struction serves to good advantage.

Simple lenses placed to cast images

of a candle flame on a screen show focal

lengths and image sizes beautifully.

The circle of confusion can be seen

and studied. Chromatic aberration can

i
be produced, in fact is ever present and

can be neutralized to show its impor-

tance. Camera lenses removed from

their mountings can be made to show

their images so that all can see. Fo-

cussing and f stop experiments made in

' this manner will disclose to the be-

ginner exactly what we do in the con-

trol of light.

Indoor Illumination should be dem-

onstrated with the actual lighting equip-

ment. Highlights and shadows should

be created and destroyed to prove their

value. Meter readings made at various

distances for comparative values along

with view-finder observations bring a

sense of familiarity to those who would
not venture to explore indoor photogra-

phy otherwise. Photographing the

scenes in these demonstrations will re-

cord miteriil for the next meeting

For a lecture on Composition, an ex-

cellent accessory is an opaque projector,

perhaps familiarly known as a post card

projector, by the use of which photo-

graphs clipped from magazines can be

shown to illustrate angle shots and gen-

eral accepted composition rules. Any
members who double in ^mm. trans-

sparcnci"s will have considerable mat-

erial also. The commercial 16mm.
films which are easily acquired should

be studied for their composition and

technique. In addition to their enter-

tainment value they are usually filmed

by experts who display excellent ex-

amples of composition. This is a most

entertaining way of studying the sub-

ject and if good shots are pointed out

to the group, many worth while ideas

are obtained.

Salon Exhibits should be visited by the

group for this most important material.

Any form of photography holds a wealth

of study matter for the home movie

maker and by its use. class discussions

can be enriched to develop creative de-

sires on original subjects.

Many members attend club meetings

to be entertained and consequently do

not relish the study element if it be-

comes tiresome. It is therefore impor-

tant to plan demonstrations to be en-

tertaining primarily and informative in

a subtle but effective manner. To re-

ward efforts of study, it has been found

that class credits add an incentive to

attend regularly with the further re-

ward of bringing the members to a

status of accomplishment whereby they

are recognized as having completed the

course of instruction. Certificates is-

sued upon completion of a series of lec-

tures and demonstrations bind the mem-
bers together on a common level.

Having attained a definite amount of

information together, members have a

feeling that they belong to each other

for the sharing of successful accomplish-

ments; and somehow they aren't very

critical about the failures when they

know that accidents which occur oc-
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casionally are not a result of a lack of

knowledge. This plan has done more

to remove the inferiority complex of

beginners than any other device, and

is practical for any club to adopt. It

may be varied to suit individual desired

needs, but with an outlined schedule

rigidly followed, members are soon

talking th? language of their associates

and enjoying the position of being one

of the crowd. To have one member who
does not feel that he is in the circle of

the club is an unhealthy condition. The

member will not stay and the club will

not survive. To share our problems is

to share our success.

3rom Old 3ilm£..
• Continued from Page 281

there is the simple method of arranging

a number of nails or hooks on a large

plywood panel, as shown in the illus-

trations, so that the coiled film may be

arranged quickly in the order required

for splicing.

The real editing process begins when
we review the film, then break it up

into scenes so they may be re-arranged

for improved continuity and ultimately

tell a story when projected in revised

order on the screen. The first step is

to thread the film in the projector and

run it off once or twice, studying it

on the screen in order to become thor-

oughly familiar with content of each

scene. Finally, run it off again, this

time stopping the projector after each

shot to make a pencilled note of its

contents on the pad of paper provided

for the purpose.

At this time the scenes, shots or

"takes" or whatever we choose to call

them, should be identified by number,

and the descriptions of content noted

in numerical order for future reference,

when splicing. This data should include

description of the scene—whether long,

medium or closeup shot—and if the pic-

ture be based on a scenario, notations

should describe the entrances of players

into or out of the scene, etc.

Where consecutive shots relate im-

mediately to one another and do not

require to be separated, they should re-

main so, thus avoiding unnecesary spil-

ing.' But if your camera is one of those

that invariably stops with the shutter

wide open or otherwise leaves the first

frame of each scene blank or overex-

posed, then each scene must be cut

apart and the obnoxious frame trimmed
from the film.

Having thus analyzed and recorded

description of each scene in the film,

rewind it and then, with and of editing

device or magnifyer, inspect the film

and cut apart each scene. On small slips

Tlio

"Knows How" and "Shows Hew"

of PHOTOGRAPHY

Own The

Master Reference

Manual of

Standard Recommended

Photographic Procedures

Standard Recom-

mended Photo-

graphic Procedures

PHOTO LAB ODEX

DE LUXE
7TH EDITION

by HENRY M. LESTER

Correct Your Errors Easily

In Life-Time
Duplex

6-Prong Binder
$j4.50

Opens FLAT for easy reading . . . opens WIDE for inserting new pages

The Photo-Lab-Index is made to keep abreast of up-to-
the-minute techniques. Quarterly Supplements are quickly

inserted into its convenient loose-leaf form.

The Photo-Lab-Index lives and grows—Quarterly Supple-

ments offer all the advances made in the art. The 7th Edition

of the Photo—Lab-Index contains all material published in

Quarterly Supplements Nos. 1 to 21 inclusive. Here is in-

formation so condensed, so precisely cross-indexed, that at

the tips of your fingers you have a Library on Photography.

Mail Orders Filled

WillcuufldufA,
32nd Street Near 6th Avenue

ESTABLISHED 1898

New York 1, N. Y.
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HYMNALOGUES
GLORIOUS 3 MINUTE SUBJECTS
WHICH BRING TO LIFE WORDS
AS THEY ARE SUNG! 16mm. color

My Faith Looks Up To Thee
+ The Lord Is My Shepherd

ir End of a Perfect Day + He Leadeth Me
Tell Me the Old, Old Story

ir Onward Christian Soldiers

•k Abide with Me ie Sweet By and By

ir All Hail the Power of Jesus Name
+ Yield Not to Temptation

it Nearer My God to Thee

ir Sweet Hour of Prayer
Little Church in the Wildwood

k Rock of Ages -k Lead Kindly Light
*• God Be With You Till We Meet Again

Beulah Land Oh Beulah Land
Shall We Gather At the River

k Ave Maria -k The Angelus

(Ave Maria and The Angelus are dramatized

—

and do not have superimposed words.)

FOR RENT OR SALE AT YOUR LIBRARY-
EXCHANGE OR DEALER!

Exclusive Distributors:

Offices & Rental Exchange

I 1315 Ventura Boulevard

North Hollywood California

and

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Avenue New York 19. N. Y.

16mm. FILM
SPOOLED-READY FOR CAMERA USE

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 24 $4.59

Weston 24— Panchromatic
Ideal for all-around outdoor use

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 64 $5.19

Westcn 64-Mazda 40—Panchromatic
Put one roll in camera—use indoor and

out (processing charges included in price)

FOR BULK. USERS

For those enthusiasts who save by spooling

and processing their own movies

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 24 $3.60

100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 64 3.95

16mm. spool and can combination .60

Processing Charges ' -00

WRITE TODAY for catalog on complete line

of 8 and 16mm. Film, Titles and Access., and
25c booklet on Home Processing—FREE with

this ad.

Superior Bulk Film Co.
Home Processing Headquarters

188 W. Randolph St. Chicago I, III

Dept. HM 7

•f"

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54]

CNE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

B08 HOPE, |OE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

42
List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE

130 W. 46th St. New York 19, N. Y.

of paper, make a note of the scene num-
ber, then pencil a brief description for

each scene following that appearing on
the description. Coil the film and place

it in its respective compartment in the

file or rack according to number.

The next step is to rearrange on

paper, the order in which the finally

edited scenes should appear. If the film

was shot acording to a script or scen-

ario, then this should be followed in

editing the scenes. But assuming that

the film was shot "on the cuff" or at

random, then its finally edited form
will depend upon the ingenuity of the

editor and the inspiration he gets for

continuity from studying the film after

its return from the laboratory.

On a sheet of paper, make a note of

the scenes that are alike in content and

action and which pertain to the same

subject. Then, on another sheet, write

the new arrangement of scenes as you

wish them to appear for continuity. For

example, suppose our film, before

breakdown, contained the following

scenes in the order shown:
Scene
Number

1 John and Betty standing on lake

beach—close-up of heads and

shoulders.

2 Betty coming out of water and

advancing toward camera.

3 Beach with people on it—long

shot looking across lake towards

mountains in distance.

4 John in swimming—medium long

shot from beach.

-
5 John and Betty running into

water and swimming—medium
long shot from beach, taken be-

hind them.

6 Short shot one second in duration

of Betty shaking water from her

ear.

7 John swims toward beach, reaches

shore and starts running toward

camera, exits in foreground at

screen right. (Scene starts as

medium long shot and ends in

a medium close-up.)

8 John chasing Betty on beach

—

(medium shot—as camera pano-

rams to the right to follow ac-

tion.)

The following arrangement shows

how these same scenes might be re-

arranged

—

edited—to make for smooth-

er transition and to round out con-

tinuity of action:
Old
Scene New
Number Number

(3) i Long shot of people on

beach, looking across lake

towards mountains in the

distance. (This shot sets

locale.)

2 John and Betty running

into water and swimming.

3 John in swimming.

4 Betty coming out of

water.

(7) 5 John coming out of water

(5)

(4)

—running toward camera

and exiting at screen

right as medium close shot.

(8) 6 John chasing Betty on

beach as camera panorams
to follow action.

( 1 ) 7 John and Betty standing

on beach—medium close,

of heads and shoulders

—

make a chemical fade here.

In the new arrangement, the scene

originally numbered 6—the short shot

—

has been discarded. The rearranged

scenes now convey a slight story: John
and Betty are visiting a lake resort in

the mountains. The first scene sets the

locale. The two decide to go for a swim.
They both run into the water. Betty,

finding the water too cold, decides to

come out ahead of John who swims
around awhile, then follows her. Ob-
serving Betty some distance away on
the beach, John chases and finally

catches her. The last shot of the two
together—a closeup ending in a fade-

out—serves to end the sequence na-

turally.

Thus by careful study of a roll of

random vacation shots, a pleasing con-
tinuity was discovered that required

only the time and patience necessary

for cutting and rearranging of scenes

to give it screenable cinematic form.

Next month we shall discuss the

element of tempo or timing in film

editing.

Aiovie 3rame
£nlarg,er . . .

• Continued from Page 280

rollers are provided. These are sections

of l
/z wood dowel suspended on bent

wire hooks which form the axles and
which are attached by small staples to

the wooden track members at either side.

The film is threaded into the track

much the same as thread is inserted in

the eye of a needle, and once in place,

cannot be removed until either end is

reached or, of course, unless the film

is severed. With a pair of film rewinds

mounted on a board immediately below

the enlarger, the film may be transported

rapidly back and forth, the rollers as-

sisting smooth flow of the film in either

direction.

Enlargement of a frame of film is

made by projecting the image upon a

piece of cut film placed some distance

below. An adjustable shelf is provided

for this purpose as shown in diagram A.

This is made of plywood and the sides

provide for holes which correspond

with holes of similar size bored along

both sides of the base. Short lengths of

Ys" dowel provide pegs with which to

secure the shelf at the desired distance

from the enlarger, permitting it to be

adjusted for various distances, accord-

ing to size of enlargements wanted.
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On the shelf, but not shown in dia-

gram, are guides to hold the piece of

cut film in place centered with the pro-

jected image of the movie film. The
area within the guides is painted flat

white in order to provide a miniature

screen on which to project the film in

selecting and focussing the frame to

be enlarged.

Immediately below the film holder

and transport is the enlarging lens and
holder. Your projector lens may be

borrowed for the purpose. A small

wooden cleat with a hole bored in cen-

ter to take the lens, holds it at required

distance from film to project the image
on the cut film below. Hole should

be a tight fit—preferably made large

and finished with a strip of cork or

felt—in order to provide a snug fit and
consequently easy adjustment and fo-

cussing of the lens.

Obviously, actual exposure of the

piece of cut film must be made in total

darkness, or with safelight illumination

where ortho film is used. The easiest

method is to line up the frame to be
enlarged by projecting it in a darkened
room on the miniature screen, then
turn off the light long enough to insert

a piece of cut film. With the film in

place, turn the enlarger lamp on, ex-
posing the film for the required inter-

val. Then, extinguishing the enlarger
lamp, transfer the exposed film to a

light-tight box or paper safe provided
for the purpose, there to be held until

ready for developing and printing.

The interval of exposure will have
to be determined by trial and error.

However, the following facts will serve

as a basis to start from. Using the lens

from my Revere 8mm. film projector,

I reduced size of opening, in order to

increase sharpness of image, by plac-

ing over front of lens a single orifice

diaphragm made from a pop bottle cap
as shown in diagram B. Opening in

this cap is exactly J/8
" in diameter. A

snug fit of cap over lens was provided
by building up edges of cap with scotch
tape as shown in the detail figure, dia-

gram B.

With film shelf adjusted to a dis-

tance of approximately 8" from front of

lens, I allow an exposure of 8 seconds

by counting the familiar "one-thousand-
and-one, one-thousand-and-two," etc.,

using 2%" x iYA " Eastman contrast

process ortho cut film.

Just as in photography, the Weston
speed of the cut film will determine the

amount of exposure to be given in mak-
ing the enlargement. As the "trial and
error" method is the only dependable

one by which to arrive at the amount
of exposure, it follows that once an ex-

posure figure has been established, the

same film should be used thereafter.

The exposure required for Koda-
chrome frame enlargements will be

longer than that required for black and

COLOR
Seashores in the days just ahead, will be

more than yellow sand. Motley crowds . . .

vivid bathing suits . . . gaudy-striped umbrel-

las .. . sailing regattas, motor boats . . .

here's a pictorial kaleidoscope for the color

photographer. Be sure to depend on your

WESTON Exposuremeter for brilliant, full-

toned pictures. The MASTER'S exclusive

exposure-control dial, used with the bright-

ness-range method, assures faithful render-

ing of colors. And by its highly selective

viewing angle you'll escape the sooty
shadows and lifeless highlights so common
in seashore photos. Weston Electrical In-

strument Corporation, 585 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston

This "Junior Model" for 16mm. and
8mm. film has all the fine features
and high quality of the larger
GRISWOLD models. Splices both
sound and silent films. Limited
quantities are now available for

civilian use.

When you buy a Criswold, you get

the splicer used by hundreds of pro-

fessional movie makers and exhibitors

—and by the U. S. armed forces. You
get a precision-built instrument with

features which make it easy for you

to splice film as fast and accurately

as any professional. You get a high-

quality, substantially-built instrument,

good for a lifetime of service. And you

get this superior splicer at a price any

home movie maker can afford.

Criswold Splicers are made in models
for all widths of overlap and may be

purchased through your Photographic
Supply Dealer.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK
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— HIGH PRECISION —
For ATI Branches of Photography

AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

_ 1899 —
W
* » e are set for post-war production,

and announce the coming debut into the

photographic world of the

GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

High-Speed Movie Lens

speeds f : 1.8 and 1:2.3

standard focal lengths for 16 and }$ mm.
mot ie cameras. For definition, quality and

finest detail in black-and-white and color

mot ies.

This is one of our new American creations

of high standard now reserved exclusii ely

for our Armed Forces.

Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

The c p - GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY

OFFICE AND FACTORY

317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y,

Sale
16mm SOUND

l»mm SILENT — 8mm Rent

S

u
P

E

R

B

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
8mm. S5.50—16mm. Silent S8.75

—

1 6mm. Sound SI 7.50

AFRICA SQUEAKS (Cartoon I—RIO DE
JANEIRO—ZAMBOANGA—TIGER HUNT

IN BENGAL—DAMASCUS AND
JERUSALEM. ZAMPA (Musical)

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 Wetl 45th Street New York 19. N. Y.

VTork Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

Every I mm. Fan Wants

CINE EXTENAR

I

- new WIDE AN- W
r;LE lens that every
fan needs to catch the whole picture. Simply
screws over regular *mm. len>. pro. . _ _
riding identical focus and definition %V# SO
plu* a WIDE ANGLE. "?' # 'Jw

SEE YOUR DEALER . . . OR . -

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICl'LARS TODAY—

white, and therefore it is advisable,

when making test exposures, to run
them for both black and white and
color film—making a definite note of

the number of seconds exposure required

for each. While I found 8 seconds to

be correct exposure for enlargements
of black and white film, Kodachrome
required an exposure of approximately
1 8 seconds. These exposurse, of course,

are for normally exposed movie film.

Scenes that vary from normal density,

i.e. are over or under exposed or those

scenes which have a preponderance of

bright or dark areas, require some com-
pensation in the exposure interval.

Where the movie frames are sharp

because of exceptional optical equip-

ment in the camera in which it was ex-
posed, the cut film negative may be
used in a photo enlarger to obtain pro-
jection prints larger than the normal
2 Va x 3 Va contact print. However, it

has been found that the contact prints

usually satisfy the needs of most of
those interested in frame enlargements
of home movie films.

After my enlargement negatives are

developed, I make contact prints on East-

man Kodabromide E-4 paper. How-
ever, the amateur need not consider this

phase of the work unless he already is

equipped to do darkroom work. The
exposed negatives may be placed with
any photo finisher for developing and
making the desired prints.

filter£ 3or Color Cinematography,...
• Continued from Page 277

for the differences in color values of

indoor and outdoor light sources where
the opposite type film is used. If, for

example, we use indoor type film in our
camera and we wish to shoot pictures

out of doors, we can do so by placing

a suitable filter before the lens. This

has the effect of altering the daylight

entering the lens, making it the equiv-

alent in color temperature to that of

tungsten light or photofloods, and bal-

ancing exposure for the tungsten or

Indoor type color film.

When using Type A Kodachrome
out of doors, the correct filter is the

"Type A Kodachrome Filter for Day-
light," which is the Wratten No. 85.

When tungsten type Ansco Color film

is shot indoors, the correct conversion

filter is the Ansco No. 11. Exposure

will be about 50' greater than on
daylight film.

Note, moreover, that these two fil-

ters are not interchangeable! Type A
Kodachrome is balanced to photofloods

of 3400 K. color temperature: Ansco
Color film to light of 3200 K. This

means that the one must have a filter

which converts daylight to light of

3400 K. color temperature, and the

other, to 3200 K. The difference is

enough to result in disappointment if

the wrong filter is used. Harrison Coral-

ite filters are also available for both

cases. The opposite application is also

possible. We may shoot regular or day-

light type film under tungsten light,

by employing before the lens an ap-

propriate filter made for the purpose.

This compensating filter, bluish in tone,

alters the color values of tungsten

light to approximately that of natural

daylight.

This procedure, however, brings with

it some sacrifice in speed of the daylight

type of film. When we use this film

with tungsten light, with the appro-

priate filter, we have the combination
of the very small amount of blue in

tungsten light plus the lower blue sen-

sitivity inherent in the daylight tvpe

film, making speed of the blue sensi-

tized layer of the emulsion relatively

low. The red and green layers of emul-
sion are also affected by use of the fil-

ter; in other words, overall speed of

the film is reduced on a par with the

blue sensitive layer. Hence, the speed

of daylight type color film, used with

tungsten light with appropriate filter,

is lower than that of tungsten type

film used in daylight, although tung-

sten type film used in daylight, with

recommended filter, is just as fast as

the daylight film.

Obviously, then, the use of daylight

type film with tungsten light is not

particularly recommended: but when
it must be so used, the bluish Koda-
chrome Filter For PbotoflooJ is the one

to use with regular Kodachrome, and

the Ansco No. 10 filter where daylight

Ansco Color is employed.

Again it should be remembered that

the two filters are not interchangeable,

or serious disappointment will be encoun-

tered. The Kodachrome filter is a green-

ish blue, the Ansco a purplish blue. Ex-

cellent filters for both applications are

available from Harrison & Harrison.

In a series of , some hundreds of tests

made by the writer with experimental

filters furnished by Harrison & Harrison,

results were finally obtained which were

so well balanced that the results on

daylight type Ansco Color under tung-

sten light were better than on tungsten

type film under the same circumstances.

However, this was an extreme case,

which could not always be duplicated

under practical conditions.

To sum up, tungsten type film in

daylight, with a filter, is almost as fast

as daylight type film; but daylightCAMERA SPECIALTY CO.
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type film in tungsten light, with a fil-

ter, will be four, six, or even eight

times slower than tungsten type film.

Obviously, then, for the amateur who
wants to load his camera with a single

film suitable for all occasions, indoor or

outdoor, the best choice is tungsten

type film, with a filter for outdoor

shots.

Two sets of pale correction filters are

available which every serious amateur

should acquire sooner or later. One
is a set of filters originally put out by

Eastman to accompany that firm's color

temperature meter, but now available

separately, as a set. This consists of

four bluish filters, CC 3, 4, 5, and 6,

and three yellowish, CC 13, 14 and 15.

The other set is primarily intended for

color printing, but is also useful for

general exposure purposes. This con-

sists of three tints of yellow, CC 23, 24
and 25; three of magenta, CC 33, 34
and 35; and three of cyan, CC 43, 44
and 45.

For example, the CC 13 will con-

vert photoflood light to a good equi-

valent of 3200 K. making it possible

to expose tungsten type Ansco Color

to photofloods. Daylight film may be

exposed to Daylight Fluorescent lamps

if a CC 33 filter is placed before the

lens and a CC 23 will do the same for

white flame carbon arcs. To use 3200
K. lamps with Type A Kodachrome,

add a CC 4 filter. For White Fluores-

cent lamps on Type A Kodachrome,
employ a C 34 filter; if tungsten house

lights are used, a Wratten 78B will con-

vert them to a reasonable facsimile of

photoflood. When White Fluorescent

lamps are used with Ansco color, the

correct filter is a CC 25 plus a CC 34.

Another suitable filter fqjr exposing

tungsten type Ansco to photofloods

is the Ansco UV-15; for photoflash,

the Ansco UV-16 or the Wratten 2A.

Some of these are of interest to the

serious amateur cinematographer be-

cause they are useful for dealing with
the small variations in the color of light

at various seasons of the year, different

hours of the day and in different alti-

tudes and latitudes where the light may
be too bluish or too warm.

Their greatest usefulness, of course,

is in conjunction with the color tem-

perature meter, but a little judgment
in their use will make them extremely

helpful at all times, even without such

an auxiliary instrument.

Another very useful corrective is the

haze or ultraviolet filter. Under cer-

tain circumstances, such as considerable

altitudes, near the water or in snow
scenes, there may be a great deal of

ultraviolet light present. The same is

true when there is general haze or over-

cast. This ultraviolet light is invisible

to the eye, but it is strongly recorded

by the blue senstive layer of the color

film which reproduces it as a bluish or

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.

Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.

= such as =

Kodascope 16-20 Projector and case 174.50

Kodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector 323.50

Ampro Y S A Sound Projector 375.00

Bell & Howell 156 V Sound Projector 437.G7

Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case 145.93

Cine Special F 1.9 4J8.00

G. E. DW 48 and Case 2G.75

De Jur Critic and Case 21.95

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead

249 Fulton Avenue Tel. Hempstead 2020

Call—write of telephone

AREMAC CAMERA CO.
1 East43rdOt. - New York 1 7, N. Y. - Tel.MU 2-8684

The HOLLYWOOD CINEMETER
"Gives You All The Answers!"

The Cinemeter is a slide-rule type exposure guide giving correct lens opening
to use for all films under all types of light conditions, both interior and exterior

Also lists shutter speeds of all popular cine cameras, gives latest Weston and
C.E. film speeds, gives instantly the compensation necessary for shutters faster

or slower than the usual 1/30 sec, and exposures at speeds above and below
normal.

Also included is a title exposure scale, a depth of field scale for standard 8 and
16mm. camera lenses, formulas for figuring shim thicknesses and auxiliary

lenses.

HOME MOVIES MAGAZINE,
6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28, California

Gentlemen

:

I enclose 50c for which please send me one
of the new HOLLYWOOD CINEMETERS.

Name

Address

City Zone. State

Order Today —>-

PRICE

50c
POSTPAID
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ATTENTION
8MM. & 16MM.

CAMERA
FANS

16mm. REVERSIBLE FILM
PANCHROMATIC SUPER DOUBLE X IN-
DOOR-WESTON 60—outdoor—Weston 100
— 100 ft $6.50

PANCHROMATIC SUPER X INDORR-WES-
TON 24—Outdoor—Weston 50—100 ft. 5.75

PANCROM ATIC OUTDOOR—Weston 12 5.00

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—100 ft. 4.00

Dei eloped Free

•
8mm. REVERSIBLE FILM

INDOOR—Weston 60—25 Ft. Double $3.50

SUPER X—Weston 24—25 Ft. Double 2.50

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—25 Ft. Double 2.00

Dei eloped Free

NEGATIVE FILM
Panchromatic Negative— 100 Ft $3.50

8mm.—FINISHED FILMS—16mm.
Silent Features, Comedies, Disney and Felix

Cartoons, Westerns, Sports, Health, Chaplin,
etc |i/

2c Ft.

SOUND FILMS
Crown of Thorns, 8 Reels $100
Christus, 7 Reels 95
Mother Cabrini, 8 Reels 150
St. Anthony of Padua, 9 Reels 100

Messenger of Blessed Virgin, 9 Reels 100
The Immortal Saint (Joan of Arc), 6 Re?ls 75
Entertainment Films—new prints—per Reel 10

Write for Free Catalog

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
630 Ninth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

QjJltiU BABY BOOK

REAL GIFT FOR THE NEW MOTHER
Two acetate protected frames, 4 data pages (pink
or blue) for time and place of birth, parents, etc.

Blank white pages for snapshots, ivory colored
Duraleather, plastic ring binding. At stores, 5 x 7"

$2.50. 8 x 10" $3.75.

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. \S23ZS&Sm

E-Z REEL THREADER
MAKES YOUR PROJECTION REEL
THREADINC A PLEASURE, EASIER,
MORE SURE, QUICKER THAN

OLD METHOD.
Used on 8 or 16 mm Kee's

3 for $1.00 Equips 3 Reels

M. L. WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N.Y.

MLmcraph
VOICI AND MUSIC RECORDINGS

Make Your Own Talkies"

LIMITED SUPPLY—FILMGRAPH Models JV or
JVC Recorder- Reproducers— latest modern meth-
od of recording directly on your 16mm. film or
Miles M-5 blank Safety Film. Use with or with-

out proiectors. Write for circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

812 Broadway (Dept. HM-7) New York 3

purplish haze. This is rarely desirable,

and under any circumstances where the

presence of such harmful radiation is

suspected, use of a haze filter is strongly

urged. This can be, fror example, a

Kodak Wratten gelatin No. i, 2 or zA,
which are practically colorless to the

eye but strongly absorb unwanted ul-

traviolet radiations. Also suitable are

the Ansco UV-15, 16 and 17.

A filter increasing in popularity with

color filmers i? the type IB Pola Screen

which can be used to deepen blue or

the sky where the camera is focussed

upon sky areas in a direction at about

90 degrees to the sun. Since a large

share of the light which comes from
this part of the sky is polarized, it may
be absorbed by the Pola Screen at a

suitable angle, resulting in a deep blue

sky without affecting the light from

other objects within the scene.

Moreover, the IB Pola Screen is tre-

mendously useful in getting rid of un-

wanted reflections, just as with black

and white film. It is interesting to

note, too, that only the IB Pola Screen

is sufficiently neutral in color for use

with Ansco Color.

It is generally true that when the

light is strongly off-color, the eye of

the experienced cameraist will often be

aware of it. Provided with suitable fil-

ters, he can obtain a reasonable idea of

the effect of correction by simply ob-

serving the scene through the pale cor-

rection fitlers held to the eye.

In closing, and without going into

detail, it should be mentioned that fil-

ters are only one way in which color

may be affected, since over-and under-

exposure and variations in processing

can also make the balance bluer or more
yellowish. Lest this appear to contra-

dict the statements made in the begin-

ning, let us hasten to add that filters

offer the only method of practical,

constant utility. Purely as an amusing

stunt, the writer has exposed daylight

film to tungsten light with no filter,

then altered the composition of the

first developer so as to end up with a

perfectly balanced color shot.

However, there are enough problems

for the beginner in color cinemato-

graphy without seeking new ones, and

it is infinitely preferable to standardize

exposure as rigidly as possible, altering

color balance at will by means of filters.

Scenario 3or T)ltree . . .

• Continued from Page 279

mination back to gate and reenters yard.

SCENE 18—Medium shot—same ca-

mera setup as for scene 11. Start camera

as agent walks up to man smiling. He
looks up with surprise. She speaks

sweetly:

TITLE: "Oh, I forgot to tell you;

with each book you purchase I give a

special premium—a kiss!"

SCENE 19—Same as scene 18—agent

finishes speaking. Man reacts.

SCENE 20—Closeup of man react-

ing with interest to agent's statement.

He appraises her even more closely now,
indicates interest. He speaks:

TITLE: "A kiss? What can I lose!

Sure I'll take a book—gimme two! How
much . . .

?"

SCENE 21—Medium close shot in-

cluding man and agent. She holds up
two fingers and says:

TITLE: "Two dollars."

SCENE 22—Medium closeup of man
taking bills from pocket and handing

them toward agent out of scene.

SCENE 23—Same as scene 21. Agent

takes money, gives man two books

from open brief case. He fumbles books

nervously, anticipating the kiss, and

the agent offers him her lips. They kiss.

Fadeout or lap dissolve to

—

TITLE: "One hour later
—

"

SCENE 24—Closeup of pile of books

on lawn. Camera pulls slowly back to

(or cut directly to—

)

SCENE 25—Medium shot—young

man seated on lawn close to stack of

books. The agent is on his lap in em-
brace. They break for a moment—and

here is revealed the young man's lip-

stick smeared face—then they kiss again

as camera fades out or lap dissolves to

—

TITLE: "8760 hours or one year

later . .
."

SCENE 26— (Remainder of the ac-

tion takes place indoors, although it

could be staged on a lawn swing, etc.,

on the front porch of a home different

from that used in preceding scenes.)

Tight closeup of feminine hands knit-

ting a tiny bootee—wedding and en-

gagement ring prominent. Camera pulls

back to:

SCENE 27—Full closeup of agent

knitting. She is reclining lazily on a

divan, leaning against man who does

not fully show in this closeup.

SCENE 28—Closeup of man (but ex-

cluding agent) on divan reading a book.

SCENE 29—Tight closeup of book

in man's hands showing title: "How to

Raise a Baby."

SCENE 30—Medium close shot of

the couple on divan—man reading,

agent (now his wife) knitting. Agent

sighs, looks up into man's face lovingly,

snuggles closer to him. He looks down
at her, smiles, then resumes reading as

camera fades out or lap dissolves to:

TITLE: The End.

The ideal locale for the opening se-

quences is a nicely landscaped yard,
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fenced in and complete with a gate.

As the garden setting can enhance the

story considerably, it is suggested that

a suitable location be sought among
neighboring homes where one's own
home falls short of the description.

The story affords opportunity to use

trucking and dolly shots effectively and

ric analyzer" was developed by the W. &
L. E. Gurley Company of Troy, N. P.

The photographic records include

more than the picture of the airplane.

Each time the shutter clicks, a second

lens system takes a picture of a small

panel which is integral with the camera

and which includes instruments for in-

dicating wind velocities and wind direc-

tions. The panel also includes a stop

watch, a device for counting the num-
ber of exposures, and a replaceable card

upon which other pertinent information

can be written. The stop watch in-

dicates time intervals of o.oi second.

The direction of the camera in azi-

muth is also photographically recorded

through a special lens system which

sweeps past a fixed, circular scale so

that, in each picture, the angular posi-

tion of the camera is recorded. The wind

velocities and directions are electrically

transmitted to the camera from the

anemometer-weather vane unit.

The camera unit includes a precise

leveling arrangement so that the axis

of rotation is maintained in a precisely

vertical position. Two sighting arrange-

ments also are included. One of these,

termed a coarse sight, is used to follow

the airplane while the telescopic sight is

provided so that, in a limited sense, the

camera unit may be used as transit for

its precise location. Two exposure times

may be selected: (a) Two exposures per

second, or (b) four exposures per sec-

ond. Each camera with its related equip-

ment can be used independently and at

different locations when the optimum
flight path can be followed.

When conditions prevent a precise lo-

cation of the camera with respect to the

flight path, as in the case of seaplanes

or flying boats, two cameras and related

equipment are required. These are lo-

cated between 1500' and 2000' apart

and are electrically controlled so that

simultaneous pictures are obtained by
each camera. In this case, the control

units are electrically interconnected so

that the entire equipment can be started

or stopped by the operator of either one

of the cameras. Telephonic intercom-

munication between the cameras is also

provided. Each camera accommodates
100' of 1 6mm. film and two frames are

exposed each time the shutter clicks.

Three lens systems are employed, The

here a child's express wagon, a perambu-
lator or other solid four-wheeled vehicle

may be employed to gain this desirable

camera effect in scene 24 and again

in scene 26.

And don't forget—when you have

completed the picture, send it to Home
Movies' editors for review.

main lenses which photograph the air-

plane are carefully matched. These have

a focal length of 4.25" and a speed of

F/4.5. The second and third lens systems

photograph the instrument panel and

the azimuth scale. The exposure time is

0.005 second.

The projector incorporates a screen

divided by vertical and horizontal lines

in such a manner that the position of

the projected image of the airplane on

the screen immediately determines the

distance that it has traveled and its

height. This screen, in effect, represents

the plane of the flight path in reduced

scale, and is of sufficient length and

height to accommodate the range of

the recording equipment. Provisions are

made for moving the screen in a hori-

zontal direction such that the projected

images of the markings of the azimuth

scale of the camera unit line up with

corresponding vertical lines on the

screen. The projector head is supported

on a slideable mount to provide an ad-

justment of -the magnification factor.

This is necessary to compensate for

shrinkage of the screen or film. The pic-

tures are projected down upon the screen

through a tilting mirror such that the

zero height reference of the projected

picture may be adjusted to line up with

the corresponding markings of the

screen. Electrical film advance in either

direction is provided and the entire ar-

rangement is mounted on a table for its

convenient operation.

J&uUnete With
future . . •

• Continued from Page 27 8

printed and embarked upon the business

of 'showing movies for money.' I started

a movie service among the Catholic

schools of the city, showing features

as well as educational pictures. All this

on my spare time, of course, for I held

to my old job, sandwiching in the film

screening commitments as best I could.

"I built up a reputation for showing

only the very best class A-i films and

for arranging pleasing and complete pro-

grams. Two years ago, I gave up my
job, on which I had accumulated 14

years seniority, and devoted full time to
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!
LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality-

Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equiment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

Douglas Aircraft Co.

( Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

y Food Machinery Corp.

U.S. Naval Fhoto. Serv. Depot

Santa Fe Railroad

j> Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

^ AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write fur Literature HM and Pricun

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
603? Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif

l r-
•

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-
reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies
Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

FOR BETTER
Movie Titles

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OB B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
520? W. 23rd St. Cicero 50, III.

FINE MACHINE WORK
Special Photographic Equipment

Photographic and Optical Repairs

MacVAN MFG. CO.
Box 385, San Diego 5, Calif.

flight cAnaly,H£ Irilming,
Continued from Page 290

8mm. 16mm. Sound
NOW AVAILABLE! ! !

CASTLE'S
"Bombing of U.S.S. Franklin" and

"Yanks Battle for Okinawa"
(Both in one film) Also Available:

"Victory Over Germany"
"Manila Liberated" and "two Jima"

(Both in same film)

Write for advantageous price schedule avail-
able to customers of Peter's Commercial and
Home Movie Service.

Place your name on our mailing list for
advance notices of new releases.

JAMES A. PETERS
Commercial & Home Movie Service

41 South Fourth St. Allentown, Pa. Dept. HM
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tl COLORS — 31

AT YOUR DEALERS — U" "
__Write for Price List

HARRISON & HARRISON
6363 Santa Monica Bl.d. Hollywood, Colilo

.^^fe^L. king for the Movie Fan

^ K Panchromatic FILM
_Hr 16 M Weston 32-20 4.50

/Tl 8^
w
2nr $2.oo

111 {prices include processing)

I - I Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Mitten Title Letters 5.95
Movie Titlers - 9.75
8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TATEOuality LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

€>tt> Zimt SILENT MOVIES
I6mm. FILMS RENTED - SOLD - EXCHANGED

Send for Literature of Rare Old Silent Films

FILM CLASSIC EXCHANGE
FREDONIA. N. Y.

+ „_„._„„_„„ „ , +8 ENLARGED T ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing
995-A MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO 54
, „ , „. +

TECHNICAL
BOOKS

For Your

HOME MOVIES HOBBY
How To Title Home Movies _ $1.00

How To Reverse Movie Film 1.00

Gadgets And How To Build Them 1.00

How To Use A Movie Camera 50

SO Ideas For Filming Children „ 25

50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25

How To Roadshow 14mm Films 25

We Prepay Charges

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

my business of showing 16mm. films

which had by then grown enormously.

"I now own two Ampro U.A.B. pro-

jectors, two 7/4' x 9' rubber fold up
screens, plus a 4/2' x 6' roll type beaded

screen for small group showings. I use

only very best 16mm. sound films I

can get for school showings, such as

those produced by R.K.O., Universal,

20th Century-Fox and Paramount."

As yet, Mr. Aiello sports no flossy

panel delivery car, but transports all

equipment in his automobile. Advertis-

ing has played a big part in developing

his business. Regularly, Mr. Aiello cir-

culates, in the communities serviced by

his exhibiting facilities, attractive pam-
phlets illustrating and describing his

program of theatrical pictures for the

week. In addition, business cards telling

of his projection service are distributed

where they will do the most good.

The producers and distributors of

theatrical motion pictures have been

quick to see the possibilities of extra

dividends in 16mm. exhibition of their

pictures and today, every major studio's

pictures, with few exceptions, ultimate-

ly become available in 16mm. sound.

Theatrical films, however, are not the

sole supporting medium for the 16mm.
exhibitor. There is the school and
church field, with its ever-widening
horizon, requiring educational films pre-

sentation. There is the field of advertis-

ing and exploitation film exhibition

with unlimited possibilities both for ex-

pansion and profit, just waiting for far

sighted exhibitors to take hold and de-

velop its destiny.

The returning service man, his vision

greatly broadened by almost daily con-

tact with motion pictures while in

service, will be among the first to recog-

nize the opportunities for a business

career in the field of 16mm. showman-
ship. When civilian production is again

resumed and sound projectors, films and

accessories become more plentiful, the

16mm. roadshowman with his estab-

lished circuit, and the commercial

1 6mm. projectionist are certain to find

plenty of virgin territory awaiting de-

velopment.

{Review* o/ cAmateur 3iim£.i
• Continued from Page 270

interest would have been increased im-

measurably.

The entire picture appears to have

been filmed on heavy overcast days,

giving an overly sombre tone to the

scenes. The film record concerns three

hunters and their dogs who go into the

fields and woods in quest of rabbit.

They travel up hill and down dale with

their dogs, vainly attempting to flush

out a target for their guns. Two or

three times, however, a rabbit is spotted,

the dogs give chase, a gun barks, and

the rabbit bagged.

The scenes have been put together for

the best possible continuity, but, as this

picture demonstrates, it takes something

more than footage to make an interest-

ing movie. As a record of the event,

however, undoubtedly the film as it

stands will suffice. However, interest

in the action could have been heighten-

ed considerably had the filmer developed

a comic bit of business in the action as

a running gag—simple business such

as one of the party (purposely made the

fall guy for the occasion) invariably

catching his trousers on the barb wire

whenever climbing through fences, or

always failing to load his gun, after a

shot, resulting in his quarry getting

away each time he has him in his sights.

The titles, evidently a commercial

job, are splendidly done and carefully

edited.

Mr. Hardesty, and others whose

films are dissected here for their faults,

must not dispair of this criticism. It is

intended to be helpful to others as well

as themselves. Home Movies reviews

here the mediocre as well as the excellent

films submitted for criticism, as an

educational service to its readers. Har-
desty's film easily deserves the 2-Star

Merit Leader awarded it, and should he

follow, in his future movie making, the

suggestions given above, we are certain

that with his camera skill, his next pic-

ture will appear in the 3 -Star class.

Cditor* $udg,e

c4 Content . . .

• Continued from Page 282

fire scenes in another entry, a good short

on the opening of a moonflower done

by time lapse procedure, several family

vacation trips, and a short on the Ice

Follies.

The judges felt that calibre of the

entries was above average. Gone were

many of the usual beginner's mistakes

such as excessive panning, subjects out

of focus or badly framed, etc. In gen-

eral, the films gave evidence that the

basic techniques of movie making were

quite well mastered, with what short-

comings there were existing primarily

in continuity and editing.

Practically all of the films were in

color, although this fact had no influ-

ence on the judging, since the editors

were asked to judge the films on general

photographic excellence first, story or

continuity second, and general appeal
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third. Although the grand prize winner

easily won that position, the other

awards were not easily arrived at. It

is difficult, in judging films, to com-
pare a story of a dog with the construc-

tion of a home, or the happenings of a

baby's day with a trip into Canada. In

such instances, a judge must consider:

"How well has the photographer ac-

complished what he set out to do?"

Filming and judging the pictures

were only the preliminary phases of the

Minneapolis Cine Club's first annual

contest. Probably, for most members,

the highlight was the club's Annual

Spring Show held on May 4th at which

time the prize winning films were

screened for members and an impressive

audience of friends, and at which time,

award of trophies was formerly made to

members who produced the films.

Cxperimental

Workshop . . .

• Continued from Page 289

finder in place so that it can be moved
easily.

The field in the ground glass of the

finder is masked off to compare with

that of the regular camera viewfinder.

This is done by comparing the area

with that seen in camera finder, then

marking the area on the ground glass

with ink or masking off the area with

opaque scotch tape.

With this finder in use, it is possible

to focus camera upon persons unbe-

known to them by pointing camera in

their direction at waist level and look-

ing into finder, facing in a different

direction.

—

Newell M. Bfown, Los An-

geles, Calif.

Film Storage
A temporary means for storing a

number of 50 foot reels of 8mm. film

is the familiar round ice cream carton.

If a used carton is obtained for purpose,

wash and dry it thoroughly, then place

a small quantity of dry rice in bottom

as a conditioner. Make a cardboard disc

that will fit snugly inside carton, per-

forate it, then force it down into carton

until it reaches the rice. The reels may
then be placed inside. A pint size carton

will hold six reels.

—

Robert A. Bird well,

Lynwood, Calif.

Clo&eup£ . . .

• Continued from Page 291

recommended as a vocational guadance

subject.

FATHER HUBBARD, one of the first ex-

plorer-lecturers to produce his own lec-

ture films, is currently enroute to

Europe where he will confer with im-

portant personages, and later film ma-
terial for a new series of films dealing

with the problems of rehabilitating de-

vastated Europe. In this project, it is

reported, Father Hubbard will use

Ansco Color film exclusively.

*
FANCHON ROYER, long a specialist on
1 6mm. documentaries of Latin Ameri-

can life, has returned to Mexico City

for an indefinite stay where she will

produce a new series of films in Koda-
chrome, employing Luis Osorno Barona,

eminent Mexican 16mm. cinematog-
rapher, to handle the photography.

*
EASTMAN KODAK have announced their

adoption of the standard "speed indexes"

of the American Standards Association

to indicate the speed of various films.

The A. S. A. speeds are based on the

"average gradient" method developed by
Eastman, and it is expected that all

meters will use the system after the war.

The numbers vary somewhat from the

present Weston ratings and run in a

25, 50, 100, &c, series. For average

scenes in average bright sunlight the

speeds are the reciprocal of the shutter

speed when working at f / 1 1 ; that is,

with Panatomic X with a speed of 25,

the exposure for the average above is

1 /25th second at f/11.

The elimination of the many speed

rating systems that have hitherto been

found on meters will do much to sim-

plify the photographer's work and im-

prove results.

(Barona - -

16mm. Kilmer...
• Continued from Page 29 1

Yucatan, Mexico, and has won extensive

praise for unusualness of subject and
quality of color photography.

In crediting Mexico with a priceless

contribution to the good neighbor policy

through the medium of films, due credit

must be given Luis Osorno Barona for

the part his skillful camera work
played in making these important color

films so successful.

ON THE COVER

• SYMBOLIZING the dream of va-

cationers this month is Denney
Plumlee tossing a flapjack midst the

pine needle and wood fire aroma

of the great outdoors. Plumlee,

Texas movie amateur, came to

Hollywood to break into animated

cartooning and study dramatics.

M-G-M saw his screen test, and role

in forthcoming western feature may
follow.

PIED PIPER $a£s

Listen to the seduc-

tive strains of my gen-

erous checks and send

your photographic
equipment to me at

once. Merchandise
sent back postpaid if

not satisfied.

179 W. MADISON ST.CHICAGO 2. ILL.

BRAND NEW

(?omedia
200 FT. 8 MM. — 15 DIFFERENT TITLES

$3.50 EACH Postage Prepaid

ma
c
c
o
k
me

e

dTs
ett HALF PRICE!

2 PEELERS — APP. 400 FT. 8 MM.
List Price ^ P Crt Postage Prepaid

$11.00 ^>J.Jv for Both Reels

BRAND NEW! THIRTY TITLES!

ABBE QiUtt
503 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C.

VAnderbilt 6-1355

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8 mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET— Stock No.
101 l-E. $1.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 15 mms. and a focal length when
combined of approx. I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms

together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
P. O. Audubon, New Jersey

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - • Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

J

RENT - BUY - EXCHANGE
Silent 8/16 MM Sound
News - Travel - Comedy - Sport

NEW MONEY-SAVING PLANS
Write for free details

MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Box 429 Oak Park 1, III.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $2(95
8 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dev Street New York City 7, N. Y.



PACE 306 HOME MOVIES FOR JULY

CLASSIFIED • ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For 35 years folks everywhere
have depended on BASS for

Cine apparatus.

USED CAMERAS: 100 ft. Cine B with F:6.5 lens,

$27.50. Cine Kodak Model A. hand crank. F:3.5

lens, $57.50. Keystone Model A with Cooke I"

F:l.8 in focus mount, $87.50. Filmo 70A. Cooke
F:3.5 lens and case. $115.00. Bell & Howell 70C
Spider Turret. Cooke F:3.5 fixed focus. I" Cooke
F:l.8 focus mount, 3%" Cooke F:3.3 focus mount
and carrying case at $247.50. Bolex H-8 with

13mm. Wollensak F:l.9 focus mount. I" Schneider
Xenon F:2 focus mount, case and filter, $275.00

EXTRA: — In stock, ready to ship, latest Castle
films. "Bombing of U. S. S. Franklin" and "Yanks
Battie for Okinawa!" Two great episodes in one
film. "Victory over Germany."

16mm.

Headline Edition 100 ft $2.75

Complete Edition 360 ft $8.75

Sound DeLuxe 350 ft _ $17.50

8mm.

Headline Edition 50 ft $1.75

Complete Edition 180 ft. $5.50

16mm. Ampro Sound on film proiector, powerful
Model S, complete 750 watt bulb. Cost $650.00.

Our price $475.00.

SPECIAL: Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. Complete Edi-

tors, including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast

aluminum base with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr.

Splicers for 8 or 16mm., $3.95. 2000 ft. heavy duty
16mm. rewinds, each $17.50. Dummy with brake.

$3.50. New Bell & Howell 8mm. Titler for Aris-

tocrat model only, complete at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans $3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels _ $3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans $2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Com-
plete stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY. Dept. CC, 179 W.
Madison St.. Chicago 2, III.

• BRAND NEW 8mm. Bell Howell Straight 8

camera, f:3.5 lens, case, six films, $59.50 ; 500
watt Bell Howell 16mm projector with case,

screen, $129.50; 16mm. sound on film Arc pro-
iector complete with amplifier, heavy duty
speaker, large pedestal stand, $795; brand new
37x50 DaLite Tripcd Beaded screen. $9.95; Victor

Model 38 sound on film projector, $375.00; Bell

Howell Model 70 camera with case, f:3.5 Cooke
lens, 16mm. size, with three inch telephoto lens,

$125; Victor 500 watt projector factory recondi-
tioned with screen; $125; Victor Model 3 camera,
f:3.5 lens, case and exposure meter, $75; Light

Stand with two 13" reflectors for No. I or No.
2 Photofloods, $15.95; 10" Clamp on aluminum
reflectors with cord and clamp, $3.50; 13" alu-

minum reflector with cord and clamp, $4.45;

16mm. steel reels 400', 10 for $2.50; new Bell

Howell 2. 3, 4, and 6 inch sole leather lens

cases. 79c each; 16mm. Griswold Splicer, $15;

brand new 8 or 16mm. Franklin Splicer. $4.25;

brand new Bolex 8 or 16mm. leather Sportsman's
case. $29.50; 750 watt TIO lamp, $4.10 prepaid;
500 watt TIO lamp, $3.50 prepaid; Bell Howell
1000 watt 2x2 slide proiector, $239.50 ;

4" f:4.5

Dallmeyer Telephoto lens. $69.50; 2" f:2.5 Cooke
for 8mm. Bell Howell $49.50 ;

6" f:4.5 offered for

trade on silent projectors. Bell & Howell model
70DA camera with positive viewfinder, built-in

hand crank attachment, carrying case, 3" f/3.5

lens 2" f/2.8 lens, I" f/1.8 lens; $395.00. NATION-
AL CAMERA EXCHANGE. 86 South Sixth Street,

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota. Established 1914.

• HI-RESOLVING 16mm. recording stock in 400

ft. rolls; RCA 16mm. sound camera, turret,

spring wind, microphone, earphones, studio am-
plifier. New Presto disc recorder, 78, 33-1/3

RPM, microphone and stand, complete. 16mm.
Bolex camera, 200 ft. outside magazine with

synchronous motor fitted for sound; 16mm. Auri-

con recorder. 8mm. Keystone F2.7, I" F3.5 lens,

Goerz vignetting device $62.50. 16mm. Filmo

75. F3.5 lens and case $79.50; Filmo 70DA, I"

FI.8 Cooke, 3" Dallmeyer F3.5 lens, Mayfair case.

New 35mm. Bausch & Lomb F3. Lenses for

16mm. $28.00 new Ilex I" F3.5 lenses for 8mm.
$19.75; wide angle Cine Extenar for 8mm.
$29.00 ;

3" Ilex F3.5 in focusing mount; new Vic-

tor. Ampro. SVE silent-sound and slide projectors

to essential users. Single and double sprocket

16mm. film measuring machine; 400 ft. rewinds

$8.00; used professional gearhead tripods for

16mm. for spring and motor cemeras. Buy—Trade,

send lists. CAMERA MART Dept. HM. 70 West
45th Street. New York.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,

I Oth of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• TWIN Turntables—highest quality throughout;
12" variable speed, handles 16" transcriptions;
two 12" ext. speakers plus 4" panel speaker;
crystal mike and monitor earphones; fades, dis-

solves, etc; picture of outfit appears on Pg.

150. December '42 Popular Science; also Pg. 260.

June '42, Amer. Cinematographer, SGT. HAROLD
ONEAL, 401 E. 17th St., Long Beach, Calif.

• SELL or trade—new CINE-KODAK model EE,
electric motor drive; 3.5 lens. Want 35mm.
camera or 8 or 16mm. projector. R. L. HAWKS.
USNR. 2222 N. Kansas Ave.. Wichita. Kensas.

• LENSES mounted. We specialize in indivi-

dually adapting any lens to any camera where
mechanically possible. Bolex' H-8 takes '/z''

Cooke Mytal. Write us your problem. STEVENS
Engineering, 2604 Military, Los Angeles 34, Calif.

• VICTOR model 33 sound projector with
speaker, factory reconditioned, $340.00. WILFRED
NAYLOR. 1907 No. Fifth Ave.. Birmingham I,

Alabama.

• GLASS Beads for making beaded screens;

75 pounds tor s^le as lot or 5 pound quantities.
PARKER. 547 Evanswood PI.. Cincinnati 20,

Ohio.

• SOUND proiectors (new); screens; new Bolex
L-8, H-8 and H-16' lenses, film and film features.
BALDWIN. 811 Rcssi. Boise, Idaho.

• FOR SALE RCA battery radio hand type luggage
model. Good condition. Batteries now available.

S22.50 shipped prepaid to you. L. G. Gross 9024
Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles 35, Calif.

WANTED

• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS. 41 -B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• DISTRIBUTORS wanted: Motion pictures, 16mm.
sound or silent, retailing at only $10.00 each.

Distributors make big money with these. Send

$10.00 for sample, or write at once to STANDARD
PICTURES CORPORATION, Universal City, Calif.

• WANTED Distributors for 16mm. motion pic-

tures. Generous deal for responsible people. Write

for details, give referencs. ULTRA PRODUCTIONS,
P.O. Box 319. North Hollywood, Calif.

• WANTED— 8mm. and 16mm. cine lenses. All

speeds and sizes. Cash or trade. What have you?
CINARCO, 118 Ridgewood, Davenport, Iowa.

• HIGHEST prices paid for 16mm. sound-silent

proiectors still and movie cameras and films.

Describe fully. ZENITH. 308 West 44th, New
York City.

• WANTED— R.C.A. newsreel S.O.F. camera at

once for cash. State price and description.

SMITH'S RADIO I.AB., 705 Croton Ave., New
Castle, Pa.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• MAKE your own vanishing titles, fadeouts and
light diffusing shields with heavy duty "Craftex"

—

easy to use. 20"x25" sheet $1.00. Satisfaction guaran-

teed or money refunded. MAJOR SERVICE, 3510

Palmer St., Chicago 47, III.

• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES for use in accurately

centering your camera with titling board. Center-

ing guides printed with instructions for the follow-

ing cameras: 8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak, 8mm.
Single lense Filmo, 8mm. Cine Kodaks 20, 25 and

60, 8mm. Keystone. 16mm. Kodaks K and E, Filmo

all 70 models, 121, 141; 16mm. Victor, 16mm. Key-

stones A3. A7 and Bl. Specify make and model of

your camera and enclose 10c for each guide de-

sired. HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood 28, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES. Box 1125, Waterbury.
Conn.

• I 8UY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-

iectors. new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231. Calwa City, Calif.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at ail times. Send for

lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14

Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• WRITE for latest catalog of 8mm. and 16mm.
film subjects— its Free! RITTER FILM SERVICE, 629
Lyman Ave.. Oak Park. III.

• LARGE selection of sound-silent proiectors,
cameras, films, projection lamps, Griswold and
Craig splicers, rewinders, reels and camera films.

ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York City.

• GORGEOUS Girls—sparkling "Allure" and "Sar-
ong girls"—two breathtaking films—8mm. 50 ft.

$2.00; 16mm. 100 ft. $4.00 each. "MacArthur Li-

berates Manila" and Victory Over Germany"
8mm. 50 ft. $1.75, 180 ft. $5.50; 16mm. 100 ft.

$2.75; 360 ft. $8.75, sound $17.50. Big catalogue
and sample, dime. UDET, Box 6520-CC. Philadel-
phia 38, Penna.

• REAL Action! "The Broken Freight Train," 200
ft. 16mm. $4.00; 100 ft. 8mm. $2.00. Comedies,
dramas, westerns, attractive "Glamour Girls."
Literature, sample, dime. ZIENTEK-FILMS, 1129

Monroe Circle. Baltimore 25. Maryland.

• 8MM. FILMS— New and good used prints for

sale: 50 ft.— 180 ft. RIEDEL FILM SERVICE. 3207
Joslyn Rd.. Cleveland II, Ohio.

• NICKELODEONS— 16mm. sound, silent, "Hiss
the Villain" mellerdramas. Original Keystone
Kops Bathing Girls, Chaplin. Oliver Hardy. Ex-

clusive new prints. IRVING MEGINNIS. 340 W.
29th. New York City I.

• RENT by week—8mm., 16mm., shorts and fea-

tures. Free catalog. Lowest rates. Accessories

—

bulbs—films. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227 Hep-
burn. Dayton. Ohio.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash

charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.

Box 539. Brockton. Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• BETTERPIX Outdoor Safety Film. 100 ft. 16mm.
$2.50 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing.
Finished subjects sold, exchanged. Sound library.

BETTER FILMS 742 New Lots. Brooklyn, N. Y.

• LIMITED supply of fresh DuPont 16mm. B&W
release positive film, perforated both sides. 800

ft. rolls only, outdoor Western 8. reversible. $9.00

per roll. D. W. ARLEN. Hearst Castle. San

Simeon, Calif.

• WE CAN supply movie film in both 16mm.
and double 8mm. Write us for kinds and prices.

FROMADER GENERA CO.. Davenport 8, Iowa.

• 8MM perforations added to 16mm. film for use

in most 8mm. cameras. Precision work guaran-

teed. $2.00 per 100-foot roll. Forward film marked
"For Re-perforation" with remittance. We will

return postpaid. FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway.
Kansas City, Missouri.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REVERSAL or negative motion picture process-

ing— 100 ft. 16mm. 75c; 50 ft. 16mm. 50c; 25 ft.

double 8mm. 35c; 25 ft. single 8mm., 25c. RITTER

FILM SERVICE. 629 Lyman Ave.. Oak Park, III.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $2.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO.. 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood. Calif.

PHOTO FINISHINC

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate. Calif.



ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.

In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50

SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

IOME MOVIES
1060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

. Send to -

Address

City. „ State

New Renewal Gift

, Send to _

Address.

ygtr.&jtm SI City State

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR

Sent in by.

Enclosed find $

Date

Renewal

State.

19

Gift

mMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY • 521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
j



i .u k^ju^. J—ranrnererro reus Mayra.r case.

New 35mm. Bausch & Lomb F3. Lenses for

16mm. $28.00 new Ilex I" F3-5 lenses for 8mm.

$19 75- «ide angle Cine Extenar for 8mm.

S2<? 00- 3" Hex F3.5 in focusing mount; new vic-

tor' Ampro, SVE silent-sound and slide proiectors

to
'

essential users. Single and double sprocket

16mm. film measuring machine: 400 ft. rewinds

S8 00- used professional gearhead tripods tor

16mm. for spring and motor «meras. Buy-Trade

send lists. CAMERA MART. Dept. HM. 70 West

45th Street. New York.

• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES for use in accurately

centering your camera with titling board Center-

ing guides printed with instructions for the foNow

iog cameras: 8mm. Magazine C,ne Kodak, 8mm.

Single lense Filmo. 8mm. Cine Kodaks 20 25 and

60 8mm. Keystone. 16mm. Kodaks K and E. Filmo

all 70 models, 121. 141; 16mm. Victor. 16mm Key-

stones A3, A7 and Bl. Specify make and imdele*

your camera and enclose 10c for each guide de-

sired. HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood 28, Calif.

these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with

album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, JZ.OQ.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO.. 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood. Calif.

PHOTO F INISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size. 30c.

"our cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.

THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate. Cant.



Lmong anglers, the most highly esteemed freshwater fish is the trout ... a graceful, streamlined

inhabitant of clear, cool mountain streams. His smooth performance when leaping out of the

water to catch flies on the wing is thrilling to watch. Similar high esteem is given, among tens

of thousands of home movie makers, to bolex amateur motion picture cameras.

These precision instruments, products of a company whose reputation for precision

craftsmanship has been famous the world over for more than 130 years, provide

home movies of a quality which rivals the smoothness, clarity and texture of those of the

professional screen. The superb performance of bolex cameras is due to precision construction,

versatility and simplicity of operation. Just as the performance of the speckled beauties

ranks highest among freshwater anglers, so do bolex cameras top the list for

smooth performance among home movie enthusiasts. Write for new descriptive booklet giving

complete details of bolex models H-16, H-8 and L-8 as well as bolex projectors.

BUY MORE
HOLD MORE
WA R BONOS BOLEX
AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY • 521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



Covering the entire wide range from perfume

"fixatives" to chemical weed killers. Kodak
Research Laboratoriesprovide more than 3000
organic chemicals essential to advancement

of chemical knowledge. Illustrated is the

complex formula of a "fixative'" . . . used to

make a perfume's fragrance lusting.

Research scientists turn to

Kodak for rare and costly

organic chemicals

From our greatest research institutions to

the lonely scientist in his cubby-hole labora-

tory, American research looks to Kodak for

the rare organic chemicals that are essential

to experimental work.

This is not a profit-making enterprise, in the

usual sense. It simply makes available, in small

packages at relatively small prices, the rare and

costly "organics" without which original re-

search can't function.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, NEW YORK

REMEMBER GUADALCANAL— our first offensive action in the

Pacific, over three years ago? How, with the Japs threatening our life

lines to Australia, and Australia itself, we attacked, despite inferior

naval and aviation forces? And how our Marines, fresh from train-

ing . . . fought battle after battle for 27 desperate weeks . . . wiped

out the Japs . . . and turned the whole tide of the Pacific war? A stern

example to us. BUY—AND HOLD—MORE WAR BONDS.

Crowing; from
this "labor of love"

. . . your future in

color photography!

After Kodak Research

undertook to supply other

sciences with the chemical

tools for research . . . came

Kodak's own pioneer development of processes for

color photography. It was speedily apparent that

the synthesis of organic chemicals, to create new

dyes, was a critical factor . . .

And Kodak had the experience necessary to

make them

This basic knowledge is reflected

in the glowing beauty of your Koda-

chrome home movies and "stills,"

your Minicolor and Kotava-

chrome prints . . .

And now in the most far-

reaching of all, your Koda-

color snapshots . . . full-

color prints, on paper,

from Kodacolor Film used

in your present camera

. . . limited note, but

plentiful later!

Serving human progress through photography

i



THIS ISSUE I Movie Magic With Odd Shots

t A "Suitcase" Projection Booth

t Saga Of A Lecture Film Maker
— plus six other big features!

AUGUST O



EXCLUSIVE FEATURED THAT
HAVE ESTABLISHED VICTOR LEADERSHIP

Safety Film Trip—Positive film protection from
damage due to loss of loop.

Oversize Sprocket—Five teeth—not three—con-
stantly engage film.

"Dual Flexo" Pauls—Spring over films—do not
punch new holes.

"Spira Draft" Lamp House — Assures much
longer lamp life and greater efficiency.

Your Victor investment is always protected by
Victor's World Wide Service Organization.

Invest In Victory

Buy More War Bonds

FIDELITY ... at its Finest
From the delicate call of the thrush ... to the mighty crescendo

of a Shostakovich Symphony, Victor Animatophones reproduce

a trueness of tone quality not equalled in any other equipment.

Victor's exclusively designed sound lens and stationary drum
make possible the ultimate in sound projection . . . whether

that sound be voice, instrumentation or other tones. No mov-

j^oe parts . . . nothing to wear out . . . thus nothing to impair

sound quality. All parts are keyed and instantly removable for

cleaning.

Ari exciter lamp many times more powerful than that used in

anyotrjef 16mm equipment, combined with the Victor exclu-

sive wide angle sound lens, produces a collimated beam that

overcomes difficulties when using old, dry and shrunken film.

If you want "Unsurpassed Sound" — then you want Victor.

Have You Ever Heard A Heart Beat?
Even so faint a sound as a heart beat is

faithfully projected by the Victor Ani-

matophone. Picture (to right) is from
Erpi's "Action of the Heart."

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York (181 McGraw-Hill Building. 330 W. 42nd Stft
Chicago 111 7 68 W. tan del ph

MAKERS OF liMM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1923



Films You Can OWN

OSWALD
RABBIT

Doctor Osward
C-Man Oswald
The Radio Bug
°°™n*e Control

$125
50 ft. 8mm.

1 00 ft. 1 6mm. $250

$150 < 50 ft. 8mm.

100 ft. 16mm. $300

$150 « 50 ft. 8mn

100 ft. 16r $300

and show as often as

you like!
Donald Duck! Mickey Mouse! Oswald Rabbit! Animated

cartoons from Hollywood's leading animators: Walt Disney,

Walter Lantz. and others! Here are entertainment films for your

home movie shows. We offer them for outright sale. Buy and

own them yourself to show anytime, anywhere—no restrictions.

Listed at left are just a few of the wide selection of subjects

available from Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc..—exclusive

distributors in 8mm. and 16mm.

r

Jn Sound and Color!
For Homes

—

Schools

—

Roadshows

—

"BOS KO"
if NOW you can purchase, outright, full length 16mm. prints

of famed Harman-Ising animated cartoons featuring Bosko
and other sprightly cartoon characters. Listed here are sub-
jects available in either black and white or color and sound:

Vienna Woods 2129-C

Parlor Pranks 2130-C

Hey Hay Fever 21 31 -C

Lost Chick 2132-C

Poor Little Me 2134-C

Old Plantation 2135-C

Run Sheep Run 2136 C

Old House 2137-C

To Spring 2138-C

Circus Daie 2137-C

Bosko & Pirates 2140-C

Easter Eggs 2141 -C

In Bagdad 2142-C

Cannibals 2143-C

Each Subject Approximately I Reel in Length

In Black & White and Sound
$17 50

In Color And Sound
$67 50

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please ship the following films as indicated:

Remittance Enclosed^ Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

State

City

Zone
No.

Send Free Catalog

Film Title Number Pric«

I0LLYW00D
ILM ENTERPRISES

INC.
•0 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California



ADVISORY EDITORS

DR. A. K. BAUMGARDNER
Peoria Cinema Club

PETER BEZEK
Chicago Cinema Club

S. JAMES BIALSON
Amateur Motion Picture Club of St. Louis

E. MOSS BROWN
Dallas Cinema Club

WALTER BRACKEN
The 8-14 Movie Club, Philadelphia, Pa.

W. EMERSON CLYMA
Detroit Society of Cinematographers

RUSSELL A. DIXON
Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema Club

CYRIL DVORAK
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FREE! Send coupon now for
new Deluxe Castle Films Catalog describ-
ing more than 125 thrilling home movies!
Historic War Films! Sports! Adventure!
Travel) Fun Cartoons I

In one drama-packed reel Castle Films gives you
the fitting climax to victory in Europe . . . the his-

toric world-acclaim and "welcome home" demon-
strations for General Dwight D. Eisenhower,

Supreme Commander of the Allied Armies!

See General "Ike" receiving highest honors as

all Paris turns out to greet him . . . colorful cere-

monies in London on "Eisenhower Day". . . and

the grateful tribute of his fellow Americans in this

country during historic, never-to-be-forgotten re-

ceptions in Washington, D.C., New York City,

West Point, Kansas City and Abilene, Kansas.

Own this film that records the greatest and
most enthusiastic receptions abroad and in Amer-
ica ever awarded a returning hero . . . our own
genial, capable General "Ike." A treasure for

your collection.

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA FIELD BUILDING RUSS BUILDING
NEW YORK 20 CHICAGO 3 SAN FRANCISCO 4

8 mm.
n 50 fret $1.75

180 teet 550
16 mm.

ICQ feet

363 teet 8.75

Scund, 350 teet 17.50

-ORDER FORM—
Send Castle Films' "Eisenhower Comes
Home" in the size and length indicated.

liAMC

A-^RtsS

CITY ZONE STATE

Remittance enclosed ship c.o.d. SendCactlsFilms'FREECatalog C
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FOR BETTER
MOVIES

to send overseas

—or to enjoy

at home • • • get

PHOTOFLOODS

It's mighty handy to have!

G-E Photoflood lamp R-2
carries its own reflector...

fits many a movie making
need. G-E also makes many
other lamps for every photo

need . . . including projection

and photoflash.

Hear the G-E radio programs: "The G-E All-Girl Orchestra,"

Sunday 10:00 p. m. EVT, NBC: "The World Today"news,

Monday through Friday 6:43 p. m. EVT, CBS: "The G-E

Houseparty." Monday through Friday 4:00 p. m. EWT, CBS.

G-E MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

GENERAL@ ELECTRIC

BUY WAR BONDS AND HOLD THEM

"I've Got

A Problem!
jf HAVE you a perplexing problem in photog-

raphy, editing, titling, or processing of home
movies? Then tell it to the editors. This "prob-

lem untangling" service is free to every reader

of Home Movies. Vi'here answer by mail is de-

sired, enclose stamped addressed envelope with

your letter.

CAMERA-PRINTER
Q: How can I use my camera as a

printer lor making duplicates of my films?

—A. Damonte, San Jose. Calif.

A: Thread your positive and negative

films, with emulsion sides in contact,

in your camera, same as with regular

film. An extra spindle must be provided

for the second film plus an extra take-

up—something you can easily devise

—

or you can wind the two films together

on the supply spool.

To expose, point lens skyward, away
from sun, or use a low wattage bulb

close to lens with lens set to focus at

infinity. Short tests will have to be

made to determine amount of exposure

necessary to net proper contrast.

IMACE NOT SHARP
Q: Have been shooting positive film

recently and note results are not as sharp
as in films previously exposed. Camera,
lens, exposure meter, etc., remain the same
as when better results were obtained.
Scenes filmed on bright, sunny days are

sharper than those exposed at f 3.5 or

under photoflood lights. What is my
trouble?—G. Herman, Buffalo, N. Y.

A: The degree of sharpness invariably

depends upon quality of camera lens

and care exercised in setting focus at

time shot is made. Your scenes filmed

in bright sunlight naturally will be

sharper than those filmed at the wider

stop of f 3.5 because greater depth of

focus is obtained when shooting at a

smaller f stop. If further tests with

all exposures made in bright sunlight

still produce unsharp results, would sug-

gest you send camera to factor}' for

checkup.

FILM SHOT IN REVERSE

Q: I have filmed several reverse action

scenes with my camera upside down,
later splicing the film turned end for end.

When projected, these shots are out of

focus, obviously because emulsion is on
opposite side of film from that in rest of

the reel. Is there any way this out of

focus condition can be avoided during

;

projection?—M. K. Gifford, Lockport, N. Y.

A: As far as we know there is no

remedy nor easy method for circum-

venting the trouble stated, except to
' have all the film on the one reel re-

versed so that all emulsion surfaces are

I

on the same side. This is not, always

• Continued on Page $48

MUSICAL MINIATURES
(liMM, 100 FEET)

18 NEW ATTRACTIONS!

NAME BANDS.'

NUMBER ONE PERFORMERS'

JOHNNY LONG • LARRY CLINTON
LANI MelNTYRE • AL DONOHUE
ART DIXON • EMERSON MOUNTAINEERS

. . . and many others. Each film Is a joyous me-
lange of music and song or music and dance

. . . done in true "production number" style.

s4t <focvi 'D&Uvi

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS
VIS-O-PAN

Full Panchromatic, Indoor—Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain

Double 8mm.— 25 ft S2.00
16mm.—100 ft 5.00

Same day processing

Included.

See your dealer or send
money direct.

Write for prices for

developing and pro-

cessing for 8mm. and
16mm. films bought
elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.

Dept. 12, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

J
Klatk-Uhiir

1 r^iii^ '2

"

/

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost.

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film

Ample
Outdoor
Speed

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM 8«.«,

S3 50 Includes machine processing. Day. $2.25
light spools, ready to load & shoot,

oer Calif, buyers include sales tai. »er

100 HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
°"

"The West s Greatest Film Order House"
Southoate California



Revere captures the living reality

Why have Revere 8mm Cameras and Projectors won such widespread

public recognition?

Mainly because of a combination of optical perfection in ultra-fine, ultra-fast

lenses and engineering skill that assures smooth, steadier, easier operation.

Scenes "sparkle with life". ..with clear, all-over brilliance whether in color or

black and white. Revere means keener satisfaction in this greatest of hobbies.

So keep your eye on Revere. Meanwhile, let's not lose sight of final victory ..

buy more war bonds now!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

6a/t/une±± /cc/r /ct (t tn't/ to EVERE 3
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Season of contrasts

SUMMER lighting ranges from

deepest shade to brightest high-

light, from the almost velvet blackness

of shadows to the full glistening brilli-

ance of sunlight on water and white sand

!

That's reason enough to choose Ansco

Hypan for your summer movies!

For this great film has the range to

cover such extremes of lighting—to

preserve the sparkling contrast and

subtle gradation of your movie scenes.

And for indoor shots, and scenes on dull

days and in deep shade, it has the speed

you need for brilliant, well-exposed

Plus, of course, the panchromatic color

balance that gives pleasing rendering

—

and lends itself with unusual aptness

to filter work of every type.

All this—and fine grain, too! Try

Ansco Hypan soon—for better motion

pictures. Ansco, Binghamton, New
York. A Division of General Aniline &
Film Corporation.

ask for

Ansco
8 and 16 mm.

HYPAN FILM

KEEP YOUR EYE ON ANSCO— FIRST WITH THE FINEST
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AMMONAL PRIZiS
For Best Amateur Motion
Picture On Any Subject

Attention all amateur motion pic*

ture producers! Here is the chance
you've always wanted. Now your own
motion picture can earn you big
money— and all the glory that goes
with being a producer of a commer-
cially distributed film.

Anyone may enter. There's noth-
ing to buy and nothing to sell. Your
production may be on any subject— any length

!

Why this contest? To stimulate
and help develop better amateur
motion picture production!
Ten internationally famous

judges will select the winners. Names
of judges will be announced shortly.

Get started now! The contest will

close July 1, 1946, and all entries
must be received prior to that date.
Write I.T.&T. Contest Editor for
complete details and your entry
blank today.

^gS**-1^ „. c-~^ r^"'*
1

iu*» c
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SEIES TITLES with continuitj ideas!

By EDMUND TURNER

A MOVIE MAKER may have film and every ambi-

tion to make a picture, but too often the element lacking is

a good story idea. Every picture, drawing or photograph

suggests a story to those with imagination. But with this

new series of titles one needn't call too strongly upon his

imagination. There's a story already sketched for each one.

If there's one that appeals to you, all that is necessary is

to enlarge upon the suggested story idea, develop it into a

scene-by-scene shooting script and shoot. The colorful title,

of course, will appropriately introduce your story. The titles

are designed for use* in typewriter titlers using 5 diopter

auxiliary lenses at an eight-inch focusing distance.

SISTER'S DIARY furnishes the motive for a movie involving her

kid brother who sneaks into her room to peek into her treasured

book of notes. As he reads—the paragraph being shown in close-

up—the scene fades or dissolves into the action: a day at the

beach with boy friend; on a picnic; a ride into the country; etc.

Suddenly sister enters the room, catches brother redhanded,

chases him out, and locks the door. She opens diary and thumbs

over its pages, dreamy eyed. Presently she takes her pen and makes

another entry in the book: "June 7th—Haven't seen Dick for

24 hours. Seems like ages! I can hardly wait until he calls again."

There's a knock on her door. Sis opens it, to be greeted by

boy friend.

•PRIVATE

THIS TITLE suggests picturing the routine of getting the children

off to bed each night with one child "starring" in the action.

After reading bedtime stories then tucking children into bed,

father and mother both fall asleep in their easy chairs in the

living room. One child reappears in the living room, calling to

mother for a drink of water. Observing her parents asleep, she

decides it's up to her to close up the house for the night. She

winds the clock, puts out the cat, turns out all but one light,

then awakens her parents, admonishing them to go to bed, imitat-

ing the expression of her elders—even taking her daddy by the ear

to hasten him off to bed.

SUBJECT TO endless comic treatment is the theme of your first

movie-making efforts. Begin with the purchase of camera and

projector, which scene you can stage in a photo store or in your

own home, then follow with a few scenes showing you making

movies, processing them, then editing and titling and projecting

them.

Climax is the screen results. With family and friends assembled

in the living room, projector is started. On the screen there un-

folds all manner of errors: double exposures, subjects upside down,

blank scenes, shots in which subjects' heads are "cut off," and,

of course, extreme rapid panning. When lights go on, show film

on floor as result of faulty take-up reel, with family cat snarling

it beyond hope of salvage.
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A SCREEN QUIZ is a novel form of home movie entertainment

and a reel of movies made for the purpose can be screened again

and again, furnishing fun for new groups. Start the reel with

a subtitle: "What city is the motor capital of the world?" and

follow it with a short sequence of scenes made within the city

in question. Avoid filming well-known landmarks and scenes

too familiar; rather, attempt to include in the scene's composi-

tion just a suggestion of some landmark, as for example a shot

made in Washington, D. C, with just the tip of Washington

Monument showing above the trees in one corner of the scene.

Filming scenes in this manner will provide interesting play for

your compositional skill.

BABIES—all kinds—make interesting pictures, more interesting

movies. The idea behind this title is to provide a basis for assem-

bling a collection of shots made of babies: children, puppies, kit-

tens, baby birds, lambs, etc., with the closing statement in sub-

title that "... it takes all kinds of babies to make a world!"

Don't overlook the endless opportunities to inject humor in

every shot, rather than filming the "babies" in commonplace poses.

Wait for baby daughter to strike an odd pose such as playing with

her toes. Film the lambs feeding from a nursing bottle; the

puppies nursing on the mother; the kittens toying with a spool

on the floor; etc.

THE IDEA behind this title closely follows that of the title above,

except that it suggests a collection of shots of how various

animals feed. Begin your picture with a shot of mother and small

daughter visiting a farm, for example, and the child being told

about the cow nursing its calf. "All animals carefully feed their

young to make them big and strong," a title states to emphasize

the idea with the child. Over a period of time, scenes can be

made showing other animals and wildlife at feeding time: birds

feeding their young; kittens and puppies nursing; etc., closing

the reel with a shot of children eating, with special educational

emphasis on the fact they leave nothing on their plates.

THERE'S ONE at every party—the practical joker who invariably

winds up the butt of his own jokes. This suggests a movie to

be filmed at a party, picnic, or other gathering where a little

horseplay will add hilarity to the occasion. Show a character going

through a lot of his nonsense: frightening the women with imita-

tion snakes or mice; switching sugar with the salt; trying on the

women's hats; giving out trick cigars; etc. In the end, the trick-

stef suffers from like treatment: in the exchanging of cigars, he

gets the "trick" stogie that explodes in his face, just as he sits

down upon the collapsible chair. As he strikes the floor, somebody

trips and spills a pitcher of water or other liquid in his face,

and as he attempts to rise, he bumps his head against a cream

pie, being held by another person, bringing it down upon him as

the picture ends with a fade.

iheVnactical

JOKE*
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Who's the world's MOST GLAMOROUS MODEL?
(AND THE HARDEST TO PHOTOGRAPH!)

«> X:.

SUPER-SPEED! SUPER-PRECISION!

MERCURYn
its a {/niversal

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR COLOR

The l/WOOth-second-shutter
MERCURY JJ will give you color pic-

tures clear and true right to the

edges, at a fraction of the usual

cost! Uses standard 35mm. color

or b/ac/c-and-white film car-

tridges. Be sure to see mercury I
before you decide on your new
camera. Ask your dealer to let

you know the minute MERCURY II

is available.

L

I/niversal Camera Corporation

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

WATCH universal for important developments in photo equipment, born of our war work in precision optics;
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Documenting America
Harley Bixler's Long Cherished Movie
Idea Becomes An Important Informational
Film For The U. S. State Department

By CURTIS RANDALL
ONE of the few amateur-made 16mm.

films chosen by the government

State department for informative

and cultural display abroad is "Caval-

cade Of America," filmed by Harley H.
Bixler of Schenectady, New York. This

picture, of which a number of duplicate

prints are being distributed by the State

department in both Europe and Latin

America, is the kind of filming adven-

ture most amateurs dream about.

Mr. Bixler long had anticipated a

cross country excursion which would

open up vistas for his movie camera. A
few years ago this opportunity presented

itself, and he and his family began a

liesurely automobile tour which ulti-

mately was to cover a total distance of

13,000 miles and take them through

25 states from the Atlantic to the

Pacific.

This tour did not begin without defi-

nite plans for making movies. Actually

• Harley H. Bixler of Schenectady Photographic
Society who traveled 13,000 miles through 25 states

to film "Cavalcade Of America."

the incentive behind it all was Bixler's

ambition to make a documentary film

glorifying America—its industrial, cul-

tural and economic advantages.

"My family and I previously had

traveled considerably throughout the

United States," said Mr. Bixler. "We
long had planned on a trip involving

a large part of the country. In decid-

ing on the movies we would make on
this trip, the thought occurred: 'Why
make this just another travel picture?

Why not tell the story of our coun-
try?'

"

"Cavalcade of America" was filmed

in 1 6mm. Kodachrome. Mr. Bixler used

a model 70-D Bell & Howell camera
equipped with a special 4-lens turret,

windback and frame counter which he

designed and built himself. The picture,

• Continued on Page 345

321
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• Fig. I—Simplest method for making fades reguires only closing or open-
ing the lens iris when filming the beginning or end of a scene. This may be
done by slowly turning iris control ring—the knurled ring by which you
set the exposure.

Three Easy

Ways To

Make Fades...
Fades Give An Important Modern
Touch To Your Movies; Here's

How To Make Them . . .

• Fig. 2—Best known gadget for making fades in home movies is the

fading glass. It consists of a piece of optical glass, about I'A

graduated from crystal clear to full opaque. This is drawn across the lens

as the camera records the scene, gradually increasing or reducing light.

W

• For The Beginning Amateur

nTHEN your home movies script

reads: "Scene i

—

fade in on Mary
coming towards camera . . . etc.,"

do you begin the shot with a fade, or

just skip it? Some amateurs continue to

avoid this simple but very effective de-

vice in their picture making simply be-

cause they have never attempted to

make a fade.

Actually, making a fadein or fadeout

is as simple as pressing the exposure

button of your camera. As illustrated on

this page, there are three simple ways

to make fades without employing ex-

pensive gadgets or attachments. First,

there is the fade made by manipulating

the iris diaphragm of the camera lens

—closing down lens to the last stop

to gradually black out the scene, or

opening the lens up to the established

normal f stop to fade in.

Obviously, this trick cannot easily

be done with the camera hand held. One
hand must be free to manipulate the

lens and this can only be done with the

camera mounted on a tripod. In order

to ease the operation while working be-

• Fig. 3—Chemical fades not only are simple to

make but afford a means for inserting fades omitted
during filming but required in the editing of a

picture. Commercially available for just this purpose
is Foto-Fade.

• Fig. 4—Amateurs can make an effective fading
glass with two pieces of glass, smoking surface
of one, then binding two pieces together as shown
h«'ow.

hind camera, a lever can be devised and

attached to iris adjustment, ring of the

lens as shown in Fig. I,

This effective gadget consists of a

ring cut from a plastic or thin gauge

metal tube larger in diameter than the

iris ring. A hole drilled in the side and

tapped takes a long machne screw which

serves the combined use as lever and

means for securing ring to the lens. In

addition, some amateurs have provided

a stop pin which may be adjusted to

stop the lever at the desired if mark,

making it unnecessary to crane one's

neck in watching lens while making
sure it is opened up to the proper stop

in executing a fadein. Here, it is im-

portant to open up the lens to exactly

the f mark previously established as

normal for shooting balance of the

scene.

To make a fade by this method, it is

necessary to shoot the scene at f 8 or

better for satisfactory results. Shooting

atf/ii or f/ 1 6 allows insufficient lati-

tude for executing fades. To fadeout,

• Continued on Page 342

SMOKED
SURFACE
INSIDE

APPLY TAPE
TO TOP & BOTTOM

EDGES ONLY
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TEMPO IN EDITING
Knowing When And How Much To
Shorten A Scene Insures Well
Edited Home Movies . . .

w

* For The Advanced Amateur

IN
LAST month's discussion of film

editing, we dwelt upon the tools

necessary for the job and demon-
strated how a simple sequence of vaca-

tion shots should be edited to gain

maximum continuity. In this article we
will take up the subject of tempo or

timing, a necessary element of successful

editing.

Probably the best way to study the

application of tempo in motion picture

continuity is to carefully observe meth-

ods of the expert studio cutters on thea-

tre screens. Next time you attend a

movie theatre, forget, for a moment, the

unfolding drama of the film and con-

centrate on its mechanical construction.

Notice the rapid flow of "cuts." Note
how the editor has proceeded from long

shots to medium shots to closeups in

the various sequences—how he has

"italicised" important detail with close-

ups filling the screen. After the estab-

lishing long shot, to set the locale or a

mood, note how the ensuing action is

depicted, with the camera just as close

to the players as possible.

You will probably observe, too, how
the picture is broken up into a large

number of short "takes," each a step-

ping stone to the scene that follows. By
this time the mechanical means em-
ployed to keep the action growing in

interest will be obvious. The quickening

pace established in each sequence, by the

studious altering of length of each cut,

is what gives the timing to the action

that builds and holds your interest.

A general rule that may be applied,

as to length of a scene or "cut," is to

make it run on the screen only as long

as necessary to enable comprehending

the action. Generally speaking, long

shots of scenic subjects require more
time for the eye to rove and absorb the

points of interest. Such cuts must

necessarily be longer than shots made
closeup where the eye immediately per-

ceives the details. To prove this to your-

self, take one of the popular picture

magazines and note how much longer

you will look at an interesting long

• In filming a parade, the scenes can be more
effectively edited if they are shot from several

different camera angles or locations, thus lending
additional interest to the event.

range scenic photo than a closeup photo

of a person or subject.

Obviously, a motion picture composed
of nothing but long shots, all of equal

footage, would be dull indeed, and if

you shoot your scenic vacation or travel

film in this way, a very mediocre pic-

ture will result. Therefore, before one

can do much about cutting for tempo,

he must have the material to do it with

—footage made with the camera at

varying distances; in other words, with
the subject filmed in sequences of long,

medium and closeup shots.

With several shots of the same scene

or action made from different camera

positions or angles and carefully edited,

the result is a sequence equalling in

length one long shot of the same subject,

but the individual length of each cut

would be brief—just long enough to

identify its place in the continuity. If

a cut fails to follow the action to the

last step, the mind's eye will carry over

the impression so that ensuing scenes

will join together smoothly.

It is with the story film or photo-

play that the element of tempo is vitally

important. Where tempo is employed

chiefly to build and retain interest in

the scenic or documentary film, it is

the key to motivating the story as a

whole in the photoplay.

Editing isn't a technique to be dis-

played alone in the post-filming pro-

cedure at the cutting and splicing

board; it has its beginning in the plan-

ning of the picture and later as it is

being filmed. Unless the picture is

photographed with an eye to its eventual

editing, the editing of it cannot be suc-

cessful as measured by picture standards

of today. It is essential therefore that

specific actions and sequences be plan-

ned so that they may be recorded by

the camera in the very best story telling

manner.

Let us take, for example, this se-

quence of action which involves a lad

being struck down by an automobile,

while playing in the street. A car sud-

denly bears down upon a group of boys

playing baseball. One lad, running bases,

• Continued on Page 347
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• Fig I—A. F. Adams' "suitcase projection booth" erected and in opera-
tion. Constructed of plywood, unit provides sturdy platform for projector
plus dual turntables, amplifier and controls panel in semi-enclosed illumi-

nated booth.

HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST

A Portable Unit That Makes Trans-

porting Of Equipment Easier, Adds

Showmanship To Screen Presentations

GEORGE C U S H M A N

WHEN A. F. Adams. Navato, Cali-

fornia amateur, is invited to show
movies, there is none of the con-

tusion of locating a table or stand ade-

quate for projector, turntables, etc.

When he puts on a movie show, it is a

smooth performance from start to fin-

ish because Adams carries his "projec-

tion booth" with him. When unfolded

and assembled, a compact, suitcase-like

kit becomes a sturdy projector stand

and semi-enclosed booth with built-in

turntables and amplifier and a central-

ized controls panel.

For those whose movie activities in-

clude shows in neighbors' homes, before

schools, clubs, and in auditoriums, here

is something to make the task easier and
enhance one's showmanship. Adams in-

vites other movie amateurs to adopt his

idea and build the "suitcase projection

booth" which requires no critical ma-
terials.

Set up in room or auditorium in back

of the audience, the erected unit sup-

ports the projector well above heads

ot those seated, permitting clear, unob-

structed screening of pictures. The
turntables, at waist height, are easy to

handle; adequate illumination is pro-

vided in the booth enclosing the turn-

tables without interfering with the

screen.

Essentially, the unit is built around

the double turntables. The main hotly

of the case, which holds the turntables

and amplifier, is fitted with two hinged

panels at the bottom that become the

legs w hen untolded and locked in place.

Rigidity is obtained by two angular

braces which are also lunged to bottom
ot case and which snap into place to

hold the leg panels in position. When the

unit is folded for curving, both the

leg panels and braces fold compact Iv

against bottom ot case and are locked in

place by sliding bolts.

Interesting is the way in which addi-

tional folding panels are erected and

placed on top of the turntable section

to form the booth and the platform for

projector. There is a deep groove around

the t,op edge ot the turntable section

into which the three folding panels are

inserted. The panels are further secured

by hinges which join them together,

C ompleting the assembly is the plywood

panel which fits on top of the three side

panels to provide the platform tor pro-

jector and record rack as shown in

Fig. r.

The sound equipment consists ot two

12 inch dual speed turntables and am-

plifier. The speaker, ot course, is a

separate unit with sufficient cord to

allow use in average auditoriums. l'urn-

• Figs. 2, 3, and 4, below, show case com-
pactly folded for carrying, legs being
snapped in place, and assembly of booth
panels on which platform is placed for the

projector. Erecting the case for use Is but

a matter of seconds.

tables and amplifier plus the controls

panel, occupy the main body ot the

unit. A feature of the controls panel

is the block of i 10 volt, outlets that

affords centralized control ot projector,

room lights, etc. Cords plugged in here

are controlled by appropriate switches

and taders.

Overall length of the unit when fold-

ed tor carrying is 42 inches. Width is

1 6 inches and depth 11 inches. Net

weight is m the neighborhood »>t 70
pounds. Hut Adams says that all the

necessary equipment housed separately

in carrying cases would weigh con-

siderably more.

WihkI material used was s null and
'

4 inch plywood. Hardware consisted

ot miscellaneous screws, hinges, and

slide bolts—all readily available at hard-

ware counters. The carrying handle is

a regulation luggage grip.

As may be seen from photos, the pro-

jector platform is large enough to ac-

comodate two projectors in addition to

the record cabinet, and sturdy enough

to accommodate the heavier sound pro-

jectors is well. The unit, as designed bj

Adams, offers an excellent piece of

equipment for schools, churches, clubs,

roadshow circuit operators and tor

movie amateurs called upon frequently

to exhibit movies publicly. Only those

who have had frequent experience oJ

searching in unfamiliar locations for

• i.ontiniird on I'tiRf 14(1
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• Here is the opening shot for your version of

"A Dog's Tale," amusing scenario which begins

on this page. Close attention to players' acting in

closeups will contribute much to success of picture.

* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur.

I F YOU secretly cherish the thought

I there's movie talent in your family,

M. here is a little family scenario you can

employ as a screen test just as they do

in Hollywood. There's a surprise in the

ending that gives it lively interest on

the screen, providing, of course, you arc

artful in staging the action and in edit-

ing and titling the picture.

You will be most, successful if you

will be painstaking with rehearsals, will

select the most talented of your players

to essay the roles, and pay attention to

specifications of tjhe script for long,

medium and closeup shots.

Main Title: "A DOG'S TALE"
Scene i : Fadein, closeup of woman,

with worried expression, telephoning.

Obviously she is inquiring about the

condition of someone.

Scene 2: Closeup of doctor's appoint-

ment chart on desk. A woman's hand
runs down the list, stops at the nota-

tion: "10:30 A.M. Mickey Jones

—

Operation."

Scene 3 : Medium closeup—Nurse in

uniform speaking over telephone to

woman in scene 1. She reads notation

at her finger tip, speaking:

Title: "Yes, Mrs. Jones, Mickey is on
the operating table now. Don't worry

—

he'll pull through all right."

Scene 4: Back to scene 1. Reassured,

woman smiles weakly, dabs handker-
chief to her eyes, finishes speaking and
hangs up phone.

Scene 5 : Full length shot of a swing-
ing door labeled "Operating Room." As
this scene opens, a nurse (not the same
as appears in previous scene) enters

swinging door and disappears. Hold
camera on scene until door stops swing-
ing.

Scene 6: Brief medium shot, ostensibly

taken from inside of operating room,
showing attendant backing through a

door and holding one end of a stretcher

upon which the patient is lying but not
visible to the camera. Just before

stretcher approaches camera close enough
to reveal patient, swing camera sharply

to the righty in a 90 degree arc as a

transitional effect to introduce

—

Scene 7: Cut immediately to closeup

of doctor's hands as he rinses them in

washbowl. (Plenty of suds, etc.) Con-
clude scene with nurse's hands entering

it FAMILY SCENARIO

FOR INDOOR FILMING
Here is A Simple, Easy To Film Script

That Will Prove Your Ability To Produce
Entertaining Photopl ay lets

I

and handing towel to doctor and hold-

ing rubber gloves in readiness.

Scene 8: Exterior of doctor's office

or hospital looking toward curb. Start

camera as car drives up and stops at

curb. Mrs. Jones gets out and hurries

up walk (toward camera) to enter

building.

Scene 9: Waiting room. Mrs. Jones

enters, goes immediately to receptionist's

desk and inquires about patient.

Scene 10: Medium closeup. Mrs. Jones

standing beside receptionist's desk. Re-

ceptionist pats Mrs. Jones' hand re-

assuringly and urges her to be seated

—

which Mrs. Jones does, haltingly, taking

out her handkerchief and fingering it

nervously.

Scene 1 1 : Interior of operating room.

Closeup of doctor— taking him in from
waist up and not revealing patient ob-

viously on operating table before him.

Doctor turns and nods in direction of

nurse out of scene.

Scene 12: Closeup of bottle labeled

"Ether." Nurse's hand enters scene,

takes it away.

Scene 13: Same as scene 11. Nurse

now standing beside doctor. She pours

some of the ether on piece of cotton

then places it over nose of patient (ob-

viously) out of scene below her.

Scene 14: Closeup of sheet—bulging

as though patient beneath it and mov-
• Continued on Page }40
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CONTEST

CONTENDER
George Burnwood's Photoplaylet
Starring His Son In Service
Honored As Movie Of The Month

By | H SCHOEN

TO
READERS of Home Movies, George Burnwood

needs no introduction. His articles on various phases of

amateur movie making have appeared in this publication

off and on during the past ten years. This month, however,

we have opportunity to tell readers about one of his pic-

tures, "A Fellow On A Furlough," which has been entered

in Home Movies Annual Amateur Contest for 1945 and
since accorded the honor of Movie Of The Month by
Home Movies' editorial and reviewing staffs.

Running 350 feet in 16mm. color—both Kodachrome
and Ansco Color

—
"This is the story of Cpl. Buddy Burn-

wood who, after 8 months in the U. S. Army Air Corps,

came home for his first furlough," as stated in the fore-

word.

The picture begins with a fadein closeup of a letter slot

in the front door of a home. There's a letter in the slot

and a feminine hand reaches in to take it. There's a cut to

Buddy's mother seated in the living room reading the

letter, and then a closeup of the letter revealing informa-

tion that the boy is en route home for a furlough.

The next sequence begins with Buddy arriving in front

of his home by taxi. He looks longingly at the familiar

surroundings for a moment then dashes up the front steps

to ring the bell. His mother opens the door; there is a

momentary cry of joy, a lengthy embrace, and the two
disappear into the house.

Having disposed of his gear, washed up, and greeted the

folks. Buddy lingers about the kitchen, watching mother and

grandma prepare dinner. His eyes light up when the turkey,

golden brown, is brought from the oven. The family gather

around the table for dinner and there is a solemn moment
as Buddy's father leads the happy little group in saying

grace.

"Oh Boy! It's good to be home and I'm going to spend

every minute of my furlough right here!" says Buddy
eyeing the luscious dinner that has been prepared for him.

Presently Buddy's girl friend telephones to welcome him

home. "Hi ya, peanut!" he greets her. A date's arranged

for that evening. Promptly at eight o'clock. Buddy ring's

the girl's doorbell. Their meeting is pictured in closeups

of feet—first, the girl's as she opens the door; then Buddy's,

as he enters ; then the boy's and the girl's together as they

embrace—the girl rising to her tiptoes to meet his lips—

a

homey and effective touch.

Burnwood demonstrates further cinematic skill by show-

ing the two together, not in the conventional straight on

shots, but by focusing the camera on the mirror over the

fireplace to show t,he young couple snuggled close on the

divan before a crackling fire. When the camera moved in

for a closeup of the couple, low key lighting and the effect

• Continued on Page 144

• Frame enlargements from George Burnwood's
contender in Home Movies' Annual Amateur contest

which also has been awarded the August certificate

for Movie of the Month. Filmed in color, story traces

son's doings on his first furlough.
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It May Be The COLOR Of The Light!
Results With Color Film May Vary According To
Geographical Location, Time Of Year, Or Type
Of Incandescent Light Used . . .

* For The Advanced Amateur

IT
IS possible, under certain condi-

tions for color film to render dif-

ferent results in one part of the

country than another. Within these

pages last month, I discussed the appli-

cation of certain filters in color photog-

raphy as a means of balancing color

where abnormal or adverse light con-

ditions prevailed. This article will point

out how natural light, differing in one

M

section from another, renders different

color results that can be corrected with

the aid of filters.

One of the most important causes of

"off color" light is that of geographical

variation, often completely ignored. The
writer's first realization of the great

importance of this occurred during a

stay in England, at a time when Koda-
chrome was still relatively a novelty.

The studio I was with had a quantity

of Type A Kodachrome for use with

photoflood lighting. The occasion arose

to photograph a beautiful country

estate. The recommended conversion

filter was obtained and the film exposed

and processed. The result was sorry in-

deed. The entire film was blue as though

bathed in fountain pen ink.

Investigation revealed that the con-

version filter purchased in London had

been made in Rochester, New York and

balanced to the color of daylight preva-

lent there. Tests proved that the color

of daylight in Southern England dif-

fered considerably, necessitating use of

• Continued on Page 336

• Winter sunlight lacks the color temperature of that of summer, often requiring use

of corrective filters to balance the preponderance of red. Only the serious filmer, of

course, will be concerned with these variations which are important in filming color
for reproduction.

• Shooting interior scenes in which daylight mixes with artificial

light also poses a problem where color film is used, calling for

special filters to balance one light against the other, depending
upon type of film employed.



Homemade Floodlight That

Steps Up Picture Quality

Answers Need For Versatile Light Unit
That Will Supply Overhead Illumination

By ARTHUR
• Fcr Beginner and Advanced Amateur.

»ID you ever try to evaluate your

progress in this hobby of Amateur
Movies? Among 'teen agers with

their intelligence tests, among army men
with their I.Q. ratings and even on radio

programs the trend today is to evaluate

oneself with some form of quiz. It is a

significant trend and much to be de-

sired, for by giving oneself the "once

over" he may become a better qualified

movie amateur.

Recently I decided that I wanted to

edit the color reels I had taken of the

family Christmases during the past

years. When I projected the reels made
the first year, then the second, etc., I

could see a definite improvement :'n

lighting technique.

The first pictures were taken with

four number one photofloods arranged

at unequal distances as for black and

white film. Results were generally un-

derexposed except for close-ups. The
next scenes, filmed considerably later,

were with the same 1 ghts placed equi-

distant from subject giving of course,

truer colors and more pleasing pictures.

Also, by that time, I had learned to

use small photofloods in table lamps.

Then came use of number two reflectors

M

which gave more light and definite

pictorial improvement all around.

The payoff came however this last

Christmas when I used my newly made
number four floodlights along with the

number twos. Now pictures sparkle and
have the snap and zest so noticeablv

lacking in the first set. I filmed close-

ups of my daughter, with the number
four floodlight elevated to the ceiling.

Heu hair, face and features were much
more natural because of two more
powerful lights coming from overhead.

The background, too, showed a remark-
able improvement, for previously the

walls of the rooms and anvthing not

directly under the glare of the number

HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST

• Homemade utility floodlight for indoor
cinematography built by the author. Iron
pipe and fittings make up the standard,
while an outdoor floodlight reflector unit
is balanced by moveable waights at op-
posite end of boom. Lighr is aduistable
to ceiling height and for various angles.

two's were always dimly lighted and
lacked sparkle.

All the items used in the construction
of my homemade lighting equipment
pictured on this page, were purchased
fairlv recently and are still available.

The music stands were found in a

second hand shop; the electrical necessi-

ties in a hardware store; and the pipes,

etc., in a plumbing supply house.

With the stand for the number four

floodlight constructed as pictured, I

can readily roll it around to any posi-

tion on my "set." Also I can elevate

the reflector high up over heads of the

actors to give the desired "natural"
light. The whole reflector may be in-

stantly reversed so that the flood is di-

rected up against t,he ceiling to give a

nice even diffused light all over the

room, or just as quickly and easily be

brought down to within a few inches of

the floor—and it will stay there. No
angle or position is too difficult for this

most versatile flood lamp. In fact this,

together with the other stands and the

connection box described in the March
issue of Home Movies, makes a very pro-

fessional lighting outfit for the movie
amateur.

Similarly the stands for the number
two reflectors were easily assembled.

• Continued on Page 341
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• Photo below shows photoflood unit in

which a music stand is employed as the

standard. Added is a swivel top that

takes two adjustable arms to which is at-

tached reflector photofloods. Diagram
at left gives details for construction of

adjustable swivel clamp.

l/s POD IN
MUSIC Sr/)NO
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MOVIE MAGIC WITH
WWW ODD SHOTS
How One Movie Amateur Made Continuity
From Discarded Odd Shots...

• Pictures on this page are frame enlargements
from 8mm. film "Vacation Widow," edited from
odd shots plus few purposely filmed 'tie-in" shots.

Here, mother bids good-bye to husband and son

off on vacation.

* For Beginner and Advanced Amateur

I LL OF us, in the course of making
/I movies over a period of time, have

II made odd shots of the children and

other members of the family, only to

find later no logical place for these

scenes when editing more conclusive

sequences of shots. In time, such scenes,

always important for the record they

contain of family inc dents, can add up
to sizeable footage. How to link these

scenes together in logical continuity is

always the problem responsible for their

remaining in anonymity in some obscure

drawer or cupboard.

The imaginative amateur, however,

will find a story thread upon which to

string these shots, arranging them to

present a human interest narrative that

will be equally welcome as a program
film when screening other home movie
reels.

An instance of this kind is "Vacation

Widow," a film by the very editing in-

genuity alone of its maker, recently won
for Merwyn C. Gill, the President's

Trophy, highest award of the Los An-
geles 8mm. Club.

Gill, like many amateurs, started

making movies when a baby son arrived

in the household. Like others, in the

course of editing his films, there was

always a scene or two that never quite

fitted into the scheme of things. Other-

wise, O.K., these scenes were carefully

saved. One day it occurred to Gill that

the scenes, now growing in volume,

should be spliced together and screened

occasionally. A little more thought on

the subject, and he had the nucleus of

an idea that culminated in "Vacation
Widow."
Merwyn Gill took as his theme, a

vacation in which the husband and child

make a journey by train, leaving the

wife and mother at home, hence

the picture's title.

The film opens with a theme shot

of a train pulkng into a station and
over which superimposed words of

the main title fade in. Opening shot

shows husband, wife and child

—

played by Gill, his wife and small

son—gathered at the railroad sta-

tion. Gill and the boy kiss Mrs. Gill

goodbye and board the train.

Returning home, a sudden pall of

• Continual on Pag?

• How they used to dance together
to music from the radio . . .

O And the boy's cute antics when
left alone to feed himself. These
were scenes that had been filmed
over a long period of time by Mer-
wyn Gill, that never seemed to fit in

with the editing scheme of his regular
family films.

O Back home, she reminisces as she feels the
loneliness of their absence . . .

*> She recalls her
family kitten . . .

small son playing with the

© How he used to climb upon his dad's knee
evenings for a bedtime story . . .



From EVERY angle . .

.

pho"°

>ne rugged case holds projector,

peaker, accessories.

Projector and speaker fit snugly in-

to one half of case.

Other half contains accessories, be-

comes operating stand.

Speaker unit, in use, is placed near

movie screen.

(9



lUND KODASCOPE FS-10-N

is first choice for fine sound projection

tAo

irice

It's
still pretty difficult to get a Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N—unless it's to

be used for military, industrial , or educational purposes. But there's

every good reason to label it as your next sound projector. For this war-

time-developed projector (the "N" in its name stands for "Navy," where
hundreds are in use today) has many advantages for your projection use.

First, perhaps, is its exceptional tone
fidelity—whether your film is original or

"dupe," black-and-white or color, straight

16mm. or a reduction from 35mm. Many
elements of the machine's mechanical and
electronic systems contribute here—in-

cluding velvet-smooth film movement at

the scanning point by means of a rotary

stabilizer.

Then there's the extreme operating
simplicity of the "FS-IO-N"—truly an
ideal projector for the amateur, although

producing sound movies of professional

quality for audiences ranging from a

home group to several hundred persons.

All controls are where you want them

—

clearly labeled, positive in action. There's

a handy thread light, too, which furthers

convenient operation.

Compactness— another reason why
you'll like the "FS-IO-N." It comes in

one case—complete— a word which
means exactly what it says. Projector,

speaker, lens and lamp, 1600-foot reel, ex-

tra exciter lamp, incidental accessories

—

all are contained in one handsome,
rugged case. A connecting cord powers
the projector from any 50-60 cycle,

A.C. 100-125-volt line ... a Cordomatic,

spring-retractable, connecting cable
unites speaker to the projector.

Sound Kodascope FS-IO-N is a versatile

performer. Here are several examples:

1 . It shows sound-on-film movies at 24
frames per second . . . silent movies as

well by setting the machine for 16

frames per second . . . adds voice com-
mentary to silent movies by means of

a supplementary microphone, or "back-

ground" music from a supplementary
phonograph pickup—and both can be
"mixed" with the sound track of sound
film when desired.

2. Its "fast" 2-inch //1.6 lens and power-
ful 750-watt lamp will supply ideal

illumination to screens of adequate size

under average projection conditions

—

and accessory lenses of varying focal

length fit the "FS-IO-N" to fill larger

screens at almost any desired distance.

3. The "FS-IO-N" will take any 16mm.
reel up to 2000-foot capacity—thus

permitting a continuous sound show of

55 minutes ... or, at silent operating

speed, a full hour and a quarter of un-

interrupted performance.

Yet—with all of its many advantages,

this top-flight sound projector is reason-

ably priced. $323.50 will buy it—COM-
PLETE. Better get in touch with your
Cine-Kodak dealer. He may be able to

make delivery on your "FS-IO-N" sooner

than you'd think.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, Rochester 4, N. Y.

r projector controls are The four sound controls are centered 40-foot Cordomatic cable connects "Tailor-mode projection" by means of several readily interchange-
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home movies' experiment
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

FRONT VIEW

Spotlight

Special lighting effects in home
movies call for a spotlight—something

few amateurs have. However, a simple

spotlight is easy to make by the cine-

bug handy with tools who will follow

details in accompanying sketch.

Obtain one of the oblong-shaped tins

from a delicatessen in which meat loaf

is packed. Such tins are invariably dis-

carded. Because of their square shape,

they are easier to work with than round
tins or sections of stove pipe, etc.

First cut louvres around sides, top

and bottom, as shown. Cut a narrow

slot lengthwise in center of side which

is to be bottom of spotlight. This serves

as a track for the lamp socket, permit-

ting it to be adjusted toward or away
from lens. Mount a porcelain lamp
socket on a block of hardwood or metal

after drilling a hole in bottom to take

a wing nut and bolt which fits through

the slot, in lamphouse. To this base, at-

tach a long rod and extend it through

rear of lamphouse, as shown.

A condenser lens may be obtained

from any theatre supply house or from

the Edmund Salvage Co., Audubon,
New Jersey. Diameter of lens will de-

pend upon size of can obtained for

lamphouse. Lens must be attached to a

separate panel of metal, as shown at A.

Cut a round hole in panel V?" smaller

in diameter than condenser lens. At-
tach lens by means of three small metal

clips, riveted or bolted as shown. At-

tach lens and panel to front of lamp-

house by means of two small hinges

at top.

A simple standard with cross pieces

for a base may be made of wood and

the spotlight mounted on it by means

of strap iron brackets and wing nuts and

bolts as shown at B. A Xo. i photoflood

or regulation spotlight bulb should be

used as source of illumination.

—

D. K.

O'Day, San Francisco, Calif.

Cinematic Tricks
Many interesting cinematic tricks

may be produced by reverse motion, but
for the 8mm. filmer, this means turning
the film over so as to return the sprocket

holes to the proper side. This causes a

reversal of objects—especially any read-

ing matter—from left to right which is

often objectionable.

The remedy for this is to photograph

the subject as reflected in a small mirror

held before the camera. A small pocket

mirror can be fastened at approximately

45 degrees before the camera lens, as

illustrated in accompanying sketches, by

means of a simple bracket inserted be-

tween camera and tripod head.

This bracket, indicated at A, may be

a piece of thin metal with a hole drilled-

permitting on; end to fit over tripod

screw. The mirror C is attached to a

8mm CMCDa Hjlt mirror ser
KT 15° /INGLE

small block of wood B, in the manner
shown, and the block fastened to the

bracket A by a small screw which per-

mits swiveling the mirror to the proper

angle.

To use the camera, it should be po.nt-

ed away from subject to be filmed at

right angles, the mirror reflecting the

action into the camera lens. Proper align-

ment of scene with camera may be de-

termined by a "through the lens" check,

or by setting the action centered on a

line exactly at right angle to camera. In

setting focus, measure distance from

camera to mirror, then mirror to scene

or subject, totaling the two.

—

Paul R.

Stout, Chicago, 111.

Scroll Titler

Scroll titles, or lengthy titles which

move upward as camera photographs

them, call for no elaborate equipment.

Your washing machine wringer can be

the means of moving the title card

smoothly as it is being filmed.

If you have no titler, provide a base-

board on which to mount the camera,

as shown in sketch. At end opposite

camera, mount, two uprights and fit

a length of broomstick between them,

setting screws or nails loosely so that

broomstick will revolve freely. Place this

on a high stool or table near the wring-

er. Letter title text on a long narrow
strip of paper. Tie a suitable weight at

cne end, then extend the paper over the

broomstick roller and down through the

wringer, as shown. Adjust strip untjl

first lines of title are in focus with

camera. Start camera and film opening

lines for required reading time, then

start wringer to move title upward, con-

tinuing the action until last line of title

enters title field area. Stop wringer at

this point.

—

Ra) Lofton, Chicago, III.

Shrub Labels
For the cinebug who is also a garden-

ei and horticulturist, scrap film leader

may k: used for shrub and rosebush

labels instead of those of wood so hard

to get now. Try using a piece of white

1 6mm. leader strip, about four inches
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cine workshop
hortcuts contributed by readers

* * *

in length, tied to the tree, bush or shrub

with twine inserted through one of the

sprocket holes. Name of shrub can be

lettered on film with black India ink.

Old pieces of scrap film can also be

used for this purpose by first removing

emulsion by soaking in water, then

sandpapering one surface to take pen

and ink inscription.

—

Stanley JepSOn,

Bombay, India.

Projector Stand
Sketch above shows a handy plat-

form or shelf which may be slipped

over an ordinary kitchen chair to pro-

vide a sturdy stand for home movie pro-

jectors. Use of this gadget simplifies

the problem of locating a table or

stand of suitable height, especially when
movies are to be shown outside your

home.

For the shelf I used plywood.

For the retaining strips that go around

edge of shelf, }/4" pine strips were

used. The two hooks for fitting gadget

over back of chair were made from

Ys" x 1 strap iron as also were the

two braces supporting the shelf.

Dimensions of platform area will be

determined by make and model of pro-

jector. Parts that come in contact with

the chair should be wrapped with tape

or other suitable fabric to prevent

scratching finish.

—

Robert Davis, Chi-

cago, III.

Screen Distance

Successful public screening of movie
films depends a great deal upon having

screen set up at proper distance from
projector so that image exactly fits

screen area. Our club gives many public

exhibitions, using a 5 2"x6o" screen

which requires a distance of 25 feet

from projector. To facilitate placing

screen at proper distance without hav-

ing to flash projector on and off several

times, we provide a length of chalk line

exactly 25 feet in length. This is used

to measure off distance between pro-

jector and screen position in a matter

of seconds so that projector need only

be centered on the screen.

—

A. Thco.

Roth, San Francisco, Calif.

Animated Map
Vacation and travel films invariably

call for an insert shot of a map showing

the route covered, stops made, et,c. This

can be done very effectively by animat-

ing the line of travel as shown in dia-

gram.

Using a sharp razor blade, cut out a

narrow strip of the map representing

the route of travel. Place map over an-

other sheet of paper of same color and

with a pencil or pen and ink draw in

the lines, markings, etc., in the area cut

MONEY FOR YOUR IDEAS!

DON'T keep those good ideas to

yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built

a novel and worthwhile gadget for

your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. If you have devel-
oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid $1.00. An extraordinary
idea will net you $5.00!

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,

illustrate it with a simple sketch

or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-
lished will be held for possible use
in later issues of Home Movies.

ANIMATED MAP INSERT
SHOWING ROUTE TRAVELED

out. Mount both map and paper in titler

or on board before camera and insert,

between the two a sheet of black paper

so that the black will appear through

the cut out area at point where trip

began. Start camera and move black

paper slowly in direction of travel.

When photographed, this will give the

effect of an animated black line mov-
ing across the map.

—

Charles Rogers,

Dallas, Texas.

Light Standard
A serviceable light standard for

clamp-on photoflood reflectors may be

constructed from wood along the lines

suggested in the accompanying diagram.

Material used throughout is Y/' pine.

Arrangement of cross members which
form the base is shown at B. The up-

right consists of two members which
• Continued on Page 348
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G Herbert C. Lanks, author, lecturer and photographer, recently completed a

12,000 mile Journey by Army jeep into interior of Alaska, bringing back 16mm.
color film currently being edited for his lecture tour. The 16mm. Victor camera used

on the trip performed without trouble in spite of sub-zero temperatures.

From The Arctic To Cape

Horn For lGnmi. Movies
"A" HERBERT LANKS' adventures with a movie camera are the

experiences almost even' serious cinematographer dreams about.

To pack camera and film and set out for Alaska, Mexico, South

America—all with their illimitable material for the camera—is

just about the most ideal vocation any movie enthusiast could

hope for. Lanks dreamed about these sort of things but unlike

others, he obeyed the impulse of his dreams and set about to

make them reality.

^X'ith Mrs. Lanks he was among the first to pioneer over the

incompleted Pan American Highway down into Mexico in 1932.

Each subsequent year Mr. Lanks has pushed his way further south

into Mexico, Central America, and South America, gathering

material for new publications, producing several widely distribu-

ted 1 6mm. color and sound films on Latin America subjects for

agencies of the United States government, and bringing new
material for his popular and colorful lectures on Latin America,

until today he is recognized as one of the leading interpreters of

Latin America in the country.

Lanks is reportedly the only man ever to have driven an

automobile from the Arctic to Cape Horn. Among his more

notable films is "By Highways To The Canal" produced in 1938

for the Pan-American Un : on. In 1942 he produced "Our Neigh-

bors Down The Road" in 16mm. Kodachrome for the Co-
ordinator of Inter-American Affairs, and later, two 16mm.
sound and color motion pictures on Alaska and th: Alaska High-
way.

After more than fifteen years of exploring new and interesting

lands with his camera, and writing, and giving lectures, Herbert

Lanks still has a fondness for undertaking expeditions into strange

and exciting country. Pioneering by car—the last time in a U. S.

Army jeep—he secures material for books and brings back

thousands of feet of 16mm. Kodachrome from each trip from
which he edits his lecture pictures and educational and docu-

mentary films for the government and commercial companies.

• Continued on Page 336

Closeups

RAY FERNSTROM is currently supervis-

ing the cinematography on "Fashion

Horizons," initial 16mm. color produc-

tion by Monogram Pictures' new indus-

trial films division in Hollywood under

supervision of Harry Donahue. In this

production, the long heralded Mitchell

1 6mm. professional camera is being used

for the first time. Mitchell Camera
Company makes a great many of the

35 mm. cameras used in Hollywood stu-

dios and have long planned a 16mm.
version of their studio camera for pro-

fessional use. The eyes of the 16mm.
non-theatrical industry are looking

with considarable interest upon the

result.

LEN ROOS, chief 16mm. cinematog-

lapher for Telefilm, Inc., Hollywood,

has completed construction of an elab-

orate 1 6mm. optical printer which will

enable Telefilm to offer all the optical

effects in 16mm. productions formerly

available only in 35mm. It is the first

time this service has been available to

16mm. producers on the Pacific coast

and will go a long way in advancing the

scope of educational and training films

produced exclusively in 16mm.

RALPH E. GRAY, eminent 16mm. cine-

matographer of Mexico City, is nego-

tiating with Planet Pictures, Inc., Hol-

lywood 1 6mm. film producers and dis-

tributors, to supply them with material

for a series of short subjects in color,

also to photograph material on assign-

ment. Currently being considered for

purchase is Gray's two-reel Kodachrome
subject, "Lake Patzcuaro."

*
BURTON BELKNAP, Spokane Washing-

ton cinematographer, is fast making a

name for himself in the industrial pic-

ture field, having undertaken filming

commitments for several Hollywood
industrial and educational film produc-

ers in recent months. Belknap is in a

unique position to serve producers with

on-the-spot cinematography in the

Northwest. He possesses fine 16mm.
camera equpiment and owns his own
plane which enables him to cover a

wide range of territorv.

SAWYER FELD Productions, Hollywood,

recently completed a one-reel 16mm.
film, "Lorraine," said to be the first

1 6mm. film produced especially for

television. Sponsored by a nationally

• Continued on Page 336
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• Today, those who have worked so ardently in producing these films look to the future. When finally

war ends, will the need for training films cease to exist?

Postwar Futnre

For The Training Film

HOME MOVIES FOR AUGUST

The Veteran's

Future In Films

By VIRGINIA WRIGHT
Drama Editor, Los Angeles Daily News

ir TO THE current Hollywood argu-

ment concerning the perpetuation of

government films producer-director Les-

lie Fenton adds a new note.

Fenton, who takes the affirmative,

looks at the situation both from the

standpoint of the veteran and the docu-

mentary film maker.

His first concern is for the veteran,

skilled in motion picture technique, who
probably would have a tough time find-

ing a spot for himself under the present

setup. For the motion picture industry

is in a unique position regarding the

hiring of veterans.

"On the surface it would seem that

Hollywood, like any other industry, will

be doing well to take care of its studio

employees who have returned from the

war. But a group three times as large

will be coming back," he insists, "per-

fectly equipped to take any variety of

jobs in the film industry but with no

past employment record in the business

to justify their employment.

"The army and the navy," he goes on,

"have trained thousands of men in the

use of photographic equipment, story

preparation, cutting and all the other

techniques and crafts of movie making.

Many of these men never had seen the

inside of a movie studio, yet the general

quality of the product they've been

making matches any Hollywood stand-

ard.

"These men will have acquired a new
profession and will naturally gravitate

to Hollywood seeking some outlet for

their new found talents. The natural

expansion of the industry will provide

jobs for some of these, but not for all.

"Now in England the veteran with

any creditable film experience acquired

in or out of the service can join the

British Ministry of Information imme-

diately following his discharge. This

was my own experience." (Fenton

fought in the opening years of the war
as a lieutenant in the British navy.)

"That government film bureau pro-

vides a vantage point from which the

film technician can find his place in

film industry. And it seems to me that

there is definitely a place for a govern-

ment film bureau in this country.

"Hollywood has acquitted itself well

in meeting the demands of government
services requiring films for visual edu-

cation and propaganda. It seems now
that an expanded world market may
limit this activity.

• Continued on Page 346

~k IT TOOK a war to make industry

realize the value of training films as a

tool for stepping up the education and

efficiency of employees. Five years ago,

training films were looked upon as

"costly experiments." Often poorly con-

ceived and produced, they were ill-

equipped to do an effective job. Today,

the training film has come of age; it

has made a place for itself in the

American industrial scene. As one of

the strongest implements of employee

and public relations councils, it has

performed priceless service during the

war. It should continue in the postwar

years to build upon the firm foundation

which it has now established

Credit is due our wartime govern-

ment in recognizing the potential use-

fulness of the 1 6mm. training film as

a medium for stepping up wartime pro-

duction, for making the great strides

that we did in those fateful months
following the Pearl Harbor incident.

Sponsored by industrial management,

•the training film has contributed in

innumerable ways to the accomplish-

ment of our war aims.

Training films have proved effective

morale builders among millions of de-

fense plant workers, just as other 16mm.
films have aided in putting over the

various war loans, checking absenteeism

among workers, and in making Red
Cross, U.S.O., United War Fund and

other drives successful.

Today, those who have worked so

ardently in producing these films look

to the future. When finally war ends,

will the need for industrial training and

orientation films cease to exist? The
answer is definitely no! Because, as long

as we have American industry, there

will be need for good public and em-
ployee relations films. It is not likely

that industry will quickly forget the

tremendous contribution of the train-

ing film, nor its potential value in build-

ing business for the future.

It is probable that new series of train-

ing films will need to be produced for

the benefit of workers who return from
the armed forces to civilian life, just

as many were produced to quickly train

these same boys when they entered the

service. These men are going to be in

need of rehabilitation that includes in-

dustrial reacclimatization and brush-up

instructions. Here, the destiny of the

postwar training film is apparent.

It is only natural that there will be

some dislocations among company-
sponsored training film units after the

war, but if there is any reduction in the

number of such units it will be more
• Continued on Page 347
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ILEX

TELEPHOTO & PROJECTIONm s e s

Here's a combination that can't be

beaten—an Ilex Telephoto on your

camera and an Ilex Projection Lens

on your projector!

Ilex Telephoto Lenses are equipped

with focusing mounts for both 8

and 16 mm. cameras. Their flat

fields provide images that an Ilex

Projection Lens will project on your
screen with thrilling brilliance and
detail throughout their entire area.

Ilex manufacturing facilities right

now are devoted entirely to supply-

ing precision optical equipment to

our Armed Forces. However, plan

now to get fullest pleasure from

your movie-making when Victory

is won, by standardizing on Ilex

lens equipment.

LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Ilex Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

• Continued from Page }}4

known shoe manufacturer, picture em-
ploys all the proven cinematic tech-

niques peculiar to the requirements for

telecasting. The production of such pic-

tures opens an entirely new field within

the 1 6mm. industry, one which will

grow steadilv as Television develops.

JACK McCOSKEY, SSC, is currently film-

ing the initial all i6mm. color-sound
' production of Planet Pictures, Inc.,

"Jeep Herders," a story of the west with

a Hollywood cast for the i6mm. enter-

tainment field. Planet Pictures, the sec-

ond company recently to enter the

1 6mm. theatrical film production field,

is reportedly set with substantial out-

lets for their impressive program of fea-

tures and short subject films.

*
ALVIN WYCKOFF, well-known Holly-

wood Cinematographer and one of the

oldest members in the ASC., is current-

ly shooting 1 6mm. as chief of cinema-

tography for Screencraft Productions,

Hollywood producers of industrial and
educational films.

ED STEVENS of Atlanta, Ga., recently

addressed a group of 300 convalescent

G.I. patients at Lawson General Hos-
pital awaiting discharge, on the topic

of possibilities for returning servicemen

with experience in film production

to become profitably engaged in the

non-theatrical 16mm. motion picture

industry.

Said Stevens: "Certainly the 16mm.
industry, as much as any other indus-

try, needs hundreds of good men in

even' capacity. It is only by publicizing

and telling our story to the men in that

industry personally that they will be-

come interested."

3t M,ay, Me Color 0/ J£ig,ht . . .

• Continued from Page 327

a special filter for converting Type A
Kodachrome film for daylight use in

that location.

The incident in itself was unimport-

ant. However, the lesson involved was

significant. It revealed that a perfectly

balanced film, used with a conversion

filter altogether correct for one geo-

graphical location, could yield entirely

unuseable pictures in another. Nothing
was changed but the color of the sun-

light; film, camera, filter and technique

were the same; but the difference in

color temperature of the daylight was

enough to make pictorial results un-

favorable.

Here is a factor in color photography

which undoubtedly will have to be

taken into account by serious cinema-

tographers of the future. True, there

may be no great variation in light be-

tween any two locations within the

United States as serious as that between

the U. S. and England, but in view of

the size of the country and the great

climatic differences involved, the varia-

tions must nevertheless be serious.

It is possible that the greatest differ-

ence lies in the matter of seasonal varia-

tion; the difference between one section

of the country and another is probably

greater at certain seasons than at others.

The difference in color temperature of

New England sunlight and that of

California, for example, is probably

much greater in winter than it is in

summer, though this is admittedly only

a guess. In any case, it is always pos-

sible that color film is not necessarily

correctly balanced for the color of day-

light in one particular community at

any particular season of the year.

The scrupulous filmer can check on
this from time to time by making an

occasional shot on a grey scale or other

test object possessing shades of black,

grey and white. If the pale greys and

white register slightly yellow on color

film, the check exposure should be re-

peated, this time using a pale blue

correction filter such as a CC3 or CC4.
If, on the other hand, the light neutral

tones are cold and have a definite blue

tinge, correction can be accomplished

with use of a light yellow correction

filter such as the CC13, CC14 or CCi 5.

It will usually be found that a slight

over-correction in the direction of a

trifle too much yellow is not particular-

ly objectionable, but great care must

be used in the employment of pale blue

filters, since the strong blue cast re-

sulting from deep blue filters is highly

unpleasant on most pictorial subjects.

When light is strongly off color, the

eye will often be aware of it, and the

photographer can obtain a reasonable

idea of the effect of correction by simp-

ly looking at the scene through the

filter in question. When the differences

are too small to be appreciated visually,

the probability is that the slight off-

color tinge introduced, by ignoring

them, will not seriously mar pictorial

results.

Color cinematographers must also

take into account the differences in

• Continued on Page 33S



with (Removable J4ead

Acclaimed the finest for
every picture taking use

The friction type head which is unconditionally guar-

anteed for 5 years, gives super-smooth 360° pan and
80° tilt action. It is removable, can be easily mounted
on our "Hi-Hat" low-base adaptor or Baby 'Pro-

fessional Junior" Tripod base. The large pin and
trunnion assures long, dependable service. A "T"
level is attached. The top-plate can be set for 16mm.
E. K. Cine Special, with or without motor 35mm.
DeVry and B & H Eyemo (with motor), and with or

without alignment gauge.

The standard size tripod base is sturdy. "Spread-
leg" design affords utmost rigidity and quick, posi-

tive height adjustments. Complete tripod weighs 14

lbs. Low height, at normal leg spread, 42". Extended
height 72". All workmanship and materials are the

finest.

ADAPTABILITY: below are illustrated (1) the "Hi-

Hat" ready for the friction type "Professional Junior"*

tripod head (2) to be affixed. Under the "Hi-Hat"
is the finger-grip head fastening nut that firmly

holds the removable tripod head onto either the

"Hit-Hat," standard tripod (3) or "Professional
Junior" Baby Tripod (4). Note the positive-locking,

fluted, height-adjustment knobs and tie-down rings

on the standard (3) tripod base. The Baby Tripod
has a "T" level, weighs 51/2 lbs., is made of Alum-
inum, with Dural legs having spurs. Extended height
—21 inches, depressed—16 inches. It's compact and
sturdy. Quality throughout.

"Professional Junior"" Tripods, Developing Kits, "Hi-Hats" and Shift-

over Alignment Gauges made by Camera Equipment Co. are used by

the U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal Corps, Office of Strategic

Services and Other Government Agencies—also by many leading news-

reel companies and 16mm. and 35mm. motion picture producers.

FRANK C. ZUCKER
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color temperatures of various artificial

light sources for indoor work. The vari-

ations in the color of sunlight at differ-

ent times of the year and in various

parts of the world are trifling com-
pared to the variations encountered

when we shoot color film with artificial

li^ht sources. There are many kinds of

artificial light source, in addition to

photofloods, each with its own char-

acteristic color, and each varying more

or less according to the operating con-

ditions and age of the unit.

With the advancement of color

photography, lamp manufacturers have

developed a unit known as a "3200 K"
lamp especially for use with color films.

The appellation "3200 K" means that

the lamp has a color temperature of

32oo
c
Kelvin. Photofloods have a rated

color temperature of 3400
0

Kelvin.

With the various makes of lamps, those

of different wattage will have differ-

ent color temperatures. For example, a

100 watt and a 250 watt lamp of the

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1096 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

IDAHO
BOISE

Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

!9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

same general type will not, as a rule,

have the same color temperature. In

the 3200 K line, this matter has been

corrected and all units, whatever their

size, operate at same color temperature.

Furthermore, this color temperature

remains reasonably constant for a fair-

ly long operating life. For a permanent

installation of photo lamps which are

to be used frequently, probably no
better investment can be made than an

adequate supply of 3200 K units. Since

these lamps last much longer than

photofloods, lamp cost will be lower in

the long run; but since the amount of

light, per watt of current is smaller, the

bill for electricity will be somewhat
larger for the same amount of light.

The amount of electric current avail-

able also must be taken into considera-

tion. In the average dwelling or amateur

installation, the wiring does not usually

permit of operating a large number of

high powered light units. Where only

15 or 20 amperes are available, the

ILLINOIS—Continued
Zenith Cinema Service

3252 Foster Avenue (25)
OAK PARK

Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte, Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW YORK
ALBANY

Hallenbeck & Riley

562 Broadway (7)

BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

312 Bay Ridge Pkwy. (75th St.) (9)

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

movie amateur is likely to find that the

limited use of 3200 K lamps will not

provide the illumination necessary for

either Kodachrome or Ansco Color film.

For the amateur with restricted elec-

tric current, facilities, there is a great

deal to be said for the use of photofloods

as a source of light for indoor color

filming. Life of photofloods is relatively

short, but they give tremendous bril-

liance of illumination for the amount
of current consumed. The No. 4 photo-

flood is probably the ideal unit for in-

door color photography in reasonable

amounts.

Strictly speaking, of course, the

photoflood is not the type of lamp for

which the present Tungsten Type
Ansco Color film is balanced. Color

temperature of photofloods when new
is about 200 degrees higher than Ansco's

3200 K rating, which means that with

this film photographic results will be

somewhat bluish and cold in tone when
• Continued on Page )40

New York City—Continued
Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink, Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service
203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange, Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
- 3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Young's Book & Film Service
108 W. 8th St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

^ SOUND / 7<focL SILENT

Film L/brar/es
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND I6mm FILM5

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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NEW SIM Ml MD SILEIT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches

* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Eisenhower Comes Home!—Castle

Films' special news release gives a vivid

pictorial account of the return to U. S.

of the Allied Supreme Commander. Pic-

ture includes all the highlights of the

General's receptions in London, Paris,

Washington, New York, West Point

and Abilene, Kansas. In London he re-

ceives the historic sword of the Duke
of Wellington. In Paris, General De-

Gaule decorates him with the French

Cross of Liberation. Arriving at the

Washington, D. C, airport, he is met

by his wife and later, when he reaches

his old home town, Abilene, Kansas, his

aged mother is the first to greet him.

Week End Pass, produced by Uni-

versal Pictures Corpn., will be available

in 1 6mm. sound for showing to ap-

proved non-theatrical audiences after

August 1 8, 1945. Starring Noah Berry,

Jr. and Martha O'Driscoll, the story

concerns a champion shipyards worker

who wins a bonus and week-end vaca-

tion. He yearns for peace and quiet and

gets, instead, a mix-up with a girl who
is uncertain whether to join the WACs
or WAVEs. This 8 reel feature is dis-

tributed by Bell & Howell Filmosound

Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chicago

13, 111. The base rental is $17.50 and

booking may be made through any Bell

& Howell factory branch or district

representative.

BE KIND TO FILMS

To further the movement for

lengthening life of rental library

films through greater care in their

projecton. Home Movies' editors

have prepared a booklet "How To
Operate A Sound Projector" aimed
to acquaint the novice with rudi-

ments of threading and operating

16mm. sound projectors. A limited

number of these booklets are being

distributed without charge to read-

ers of HOME MOVIES. For your
copy, send a stamped, addressed
envelope to Ver Halen Publications.

6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28,

Calif.

Sleeping Beauty is another in the

series of George Pal "Puppetoons" which

are being released in 16mm. sound on

film by Pictorial Films, Inc., RKO
Bldg., New York City. Subject fol-

lows theme of well-known fairy tale

and the picture presentation of the

cleverly animated handmade puppet

characters is enhanced by clever dia-

logue and a charming musical score.

Others in the series which are being

released in i6mra. are The Big Broad-

cast and Cavalcade of Music. Pictorial

Films, Inc., also announce release of

fifty-six new 100 foot sound musical

playlets, featuring some of the leading

bands of the country.

Let's All Sing Together is title of a

series of four one reel song subjects pro-

duced by National Canadian Film Board

and distributed by International The-

atrical and Television Corpn., 25 West

45 th St., New York City. Of the com-
munity sing style of presentation, sub-

jects are treated in humorous cartoon-

like manner and include such old favor-

ites as "Old McDonald Had A Farm,"

"Oh Susanna" and "Short'nin Bread."

Running eleven minutes on the screen,

subjects sell for $25.00 each.

Run Sheep Run is a charming ani-

mated cartoon produced in color by

Hugh Harman Productions and now
available in 16mm. sound and in color

or black and white. Featured is the

famous cartoon character Bosko. In the

pasture there are scores of lambs with

whom Bosko likes to cavort and play as

would a child with a litter of puppies.

One of the lambs, which is black, is

bolder and more foolish than the others

and Bosko decides to teach him to be

good and stay at home. Subject length is

approximately one reel. Distribution is

by Hollywood Film Enterprises, 6060

Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Chip Off The Old Block, is an 8

reel Universal Pictures production avail-

able in 1 6mm. sound. Featured are Don-

ald O'Connor, Peggy Ryan, Ann Blyth,

Helen Broderick, Arthur Treacher,

Patric Knowles, and Quiz Kid Joseph

Kupperman in a story that concerns

the teen-age son of a Navy family who
falls in love with the youngest member
of a famed stage dynasty and eventual-

ly liberates her in fine style. Outstand-

ing are the usual swell performances by

O'Connor and Peggy Ryan plus a clean

uproariously comedy with good music

snd dancing. Subject will be available

after August 25th, 1945 for approved

non-theatrical audiences from Bell &
Howell Filmosound Library, 1808

Larchmont Ave., Chicago 13, 111.
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— HIGH PRECISION —
For AD Branches of Photography

AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

— 1899 —
w e are set for post-war production,

and announce the coming debut into the

photographic world of the

GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

High-Speed Movie Lens

speeds f : 1 . 8 and f:2.3

standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 mm.
mot ie cameras. For definition, quality and

finest detail in black-and-white and color

mot ies.

This is one of our new American creations

of high standard now reserved exclusively

for our Armed Forces.

Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

c.p. GOERZ AMERICAN
£ OPTICAL COMPANY

I OFFICE AND FACTORY

f 317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM-8

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
CO., INC.

130 W. 44th St.

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea, Hollywood

Every 8 mm. Fan Wants

CINE EXTENAR
It's the new WIDE AM- W
GLE lens that every »

fan needs to catch the whole picture. Simply
screws over regular 8mm. lens. pro. a«« Ct\
viding, identical focus and definition SZ/«jU
plus a WIDE ANGLE

SEE YOU R DEALER . . . OR . . .

WRITE FOB FULL PARTICULARS TODAT—

CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.
»

photo-floods furnish the illumination.

However, this problem is not as serious

as it might appear, as the blue imparted

by the higher rated photoflood can be

compensated for by the use of a pale

yellow filter before the camera lens.

Obviously, this matter of obtaining

"pure" color will interest only the most

serious amateur cinematographers, also

professional 16mm. cinematographers

engaged in commercial production of

films. Yet it is something that nearly

every cine filmer may encounter at

some distant future—in some serious

work or perhaps in professional work
toward which he may unwittingly now

family. Scenario
• Continued from Page 325

ing. Movement gradually subsides as

though effect of ether taking hold.

Scene 15: Same as scene 13. Doctor
nods to nurse and speaks. She hands him
an instrument. He takes it and carefully

goes through motion of making an in-

cision.

Scene 16: Same as scene 10. Mrs.

Jones now nervously pacing floor. Stops

abruptly and looks toward door leading

to operating room. Tugs at moist hand-

kerchief and resumes pacing.

Scene 17: Medium shot, similar to

scene 1 5 but with camera farther back.

Doctor makes final stroke in operation,

hands instrument to nurse beside him,

slides mask from his face with a tired

expression and begins to slip off gloves,

exiting from room as he does so.

Scene 18: Same as scene 16. Mrs.

Jones still pacing floor. Looks up anx-

iously as doctor enters room through

door from operating room. Mrs. Jones

rushes over to him. He speaks to her

with a reassuring smile.

Scene 19: Closeup of same action as

scene 18. Doctor, smiling, is speaking

to Mrs. Jones:

Title: "There's not a thing to worry

about. The operation was a success and

you may see the patient in just a few

minutes."

Scene 20: Same as scene 18. Doctor

is escorting Mrs. Jones, now smiling, to

a chair. Just as she starts to sit down,

door from operating room opens and

two attendants enter room carrying (or

wheeling) stretcher bearing patient. (A
tea cart may be used for this). Mrs.

Jones jumps up, hurries over to side of

stretcher.

Scene 2 1 : Medium closeup. Mrs. Jones

pulls back sheet. Cut scene sharply here

before revealing identity of patient.

Scene 22: Closeup of patient—a dog

—sitting up on stretcher. His tail in a

large bandage.

Scene 23: Tight closeup of bandaged

tail wagging furiously.

be gravitating. In view of this, a knowl-
edge of color variation in light and its

remedy is something not to be passed

over lightly. Intelligent awareness of the

problem, and a constant appraisal of

cause and effect in all shots made, will

give increased ability to solve these

problems as they arise.

EDITOR'S NOTE: The foregoing

problems are gone into exhaustively,

with specific instructions for dealing

with them, in the author's forthcoming

book on Ansco Color films and paper

to be published by Ver Halen Publica-

tions at an early date.

Scene 24: Mrs. Jones picks dog up
and holds him close to her, smothering it

with kisses. As she turns to leave, dog
fills screen with camera centered on
wagging tail. Fadeout to

—

Title: THE END.
Careful choice of sets and props will

lend authenticity to the story and

heighten interest. Uniforms and masks

for doctor and nurses are essential. The
hospital scenes may be staged in a large

room finished in white with all furnish-

ings removed except those called for in

script.

After you have filmed, edited and

titled the picture, be sure to send it to

the editors for review.

cArctic ZJo

Cape J4orn . . .

• Continued from Page 334

His latest book "Highway To Alaska"

k the fascinating story of the great trail

to America's last frontier—a 12,000

mile journey which he also filmed in

1 6mm. color.

Now in preparation by Mr. Lanks is

a series of articles to be written ex-

clusively for Home Movies. These will

bring readers information on what and

where to shoot movies in Latin America

for those whose postwar plans call for

traveling with their movie cameras in

the enchanting lands that lie south of

the border.

EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.
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J4omemade
3loo

• Continued from Page 32S

With the arrangement shown in bottom

photo any angle can be attained. Each

lamp may be securely locked in a dif-

ferent position yet may instantly be re-

versed. Incidentally, the machine work

is such that( a local garage mechanic

can do it for you.

The photos and diagrams make a con-

struction detail almost unnecessary.

However, there is one point which

might, require explanation: to get the

number four floodlight reflector to stay

put it is necessary to make a counter-

balance. This must be of comparable

weight and in a compact form easily

moved up and down the pipe as required.

As may be seen, I used a pair of large

fruit juice cans filled with sand to the

required weight, fastened together with

Y2" pipe and electrical BX connector

bushings. I first weighed the reflector

socket, bulb and short nipple on the

kitchen scale, then filled the cans with

sand to the required weight.

The base for the No. 4 floodlight con-

sists of four 21" lengths of Y&" pipe

threaded at both ends and screwed into

a Y»" cross tee. Then Ys" ells are

fastened to the other ends into which

are screwed close nipples. Four rubber

tired casters are forced into each nipple,

the holes of which were first plugged

with wood. A hole was drilled and

tapped for a fourteen inch Ys" rod in

the center of the cross tee. This pro-

vides an upright support for the four

foot length of Ys" pipe forming the

center stand.

A Ys" tee, ell and close nipple form
the joint which allows the boom to

swivel and a No. 32 screw with wing
nut soldered on provides a means of

clamping the pipe firmly in position at

the joinp.

A six foot length of Y4" pipe forms

the boom arm and this terminates in

a Ys" tee wit,h Ya" branch, thus allow-

ing the short length of Ya" pipe at-

tached to the reflector to slide through

the Ys" Part of the tfie. A Ya" pipe cap

is fastened to the end of the boom to

prevent the cans from sliding off.

The brackets for the number two
reflector floods were made of Ys" r°d-

The two rods are suspended from top of

the music stands with a homemade
swivel joint shown in detail in the dia-

gram. This joint is formed by drilling

a Ys" hole lengthwise into a two inch

piece of Ys" square stock to slide on

the Ys" rod. Through the opposite end

of this piece, another Ys" hole is drilled

at right angles to the first hole to take

a Ys" bolt with wing nut. Two large

2Y2" washers are placed on the bolt as

well as a small clamp made by bending

pieces of 1/16" strap iron in a vise.

dliant . • •

HOLLYWOOD VIEWER
SLIDE CASE

Holds 126 Readymount Slides and a Hollywood
Viewer. Various colors in sparkling, polished plastic.

Protects slides and keeps them ready for instant

showing $2.50
Contents shown in illustration not included in price.

Mail Orders Filled

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing

32nd Street Near 6th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
ESTABLISHED 1898
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HAVE 16mm. FILM
SPOOLED-READY FOR CAM ERA USE

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 24 $4.5?

Weston 24—Panchromatic
Ideal for all-around outdoor use

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 44 $5.19

Weston 44-Mazda 40—Panchromatic
Put one roll in camera—use indoor and
out (processing charges included in price)

FOR BULK USERS

For those enthusiasts who save by spooling
and processing their own movies

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 24 S3.40

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 44 3.95

14mm. spool and can combination .40

Processing Charges 100

WRITB TODAY for catalog on complete line

of 8 and 14mm. Film, Titles and Access., and
25c booklet on Home Processing—FREE with

this ad.

Superior Bulk Film Co.
Home Processing Headquarters

188 W. Randolph St. Chicago I, III

Dept. HM L

Everything for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic FILM
1 * M 100 feet * fa
l«M Weston 32-20 *t.3U
8M
M $2.00

W^W Vm Weston 32-2

II ft M WestonIII 0 M 2412
(prices include processing)

I 4 1 Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Dejur "Critic" Meters 21.91
Dejur Exp. Meters 16.16
8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TATEQuality LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

'————

+

8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KOD ACH ROME

j
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY

Special Motion Picture Printing
995-A MERCHANDISE MART

1 CHICAGO 54

» j,

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

42
List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE

130 W. 44th St. New York 19. N. Y.

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

— FINE MACHINE WORK —
We Design and Build

Special Photographic Equipment

Remodel Cameras and Lenses

MacVAN MFG. CO.
Box 385, San Diego 5, Calif.

PHOTOGkArH i
Whether you are interested in photography for

fun or as a sound present and postwar career
** P —get the facts as to how America's largest, best
I g equipped school can qualify you for success.

j[ O Start now. Home study or resident training. In-

S r dividual instruction by experts. Free book giTes
U

| details, X. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
, f Dept. 114. 10 West 33 St., New York 1. N. Y,

Hided laloi

The 3
8
" rod arms supporting the lights

fit into the V formed by the bending.

This joint allows both arms to turn in

a complete circle, yet they can be

locked with the wing nut at any de-

sired position. Also each arm can twist

through a complete circle in a plane

at right angles to the previous one men-
tioned. To allow a better grip, short

lengths of rubber tubing were fitted

over the ends of the }/g" rod.

The socket ends of this 3 s" r°d are

threaded to fit l/4" pipe tees. For each

lamp, a short length, of rod is

threaded to fit the socket, then bent in

the vise to form a right angle i Yz"xi"

.

When holes are drilled and tapped in

the tees for No. 10-32 screws, a means
is provided for swinging each lamp thru

another complete circle giving a wide

range of lamp angles and positions.

When the shooting is all done and

it's time to pick up and pack up, you

will appreciate once more the value

of this simple and easy-to-build equip-

ment. It folds up into relatively small

space and except for the number four

flood light with its caster base, can all

be packed in a small closet when not

in use.

The advantages of such homemade
lighting equipment are numerous and

justify the effort and small expense in-

volved. The amateur cannot hope to

approach the lighting quality of the

professional without some of the tools

used by the experts. Plenty of powerful

illumination placed where it will do the

most good is an essential to good

photography. One or more lighting units

such as described here will give the

movie amateur that advantage.

yltovie yUagic lAJitk Odd Shot* .

• Continued from Page 329

lonliness comes over Mrs. Gill as she

enters the home in which familiar

sounds of her child and husband no

longer are heard. Good acting here

makes this very effective in the first of

several "tie-in" shots filmed especially

to link the odd footage together.

As Mrs. Gill walks through the house,

she seems lost—undecided what to do.

She settles in a chair and picks up one

cf her son's storybooks, and as she flips

the pages, she reminisces. This scene

fades out in a novel transitional effect

consisting of a whirling spiral that

bridges the gap between reality and day-

dreams. Mrs. Gill's thoughts are now of

her small son and husband; how they

used to romp and play about the house.

This is depicted by scenes of them
filmed at earlier dates that ultimately

had become odd footage in an obscure

drawer. Now carefully edited, they de-

pict the memories of Mrs. Gill: the boy
playing with a kitten ; romping on the

lawn ; climbing upon his father's knee

for a story; dancing to music from the

radio; etc.

This sequence is broken by another

transition returning our attention to

the reflecting wife. She gets up, tosses

the book aside, turns on the radio. As

she listens to a haunting melody, her

thoughts again turn to her husband and

boy. Another transitional effect intro-

duces another sequence of show showing

the boy and his father in miscellaneous

activities. Again the combination spiral-

fadeout effect occurs to return us to

Mrs. Gill at the radio. She snaps off the

switch, gazes out the window forlornly

as the picture ends.

No one can doubt the effectiveness

of this little continuity. A half dozen

specially staged scenes, that involved no

more than a single roll of film, were the

means of salvaging a hundred feet of

discarded footage. Note that no titles

were necessary, other than the main and

end title. Action in the "tie-in" shots

was adequate to convey sufficient

meaning, thus making subtitles un-

necessary.

Others may follow the suggestion for

retrieving odd footage set forth by this

example. Whether the footage be travel

shots, vacation footage, or odd shots of

the children and members of the family,

a little thought often will enable the

filmer to shoot a few story-telling

scenes that, when intercut with the odd

shots, will cause them to metamorphose

into a new and exciting family photo-

play.

3 Way* 73o

Atake Jade* . . .

• Continued from Page 322

gradually close the lens at conclusion

of the take, continuing until the last

f stop—f 16 or f 22—is reached.

With some lenses, which do not close

completely on the smallest stop, it is

necessary to conclude the fadeout pro-

cess by covering lens with hand or

fingers.

To fadein, start the camera focused

on the scene with the lens fully closed,

and with the correct f stop for normal

exposure of the scene established.

Gradually open lens until the normal

f stop is reached and continue filming.

This same process may be employed

to make fades when shooting titles on

positive film where the values are re-

versed—which calls for reversing the

fading procedure. Instead of opening

up the lens to fade in, the lens is closed

down from the widest stop to the nor-
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mal exposure stop. To fadeout:, the lens

is opened up from the normal stop to

the widest stop.

Perhaps the easiest method for making

fades is through use of the fading glass,

as illustrated in Fig. 2. This gadget is

probably one of the oldest and simplest

tools for making fades in amateur

movies. It consists of a panel of optical

glass approximately 1 Y^' x 4" which is

gradually tinted from clear glass to full

opaque. Most popular is the fading glass

marketed by Harrison & Harrison of

Hollywood which has the color pigment

ground into the glass. To produce a fade,

the glass is passed before the camera

lens as fast or slow as length of fade

desired, while filming is in progress.

The amateur can make his own fading

glass with two pieces of clear flawless

window glass—although optical glass is

preferred. Partially smoke surface of

one piece, as shown at 1 in Fig. 4,

darkening glass from clear to full

opaque from point in center to one end.

Place second piece of glass over smoked

surface of treated glass, then seal to-

gether, as shown in steps 2 and 3, Fig.

4, using scotch or adhesive tape applied

over the top and bottom edges only.

After a picture is filmed and edited,

it is often found that fades are desired

that were not produced with the camera

or which, because of the demands of

editing, had to be deleted as the film

passed through the cutting stage. Here,

fades can be added to the film by

chemical means—immersing film in a

dye, as shown in Fig. 3, to produce a

gradual darkening of scene similar to

the effect gained by the two methods

described above.

The most satisfactory chemical for

this purpose is "Fotofade," marketed by

Craig Movie Supply Co., Los Angeles.

This is a preparation from which a fad-

ing solution may be made by dissolving

in water. The solution is placed in a

narrow bottle or glass graduate, as pic-

tured, and the section of film to be

treated then slowly immersed in the solu-

tion and withdrawn. Thus the film is

gradually dyed so that opacity steadily

increases until image is fully obliterated.

It works equally well with either black

and white or Kodachrome film.

No amateur, seriously interested in

producing entertaining movies, will

omit fades from his films. The very

opening title should begin with a fade.

The final credit title should fadeout

and the initial scene open with a fadein.

There will be instances where fadeins

and fadeouts will be necessary to punc-

tuate the picture throughout, just as

we use commas and periods in writing

letters. The final scene should close with

a fadeout as should the end title. To
fulfill these requirements for a well

turned home movie, the use of both

camera and dye fades is obviously

necessary.

Dissolves, while they enhance any

THE CRAIG
SENIOR
SPLICER

OR the advanced movie maker

who desires permanent, neat

splices—guaranteed accurate to

within 1/1000 of an inch—splices

that h-o-l-d—CRAIG SENIOR

SPLICERS are the choice. Designed

for use with all 8mm or 16mm

sound or silent film, each splice is

made quickly and easily without

wetting the film. Four simple

Available now on AA5

steps—you insert the film, cut

and trim it, scrape one side and

then splice it. Splices made on

a Craig Senior Splicer will

not flicker on the screen—they

run smoothly thru the projector

without a noise. Good splices are

easier to make on a Craig Senior

Splicer. Put it at the top of your

postwar buying list.

priority or better

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO

Closing Date

HOME MOVIES 1945
ANNUAL AMATEUR CONTEST

SEPTEMBER 30th

Announcement of Winners

DECEMBER 1st

RULES FOR 1945 CONTEST
• Entries limited to amateur-made
8mm. and 16mm. films, sound and
silent.

• Contestants must pay transporta-

tion both ways.

• All entries should be titled— at

least with main and end title.

• Both reels and cans must bear con-
testant's name and address.

• Grading of sound films includes
both discs and sound on film.

• List equipment used in making
film.

Address Films To: HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif.
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Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8mm.
b&w film. Full anti-halo
backing. Produces crisp, spark-
ling movies comparable to
the higher-priced "standard"
brands. Weston 16-4. $4.50 per
3 rolls double 8mm. ($1.60
each) $4.60 per six rolls
single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. $1.70 per two rolls
single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. All films dalite load,
ing. with processing free.

•(Not recommended for use in Kevstonc cameras. Order
ESO-A. R. E & F.)

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film under
the Coors Patent i ^0^442.)

PLUS...
Our line of six other types of films for your double Smm.
and single Smm. cameras. (Single Smm. prices available
on request, or, as listed in our Summer catalog.) All
prices include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO-A Weston 6-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three

rolls double Smm. ($1.20 each.)
ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with anti-halo base.

$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)
ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super-speed panchromatic film.

$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.35 each.)
ESO-F Weston 24-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5.70 per

three rolls double Smm. ($2.00 each.)
ESO-G Weston fi-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect

pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double Smm.
($1.25 each.)

PLUS...
PeLux b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for underexposed and over-exposed scenes. $2.00 per 50-

foot roll. 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
will be returned insured.

OUR GUARANTEE : ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and uill replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not

fully pleased with your results. You MUST b; satisfied!

ESO-S PICTURES
• QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri

FILMCRAPH
VOICE AMD MUSIC RECORDINGS

"Make Your Own Talkies"

ADD SOUND to your silent Films. EASY-IN-
EXPENSIVE using the latest modern approved
method of recording directly on your 14mm.
film or with Miles M-5 blank Safety Film ideal
for making "Talkies" Voice Titles; also for
Speech Correction, Lectures, Dramatics and
General Recordings for permanent and in-

stantaneous reproduction.

The Miles FILMGRAPH Recorder-Reproducer
units are compactly built for steady dependable
performance.

Write for descriptive literature to Dept. HM-8.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

V.9I2 Broadway New York 3, N. ~iJ

8mm. — 1 6mm.

PROJECTION BULBS
PHOTO ELECTRIC CELLS and EXCITER LAMPS

All Types—Immediate Delivery

PROJECTOR LAMP SALES CO.
5209 W. 23rd St. Cicero 50. III.

RENT - BUY - EXCHANGE
Silent 8 16 MM Sound
News - Travel - Comedy - Sport

NEW MONEY-SAVING PLANS
Write for free details

MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Box 429 Oak Park 1. II

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies. New Hymnal Soundies

Sales, Rentals, Exchanges— Bargain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

film, are difficult to execute for the

movie amateur with a camera not pos-

sessing a film backwind and frame
counter. Dissolves, or lap-dissolves as

they are more properly termed, are ac-

tually two fades superimposed over one
another. A fadeout is made at the close

of one scene, the film wound back with
the lens capped to point where fadeout

begins, then the next scene superim-

posed beginning with a fadein. Unless

the fadein occupies exactly the same
frames as the fadeout, the lap-dissolve

will appear clumsy on the screen. For

this reason, the average filmer will find

that a quick fadeout followed by a

serve the purposequick fadein will

equally well.

The question invariably arises with
the neophyte as to how long a fade
should be—how many frames should be

allowed a fadein or fadeout. In most
cases, the subject, filmed will determine
this. A picture of slow tempo suggests

longer fades than one of action and
quick tempo. Where a fadein is to fol-

low a fadeout, both fades should be

short—about 20 frames. Hollywood
film editors have established 48 frames
as the maximum for fades in sound
films, either 35mm. or 1 6mm. The
same number of frames are allowed for

lap dissolves.

Content Contender . . .

• Continued from Page 326

of flames throwing shadows over their

faces were employed to give warmth
and realism to the scene.

Transitions, symbolizing the passing

of time, employed the simple expedient

of a calendar on which the passing of

each day of Buddy's brief furlough was
indicated by crossing off the date with

a pencil.

The following day being Sunday,

Buddy and his dad are loafing about,

reading the paper. Dad suggests Buddy
give him a hand in painting the house,

to which he cheerfully agrees. Presently

a visitor arrives, a lad of Buddy's age,

bearing golf clubs and an invitation to

Buddy to play a round on the links. Dad
looks on with a knowing smile, tells

Buddy to run along and play.

"We'll paint the house next Sunday,

Dad, and nothing will stop us," Buddy
calls back, reassuringly.

Following are some nice shots of the

boys on the links and then a very ef-

fective group shot as the boys tally

their score cards and haggle over points.

An effective and highly interesting

sequence is the one that follows in which

Buddy is showji telling mother and

grandma about his experiences in train-

ing. He shows them his various diplo-

mas, etc., and these introduce short

sequences of shots depicting his experi-

ences, all staged, of course, especially

for the occasion but very effectively

done.

The following Sunday, Buddy and his

dad get started on the painting job; that

is, they get the ladders up and the paint

mixed. But at this point, Buddy's girl

friend puts in another appearance, this

time with her camera. She suggests they

go for a walk and snap some pictures.

The boy looks quizzically at his dad

who tells them to run along, and the

youngsters hike out into the country,

stopping occasionally to snap a pose of

one another.

The last day of Buddy's furlough

arrives. The taxi that is to take him
away pulls up in front of the house.

Mother and dad see him to the cab after

fond embraces and a kiss or two. As
the taxi disappears in the distance,

Buddy's mother and dad gaze longingly

after it as the picture closes with a

fade on this scene.

Highlighting the charming narrative

on which this picture is based, is the

excellent photography, professional in

quality to the last scene. Incidentally, it

was the photography of this very pic-

ture that landed for George Burnwood a

job as professional 16mm. cinematog-

rapher for a Philadelphia producer of

industrial and training films. It should

be remembered, however, that "A Fel-

low On A Furlough" is classed as an

amateur film, having been produced and
fully completed before Burnwood begun
his activities as a professional camera-
man.

The quality of the lighting of in-

teriors, the staging of scenes, direction,

.and finally editing of the picture, ranks

with the best professional work today.

Those who are privileged to see the film

will be impressed with the closely

matched quality of the two color films

used in its production. Obviously, Burn-
wood has mastered all exposure problems

that go with the two films, knows how
to handle each medium for maximum
effective results and fidelity of color.

Burnwood, in his letter accompanying
the film, said: "A couple of years ago

when we exchanged recordings, you
issued a challenge to me to submit a

film in your annual contest. The chal-

lenge is hereby met!"

He is not likely to be disappointed

when results of Home Movies Annual

Amateur Contest for 1945 are an-

nounced in the December issue.
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Jbocumenting,

cAmerica . . .

• Continued from Page }2i

approximately 1500 feet in length, is

presented with specially recorded com-

mentary and background music on discs

which are played in synchrony with the

pictures by means of double turntables

and stroboscope speed controls on the

projector.

The picture begins with these opening

words of the commentary: "With much
of the world demoralized by the grim

destruction of war, the eyes of dispair-

ing people of the world turn hopefully

toward America. Here men are free

—

free to worship as they please, to choose

their own pursuits ..." The accom-

panying scenes cover a quick summary
of the nation's resources and cultural

and industrial activities.

Then each phase is treated separately.

Industry is documented by exceptional

photography that pictures the produc-

tion of oil, steel, coal, etc. America's

important electric power projects are

pictured. Her incomparable agricultural

development is shown; also truck farm-

ing which supplies important vegetables

that form the daily diet of millions of

Americans.

The importance of transportation is

pictured with a comprehensive study

of the nation's railroads, its automo-

biles and highways, national air lines,

etc.

Important public works such as Boul-

der and Grand Coulee dams are shown.

Small towns are compared with large,

urban localities are contrasted with

teeming Times Square, bringing to the

screen a vivid cross section of how
Americans live.

Not the least interesting is the foot-

age devoted to America's incomparable

recreation centers— Grand Canyon,

Yosemite, Zion, Bryce Canyon, Crater

Lake and Yellowstone National Park

with its awesome array of spouting and

bubbling geysers.

All sequences are thoughtfully de-

scribed in the narration spoken against

appropriate background music by Irving

Marshman, and the picture concludes

reiterating the freedom of America's

people.

Bixler's crisp photography insures

successful duplication of his film.

Photographic composition shows skill

and artistic ability and the result is one

of the most colorful and interesting

films on the subject of life in the United

States produced to date by either ama-
teur or professional.

"Cavalcade of America" has been

given close to 100 public screenings to

date before various groups in New
York. It was during one of these screen-

ings that the picture came to the atten-

tion of the State department. This de-

Good for a lifetime of

trouble-free service . •

the GRISWOLD
FILM SPLICER

'GRISWOLD FILM SPLICER
JUNIOR MODEL 16".- NoMMMH
l GRI5WDL0 MtCNWWOK<slw[ .tTTCRSON-ff.Y

This "Junior Model" for 14mm.
and 8mm. film, has all the fine

features and quality of the lar-

ger GRISWOLD models. Splices
both sound and silent film. Lim-
ited quantities now available for
civilian use.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK

When you buy a film splicer you want one

that does an accurate splicing job, is easy

to use, won't get out of order, and will

last you for years. . . . And that's exactly

what you get when you buy a GRISWOLD.

For GRISWOLD Splicers are finely built,

durable instruments, with special design

features that assure a perfect splice every

time. No special skill is needed. Any home
movie maker can do it.

So, when you buy a splicer be sure to ask

for a GRISWOLD by name. It's the fav-

orite of professional movie makers and ex-

hibitors—and is used in large quantities by

the U. S. army picture services. Made in

models for 8, 16 and 35mm. film for all

widths of overlap. Sold through Photo Sup-

ply Dealers.

g6o£

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.

Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.

= such as :

Kodascope 16-20 Projector and case 174.50

Kodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector 323.50

Ampro Y S A Sound Projector 375.00

Bell & Howell 156 V Sound Projector • 437.67

Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case 145.98

Cine Special F 1.9 428.00

G. E. DW 48 and Case 26.75

De lur Critic and Case 21.95

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead

249 Fulton Avenue Tel. Hempstead 2020

Call—write or telephone

AREMAC CAMERA CO.
1 East 43rd St. - New York 17, N. Y. - Tel. MU 2-8684
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ATTENTION
8MM. & 1 6MM.

CAMERA
FANS

16mm. REVERSIBLE FILM
PANCHROMATIC SUPER DOUBLE X IN-
DOOR-WESTON 60—outdoor—Weston 100

—100 ft $4.50

PANCHROMATIC SUPER X INDORR-WES-
TON 24—Outdoor—Weston SO— 100 ft 5.7S

PANCROMATIC OUTDOOR—Weston 12 5.00

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—100 ft 4.00

Dei eloped Free

•
8mm. REVERSIBLE FILM

INDOOR—Weston 40—25 Ft. Double $3.50

SUPER X—Weston 24—25 Ft. Double 2.50

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—25 Ft. Double 2.00

Dei eloped Free

NEGATIVE FILM
Panchromatic Negative— 100 Ft $3.50

8mm.—FINISHED FILMS—16mm.
Silent Features. Comedies. Disnev and Felix

Cartoons. Westerns, Sports, Health, Chaplin,
etc |i/

2 c Ft.

•

SOUND FILMS
Crown of Thorns, 8 Reels $100
Christus, 7 Reels 95
Mother Cabrini, 8 Reels 150
St. Anthony of P^du*. 9 Reels IPO

Messenger of Blessed Virgin, 9 Reels 100

The Immortal S*int (Joan of Arc), 4 Peels 7"!

Entertainment Films—new prints—per Reel 10

Write for Free Catalog

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
430 Ninth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.

(ftnfflte ALBUMS

Give one for a gift—keep one for yourself! This durable,
expensive looking album comes in maroon, black, blue 01

green. Case bound style, fully enclosed back. Black papei
mounting sheets. 5x7". $1.50; 8x10". $2.00; 14x11", $3.00
At stores.

Ask for Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels, Slides

etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. lS££STJSSi

GIVE YOUR LENS EQUIPMENT A

"NEW LEASE ON LIGHT"

Our laboratory technics make it possible

to ACRA-cote your present lens equip-
ment, bringing it up to military
standards, by INCREASING SPEED.
IMPROVING COLOR FIDELITY, ELIM-
INATING—GHOSTS & FLARE, and
BRINGING OUT SHADOW DETAIL
and CONTRAST.

Prices and illustrations submitted upon

request.

ACRA INSTRUMENTS
6063 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calif.

parment of the government recognizes

informative educational motion pictures

as an effective means of widening that

mutual understanding among people of

the world upon which commercial and

political relationships largely rest.

The department has facilities for

editing and re-scoring 16mm. pictures

in various language versions and, in an

instance of rdiis kind where they acquire

a picture from an amateur, they pay all

charges for duplicating prints of sub-

jects selected for exhibition through

official channels.

"Cavalcade of America" was short-

ened to approximately 800 feet by the

State department and given a new mu-
sical score and narration on sound track.

Thus, a carefully planned vacation

project has become an important tool

of one of the United Nations that will

make America and its way of life more

understandable to those in other lands

who hear much but know little about

America. It is an accomplishment of

which Harley Bixler may be proud. Its

singular choice by r,he State department

is in itself a citation for outstanding

accomplishment by a serious amateur

movie maker.

Suitcase (Projec-

tion J$ootli . . .

• Continued from Page $24

a substantial table or platform adequate

in size to accommodate both projector

and turntables, can appreciate the time

and trouble Adams' "suitcase projection

booth" can save.

With this unit, Adams has greatly

extended his facilities for public ex-

hibition of 1 6mm. films in his com-
munity—a pursuit he has followed for

some time. Often arriving after an

audience is seated, he has his projector

and sound equipment readied and in

operation in less time than it usually

takes to locate a power outlet. At con-

clusion of the show, the equipment is

just as readily dismantled—none of that

arduous after-performance packing and

putting things away. Almost magically,

the unit, which stands some five feet

in height, collapses and disappears into a

compact easy-to-carry kit little larger

than a carpenter's tool box.

Veteran^ Juture

3n 3ilm£ . . .

• Continued from Page 33 J

"Yet films will be required to perform

diplomatic tasks, and this would seem

to be a government rather than a Holly-

wood responsibility. It is a job which

requires, in addition to a facile knowl-

edge of film making, a background and
|

HARRISON & HARRISON
IIW. • 11 *. CaMfa

c 1 16mm SOUND n
,53le 14mm SILENT — 8mm Kent

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
8mm. $5.50—16mm. Silent $8.75

—

16mm. Sound $17.50

AN EAST INDIAN ISLAND—GLIMPSES OF FRENCH
COUNTRY LIFE—INTRAMUROS (THE WALLED
CITY OF MANILA)—LAUGHING GAS (CARTOON)

(SPECIAL) SONJA HENIE, OUEEN OF THE SIL-

VERY SKATES

8mm. 50 Ft., $1.75 — 14mm. 100 Ft., $3.50

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 West 45th Street New York 19. N. Y.

In Canada Sold By

ARROW FILMS LTD.

43 Victoria Str., Toronto (I) Ont.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bonds

E-Z REEL THREADER
MAKES YOUR PROJECTION REEL
THREADING A PLEASURE, EASIER,
MORE SURE, QUICKER THAN

OLD METHOD.
Used on 8 or 16 mm Reels

3 for $1.00 Equips 3 Reels

M. L. WEBBER
Box 537 Rochester, N.Y.

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 14mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 DEY ST. New York Citv 7. N. Y.

16mm. SOUND on Film !

Recording Studio and Editing Facilities J

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY !

995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54
j

STOP "APOLOGIZING"
for your movie titles

Write fday f"r a FREE A-ti-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored n your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. 4. W. OUTFIT $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
l
75 Fifth Avenuf Dent. H New York 10. N. Y.
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awareness of problems of diplomacy and

international intercourse.

"Such bureaus ought to be estab-

lished," according to Fenton, "first, be-

cause film experts trained to meet gov-

ernment requirements and the taboos of

international relations, are likely to pro-

duce the most effective propaganda and

educational films; secondly, because it

will give the returning veteran, trained

for films by the government, a place

to hang his hat in the postwar world."

Fenton, who returned to America last

year, directed "Tomorrow the World"
for Lester Cowan before organizing

Mutual Productions with Fred Mac-
Murray.
—Reprinted from Los Angeles Daily News.

ZJraining, 3iltri&

Po&twar3uture.i.
• Continued from Page ))$

than offset by new industries and new
companies which will require 16mm.
training, industrial and exploitation

films.

, Manufacturers with their eyes on the

postwar future are now keenly aware of

the improved techniques in training

employees, in educating consumers, and
in attracting new trade for their

products through the medium of 16mm.
films.

Those men who have been identified

with 1 6mm. film production can look

forward to even brighter futures in the

postwar years. Some, naturally, will be

affected by immediate postwar reor-

ganization which in some cases may
result in the abandonment of training

film units. But the transition from de-

fense to peacetime industry should be

easy for those with vision and, most of

all, the scope of production experience

which unprecedented wartime produc-
tion enterprise brought to them.

ZJempo 3n
Cditincj, . . .

• Continued from Page )2)

doesn't see the car's approach; but his

companions do and scatter before it as

they cry out in alarm to the boy.

The driver observes the situation too

late, jams on the brakes just as car

strikes the lad. There is a scretch of
tires, a scream, a thud, and the boy lies

on the pavement momentarily stunned.

The driver jumps out of the car. The
victim's companions gather around and
between them assist the injured boy to

his feet.

Obviously much of the interest would
be missing if this action were filmed
from one or even two camera positions.

How much more effective it would be
if filmed and edited as follows:

SHOW Cw^/lri PICTURES

In Full Brilliance

-

Use

A
Glass-Beaded

SCREEN!
Its pure-white plastic-coated fabric
and selected crystal clear beads re-
flect color pictures—movies or slides
—with full brilliance. Da-Lite's spe-
cially treated beads and exclusive
process of applying them assure
greater light reflection over the en-
tire picture, faithful rendering of
all colors and longer screen life.

At your dealer's. Write Dept. 6 HM
for literature!

The Versatol (shown here) locks automatically
at correct picture proportions. Three sizes:

30"x40"; 40" x 40" (adjusts to 30"x40"); and
37" x 50".

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC
2711-23 North Crawford Avenue Chicago 39, Illinois

1I H
|
DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U. S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
AHer the Wat
tor YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California

HOME MOVIES

THE FINESTJ
Such Historical Films as the

latest exclusive Excel Film Re-

lease "FRANKLIN DELANO
ROOSEVELT" or the dramatic Un-
conditional Surrender film "FALL
OF THE NAZIS" are two of many
reasons for preferring and de-

manding NEWS OF THE WORLD
films at your dealer.

These films have theatre-like

quality, processed and edited in

Excel's own laboratories.

Write for complete listings

movie products
4230 W. DRUMMOND, CHICAGO J». ILL-
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SOUND
For Your Silent Films!
LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality
Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equiment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

Douglas Aircraft Co.

Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

y Food Machinery Corp.

U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot
Santa Fe Railroad

Standard Oil Co. of Calif,

p AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write for Literature H M and Prleei

TELEFILM
I NCORPORATIO
603? Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 21. Calif.

But you'll never be

"roped in" if you

make a deal with

this square-shooter!

Bass pays highest
prices for used pho-

tographic equipment.

Mail it in and you'll

get a generous check

. . . pronto!

President

fy&SSCameraCo.
179 W MADISON ST.

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8 mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET— Stock No.
401 l-E. $1.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 15 mms. and a focal length when
combined of approx. I inch.

Many other eiceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,

Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms

together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
P. O. Audubon, New Jersey

Prisms Diamond-Sawed to your size,
j

SI. 00. Lenses optically centered, ce-

mented and ground to exact diameter,

$1.00 up.

MacVan Mfg. Co.
Box 385 San Diego 5, Calif.

A long shot of the boys at play; close-

up of the batter swinging his bat await-

ing the pitch; the pitcher winding up
and throwing the ball; a reverse medium
shot of the batter connecting with the

pitched ball ; then a cut to the approach-
ing car in long shot, also showing the

batter running to first base.

All of these shots should run between

4 and 6 seconds on the screen depending

upon length of time needed to complete

the action in each. The shot of the ap-

proaching car might be made with the

boys in the foreground; in any event,

we should be sure the car is far enough
away so that the time lag from the time

car is first seen until it strikes the boy,

in relation to the intervening action,

will seem normal on the screen. From
this point on, the scenes should be pro-

gressively shortened. This will have the

effect, by virtue of the staccato-like

appearance of the shots on the screen,

of heightening interest in the action;

of stimulating the audience's anticipa-

tion for what they believe is about to

happen.

Resuming, we proceed with a shot of

the boy's companions and spectators

watching car's approach, then yelling

a warning; then a shot of boy as he

leaves third base, sees approaching car

too late, trips and falls directly in its

path. We cut to a closeup of the driver,

registering his expression of horror, and
perhaps follow this with a closeup of his

foot coming down heavy on the brake

pedal. Next a dramatic shot as the car

approaches camera headon, cutting the

shot abruptly as radiator completely fills

screen; a cutback to horrified expression

of boys on curb; then a shot of the

stunned victim lying in front of car

—

this, a shot of moderate duration,

climaxing the sequence of stacatto-like

shots of one and two seconds duration

preceding it.

You may never be called upon to edit

material as dramatic as this, but the

same technique, modified as to time

intervals, can be applied to all types of

home movies just as effectively. Where
the action is fast, hold it on the screen

only long enough to allow the cycle of

action to take place without repetition

or ending in an interval of inaction.

Most important, do some of the edit-

ing at the time of making the shots.

Keep scenes reasonably short and film

continuing action from several changes

of camera location or angle, particularly

where parades and similar events are the

subject of your filming. While it is al-

ways possible to shorten scenes when
editing, a good rule to follow is to time

the length of shots when filming ac-

cording to the type of material or sub-

ject being photographed.

3 ve Qot cA Problem .

• Continued from Page 314

practical, of course. Otherwise, you

must be prepared to adjust focus mom-
entarily while projecting film as the

reversed scenes pass through projector.

HYPERFOCAL DISTANCE
Q: With a 16mm. camera equipped with

a one-inch f 1.9 lens, what is the proper
procedure to follow in shooting a scene
as follows: a skier is about 300 feet dis-

tant on a snow covered hill. Exposure is

set at 18, The skier starts down the hill,

comes towards the camera and passes it

within ten feet.

In order to keep the skier in sharp focus
throughout the full length of his travel

from hilltop to passing the camera, would
it be correct to set lens at infinity and
depend upon the hyperfocal distance

to take care of keeping skier in focus, or

would it be better to set focus at 25 feet

—the "normal" or fixed focus point on
my lens?—R. I. I., Lima, Ohio.

A. In the example stated, setting

your lens at either infinity or the 25-

foot mark would give the results de-

sired. With an f 1.9 lens stopped down
to f 8. the depth of field runs from

1
10 ft. 6 inches to infinity. By setting

the lens at the 25 -foot mark, the depth

of field would run from 7 ft. 5 in. to

infinity. Your skier, by moving within

these depth-of-fields, would be in sharp

focus at all times.

RHEOSTATS FOR FADES

Q: I would like to hook up a rheostat

in order to make fades by dimming the

lights when making titles. I use two No.
2 Photofloods. What are the specifica-

tions of an effective rheostat necessary
for use with these two lamps?—T. W..
Johnson City, N. Y.

A: This would call for a 1 10-120

volt rheostat with a resistance latitude

up to at least 1500 watts. Such rheo-

stats are not generally available at this

j:ime except where they may be ob-

tained second-hand. However, try all

dealers in your locality handling indus-

trial electrical equipment. Some movie

amateurs have used old stage dimming
switches.

Cxperimental

UJork^hop . .

.

• Continued from Page ))}

are joined together with lock nuts and

bolts to permit folding the unit for con-

venient carrying. Detail of this joint

is shown at A.

The upright permits attaching two

or more clamp-on reflectors, as shown,

and the middle joint in upright offers

the added feature of allowing additional

tilting adjustment of lights. Complete

details and dimensions are given in the

diagram, enabling the cinebug handy

with tools to build the unit with ease.

—Clarence Aldrich, Long Beach, Calif.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For 35 years folks everywhere have

depended on BASS for Cine ap-

paratus.

USED CAMERAS: 16mm. Simplex Magazine with

F:3.5 lens, $37.50. Cine Kodak Model A. hand crank,

F:3.5 lens, $57.50. Keystone Model A with Cooke I"

F: 1 .8 in focus mount, $87.50. Filmo 70A, Cooke F:3.5

lens and case, $115.00. Bolex H-16 with I" Ansix

F:2.7 lens, carrying case, $209.50. 14mm. Victor 5

fitted with I" Ansix F:2.7 lens, 15mm. Trioplan

F:2.8 lens, 4i/
2
" Kodak coated telophoto F:4.5 lens,

carrying case, $267.50.

EXTRA: in stock, ready to ship, latest Castle films.

"Bombing of U.S.S. Franklin": and "Yanks Battle for

Okinawa!". Two great episodes in one film. "Victory

Over Germany." "Eisenhower Returns Home."
16mm.

Headline Edition 100 ft $ 2.75

Complete Edition 360 ft $ 8.75

Sound DeLuxe 350 ft $17.50

8mm.
Headline Edition 50 ft $1.75

Complete Edition 180 ft $5.50

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models.

New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo F:2.l pro-

jection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemically coated,

$34.45. I'/j" wide angle Filmo F: 1 .8 projection lens,

chemically coated, $24. .85. 3" F:2 projection lens,

chemically coated, $36.60. 4" F:2.5 projection lens,

chemically coated, $35.55.

SPECIAL: Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig I6mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alumi-

num base with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr. Splicers for

8 or 16mm., $3.95. 2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. re-

winds, each $17.50. Dummy with brake, $3.50. New
Bell & Howell 8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model only,

complete at $29.35.

Itmm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans ... $3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans $2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes. BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. HM 179 W. Madison
Street, Chicago 2, III.

• I6MM. RECORDING stock in 400 foot rolls;

RCA 16mm. sound camera; new Presto disc re-

corder 78—33-1/3 RPM, microphone and stand
complete. 16mm. Bolex camera, 200 foot outside
magazine with synchronous motor. 16mm. Auricon
recorders. 8mm. Keystone F2.7, I" F3.5, Goerz
fading device $62.50; 16mm. Filmo 75, Filmo 70DA,
Filmo 70D. New 35mm. Bausch & Lomb F3. lenses

for 16mm. $28.00; new Ilex I" F3.5 lenses for 8mm.
$21.50; wide angle for 8mm. new $29.00; 3" Ilex

F3.5 in focusing mount; Bolex 16mm. projector
$59.50; Eastman model C projector; Cine Kodak A,
400 foot magazine, bargain $59.50; Griswold 16-

35mm. new and used splicers; new Victor, Ampro,
SVE silent and sound and slide projectors for es-
sential users. Single and double sprocket l6-35mm.
measuring machines; send for circulars on Camart
tripods for 16mm. spring and motor cameras; many
others. Buy—Trade, Send Lists. CAMERA MART
Dept. HM 70 West 45th Street, New York.

• BRAND NEW 38x40 Da Lite Beaded screens, easel
type; $.95. Brand new Bell Howell $35 Titler for
Model 70 Cameras; $19.95. Remote control for Bell

Howell Model 70 cameras; $3.95. Kodacolor lens
for Bell Howell projector; $15. Brand new Bell

Howell 2000' reels; $3.95 each. Eastman Kodascope
Model A, good only for parts; $9.95. De Vry 16mm.
projector, 1600' capacity, good for parts; $20. Brand
new 1600' Bell Howell reels; $3.50 each. Titler for
Bell Howell Turret; $28.50. Focusing finder for East-
man magazine; $17.50. Bell Howell critical focuser
for autoload; $19.95. Brand new Eastman Koda-
scope rewind and Universal splicer for 8 or 16mm.;
$22.50. Brand rew Kodascope Master Rewinds on
board; $30. Bell Howell Straight 8 camera, variable
speeds, automatic footage counter, no lens; $19.95.
l'/2

" Bell • Howell F:3.5 Telephoto lens; $39.50.
3%" F:3.3 Taylor Hobson Cooke; $95. Wide angle
slipover lens for Eastman 8mm. Magazine; $29.50.
Set of masks for Cine Kodak Special; $10. 3" F:t .9

lens for 16mm. cameras; $180. Brand new 400' steel
reels; 4 for $1. Brand new 300' 8mm. reels; 4 for $1.
Brand new Eastman Kodaflector Senior; $13.95. Bell
Howell Blimp case for any silent projector- $4.95.
50' 8mm. Art Stud les; $2.75 each. Brand new East -

man Universal 8 or 16mm. splicer; $1 2.50. Brand
new heavy duty rewinds up to 2000'; per pair $12.95.
Victor 16mm. sound on film projector; $225. Movie
Mite 16mm. sound on film projector with acces-
sories; $195. Brand new Ampro sound projectors
to trade for silent projectors. NATIONAL CAMERA
ECHANGE; 86 South Sixth Street; Established 1914;
Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
1 0th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 4060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• SOUND projectors (new); screens; new Bolex

L-8, H-8 and H-16; lenses, film and film features.

BALDWIN, 811 Rossi, Boise, Idaho.

• PRINTER—combination 8-l6mm. in perfect con-
dition. Will sacrifice for $98.00. Sold for $165.00

new. E. JORGENSEN, 2996 Main St., Hartford 5,

Conn.

• MOVIE Projectors: new prewar 16mm. silent,

complete with 300 watt lamp, 400' reel, instruction

manual. While they last, $65.00 guaranteed. Used,
$47.50. Same except hand crank instead of motor,
$27.50. Some used 16mm. .sound projectors. GAL-
LAGHER FILM SERVICE, Green Bay, Wisconsin.

• FILMO 141 -A, Bolex H-16, Bolex H-8, Revere 88,

Keystone K-8 cameras. Filmosound, Ampro 16mm.,
Keystone R-8 projectors. Like new. Will trade.

CINARCO, 118 Ridgewood, Davenport, Iowa.

• LENSES Mounted. We specialize in individually
adapting any lens to any camera where mechanic-
ally possible. Bolex H-8 takes '/i" Cook Mytal.
Write us your problem. STEVENS ENGINEERING,
2404 Military, Los Angeles 34, Calif. Authorized
Bolex Service.

• BELL & HOWELL 14mm. sound projector with
8" speaker and 12" speaker with booster amplifier;
150' speaker cable; projector stand; 6' screen with

tripod. All for $345.00. WILFRED NAYLOR FILM
LIBRARY, Birmingham I, Alabama.

• LARGE selection of sound-silent 14mm. projec-
tors, cameras, films, projection lamps, Griswold
and Craig splicers, rewinders, reels, camera films.

ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York City.

• LIKE NEW, latest model Auricon recorder, heavy
duty batteries, extra tubes and lamps, 2000 feet of
film. All for $450.00. THOS. J. BARBRE, 1215 East
Virginia, Denver 9, Colo.

WANTED

• WANTED— Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 4 1 - B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• WANTED Distributors for 14mm. motion pic-

tures. Generous deal for responsible people. Write
for details, give references. ULTRA PRODUCTIONS,
P.O. Box 319, North Hollywood, Calif.

• WANTED movie camera and projector for cash,

or will trade Welta candid camera. M. JACOB-
SON, 3510 Palmer, Chicago 47, III.

• WANT B & H Aristocrat, Weston Meter, also

Cine Special with motor, etc. Sell B & H Companion.
T. H. PETERSON, Box 228, Tucson, Ariz.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
For Your

HOME MOVIES HOBBY
How To Title Home Movies $1.00
How To Reverse Movie Film 1.00

Gadgets And How To Build Them 1.00

How To Use A Movie Camera...- 50
50 Ideas For Filminq Children _ 25
50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25
How To Roadshow 14mm Films 25

We Prepay Charges

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• 8MM.-I4MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-
change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury,
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 14mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 14mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• GORGEOUS Girls—sparkling "Allure" and "Sar-
ong girls"—two breathtaking films—8mm. 50 ft.

$2.00; 14mm. 100 ft. $4.00 each. "MacArthur Li-

berates Manila" and Victory Over Germany"
8mm. 50 ft. $1.75, 180 ft. $5.50; 16mm. 100 ft.

$2.75; 360 ft. $8.75, sound $17.50. Big catalogue
and sample, dime. AUDET, Box 6520-CC, Philadel-
phia 38, Penna.

• 8MM. FILMS— New and good used prints for
sale: 50 ft.— 180 ft. RIEDEL FILM SERVICE, 3207
Joslyn Rd., Cleveland II, Ohio.

• KODACHROME travel, glamour movies. De-
scriptive catalog, 25c. Beautiful projection length
'Waikiki Hula" sample film, $1.00. Specify 8mm.,
16mm. Iriscope kits, $5.00. WORLD IN COLOR
FILMS, Box 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
67c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue list-

ing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St., Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

• NEW or used 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Sale
rental, exchange. Free lists. CIRCLE FILM LIBRARY'
12014 Prest, Detroit 27, Mich.

• BUY, sell, swap 16mm. silent or sound films,

equipment, projectors. Free particulars. SHER-
WOOD PICTURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.

• MOVIES—comedies, westerns, dramas. Latest war
news. Attractive, shapely Glamour Girls. List, cata-
log, sample, dime. ZIENTEK FILMS, 1129 Monroe
Circle, Baltimore 25, Maryland.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539. Brockton, Mass.

MOTION PICTURE FILM

• WE CAN supply movie film in both 16mm. and
double 8mm. Write us for kinds and prices.
FROMADER GENERA CO., Davenport 8, Iowa.

• MOVIE Camera Films: 100' 16mm. $2.50; 25'

double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing. BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

• FRESH movie camera films. Reduction price list.

Fast developing service. AMBASSADOR 479-A
Ouincy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES for use in accurately
centering your camera with titling board. Center-
ing guides printed with instructions for the follow-
ing cameras: 8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak, 8mm.
Single lense Filmo, 8mm. Cine Kodaks 20, 25 and
60, 8mm. Keystone, 16mm. Kodaks K and E, Filmo
all 70 models, 121, 141; 16mm. Victor, 16mm. Key-
stones A3, A7 and Bl. Specify make and model of
your camera and enclose 10c for each guide de-
sired. HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly-
wood 28, Calif.

PHOTO FINISHINC

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46. Southgate. Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with
album explaining Combat Unit using each in-
signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $1.00.
POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,
Hollywood, Calif.



Just as the North American Bald Eagle rises to record-

breaking heights, so do the world famous BOLEX Model
H motion picture cameras. Just as the eagle has no top-

ping contemporaries, so are BOLEX motion picture cam-
eras unsurpassed. Just as the eagle leads in performance
in its field, so do BOLEX motion picture cameras. Tens of

thousands of American movie enthusiasts, owners of

BOLEX cameras, experience the top-flight performance
of these famous instruments. Made in the factories of

E. Paillard & Co., of Switzerland, precision instrument

makers since 1814, BOLEX cameras are precise in every
minute detail. Tops in performance, beautiful in appear-

ance, BOLEX Model H-8, for double eight millimeter

film, and BOLEX Model H-16, for sixteen millimeter

film, are the most versatile of all eight and sixteen milli-

meter cameras.

THE BOLEXh.^M
The Bolex Mode! H-16, pictured above.is the

world's finest motion picture camera in the

16mm field. The BOLEX H-8, identical in

size and appearance, is the only eight in the

world with a capacity for 100' of double-eight

film. Like its companion, the H-16, it provides

automatic threading, parallax correcting view-
finder, frame counter, rewinding mechanism,
still picture mechanism, critical visual focusing,

and many other features found in no other

motion picture camera. Price, both BOLEX
H-16 and H-8, without lenses, $200.00.

We Introduce the New KERN

Coated 1" F/1.4 Anastigmat Lens

Perfect chromatic correction makes this an ideal color

•ens. An anti-glare coating has been applied to both

surfaces of all elements. This lens will film brilliant

objects against the light without halation. A depth of

focus scale is read instantly as diaphragm is set. An
ultra-fast lens (F/1.4) which, even at full aperture,

gives an astonishingly sharp and contrasted picture.

Focus scale from 1J4" to infinity. Diaphragm stops

lock into position, preventing accidental changing.
Price to be announced later. Available now in limited

quantities.



Another Top-flightPerformer.

THE NEW BOLEX DOUBLE-EIGHT, MODEL L-8

In this little double-eight, motion picture enthusiasts who are inter-

ested only in straight movie making, without the effects which may
be produced with the Model H cameras, will find their needs ade-

quately provided for. This camera is every bit as appealing to the eye

as the Model H cameras. A precision mechanism in a sturdy dural

case, leather covered and chrome trimmed, the L-8 is beautiful to

behold. It fits snugly into a side coat pocket or handbag, or may be

carried by a strap designed to hang the camera from the wrist. This

camera is equipped with a constant speed spring motor and governor

which makes it absolutely precise in the exposure of all frames in

every sequence. It operates at only one speed, i.e., 16 frames (normal

silent film speed) per second, but it can be relied upon to hold that

speed and exposure of l/30th second throughout every sequence. We
believe that in small cameras precision is more important than

versatility, and the BOLEX L-8 sacrifices features which we do not

believe may be built in small cameras with accuracy for supreme
performance in normal speed movie making. The BOLEX L-8 has a

removable aperture plate for instant cleaning, viewfinder corrected

instantly to lenses of Vz" t
1" and V/2 " focal lengths, drop-spool

threading which requires no forming of loops, accurate footage

counter, viewfinder signal which stops you at the end of a 25' run,

motor which requires winding four times to a 25' roll of film and
other improvements in design too numerous to mention in the space

provided here. Camera, without lens, $68.75, tax, $12.50.

rftUUMHCUtf THE NEW KERN WAR LENS...

Top-flight Objective for the BOLEX L-8 Comerer

The optical system of the BOLEX L-8 deviates from that of other

double eights in that the distance from film plane to rear element

of lens is .307" instead of the usual .485", and to provide a lens

which would improve double eight movie making, Paillard and Kern
have produced the Kern Paillard ]/z" F/2.8 Yvar Lens. This lens is

fully color corrected and produces sparkling color movies. The Yvar
gives exceptional definition and brilliance over the entire picture area,

and is a strong contributing factor to the superiority of movies made
with the BOLEX L-8. Price to be announced later. Available NOW.

Write for descriptive booklet giving full details of BOLEX cameras and accessories

BOLEX
H-8 H-16-L-8

AMERICAN BOLEX CO. 521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



ANYONE NOW ELIGIBLE TO BUY THE

NEW, Improvd FILMOSOUNO \7S

le first and only 16mm. maga-

zine-loading movie camera with a

turret head . . . that's the Bell &
Howell Auto Master.

Just a turn of the three-lens turret

means getting any scene right and

fast . . . viewfinder is automatically

matched to the lens in use.

Likewise, Auto Master and single-

lens Auto Load embody the famous,

original Filmo Firsts: {a) constant-

speed spring drive, permitting hand

holding— shooting without a tripod;

(b) eye-level viewfinder for sighting

from the natural viewpoint.

Loading is easy and speedy be-

cause 16mm. film magazines are used

. . . you can change from black-and-

white to color film even in mid-reel

without fogging a single frame. The
starting button can be locked to keep

camera running while operator steps

into the scene.

So be sure to include Filmo Auto

Master or Auto Load on your list of

photographic needs, and see your

authorized Bell & Howell dealer to-

day to determine your need for any

additional B&H equipment when it

becomes available.

You Also Get These Features with Filmo

Auto Master and Auto Load

• Single-frame exposure control for animation work.

• Positive viewfinder which eliminates eye parallax, common cause of "ampu-
tated" and poorly composed pictures.

• Fully protected viewfinder, safe inside the camera.

• Complete built-in exposure guide covering any combination of outdoor

photographic conditions, film speed, and filter factor.

OPTI-ONICS—products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • eleclrONics • mechanics

Now mi .mi > in purchaM > I ilmoi

179 without priorit) raiinj Of cotin

rjtcd orden will continue to ri-i

nrden » ill h< tilled ai eoui [ n< I

ii>me% available, and »ill be placed in I

lur thipment al ihe earlier possible til

Mill & I

i..n. n

Buy ami Hold Moro ami Hon Wor Bomh!

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send without obligation, information on:

( ) Filmo Movie Cameras; ( ) Auto Master; ( ) Auto

Load; () New, Improved Filmosound 179.

Name

Address

City State

If g



—plus many other big features!



alve* Films are va/uab/e, whether owned
or rented. Victor's many exclusive safety features

give maximum protection.

SAFETY FILM TRIP —
Guards against breakage
—sprocket hole damage

—

automatically stops projec-
tor if any film loop is lost.

SCRATCH PROOF CHAN-
NELS — Guards against
film scratch, because pic-
ture and sound areas do
not touch stationary parts.

SWING-OUT LENS
MOUNT— Guards against
dust-grit film damage. In-

stantly accessible for clean-
ing. Opens to 18

Offier EXCLUSIVE FEATURES

THAT HAVE ESTABLISHED

VICTOR LEADERSHIP

"Spira Draft" Lamp House — Much

longer lamp life and greater efficiency

Sound Fidelity — The ultimate in true

sound reproduction.

Keep on Buying

War Bonds

"Never Embarrassed when I use

VICTOR Equipment" . . . say thousands

Ask almost any VICTOR user . . . they'll tell you that there

are less breakages, less embarrassing "hitches" when

VICTOR shows the pictures.

And rented or borrowed film are always returned intact

... in good shape. Never any embarrassment here either.

VICTOR'S features, many of them exclusive, assure a

good show and full protection for valuable, costly films.

That's why VICTOR is the favoTkejof schools, industries,

churches ami homes . . . everywhere.

IN THE HOME— ENTERTAINMENT FROM FILMS

Thousands of sound films are available

free and at reasonable rental rates for

home use. Comedies, features, musicals,

educational, travel, etc., are included.

the right is a "shot" from a Mickey
McGuire comedy.

VICTOR
ANIM ATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New fork 118) McGraw-Hill Building. 330 W. 42nd Strut
Chicago 111 I fit W. Kandelph

MAKERS OF I 6 M M EQUIPMENT SINCE I 9 2 >

l
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The Largest Selling Animated
Cartoons 3or Monte M,ovie Projector*!

wop

DONALD DUCK

Produced JSy, Walt JbUney, Production*

DISTRIBUTED IN 8MM. AND 16MM. BY

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

J

Selected

MICKEY MOUSE
Subjects

Mickey's Orphan Child 1501 -A

Mickey's Lucky Break 1 502-A
Mickey The Gorilla Tamer 1503-A

Mickey's Quick Exit 1504-

A

Mickey's Kongo Killer 1505-A

Mickey, the Nursemaid 1 506-A

Mickey's Bad Dream 1 507-A

Mickey's Little Eva 1 508-A

100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

Selected

DONALD DUCK
Subjects

®®®®®®®®®®®®®(

Ask Your Dealer To Demonstrate!

Donald the Auto Mechanic .. 913-A
Donald in The Ham Actor 9 14-

A

Donald in Getting the Hook.. 915-A
Donald in Squeak Squeak 918-A
Donald's Outing 1551-A
Donald in Ducking Out... 1552-A
Donald in Red Hot Bullets ... 1553-A
Donald's Buzz Saw Battle 1554-A

100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm. ... 1.50

Listed Above Are But A Few. Latest Catalog Lists Scores More!

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please ship the following films as indicated:

Remittance Enclosed^ Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

State

City.

Zone
..No

Send Free Catalog

Film Title Number Price

355

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES

INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
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W THESE

NEWCASTLE
HOME/HOWES

8mm- f6mm

FREE!
New DeLuxe Castle Films' Catalog describing more than

125 thrilling home movies! Historic War fi.ms! Sports!

Thrills! Adventure! Travel! Fun Cartoons! Profusely

illustrated! A thrill in itself. Send coupon now!

See your

Photo Dealer

or send handy
order form

Today i

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA FIELD BLDG. RUSS BLDG.

NEW YORK 20 CHICAGO 3 SAN FRANCISCO 4

Send Castle Films'
Home Movies indi-

cated in the size and
length checked.

( mm. 16 mm.

50 Feet

$1.75
180 Feet

$5.50

100 Feet

$2.75
360 Feet

$8.75

Sound
350 Feet

$17.50

"Crocodile Thrills"

"Daredevils en Ice"

"The Chimp's Jamhoree"

Louls-Godoy; Bier Gilento

Louis Bier; Ambers Armstrent

Remittance Enclosed

Ship C. 0. D. n
Send Castle Films' FREE

De Luxe Catalog

Nan
HM-?

Address-

City _Zone_ -Sfot»_
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NATION-WIDE 16mm PREMIERE!
Planet Pictures, Inc., Hollywood's
first 16mm theatrical film studio,

presents their first full-length

entertainment picture — made for

Schools and Churches in

Ready for unrestricted showings

in school auditoriums, churches,

clubs, 16mm theatres!

PRODUCED AND DIRECTED BY

Richard Talmadge & Harvey Parry
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AMMONAL PRIZES
For Best Amateur Motion
Picture On Any Subject

Attention all amateur motion pic-

lure producers! Here is the chance
you've always wanted. Now your own
motion picture can earn you big
money— and all the glory that goes
with being a producer of a commer-
cially distributed film.

Anyone may enter. There's noth-
ing to buy and nothing to sell. Your
production may be on any subject— any length

!

Why this contest? To stimulate
and help develop better amateur
motion picture production!
Ten internationally famous

judges will select the winners. Names
of judges will be announced shortly.

Get started now! The contest will

close July 1, 1946, and all entries

must be received prior to that date.

Write I.T.&T. Contest Editor for
complete details and your entry
blank today.

sss* ---r&s«-*
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For Better

Pictures . . •

Correct exposure is important

for any picture-but with pets

or children, you have to get it

in a hurry. That's where
iheG-E

exposure meter, which is so

easy to operate, can be a big

help. General Electric Company,

Schenectady 5, N. Y-

after
victory

you'll want a G-E meter be-

cause it is:

REVIEWS...

of cAmateur film*
B 7 S C H 0 E N

IOWA. STATE WHERE TALL CORN
CROWS— 6oo feet 8mm. Kodachrome, is

notable for consistently good photog-

raphy. Filmed by Max Boyd, Mason
City, Iowa, picture is a general docu-

mentary on the state of Iowa, picturing

activities throughout the seasons

—

spring, summer, autumn, and winter.

Essentially, it shows most activities on

an average farm, Iowa being a farming

state; but there are many highlights in

other fields such as boat races on a

lake, a rodeo, and an ice carnival in a

public park—all big state events occur-

ring annually.

On the farm we see planting in the

springtime, cultivating in the summer,

and harvesting in the fall. The state's

livestock and poultry industry is also

shown.

Intermingled are occasional sequences-

of flower shots, pretty, but superfluous.

Logically, these should be edited into

one sequence representing the floral

beauty of the state.

Critically, some scenes are far too

long, particularly those of flowers and

several shots of a water system spillway.

There is need to re-arrange some scenes

so that the most important immediately

lollow the sub-titles that describe them.

Generally speaking, tightening up this

picture in an additional session of edit-,

ing could make it pretty near Movie Of
The Month material.

Photography is notable for excellent

composition and consistently sharp focus

and accurate exposure. Fades are well

executed and judiciously used along

with effective wipeoff transitions.

Unique is the manner of presenting the

material divided according to seasons.

Home Movies has awarded this pic-

ture a 3 -Star Merit leader.

OLD MAN OF THE MOUNTAINS—
8oo feet, i6mm. Kodachrome, was

filmed by C. Ray, Oklahoma City. The
picture is a planned record of a Sunday

school class of boys' encampment in the

mountains—an annual event. The boys

are showing leaving the "man-made"
city for the beauty of "God-made" out-

of-doors high in the mountains. Here

they meet "the old man of the moun-
tains," caretaker of a mountain retreat

and student of the Bible.

During the boys' stay in the resort,

they are guided through the hills and

shown the many beauty spots in com-
pany with the old man, who stops fre-

quently to read passages from the Bible.

As each verse is read to them—and

shown on the screen in closeup—it is

revealed to them in nature by the old

man. Obviously, object of film was to

acquaint the boys in an entertaining

manner with the Bible.

The photography is beautifully done.

The beautiful mountain scenery is a

revelation to those who think of Okla-

homa as a midwestern prairie state. Her
mountain areas should receive the atten-

tion of Hollywood location scouts,

judging from the exquisite beauty re-

vealed in this picture.

Editing of the picture is generally

good except for repetitious intercutting

of Bible. The old man frequently reads

irom it and each time, filmer Ray has

filmed the verse in closeup, focusing

camera on closed Bible, then showing

it being opened and a pencil then un-

derlining the verse. Obviously, this

protracted action, repeated over and
ever, slows the tempo of the picture.

Much more effective would be to cut

directly to a tight closeup of the sen-

tence or paragraph, leaving it on the

screen only long enough to be read.

The general idea behind the picture

plus the fine photography secured for

it a 2-Star Merit leader.

ELMER'S RETREAT—a production of the

Wichita (Kansas) Amateur Movie Club,

luns 200 feet in 8mm. Kodachrome.
The story concerns a lazy husband who
lives and sleeps on subject of fishing.

The picture opens with wife awakening
and summoning him to a breakfast. At
the table she says: "I have some work
for you to do today, Elmer." However,
after breakfast, we see the husband loaf-

ing in the backyard, playing with his

fishing tackle.

Presently his wife calls to him, and

he goes to help her hang a rug, she has

asked him to beat, on the line. Taking
up a broom he indolently whacks the

rug, striking his wife who is on the

opposite side. This riles the lady who
berates and beats the husband with a

child's toy—all of which takes place

before a bevy of neighbors gathered at

n vantage point on opposite side of

fence.

• Continued on Page }$i



Revere for Sharp Brilliance

Sharp, brilliant movies call for high quality lenses!

Revere insists on the finest that optical science and skill can

produce . . . for only the most flawless grinding, and the most

precise alignment of lens elements and lens-mount parts, can bring

scenes into sharpest focus. That's one of the many reasons why Revere

8mm Cameras and Projectors are acclaimed by thousands . . . and

still better ones are coming! Meanwhile, keep up your bond buying!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

HAPPINESS LOOK FORWARD TO

EVERE

g
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AKPfflBe among the first to OWN
CASTLE Films' 8K 16g

JAPAN'S
SURRENDER!

See, on your own screen, the most stupendous events of our times . . . the full

might and fury of America's crushing blows that beat the Japs to their knees 1
.

Witness the devastating sweep of B-29's over doomed war centers of Nippon

. . . thrill to the inspiring scenes of the mightiest Navy of all time steaming within

sight of enemy coasts and hurling salvos into Jap cities! See all the dramatic

moments on the eve of victory . . . the Potsdam ultimatum . . . the staggering

terror of the incredible atomic bomb . . . the sudden march of Russia's powerful

Armies into battle . . . the never-to-be-forgotten climax as Japan's surrender ends

all fighting! . . . General Douglas MacArthur's first order to The Mikado . . . the

frenzied joy of millions of Americans hailing the end of the most terrible war in

history!

Order your copy of this historic Castle Film now! Be among the first to own
and show it!

-ORDER FORM——

1

30 Roekefel* Plaza

Htm York 20

Fltld Bids-

Chicago 3

Ruts Bidf.

Sin Franeiieo 4

DON'T DELAY
PLACE YOUR ORDER

NOW/
SEE YOUR PHOTO DEALER

OR SEND
HANDY ORDER FORM /|
TOP4Y/

I

I
ll

8 mm. Send Castle Filmi' "Japan's Surren-

der" in the tin and length indicated.
so fwt . . . . $1.75

r 16 mm. Name -

Address . .

City 7nttt Stale _
nmm

Sound 350 teet 17.50

R.mittance endoMdD ship c o.o Send Castle Films' FREE De Luxe Catalog
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Features every camera fan wants!

PLUS PRECISION

GREATER

PICTURE

PLEASURE

PER DOLLAR

INTERCHANGEABLE MOUNT
for f.2.5, f.1.9, and 1" or 1-1/2"

Telephoto lens.

AUDIBLE FOOTAGE INDICA-
TOR to hear and check the

film footage being taken.

SLOW MOTION, normal and

fast speed action—12, 16 and 48

frames at a shutter speed of

1/40th per second.

LOCKING DEVICE to take your

own picture with your Camera.
Just lock camera "on" and walk

into scene.

ED
BUILT-IN precision view-finder,

indicating field of picture.

PUSH BUTTON release— facil-

itating handling of the Camera.

Keystone

Versatility—The Keystone 8 has it . . . color film, black-and-white, slow motion,

interchangeable lens mount. Ease of operation—No sprockets to thread in the

Keystone 8! Long range television view-finder . . . footage indicator you can
hear while the camera is at your eye. Plus low-cost . . . low cost operation ! Plus

precision construction throughout ! Plan to enjoy real picture pleasure . . . keep
tabs on your dealer, he'll have the Keystone 8 soon

!

KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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TITLES LOTS

t Out Of The
*

By EDMUND TURNER

A CARTOON film collection that has outlived its usefulness can
be rejuvenated with this little plot plus the title at the left.

Lets assume you have a number of Mickey Mouse, Felix the Cat
and Popeye cartoon films. Introduce a couple of your children

in the opening shot looking at comic books spread out on the

floor. Cut to a closeup of caption on a page of Mickey Mouse
cartoons. Later you will cut in at this point, the reel of Mickey
Mouse cartoons in your film library. Repeat this process until

you have made tie-up continuity shots of all the cartoon films

you have. Make a few shots of the youngsters, showing them
turning pages of the books, laughing at the cartoon capers, etc.,

and intercut these at intervals throughout the reel.

^WWIi i
]

lii!/J//£

THE BOSS is coming for dinner and there is no meat to be had!

Father is a bundle of nerves trying to figure out how to save

the day. As he paces the floor, an advertisement in a magazine

lying on the table catches his eye. He stops, picks it up, and

his expression shows he has the answer to his dilemma. He hurries

to the phone, calls the grocer, places his order. The scene dis-

solves here to action that takes place later. The boss has arrived,

and together they all sit down to dinner. Each passes his plate

to be served, and from a small cardboard package, Father is

seen to shake a few capsules on each plate. The diners seem to

enjoy them, and ask for a second helping. At this point a closeup

of the package reveals it contains "New Era Concentrated Din-

ner in Capsule Form." A dissolve here to father shows him
awakening from a nap on the sofa, hurriedly glancing at his

watch and asking someone off scene "Has The Boss Arrived For

Dinner Yet?"

THIS TITLE suggests a satirical treatment of Mother Goose

rhymes with a modern setting. For example: "Old Mother Hub-
bard" may be depicted as an everyday housewife going to her

refrigerator, her hungry dog beside her. She takes out a bone,

pushes the dog aside, and sits down to gnaw on it herself. "Little

Bo-Peep"—a small child— can be shown on the farm surrounded

by sheep and frightened by them. As she cries and runs away,

the sheep follow her until they get the dinner call which causes

them to turn and run the other way. Thus Bo-Peep loses her

sheep and "is glad of it!" The "Old Woman Who Lived In A
Shoe," and many other famous rhymes can be given similar treat-

ment to furnish a laugh film for your library.

THIS IS FOR THE amateur who uses black and white film—an

idea enabling him to show the contrasts in the many everyday

black and white subjects that surround us. Child sketching on

blackboard; zebras at the zoo; colored boys shooting craps ac-

cented by a closeup of the dice coming to a stop on "7"; a

game of checkers on a black and white board; kids reading the

daily newspaper comic strips. Top this with a sequence consist-

ing of a bill to "John Doe" for services rendered; a note in reply

denying the charge, and then a short letter in reply with the

camera closeup on the statement: "... remember, I have your

order in black and white! Pay up!"
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... with microscopic eyes

309000 feet above the earth

Today, a great new corps of exceptionally able secret agents sup-

plies 90% of our military intelligence.

Skilled photo-interpreters—working over precision aerial pho-

tographs — select, interpret and report vital information about

enemy production, equipment and forces in concise usable form.

Sharply focused Fairchild Aerial Cameras — flown from 300

feet to upwards of 30,000 feet — provide the clearly imaged,

microscopic details: A tiny dot, less than one sixty- fourth of an

inch in size, in a photograph taken at 30,000 feet identifies a

specific model enemy tank. A series of strategically spaced

smaller specks reveals the disposition of camouflaged enemy gun

emplacements. A sinister underwater shadow discloses hidden

coral reefs of danger to invasion barges.

In high precision Fairchild cameras the lens, the lens cone, the

focal plane and all other critical elements are in carefully cal-

culated permanent relationship. Individual lens collimating tests

This is a typical individual lens

collimating test. Photo records are

made of U. S. A. A. F. Test Tar-
gets. Chart numbers indicate the
number of lines per millimeter that

must be imaged sharply by a lens

of given focal length against in-

finity. This test also provides a
check on the complete coverage of

the negative — to insure sharp defi-

nition of all minute detail for photo
interpretation.

— which fix these relationships within .005" to .0015" toler-

ances — insure exact focus and sharp definition at any altitude.

Precisionized electronic and mechanical skill ranks Fairchild

Aerial Cameras with the world's finest professional cameras —

cameras that every amateur dreams of one day owning.

New York Office: 475 10th Avenue, New York 18; Plant:

88-06 Van Wyck Boulevard, Jamaica 1, N. Y.

AND INSTRUMENT
CAMERA

CORPORATION
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THE element of "luck" helps to

make fishing interesting.

Not so with movie-making!

For the pleasure and satisfaction you

get from your motion-pictures depends

on how well you can eliminate the

factor of luck!

One good way to do just that is to

standardize on dependable, time-proven

Ansco Hypan Film.

Hypan is fast enough for all but the

poorest light and has a fine grain struc-

ture that insures smooth, sharply de-

Any Luck?
fined screen images. Its full panchroma-

tic color balance and inherently brilliant

gradation capture the life and sparkle

of the subject in pictures you'll be proud

to show again and again!

Ansco Hypan Reversible Film is made

for both 8 and 16mm cameras— 100 and

50-foot rolls for 16mm, and 25-foot,

double-width rolls for 8mm. If your

dealer can't supply you immediately,

please remember that war orders must

be filled first. Ansco, Binghamton,
New York. A Division of General

Aniline & Film Corporation.

Ask for

Ansco
8 and 16mm

HYPAN FILM
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PHOTOPLAY

PLAINING
Better Home Movies Result When

Thoughtful Planning Precedes

Exposure Of Film And A Shooting

Script Guides The Photographer

H U S M I

• A spacious basement makes an ideal studio in

which sets made of wallboard may be erected, as

shown in top photo, and left intact where shooting
is to be continued over several evenings. Lower
photo shows assistants arranging lights. Delegate
such chores to others among your staff, thus leav-
ing more time for attention to rehearsals and
direction.

U9
7

• A script girl is an important assistant. She watches details in script as shooting progresses,
makes sure the star doesn't enter scene from left when he should enter from right, etc.

STEP number one in preparing a

serious production, is to have an idea.

The idea is the plot. If the picture is

to be fiction then we must first write

a story. It must have a beginning, a cli-

max and an ending. If the picture is to

be a travelogue about a vacation, it

also requires some thread of continuity

—

a definite beginning, a climax and an

ending. If the picture is about family

life, or perhaps a record of the growth
of a child, each reel should be as com-
plete as possible with a thread of con-

tinuity running through and tying

together the whole picture.

All good movies are filmed from a

script which becomes the "floor plan"

of the picture. However, once written,

it is not unchangeable. Even family and

travel pictures should be planned in

advance. The question is often raised:

"How can one plan a travel picture

about a place where one has never been

before?" The obvious answer is to go

there, beforehand, and take snapshots of

the various points of interest, then

with these at hand, a suitable script can

be planned and written.

An alternative is to get maps and

travel folders and after reading and

studying them, make a skeleton outline,

filling in the script as a guide to editing

as each day's shooting is completed. A
sample script for a travel picture might

run something like this:

Title: Joe Jolts (fade in)

presents

"lakes beyond the timber"

Title:

(lap to)

Produced by

Joe Jolts

photographed

by

Stime Moore

1946
(lap to)

Title:

Above the Timber Line Are

Hidden the Jewels of Nature

(fade out)

1.

Long Shot.—Lake Reynolds

(fade in)

• Continued on Page 3 #4
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• Sure! We all want a super-duper camera that will do
everything but talk, like Frank Gallagher's glorified Bolei
pictured here. And we may get it after V-J day. But in the
meantime, your present camera will do many things you
probably never dreamed of.

Your Cameraman Do It!

Your Cine Camera, With Fixed-focus
Lens And Sans Gadgets And Doodads,
Is More Versatile Than You Think!

By H D

• For The Beginning Amateur

1FEW" of us had stopped for ham-
burgers on our way home from a

movie club meeting, when I re-

marked, "Boy, I'll sure be glad when
new cameras are back on the market

again and can get myself a good one."

Bill, one of the old timers in our club

and one to whom we always looked for

guidance, turned to me and asked,

hat's the matter with the one you
have now?"

"Oh, it's all right," I said, "but it's

just a simple model with a fixed focus

lens. I'd like something a little bit

better."

"You want a turret model, I sup-

pose," said Bill, "with magazine loading,

z back wind, a fader and a lot of other

gadgets, is that it?"

"Well, yes," I said. "There are a lot

tf things I'd like to try that I can't do
now you know, trick effects and

novelties."

"Veil, fellow," said Bill, "I don't

M

want to belittle your desire for some-

thing better; that's one of the chief

reasons for progress; but how do you
know you can't do those things now?
Have you ever tried?"

"No, I haven't," I said.

"Maybe your trouble, then, is not

with your camera but with you," said

Bill. "Half the fun of having a movie
camera is in figuring out ways to do
what you want to do with whatever
you happen to have at hand. Amateur
cameras weren't always complete with
hot and cold running water and all

modern conveniences, you know. There
was a time when about all vou could do

• To get the most from your
camera, study your camera instruc-
tion book carefully and thoroughly.
To know your camera well is to be
able to do many things with it

besides simple cinematography.

was point the camera and press the

button; but even in those days we found
ways to do the things we wanted to do.

Now, let's take this camera of yours

and see just what it can do.

"Let's consider your lens, first. You
have an f 2.5 fixed focus lens, and I

suppose you'd like to have something
faster. Well, I'd like to have something
faster than my f 1.9, too. They never
will build lenses fast enough to suit

seme people. But as a practical matter,

let's see just how much you suffer be-

cause you have only an f 2.5 lens. You
do most of your daylight shooting at

about f 8 so evidently your f 2.5 is

faster than you need for ordinary light-

conditions. You'll be surprised to note
just how many of your pictures are

taken within the f 5.6 to f 8 range. It

is only under very unusual conditions

that it is necessary to open up your
lens to f 2.5, and it's a good bet that

if it's too dark for f 2.5 it's probably
too dark for f 1.9.

"Now a lot of people probably be-

lieve that the faster the lens the better

indoor pictures will be, on the theory
that with a faster lens one can use less

light. That is where a lot of good filmers

disagree. I have a friend who is an ex-

pert at taking indoor pictures, using
artificial light, and he never uses a lens

opening larger than f 4 if he can help
it, even though he has an f/1.9 lens.

• Continued on Page 39$
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• Above photos show parallax correcting gadget that en-
ables centering camera accurately on titles and objects at

close range, using camera viewfinder. Arrow in photo at far

right indicates gadget mounted on camera and tripod.

ONE way to secure absolute accuracy

in centering camera with subject

in closeup photography is by use of

a parallax correcting gadget—a device

that enables the filmer to momentarily

shift his camera so viewfinder occupies

position of the lens for the purpose of

lining up the shot, then returning

camera to normal position for the take.

Such gadgets or accessories are not

manufactured at present for every make
of cine camera, and it becomes necessary

for most movie amateurs to make their

own. The one pictured on this page is

a simple one that any amateur skilled

in the use of tools may build himself.

It was designed essentially for use with

my Keystone 8mm. camera, but the

idea is adaptable for use with others.

Where the filmer expects to photo-

graph titles or other subject matter at

close range, it will pay him to make
such a gadget which will ultimately

gadget for

centering closelps
Accurate Centering
And Titles At Close
This Easy-To-Ma

M U N

prove one of his most valuable acces-

sories. With it, off center titles are no

longer a vexing problem and it is possi-

ble to indulge in the very interesting

hobby of nature subject photography,

NOTE SLIDING CAMERA TO UPPER POSITION

BRINGS VIEWER TO THIS POSITION
" LFNS

%k MOVEMENT

/#» SLOT LENGTH

^' r— /" +J/<-

REOULA* MOUNTING SCREW

SOLOEP ON '/efSTO- NUT

Of Lens On Objects
Range Assured With
ke Accessory...

w

hitherto difficult for the cinefilmer who
has had to guess at centering his camera
lens on his subject when focusing upon
it at distances measured in inches in-

stead of feet.

Primarily, the gadget about to be

described operates on the principle of

shifting the camera diagonally, up or

down, to bring the viewfinder in posi-

tion usually occupied by the lens, thus

centering camera upon object to be

photographed. Once the camera is cen-

tered, its position is locked securely on
the tripod, and then the parallax cor-

recting gadget shifted to bring the

camera back to normal taking position,

as indicated by directions given in ac-

companying diagram.

• Continued on Page jyo

• Diagram showing method of construct-
ing parallax-correcting gadget for Key-
stone 8mm. camera. Same plans may be
followed for other cameras merely by
altering dimension of diagonal between
lens and viewfinder axes.
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unm skiers
Artful Photography And Slow
Motion Weave Screen Magic In

Movie Of The Month . . .

IF
You were to ask the average citizen of Utah, they would

tell you that the ski center of Amerca is not Lake Placid nor

Sun Valley, but Alta—a mountain resort in Utah just 40
minutes by automobile from Salt Lake City.

"Ski Time In The Rockies" certainly substantiates their

contention. Here is a color film that pictures Utah's snow packed

ski runs as the chamber of commerce would like it ; a picture

that rekindles desire for early return of winter and skimming
with fleet "slats" again over sharp slopes mantled in powdery
snow!

Norman Shultz, member of the Utah Cine Arts Club, filmed

"Ski Time In The Rockies" in 16mm. Kodachrome with fore-

thought and skill. His photography is genuinely superb and he

has combined editing and titling with his photography in such

a way as to result in a most interesting film which has been

awarded Home Movies' certificate for the Movie Of The Month.

The picture begins on the screen with scenes of snow vistas in

forests, then cuts to long shots of the snow covered mountain

peaks of the Wasatch mountains which form the picturesque

natural backdrop for Salt Lake City. We are introduced to Alta,

locale of the ski events that are to follow, by a series of shots

made from an automobile that follows the clear highway leading

to the resort.

Presently the car arrives at ski headquarters, and numerous

devotees of the sport are shown conditioning and putting on

their skis. It was snowing, while these shots were made, and it

lent an unusual picturesque effect to the scenes. It must have

been one of those "quickie" snowfalls, with the sky not heavily

overcast, for there seemed to be ample light for good photog-

raphy.

Next we see a series of shots of skiers coming down a moun-
tain slope

—
"schussing," they call it—literally flying, and zig-

zagging at intervals to lend added poetry to their motion.

Shultz obviously made quite a study of light and skiing condi-

tions far in advance of filming, for his camera positions and

angles and the lighting effects are most unusual. There is one

shot in particular of a skier coming toward the camera, filmed

in slow motion, and with the sun behind the skier. The com-
bined slow motion plus the sparkling plume of snow as it sprays

from the skis is a rare artistic effect.

Later we see a small lad, not more than five years old, lumber-

ing along on a pair of child's-size skis, and as the camera pulls

back for a long shot we see that he is following the ski steps

of his father who moves ahead of him—illustrating that here

they go in for the sport at an early age.

Intercut here is a sequence of breathtaking atmosphere shots

of snow clad peaks backdropped by deep blue skies and scudding

white clouds, and this interlude introduces scenes of the next

events that take place on the huge scaffolding or ski slide

at famed Ecker hill.

• Continued on Page 390

• Enlargements of 14mm. frames from Norman Schultz's

Movie Of The Month, a sports film in Kodachrome docu-
menting the skiing sport in Utah. Careful consideration

of camera angles plus interludes of slow motion make
this an unusually interesting and educational film.
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Filming Speed

And Sport ESvents
The Right Camera Angle With Re-

lation To The Action Is Important

* For the Beginner and Advanced Amateur

FAST action and sports are synonomous terms to the photographer.

Shooting fast action—races, fights, hockey games, etc.,—re-

quires a different technique than that required for filming

ordinary subjects, because the fast moving object travels past the

camera at such speed that only a blurred image will be recorded.

This is because the action is so fast that the cine camera shutter is

not rapid enough to "stop" it. Only cameras with adjustable or

variable shutters, such as the big 35 mm. studio cameras, newsreel

cameras and the 16mm. Cine Special provide this feature. With such

cameras, the shutter may be adjusted to speeds of more than t/iooth

of a second.

The average 8mm. and 16mm. cine camera, on the other hand,

has a fixed shutter speed of around 130th or 1 40th of a second.

The amateur cannot, therefore, alter the speed of his camera shutter

when filming fast action subjects and must follow the alternative

of avoiding action that crosses immediately in front of the camera.

Scarcely a movie amateur but who has tried his hand at getting

sports pictures. These are essentially action and speed shots. They

are thrilling to view on the screen and beautiful in the grace and

rhythm of motion they portray. And they can be successful if

certain factors are taken into consideration when filming. One of

the most important of these is the angle from which the action is

filmed. Briefly classified, fast action may be recorded

—

(a) coming directly toward the camera, or going directly away

from it;

(b) passing obliquely with relation to the camera; and

(c) moving directly across the camera's field, at right angles

to the lens.

Thus, the position of the camera with relation to the line of action

• Continued on Page )8S
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Portable

For Cine

Projection Booth

Film Exhibitors

Here Is Another Suitcase Unit For The
Amateur Who Screens Films Publicly . .

• For The Advanced Amateur

1 PTLY named the Porta-Cinema is

m the compact, portable home movie

i* projection unit pictured above. De-

signed and built by Bob Mayne, Mus-

kegon, Michigan amateur, it not only

is a convenient case for carrying his

projection equipment, but doubles in

brass as a portable projection booth

complete with dual turntables, ampli-

fier, and storage space for phonograph

records and reels of film.

When folded up for transporting

his equipment, it becomes a compact

carrying case 45" by 10" by 14^2".

When made ready for projecting pic-

tures with sound, there is a small plat-

form for the projector conveniently

set between the turntables. There is a

porthole with a sliding door in the

raised lid that gives access to the screen

of the projection beam. The raised lid

screens both sound and stray light from

the audience seated close to the projec-

tor.

Underneath the projector stand the

amplifier is located that powers the

loudspeaker set up forward near the

screen. There are pilot lights and sep-

arate fader rheostats for both turn-

tables.

A novel feature are the two folding

shelves which open out immediately

above each turntable and hold the sup-

ply of recoids arranged in cued order

for playing with the films that are to be

projected. These and other features are

shown in detail in the two illustrations

above and in the diagram at bottom of

page. Immediately in front of projec-

tor stand is space for storage of six

reels of film in humidor cans.

The carrying case is made of 1"

pine with all joints secured by screws.

Modern luggage hardware is used for

locks and handle, and radio cabinet

hinges are used as collapsible supports

for the record shelves.

Any amateur who recognizes the

convenience of this novel aid to home
movie screening can build his own by
following the diagram, building first

the wooden case, then fitting within
it the necessary equipment and feat-

ures. Caution is advised in mounting
both the turntables and the projector

stand. A pad of sponge rubber or thick

fibre should be placed on top of the

stand to absorb noise from the projec-

• Continued on Page )<f)

• Diagram below shows details of construction for the

Porta-Cinema. Case is of I" pine with plywood top and
bottom. Standard 12-inch dual speed turntables are

ret into the case and the compact amplifier is immed-
iately beneath the elvated projector stand. Simplicity of

wiring is indicated by smaller diagram at right.
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• Take this as a pattern for scene 9 in the

scenario that begins on this page. Note the

increased interest in a compelling closeup

such as this, for the script calls for much of

the action to be played close to the camera.

LITTLE brother's skill with an air

rifle suggests an idea for an amusing

scenario starring father and son.

You will need to enlist a neighbor lad as

a supporting but no less important

player, and a couple of rolls of film

should be ample for the scenes set forth

here.

The story concerns a lad and his

father on a Sunday afternoon, demon-

strating their marksmanship with an

air rifle in a typical backyard sports

session. They fire away, alternately, at

clay pigeons, then tin cans, and finally

test their respective skills on the more

difficult target represented by a dime.

What becomes of the dime and the

influence the neighbor lad had upon it

furnishes a surprise twist at the end of

the story.

Main Title:

The Sharp Shooters

Scene i: Medium closeup shot of

father, gun to his shoulder as he pulls

the trigger.

Scene 2: Closeup of clay pigeon hurt-

ling through air and shattering to bits

as it is struck by the bullet ostensibly

fired by father. (This shot may be

staged at your local skeet shooting

club. Make several shots of clay pigeons

being shattered by the skeet shooters

and choose the best. Use a telephoto

lens if possible.)

Scene 3: Medium shot. Father, son

and playmate in foreground. Father

lowers gun from shoulder as boys cheer

his marksmanship.

Scene 4: Medium shot. Playmate

takes another clay pigeon; poises for

the throw, then tosses it in the air.

Scene y Closeup of father obviously

watching thrown clay pigeon; gets it

in his rifle sights and pulls the trigger.

Scene 6: Medium shot of clay pigeon

hurtling through space, then shattering

to bits.

Scene 7: Medium shot—similar to

scene 3—father lowers rifle and boys

congratulate him on marksmanship.
Father hands rifle to his son, suggesting

he take a shot. Boy takes rifle.

Scene 8: Closeup of boy with rifle

at shoulder, getting the target in his

sights.

Scene 9: Medium shot, similar to

scene 8. Father now at boy's side, in-

structs him on use of rifle. Points to

Euing Galloway

k scenario for

FATHER ill) SON
In Which Juvenile Cunning Vies With
Marksmanship To Net A Dubious Reward

an object out of scene and suggests he

shoot at it.

Scene 10: Closeup of a tin can lying

on ground. A pellet from the rifle

strikes ground a few inches from the

can, kicking up a trace of dust.

Scene 11: Same as scene 9. Boy ob-

serves he missed target. Registers disap-

pointment. Father takes gun and says:

"Here, let me show you." Boy and

playmate start talking as though they

suddenly get and idea. Boy whispers

cautiously in playmates ear as father

takes aim and fires at tin can target.

Scene 12: Closeup of two boys talk-

ing. Playmate listens attentively, then

his face breaks in a broad grin as he

gets idea and nods agreement.

Scene 13: Back to scene 11. Father,

having fired rifle, looks momentarily

at target to guage results, then turns

to boys as they applaud him.

Scene 14: Long shot. Son picks up

tin can as his playmate saunters out of

the yard. Son liesurely carries the can

I

toward back fence, as father waits

with poised gun to shoot.

Scene 1 y. Playmate, now outside yard,

looks cautiously around corner of fence

toward boy and his father, then runs

quickly toward back of fence. Fence

should be a solid board fence of normal

height or a dense hedge.

Scene 16: Medium shot—opposite

side of back fence. Playmate enters

scene cautiously and peeks through

crack between boards. Quickly looking

around him, he spies a long stick, picks

it up and holds it erect against fence

with the end of it even with fence top.

Scene 17: Medium shot—this from a

high angle looking down and straddling

both sides of fence to show: On one

side, son approaching fence with tin

can; on opposite side, his playmate

carefully holding the stick as Son puts

can on edge of fence.

Scene 18: Closeup of stick being

pushed up inside of can on fence to

support it.

• Continued on Page )Sj
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• No alteration of projector is necessary. Hookup involves a small synchronous motor that drives turntable and keeps projector in "sync."

Synchronized Sound

With Any Projector
A Novel Method By Which Your Projector

May Be Coupled With Turntable To Achieve
Synchronization Of Film And Sound Disc

y T R POP
• For The Beginning Amateur

SYNCHRONIZED sound can be pro-

vided for any eight or sixteen mm.
projector without necessitating ex-

tensive alterations to the projector, and

without the use of specially made gears,

shafts, castings, equipment, etc.

The system illustrated here is held in

synchrony by means of a belt running

from a i 30 h. p. synchronous motor,

to the motor of the projector, and by

two parallel belts running from the

flanged rim of the turntable to a pulley

which is geared to the synchronous

motor by means of a worm and fiber

gear. Ratios between the projector mo-
tor, the synchronous motor and the

turntable may be varied as necessary to

give proper speeds simply by varying

the diameter of the pulleys, which may
be turned of metal or wood. Naturally,

the ratio between the synchronous mo-
tor and the projector should be such

that it will cause the projector to run

at approximately 16 frames per second.

In the system illustrated here, the pro-

jector runs at approximately 18 frames

per second.

The projector motor and the syn-

chronous motor are switched so that

the two start together. (See wiring dia-

gram) . The speed of the projector motor

is governed and held constant by the

synchronous motor. Although this is the

case, the rheostat of the projector motor

should be adjusted so that neither of

the motors tend to drag on the other.

It is not particularly necessary that a

pulley be placed on the projector motor

—it could be placed on the framing

knob of the projector or any other shaft

of the projector mechanism, which
would be suitable from the standpoint of

location and r.p.m. The installation of

this small pulley is the only change or

addition which need be made to the

projector.

The projector may be used as a silent

projector by sliding it forward and dis-

engaging the belt. It is not necessary

to fix the projector in position. Its own
weight will hold it in proper place.

It is desirable that the r.p.m. of the

turntable approximate 33-1 3. How-
ever, since the records used on this
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turntable are also cut on the same turn-

table, any variance in the r.p.m. would

be automatically compensated; 33-1/3

r.p.m. is as slow as it is practical to

turn a record and obtain a quality re-

production. Turning the record faster

would tend to improve the quality, but

would cut down the playing time of the

record.

The cutting head and lead screw

necessary for recording could be mount-

ed on the turntable as indicated in

the diagram. However, since it is de-

sirable in recording to eliminate all pos-

lible vibration which might be set up

by the projector and synchronous mo-

tors, the turntable shown in the dia-

gram is lifted out of its simple bronze

bearing and is installed in a similar

bearing on the recorder, which is set on

a separate table. The turntable is then

driven by the same belts running from

the same geared wheel on the syn-

chronous motor, the only difference

being that the turntable now rests on

an independent table, thereby eliminat-

ing the vibrations. It is not possible in

the scope of this article to describe in

detail the construction of the lead

screw and recording mechanism, other

than to say that the mechanism used is

home made and follows conventional re-

corder design. Attention is called to the

fact that this recorder can be used to

cut 78 r.p.m. records, as well as 33-1/3
r.p.m. records simply by providing a

wheel of smaller diameter with a flanged

rim similar to that on the turntable. The
diameter of this wheel will be approxi-

mately seven inches, assuming that the

diameter of the turntable is sixteen

inches. This wheel should be attached

to the underside of the turntable con-

centric with the shaft and placed low
enough so that the belts will clear the

flanges of the outer rim of the turn-

table. (See side view of motor assembly

for the method of flanging wheels.

Flanges consist of two grooves in wheels

of proper width for belts).

When cutting a synchronized record,

the projector is threaded so that the

end of the leader is just at the gate of

the projector. The cutting stylus of the

recorder is set in the cutting position,

the control switch is turned on, starting

both the projector and the recorder

simultaneously. Comments, sound ef-

fects and appropriate music are cut into

the record as the scenes appear on the

screen in the same manner as though the

comments and music, etc. were being

performed before an audience. After
a record is made, the turntable is again

installed in the carrying case, the pro-

jector is threaded as previously de-

• Diagram shows manner in which aux-
iliary synchronous motor is coupled with

projector and turntable by means of a
worm drive with small belts activating
projector and turntable from its pulleys.

scribed, the pickup needle is placed in

the groove at the exact point of starting,

the switch is thrown and sound is pro-

duced exactly as it was recorded. One

might readily imagine that there would

be sufficient slippage in belts to throw

the system out of synchrony, particu-

larly after it had operated for 1

5

minutes or more. This, however, is not

the case, and a remarkable degree of

synchrony can be obtained by this

method.

The key to the success of this system

lies in the specially woven continuous

belts used. These belts may be obtained

trom a dental supply house and are

manufactured for use on dental equip-

ment like the well known dentist's drill.

Belts are made in practically any length,

ranging from i'~4" to 10'. They are

about in diameter, look like a sash

cord and have enough elasticity to make
them stay taut, but not so much that

they drag. Some very high quality com-

mercial recorders use these belts in a

manner similar to that employed here.

They are used for the reason that they

conduct little or no mechanical vibra-

tion to the turntable, and also, because

they operate so smoothly. In order to

assure proper operation, all wheels over

which belts run should be true and con-

centric. This is accomplished on the

wheels which are mounted on the syn-

chronous motor and the projector motor

by actually running the wood wheels

on the motor shaft, the motor itself

supplying the power for turning. The

turntable and the wheel driving it

should both be turned on the shafts on

which they are mounted to make them

run true. Particular care should be

taken to see that double grooves on

turntable are exactly the same radius.

The same care should be taken on the

wheel driving the turntable. (Satisfac-

tory results can be obtained with only

one belt between the turntable and

motor)

.

The synchronous motor used in this

system retails new for $7.50 and is ob-

• Continued on Page 394
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Filmo 70-0 16mm.
Camera with 3-lens

turret head

Filmo Aristocrat

8mm. Camera with 3-lens

turret head

Filmo Auto Load 1

Magazine-Loading

1

THEN HERE'S A TIMELY WARNING
By J. H. McNabb, President, Bell & Howell Company

Home movie cameras . . . and projectors, too . . .

will soon begin to reappear in store windows.

But don't buy too hastily! Remember this: the

fine equipment that you'll want . . . and must have

to get movies of the quality your taste will de-

mand . . . may be the last to become plentiful.

Why? Because makers of fine equipment will

be engaged the longest in war production.

At Bell & Howell, for example, we can now
build only a few Filmo Cameras and Projectors

for civilian use. Most of our facilities are still

required for making precision photo and optical

instruments for our Armed Forces.

This long-continued demand is, we feel, the

finest of tributes. You can probably get delivery

on other movie equipment before you can on

ours. But the equipment that's so widely pre-

ferred . . . Bell & Howell . . . can be yours if you

will wait a little longer.

BELL &
SINCE 1907 THE

HOWELL COMPANY Chicago

LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT

• New York

FOR MOTION

• Hollywood

PICTURE STUDIC
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Auto Master 16mm.
Magazine-Loading Camera
with 3-lens turret head

HOW TO GET EARLIEST DELIVERY OF B & H EQUIPMENT

Send the coupon now for literature helpful in selecting the

B&H models which will serve you best. Then register your

needs promptly with the near-by B&H dealer, to be high on

his preference list for early delivery.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

DELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send information on silent S }
8mm.

( ) 16mm. motion picture equipment;

( ) 16mm. sound film projectors—for( ) personal ( )commercial ( )school

( ) church use.

shington, D. C. • London
OUYWOOD AND THE WORLD

Name . .

.

Address.

City .State HM-9-45
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hone movies' experiment
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

Aid To Fading

Movie amateurs who make fades by

opening or closing the lens diaphragm,

have undoubtedly found difficulty in

opening up the lens to the pre-estab-

lished stop when producing a fadein.

Sketched above is an easy-to-make

gadget that will enable this to be done

with precision without changing posi-

tion from behind camera.

The gadget consists of a circular

mirror with a hole in the middle, dough-
nut fashion, mounted in front of the

camera. The hole permits the lens to

focus on the scene or title. The mirror

enables the cameraman to read the f/
stop marks on the lens by reflection as

he stands behind the camera.

Of course, the camera must be tripod

mounted, and a simple bracket to hold

the mirror must be made of sheet metal

or wood that may be inserted between
tripod head and camera to hold it in

place.

—

Joseph Yolo, Hollywood, Calif.

Novel Title Letters

Want something novel in colored

titles for your Kodachrome films? Make
your title letters of sparkling Jello!

Here's the way to do it. First compose
your title of block letters in a shallow

tray. Then pour parrafin into the tray,

covering the letters completely thus

creating a wax mould. After the wax
cools and hardens, remove the block

letters, using a pin or needle to care-

fully pry them loose. This will leave a

solid block of paraffin with depressions

in the form of the letters.

The next step is to prepare a quan-

tity of Jello, reducing the amount of

water ordinary prescribed in order to

provide a denser consistency. Pour this

over the mould until the letter cavities

are filled—no more—as any excess Jello

must be trimmed away after the letters

are removed from the mould and made
ready for use.

The unique and decorative feature

of title letters made in this way is that

they are transparent and offer more
sparkling color than painted solid letters.—Earl Paulson, Boston, Mass.

Triple Pickups

Where one record is to be repeated

over and over in playing background
music for home movies, the addition of

a third pickup will enable one to avoid

breaking the melody, as would be neces-

sary where pickup is raised at end of

playing and moved to beginning of

record again. With a third pickup in-

stalled between dual turntables, as

shown in diagram, it may be used on
either turntable. A record may be re-

peated on either turntable without a

break by lowering the extra pickup at

starting point of record, then as first

pickup concludes the playing, gradually

fade in music from the extra pickup

—

repeating this action in reverse as the

extra pickup nears end of record.

—

A. E.

Rouan, Chicago, III.

Dating Film

Filmers who shoot record pictures of

their baby, say fifty feet at a time, to be

joined together in one reel as a sort of

moviebiography, sometimes forget the

date on which the various rolls were
shot with result that various scenes are

not edited in sequence. To date each roll

of film or the beginning of each se-

quence of shots, where one roll is ex-

posed at intervals over a period of

months, before starting to shoot, expose

a few frames on a calendar page on

which the date has been circled with a

heavy black pencil. Just four or five

frames are enough and will enable you
to identify date the ensuing scenes were

shot as an aid to editing and titling.

—C. Spence, Buffalo, N. Y.

Transition Effect

A small amount of mercury poured

into a saucer or other flat receptacle

may be employed to obtain unusual

transitional effects in filming sequences

or titles. Instead of fading or dissolving

from one title to another, a more start-

ling transition can be made by photo-

PlCKUPHol PICKUP Nt.l

I EXTRA PICKUP
FPDER FOn EXTRA PICKUP
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i n e workshop * * *

ortcuts contributed by renders
graphing the title reflected in the pool

of mercury and, at the end of the shot,

agitating the mercury by lightly tapping

the container with finger, so as to dis-

tort the image. At this point the camera

is stopped; the title card replaced with

another; the mercury agitated again,

and the camera started to photograph

the new title.

On the screen, each title is merged

with the other by a transitional effect

that appears as a pool of water momen-
tarily agitated, with one title disappear-

ing and followed by another. This trick

calls for shooting vertically into the

container of mercury, with the title

card held immediately above in such a

way as to reflect its image into the pool

of mercury. This also involves lettering

the title text backwards, or turning the

film over at time of splicing.

This same transitional effect may be

employed in making closeups of people.—D. W. Wilson, Huntington Park,

Calif.

Cueing Aid

If you use regular phonograph records

for background music for your films,

you may have encountered difficulty

in setting the pickup needle on the

record at the right spot to play the

section of record desired. Illustrated is

a gadget that will make this task simple

and net perfect results. It is a guage

made of cardboard with a hole punched

at one end to permit placing it over the

spindle of the turntable that extends

through the record. Along one edge is

a series of marks apart and num-
bered as shown. These are the cue marks

that indicate the groove on the record

in which to place the needle.

By placing this guage on top of the

record to be played, as it lies on the

turntable, and holding the free end with

one hand, the groove position for placing

the needle may immediately be located.

For example, referring to the cue sheet,

previously prepared, we note that it

calls for picking up the melody at point

6 J/2- The needle is placed opposite this

mark on the guage and then lowered to

the record at the proper moment.

—

W.
Kadau, San Diego, Calif.

Sprocket Hole Repair

Don't cut out those frames with

damaged sprocket holes! Repair the

holes. This may be done by cutting from
a piece of old discarded film, from
which the emulsion is first removed, a

section of sprocket holes as shown in

illustration. Apply film cement to one

surface of the section and apply it to

the shiny side of the damaged film so

that it will cover the torn sprocket

holes. Obviously it is important that

the film edges as well as the sprocket

holes of the two pieces of film be care-

fully lined up. This sort of repair will

pass easily through the film gates of

most modern 8mm. and i6mm. pro-

jectors, if great care is exercised that

ends of the repair patch be cemented
securely to the damaged film to avoid

any possibility of jamming in the pro-

jector.

—

L. P. Faeth, West Haven, Conn.
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Filters For Color

Particular colors can be introduced

into your movies and titles at will,

either during filming or projection, by
means of the gadget shown in the illus-

tration above. Gadget consists of a small,

rectangular frame made of narrow pic-

ture-frame moulding with inside

measurements of z" by io". Fitted into

this frame are five color filters made up
from colored gelatine or cellophane and

panels of z" by z" slide glass. Each
filter is made sandwitch fashion, i.e.,

two pieces of glass with a piece of

colored material in between, and each

of a different color. The filters are

sealed along two edges with scotch tape,

• Continued on Page 396
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• On the camera platform checking the light
for a take In "Jeep Herders," Planet Pictures'
initial all-color and sound 16mm. feature
production, are Randolph Clardy, Richard
Talmadge, and Jack McCosky, SSC chief
cinematographer. That's a Berndt-Maurer
16mm. sound camera eiposed by open blimp
and mounted on tripod at Clardy's left.

Planet Second Company To Enter

Niii! in Entertainment Film Field

1 LTHOUGH the production of feat-

I ure entertainment films directly on
-I 1 6mm. film is following no mush-

room growth, already the second sub-

stantial producing company has been

organized in Hollywood and is ready

with its first release.

In an earlier issue, Home Movies des-

cribed the activities of the first com-
pany in this field, Major i6mm. Pro-

ductions, whose initial i6mm. color and

sound feature production "Sundown
Riders" is enjoying wide distribution.

Planet Pictures, Inc., the newest en-

trant in this field only recently com-
pleted production of "Jeep Herders,"

their first all color 16mm. feature film.

As with Major 16mm. Productions,

Planet Pictures is not an over-enthus-

iastic group of amateur aspirants.

Headed by president Jack Seaman, an

old timer in the theatrical film field,

Planet's organization is staffed by cap-

able technicians with long experience in

the Hollywood motion picture industry.

Although cinematographer Jack Mc-
Cosky, formerly with 20th-century

Fox, is chief of photography, much of

• Below are two scenes from "Jeep
Herders." latest Hollywood 16mm. color
and sound feature film produced by Planet
Pictures, Inc. Although Jeeps and Army
paratroopers are involved in action, film
is not a war picture.

the camerawork on "Jeep Herders" was

ably handled by a former movie ama-
teur, Randolph Clardy, long since

graduated to the ranks of professional

1 6mm. cinematographers.

The entire production was shot in

1 6mm. Kodachrome. The sound was
recorded on 35mm. film, later reduced

to sixteen. Viewing the production in

progress on the lot or on location, it

would be difficult to distinguish it

from a major 35 mm. company. Only
by observing the camera used was it

evident that the filming was being

done in 16mm. Lights, sound equip-

ment—everything else was the same
as used in a Hollywood feature pro-

duction.

"Jeep Herders" is not a western, not

a saga of the oil industry, and not a

war picture, according to president

Seaman, but combines the best features

of all three themes as conceived in an

original screen story written by Rich-

ard Talmadge and Harvey Parry.

Actually, "Jeep-Herders" take as its

timely angle the reconversion of both

the Jeep and the GI to civilian life.

The picture moves at fast tempo to a

dramatic and fastmoving action se-

quence wherein GI cowboys in jump-
ing jeeps are shown in a 1946 version

of a cattle roundup. In the midst of

the roundup they learn of the incep-

ient trouble "in the making and swiftly

roar into action against the oil-hijack-

ers in a brilliant flanking movement
taken right out of the tactics made
famous by General Patton.

Briefly summarized, "Jeep-Herders"

• Continued on Page 393
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Professional 16mm, Section
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No Projection

Limits for 16!

"A" Will 1 6mm. film be able to compete
with thirty-five in supplying full

theatre screen brilliance? Is it possible

to project satisfactorily 16mm. films

to audiences numbering 500 to 1000
—the average cinema house seating

capacity—thus insuring an adequate

income from admissions? These are but

two of the many questions asked every

day by persons interested in exhibiting

1 6mm. films for profit. They were
conclusively answered recently in the

screening, in the huge Shrine Audi-
torium in Los Angeles, of "Red
Wagon," the sensational 16mm. color

and sound production dramatizing the

life of G. F. Swift, founder of the

great meat packing industry.

It is estimated that between 5,500
and 6,000 persons attended the show-
ing. In order to project the picture

from the auditorium projection booth
to the regular screen position on the

stage—a matter of airline distance of

185 feet—two special 16mm. Filmoarc
projectors were installed. A special 20
foot Radiant beaded screen was sup-
plied for the occasion by the manufac-
turer and this was installed in place of
the regular auditorium screen.

Needless to say, many persons in var-

ious branches of the motion picture in-

dustry interested in this unusual dem-
onstration attended the showing and
were unanimous in their opinion re-

garding screen brilliance and sound
quality.

While it is agreed that considera-

tion must be given the density of
1 6mm. color prints according to the

particular use for which they are in-

tended—i.e., average screen throw or

• In this photo made from box of huge Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles is shown part of audience of
over 5000 persons which recently witnessed west coast premiere of "Red Wagon," 16mm. color feature
film successfully projected 185 feet from auditorium projection booth.

auditorium projection—the fact re-

mains conclusive that the right projec-

tor used in an acoustically correct

theatre or auditorium will render ac-

ceptable screen results for 16mm. sound

films.

Indeed, Burton Holmes, the dean of

American lecturers, long ago proved

this point, insofar as screen brilliance

is concerned, having several times pro-

jected his 1 6mm Kodachrome travel-

ogue films with an arc projector in

Carnegie Hall.

Undoubtedly the exhibition of "Red
Wagon" to audiences numbering in

the hundreds will be repeated in other

cities throughout the nation, giving

additional encouragement and impetus

to the 1 6mm. theatre industry eager to

expand and make itself conspicious.

Future for High Speed Cine Camera
* The high speed motion picture cam-

era has come in for a lot of attention in

recent months, and rightly so, for it

is destined to play a big role in improv-

ing industrial production. With the

• Lockheed Aircraft Company developed this high speed 14mm, camera to analyze mechanical operations
such as that of drills, riveting machines, spot-welders, etc. Movies projected at normal 16 f.p.s. speed
enabled engineers to study and improve equipment.

high speed camera, movement too rapid

for the eye to observe in minute detail

can be observed on the motion picture

screen reduced to speeds of as much as

i ioooth of normal. A moving ob-

ject photographed in the brief interval

of one second requires from two to three

minutes to unfold on the screen when
photographed with the high speed movie
camera. A bullet fired from a gun can

actually be seen leaving the gun's muz-
zle and travelling through space.

But on the industrial front the high

speed movie camera is enabling engin-

eers to analyze the operation of high

speed drills, lathe operations, etc., re-

sulting in improved design of cutting

tools and machine equipment.

Pictured below is the high speed

1 6mm. motion picture camera designed

and built by Lockheed Aircraft en-

gineers at Burbank, California. In the

picture, the cutting efficiency of a

motor-driven hand drill is being ana-

lyzed by the camera. When the film is

projected, Lockheed's engineers will be
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Officiol Marine Corps Photograph

—in the Pacific war area, and
it's only one of the many places

throughout the world where the

G-E exposure meter is doing

war duty, the toughest kind of

service.

AFTER VICTORY you'll be able to

enjoy the dependable accuracy,

extreme sensitivity, and easy

one-hand operation that has

made this meter tops m combat
areas. And remember, it's three

meters in one—for camera, dark-

room, and light control.

Meanwhile, for help in getting

bettei pictures, get a copy of the

G-E Photo Data Book—at your

photo dealers, price 50 cents.

General Electric Company

,

Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Buy all the BONDS you can

—and keep all you buy

GENERAL f| ELECTRIC

able to determine why the drill's pierc-

ing time is below normal, also why the

particular drill produces a jagged in-

stead of a smooth hole.

The camera was developed from elec-

trical timing equipment made by East-

man Kodak and Western Electric com-
panies. A 200 cycle generator, shown
at right in photo, powers a sensitive

automatic clock which is located inside

the camera and is photographed so that

its image appears on the edge of the

film along with the picture, showing

the exact time occupied by a single

cycle of mechanical operation. The film

rate of travel through camera is vari-

able. Top speed possible is 2700 frames

per second, which means that at this

rate 67 feet of 16mm. film passes the

gate in one second interval.

HOME MOVIES FOR SEPTEMBER

Intense illumination is required to

obtain acceptable exposure with the

high speed camera, even when the fast-

est emulsions and rapid lenses of f/.2 or

better arc used. Sunlight is not intense

enough for high speed photography

with these cameras.

Postwar uses for the high speed cam-
era are endless. The automotive indus-

try, for example, will employ it to ana-

lyze many mechanical operations, hith-

erto thought to be developed to high-

est efficiency, resulting in increases in

production that will be startling to say

the least. In fact wherever machinery

and mechanical operations of any kind

are employed in the production of goods

and products for consumer use, the

high speed 16mm. camera will be used

to advantage.

# Closeups #
OF PROFESSIONAL 16MM. CINEMATOCRAPHERS

TED PHILLIPShaving completed the ed-

iting of "Guatamala," and "California,"

two travelogue films in 16mm. Koda-

chrome which he photographed for

Burton Holmes, leaves Hollywood Sep-

tember 1st for Brazil where he will

gather material with his Cine Special

for two additional Burton Holmes
travelogues descriptive of that interest-

ing South America country. Incident-

ally, every cine cameraist—amateur

and professional—should make it a

point to see Phillips' incomparable color

photography in "Guatamala" which Mr.

Holmes will soon be showing in im-

portant cities from coast to coast on

his 1945-46 lecture tour.

LUIS OSORNO BARONAis presently in

Hollywood attending to the editing and

dubbing of sound on a series of doc-

umentaries which he recently filmed

for the government of Mexico. He re-

turns to Mexico City soon to assume the

photography of a series of 16mm. color

films to be produced there by Fanchon

Royer.

VACATIONERS.Latin-America bound,
may now take along their movie cam-

eras and shoot from their plane without

restriction—at least while over Mex-
ican territory. On August 1st the Mex-

ican government, according to Amer-
ican Airlines, lifted a ban prohibiting

air passengers from making photo-

graphs while over Mexican territory.

Decree had been in effect since our en-

try into war.

HERBERT C. LANKS, cinematographer

?nd author who has promised an inter-

esting series of articles soon on Latin

American filming for Home Movies'

readers, is off on a filming assignment

in New England for an undisclosed

producer.

*
SOCIETY Of Sixteen Cinematographers,

an organization comprising many of the

leading 16mm. cinematographers in the

professional field, elected three new
members to their group during the

month of August. They are A. G.

Weitzel, Firestone Tire & Rubber Co.,

Akron, Ohio; Ted Phillips, cinematog-

rapher for Burton Holmes; and H. S.

Wurtels, Orlando, Florida.

*
UNDERWATERSpearfishing, an unusual

1 6mm. color subject produced by Char-

les Trego, ASC, for the Sea-Net Mfg.

Co., Los Angeles, has been purchased by

Warner Brothers. Latter will blow up

the film to 35mm. Technicolor and

release it through their short subjects

department. Picture was filmed entirely

under sea, and shows the activities of

men who engage in the little known
sport of catching game fish with

spears in the depths of sub-tropical

waters. Sea-Net's sporting equipment is

featured in the picture.

NEIL McGUIRE, Hollywood, has com-

pleted the photography on four Christ-

mas Carols films in color for release

through Audio-Visual Devotional Aids

of North Hollywood. Each three-min-

ute subject was shot in action-minia-

ture, a new pictorial process developed

by McGuire for ADA.
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THE GRAPHEX* SHUTTER WITH

BUILT-IN SYNCHRONIZATION

IS MADE BY

FOR THE FOLMER GRAFLEX CORPORATION

~, M~ -> r x> a pupy Shutter with built-in synchronizer

WU^SeF^r Graflex Ogj^ong

absolute safety.

*gr aphex U - Trade-Mark of The Folme, Graflex CorooraHon

HIGH-SPEED

SHUTTER WITH

SYNCHRONIZER

• Like the No. 2 GRAPHEX shutter, Wollensak's High-
Speed Rapax with built-in synchronizer makes perfect syn-

chronization easy. Note these important advantages:

The CLICK STOP millisecond scale allows the use of any popu-
lar flash lamp by selecting either the five or twenty millisecond

position.

The built-in synchronizer operates AUTOMATICALLY with the

cocking of the shutter. This means that the synchronizer has no
EXTRA setting lever.

The shutter is hand-tripped. This eliminates the need of an external syn-

chronized solenoid release or tripper; therefore the flashing of the lamp is the ONLY POSSIBLE drain on the battery.

The PRECISION built-in gear train synchronizes the flash peak with the maximum shutter blade opening.

The new Rapax with built-in synchronizer will be obtainable, after Victory, for use with all popular lamps of 5 and
20 millisecond speed in the larger size shutters; 5 millisecond speed only in the smaller size shutters. Available, too,

will be other new Wollensak products—to help you get finer pictures, more fun, from your photography.

BUY WAR BONDS
ROCHESTER 5, N.Y.,U.S.A.

OTECT YOUR FUTURE
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Photoplay, Planning,
Continued from Page 367

Medium Long Shot—Lake Reynolds

Title:

Lake Reynolds, A Pearl Hidden
From the Eyes of Man

3 to 10.

Title:

Scenes of Lake Reynolds

Last Outpost of
Civilization

Med. Long Shot—Garson's trading post.

1 2.

Full Shot—Main store of Garson's

trading post showing the sign

reading "Garson's Store."

12 to 18.

Various Scenes of Garson's trading post.

In this manner the scenes 3 to 10

and 13 to 18 would be filmed at approxi-

mately the same location. Notice that

the script does not call for any panoram

shots. Panning can be overdone on

scenic shots. A better treatment is to

divide the scenes into two or more shots

using different camera angles.

For a fiction movie we must have

first an idea for a story. In writing our

script we should omit any action or

details which do not logically advance

the story. For example, don't write in

a part for Aunt Matilda just to include

everyone in the family in the picture.

Write the script first, then select for

the cast only those people who will

best fit the parts. One will need assist-

ance to produce a good fiction picture,

friends who are interested enough to

contribute some of their time and to

stick with you until the picture is

finished and the last roll of film is back

from the processors.

It may be necessary to recruit a staff

af assistants. An ideal staff consists of:

The Director, (probably yourself)

who plans the script, chooses the scenes

and costumes, casts the roles, and no
doubt edits the complete picture. In

commercial work there are regular film

cutters and editors, but in amateur

filming the director generally edits his

own.
The Assistant Director. Should he,

too, be a movie amateur, so much the

better, because he will be anxious to

learn and will make a good assistant.

It is he who calls up the cast on

Sunday mornings and threatens them
with vengence if they don't show up at

10 o'clock sharp to make scene 28, 35
and 66 besides six other closeups! He
should also check the costumes and the

• Continued on Page }86

WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILMS t?Mf#

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1034 Chorro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St., N. W.

IDAHO
BOISE

Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eiqhth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

'9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service

3252 Foster Avenue (25)

ILLINOIS—Continued
OAK PARK

Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co. •

5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service. Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

_

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK

Union County Film Service

128 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK
ALBANY

Hallenbeck & Riley

562 Broadway (7)

BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

312 Bay Ridge Pkwy. (75th St.) (9)

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

New York City—Continued
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink. Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

Kinq Coles Sound Service

203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange. Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service

69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service

3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Young's Book & Film Service
108 W. 8th St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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sunn mi sum films
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches

nm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

ORDER FOR SUBSCRIPTION

Home Movies Magazine
12 MONTHS FOR $2.50 IN U. S.

In Canada, $3.50—Foreign, $3.50
SPECIAL OFFER: 2 Years for $4.00 in the U. S.

HOME MOVIES
6060 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

1. Sand to.

Address.

City

New
.State.

Renewal Gift

der is Castle Films'

is of war film releases

iny has made available

nto war. To be avail-

:ion shortly after Sep-

ct will be a condensed

Jap's treachery and

beginning with the

Harbor and conclud-

;st newsreel shots pos-

surrender negotiations,

tie Films. Subject will

he usual lengths: one

i 6mm. sound and two
5mm. silent versions.

2, Send to.

Address.

City State

New Renewal Cift

Enclosed find $

Date

Sent in by

Address

.19.

City State

NO SUBSCRIPTIONS ACCEPTED FOR LESS THAN ONE YEAR

Ladies Courageous, 9 reels, 16mm.
sound, is a Universal Pictures produc-
tion starring Loretta Young, Geraldine

Fitzgerald, Anne Gwynne and Diane
Barrymore. Here is a thrilling saga of

our women pilots of the ferry com-
mand—a civilian outfit, later admitted

to the Army Air Force. There's plenty

of action in the air and on the ground
and a pleasing thread of romance
throughout the picture. Subject will be

available after September 17th for

showing to approved non-theatrical

audiences. Distributor is Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago 13, 111. Base rental is

$17.50.

iff, 1 1 reels 1 6mm.
:rly released theatrical-

'The Soldier and The
ndous screen spectacle

_ - ng story is made more
powerful by fine acting, this Jules

Verne immortal classic is the tale of the

Czar's courier who saved the fiery

gypsy spy. Akim Tamaroff plays the

leading role. Subject is available imme-
diately for rental from Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont
Ave,. Chicago 13, 111. Base rental is

$ 17.50.

So Ends Our Night, starring Frederic

March, Margaret Sullivan and Frances

Dee, is soon to be available in 16mm.
through Pictorial Films, Inc., 1270
Sixth Ave., New York City. The story,

told through the eyes of political refu-

gees hunted through several European
countries, is a poignant and moving love

story mixed with true humor of people

who live intensely. Here is a drama that

contains all the elements of a mystery

thriller plus an interesting documen-
tary style of presentation. Information

on release date and rates may be had

by writing the distributor.

Chimp's Jamboree is one of three

new entertainment films released by

Castle Films, Inc., this month. In this

laugh-provoking film, the famous home
movie chimpanzee visits an amusement
park. He tries all the thrill rides, finds

opportunity to exercise his limbs and

tail in the intricate framework of a

whirling ferris wheel, and judges a

bathing beauty contest. Here is a sub-

ject to highlight home and school

showing of movies. It is available in

both sound and silent versions—a special

1 6mm. sound version and two 8mm.
and two 16mm. silent versions at usual

Castle Films prices.

Daredevils On Ice is an exciting
winter sports movie featuring expert

skiing, stunts on skates and high speed

sailing of ice boats. Biggest thrills,

however, come in the fast sequence of

scenes photographed on the world's

most dangerous bobsled run with racing

sleds hitting steeply banked hairpin

turns at terrific speed. Subject is the

third in a new series of sport films just

released by Castle Films, Inc., New
York City. Same is available in a special

1 6mm. sound version, also in two 8mm.
and two 1 6mm. silent versions. They
are available through leading film

rental libraries and photographic stores.
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New 8 mm. Projector

. . . a feature attraction that

will thrill every home-movie fan!

You've read about the

amazing progress made dur-

ing the war in the design

and construction of photo-

graphic equipment. The
New DeJUR embodies
every latest improvement...

plus exclusive features that

bring a clarity and smooth-

ness to 8 mm. projection

never before possible. Tops

in home entertainment . . .

worth owning . . . worth
waiting for.

The date? Just as soon as

restrictions relax suffi-

ciently. Watch for DeJUR's
announcements and dis-

plays. Better still, keep in

touch with your dealer. ..be

first on his list for a preview.

•

DeJUR-AMSCO CORP.
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

property in case no one else is assigned

the post of property man.

The Script Clerk. He holds your script

and notes the scenes shot and adds notes

on the actor's dress, action, position of

groups, etc. This prevents the hero from
opening the front door wearing his

coat in one scene, and leaving the house

without it in the next scene. He notes

if the actors enter or exit by right or

left. He answers questions after referring

to his invaluable notes such as, "Did Ben

have the cigar in his right or left hand

in scene 45?" or "Was it lighted after

little Rose raced in to talk, or after-

wards?" "How were the dishes arranged

on the table? It has been two weeks

since we shot scene 25 and now we are

ready for scene 26! "Catch on? Be kind

to your script clerk! A good one is

hard to find.

The Cameraman. Perhaps you don't

want to trust your model XK161
camera with him, but better find a

trustworthy individual who knows how
to take pictures or can be taught with

a little coaching and let him handle it.

Being a director and cameraman at the

same time is a big job and involves too

many details to watch during shooting.

How much easier to say: "Bill, I want

a medium shot of this. Highlight the

hair and under light the background."

than to try to do this as well as rehearse

the players. Let the cameraman set up

for the next take while you rehearse and

then check on it before shooting, if

you wish. This procedure speeds pro-

duction and prevents your players from

becoming bored.

The Property Man. A successful one

is rare in amateur circles. His job is a

hard and thankless one. He must round

up all the properties, begging, borrow-

ing, or stealing them. He must have

them on hand when shooting begins.

He can hold the "slate," too, a piece of

black cardboard divided into two parts

by a line. The left side should show the

scene number and the right side the

"take" number.

After writing the story synopsis, the

next step is to prepare the shooting

script, to set down the action for the

camera. The following is a brief synop-

sis of part of a short story:

"Rita walked to the window and

looked out. In the shadowy night she

could just see the dim outline of a figure

in the yard. What was going on under

her very nose? She froze in horror,

motionless — the figure was digging

a hole, a grave perhaps? Suddenly the

figure moved into the light from the

streetlamp. It was her Bob and they

were to be married tomorrow!"

Transformed into detailed description

and action in the scenario or "script,"

this part of the story would appear as

follows:

(scene)

47. Medium shot. . RITA. . in negligee

laying in bed. . (open window
within three feet of bed and curtain

blowing inward)

84. Close up. . RITA. . in bed. . her

eyes open. . startled. . she listens

49. Tight close up. . SHOVEL. . in dim
light. . it crunches into earth and

shovels dirt.

50. as 48. . RITA. . listens startled.

j 1. as 47. . RITA. . sits up suddenly. .

tries to see through window. .

pushes back covers and slides feet

out and tiptoes to the window. .

looks out.

52. a reverse of 51. .close up. .RITA. .

from outside window. .Rita peers

out into the night.

53. Medium shot. . FIGURE. . shovel-

ing in the yard.

54. as 52. .RITA, her eyes open wide.

55. as 53. .FIGURE. . moves so as the

light of street lamp shows face.

56. as 52. . RITA. . moves hand to

mouth suddenly. . horrified. . she

recognizes BOB.

57. Close up. . BOB. . in yard with

street lamp shaft of light crossing

face. . wipes perspiration from
brow.

58. as 52. . RITA. . frozen with horror.

(Fade)

Obviously, the directions: close up,

long shot, medium shot, etc., are variable

according to the director. However he

should explain to his cameraman what
he wants for each camera position to

avoid misunderstanding A suggested

pattern follows:

Close up. . Cut at shoulders

Medium close up. . cut at waist

Medium shot. . cut at knees

Full shot. . including feet

Medium long shot. . a full house, etc.

Long shot. . a street of houses

Tight close up. . a close up of small

action

On screen. . an inanimate thing, as a

newspaper, clock face, etc.

When planning to shoot a script, if

possible shoot all the scenes from a given

angle at the same time and identify

them with the slate. For instance in

the foregoing script, scenes, 47 and 5

1

would be shot. Then, 48 and 50. Then

52, 54, 56, and 58 in that order. At
some other time, then, the scenes for

the figure in the yard could be shot.

In a later article we will take our

story idea, now that it is broken down
scene by scene, and procede to produce

it.

ic EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.
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Scenario /or

Qather and Son...
• Continued from Page }7)

Scene 79: Medium shot of Son as he

backs away after placing can on top of

fence. He returns to father in back-

ground.

Scene 20: Medium closeup. Father,

Son now beside him, raises rifle to shoot.

Scene 21: Closeup of playmate behind

fence, holding stick and peeking

through crack. He smiles expectantly.

Scene 22: Same as scene 20. Father

shoots.

Scene 23: Same as scene 21. Playmate

jerks stick, removing can from fence.

Scene 24: Back to scene 22. Father

lowers rifle, smiles proudly as son pats

him on back and congratulates him.

Boy then runs out of scene—forward

toward fence.

Scene 25: Medium long shot—yard.

Father with gun in foreground. Boy

stops running and searches among tin

cans in box. Finds can smaller than

one last used as target. Holds it up for

father to see, then turns toward fence

and starts to place it on top of same.

Scene 26: High angle shot similar to

scene 17. Son places can on top of

fence; playmate supports it with stick.

Scene 27: Medium shot—Father, son

standing beside him, takes aim, then

shoots at can.

Scene 28: Same as scene 23. Playmate

jerks stick again, removing can from

top of fence.

Scene 29: Closeup of can bounding

from top of fence as though hit by rifle

charge.

Scene 30: Back to scene 27. Father is

pleased with his marksmanship. Son

applauds; then thinking for a moment,
suggests a smaller target — indicating

size by making a small "o" with his

fingers. Father, boasting a little now,
suggests he can shoot a dime off the

fence, and indicates this by extracting

one from his pocket and giving it to

son. Son looks at him in amazement,
accepts the challenge and exits from
the scene in direction of fence.

Scene 3/: Medium shot. Fence in

background. Son approaches fence, and
as he reaches it he speaks softly to

companion on other side.

Scene 32: Closeup of son as he speaks

softly, at same time looking furtively

about to make sure father doesn't detect

him.

Scene 33: Closeup of playmate on
other side of fence. He's listeneing in-

tently, then whistles softly in exclama-
tion. Pull back to

—

Scene 34: Medlum shot as playmate
carefully raises stick.

Scene 35: Closeup—Son's hand plac-

ing dime on top of fence with end of

playmate's stick coming into view to

support it.

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS!
BRAND-NEW

ALL-STEEL DRUMS
FOR FILM STORAGE
AND OTHER USES

SALE $

PRICE 1
50

REGULARLY $2.50

Here they are—those wonderful, genuine all-steel storage cans that you've been

waiting for. Made with snug fitting telescope covers and an inside diameter of

1 5 Va inches. They hold one 2,000 ft. reel of 35mm. film or three 1,600 ft.

reels of 16mm. film . . Invaluable for photographic and other uses.

3 DIMENSIONAL FUN
FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY

Corte-Scope
Stereoscope

COMPLETE WITH

10 PICTURES

An amusing and absorbing all-

metal instrument. Light in

weight with a slide for easy

focusing. The hood and handle

can be folded into a compact

unit measuring only 4%"x7"x-

21V

Mail Orders Filled

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing

32nd Street Near 6th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
ESTABLISHED 1898
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THE FINEST

NSW THRILLS
FOR

SPORTS PANS
(SMM AND 16MM, SILENT OR SOUND)

"SMOOTH APPROACH"

Horton Smith, Jimmy Thompson, Ed Dudley

and Dick Meti demonstrate the fine points of

golf. It's a cinematic dream for golfers . . .

with slow-motion highlights.

UNDERWATER: A captivating camera rec-

ord of two great water sports — water polo

and goggle fishing.

BIT AND BRIDLE: Filmed at Aiken. S. C.
where the finest thoroughbreds in the world
are trained.

At

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.

TECHNICAL BOOKS
For Your

HOME MOVIES HOBBY
How To Title Home Movies
How To Reverse Movie Film
Gadgets And How To Build Them_
How To Use A Movie Camera
50 Ideas For Filminq Children
50 Ideas For Vacation Films
How To Roadshow 16mm Films

$1.00
. 1.00

_ 1.00

.. .50

. .25

. .25

.25

We Prepay Charges

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood 28, Calif.

^^^P^I^ Ei erything for the Movie Fan

^ K Panchromatic FILM
_ISr 16m wJs°ton

e

32

t

-20 4.50

/Tl 8^
w
2::;r $2.00III (prices include processinq)

I 1 Tripod Beaded Screens
30 x 40 S 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Dejur "Critic" Meters 21.91
Dejur Exp. Meters 16.16
8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TATECW//3 LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

Scene 36: Medium shot of son, hav-

ing placed coin on top of fence, returns

to father.

Scene 37: Medium shot. As father

considers his new and more challenging

target, son enters scene and takes a

position beside him to watch him shoot.

Scene 38: Closeup of father pulling

trigger.

Scene 39: Closeup of dime, still secure

on top of fence.

Scene 40: Medium shot. Father look-

ing towards fence, observes dime un-

touched, and shows his disappointment

at missing the shot. Determindly, he

cocks the gun again; takes a firm stance

and fires.

Scene 41: Same as scene 39. Dime still

untouched.

Scene 42: Closeup of son, looking

beyond camera and ostensibly toward

playmate, and smiling mischieveously.

Scene 43: Closeup of playmate behind

fence, chuckling softly to himself.

Scene 44: Same as scene 40. Father

slowly lowers rifle. Registers keen dis-

appointment at having missed again.

Son steps forward, asks to have a try at

it. Father carelessly passes gun to him
and sits down to rest. Boy shoulders the

rifle, takes aim

—

Scene 45: Closeup of son pulling

trigger.

Scene 46: Closeup of dime bounding

from top of fence.

Scene 47: Closeup of Father gasping

in amazement. (Short flash shot)

Scene 48: Closeup (short) of play-

mate behind fence, looking upward and

catching the dime in palm of hand. He
ponders for a moment, then puts dime

in mouth. Falling to his knees, he starts

to crawl away.

Scene 49: Back to scene 44: Son

offers rifle to father. He waves him
away, arises, and walks toward house.

Son lays down rifle, watches father for

a moment, then runs to join playmate.

Scene 50: Back of fence. Playmate on

knees, back to camera. Son enters scene,

slaps playmate on back and laughs up-

roariously over their hoax.

Scene 57; Closeup of playmate. As
he's slapped on back, he swallows dime,

gulps, and raises to his feet with a per-

plexed look on his face. Son asks him
what he did with the dime. Opening
his mouth and pointing to throat, play-

mate explains that he swallowed it when
thumped on the back.

Scene 52: Closeup of Son as he

exclaims "What!" then thrusting hands

in pockets, he turns and walks away
sulking, his playmate following—end-

ing the scene in a fadeout.

Title: The End

Qilming, Speed £vent£ .

• Continued from Page )~l

to be photographed ; s a factor for con-

sideration.

The headon shot (a) is comparatively

simple to achieve with any cine cam-
era. If the image is only slightly blurred,

it but adds to the impression of speed.

But this camera angle is the least effect-

ive from which to view a race, for

example. For one thing, it does not

clearly reveal the spacing of the con-

testants unless the camera is elevated.

The angle shot (b) is within reach

of most cameras. The set-up should not

be too close to the moving object or to

the path it will take in moving before

the camera. While images will be some-

what "feathery" and blurred, and the

larger they are projected the more con-

spicuous will be the blurring, this angle

gives a more effective view of the com-
petitors in a race or action of similar

nature.

The right angle shot (c) should be

avoided, even when filming compar-

atively slow action such as a parade.

Results will not be entirely satisfactory.

Images will be either blurred or the

movement jerky, although these effects

may be minimized to some extent by
moving the camera farther back from

the action.

For such speed events as horse racing,

speed boat races, track events, etc., the

oblique angle (b) is the one recom-
mended for the amateur. Even the

newsreel cameramen favor it.

Another alternative is to focus the

camera en one of the moving objects

—

race horse, speedboat, racing automo-

bile, etc.,—and pan or move the camera

so that the object is always centered in

the viewfinder. This nets an image of

object with little or no blurr, except

where arms or legs are in motion, but,

of course, with the background con-

siderably blurred. But where the back-

ground is not important and there is

wide latitude for panning or facilities

for mounting camera upon a moving

vehicle for a travel shot, this method

is to be preferred.

There is another important factor

that should be considered in perfecting

your sports films, besides the speed

angle, and that is the vertical position

of the camera. Thus far, we have been

discussing the matter of horizontal posi-

tion of the camera; but elevating the

camera or lowering it below the plane

of the average shot, often nets interest-

ing results in sports photography.

Most "stroking" games—golf, polo,

tennis, etc.,—call for low camera setups

with the lens pointing up into the play-

er's face to catch interesting expressions.
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High or low camera setups add to the

interest of many sport shots. This be-

cause of the position of the subject's

head; in order to get his face in the pic-

ture, a low camera angle may be re-

quired. Also, a low angle accentuates

the impression of action and gives a

more attractive pictorial composition.

A low camera angle combined with

the (a) position, previously described,

is effective for shots of track and other

events where the contestants can be

picked up dramatically speeding into

and over the camera.

Boat, motorcycle and automobile

races and swimming meets call for ele-

vated camera setups for most shots so

that all contestants may be kept within

range of the viewfinder and thus show

their respective positions with relation

to the leaders in the field.

Many of those who film races and

other sporting events fail to bring back

pictures packed with the maximum of

interest simply because they fail to

visualize the event from the viewpoint

of the person who later will view the

pictures from the screen. Last week, as

this is written, one of the West Coast's

biggest speedboat races was held in the

Long Beach, California Marine Stadium.

This is an ideal watercourse affording

spectators the choice of seats in a large

grandstand, viewing the races from

their cars parked along the course, or

watching from vantage points at the

water's edge. A score or more movie

cameras were observed, in spite of the

shortage of film, and for the most part,

their owners seemed content to film

the event from one position—that in

which they secured themselves at start

of the race. Few of these movie ama-

teurs ever changed position for a high

shot from the grandstand, closeups of

the boats and drivers leaving the floats

for the starting line, low angle shots of

skidding boats rounding the turn, or a

dozen other possible unique angle shots

that would spike their film version of

the event with variety and lively inter-

est.

Watching a succession of motor boats

zooming across the screen from left

to right for an entire roll of film could

be a little boring. If variety is the spice

of life, certainly variety in camera

angles is the spice that flavors a good

amateur movie. This knowledge, cou-

pled with that of how best to shoot

speed pictures for best pictorial results,

is something to which the ambitious

and serious movie amateur will devote

greater, study as more film becomes

available for him to experiment and

perfect his technique.

n/.^.,/ EVERYOWNER OF AN
ftlfU/ 8 mm CAMERA CAN

SHOOT THE COMPLETE
PICTURE with the new^

CINE-EXTENAR
WIDE ANCLE LENS

Makes Your Hmnt. Movie Lens
• . . a Wide Angle Lens

DOUBLE
Yes, you DOUBLE the angle of

your 8 mm. Movie lens with the

CINE-EXTENAR. This lens fits

over the regular lens of all

popular makes of 8 mm. Movie
Cameras such as Bell & Howell. Keystone, Eastman, Bolex, Etc.

Ask Your Local Dealer ... or Write Today to—

CAMERA SPECIALTY CO.Jnc
50 WEST29*h ST. NEW YORK. IM.Y.

IS YOUR LENS EQUIP-

MENT HALF BLIND?

Coated lenses will be offered as stand-

ard or optional by most American lens

manufacturers on their postwar equip-

ment.

Acra-coting can be applied to your

present lens equipment, bringing them

up to present high military standards.

Complete information sent upon request.

A CR A Iinstruments

6063 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

| ABBE allows the »

t HIGHEST EXCHANGE PUKES I
+ 4-

41 on your 8mm. and 14mm. Home Movie )f

4r Reels towards the purchase of new subjects i+

4( of your choice. Choose from the latest CAS- 4.

*

+

*
*

*

TLE and OFFICIAL titles. *
Reg. You

*
For your used— Allowance Price Pay *8mm. 200 ft. $3.50 $ 5.50 $2.00 *
16mm. 400 ft. 5.000 8.75 3.75

*

SOUND—
16mm. 400 ft 9.50 17.50 8.00 *
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY--PARCEL POST

*
PREPAID *

ABBE Films
*
*
*

503 Fifth Ave., N.Y.C. VAndervilt 6-1355 *
*
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HOME MOVIES
FRANKLIN DELANO

ROOSEVELT
A motion picture you will cherish forever!

Brings to the home movie screen all the

personal warmth of this great humani-

tarian. See F.D.R. at the "Big Three"

conference—visits to training centers here

and ovrseas,—his 4th Inaugural Address

—

the last rites and other epochal scenes in

the life of a man loved and revered by

the entire world. An invaluable film for

generations to come.

Write for complete listings

f-jfs*^/ MOVIE PRODUCTS
4730 W. DIUMMOND. CHICAGO 39. ILL.

16mm. FILM
SPOOLED- READY FOR CAMERA USE

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 24 $4.5?

Weston 24—Panchromatic
Ideal for all-around outdoor use

100' 14mm. Superpanei No. 44— $5.19

Weston 44-Mazda 40—Panchromatic
Put one roll in camera—use indoor and
out (processing charges included in price)

FOR BULK USERS

For those enthusiasts who save by spooling

and processing their own movies

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 24 S3.40

100' 14mm. Superpanex No. 44 3.95

Processing Charges ' -00

Complete Titling Kit 1-00

WRITE TODAY for catalog on complete line

of 8 and 14mm. Film, Titles and Access., and
25c bcoklet on Home Processing—FREE with

this ad.

Superior Bulk Film Co.
Home Processing Headquarters

188 W. Randolph St. Chicago I, III.

Dept. HM-9

Qadget for Centering CloZeup* . . .

IMIIINIIIIIIIIIIItl :
i mil iiiiuimii ii i n miiiiniiii iiiiiiiilllllllllllllii

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 14mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 DEY ST. New York City 7, N. Y.

IIIIII'liM t>t'' > fIIII!llllll1llll|llll1MMIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMHItlll!MIIIMIIIIIMIIIIIi|IMIIIII

FINE MACHINE WORK —
We Design and Build

Special Photographic Equipment

Remodel Cameras and Lenses

MacVAN MFG. CO.
Box 385, San Diego 5, Calif.

• Continued from Page 369

Although two lengths of strap iron

may be used for constructing this ac-

cessory, I was forced by wartime re-

strictions in the form of priorities to

adapt to my use a common iron barn-

door hasp. Fortunately, the size and

shape of the hasp suited my purpose

perfectly and I shall describe the gad-

get's construction from this material,

plus a Ys," wing nut and bolt, washer,

a bit of scrap metal and a strip of felt.

The pin holding the two pieces of

hinged hasp together was driven out,

separating the sections. Taking the

plain, unslotted piece, I drilled a 17 64"

hole near one end. This is the hob
which takes the camera screw. I then

measured the opposite end to determine

where to bend the piece so that when
bent upward, it would clear the lower

end of the camera when same was

mounted upon it. The bend was made
approximately 59 so that this turned

portion would be exactly parallel with

a line between viewfinder and camera

lens. Properly done, the degree of angle

should be calculated by measurements

made between viewfinder and lens, laid

out on paper, and the sketch used as a

guide in bending both pieces of metal:

A feature of using the hasp is that

the second section is already slotted

—

something that otherwise would have to

be done to form a track for the guide

and permit the two pieces to move up
and down the proper distance and at

the required angle. With a file, I squared

the rounded corners of the slot and

smoothed the sides to make a smooth,

straight surface. From scrap metal I

cut a small rectangular piece indicated

in the diagram as the "guide." This is

Ys" by s/s" and the same thickness as

the metal from which the hasp was

made. This was turned down smoothly
with a file so that it would fit easily,

but without any side play, in the slot.

I found that the length of this piece

J^enMng, Skier* . (

• Continued from Page )~o

Here some of the world's greatest

jumpers show their skill. Shultz first

caught the skiers coming down the

slide at regular speed, then shifted his

camera to ultra-speed to picture this

same action in slow motion—very ef-

fective and also extremely educational.

Presently there is a change of camera

position again, and the lens picks up
the skiers flying through space, the slow

motion effect making them appear like

birds in flight. Another sequence shows

the skiers from behind, as they decend

should be about i
x/2 times its width to

insure stability and rigidity. Moreover,

length of this piece and length of the

slot must be calculated so that the total

sliding motion is exactly equal the

angular distance between viewfinder

axis and lens axis, which, in this case,

was 15 16".

The guide was soldered in proper

position to the outside of the bent-up

section, and a hole then drilled through

the two to admit the bolt for the wing
nut adjustment.

The lower end of the slotted section

was then bent so that the slotted end

extended upward at exactly the same
angle as the first section. Care was
exercised to allow enough space between
the bases of sections one and two so

that there would be sufficient clearance

for the camera and tripod mountings.
In the turned up area of the slotted

section, which forms the base of the

gadget, a No. 20 nut was soldered

over a 17 64" hole previously drilled,

forming the means for attaching gadget

securely to tripod with the tripod screw.

After a square of felt was glued to

the base area of the first or sliding

section, the two members were then

joined together by means of the wing-
nut and bolt, making the gadget ready

for use. This consists of mounting the

gadget on the tripod, then mounting
camera upon it. With the Keystone "8,"

the lens is above the viewfinder; there-

fore, gadget is in normal shooting posi-

tion when the sliding member is locked

in the lower position.

To line up a scene or title, the wing
nut is loosened, and the camera moved
up by means of the diagonal slide until

the viewfinder occupies the same posi-

tion as the lens, and the device locked

in this position. After alignment, focus,

etc., has been made, the camera is low-

ered to taking position, locked in place,

and the take made.

the runway and make the jump. And
in logical order, the camera picks up
the skiers from below the runway,

showing them leaving the jump, hurt-

ling through space, some losing balance

and making premature four-point land-

ings, then skidding to a stop, bruised

and shaken, at the feet of spectators

lining the landing runway.

A series of pictorial shots of snow
draped hills and peaks concludes the

film.

Shultz's photography is excellent

—
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MASTER TITLEER & ACCESSORIES
During the war the designers and manufacturers MASTER TITLEER $11.08

of the MASTER TITLEER have given their time PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT 6.25

and talents to the RADAR field. Victory finds us LIGHT UNIT (when available) 4.2S
again able and anxious to provide a better

A(jxi LIARY LENSES (6 assorted) .. 3.41
and more comp ete fitter, together w,th new ACCESSORY KIT No. I (black & white) 2.44
accessories, which will simplify and give more
pleasure in making titles, trick shots, etc. See COLOR KIT 2.44

your dealer or write us direct. Prices include Federal Excise Tax

HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
3227 Vz South Figueroa Street Los Angeles 7, California

crisp and sharp; great depth of focus

lends added beauty to the mountain

vistas; and his composition is artful as is

his technique of following moving

skiers with his camera.

But it is the titling given this picture

which probably vies with the photog-

raphy as much as anything else, to make

it a color film of extraordinary interest.

The narration is well written and com-

position of the titles very professional,

tying the scenes together in interest-

compelling continuity.

cAmateur JUm
(Review* . . .

• Continued from Page )6o

The distraught wife takes sleeping

pills and goes to bed. Late that night,

the husband steals out of the house

carrying a long bundle resembling a

concealed body, but actually his camp-

ing outfit. A nosey neighbor chances to

see him, thinks he has murdered his

wife, and soon spreads alarming gossip

around the neighborhood.

The resultant excitement culminates

in the sheriff appearing on the scene,

forming a posse, and pursuing the hus-

band who has several hours start on

them. Meanwhile, the wife awakens

from her long slumber, finds her hus-

band missing, and sets out to find him.

How she knew where he was is not

indicated, but presently she shows up

at scene of husband's Camp, just as

sheriff and posse are closing in on him.

The enraged wife, strikes husband with

a i:lub, and returns home, leaving him
to his fate while the sheriff does a "slow

burn" and exits from the scene.

The weak ending of this story is at

cnce obvious. A clever surprise twist

concluding the picture could do much
to increase its entertainment value.

Generally speaking, the story idea has

possibilities and could have been more
effectively told with better direction

and acting.

There are one or two bad spots in the

cutting. For example, when wife calls

to husband, this is followed by scene

showing the two emerging from back-
door of house, carrying rug. Later, the

wife is seen in dressing gown, then next
scene shows her fully dressed and en-
tering her car.

Taking more time with rehearsals and
direction, and in helping players over-
come self-consciousness would have im-
proved this picture a great deal. Never-
theless, the extent of the undertaking,
the generally good photography and
commendable titling netted this picture
a 2 -Star Home Movies Merit leader.

Continuing military needs for instruments

of Weston quality explain the delay in

the introduction of the new Weston
Exposure Meter. We are confident that you

will regard helping our boys finish their

job in the Pacific is more important than a

little longer wait for a Weston. But you

can be sure Westons will be on their way

to dealers just as soon as opportunity and

regulations permit.

A word about the new Weston. Natur-

ally, it will embody every advantage you

have wanted . . . extreme compactness,

ruggedness, sensitivity, and flexibility . . .

plus the inherent dependability which has

kept Weston always in the lead. Keep in

touch with your dealer. When available, he

will have them on display. Weston Elec-

trical Instrument Corporation, 585 Freling-

huysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.
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— HIGH PRECISION —
j For AN Branches of Photography
* AN AMERICAN PRODUCT SINCE

t _ 1899—
* w¥ f are set for post-war production,

+ and announce the coming debut into the

* photographic world of the

*
GOERZ AMERICAN

A P O G O R
the New

| High-Speed Movie Lens

speeds f : 1.8 and f:2.3
*

standard focal lengths for 16 and 35 mm.
^ movie cameras. Tor definition, quality and

¥ finest detail in black-and-white and color

J mo lies.

^ This is one of our new American creations

ft of high standard now reserved exclusively

J for our Armed Forces.

it Prices and descriptive matter will not be
available until our war work is completed.

i
*

c.p. GOERZ AMERICAN
J OPTICAL COMPANY

J OFFICE AND FACTORY

$ 317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

N O W —
Within the reach of all

Hi-Fidelity 16mm Variable Den-

sity Sound-on-Film Recording.

Sync Recording on Location

LEWIS SOUND FILMS
jri W. 45th St. New York 19, N. Y.

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost.

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film

Ample
Outdoor
Speed

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM »«
$3. 50^ nc * U(^es machine processing. Da5"-$2.25

light spools, ready to load & shoot,

inn""
Calif, buyers Include sales tai. Der

HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
"The West s Greatest Film Order House"

Southgate California

STOP "APOLOGIZING"
for your movie titles

Write today for a FREE A to-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. &. W. OUTFIT S6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.

lews of What's Miff . . .

In Home Movie Equipment And Accessories

Bolex L-8 Camera

Although on the market for several

months in limited quantities, the Amer-

ican Bolex Company this month makes

its first comprehensive report on the

many admirable features of this effi-

cient 8mm. cine camera which already

has come in for plenty of attention

from movie amateurs anticipating their

post war home movie equipment.

The Bolex L-8 is a pocket edition of

Bolex Model H motion picture camera,

well-known for its versatility and

capacity for providing practically

every means for all tricks known to

the advanced amateur.

Early experience in the manufacture

of small double eight cameras disclosed

one predominating fault, according to

the American Bolex Co.,—the spring

motor which, in many cases, became

"tired" toward the end of the wind.

The speed of the shutter slowed down as

the propelling mechanism slowed down
when motive force of the spring weak-

ened. Therefore it was essential to

evolve a constant speed motor for prop-

erly exposed movies. This was accom-

plished in the Bolex L-8 and this new

small eight exposes the last frame of

each sequence at the same speed at

which the first frame of the sequence

was exposed. In other words, the ten-

sion of the spring which propels the

mechanism of the camera remains con-

stant from the first to the last frame

of every sequence filmed, whether

spring motor is fully wound or not,

thus excluding lags or undue speed-ups.

It is essential that a constant speed

motor, if it is to deliver exact propel-

ling power to render it efficient, be

fixed as far as film speed is concerned.

This is the reason why Bolex L-8 op-

erates at one speed only and why no

provision is made for speed changes,

according to the manufacturer. This

means that although "slow motion"

takes are excluded from Bolex L-8

functions, the making of properly ex-

posed movies at normal speed (16

frames per second, giving exposures of

i 30th second each), is controlled

mechanically, resulting in consistent ex-

posures from the start of a sequence

to its end.

It is the manufacturers contention

that a camera which operates accurately

at normal speed holds more advantages

for the average user than one which
provides variable speeds with the pos-

sibility of less precision.

The new Bolex L-8 is equipped with

the Kern-Paillard x/->." f 2.8 lens in

micrometer focusing mount. This lens

was developed especially for this cam-
era by E. Paillard & Co., Switzerland.

The shutter of the camera operates be-

hind this lens within a hair's breadth

of the film plane according to the focal

plane shutter principle.

The loading of the new Bolex L-8

has been simplified, making it merely

• Easy to load

necessary to attach one end of the film

to the take-up spool and place both

spools in the camera, observing that

the part of the film which comes be-

fore the aperture has to be behind the

gate. It is not necessary to form loops

nor thread them over sprockets. The
aperature may readily be removed for

cleaning. The complete passage of 25'

of film requires only four windings of

the spring motor. The viewfinder pro-

vides for the use of l/>", 1" and iVi"
focal length lenses. It is telescopic in

design and gives an exceptionally bright

image of the object to be filmed. An
indicator appears in the viewfinder

when the end of the spool approaches

the gate, thereby enabling operator to

stop the camera exactly on the 25'

mark. Oiling of the camera is necessary

only at intervals of two to three years.

Bolex L-8 is a compact little camera.

It is small, well-designed and sturdy.
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Its case is of heavy dural, genuine leath-

er covered, and its trim is heavily

chrome-plated. It is equipped with a

carrying strap which screws into the

tripod socket for ease in handling.

This strap can be slipped over wrist

and aside from being a great conven-

ience in filming, also serves as a safety

factor against accidental dropping.

The price of the camera with carry-

ing strap and suede zipper carrying

case, but without lens, is $68.75, tax

is $12.50. The price of the Kern-

Paillard l/t" f/2.8 lens in micrometer

focusing mount will be approximately

$57.50, tax $9.58. Total approximate

price, with tax—$148.43. Lenses now
fitted to the Bolex model H-8, Revere

or Keystone cameras may be adapted

to the L-8 at a cost of $4.50 each.

Planet Picture*

£nter£ 3ield . . .

• Continued from Page )So

is the story of Corporal Bob Martin,

who, returning home from an Army
hospital after being wounded in combat,

finds that wildcat oil operators are ruin-

ing his father's ranch. The horses are

gone, the cowboys have left for the oil

fields, and the cattle are beginning to

sicken from the oil-polluted streams.

But this situation is taken in hand when
his pals come roaring in from the Army
hospital in jeeps and motorcycles. A
neat bit of love interest is supplied by
Gimpy who falls in love with Bob
Martin's pretty sister Helen.

As Technicolor made it possible to

give the public movies in color in the

nation's theatres, both Planet's and
Major 1 6mm. Production's efforts will

find immediate acceptance in that they

are supplying timely screen entertain-

ment in color for the 16mm. field which
encompasses the school, church, club,

16mm. theatre and roadshow. Distri-

bution of "JeeP Herders" will be

through national exchanges and film

distributors specializing in the sub-

standard field.

Portable Mootk
3or Projection

• Continued from Page 372

tor. Similar shock absorbing treatment

should be given the turntables by
mounting them on pillows or strips of

sponge rubber, fibre or thick felt. In

this way none of the vibration from
the projector will be transmitted to the

turntables where it might interfere with
the sound and music played from the

records.

The wiring of the sound equipment is

comparatively simple, as may be seen

GOOP

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.

Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.

===== such as ============================

Kodascope 16-20 Projector and case 174.50

Kodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector 323.50

Ampro Y S A Sound Projector 375.00

Bell & Howell 15G V Sound Projector 437.67

Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case 145.98

Cine Special F 1.9 428.00

G. E. DW 48 and Case 26.75

De lur Critic and Case 21.95

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead

249 Fulton Avenue Tel. Hempstead 2020

Call—write or telephone

AREMAC CAMERA CO.
1 East 43rd St. - New York 17, N. Y. - Tel. MU 2-8684

KODiMMOME
DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
After the War
for YOU—

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8mm.
b&w film. Full anti-halo
backing. Produces crisp, spark-
ling movies comparable to

the higher-priced "standard"
brands. Weston 16-4. $4.50 per
3 rolls double 8mm. ($1.60
each) $4.60 per six rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. $1.70 per two rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. All films dalite load-
ing, with processing free.

*INot recommended for use in Keystone cameras. Order
ESO-A. E. & F.)

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film under
the Coors Patent i ,905 ,442.)

PLUS. ..
Our line of six other types of films for your double 8mm.
and single 8mm. cameras. (Single 8mm. prices available
on request, or, as listed in our Summer catalog.) All
nrices include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO-A Weston 6-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three

rolls double 8mm. ($1.20 each.)
ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with anti-halo base.

$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)
ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super-sneed panchromatic film.

$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($2.35 each.)
ESO-F Weston 24-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5.70 per

three rolls double 8mm. ($2.00 each.)
ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect

pictures. $3.25 per three rolls d uible 8mm.
($1.25 each.)

PLUS...
DeLus b&w duplicates with CORRECTIVE PRINTING
for underexposed and over-exposed scenes, $2.00 per 50-
foot roll, 4c per foot for additional footage.

Send all original films to us via insured parcel post. They
uill be returned insured.

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California
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Dramatize Your Treasured Snapshots

The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends

a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper
mounts, plastic binding rings. A fine gift for a
friend or yourself. At Stores — Size 5 x 7" $1.75;

8 > 10" $2.50; II x 14" S3.50

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels,

Slides, Negatives, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. HSHSSTmSl

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOB. 8MM • I6MM • 35MM

• WON'T DRY OUT
•iOWINFLAMMABILITY
• M/LD 0001?

Uhute fc<rtH0W TO USE FILM CEMENT

9iweixtLcnu.,9nc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST. • CHICAGO 5

+8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED

TO lO TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACH ROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY

*

Special Motion Picture Printing
995-A MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO 54

FILMGRAPH
VOICI AMD MUSIC HICOHDINCJ

Make Your Own Talkies"
Record directly on your 16mm. film, or use
Miles M-5 Blank Safety Film (for use with 8mm.
projectors). No studio or processing required.
Few demonstration models now available. Write
for free circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

V.8I2 Broadway Dept. HM-? New York 3, N. Y.J

Nationwide opportunities,
sound postwar career wait-
ing. Quality through resident
or Hom e Study Courses. Start

now. Write for FREE catalog.

Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
114, 10 W. 33 St., New York I. N. Y.

N.
Dept

16s EQITlNuV.

v\£ RALPH R. ENO PIONK* Of AMBklCA

1600 BROADWAY • NEW YORK

Send your film for free criticism or estimate.

from the diagram above the carrying

case plan.

Inspiration for this projection aid

followed increased demand upon Bob
Mayne to f.how his films before school

and club groups. His was the usual

dilemma: how to carry the projector,

turntables, amplifier, reels of film,

screen, etc., and the ever present prob-

lem of finding a suitable table or

stand on which to set projector and

turntables.

The Porta-Cinema answers all these.

When called upon to show a program
of films, Mayne needs only concern him-

self with the choice of films to be

shown and an appropriate selection of

phonograph records, slipping them into

their respective compartments in the

carrying case.

Arriving at the school or club where

the pictures are to be screened, it is a

simple matter to set up the Porta-Cin-

ema unit on a table, desk or even a

chair and start the show with little

or no delav.

"Sync " Sound 3or Projector* . . .

• Continued from Page 37J

tainable without priority. It is desir-

able, but not absolutely necessary, to

have a synchronous motor. Any split

phase motor will do. Practically all juke

boxes are driven with split phase motors.

The fiber geai and worm used here were

purchased from a juke box repair shop

for about S2.30. A reasonably good

cutting head for the recorder can be

purchased for about S 20.00, and the

cost of all other miscellaneous materials

would not exceed S 10.00.

The carrying case shown here is home
made. The sides of the case are made
of Ys" pine, the top and bottom are .of

Va" plywood; the corners are rounded

and all surfaces are covered with leather-

ette paper. The table on which the sys-

tem stands forms the lid to the case.

The legs are removed and fastened in

the lid. The projector and amplifier

shown are carried in the speaker box and

the whole outfit may be carried away

in two neat cases.

Making your own recordings or

sound track for your films is as fascin-

ating as any part of movie making.

Movie enthusiasts who play phonograph

records in connection with their films

alreadv have the major part of the

equipment necessary for this system,

namely, amplifier, double turntable and

microphone. As you undoubtedly know,

the hook-up for recording would be ex-

actly the same as required for the usual

phonograph and microphone amplifica-

tion, except that when recording, in-

stead of feeding into the speakers from

the amplifier, the amplifier feeds into

the cutting head of the recorder. In

purchasing a cutting head, it is well,

if possible, to obtain one which is

matched to the output of your ampli-

fier to avoid the necessity of matching

transformers. Best quality 16" recording

blanks retail at S2.00 each. This makes

it possible to provide a sound track for

400' of 1 6mm. or 200' of 8mm. film

for $1.00.

As previously stated, this recorder can

be used to cut 78 r.p.m. records. This

fact makes the recorder useful other

than for the special purpose for which

it is made. The writer has borrowed

sound effects records from a local radio

station, transcribed the same and then

re-used the transcriptions in connection

with cutting the sound track record.

When recording, remember that the

secret of good recording lies in the use

of a sharp stylus.

If the system outlined here involves

the making of certain parts which tran-

scend the possibilities of your workshop,

they can be made at nominal cost by
machinist and cabinet maker.

• • •

to problems

FIXED FOCUS LENS

Q: I recently purchased a Wollensak
f l.S lens in focusing mount. At what
point may I set the lens so that I may
use it as a fixed focus lens?

A: To use the one inch f 1.5 Wol-
lensak lens as a fixed focus lens, focus

should be set at 18 feet and the dia-

phragm stopped down to f 5.6 or

smaller to keep depth of field at the

maximum.

16MM. LENSES FOR EIGHTS

Q: Recently I sent away to a mail

oider house for a telephoto lens for my
8mm. camera. What I received was a

regular one-inch 16mm. camera lens with

instructions for adapting it to my 8mm.
camera. As the f stops on this lens were
calibrated for use with a 16mm. camera, is

there any way I can recalibrate this lens

for use with my camera?

A: The 16mm. lens may be used with

your camera without recalibration of

f stops. The thing to remember is that

unless you change the original focal

length of the lens, the f stops remain

the same whether used on a 16mm. or

a Smm. camera. In your case, we under-

stand that the lens is being mounted on

your camera so that the film plane will

be in the same relation to the lens as

when the lens was used on a 16mm.
camera. If so, no change in focal length

is involved.
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\four Camera Can *bo 3t . . /
• Continued from Page )68

His reason is very simple, and logical,

too. The wider the lens is opened the

shorter the depth of focus becomes,

which means that the area that will be

in sharp focus is decreased. At 1/4 on

a fixed focus lens, for instance, the

camera is in focus from 5.2 feet to

infinity, whereas if the lens is opened

to f/2-5, it will be in focus from 8.35

feet to infinity.

Now in taking indoor pictures, es-

pecially of children, that extra three

feet of focus is very important. If you'll

follow my friend's advice and pour on

more light, so you can stop down your

lens you'll get sharper, clearer pictures

than if you used a faster lens and

opened it wide.

"Since I'm on the subject of focus,"

continued Bill, "I might also point out

that this is one thing that is less likely

to go wrong for you than for me. Every

time I take a picture I have to check

to, see if the focus is right, but when
your lens is set at f/5.6 it is in focus

from 3.7 feet to infinity. Believe me,

that is something you ought to be

thankful for. The fewer adjustments

you' have on the camera, the fewer

things you are apt to forget."

Joe, who had been listening, quietly,

interrupted at this point.

"Look here, Bill," he said, "there's

one other point about focus that I think

you ought to mention, too. That is that

a fixed focus lens, when stopped down
to its smallest opening, will focus just

about as closely as most focusing mount
lenses set for their shortest focus."

"That's a good point," said Bill, "and

one that shouldn't be overlooked. A
fixed focus lens set at f/16 will focus

at 1.3 feet. A half-inch, f/1.9, focusing

mount lens, stopped down to f/16 and

set at 2 feet will focus at 1.2 feet,

which is only one tenth of a foot, or

slightly more than an inch closer than

the fixed focus lens.

"You mentioned that you'd like to

make trick shots. I suppose that calls

for double exposure. It is just a little

bit more trouble without a backwind,

but if you really want to make a double

exposure with any ordinary camera it

isn't too hard. I think that the simplest

way is to make the double exposure at

the beginning of a roll of film. With
double-8 film, it can also be made at the

beginning of the second half. All one

needs to do is to load the camera in the

usual way, get it all ready to shoot,

then make the first exposure. Next, put

the lens cap on the camera and run the

film all the way through to the end.

If it is a double-8 camera one must also

remember to run the film through the

second time with the lens cap on. Then
reload the film in the camera and you

are all ready to make the double ex-

posure. If necessary, you can cut it off

and splice it into your finished film, but

since it is at the beginning of a roll, it

is ideally located for lead titles.

Suppose one is planning to make a

Closing Date

HOME MOVIES 1945
ANNUAL AMATEUR CONTEST

SEPTEMBER 30th

Announcement of Winners

DECEMBER 1st

RULES FOR 1945 CONTEST

• Entries limited to amateur-made

8mm. and 16mm. films, sound and

silent.

• Contestants must pay transporta-

tion both ways.

• All entries should be titled — at
least with main and end title.

• No entries will be considered

which have previously won awards
in national contests. (This excludes

club contests, of course.)

• Both reels and cans must bear con-

testant's name and address.

• Grading of sound films includes

both discs and sound on film.

• List equipment used in making
film.

• Films will be classified by the

judges according to the category

in which they are to compete, un-

less otherwise specified by entrant.

Address Films To: HOME MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

SOUND
For Your Silent Films!
LET us convert your 16mm. picture to

a sound film of the highest quality-

Skilled technical staff, and finest sound
recording equiment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur,
and educational film producers.

OUR SERVICE USED BY:

Douglas Aircraft Co.

^ Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

y Food Machinery Corp.

i U.S. Naval Photo. Serv. Depot

p Santa Fe Railroad

> Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

^ AiResearch Mfg. Co.

and many others.

Write (or Literature HM and Price*

TELEFILMINCORPORATED
(039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8 mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET— Stock No.
40II-E. $1.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter 15 mms. and a focal length when
combined of approx. I inch.
Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms
together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
P. O. Audubon, New Jersey

I Prisms Diamond-Sawed ro your size, |
$1.00. Lenses optically centered, ce-

1

I mented and ground to exact diameter,

$1.00 up.

MacVan Mfg. Co.
1 Box 385 San Diego 5, Calif. |
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CAI E limm SOUND p C KIT
14mm SILENT — 8mm » cH 1

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
8mm. $5.50— 16mm. Silent $8.75

—

16mm. Sound $17.50

ALICE IN WONDERLAND—CITIES OF NORTH
AFRICA—COLONIAL WILLIAMSBURG— LADY
LIFEGUARDS— PUDDLE PRANKS (CARTOON)
(SPECIAL: SONJA HENIE IN SILVERY SKATES
8mm. 50 Ft., $1.75 — limm. 100 Ft., S3. 50)

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.

145 W. 45th St. New York, N. Y.

In Canada 43 Victoria Str., Toronto (I) Ont.

Work Harder for Victory Buy Bond?

WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE

8-14 AND SOUND FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE

—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. Box 539 Brockton 45, Mass.

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
AND OTHER STARS.

42
Price S20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE

130 W. 44th St. New York 19, N. Y.

RENT - BUY - EXCHANGE
Silent 8 16 MM Sound
News - Travel - Comedy - Sport

NEW MONEY-SAVING PLANS
Write for free details

MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Box 429 Oak Park 1, III.

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITINC & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

film of beach scenes. There are two ways
to do it. One can make the title, "Beach
Scenes," then run the film through,

reload it, and then shoot the picture;

or, take the pictures first, then reload

the film and double expose the title.

One must remember, of course, to select

a dark background for the scenes if

planning to double expose titles over

them.

"There are many other things that

you could do with your camera if you
wanted to go to a little trouble," said

Bill. "There are ways of making fades,

and the double exposure method can

also be used for lap disolves. There are

other cinematic effects that are possible

with your little fixed-focus camera,

such as fades and lap-dissolves, reverse

action filming, etc., but these already

have been fully explained in articles that

have appeared previously in Home
Movies. Know your camera well. Ex-

periment with it. Make tests. You will

be surprised at its versatility."

Cxperimental

%Vorl?*liop . . .

• Continued from Page 379

then inserted in the frame and made
secure with tape or small brads.

For use in filming titles, a particular

color may be added to the composition

by holding before the camera lens while

filming, any one of the filter sections

in the frame; or the whole series may
be used, drawing the panel slowly across

the lens as the title is filmed.

In a similar way, additional colors

can be lent the projection of pictures

by placing the filter panel before lens of

the projector. A theatrical effect can

be introduced to screening of films by

lighting up the home theatre pro-

scenium. Set projector to show stills

and slowly draw the color panel across

the lens, switching the machine to pro-

ject pictures as the final panel is reached

and removed from the lens.

—

Stanley

Jepson, Bombay, India.

Makes Editing Easier

Where strong or reflected worklight

interferes with seeing the film image

clearly in viewer or editing machine,

here is an idea that will overcome this

bugaboo. Simply install, near your edit-

ing board, a double-pole, double-throw

switch to control the current to work-

light and lamp in the viewer or editor.

Thus when splicing, the switch may be

thrown to turn on the worklight—desk-

lamp, table lamp, etc. Then, when in-

specting film in the viewer, throwing

the switch in opposite direction ex-

tinguishes worklight and turns on light

in the viewer. Cost of the switch is

nominal and any amateur can make the

necessary changes in wiring.

Qlace %ur Order ZNow

for BELL & HOWELL

FILMOSOUNDS/
The world's finest 14mm. sound projector.

Civilian unrated orders now being accepted.

Delivery will be made in the same sequence
as orders are received.

The coming of peace will bring an unprece-
dented flood of orders. Delay now would post-
pone delivery. Make sure your order bears
earliest possible date. Wire, telephone or writ*
today!

•

EMBRO PICTURES
Dealing in Bell -6 Houell Equipment

Exclusively
Crossroads of The World — Hollywood, Calif.

PHONES: HEmpstead 4710
HEmpstead 170?

16mm. SOUND on Film !

Recording Studio and Editing Facilities
{

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY !

j
WS-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54

|

+ *

Headquarters In New England
For Castle Films, Official Films, Picto-

reels, Soundies, New Hymnal Soundies

Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—largain Lists Free

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Matt.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

New ZENITH
Film Rental Catalogs are NOW available. Spe-
cify whether 8mm. & 14mm. Silent or 14mm.
Sound.

Editing, Titling, Duplicating, Vaporating,
etc. since 1924

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
Chicago 25. III. 3252 W. Foster Ave.

«««e •••• in 1 in 1 mil •

WANTED

STAFF WRITER
g Must be well versed in the hobby

of amateur movies and an experi- g®
®
® enced journalist capable of writing

interesting articles on the subject.

® Give age, full details concerning
®
® experience, etc., in first letter to

—

®

1

EDITOR

HOME MOVIES
Hollywood 28, Calif. ®

®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®®

t 4040 Sunset Blvd.

®
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CLASSIFIED • UVEITISIM
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For 35 years folks everywhere have

depended on BASS for Cine appa-
ratus.

USED CAMERAS: Cine Kodak Model A, hand crank,

F:3.5 lens, $57.50. Filmo 70A, Cooke F:3.5 lens and

case, $97.50. Bell & Howell 70C Spider Turret, I"

Cooke F:3.5 6" Dallmeyer Tele F:4.5, carrying case,

$187.50. Victor Model 5, I" B. & H. Ansix F:2.7,

17mm. Hugo Meyer F:2.8, 4 l

/2
" coated Kodak F:4.5

and carrying case, $257.50.

IN STOCK: Bausch & Lomb standard 3 3/4 x4 lantern

slide projector, 1000 watt bulb, new, each $97.50.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses or Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo

F:2.l projection lens or 16mm. projectors, chemi-

cally coated, $34.45. M/2 " wide angle Filmo F :
I

-8

projection lens, chemically coated, $24.85. 3" F:2

projection lens, chemically coated, $36.60. 4" F:2.5

projection lens, chemically coated, $35.55.

SPECIAL: B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Maga-
zine cameras, each $24.45. Kodak focusing finder

for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. Objective finders in

stock: 15mm. $8.80, incl. Fed Tax. 4" $11.15, incl.

Fed. Tax. 6" $11.70 incl. Fed. Tax. Cine Extenar

wide angle attachments for 8mm. B. & H., Revere,

and Keystone lenses, $27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax. New
B. & H. Editing outfit, complete, 400 ft. capacity,

$50.40. Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including De Luxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alumi-

num base with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr. Splicers

for 8 or 16mm., $3.95. 2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm.
rewinds, each $17.50. Dummy with brake, $3.50.

New Bell & Howell 8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model
only, complete at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans 3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels 3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans 2. IS

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY. DEPT. 179 W. Madison
Street, Chicago 2, III.

• CAPITOL 16mm. projector, as is, $19.50; 39x52

Da-Lite beaded screen, fine condition, $3.95; new
30x40 box screen, matte white, $4.50; brand new
52x52 beaded tripod screen, $14.95; brand new
37x50 tripod beaded screen, $9.95; brand new 36x48

beaded tripod screen, $8.95; brand new Bolex 8 or

16mm. leather case, lined, takes camera with view
finder on side or top, $29.50; Bell Howell carrying

cases for all types of B-H projectors, shopworn,
$4.95 each; brand new 400' 16mm. steel reels, 4 for

$1.00; brand new 400' 8mm. steel reels, 4 for $1.00;

brand new 200' 8mm. reels and cans, per set, 49c;

brand new Bell Howell 1600' steel reels, prewar,

$3.50; brand new Bell Howell 2000' steel reels,

prewar, $3.95; used 400' 16mm. cans, 4 for $1.00;

brand new Bell Howell 400' 16mm. prewar humidors,
3 for $1.50; factory reconditioned Victor 500-watt

projector, like new, $99.50; 500-watt Bell Howell
projector, excellent, $115.00; Eastman Business-scope,
with built-in screen, 16mm. projector, with regular
and wide angle lens, $49.50; Eastman Model "C"
Kodascope, 16mm. $39.50; 300-watt DeVry 16mm.
projector, factory re-conditioned, $49.50; Victor

16mm. sound-on-film projector, excellent, $215.00;
brand new Ampro XC Special sound projector, 30-

watt amplifier, 1000-watt lamp, will trade for silent

projector; Electric record player, 78 rpm. with
built-in amplifier and speaker, $49.50; 30x40 screen
case, $3.50; 52x72 screen case, $5.50; 1000-watt lamp
for Bell Howell projectors, $7.00. Bell Howell 70-

DA camera with I" f:l.8 Cooke lens and 3%"
f:3.3 Cooke lens and case $315.00; new Bell Howell
Straight 8 cameras, no lens, variable speeds, $19.50
with case; BRAND NEW 8mm. TELEPHOTO LENS to
fit Eastman Model 20 or 25 Cameras, $26.25; wide
angle lens to fit any 8mm. camera, $24.50; Eastman
Cine Kodak Model "A" hand crank, f:.5 lens,

$45.00, 16mm. Bolex frame counter, $20.00; Eastman
Model BB 16mm. camera, 50' capacity, with case,
1.9 lens and films, $89.50; brand new 8mm. Bolex,
with 15mm. f:2.7 Eastman lens, in focusing mount,
with case, $299.00; brand new Eastman 8 or 16mm.
splicers, $11.95; brand new Eastman 1600' heavy
duty rewinds, on board $28.50; brand new No. 4

reflector light and stand with lamp, $25.00; brand
new adjustable stand with two No. 2 flood lamps
and two clamp-on reflectors, $10.95; Bell Howell
diagonal splicers, $5.50; 2-inch view finder for
B & H Turret 8, $6.40; new 2, 3, 4, and 6-inch leather
lens cases, lined, each 79c; 12 200' 8mm. reel chest
$3.95; 16mm. Bolex with I" 1.5, 17mm. f:2.8 focusing,
3-inch f:2.8 and carrying case, calibrated in meters
like new, $350.00. NATIONAL CAMERA EX :

CHANGE, Established in 1914, 86 South Sixth St.,

Minneapolis 2, Minnesota.

• BOLEX H-8, Huge-Meyer f/1.5 lens, Bolex De-
luxe case. Mechanically and optically perfect.
Necessary accessories included. $250.00. B. J.
DORAN, 2900 Liberty Parkway, Baltimore 22, Md.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,

10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-

wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• I6MM. RECORDING stock in 400 foot rolls;

RCA 16mm. sound camera; new Presto Disc Re-

corder, 78—33-1/3 RPM, microphone and stand.

16mm. Bolex camera, 200 foot outside magazine
with synchronous motor. 16mm. Auricon recorders.

Filmo 75, F3.5, case $79.50; Filmo 70DA, Filmo

70D. Filmo B, Cooke I" F3.5 lens and wide angle
lens, camera speeds 16-32, case $101.85; new Bausch
& Lomb 35mm. F3 lenses for 16mm. $28.00; new
Ilex I" F3.5 lenses for 8mm. $19.75; Ilex 3" F3.5

lenses in focusing mounts for 16mm. Bolex 16mm.
projector $59.50; Eastman model C, 16mm. pro-

jector $32.50; Bell & Howell 16mm. projector, case

$95.00; Cine Extenar wide angle lenses l2'/2mm.

from I" $26.85, tax included. Griswold l6-35mm.
new and used splicers; new Victor, Ampro, SVE
silent and sound and slide projectors for essential

users. Single and double sprocket l6-35mm.
measuring machines; send for circulars on Camart
tripods for 16mm. sprina and motor cameras. Buy

—

Trade, send lists. CAMERA MART, Dept. HM
70 West 45th Street, New York.

• I6MM. SILENT Ampro projector, 2000' arms,
extra large case, $160.00. HARRY CORONIS, Eld-
ridge St., Nashua, N. H.

WANTED
• WANTED— Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• WANTED Distributors for 16mm. motion pic-

tures. Generous deal for responsible people. Write
for details, give references. ULTRA PRODUCTIONS,
P.O. Box 319. North Hollywood, Calif.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-

change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125, Waterbury,
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-

jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at ail times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14

Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• KODACHROME travel, glamour movies. De-
scriptive catalog, 25c. Beautiful projection length
'Waikiki Hula" sample film, $1.00. Specify 8mm.,
16mm. Iriscope kits, $5.00. WORLD IN COLOR
FILMS, Box 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales

67c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue list-

ing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St., Brooklyn 9. N. Y.

• I6MM. silent and sound films bought and sold

—

exchanged. Send for free list. SHERWOOD PIC-
TURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

• SENSATIONAL 8lack-white movie films, slides,

projected in colors! Try it yourself! Iriscope experi-
mental kit, $5.00, postpaid. Use with 8mm., 16mm.,
35mm. projectors. Details, stamp. JENKINS, Box
92, Elmira, N. Y.

• BEAUTIFUL Kodachrome travel, glamour movies!
Big catalog 25c. Projection length sample color
scenes from "Waikiki Hula," 8mm. or 16mm., only
$1.00. Rush your order! WORLD IN COLOR PRO-
DUCTIONS, Box 392-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• NEW 8mm. subjects, 50 ft. $1.00. Two Koda-
chrome art slides, $1.00. Guaranteed. LYNCH
FILMS. 1414 Fourth, Louisville 8, Ky.

SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT
FOR CASH!

List it in the classified columns of

Home Movies. Low rates— 10c a
word.

FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT

• 8MM. and I6MM. silent and sound films for

sale. Also camera film and equipment. RENTAL
SERVICES—HM, Oakville, Connecticut.

• SALE— 100 movies: 16mm. sound, $8.00; silent,

$5.00; 8mm., $3.00. DONALD C. HALLENBECK, 562
Boadway, Albany 7, New York.

• I6MM. used sound films $5.00 reel up; Silents

$3.00 up; 100' musicals $2.75 each; 8mm. $2.75 reel.

SLOAT, 640 Greenville, Johnston 9 R. I.

• DISCOUNT on purchase of latest 8mm., 16mm.,
releases! Silent, sound! Brand new prints! We trade-
in films, too! CHARLIE POORMAN, 135-H Haven,
Schuylkill Haven, Penna.

• NICKELODEONS— 16mm. sound, silent. "Hiss
The Villain" mellerdramas. Original Keystone Kops,
8athing Girls, Chaplin, Oliver Hardy. Exclusive
new prints. IRVING MEGINNIS, 340 W. 29th, New
York City I.

• "SILK Stocking Parade"—16mm. 100 ft. $2.75;
8mm. 50 ft. $1.25. Comedies, westerns, dramas,
glamour, girls. Literature, sample, dime. ZIENTEK-
FILMS, 1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore 25. Md.

• 8MM. FILMS—desirable, scarce, and others.
List 25c. HOWARD BURKHART, 117 Roosevelt Blvd.
Philadelphia 20, Penna.

• USED 16mm. silent films bought, sold, ex-
changed. Top prices for used subjects! Free bargain
list. HUNTER, 29 John, Rensellaer, New York.

CAMERA FILM

• CAMERA FILM: 100 ft. panchromatic 16mm.,
Weston 64, $4.95; 25 ft. double 8mm., Weston 64,

$1.00. Free processing. Movie accessories, chemicals.
We do processing. Free circulars. FROMADER
GENERA, Davenport 8, Iowa.

• FRESH movie camera films— 16mm. and 8mm.
Write for our new reduction price list. AMBASSA-
DOR, 479-A Ouincy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

• MOVIE camera films: iOO
7

16mm. $2.50; 25'

double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing. BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FILMS FOR EXCHANCE

• TIRED of your films? Swap theml No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS,
Box 539 Brockton, Mass.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• THE Ritter Film Service has discontinued the
processing of bulk film, and only film which was
purchased from them with processing included will

be accepted.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS

• AMATEURS—Professionals! "You Can Make A
Fortune With Your Camera." New bulletin. Former
camera journalist reveals secrets for first time.
Only $1.00. EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS, Aero-
Trade, Adams, Mass.

PHOTO FINISHINC

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES for use in accurately
centering your camera with titling board. Center-
ing guides printed with instructions for the follow-
ing cameras: 8mm. Magazine Cine Kodak, 8mm.
Single lense Filmo, 8mm. Cine Kodaks 20, 25 and
60, 8mm. Keystone, 16mm. Kodaks K and E, Filmo
all 70 models, 121, 141; 16mm. Victor, 16mm. Key-
stones A3, A7 and Bl. Specify make and model of
your camera and enclose 10c for each guide de-
sired. HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Holly-
wood 28. Calif.

• CUSTOM printed title cards make perfect
titles! 15c each. Send dime for catalog, 25c credit.

BYROM, Box 147, Wartrace, Tenn.

MISCELLANEOUS

• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for SO with
album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $1.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd.,

Hollywood, Calif.
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BOLEX motion picture cameras are thoroughbreds which, like the hunter pictured above, give flawless performance

and serve their owners faithfully for a lifetime.

The word "precision" is used to cover a multitude of descriptions in the motion picture camera field. To define just

how much "precision" goes into the making of a specific camera might be as difficult to do as to define just how high is

"up." A buyer usually gets as much precision as he pays for. But, when buyers get more precision than they are used to

at a price, they are doubly satisfied. There are tens of thousands of doubly satisfied buyers, owners of BOLEX cameras,

in the United States.

BOLEX cameras are made in the Paillard factories where precision instrument manufacturing has gone on for over 130
years. The workers in these factories are craftsmen to whom precision manufacturing is an art. For the most part, these

workers are descendants of other workers who, like themselves, became masters of precision production under Paillard

management. BOLEX cameras are not made under mass production methods. Each part of every camera is precisely

made and assembled with expert care by men who take pride in their craftsmanship. The highest grade watches
are not made under more painstaking care than are BOLEX cameras.

As with high grade watches, oil cans are not packed with new BOLEX cameras for a new BOLEX camera needs no
oiling for at least three years under normal conditions. When oiling is necessary, the camera, like a fine watch, is sent to

us for a cleaning and oiling job. Only precision mechanism of the highest character is designed to receive this sort of

treatment. Yes, BOLEX cameras are products of the utmost in precision manufacturing skill. BOLEX cameras are

thoroughbreds.

BOLEX MODEL H-16
Our model H-8 is identical in every detail with the Model H-16 pictured above. The H-8 is for double-eight millimeter

film taking 25', 50' or 100' film rolls. The H-16 is for 16mm taking either 50' or 100' film rolls. Both provide automatic

threading, parallax correcting viewfinders, critical visual focusing, still picture mechanism for snapshots or time expo-

sures, frame counters, rewinding mechanism, operation by spring motor or by hand crank, all speeds from 8 to 64
frames, turrets for three lenses, and many refinements found in no other motion picture camera. Price, Model H-8, with-

out lens, $200.00. Standard 8mm lenses fit the H-8. Soon—a new 8mm lens for this camera will be announced. Price

Model H-16, without lens, $200.00. With Kern-Paillard Switar 1" F/1.4, $357.50; in beautiful leather case, $397.00.

(Excise tax on Switar lens, S26.25; no tax on camera.) Model H-16, with Kern-Paillard, Yvar 1" F/2.5, in microm-
eter focusing mount, $258.50; complete with case, $298.00. (Excise tax on Yvar 1" F/2.5, $9.75; no tax on camera.)

Frame counter for H-16 or H-8, $17.50 additional on each model.



THE WORLD'S FINEST LENS FOR THE WORLD'S FINEST 16MM MOVIE CAMERA

Your fondest hopes and desires for postwar perfection in motion picture lenses could never approach

that which is available to you in the new Paillard-Kern, Switar 1" F/1.4. This motion picture lens is as

far in advance in its field as BOLEX cameras have always been. It is a BOLEX product, designed by

Paillard and produced by Kern, makers of the world famous Kern microscopes and other precision optical

goods. The new Switar is double-coated; an anti-glare coating has been applied to both surfaces of all

elements. It will film brilliant subjects against the light without halation.

Movies made with the Switar have a new, sparkling brilliance and realistic depth. Its full chromatic
correction and optical precision make it an exceptionally efficient "color" lens. Diaphragm stops lock automatically in position and
stay where set until intentionally moved. An ingenious depth of field scale operates automatically as diaphragm stops are set and
the distances from camera at which subjects will be in sharp focus is instantly read. In fact, one cannot set the diaphragm without
reading this depth of field scale. This feature is another BOLEX "first" that will be welcomed with open arms by the movie fraternity.

The focusing mount is of Paillard precision and makes Switar the smoothest lens to operate that has yet been produced. The
focusing scale runs from IV2 " to infinity. Even at full aperture, the Switar renders an astonishingly sharp and contrasted picture
iwith focus consistent from corner to corner. We say without hesitation or fear of contradiction that the Switar is the finest 16mm
movie lens ever made anywhere in the world. It is now available for the BOLEX Model H-16. Price, $157.50.
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X-ray film has the greatest assignment

since its introduction by Kodak in 1914

In its way, this picture represents a sort of miracle— symbol-

izes the tens of thousands of times in which X-rays have served

as "blueprints". . . for the re-making of men.

Evidence is seen in military hospitals and in the wounded

men returned to daily life. Thousands have already been re-

stored to useful activity— a matchless tribute to this war's doc-

tors and nurses ... to the drugs and implements they use.

Radiography—photography on X-ray film—is the implement

with which doctors survey hidden damage, plan a course of

action, and follow the healing which surgery began.

It is the difference between finding your way in the dark,

and seeing. X-rav film has reached a new climax in its life . .

.

which began with its introduction by Kodak in 1914.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER 4, N. Y.

REMEMBER "THE DEATH
MARCH FROM BATAAN"? . . .

How after their surrender our

boys, crazed by thirst, were forced

to drink from stagnant wallows?...

How some who collapsed were

abandoned? . . . How. at the end,

5,200 Americans from Bataan and

Corregidor found death in Japa-

nese prison camps? A stern exam-

ple to us at home. BUY — AND
HOLD-MORE WAR BONDS.

Serving human progress through photography
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VICTOR

PROJECTORS
There is no practical projection feature or operating

convenience which the Animatophone lacks. Every

need of the user, and every conceivable operating

condition has been anticipated and provided for in /

this, the greatest projector of them all.

In many schools, in homes, in churches, the young

folks set up, thread, run and re-wind the Animato-

phone. It's easy . . . it's foolproof. During the late

war, entirely untrained soldiers, sailors, WACs and

WAVEs found the Victor Animatophone the easiest

to operate, as well as affording the most faithful

sound projection and brilliant screen images.

Inicst in Victory Bonds

During the Sih Victor) Dritt

these six simple operation

and maintenance features

ABUNDANT FINGER
ROOM — Easy accessi-

bility makes threading a

pleasure.

SWING OUT LENS
MOUNT— Exclusive Vic-

tor feature which adds to

ease of threading.

SINGLE OVERSIZE
SPROCKET — Simplifies

threading, protects film.

Less chance of film break-

age at splices.

REVERSE — One lever

puts film and machine in

reverse instantly.

REMOVABLE PARTS —
The removal for cleaning

of optical and sound parts

is accomplished instantly

without tools.

ALL OUTSIDE CON.
TROLS — Read v accessi-

bility of all controls makes

Victor easiest to operate.

VICTOR
ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

Ntw York llll McGraw-Hill Building. 330 W. 42nd Strut
Chicago 111 lit W. Randolph

MAKERS OF liMM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1923



OSWALD RABBIT
8mm. and 16mm. Silent

ANIMATED CARTOONS

100 Ft. 1 6mm. $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm. 1.50

The Duck's Birthday 6-A

Doctor Oswald 9-A

Sniffs and Sniffles 10-A

The Fairyland Express 1 1 -A

Adventures in Dreamland. ... 1 2-A

C-Man Oswald 13-A

Bo Peep's Sheep 14-A

Oswald the Hunter 17-A

The Radio Bug 18-A

Oswald the Bug Charmer .1 9-A

The Magic Wand 21 -A

Remote Control 23-A

MEANY, MINY
AND MOE

"THE THREE MONKEYS"

A rollicking animated cartoon

series also produced by Walter

Lantz. Available in 8mm. and

16mm. silent . . .

1 00 Ft. 1 6mm. $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm. 1.50

Free Air 1201 -A

Beauty Shop 1202-

A

Christmas Cheer . 1205-A

The Golf Robot 1 206-

A

Beauty and the Beast 1208-

A

Ship Wrecked 1209-A

High and Dizzy 1210-A

Pickled Herring 1211 -A

Red Hot Tires 121 2-A

The Auto Race 1213-A

Midnight Spooks 1214-A

House of Tricks 121 5-

A

OSWALD RABBIT ANIMATED CARTOONS
Produced by Walter Lantz

Distributed in 8mm. and 16mm. by Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc. J

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DEMONSTRATION SCREENING

cAll Subject* oivailable in iBotn 8mm. and 16mm.

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES

INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please ship the following films as indicated:

Remittance EnclosedD Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address

State

City.

Zone
..No.

Send Free Catalog

Film Title Number Price

403



ADVISORY EDITORS

DR. A. K. BAUMGARDNER
Peoria Cinema Club

PETER BEZEK
Chicago Cinema Club

S. JAMES BIALSON
Amateur Motion Picture Club of St. Louis

E. MOSS BROWN
Dallas Cinema Club

WALTER BRACKEN
The 8-14 Movie Club. Philadelphia, Pa.

W. EMERSON CLYMA
Detroit Society of Cinematographers

RUSSELL A. DIXON
Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema Club

CYRIL DVORAK
Suburban Amateur Movie Club

ARTHUR E. GIBBS
Portland Cine Club

RAY A. HOOK
Seattle 8mm. Club
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Cinemen Club
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Amateur Cine Society of India
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Indianapolis Amateur Movie Club
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Toronto Amateur Movie Club
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Norfolk Amateur Movie Club
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Des Moines Y.M.C.A. Movie Club

M. F. SISSEL

Austin Movie Club

Entered as Second-Class Matter. May 4. 1938. at

the Postoffice at Los Angeles, Calif., under the

Act of March 3. 1879.

° Subscription rates: U. S. $2.50 per year. Single
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There's riotous fun for young and old in the zany antics

of Kiko the Kangaroo* and Puddy the Pup*. These are

genuine and original Terrytoon* characters. Each film

is a complete story in itself . . . not just a short sequence.

Wonderful as gifts, or to give your film library well-

rounded balance!

$0^
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Inc. •
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Inc.
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New 1945 DeLuxe Castle Fi lms # 1945 catalog describing

more than 125 thrilling home moviesl Fun cartoons! Historic War Films!

Sports! Adventure! Travel! Profusely illustrated ... a thrill in itself!.

SEE CATALOG FOR COMPLETE LIST OF 27 GREAT "KIKO" AND

|

"PUDDY" CARTOONS!

SEE YOUR
PHOTO DEALER
IMMEDIATELY

OR SEND HANDY
ORDER FORM

Today!

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

RUSS BLDG.

SAN FRANCISCO 4

Send Castle Films'

Home Movies indi-

cated in the size and
length checked.

8 mm. 16 mm.

SO Feet

St. 75

Complete

15.50
100 Feet

$2.75

Complete

$8.75

Sound

Complete

$17.50

"At the Bat"

"Bear Facts"

"The Foxy Fox"

"Circus Capers"

"Home Wanted"

"Scat Cats"

Remittance Enclosed

Ship C. 0. D.

Send Castle Films' FREE

De Luxe Catalog

Address.

City _2~one_ _S»o(e_
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FOR BETTER
MOVIES

G-E Reflector

PHOTOFLOODS

Plus
Taxes

AT YOUR G-E DEALER'S

1 Plenty Of light for snapshots

and movies . . . black and

white and color. As many as

three General Electric R-2's may

be used on one circuit.

2 Compact. Carries its own
reflector. That makes for

greater portability.

3 Fits into any lamp socket That

means greater versatility,

greater flexibility in use . (Can be

used in regular lighting equip-

ment.)

4 Top reflector efficiency always.

Dust can't get at the G-E R-2

reflector to cause loss of light

This means more light in the

picture area.

NOW AVAILABLE!
Plenty of

G-E Projection Lamps
Get the lamp you need and a "Spare"

for emergencies. See your dealer.

G-E PHOTO LAMPS

GENERAL @) ELECTRIC
BUY VICTORY BONDS AND HOLD THEM

REVIEWS ../

cAmateur 3ilm£

it EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.

LOCAL BOY MAKES GOOD is a black

and white 8mm. picture filmed as a

club project by members of the Fresno

(Calif.) Movie Club and submitted to

Home Movies by R. C. Denny. It is

notable for excellent editing which

builds increasing interest as picture un-

folds on the screen.

The story idea is the familiar theme

of a movie club meeting. Guests arrive

at one member's home, then screen and

projector are set up and the meeting

started. Presently the chairman an-

nounces that next feature on program

is screening of film made by one of the

members. The room lights are dimmed

and the projector started.

On the screen we see main title of

the film: • 'Local Boy Makes Good." The

story reflects the wartime experiences

of an average American family—espe-

cially that of the average movie ama-

teur. Baby daughter has got at the

camera, opened it up, and extracted and

spoiled the film—which contains shots

made on one of the children's birthdays.

Mother hurriedly 'phones father at the

office and tells him the bad news.

Undismayed, father leaves the office

to buy another roll of film. At thz

camera store he finds a long queu on

the sidewalk waiting to buy film. He
decides he can get quicker service else-

where. At the next two stops he's given

the same answer: "No Film!" "There's

A War On, Y'know!"
His son, anxious to help, takes dad's

last carton of hard-to-buy cigarettes

and sets out to trade them for a roll of

film—which he does to a patron in a

camera store.

Meantime, father comes home, an-

nounces he had no luck, looks for his

cigarettes. Son arrives just in time to

tell him the news—that he bartered his

cigarettes for film. The family is made
happy as they contemplate making more
movies again to replace shots spoiled

by baby sister.

At end of show room lights are

switched on and the club members are

treated to buffet supper. This gives

opportunity to identify each member

in closeups and with appropriate titles.

• Continued on Page 412

Mil-0
MOVIE SHADE
FILTER KITS

"The Kit That Fits"

Fits ALL Movie Cameras
Handy way to better pictures. Kit includes

polished all-aluminum movie lens shade and two
filters you need—one Kodachrome Haze and
one Type A Daylight—in attractive leather

pouch.

• MOVIE SHADE

• TWO FILTERS

• LEATHER POUCH

Complete Kit

$^75
List

18c Excise Tax

Specify Camera When Ordering from Your
Dealer or Direct

MILLER OUTCALT CO.
267 S. Alexandria Los Angeles 4, Calif.

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8mm.
b&w film. Full a n t i - h a 1 o
backing. Produces crisp, spark-
ling movies comparable to
the higher- priced "standard"
brands. Weston 16-4. $4.50 per
3 rolls double 8mm. ($1 .fiO

each) $4.60 per six rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. $1.70 per two rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-

meras. All films dali*e load-
ing, with processing free.

*(Not recommended for use in Keystone cameras. Order
ESO-A. E. & P.)

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film under

the Coors Patent i ,905,442.)

PLUS...
Out line of six other types of films for your double 8mm.
and single 8mm. cameras. (Single 8mm. prices available
on request, or. as listed in our Summer catalog.) All
prices include processing and dalite-loading.
ESO-A Weston 6-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three

rolls double 8mm. ($1.20 each.)

ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with anti-halo base.

$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)

ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super-sneed panchromatic film.

$7.00 per three rolls double Sum. ($2.35 each.)

ESO-F Weston 24-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5.70 per
three rolls double 8mm. ($2.00 each.)

ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect

pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double 8mm.
($1.25 each.)

OUR GUARANTEE : ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally

guarantees thes» 8mm. films and will replace any film

nurchased or refund the full nurchase nrice if you are n"t

fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE"

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri



Motion study by stroboscope lighting

Revere for Smooth, Steady Movies

To the split second, film speed must be uniform to produce steady movies.

It's the smooth precision of Revere cine equipment that assures the most exact

control of moving film. This uniform, dependable operation is one of the most

apparent reasons why Revere 8mm Cameras and Projectors are preferred by

critical cine fans. Keep your eye on Revere. . .and keep on buying War Bonds!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

EVERE
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Japan Surrenders!
THE WORLD-SHAKING EPIC OF AMERICA'S

VICTORY IN THE PACIFIC
%uv /IvtUtaMe tot 8 MM. &16 MM. frvi S?We Tttovie Oumcuf

Here is the whole sensational story

from Pearl Harbor's sneak attack

to Tokyo's final surrender, dramat-
ically depicted for thrilling presen-

tation in your home!
This is history in the making! The

story thousands of homes are wait-

ing for! You'll be proud to own it

and show it! Don't wait to order this

new Excel "News of the World"
triumph — JAPAN SURRENDERS.
Don't delay. Place your order now!
See your photo dealer or fill out

coupon at right, today!

ORDER NOWI a

Gentlemen: Enclosed find $ Please

send me the "Japan Surrenders" film I have

checked below.

8 MM.
~ 8 mm. Highlight 50' $1.75

Zl 8 mm. Digest 100' 2.75

8 mm. Complete 180' 5.50

16 MM.
16 mm. Highlight 100

16 mm. Digest 200'

16 mm. Complete 360

16 mm. SOUND 350

2.75

5.50

8.75

17.50

MOVIE PRODUCTS, INC.

4230 W. DRUMMOND
CHICAGO 39, ILL.

Name . . .

Address

.

City State Dept. 7
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All Sing Together" 16 mm. Sound Reels

Your Family Will Be Crazy About!

"Oh, my darling Clementine

whc« shoe* were number 9 .

HRILL your family ... dazzle your friends ... with

these four delightful sing-song reels —each a joyous
animation of four ever-popular songs.

You just can't help joining in the rousing choruses
of songs like "Daisy," set against a brilliant Gay
Nineties background . . . "Clementine," vividly

illustrated with the funniest animated cartoons

you've ever seen . . . "The Mon on the Flying Tra-

peze," with nostalgic lantern slide animation . . .

and all your other all-time old-time favorites.

Here if the four complete "Let's All Sing Together"
listing:

"Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer,
do . . . 'cause I'm half crazy . .

."

"Pack up you troubles in your old kit

bag and smile, smile, smile . .
."

"Old MacDonald had a farm .

and on the farm he nad . .

Daisy, Daity Put On Your Old Cray
Old MacDonald Had A Bonnet

form The More We Are To-

Home On the Range gether

Alouette The Daring Young Man
on the Flying Trapeze

II
Carry On

Oh, Susanna IV
Carry On My Wild Irish Rose
Shorfnin tread En Houland Ma Boule
Pack Up Your Clementine

Troubles I've Cot Sixpence

You can buy these reels separately if you desire

at only $23.00 each ... but you will surely want
two or more. The entire four sells sell for the re-

duced price of $90.00!

Once you get these thrilling and delightful sing-

song reels, you and your family never need go
another dull evening. You can be sure of that! So,

fill in ond mail coupon today.

"Carry on, carry on, carry on

we will always carry on . .

INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL & TELEVISION CORP.

A Force For Better Living Through 16mm

25 WEST 45th STREET • NEW YORK 1 9, N. Y.

WIN $10,000 FIRST PRIZE!
10 Big Additional Prizes!

For Best Amateur Motion Picture on any subject. Write contest director,

International Theatrical & Television Corp., for complete details.

"Oh, he flies through the air with the

greatest of ease, the daring young
man on the flying trapeze . .

."

I

| INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL & TELEVISION CORP.

j
55 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

I
Please send me D reels of each of numbers O 1

|
2 3 4.

J

Enclosed is a check money order or C.O.D.

j
for covering the above order.

I

J

Name
,

I

I Address
I

I
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TITLES and PLOTS
By EDMUND TURNER

THE STORY idea suggested by this title requires an old fashioned

opaque jam jar as a prop. Mother, father and sister decide to

teach little brother a lesson. He's been stealing jam; so they set

a trap for him, using a trick jam jar from which pops an imita-

tion snake when lid of jar is removed. With the trap set and the

family hiding at vantage points, brother enters the kitchen and
proceeds to steal more jam. When he opens lid of jar, the snake

pops out, nearly scaring him out of his wits. The camera fades

out at this point with father, mother and sister laughing over

their joke. A fadein introduces the family later at the dinner

table. By mistake, mother has put the trick jar on the table and
when father opens it he becomes the butt of the joke!

THE SCENE of this story idea is Junior's playroom. Father enters

casually, sees Junior's train idle on the track laid out on the floor,

decides to play with it. He throws switch that starts the train,

calling out "To-o-oot! Toot!" playfully, etc. Here scene fades

or dissolves to a scene of father at throttle of a real locomotive.

(This can be staged later in the cab of a locomotive at your

local station or freight yards.) Then cut to a shot showing big

wheels of locomotive starting to turn, then of the train moving
away. Fade or dissolve back to father. Toy train is circling the

track. He leans back and reminisces. At this point cut in shots

previously made of, on or from trains. Flash back occasionally to

father, daydreaming. Final shot shows him being rudely awakened

by crash of the toy train as it jumps the track.

THIS TITLE suggests a story plot centering around father who
has gathered the children about him to impress upon them the

habit of smiling. "Always smile," he says, "even when things go

wrong." Later, at school, little brother gets into a fight, receives

a black eye. Little sister happens along, sees eye, admonishes

brother to smile, "like father told you!" But sister has to follow

the same advice later when, laying her lollipop down for a

moment during play, it is snapped up by her pet dog. Other ideas

in similar vein may be devised to lengthen this sequence. That

night, father steps on brother's skates as he starts down base-

ment steps, skids to the bottom, creating an awful clatter that

brings the family to top of stairs. Father emerges from a "slow

burn," then begins to rave at brother. Mother calmly admonishes

him: "Remember, always smile when things go wrong!" To
which father replies. "Oh, fiddle faddle!"

FATHER'S BIRTHDAY is brought abruptly to the family's atten-

tion when mother tears a page from her desk calendar, finds a

memo of the date there. Various members of the family are then

seen waylaying dad, asking him for money, which he doles out

with his usual reluctance. After dinner that evening, dad is

showered with gifts. There are bedroom slippers, which are sizes

too small; a new smoking jacket, too large and too warm; a new

pipe, not to be compared with father's old one, in his estimation;

and a new book on relativity (or similar deep subject. This can

be obtained on loan from your library.) Father goes through

the pretense of being pleased with all the gifts. But when the

family retires later, leaving him alone in the library (or before

the fireplace), father doffs the heavy jacket, kicks off the

cramping slippers, takes up again his favorite pipe. The book on

relativity is tossed aside in favor of something lighter.

II
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history's greatest news thrill-by OFFICIAL FILMS

8 MM—16 MM
Sound— Silent

The event the whole world has been waiting and
praying for—JAPAN SURRENDERS UNCONDITION-
ALLY! This priceless film brings to your own home
movie screen the breathless moments, the his-

toric events, the thrilling, world-shaking exul-

tation of Japan's crushing defeat.

Here is a collector's piece you and your chil-

dren will want to see, to keep, to treasure.

Get it NOW.

And in the same reel—
Firs* Use of the
ATOMIC BOMB

Plus

EMPIRE STATE
DISASTER

including exclusive first-moment shots

by on-the-spot cameraman.

OFFICIAL
FILMS INC
625 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK 22. N. Y.

SEE YOUR
DEALER
TODAY
or use thii

handy order form h

Please send OFFICIAL FILMS' NEWS THRILLS fea-

turing JAPAN SURRENDERS, in size checked, to:

NAME

ADDRESS ....

CITY .. STATE

8mm. Short 8mm. Feot. 16mm. Short 16mm. Feat. I6mm. Sound

$1.75 $5.50 $2.75 $8.75 $17.50

Ship C. O. D. Remittance Enclosed

SEND COMPLETE CATALOG -• - -

Available in 5 Standard Sizes. 8mm. 16mm. Silent-Sound.
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ILEX
TELEPHOTO & PROJECTION

LENSES

Here's a combination that can't b«

beaten—an Ilex Telephoto on your

camera and an Hex Projection Lens

on your projector!

Ilex Telephoto Lenses are equipped

with focusing mounts for both 8

and 16 mm. cameras. Their flat

fields provide images that an Ilex

Projection Lens will project on your

screen with thrilling brilliance and
detail throughout their entire area.

Ilex manufacturing facilities are

now devoted entirely to supplying

precision optical equipment for the

amateur and professional. Plan now
to get fullest pleasure from your

movie-making. See your dealer and
place an order now for Ilex pre-

cision optical equipment.

S0§2
LENSES AND SHUTTERS
OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS

Ilex Optical Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

Reviewi o/

cAmateur 3ilm£
• Continued from Page 406

The guests then bid their host good-

night and depart.

The continuity of this picture was

thoroughly developed and the picture

as a whole indicates thoughtful super-

vision of direction and photography.

The sequences were well planned and

these combined with exceptionally fine

editing resulted in a fast moving and

interest sustaining picture. It easily de-

serves the 3 -Star Merit Leader awarded
by Home Movies editors.

THE CHRISTMAS TREE, 50 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, is short but nevertheless

tells a complete and very interesting

story through skillful production.

Filmed by W. I. Bruner, Jr., of Phila-

delphia the story is a record of a family

trimming a Christmas tree. It is the

clever cinematic treatment that makes
the picture a standout. For instance,

the picture opens with a ' closeup of

mother lighting a candle on the mantle.

Through the mirror over the fireplace

we see the room with the Christmas tree

in the distance. This camera treatment

gives depth to the scene, enables the

whole room to be taken in by the lens

by focusing upon the mirror. At the

same time, the candle, which later indi-

cates the passage of time, is introduced.

There follows several closeups of

mother and small son placing ornaments
on the tree and then we see father, re-

laxing comfortably in a chair nearby,

directing the placing of ornaments.
Presently father decides to take a hand
and when he attempts to hang an orna-
ment, it slips from his hands and crashes

to the floor—action effectively told in

closeups.

Throughout the picture there are

many lap-dissolves which motivate the

story and smooth the continuity. In the

final scene mother is again shown in

closeup as she extinguishes the candle,

now burned almost to the end, suggest-
ing some time has elapsed since the tree

trimming activities were begun. In a

subtle manner, too, this had the effect

of making the brief 50 foot film seem
pleasantly longer.

The photography is pretty near excel-

lent, with execution of transitions per-

fect of 1 6mm. film. Eastman, Ansco
planning and thoughtful cutting. There
were only two titles—main and end

—

and these were painstakingly done.
Equipment data is unavailable. A 3 -Star

Merit Leader was awarded the film.

CHRISTMAS AT OUR HOUSE, 300 feet 8

mm. Kodachrome, was filmed by Wm.
• Continued on Page 446

SANTA
ISAYS.A

"I've just seen the four

Christmas Carols . . .

"3Single fells''

"little doton

of Petfjlehem**

"3t CameUpon a

jUtbntght Clear"

"Ment J2tst)t
* t

. . . these 16mm. Sound Color
films are a must for your holiday

season!"

Your children, family and friends

will enjoy singing these joyous
Yuletide Carols.

(Limited number prints available)

ORDER NOW
From your Camera Store, Film

Library or Dealer

Exclusive Distributor

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Avenue
New York 19, N. Y.

• See Our Ad on Page 4)6 •
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An easy way to better pictures

FLYING, once, was only for the

expert.

But the modern light plane has changed

all that.

And what the light plane has done for

the amateur flier, Ansco Triple S Pan

film has done for the amateur pho-

tographer.

With Triple S Pan in your camera

you'll find that now those difficult

movie scenes are easy to take—the

kind of pictures that once required

costly super-fast lenses and bulky

auxiliary lighting equipment.

That's because Triple S Pan is fast.

Very fast! You get good pictures under

conditions that not long ago would have

been called "impossible."

And Triple S Pan has a 1-o-n-g scale of

gradation to encompass both the spar-

kling highlights and the softly detailed

shadows in your camera subjects. Plus

the latitude that helps compensate for

errors in exposure, and the high resolv-

ing power that assures "professional"

clarity in all your shots!

Add "wings" to your photography

—

load up with Triple S Pan! We're doing

our best to make enough Triple S Pan

to supply everyone. If your dealer's

stock is exhausted today, ask again

tomorrow. Ansco, Binghamton,New
York. A Division of General Aniline &
Film Corporation.

Ansco
8 and 1 6 mm

TRIPLE S PAN
FILM
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1/ 1000TH-SECOND-SHUTTER. SUPER-PRECISION

MERCURY II
Its a [/nIVERSAL

ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR COLOR!

• Color shots clear and true right out to

the edges, sharp in both background and
foreground, at a fraction of usual cost-and
with a '1 raction of usual guesswork—thanks
to Universal's research in precision optics

for war! Uses standard 35mm. color or

black-and- white film cartridges. Be sure to

see MERCURY II first - ask your dealer

to let you know the minute it's available!

NEW YORK • CHICAGO
HOLLYWOOD

Wofdi UNIVERSAL tor important developments in

photo equipment, born of our war work in preci-

i sion optics.



DEALERS again are receiving small quantities of

cine film which is quickly disposed of to alert

shoppers constantly on the prowl. Not one but two
rolls of film was the lucky find of this amateur who
made the rounds of camera stores in Hollywood
recently.

LOVELY to look at, but customers must "take a number" A
and wait their turn to purchase the new "Premier 10" model A
Amprosound projector. Demonstrators are being furnished

™
dealers as rapidly as possible with promise of general de-
liveries to begin soon.

IT WON'T U LONG, NOW!
Movie Film, Cameras and Cine Accessories

In Limited Quantities Expected To Return

To Dealers' Shelves Before Christmas

WHEN will 8mm. and 16mm. film

again be generally available for

your camera? When will you be

able to buy that new cine camera or

projector? Home' Movies has endea-

vored to get the answers to these vital

questions for its readers. Unfortunately,

too many factors yet exist that make
long range forecasting unreliable. Many
manufacturers, therefore, honestly con-

fess they cannot, at this date at least,

make any dependable statement.

Take film for instance—the one com-
modity most eagerly awaited by movie

amateurs. The government any day may
suddenly decide upon a new motion
picture project requiring several million

feet of 1 6mm. film. Eastman, Ansco
and Dupont would probably receive

priority orders that would set back in-

definitely the date when delivery of

film for civilian use could be resumed.

By j. H. SCHOEN

But latest reports indicate film com-
panies are currently cleaning up old

government orders and starting on film

supplies for the consumer.

Barring unlooked for government
orders, Ansco will probably have black

and white cine film on dealers' shelves

sometime early in November with An-
sco Color following in early December.

The first Ansco Color, in 16mm. out-

door type, was released several months

ago to New England markets, although

in very limited quantities.

A report issued September 15 th by
Eastman Kodak Company states: "Gov-
ernment cutbacks make it possible to

go full speed ahead on civilian produc-

tion for both black and white and color

film. This does not mean that civilians

can get immediate or unlimited supply

of film from dealers, because there is

still packaging and distributing to be

done. Indications are, however, that ci-

vilians can at least look forward to a

photographic Christmas."

On the equipment front, many man-
ufacturers still face problems of obtain-

ing certain critical materials and parts

manufactured outside their own plants.

A growing wave of industrial strikes

may develop to proportions that affect

the industry. Still, there is a bright side

to the picture, too.

Eastman reports that manufacture of

cine cameras and projectors is under-

way "to the greatest degree consistent

with materials at hand." Their newest

model FS-10-N sound projector, an-

nounced last month, is also in produc-

tion with "demonstrators" being de-

livered to key dealers as fast as possible.

Most dealers have back orders for scores

of sound projectors and demonstrators

• Continued on Page 44}
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THE lifting of gas rationing was the signal for thousands

of eager movie amateurs to plan long deferred movie

making vacation trips. Global war and aviation have

made all of us conscious of interesting lands beyond our

borders, of strange peoples and quaint customs that stir the

imagination of the man with a cine camera.

The most promising perhaps, and certainly of easiest access,

is Mexico, south of the border. Have you ever dreamed of

making movies in a land where the sun is ever shining; where

spectacular scenery and picturesque people in colorful dress

are endless; a land you could easily visit in your car within

the limited period of the usual two-week's vacation?

HOME MOVIES FOR OCTOBER

MEXICO

CiLLIKi!
The Land Of Manana Seckons The

American With A Camera. If You, Too,

Plan A Movie-Making Vacation In

Mexico, Here Is A Guide To Who, What,

When And Where To Shoot, Written

By A Man Who Has Filmed The Country

From Border To Border . . .

By HERBERT C LANKS
( Illustrated by Author)

This movie maker's Shangri La already has been discovered

by many thousands of Americans. In one year, more than

one hundred thousand crossed the international bridge at

Laredo. Driving their own cars, they proceeded down the

Pan American highway to Mexico City and beyond, filming

the ever changing kaleidoscope of sights that greets the

visitor.

The first 150 miles between the U. S. border and Monter-

rey is across pretty level, desert-like terrain, offering little

opportunity for interesting movie making. However, upon

reaching Monterrey, the pictorial aspects change abruptly.

One might easily feel tempted to spend his entire vacation



O The alert movie filmer will get off the beaten paths in search of
scenes like this of native craftsmen at work. Here a Mexican native
moulds adobe bricks from which most of the better Mexican homes
and buidings are constructed.

filming in and around Monterrey. Here is the gateway to

Old Mexico where quaint Spanish colonial streets, with their

colorful walls, grilled windows, old churches, and beautiful

plazas, offer plenty opportunity to get the atmosphere of

Mexico on movie film. Here one may employ angle shots to

advantage and frame his compositions in doorways and

arches of rare old architecture.

South of Monterrey, the highway route crosses the famous

Tropic of Cancer line, marked by a monument but not suf-

ficiently interesting to film without staging some live action

before it. A suggestion is to film one of your party being

"initiated" as he crosses the line similar to the manner
voyagers celebrate when crossing the equator.

Leaving the more arid country of the north, you then

descend into the lush, green tropics. There is more of interest

to shoot here. Natives will be seen cultivating their lands

with ancient wooden plows. The ever-present burro will be

more numerous. Here will be seen strange and exotic plants,

tropical fruits, palms and flowers. Wild orchids will demand
filming in closeup, so be prepared for this. Other subjects,

too, will demand the closeup treatment. Let your own in-

quisitive eye be the judge of this. The flowers, the quaint

agricultural implements, interesting details of dress and
costumes—these become real and interesting on the screen

only when you film them in vivid, story-telling closeups.

Filming through Mexico will be more successful, of course,

when one is familiar with the Spanish language or when there

is an interpreter in the party. Lacking these, use a smile and
sign language to obtain consent for those human interest

closeups. A smile will go a long way south of the border and
costs nothing. If you want a picture of a baby on its mother's
back, point to the baby, admire it for a while, and then
point to your movie camera with a questioning look to the
mother. Nine chances out of ten she will smile back under-
standingly and shift the baby so you can see it better and
get a clear unobstructed shot.

In regular tourist-traveled country, the natives have
learned to expect tips for such favors. But do not spoil it

for the next movie maker by giving a native the price of a

week's living for a few moments posing before your camera.
You will likely run into some of the spoiled "models" alone,
the beaten paths. Here the would-be model invariably will
insist upon his picture being taken and then demand a price

• Imagine finding this well equipped outdoor photographic studio
set up in the streets of Guadalupe! Customers are not tourists but
the average Mexican native come to town on a holiday . . a rare
shot for any movie camera.

• The colorful native fiestas and festivals are made to order
for Kodachrome movies. These plume dancers from the

village of San Juan Teotitlan del Valle. near Oaxaca, will-

ingly posed for the cameraman as will those you encounter
if treated with courtesy and respect.

which some thoughtless tourist has led him to expect as

quite within the reach of all Americans.

Following the conventional tourist pattern, you will drive

from Monterrey on the Pan American Highway to Mexico

City in two days, stopping at comfortable hotels for the

night at either Valles or Tamazunchale. This does not allow

ample time to get movie shots of some very interesting

country and people along the way. Most visitors are content

with just shooting a quick record shot here and there along

the road. But it is worth while to traverse this five hundred
mile stretch more leisurely. There are stopping places in

every town along the way which, although not as luxurious

as the regular stopping places mentioned above, suffice for

the real movie enthusiast and offer much more local color.

On the way from Tamazunchale, one starts to climb the

mighty Sierra Madre Mountains to the top of the high pla-

teau in Central Mexico, viewing the most spectacular moun-
• Continued on Page 440
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• Partial view of large throng of Brooklyn, N. Y.

citizens which crowded the Saint Felix theatre one
night last April to see top 8mm. and 14mm. amateur
films screened at the Brooklyn Amateur Cine Club's
annual Gala Show.

THE PUBLIC

IS INVITED...
!5

Movie Club's Annual Gala
Night Displays Best In

Amateur Movie Films . . .

C H A S | R

President, Brooklyn Amateur Cine Club

MORE than any other group, per-

haps, amateur movie clubs are doing

most to popularize the hobby of

making movies by displaying the results

of their activities before the public. Cur-

rently the most popular club function-

is the Annual Gala Show—the big event

of the club's season—at which time

the best films produced by club mem-
bers are put on display, with the public

invited to attend.

In this way, the club not only gains

valuable publicity leading to an increase

in membership, but people who read

the ads of manufacturers of movie

cameras and projectors see at first hand

the results to be enjoyed from owning

such equipment.

In this activity, probably the Brook-

lyn Amateur Cine Club has been one

of the most successful. This organiza-

tion had its founding in November,

1938, when a dozen Brooklyn movie

amateurs got together and decided to

meet regularly once a month. As the

members' first year of activity came to

a close, they had progressed to the point

of wanting to display their pictures to

the general public. The first Gala Nite

show was held in the Saint Felix Street

Theatre, Brooklyn, New York, in April,

1940. The success of their showman-

ship was established at once and they

have continued to hold their Gala show

in the theatre in April of each year,

always playing to a capacity house of

300.

The club's membership soon num-
bered forty and it has been maintained

at about that figure throughout the

war years. This group was well aware

that each member could contribute

something to the others in the art of

motion pictures. Their convictions have

been borne out in their subsequent

club activities.

• During intermission Mr. Jay T. Fox presented
the Fox Museum trophy, the club's top award, to

member Charles H. Benjamin first place winner

in Brooklyn club's annual contest.

F

BROOKLYN AMATtUR
CINE CLUB :
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• One of the many member-made posters which

were placed in Brooklyn store windows publicizing

event.
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Club meetings are conducted informally at which amateur films

are projected for study and criticism. Occasionally commercial pic-

tures are shown for study purposes as well as for their entertainment

value. Technical discussions are frequently held and assistance to

members in their filming and editing are a specialty. It is open

season when a member brings a film and requests the "works."

He is told just what is wrong with his picture and constructive

suggestions are offered for its improvement.

For this purpose the Club has a Clinic Committee that analyzes

each picture and the individual comments of each member of the

Committee are given to the filmer in writing. The Club has a

standard form for this purpose. The comments of the Committee

are subsequently read before the Club membership for the mutual

benefit of all and criticism is invited from the floor. This has been

a very popular feature of the Club's activities. Several meetings of

each season are set aside as "guest nites" to which the public is in-

vited. Special pictures are selected for the occasion and, of course,

only members' films are screened at this time.

It might be said that preparation for the club's annual Gala

Show goes on during the entire year preceding the show. Not only

are the best of members' films earmarked for the annual exhibition,

but an effort is made to obtain the best films produced by members

of other cine clubs. Each issue of Home Movies as well as other

publications are watched closely for articles describing new and

interesting amateur made films, and a letter is dispatched to the

producers inviting them to submit their films for screening during

the annual Gala Show of the Brooklyn Amateur Cine Club. Without
exception, we have found movie amateurs in other states extremely

cooperative in lending their films for the show.

The selection of films usually is completed during December or

early January. After the Club's annual contest is concluded, (usually

during January) the annual program is then announced. A mem-
ber's film that places first in the Club's annual contest is always

included in the Gala Show program as is often the second place film.

In order to present a balanced program, a tentative screening

schedule is then made, subject to revision after all films have been

reviewed. The first place film in our annual contest is always given

first place following the intermission, during which time the award
of merit is made. The Fox Museum Trophy, contributed by Jay
T. Fox of Seaford, L. I., is the top award made annually to the

member whose film places first in the annual Club contest.

Films from outside the Club are requested in advance of the date

of showing and, when received, are reviewed and suitable musical

accompaniment selected and score sheets prepared for later use.

A copy of the scoring is later given to the maker of the film. Some-

times the maker has scored his picture and his musical selections

are used, provided the records are available. After the films have

been reviewed and scored, they are projected before the Board of

Dirctors for any suggestions tending toward improvement of

presentation during the show.

In the meantime, other committees have been busy. Blocks of

admission tickets are placed in the hands of members and with

various local camera stores for disposal; New York City and
Brooklyn daily papers are contacted for publicity; posters are

prepared and distributed in selected stores throughout the city.

Thus, because of organization and planning, tickets invariably sell

out long before date of the show.

On the night of the show there is always a line-up of patrons

eager to purchase the few tickets that are returned. For this pur-

pose it is necessary to appoint a ticket seller as well as doormen
to collect tickets. The ushers are on hand early, as guests often

arrive an hour before showtime to secure choice seats. No seat is

ever reserved except for invited members of the Press. The Stage

Manager makes arrangements for controlling house lights between

pictures as well as during intermission. From experience we have

learned that bright house lights between pictures are objectionable

to the audience and, accordingly, the house lights are turned low.

The American flag is properly located near the proscenium and the

spotlight arranged in advance to avoid focussing or adjusting when
the National Anthem is played, opening the program.

• Continued on Page 444

• Hopeful patrons wait in lobby for last minute
cancellations. House was sold out many weeks in

advance of the show.

• Members Sam Pass and Al Hellman operated
the two Bell 4 Howell 1200 watt 16mm. projectors
throwing a 12 foot picture on a beaded screen at

65 feet.

• At the turntables is Chas J. Ross, club president.
Behind him, acting as "sound mixer," is Francis
Sinclair. Note stroboscope dots on rims of turn-
tables.
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• At left is interior view of projection booth of the modern Riti

Theatre. Bolivar, Missouri, during projection of the local newsreel
P'oduced in 16mm. by owner-manager Jerry Drake, shown at micro-
phone. Son Jerry, Jr. screens the pictue with a B3II & Howell
projector. Below, the Drakes make a closeup shot of a local boy for

a forthcoming issue of Ritz newsreel.

OPPORTIHTIES IN

LOCAL NEWSREELS
Exhibitor-moviemaker Makes Friends

And Influences Patronage With 16mm.

Home Town News Film . . .

• For The Advanced Amateur

THE growing use of 16mm. newsreels

as a means of bringing to theatre

screens news pictures of local hap-

penings indicates it is a field worthy of

further exploration and development by
serious movie amateurs.

Thus far, most local newsreels have

been produced by theatre owners them-
selves. An earlier issue of Home Movies
described the successful seven year old

newsreel activities of J. R. Boice of

Warsaw, Indiana. Hundreds of other

independent theatre owners also are

1 6mm. home movie hobbyists and there-

fore have the equipment and experience

necessary to launch a local newsreel of

their own.

Typical is Jerry L. Drake, owner of

the Ritz theatre in Bolivar, Missouri.

His interest began ten years ago after

reading in various trade papers of the
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innovation begun by other theatre

owners and which met with immediate

public response. Drake's son Jerry, Jr.,

joined him in the activity and to-

gether they started filming local hap-

penings for their initial 16mm. newsreel.

"We started with a Bell & Howell

70-DA camera which had been fitted

with a hand crank and windback knob,"

said Drake "Good lens equipment en-

ables us to shoot any type of subject

regardless of light conditions. For rug-

ged location work we use the Profes-

sional, Jr. tripod—a splendid piece of

equipment—and for indoor shots we

use the lighter Bell & Howell all-metal

tripod.

"Lighting equipment consists of a

wide array of powerful units—a 5000
watt spot, 1 500 watt spot, and several

• Continued on Page 442
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• Above is card distributed to Bolivar
citizens p'esent during filp-.ing of Ritz news-
reel topics, inviting them to attend theatre
to witness event on the screen. In scene below,
the Drakes are putting final editorial touches
on a recent issue of Ritz newsreel.
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16mm. Movie Camera

Converted To Sound
Movie Amateur Employs Argon Glow

Lamp To Record Sound On Film With

Revamped Victor Camera . . .

w

• For The Advanced Amateur

HOMEMADE single system 16mm.
/ sound camera which features an

LM. argon glow lamp as the recording

medium is the unique accomplishment

of movie amateur James M. Bruno of

San Francisco. In the March issue of

Home Movies, Julien Thompson and

Bruce Lee described how the argon

lamp had been employed by them in

recording sound on film with a 16mm.
sound projector. Bruno has successfully

adapted this same principle in the recon-

struction of his cine camera in order to

record sound on film as it passes through

the camera in the process of taking pic-

tures.

Ordinarily, sound is recorded on film

by means of highly technical and costly

equipment which produces, photo-

electrically upon one edge of the film,

a sound track of variable area or variable

density, depending upon the system

used. Recently, experimenters have dis-

covered that the very inexpensive argon

glow lamp may be employed in a com-
paratively simple hookup to record

sound on film. When illuminated by a

fluctuating current passing through an

amplifier and controlled by volume and

quality of sound entering the micro-

phone, glow of the argon lamp changes

perceptibly with the current change.

The light from this lamp, when focused

in a tiny beam through a slit upon the

moving picture film, will produce a

sound track of variable density.

This interesting recording property

is a regular two-watt argon lamp cost-

ing in the neighborhood of fifty cents.

Similar to the two-watt neon glow

lamps regularly used as pilot lights, the

argon lamp emits a light which is rich

in near ultra-violet radiation. This is

more actinic than the predominantly red

light of the neon lamp. The argon

lamp has the standard screw base of

a household light bulb and two semi-

circular electrodes. In use, the lamp is

mounted before the light slit so that the

split electrode disc is on the same plane

as the slit. The light emitted by this

lamp comes from a glowing layer of
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gas that envelopes the electrodes rather

than from an incandescent surface, as

with other type gas lamps.

The manner in which this lamp was
employed as the sound recording me-
dium for Bruno's camera is shown in the

accompanying photos and the diagram.

Its inception and development is best

described in Bruno's own words:

"Sometime ago, I endeavored to buy
a 1 6mm. sound camera, but because of

the war, such cameras were only avail-

able on priority. So I decided to con-
vert my silent Victor camera, which
originally was a model 4. The first step

was to remove the spring motor and
all gears, leaving only the right angle
shutter and sprocket gears within the
case.

"I then cut off the top part of the
camera and added a demountable film
magazine with a capacity of 100 feet

of film. The camera was then mounted
upon a wooden block or saddle, as shown
in Fig. 2, and the whole encased within
a square aluminum radio cabinet fitted

with a lightproof door.

"On the opposite side, I mounted a 3

pound pulley on the main sprocket shaft

of the camera to which was attached a

grooved pulley to receive the drive
belt from the electric motor. The pulley,

of course, is to insure an even, constant

speed of the camera mechanism and thus

prevent the occurrence of "wows" and
other distortions in the recording.

"It was necessary to reduce the 1800
• Continued on Page 442

• Fig. 4—Diagram shows de-
tail of argon lamp mounting
and sound optical system.
Original master film sprocket
of Victor camera with one side
of sprocket teeth removed al:o

serves as sound drum. It is

balanced by heavy 3 pound
flywheel shown in Figs. I and
3. Added film rollers maintain
the customary 25 frame length

of film between film gate A
and point of recording on
sound track B.

• Fi<j. I—View of amateur made 16mm. single
system sound camera built by James M. Bruno,
San Francisco.

• Fig. 2—View of camera with film chamber and
camera doors removed and with argon glow lamp
revealed at rear.

• Fig. 3—Here is the complete outfit—sound
camera, amplifier, microphone, headphones, etc.

Camera mechanism is old model 4 Victor.

RAZOR BLADES

ARGON GLOW LAMP



• Ale« W. Morgan
(right), director, and
Milton Zink, cinema-
tographer, discuss
camera position tor a

scene in "Your Boys

Today — Your Citizens

Tomorrow."

TOLEDO'S GOOD DEED
Boy Scout Activities Dramatized In

1100 Foot 16mm. Color And Sound Film

Produced By Toledo Movie Amateurs . . .

THAT the serious ruo\ ie amateur has

endless opportunity to serve his com-

munity with his camera has been

proved innumerable times in the civic,

safety and youth association films that

have be;n produced by amateurs with

the sponsorship of civic and community
leaders.

A recent instance is the production

of a 1 6mm. Kodachrome film on Boy
Scout activities by a group of Toledo,

Ohio, amateurs. At the conclusion of

Toledo's annual Boy Scout exhibition in

February, 1944, leaders saw need for a

motion picture film that would make it

possible to present Co a larger segment
of the public the •..cry of Boy Scout
activities and parti'. Airly the facilities

HOME MOVIES FOR OCTOBER

afforded Scouts at camp Miakonda in

the DeVilbiss reservation in Ohio.

The problem was placed before Alex
W. Morgan, one of Toledo's prominent
movie amateurs, who made an extended

study of it, then prepared a report and
budget on the probable costs of produc-
ing the film in 16mm. color and sound.

Morgan stressed the importance of an

adequate story that could be developed

into a shooting script and also that the

best 1 6mm. cameraman in Toledo should

be placed in charge of cinematography.

After presentation of the report to

the president of the Toledo Area Coun-
cil, Boy Scouts of America, Mr. Morgan
was asked to assume command of the

project with assurance that the necessary

funds to finance production and com-
pletion of the picture would be pro-

vided.

Frederick Flickinger, a scoutmaster of

some 1 8 years' experience, was engaged

to write a story. Milton Zink, manager
of the photographic division of the

Owens-Illinois Glass Company, was ap-

proached and he agreed to handle the

cinematography. In all, the production

committee eventually comprised seven

members. In addition to Morgan, Flick-

inger and cameraman Zink, it also in-

cluded Edward J. Rommel, R. E. John-

son, Charles R. Housley and Lee Har-
bottle.

Actual shooting on the picture began

on July 8th, and from that date until

the Scout camp closed the latter part of

August, the production unit and cast

worked from 9:30 in the morning until

4:00 in the afternoon. After camp
Miakonda closed at the end of August,

shooting activities were transferred to

within the city limits of Toledo. This

included shooting of scenes of various

Boy Scout meetings and other events as

scheduled in the script. The end of

• Film comedian Joe E. Brown discusses

narration script for picture with Boy Scouts

Council president A. Gideon Spieker and
members of film production committee.
Reading from left to right: Brown. Lee
Harbottle, Spieker (seated), Charles Hous-
ley, Ale* W. Morgan and Charles H. L.

Thompson (seated)
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September found shooting of the picture practically completed.

Approximately 5,500 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome had been

exposed.

It is important to reflect at this point that every person, boy

or adult, who acted in the picture or who was a member of the

filming crew was an amateur who donated his services to further

the Boy Scout movement and the civic development of Toledo.

Further, no paid member of the Scout Executive or Camp Staff

took part in the picture as an actor.

The expenditure of money was limited to three items: raw

Kodachrome stock, the duplication of the film by the Colburn

Laboratory, and the completion of the film in Hollywood by the

addition of sound.

The original shooting script called for 254 scenes, but as the

shooting progressed, the directors expanded certain of the

sequences such as the baseball game, the activities at the swim-

ming pool, the midnight snack incident, the "Buddy Check"
lecture, activities at the lake, the activities at the Obstacle Course,

and the colored Scouts playing "horsehoe." These and other

changes increased the scenes to 334 in the finished picture and

resulted from ideas that came to the directors as the shooting

progressed, from suggestions that were made by the Scout execu-

tives in charge of the Camp, and in one or two instances from

horseplay on the part of the boys.

Editing started at the beginning of October. Several tall pipe

stanchions were erected at each side of the room and wires

stretched between them. As the film was cut up, all shots of each

scene were clipped together by a wooden clip and hung in order

as per the shooting script. When all scenes were thus accounted

for, the first splicing was started by choosing the best shot of

each scene. However, no cutting was done, as each scene was

left in its original length. After the first cut, the picture was

projected and each of the editors made notes of sections or

scenes which were to be shortened at front or back or were to be

eliminated. By the first of December the second cut had been

completed, reducing the film to 1,950 feet. It was shipped to

the George W. Colburn Laboratory, Chicago, for duplication.

About this time a fortunate event occurred. Joe E. Brown, the

screen and radio comedian, arrived in Toledo to spend a few days

with his mother. Brown was raised in Toledo and through some

of his old time friends, he met a group of local Scout executives.

Later he met the production committee engaged in making the

picture and agreed to do the narration for the film and personally

appear in a special prologue for it.

When duplicates of the film arrived from the Chicago labora-

tory, Alex Morgan and Milton Zink set to work on the final edit-

ing phase that would make the picture ready for recording the

narration.
• Continued on Page 436

• Photos on this page are production stills made during filming of the

16mm. Kodachrome picture "Your Boys Today—Your Citizens Tomorrow."
At top, a prospective scout tries his hand at tying knots. Next photo
shows Scouts on hike. Each Scout is taught the domestic chores of tidying

up camp. (Below right) Leathercraft is one of several taught Scouts at

meetings and during outings. (Below) Don, hero of picture, receives

his "Eagle Scout" badge. Film was produced by Toledo, Ohio, movie
amateurs; later embellished with sound track by Hollywood studio.
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• John Allein listens intently while Ted Pope
explains the operation of his newest gadget.
Scene is Pope's home workshop. Both Pope and
Allein are members of Utah Cine Arts Club.

HOME MOV.ES FOR OCTOBER

• Gadgefeers of the Utah Cine Arts Club at a recent workshop
meeting. Left to right: George Brignand with his unique alignment
guage; Pete Larsen seated at his combination dual turntables outfit
and projector stand; Wm. Loveless (rear) with control panel for
projector and lights; Al Morton showing part of titler he is building
for club; and Al Londema with dual turntable outfit.

mom club

gadget nights
Interest Sustained In Cine Clubs Through

Programs Encouraging Building And
Exhibiting Homemade Movie Gadgets

By AL. MORTON
Utah Cine Arts Club

ONE of the best ideas ever devised to

rejuvenate tired movie clubs is

"Gadget Night." Even the name is

intriguing and it will bring out mem-
bers and build up enthusiasm when all

else has failed.

This was amply demonstrated at a

recent meeting of the Utah Cine Arts

Club in Salt Lake City. Not that the

club was on its last legs or anything

like that, because it wasn't. Fact of the

matter is the club had never enjoyed

more members (with most of them
attending regularly, too) and better

morale.

In spite of the fact our members,

like movie amateurs all over the world,

were experiencing increasing difficulty

in obtaining film and accessories, we
had managed to keep our interest keyed

to a high point by putting the emphasis

on editing and projection instead of

filming. When we couldn't make new

films at all, we edited and reedited what
footage we already had and dug into

our files to resurrect old favorites for

rescreening. We figured that it was a

lot easier to keep club interest from
lagging than to rebuild it once it had
lagged. It only takes a few uninteresting

meetings to put a club on the rocks.

And so "Gadget Night" was part of

our carefully planned campaign. We
naturally expected it to be a success.

We were amazed at the results. Mem-
bers who had heretofore been considered

strictly audience, popped up with all

kinds of amateur movie gadgets and

kinks. Not only did they cheerfully

bring them but each was most enthusi-

astic in demonstrating and proclaiming

the merits of his particular brain child.

Because more gadgets were put on

display than anticipated, each member
was limited to a period of three minutes

per gadget to present and explain its

making or use. Frequently members
asked a question on this or that point of

construction, proving they had. con-

sidered or even attempted to make the

same or similar gadgets. Sometimes the

gadgets were easily recognizable as orig-

inating in the pages of Home Movies
or other movie magazines, suggesting

that the workshop sections of these

magazines do help the amateur im-
mensely. Sometimes the gadget maker
duplicated a gadget exactly as presented,

while others merely used the germ of

the idea and put their own adaptation to

it. The latter invariably developed im-

provements to pav them for their trou-

ble.

It was interesting to note the many
different ways the amateurs had de-

vised to add sound to their films, al-

though most of them appeared to be

sired by the good old dual turntable.

Having designed and built one of the

first sound tables, in Utah area at least,

I was very much interested in these. Al

Londema brought a single record player

which he had just finished, and Pete

Larsen's dual job was effectively demon-
strated when his picture was screened

for the evening. His record players were

combined with a projector stand and

he used a projector sprocket stroboscope

to insure synchronization. T. R. Pope's

single transcription type outfit was

rather interesting too. It was belt con-

nected to run with, but not from, the

projector as described in the September

issue of Home Movies. The idea was to

have the turntable mechanism exert a

constant speed to urge or drag the pro-

jector if its speed varied. Mr. Pope also

presented a homemade turret head and

windback for his 16mm. Keystone cam-

• Continued on Page 4)2
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Putting Your

Films Together
Simple Editing Steps That Will

Enhance The Screen Value Of
Your Movies . . .

B y ARTHUR SMITH

• For The Beginning Amateur

WHERE does editing begin? In planning the picture? In

shooting it? At the editing board? Actually, editing

begins when the picture begins, at the time of its plan-

ning, and extends through to the final stage of cutting and

editing before the film is projected as a whole. This is to

say that unless the finally edited version is kept sight of

throughout production, an entertaining picture is not lilc.ly

to result.

The "snapshooter"—the cinefilmer who takes along h's

movie camera to make unplanned movies on an outing or

vacation trip—may ask: "How can I plan my picture when

I don't know what I am going to shoot?"

Well, this man's movies certainly are going to be edited

before he presents them. Therefore, why shouldn't he con-

sider the length of each scene, its continuity and sequence

value with relation to other scenes, at time of filming?

The movie amateur producing a story film or photoplay

will naturally set his plans down on paper in order to visual-

ize the picture as it is to be when completed. He will shoot

each scene according to plan, allowing the approximate

footage to each take, making as many fades with the camera

as the need can be anticipated, and allowing for closeups and

long shots in the right proportion. In many instances, he will

shoot scenes in sequences so that later it will be unnecessary

to cut them apart and re-splice them.

To aid in cutting planned pictures, a most helpful aid is

to identify each scene or take at the time of shooting, by
first exposing a few frames with camera focused on a slate

—

a regular child's toy slate as pictured below, or a panel of

plywood painted black and divided, as shown, to permit

7

• A good editing job requires the right tools and
a workshop isolated from household activities. Often
a clothes closet or a nook in the basement or attic

can be furnished with table and equipment as a

workshop for the home movie editor. Necessary
adjuncts, in addition to splicer, viewer and re-

winds, are a means for holding film strips in con-
secutive order ready for splicing and a film

measuring rule. A length of coiled spring, shown
in lower photo, makes an ideal film strip holder.

indicating with white chalk the scene and take numbers.

Thus a scene would begin with two or three frames carrying

the inscription, for example, "Scene 16, Take 2," indicating

that the shot was the second take of scene number 16

descriped in the script. With all scenes thus identified, editing

becomes much simpler. Each take or shot is plainly marked,

making it unnecessary to add a tag or label to it later when
re-arranging film strips for splicing.

If the picture about to be edited is a travel or vacation

film for which no shooting script was prepared, the first

step is to run off the rolls of film just as they come from the

processing laboratory. This will enable you to familiarize

yourself with the contents of the material at hand. Next
step is to break down each roll into separate scenes, except

where certain scenes were shot in the sequence in which they

are to be screened, and place them ready for sequence splicing

in a rack or on a board prepared for this purpose. Where the

identification slate was not used at time each shot was made,
a slip of paper identifying the scene should be filed with
each length of film as it is placed on the rack, and the film
strips arranged in consecutive order— 1, 2, 3, etc. A brief

description of each shot penciled on the label will aid in

quick identification when the shot is needed for splicing.

If the picture is a story film, each scene—if the slate was
used—will begin with two or three frames of the scene

• Continued on Ptigr 4)8

• Use of a slate to number each scene or take eases the task
of editing scenario films in that it provides identification on
the first two or three frames of each scene.
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See your Cine-Kodak dealer

EASTMAN home movie prod-
ucts are sold through Cine-
Kodak dealers, any of whom
will be glad to complete the de-

scriptions of Kodak products
which are "sketched" in these
pages. Usually, too, they will

give you opportunity for first-

hand inspection of the adver-
tised items.

And in matters of general
photographic information your
Cine-Kodak dealer will be found
to be well and soundly informed.

Cine-Kodak Film—It's been a long time
since movie makers could step up to the
counter of a Cine-Kodak dealer and get

a generous supply of film for week end
or vacation. There's been little mystery
about the reasons for this Cine-Kodak
Film "shortage." The armed forces have
had first call . . . with many millions of

feet being used for training, combat,
reconnaissance, and entertainment pur-
poses. Essential industries were in sec-

ond spot, with educational organiza-
tions next in line. Despite greatly ex-

panded film manufacturing and proc-
essing facilities, a mere trickle of the
prewar supply went to the makers of

home movies.
Now—Cine-Kodak Film is coming

back ... as soon as it can be spooled
and packaged for shipment to Cine-
Kodak dealers throughout the U. S. A.
And the quantity will be stepped up
from month to month.

It may be weeks, however, before
dealers will have enough to go aiound.
For they are really "starting from
scratch" on the task of supplying the
pent-up demands of home movie makers
so that all can make up for lost time, and
lost movies. But soon you can buy plenty
of Cine-Kodak Film—8mm. or 16mm.,
full-color Kodachrome and black-and-
white, in rolls and in magazines.
Some Cine-Kodak Film will come in

the familiar cartons of prewar days . . .

some, in the new-style cartons you see
on this page—yet all, dated on the out-

side of the cartons for your protection,

is, as ever, uniformly dependable.

Movie Mentor—No book on movie making
has ever approached the popularity of

HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES, the

230-page volume by Eastman already
purchased by approximately 200,000
cinamateurs. There are many reasons
for its wide acceptance.
HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES

assumes that its readers make movies be-

cause they enjoy their taking—and their

showing. Because it is fun . . . important
fun . . . yet still a pastime and not a pro-

fession. The book stays in character
throughout. Informative in every word
and page, while carefully avoiding un-

necessary technicalities, it speaks the

home movie maker's language.

Another reason why people buy and
read HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES
is that it is complete! Every important
aspect of home movies is covered. And
every bit of it is easy, enjoyable reading.
Now in its eighth printing, HOW TO

MAKE GOOD MOVIES is available
from Cine-Kodak dealers, everywhere,
at a price of $2. With some of the ma-
terials for movie making already back,
and others on the way, thousands of

cinamateurs are buying this currently
corrected book—now—to brush up on
their picture making for the busy
months ahead.

Light for Night—With the indoor movie
making season fast approaching—in

company, this year, with the assurance
of an increasing film supply—the atten-

tion of alert cinamateurs is being focused
on their nighttime lighting equipment.
Kodaflector is ready! This feather-

weight, collapsible, twin-reflector light-

ing unit is equipped with a stand, ad-
justable for height, and generous-length
connecting cords. It is designed to take
either No. 1 or No. 2 Mazda Photofloods,
two of which, in Kodaflector, are the
equivalent, photographically, of four-

teen Photofloods used without reflectors.

Yet the light from Kodaflectors is of the
"flood" and not the "spot" type, spread-
ing a satisfactorily even bath of light

over a wide area.

Though one twin-reflector Kodaflector
is usually adequate for average indoor
home movie making with cameras fitted

with /1.9, /2.7, or /3.5 lenses, the
smaller-the-aperture-the sharper-the-pic-
ture rule suggests the use of No. 2 Mazda
Photofloods if but one unit is to be em-
ployed. To accept these larger lamps
and seat them properly in the reflectors,

two Kodaflector Adapters are required.
The total price however, of all needed
items, remains remarkably low.

Kodaflector, complete, is priced at

but $5.02; Kodaflector Adapters—47
cents, each; No. 1 Mazda Photofloods

—

15 cents; No. 2 Photofloods—30 cents

—

excise tax additional. The exposure in-

structions for indoor movies, packed
with all Cine-Kodak Films, are based
upon the use of Photofloods in Koda-
flector—easiest and most certain of all

home lighting units.
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Much-needed office space wilt be provided adjoining Kodak Tower.

KODAK BUILDS

OVER and above the expansion neces-

sitated by the demands of war produc-
tion—the magnificent new Hawk-Eye
Works, for example—the present build-

ing program includes another addition

to the Camera Works, increased dining
and recreational facilities at Kodak
Park, and a new Kodak Office structure.

Vastly increased personnel through
the years at Kodak Park has made the
existing dining and recreational facili-

ties inadequate. The new building will

add two great cafeterias and a service
dining room, with capacity for 3,800
persons at one time, to the Park's present
accommodations. There will also be a
1,300-seat auditorium, a gym, bowling
alleys, Camera Club and Athletic Associ-
ation Headquarters.
Kodak Office capacity will be greatly

enlarged when two of the older units are
replaced by a new structure in front of

and alongside the famed Kodak Tower.
This new building will provide sorely
needed new office space as well as im-
proved quarters for the Medical Depart-
ment, the photographic studio, and ad-
ditions to present recreational facilities.

All of which means simply that Kodak's
faith in America's photographic future
is very strong. Kodak facilities will

measure up to it.

l ,
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Projected dining and recreation building at Kodak Park.

A considerable addition to this "new" Camera Works is now nearing completion.
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home movies' experiment
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

Titling Aid

Pictured above is an idea that makers
of home movie titles who use block

letters will find helpful. Purpose is to

assist in spacing accurately the letters

as they are assembled into words and
lines on the title card or background.

The gadget consists of two trans-

parent celluloid rulers joined together

with scotch tape in such a manner that

the inch marks run from i to 12 start-

ing at the center. Laying this dual ruler

on the title card, the exact center is

immediately determined. The letters

may then be arranged to form the words
and the required spacing judged accord-
ing to measurement.

As shown in illustration, the words
THE EXD were assembled by working
from center of card out toward edge.

—Dorothy Klein, Glendale, Calif.

Time and Film Saver

This is a method I use to splice several

films together when screening multi-

reel shows, also to splice leader and tail

strips to the films after use. I splice

the several scheduled films together on

one large reel, thus eliminating the

necessity of carrying around two pro-

jectors and the intervals of waiting be-

tween reels.

Ordinary splicing requires consider-

able time when one considers that the

leaders and tails must be respliced to

the films after use. Also this method
involves the loss of one or more frames

each time the re-splicing operation is

performed, eventually shortening film. .

The method suggested here calls for

removing the leaders and tail pieces and
splicing the films together by means of

transparent Scotch tape laid over the

picture area only and on both sides of

the film. The emulsion is removed from
the splicing area of the film as before,

the film overlapped in the regular man-
ner, and a short strip of tape applied.

The film is turned over and a similar

strip of tape is applied over the same
area on opposite side. Sticky edges of

the Scotch tape are removed with a

cloth dampened in carbon tetrachloride.

This results in a clean sturdy splice

which can be separated when necessary

without loss of even a single frame of

film.

—

Roger £. 'Williams.

Speeds Up Projection

Instead of rewinding each reel of film

after projection when screening several

r;els, provide several takeup reels all of

the same design or color to be used ex-

clusively for takeup. Then, instead of

rewinding each film immediately after

it is screened, merely set it aside with
its original reel until after all films have
been shown. At conclusion of the show,

all reels may then be rewound at one
time. The time saved by reducing the

interval between film changes will be

appreciated by your audience.

—

Herbert
E. Moore, Los Angeles, Calif.

Title Light Angles

Much of the irregularity in contrast
in titles is due to improper placement
of lights. To achieve a smooth, overall

contrast, it is essential that the lights

be set at the right angle on either side

of title card so that they do not reflect

light back into camera lens, thus caus-
ing "hot" spots in the finished title.

This is all the more important where
titles are lettered on glass or cellophane.
The angle of reflection equals the angle
of incidence which indicates lights

should be placed well to either side of
title card.

The accompanying diagram shows

the ideal position for placing lights for

title making. The central light rays

strike title card surface at an an angle

of 30"' with the lights (in reflectors)

set equi-distant from center line run-

ning from camera lens to title card.

The beams of light from each lamp

Tl TLE
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cine workshop *

hortcuts contributed by readers
cross each other and thus illuminate title

card evenly.

Once the proper angle and distance is

established for the lights, they should be

fixed permanently to insure duplicating

the correct exposure and lighting quality

on subsequent titles.

—

Lionel Phillips,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Remote Control

Owners of the Bell &" Howell Filmo
"8" who desire to include themselves in

scenes, can build a gadget as pictured

above which will enable them to walk

into the scene before the camera starts

to operate.

Nucleus of the gadget is an auto-

matic timer marketed for still cameras

popularly known as the "Auto-Kn:ps"

timer and shown at "A". This timer is

encased in metal, is about i" x i x-

'/t" in size, and consists of a small spring

motor, which when wound up, extends

a small shaft from the case. As the

motor is released, this shaft gradually

moves downward into the case.

As applied here, the timer is mounted
on an "L" shaped bracket which, in use,

is secured between camera base and
tripod head. In this position, the mov-
able shaft "B" operates immediately

before the starting button of the Filmo
"8". The addition of a small metal

catch to end of the shaft enables it to

engage the camera starting button as

it descends during interval the motor

is set in motion.

Thus, to delay the starting of the

camera, the scene is focused upon, the

timer released, and you then walk into

the scene. Ample time is allowed for

this as several seconds pass before the

shaft makes contact with the camera

starting button. — Woodrow Gorman,
West Allis, Wise.

Film Humidors

Eight millimeter fans will find the at-

tractive containers in which Max Fac-

tor "Pancake" make-up is sold make
ideal humidors for 50-foot reels of 8mm.
film. There's a paper disc on the bottom
of the container which provides means
for attaching a permanent label carry-

ing name of your film and other data.—Mason S. Curran, Akron, Ohio.

Supplemental Lens Holder

One of the easiest methods for at-

taching a supplemental lens in front of

the camera lens for making titles or

shooting ultra closeups, is to employ
an ordinary filter holder. Most cine

camerasts today have this gadget as part

of their movie making accessories and
those who do not can purchase one at

nominal cost. (See cut below.)

The holder should provide for holding

1 filters and thus accommodate the

average supplemental lens which is of

the same diameter. Where this is not

possible, supplemental lenses may be

ground down to the diameter required.—
fas. Buxton, Providence, R. 1.

Home Made Titler

Pictured above is a titler which was

easily constructed from odds and ends

of lumber about the house. The base is

a piece of 1" pine as is the title board.

The camera base attached at rear of

titler was made up of three pieces of

grooved hardwood mounted on a small

panel of plywood. The center is fitted

with a countersunk '/i" No. 20 machine

screw which fits the tripod socket of

the camera.

The title board is made to move for-

ward or backward between two grooved

pieces of wood that form the tracks and

the titler is marked in white indicating

distances of from 4 to 14 inches from
camera lens.

The corresponding title card areas

are indicated in white ink on the title

card holder and guide marks make cen-

tering and alignment of title cards easy.

Also provided is a frame for holding

a small panel of glass for special title

• Continued on Pag? 448
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• Matthew Seal, M iddlesboro, Ky., 16mm. roadshow exhibitor showing
one of his units equipped with oversize arms and 2000-foot reels. Accord-
ing to Seal, this method offers advantage of presenting continuous shows
with only one projector.

Perseverance Spells Success

In 16mm. Roadshow Business

fclT DOESN'T require a lot of capital to get into the i6mm.
film exhibiting business, according to Matthew N. Seal of Mid-

dlesboro, Kentucky, who bases this opinion on his own experi-

ences. Today Seal operates the Seal Amusement Company which

services local and outlying communities with 16mm. film shows.

"In June, 1936, I became interested in the commercial possi-

bilities of exhibiting 16mm. films," Seal relates. "I had little

or no capital when first I launched my business and needless to

say, I did have my difficulties. The business got substantial

impetus when I landed an assignment to show films to nearby

CCC camps at a flat rate of Si 5.00 per show.

"In less than a year I had lined up a substantial circuit of

over 26 camps for film showings once a week. To do this, I had

to have five projection units working every night and, of

course, enough cars to transport my equipment and projection-

ists. With this substantial investment and with my outfits work-

ing to capacity every night, I began to feel that success, at last,

had arrived. But I failed to take into account Lady Luck. Within

two years, the government put its own projection equipment in

the camps and established its own film library. My service was

abruptly discontinued, and I had to start all over again.

"I then explored the possibilities in nearby coal mining camps,

found they were promising, and soon was in active operation again

as a commercial 16mm. film exhibitor. I continued operating this

circuit through 1940, then went into war work. A year ago

last August, I returned to the roadshow business and at present

am operating only one circuit. I have three complete sets of

equipment plus necessary transportation and these will probably

be put into service before the end of the year. Further expansion

has had to wait the lifting of gas rationing and the availability

of competent field operators."

According to Seal, too often the 16mm. film exhibitor be-

comes quickly discouraged when things do not go easily, many
abandoning the field after encountering opposition or strong

competition. To such men, he offers encouragement backed up
• Continued on Page 4)6
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Closeups

M. B. PAUL, former Hollywood cine-

matographer who has been producing

1 6mm. advertising and educational

films in the east, recently visited the

Coast for purpose of mapping a new
production unit for Hollywood.

AMATEUR movie-makers can now find

a ready Hollywood market for their

photographic efforts and receive cash

for acceptable footage.

Richard Lewis, Short Subject Editor

for Planet Pictures, has announced that

the Studio plans an extensive program
of short subjects, and that there is an
urgent need for contributions from
amateur cameramen.

Planet, first on the Hollywood scene

to exclusively produce and distribute

1 6mm. feature-length entertainment

pictures in natural color on a planned
release schedule, is anxious to secure

color footage from amateurs with
Droven ability and established standards.

Particularly sought by Mr. Lewis are

color films of the newsreel type, involv-

ing sports, disasters and special events,

as well as human interest features, na-

ture subjects, scientific developments,

unique hobbies, fashion fads and other

comparable subjects.

Subject material and print quality

alone will determine cash value of film

submitted by amateur cameramen. Foot-
age should be filmed at 24 frames per

second. Planet also will give special

shooting assignments to the most quali-

fied cameramen on a regular coverage
basis.

FANCHON ROYER, now in Mexico City

to produce a series of religious films in

1 6mm. color and sound, has completed

the last of the scripts for a series of

four films. Shooting will begin at once

with Luis Osorno Barona supervising

cinematographv.

A. R. HRAMATKA of Los Angeles has

completed production of a 16mm. color

and sound film for the Mutual Orange

Distributors of Redlands, Calif. Sub-

ject of film is the culture, packing and

marketing of green tip oranges, high-

lighted with numerous laboratory scenes

showing content, volume and compara-

tive weight of different size fruit.

Sound recording and editing of film

was completed by Peter Gioga and

Adrian Mosser respectively of Telefilm

Studios.
• Continued on Page 4)}
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• Cine Special cameras shooting 16mm. black and white film, and mounted
high within six steel towers erected around the track at Hollywood Park,

follow the horses in each race from start to finish.

• From the vantage of such towers as these, eight 16mm. cinematographers
record a portion of each race as the horses approach, pass, and go away
from the towers, insuring a complete motion picture record of each event.

~k UNIQUE in the annals of horse

racing is the fact that during the first

eight days of the current meeting at

Hollywood Park, Los Angeles, not one

claim of foul riding or infractions of

rules had been lodged against a jockey.

As far as is known, no other track can

claim this record.

The record is attributable to the new
Hollywood Park Telefilm control intro-

duced this season to aid officials in mak-
ing decisions whenever there is a ques-

tion or protest arising from the running

Camera To Screen In Seven Minutes
California Racetrack
rem Of Race Verifica

of a race. Originated by Telefilm, Inc.,

of Hollywood in collaboration with Jack

McKenzie, general manager of Holly-

wood Park, the system involves the use

of eight 1 6mm. Cine Special cameras to

record each race from six vantage points

around the track.

• Bill Bendix borrows a multi-reel feature from Scotty Bill Brown's exclusive 16mm. film library
for Hollywood stars.

The Stars Show Home Movies, Too!

IT COULD happen only in Holly-

wood, perhaps, but it proves again the

limitless opportunities present in the

field of professional 16mm. movies. Un-
der the business name of Embro Pictures

in attractive quarters on Sunset boule-

vard, not far from the studios, Scotty

Bill Brown operates an unique circula-

ting library of movie films. The most

exclusive library in the world, it is op-

erated by and for the stars.

Brown's film exchange had its incep-

tion when the studios early this year be-

gan making presents of i6mm. prints

of films to the top players appearing

in them. Now nearly all studios are

doing it, and Brown unofficially has

• Continued on Page 447

Adopts Telefilm Sys-
tion Via 16mm. Film.

There are six steel towers around the

track. Atop each tower is a cupola in

which is mounted the cameras. Four of

the towers are equipped with one cam-
era each, and the towers on the back

stretch and at the finish line each have

two cameras. Telefilm, Inc., has staffed

the towers with cinematographers long

experienced in operating Cine Specials.

With cameramen stationed at these van-

tage points, each race is filmed as the

horses approach the camera, as they pass,

and going away. Thus the record made
by each towerman links with that made
by the others, giving a complete visual

continuity on film of each race from

time horses leave the barrier until they

cross the finish line.

As soon as the horses are out of range,

each cameraman quickly removes the

film magazine from his camera and
sends it to a station below his tower to

await pickup by a fast station wagon
that circles the track for this purpose.

The eight film magazines collected,

they are rushed to the special film pro-

cessing laboratory installed by Telefilm

under the main grandstand. Here, the

film is put through a Houston develop-

ing machine, processed and dried and

made ready for projection in the re-

markable short time of seven minutes.

Should a claim of foul arise or a pro-

test develop over any decision, the film

picturing the race in question can quick-

ly be screened for the judges and offi-

cials in the projection room adjoining

the laboratory.

Th us, 1 6mm. motion pictures have
contributed definite advancement in

still another new field, suggesting that

the application of this medium is limit-

ed only by the imagination of the men
who use it.
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SOOD FIL1IS

* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches

* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Japan's Surrender, Castle Films' lat-

est News Parade release announced

within hours of Japan's acceptance of

the Potsdam demand for unconditional

surrender, is now available at all photo-

graphic stores. The film covers fully

the intensely dramatic developements

leading to the crushing of Japan includ-

ing the terrific raids by B-29's and the

shelling of Japanese cities by the enor-

mous American battle fleet.

Russia's entry into the war following

the staggering effect of one atomic

bomb over the doomed city of Hiro-

shima is the prelude to the arrival of the

Japanese delegation in Manila and their

acceptance of MacArthur's instructions

leading to the occupation of Japan.

The arrival of MacArthur by plane

in Japan, the great fleet steaming into

Tokyo Bay, the landing of U. S. Marines

as the first occupation forces is followed

by the tense drama of the climax on

the decks of the great battleship "Mis-

souri." The entire scene of the final

ceremony of V-J Day aboard the big

battlewagon is shown, starting with the

signing of the surrender document by

the Mikado's representatives and then

by MacArthur and the other military

leaders of the United Nations.

Official Films' forthcoming News
Thrill release will bring to home movie

screens a complete visual record of

three important world events: Japan

Surrenders—complete pictorial details;

Atomic Bomb Test—actual pictures cf

bomb in action on initial test; Empire

State Building Disaster—exclusive scoop

shots of first moments following New
York's greatest wartime disaster. Sub-

ject is being released in 8mm. and

1 6mm. silent and one 16mm. sound

version by Official Films, Inc., New
York City.

Sea Melody, with Ted Fiorito and

his band; "Swing Vacation," starring

Charles (Buddy) Rogers; and "Bad

Medicine," with Gene Austin are three

new two-reel musical subjects in 16mm.
sound announced by Nu-Art Films,

New York City, distributors of Fireside

Films.

His Butler's Sister produced in 1944
by Universal Pictures, is a 9-reel fea-

ture picture in 16mm. sound. Story

concerns a beautiful young singer,

played by Deanna Durbin, who finds

her brother a mere butler, instead of

a millionaire as she had been led to be-

lieve. He becomes an unwilling steppim;

stone to an audition opportunity with

his boss. The girl finds success and hap-

piness at last at the annual Butler's ball

where her singing captivates evervone

and leads to the singing career she seeks.

In addition to Miss Durbin, there are

Pat O'Brien and Franchot Tone to

complete the cast of stars in this en-

tertaining comedy musical. Subject is

available for showing to approved non-

theatrical audiences from Bell & Howell
Filmosound Library, 1801 Larchmont,
Chicago, 111.|———— 4

"HOW TO OPERATE
A 16mm.

SOUND PROJECTOR"
1 • A concise fully illustrated booklet
1 that is just the manual to place in |
1 hands of the beginner-projectionist- 1

J Illustrates and describes how to j
1 set up, thread, run and care for all |
1 makes of sound projectors. Avail- s

1 able at special quantity rates to |
1 schools, church organization, film J
1 libraries, etc.

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

"Primitive Patzcuaro", a 16mm.
Kodachrome and sound record of the

life and surroundings of Mexico's fam-

ous mountain lake, will be the first re-

lease on the short subject schedule of

Planet Pictures, Inc., Hollywood. Pic-

torially it is superb, for it was photo-

graphed by Ralph Gray, internationally

famous for his 16mm. work for twenty

years. Likewise, it is authentic, for Gray

has been a resident of Mexico for years,

speaks the language like a native, and,

when the subject demands it, spends

weeks living with the nati%r
es.

Patzcuaro is one of the oldest cities

on the American continent, yet life and

time have passed it by. In almost every

respect the town remains just as it was

in the year 1545, just 400 years ago.

The travelogue is narrated by that

many-voiced story teller and featurized

newscaster of the airlanes, Frank Hem-
ingway, with original musical scoring

by a Mexican orchestra, adapted from

the native music of the region.

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.. New
York City, announces that it has been

appointed exclusive world-wide distrib-

utor of "Puss in The Boots" in 16mm.
Sound. This film is 4 reels, sound, and

was released theatrically by Columbia

Pictures.

Excel Movie Products, Chicago, is

rushing to dealers the dramatic story of

the Japanese defeat, entitled "Japan

Surrenders." The film, another timely

production of Excel's "News of the

^"orld" for home use, vividly depicts

tSyi entire story of the U. S. victory in

the Pacific, from the sneak bombing at

Pearl Harbor, the giant strides across

the islands, the heroic conquests of Iwo

lima and Okinawa, the world-shaking

atomic bombing, to the final signing of

peace terms at Tokyo.
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Clozeupb . . .

• Continued from Page 4)0

HENRY DONOVAN and Harry Red-

mond have formed the Associated

Service Company in Hollywood, offer-

ing professional script writing service

to independent producers of 16mm.

films. Organization is composed of pro-

fessional screen writers who are or have

been actively engaged in various Holly-

wood studios.

RUSSELL WADE, whose initial venture

into production of 16mm. films was by

way of star and co-producer of "Sun-

down Riders," first 16mm. color and

sound picture to be produced in Holly-

wood, announces the theme of his next

1 6mm. color feature will be the ex-

periences of a Mexican boy who takes

over his father's fishing boat.

WARNER BROTHERS will start produc-

tion of 1 6mm. industrial films after

January 1st, according to Film World,

non-theatrical film trade paper. It is

reported studio will produce 16mm.
films on an order basis with fees to be

determined on a cost plus plan. Observ-

ers predict industrials will receive revo-

lutionary new treatment patterned after

major feature picture production.

DICK GEARING and Hugh Eraser have

organized Aviation Films, Inc., for the

production of 16mm. industrial films.

First film, "Introduction To Flying," is

now in production.

TED SMITH until recently a major in

the U. S. Army, has been appointed by

J. Walter Thompson Advertising agency

to head their new Hollywood motion
picture department which will produce
industrial, training and public relations

films. Smith was formerly with Walr
Disney.

UNITED FILM Productions, a reorgan-

ization of the former Industrial Films

animation group, is currently in pro-

duction on the first four of a series of

flight safety films for the Navy.

Great News For

Every VIEWER and
SLIDE

PROJECTOR FAN!

Castle Films'

Epic Pictures
OF

World War II

IN

2x2 SLIDES

96 SLIDES

48 SLIDES
(A Condensed Selection)

only

A new Castle Product! A great scoop for every still photo collector! History

making pictures—the first of their kind, and you can own them at the

unbelievably low price of less than a dime a slide! Castle's picture editors'

quarter-of-a-century experience went into the selection of each photo.

The result: a collection of histories and dramatic pictures that will live for

all time! Ths very cream of ten of thousands of shots made by daring

photographers on every flaming battle front. Photographs taken at the exact

moment when history was made. A manual describing each picture

accompanies every set. Read it and you can entertain your friends for an

entire evening with a vivid and exciting "picture-talk" covering World

War II.

Order your set today! Possess a collector's item that you will treasure for

years

IF YOU do not own a viewer, we recommend any one of the following
viewers that will enable you to see these pictures in three dimensional
enlargements that are unbelievably real.

Ultra-Vue Viewer $2.50
Hollwood Professional Viewer $3.00
Chromat-O-Scope Viewer $3.50

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

WALTER LANTZ, animated cartoon
producer for Universal Pictures, Holly-
wood, is definitely entering the educa-
tional and industrial film field. "Reddv
Kilowatt" is first educational film.

World's Largest Camera Store Built on Square Dealing

32nd Street Near 6th Ave., New York 1, N. Y.
ESTABLISHED 1898
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era. Member John Allein demonstrated

a camera gadget that looked more like a

fugitive from a hillbilly orchestra than

anything else and which was just about

as versatile. Besides eliminating parallax

via the alignment method, it had brack-

ets to hold various devices for trick

filming effects, etc. If it will do only

half the things John claimed for it, its

existance is justified.

Various other gadgets such as a cen-

tral control for projector and room

lights, an electrical remote camera con-

trol, alignment gauge, reflex viewer,

etc., were also demonstrated and helped

contribute to the success of the evening.

After seeing all these gadgets, many
members who were a little timid about

bringing their own were sorry thev

didn't and are eagerly awaiting an-

ALABAM A
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1034 Cho"o Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St.. N. W.

IDAHO
BOISE

Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Ideal Pictures Corp.
2e-34 East Eighth Street

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

'9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Zenith Cinema Service

3252 Foster Avenue (25)

nouncement of the next "Gadget

Night." It seems that since the advent

of shortages that almost everyone has

become a gadgeteer of one kind or an-

other.

Now, while all of the foregoing is

actually an account of Gadget Night at

the Utah Cine Arts club, there is no

reason why other clubs cannot duplicate

the event with equal success. If there is

one thing that is more essential to a

club's success than anything else, it is

enthusiasm and no one possesses more
enthusiasm than the gadgeteer. Encour-

age him in his work. You will be sur-

prised at how contagious his enthusiasm

It would be almost impossible to find

a movie amateur who has not made at

least one gadget to help him with his

ILLINOIS—Continued
OAK PARK

Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHICAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 Stale Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

Hacker Bros. Films
5207 Blair Ave. (7)

NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK

Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK
ALBANY

Hallenbeck & Riley

562 Broadway (7)

BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

312 Bay Ridge Pkwy. (75th St.) (9)

NEW YORK
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza
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filming. In fact some gadgeteers are so

ardent they spend more time devising

gadgets than in using them after they

are completed. And as for getting the

gadgeteer to show them after they are

completed, that constitutes no problem

at all. He loves it. Invariably he is as

proud of the product of hands and brain

as a mother hen is of her brood.

Although it is almost impossible to

enforce, it is a good idea to limit the

gadgets to one per member to prevent

anyone from monopolizing the show.

If one member is allowed to dominate

the presentation by sheer number of

gadgets, it will have a detrimental effect

on the more timid members similar to

that of asking them to show first movie

attempts along with films of the more
advanced members. In other words, en-

courage the ones who need it the most.

It is far better to have ten members
bring one gadget each than to have one

member bring ten.

• Continued on Page 4)6

New York City—Continued
Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink. Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

King Coles Sound Service

203 E. 26th St. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange. Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films. Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters

41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Young's Book & Film Service

108 W. 8th St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood 5». f7on» 1.1

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Flmer 8. Simoson
BI6 W. Virginia St.

^ 50UND / ^hvcL 5ILENT

HLM LIBRARIES
WHERE TO RENT OR BUY 8mm AND /6mm FILM

5

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Availa
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Removable

Acclaimed the finest for every picture taking use,

"Professional junior" tripods are compact, versa-
tile, rugged, Super-smooth 360° pan and 80 tilt

action; positive, simple leg-height adjustments;
compact and light (weighing 14 lbs.); allowing
72" high to 42" low usability—no finer tripod is

made. The inset shows the full tripod mounted
on our all-metal Collapsible Triangle which is

used to prevent tripod from slipping when used
on hard or slippery surfaces.

Tripod handles all 16mm. cameras, including
EK Cine Special, Bolex, etc., even when motor
driven and with large film magazines.

Knurled knob, easily accessible, fastens any
make camera on top-plate.

Rubber-gripped guide handle is removable,
fastens under tripod when carried.

Large knurled knob adjusts tilt action tension.

Wing lock for positive setting of tilt head if

fixed angle is desired.

Very large trunnion insures super-smooth tilt

action with minimum wear.

Tilt head design permits extremely wide arc
of high and low tilt action.

Wing lock for adjusting pan movement tension.
Also acts as positive lock in any position.

"L" level aids in setting tripod to true hori-
zontal and vertical position.

Tie-down rings permit using tripod on moving
platforms such as dollys, auto roofs, etc.

Non-loosening nuts hold legs on base securely.

Maple, long-grained, hand-rubbed, splinter-
proof, weather and warp-proofed is used for
tripod legs.

Quick-release fluted knobs set between each
leg afford positive locking in controlling tripod
height adjustments.

Now available to camera owners and

dealers
—

"Professional junior" standard

and baby tripods, "Hi-Hats," alignment

gauges, portable dollys, collapsible tri-

angles, etc. The products are used by

the U. S. Navy Air Bases, Office of

Strategic Services, Signal Corps and

other Gov't agencies—also by leading

Newsreel companies, 16mm and 35mm
motion picture producers.

•Pat No. 2318910. Trade Mark Reg.

U. S. Pat. Off.

Tripod Head Unconditionally Guaranteed 5 Years. Write for details!

Cable : CIHEQUIP

Circle 6-5080
(£flm€Rfl €ouipm€nT (6.

FRANK C. ZUCKER

1600 BROADWfly neuj yoRK cuy
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pos

See these timely Christmas films

—just released for your holiday

showings. They'll make unusual

Christmas gifts, too, for 16mm.
sound projector owners.

Christmas Subjects

(Running time: ) minutes each)

Jingle Bells

Silent Night

Little Town of Bethlehem

Other Religious Films

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory

(6 minutes'

i Roosevelt O-Day Prayer)

Mexican Miracle 15 minutes)

Day of Guadalupe 6 minutes)

"Song Book of the

Screen" Subjects

(Running time: ) minutes each)

Home on the Range

Home Sweet Home

America I My Country 'Tis of

Thee)

Old Black joe

ALL IN COLOR!

Available in 16mm. sound only

at your nearest film library—for

rental or sale.

Write for our new catalogue

which lists other 16mm. sound

shorts and features.

Originality should be encouraged and

rewarded. Only the man who conceives

something new is really contributing

something to the advancement of this

particular hobby. Gadgets or accessories

purchased from dealers should not be

considered as gadget night entries and
should have no place on the program.

The whole idea of "Gadget Night" is

to encourage the cinebug to overcome
shortages and lack of equipment by de-

vising something to take their place.

Now, while equipment and accessories

are unobtainable, is the very time to

encourage gadgeteering as a new phase

of activity for your club.

16
• Continued from Page 450

by his own experiences of fighting

through to success. "There is more
than one phase to this 16mm. exhibit-

ing business," Seal says. "When out-

door film shows showed a drop in re-

turns to the point where they were no
longer profitable, I turned to indoor

shows, renting store buildings or erect-

ing tents in which to screen my pro-

grams of pictures."

"Personally," Seal continued, "I pre-

fer conducting the indoor shows where

remuneration and profit comes from
paid admissions. This phase of the pro-

fessional 1 6mm. industry pays better,

as a rule, than the average merchant-

sponsored shows in this section of the

country. The people, too, seem to like

this type of show better."

Seal's experience as a self-made busi-

ness man and successful film exhibitor

will be duplicated in every section of

of the community as interested men
obtain equipment and develop new cir-

cuits.

VTith gas restrictions off, many ex-

hibitors plan to increase their activities

in building larger circuits. Also, numer-

ous men who had to abandon their work
because of travel restrictions will return

to the field from war plants and other

jobs held during the war. Many also

see new blood entering the 16mm. road-

show field from the ranks of the armed

forces, as indications point to numerous

ex-G.I.'s turning to exhibitor work as

soon as equipment is again available.

Zfoledo'j Qood Seed . . .

POST
PICTURES CORP.
723 Seventh Avenue

New York 19, N. Y.

• Continued from Page 42}

Shortly thereafter, Mr. Joe E. Brown,
the radio and screen comedian, who was
raised in Toledo, came to spend a few
days with his mother. Through some of

his oldtime friends, he met a group of

Scout executives and the picture com-
mittee in his room at the Commodore
Perry Hotel and agreed to do the narra-

tion and to appear in a prologue thereto.

He had previously been sent a copy of

the shooting script so that he was famil-

iar with the type and quality of the

picture. He, however, requested that the

film not be forwarded to Hollywood
until after he returned from a proposed

U. S. O. trip to Manila General Mac-
Arthur had told hirn at the end of his

previous trip that his U. S. O. show

would be the first to play Manila after

11 was re-taken.

After cutting the duplicate print to

1,750 feet, they felt they had done a

good job. However, upon projecting, it

was agreed that they really had more

work to do. Tempo of the picture was

slow and there were several shots and

sequences they felt could be eliminated.

By the end of March of this year, after

a series of cutting sessions, the film was

down to 1,140 feet. The editors were

now satisfied they had done their best.

About this time word was received

that Joe Brown was preparing to go on

his U. S. O. trip to Manila and, of

course, that meant further delay in the

final finishing of the picture.

After the cutting was completed, the

narration and special sound effects

scripts had to be prepared. Basing the

narration on a speed of 144 words per

minute, Messrs. Flickinger, Morgan and

Zink soon had both scripts prepared for

review by the picture committee and

others who were requested to criticize

the same. After a few slight changes in

wording, strengthening of the ending

sequences by rearrangement, and the

original film shots spliced in the same

order but not edited as the duplicate,

the picture was considered finished and

ready for completion in Hollyw'ood. Up
to this point, Morgan and Zink had each

spent over 1,000 out-of-office and

week-end hours on the film from its

beginning.

Now it became necessary to place the

film in professional hands for the addi-

tion of the sound track. Various sound

laboratories were asked to submit bids

on the work. All of them were well

above the allowance made in the pro-

duction budget.

About this time, George Halligan, a

producer of 1 6mm. sound films in
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FOR EASY, EFFORTLESS EDITING ... USE A

CRAIG
MASTER REWIND COMBINATION

\ Bass HUNTS FOkCkMm

Hollywood, made a business trip to To-
ledo in connection with a production

for the Owens-Illinois Glass Company.
It was then that Milton Zink placed

the picture's problem before Halligan

for a possible solution. Halligan read

the script, saw the picture screened and

subsequently made a deal to take the

picture back with him to Hollywood
for completion.

Here Joe E. Brown was photographed

as he narrated the prologue and the nar-

ration of the picture completed. Fin-

ished sound prints will probably be

ready for a premiere showing in Toledo

about October ist. This will take place

in the Owens-Illinois little theatre lo-

cated in the main administration build-

ing in the heart of downtown Toledo.

The "first night" audience will consist

of some 125 prominent Toledo business

and philanthropic leaders whose inter-

ests in furthering the development of

the Boy Scout movement made possible

production of the oicture which now
bears the title: "Your Boys Today

—

Your Citizens Tomorrow."
When this picture unfolds upon the

screen, the special select premiere audi-

ence will see first hand how a substan-

tial number of the boys of this nation

are guided through their youth by the

Boy Scouts organization toward a better

citizenship. They will see the raw re-

cruits as they are admitted to the Scouts;

their meeting activities; and finally the

marvelous outdoor recreation given them

in the summer camp at Miakonda.

A report on this project would not be

complete without a word about the men
who got behind it and saw it through to

its completion, giving of their valuable

time in critical war years and often of

their personal finances in order that this

picture might emerge the successful pro-

duction it was planned.

Alex W. Morgan ^ ho guided the pro-

duction to completion, is budget direc-

tor of the Toledo Edison Company. He is

an 8mm. movie amateur with a Movie

of the Month to his credit. Officially,

Morgan was production manager and

together with Milton Zink he authored

the shooting script and narration, di-

rected the picture and edited it.

Milton Zink is manager of the still

photographv department of Owens-
Illinois Glass Company in Toledo. He
is a ranking 16mm. amateur cinema-

tographer and past president of the

Toledo Camera Club.

Frederick R. Flickinger is a staff

officer of the Toledo War Chest, a

scoutmaster of 1 8 years service, orni-

thologist and amateur cinematographer

—both still and 16mm. movies. His

collection of bird photographs is one of

the finest in the country. He wrote the

original story on which the picture is

based.

Edward J. Rommel is power sales

engineer of the Toledo Edison Company,

with Craig Senior Splicer

— complete $23.50

Craig Masti

designed, e

amateur mo
fundamenta

Craig Senioi

geared Rew
has adjustat

trol and ne

Units are o

board. Ada|

and will he

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPL1
Los Angeles • San Francisco • Se

(£kaM&> FOR SLIDES

camera and equipment and get

a "Good-as-Gold" check

by return mail. Mer-

chandise returned post-

paid if not satisfied.

A Real Gift for a Friend or Yourself

Bookshelf slie, B'/V' x 7". Blue, green, maroon or

black. Contents book included. $1.00 at stores.

No. 100 (illustrated) has divisions for 51 slides.

No. 200B holds up to 300 slides.

Free Catalog of Am files for Reels, Negatives, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO.

President

17* W. MADISON ST.CHICAGO a, ILL.
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The war is over. ..and mil-

lions of servicemen and

women are coming home!

A s the nation waits to wel-

come them, we humbly give

thanks for the splendid job

which they have done. Amer-

ica is also grateful for the un-

stinting support of those who

made the guns, ammunition

and other supplies with which

the Victory was won.

The greatest indebtedness

of all, however, is due to those

who will not return—to the

unselfish and courageous air

men, soldiers, sailors, and

marines who gave their lives

that the principles of democ-

racy should triumph. In mem-

ory of their sacrifice, we must

make the Peace a lasting one.

And for those who are com-

ing home, we must provide

the opportunities that assure

prosperity and happiness.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.

2723 North Crawford Ave.

CHICAGO 39, ILLINOIS

chairman of the Senior Scout committee,
amateur photographer, 8mm. movie
maker and past president of the Toledo
Camera Club.

R. E. Johnson is rural sales engineer of

the Toledo Ediscn Company, chairman
of the Cub Scout Committee, amateur
photographer and projectionist, and

specializes in farm still photography.

Charles R. Housley is member of the

Headquarters Staff of the Toledo Area
Boy Scout Council, a 1 6mm. movie
amateur, and served in advisory capacity

cn the staff.

Lee Harbottle is chief scout executive

• Continued from Page 425

and take numbers. Cut apart each scene,

leaving the identification frames at-

tached until ready to splice the film

into the reel. Where there are more than

one take of a scene, file all the takes to-

gether on the rack. Later an examination

of each will indicate which to use in the

finally edited picture.

Putting all the scenes together in the

order in which they are to be screened

is the final editing process. It is here

that many amateurs fail—usually for

one of two reasons: either they do not

understand the importance of reducing

a shot or take to its barest essential

footage, or they lack the "feel" for con-

tinuity. Invariably every action shot

will have excess frames that need to be

trimmed. If, in making a shot of one of

the children, it became necessary to tell

him when to start walking toward the

camera, obviously those few frames at

beginning of the shot showing him

standing and staring at you while await-

ing the cue must be deleted.

There are certain mechanics, too,

about editing a picture that should be

understood. One doesn't just put a piece

of film on a reel, then continue adding

to it. There is a leader of sufficient

length to consider and the titles. So we

begin by placing one end of a length of

blank film or leader strip in the slot of

cur takeup reel, clamping the other end

on our splicer. The first splice joins the

lead or introductory title to the leader,

and from there we go on to the "cr.st of

characters" or "credit" title, if the pic-

ture is a photoplaylet. Now we are

ready for our opening scene.

Here, it must be said, that fades are

a necessary touch to all well edited films.

Quite naturally, we shall not have fades

always where final editing plans call for

them, but this can be remedied by mak-

ing chemical or dye fades after the

film has been fully edited. The scenes

to receive this treatment may be cut

apart, given the fade treatment, and re-

spliced. Or, where the story calls for

of the Toledo Area Boy Scouts. He also

shoots 1 6mm. amateur movies and
assisted the advisory committee on pro-

duction of the picture.

Undoubtedly "Your Boy Today

—

Your Citizens Tomorrow" will be wide-

ly circulated throughout the United

States. Amateurs and movie club offi-

cers are urged to watch for it and obtain

it for a screening. Thus will be seen at

first hand what an enthusiastic and

serious group of movie amateurs can do

in the way of producing a sound film

when a good civic cause exits that can

be benefitted by motion picture exploi-

tation.

one scene to fadeout and the next one

to fadein, the film need merely be looped

and inserted in the container of fading

dye to produce two fades at one opera-

tion.

The opening title should begin with

3 fade—in fact where a series of titles

precede the picture, they should be

linked together in lap-dissolves or dou-

ble fades. The opening or introductory

scene should certainly begin with a fade-

in, and if it was not filmed with this

effect, it may be given the dye treat-

ment as already described.

It is rather late to worry about shad-

ows and exits and entrances, but this is,

nevertheless, an opportune time to dis-

cuss them. If a character walks from

one scene to anothei, the shadows cast

by the sun should fall in the same direc-

tion.

When Joe exits right have him enter

from the left in the next scene. Other-

wise the effect of meeting himself will

result. In story films let the scene run

only long enough to tell it's part of the

story, then out. For example, let us

assume we have the following action to

cut:

(Scene)

35. Full shot .. parlor .. (night.,

lights on) . . it is vacant . . the door,

center, rear, opens slowly . . Bud . en-

ters . . stealthily . .

36. Close up . . Bud . . looking around

room . .

37. as 3 5 . . Bud • . enters, closing door

. . he starts toward the table in the cen-

ter of the room . . stops suddenly . . his

eyes open wide . . he is startled . .

38. Close up . . Bud . . looking startled

at the floor . .

39. Close up . . man's feet protruding

from around end of table . . indicating a

body lying on the floor . .

40. Full shot . . Bud . . by the table . .

he starts to make a ci/cuit of the table . .

(Follow pan) . .

41. Close up . . Bud . . as he identifies

body . . he suddenly turns . . startled . .

Putting, yiour 3ilm& T)og,ether .
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the lights go out . . (Note: light scene

enough so that when dark the actor

silhouettes.)

Take scene 3 5 : This is intended as a

fast mysterv drama, so we should keep

the scene without action down to a mini-

mum . . cut about three frames before

the door starts to open. Bud probably

pauses when he is half way through the

door, so cut right after he pauses.

Scene t,6. Indefinite action. Bud
doesn't see the body, so keep it short . .

not over three seconds. Two may be

better. But cut it to three now and

later, after a trial run, it may be ad-

visable to shorten it.

Scene 37. About two or three frames

of Bud, stationary, as he is still in the

close up except for moving his head and

eyes. Cut immediately when he pauses.

Scene 38. Two seconds ought to be

plenty. Let's hasten the tempo. The
audience wants to know what this is all

about.

Scene 39. Two second are O. K. Less

would be a mere flash More would slow

the tempo again. Perhaps on a trial run,

one and three quarter seconds will be

better. Each shortened scene will hasten

the tempo.

Scene 40. This is a panoram, so we
follow. Pick it up after Bud is in motion

and cut when he is slowing down.

Scene 41. If this was shot correctly,

Bud will be in the finder toward the

left of the picture and he will move to

center in the closeup and pause. He
discovers body and then the lights go

out. If he silhouettes good, keep an ad-

ditional second as he turns to see who
turned out the lights.

Follow through the balance of the

picture noting the tempo. Some of the

scenes will have the actors standing

stock still and then suddenly start mov-
ing as they act their parts. Watch for

this and delete the frames showing in-

action from awaiting cues. After a char-

acter moves out of the finder, never

leave more than two frames of a dead

>cene. The same thing goes for a com-
plete set. When the actors exit from the

set, cut two frames after the last one

leaves.

Now a word about cutting exits and

entrances. Take the one of Joe who
walks through the scene from left to

right, exits right and then enters left in

the next scene. If the tempo is slow

leave two frames after he exits and two
frames before he enters. If of normal

tempo, cut on the last frame that any

trace of Joe can be observed, and on

the first frame on which there appears

a trace of Joe entering scene. If Joe's

actions are fast, cut about two or three

frames before the last trace of Joe and

three frames after he appears on the

next scene. Make the connecting scene

splices according to the tempo of the

picture. The more we cut before an

exit and an entrance, the faster will be

the picture tempo.

PROJECTION

LAMPS

RADIANT LAMP CORPORATION
600 jpiMf Aiwfu* Newark 8, N J.

PROJECTION • SPOTLIGHT • FLOOOLIGhi • EXGIffcri llidft PiCftiHs: PriduuGituh

COATED LENSES
Are setting new standards of perform-

ance for discriminating workers.

Acra-Coating can bring to YOUR lens

equipment new

—

• Freedom From Ghost and
Flare

• Color Fidelity

• Shadow Detail and Contrast

• Increase in Speed

mil Instruments
6063 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

FILMS THAT FOREVER
WILL BE NEW

8mm. $5.50—14mm. Silent $8.75

14mm. Sound $17.50

Circus Days—Fishing in the Fjords of Norway
Jolo (in the Philippines)—Swiss on White
(with Sonja Henie and many other famous
stars on ice)—Ski Thrills of Norway (the

greatest ski film ever filmed).

SPECIAL: Sonja Henie in Silvery Skates

—

8mm. 50 ft., $1.75— 16mm. Sil., 100 ft., $3.50

Send for Free Catalogue

NU-ART FILMS, Inc.
145 W. 45 St., New York (I?) N. Y.

In Canada
ARROW FILMS

43 Victoria St., Toronto (I) Ont.

Buy Bonds To Insure Victory
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Thanks to my

G-E exposure meter,

J / says Arthur Allen

(Photo by Arthur C. Allen. Fast pan-film, /:11, 1/100 sec.

"I had qualms when I shot

this picture — youngster and
white horse in sunlight, black

horse in shadow, and I wanted
full detail on both."

Whether you're after a tough
one like this, a routine shot, or a

color picture, vou can make sure

of correct exposure with a G-E
meter. Easv to use. accurate,

sensitive, and dependable.
We're still producing for the

men overseas: but we suggest

that you arrange with your
dealer to be among the first to

get an improved G-E meter.

They will be available verysoon.

General tlectric Company, Schenectady

5, n. r.

utone

. . . for camera, darkroom,

and better li^htm" balance

Fades are calculated in the same way.

Of course, in amateur pictures, fades

are usually made in the camera when the

picture is being taken, so the actual

length of the fade is determined and

Mexico Calli
• Continued from Page 41-

tain scenery on the whole trip. For a

real thrill, make several shots from the

front of the moving car as it rounds

breath-taking turns, enabling you to

look down into abysses thousands of

feet below. Unless you like a predomi-

nance of blues in this high mountain
altitude you can add the haze filter to

your lens at this point and get warmer
color. In fact it may be used continu-

ously, for during the rest of your trip

shooting will be at higher altitudes.

Those who shoot black and white film

will enhance their shots with wonderful

cloud effects by using a yellow or red

filter.

If your time is really limited, you

may have to be satisfied with "record"

shots along the road, because in Mexico

City, which is probably your goal, you
will go wild with shooting opportuni-

ties. No matter how long the vacation,

you could not exhaust the camera possi-

bilities of Mexico City and its surround-

ing points of interest. Here, indeed, one

finds the old as well as the new: old

colonial palaces, convents and churches

that go back to Spanish days and beau-

tiful modern buildings, such as the

Palace of Fine Arts, which have no

rival as photogenic possibilities in any

place in the world.

You will want a full day, preferably

a Sunday or holiday, in beautiful Cha-

pultepec Park, shooting the famous

charros or horsemen, and women in

their colorful costumes on horseback.

The flowers and canals of Xochimilco,

right outside of Mexico City, have been

so often registered in color film that

there are few people who do not expect

their inclusion in a movie record of

Mexico. The beauty of Xochimilco is

inexhaustible and there are always new

angles. It is not necessarily the new

things that are the most interesting for

movie filming. New angles of old sub-

jects can be made a source of inde-

scribable delight to your audience and

a pride to yourself.

You will want to film the pyramids

and monuments of the forgotten pre-

historic people at Teotihuacan, twenty

miles north of Mexico City. But don't

just panoram them. Follow somebody

along as he or she climbs the pyramid

or examines the grotesque carved

winged serpent heads of Quetzalcoatl.

You will see so much that you will want

established; but in editing, we may alter

length of the fade according to the

tempo by the amount of black frames

we leave in between the point of fade-

out and a fadein. The longer the fade,

the slower the tempo.

to include it all in the least footage, and

so you catch yourself panoraming. Be-

fore shooting, take time out to plan

each shot and ask yourself, "How can I

catch the spirit of this subject without

a pan shot?" You'll still have too many
pans when you get back but you can at

least break them up with tricky angle

shots and closeups properly intercut.

In the wild exultation at finding so

many old buildings, beautiful plazas,

and streets to shoot, it is quite possible

to return home with film which, after

you have proudly shown it to an audi-

ence, will be followed by such questions

as "By the way, how about the people?"

"What do they do?" So, don't forget

those closeups of natives buying and
selling in the market place; the police-

man directing traffic; the street vendor,

etc. And if you do grind off hundreds

of feet at a bull fight, remember to give

at least one flash of the audience as they

wax to a climax of excitement.

Those whose vacation is limited to

the conventional couple of weeks may
have to plan their camera exploring be-

yond Mexico City in a second trip the

following year. One might crowd in a

rapid trip over paved road down to Vera

Cruz, on to the Atlantic coast, or to

Acapulco on the Pacific coast. Either

can physically be done in one or two
days, but with very unsatisfactory re-

sults—especially the trip down the

Pacific side. On the way one passes

through popular Cuernavaca and pic-

turesque Taxco. Here, alas, you will

want to spend days, for Taxco is one of

the most photogenic spots in all Mexico.

In fact, it is a sort of artists' mecca, the

whole town being preserved practically

intact since Spanish colonial days.

The descent from the eight thousand

foot plateau of Central Mexico to Tax-

co is as spectacular as the ascent made
heading toward the capital on the way
down from the States. And at Acapulco

one is not only in the tropical play-

ground of Mexico, but what has come

to be a mecca of vacationists from all

over the world, Mexico's Riviera. Its

beautiful land-locked harbor, many
bays and sweeping coconut palms offer

a tropical paradise. Here, with a few

properties such as a grass skirt, you can

make that South Sea isles production

you have dreamed of. And what a gor-

geous sunset every night, the Koda-

GENERAL® ELECTRIC
flM-IMM MM
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chrome color of which you can control

simply by opening or closing the lens

stop of your camera—deep red by un-

derexposure and lighter red or orange or

yellow by increasing exposure.

But do not be satisfied with just color

in those gorgeous Acapulco sunsets. Plan

a silhouette that adds to the romantic

atmosphere. Frame it through palms or

have a couple enact a romantic panto-

mime in silhouette against the gorgeous

backdrop of color. A native peon with

big sombrero and serape thrown over

his shoulder filmed against the color

of his native sunset is a scene well worth

the effort and the peso or two you may
give him.

But after Taxco, you still will not

have seen all of Mexico — the dif-

ferent Mexicos. Each state of Mexico

is a different country, with its own
native dialect, dress, customs, and scen-

ery. Take the state of Michoacan, for

instance, and charmed, beautiful Lake

Patzcuaro—a day's drive over paved

highways northwest of Mexico City.

Nowhere else will one find duplicated

the charm of the little Patzcuaro fish-

ing villages and the boatmen with their

quaint butterfly nets.

Don't overlook the native colored

lacquer work. When shopping around
for a trophy to take home, take a little

time to see how it is made and to

register the process on movie film. There
are two methods by which important
closeups may be obtained: unobserved
sneak shots with perhaps a long range
telephoto lens, or getting in close with

a wide angle lens. I prefer the latter.

One gets too many backs at the wrong
time with a telephoto. I prefer risking

someone mugging the camera in order

to work in close. With a little skill and
a few feints—not taking the picture
at first, thus getting the subjects ac-

customed to the camera—they will soon

lose interest in the camera and then

you can do the real shooting.

Yucatan is so different from the rest

of Mexico that the people there do not
refer to themselves as Mexican, but as

"Yucatecos." One cannot drive there.

It must be reached by boat or plane.

This will take longer but is worth the
effort where one has an extra week or
so. The ancient Mayan pyramids offer
the most elaborate prehistoric architec-
tural studies available anywhere on this

hemisphere.

Then you head south to Oaxaca and
the Isthmus of Tehuantepec with its

far-famed Tehuana beauties. One can
drive all day down to Oaxaca and travel

through a section of Mexico rich in

colorful atmosphere of the past. Shoot

that famous gold inlaid ceiling of Santo
Domingo church at Oaxaca by placing

your camera directly on the floor and

point it upward, lens wide open.

Tehuantepec is the Kodachromist's

paradise. The everyday dress of the re-

SHOOT THE COMPLETE
PICTURE with the NEW

^

CINE-EXTENAR
WIDE ANGLE LENS

Makes Your 16 & 8mm. Movie
Lens ... a Wide Angle Lens

DOUBLE
Yes, you DOUBLE the angle ol

your 16 and 8mm. Movie lens with

the CINE-EXTENAR. This lens fits

over most of the regular lenses

of all popular makes of Movie
Cameras such as Bell & Howell, Keystone, Eastman, Bolex, Etc.

Ask Your Local Dealer . . . or Write Today to—

CAMERA SPECIALTY COJnc
50 WEST 29th ST. INEW YORK. IM.Y.

"HOME MOVIE GADGETS—HOW TO BUILD THEM" $1 AA
New Edition just off the press—order your copy today

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

RENT 16mm. Sound films

50c per reel

Large selection of features and shorts.

New prints; free catalog.

•

UNION COUNTY FILM
SERVICE

1 30 Chestnut Street

Roselle Park, New Jersey

Everything for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic FILM
1ZM 100 feet A CA

8M
M $2.00

,W M Weston 32-20n fi M WestonIII °M 2412
W (prices include processinq)

I 1 Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

Dejur "Critic" Meters 21.91

Dejur Exp. Meters 16.16

8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TATEQuotity LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.
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George Pal's Irresistible

PUPPE100MS
Now on 16mm Sound Film

You'll go mod over these delightful little pup-
peti oj they relate the ancient legend of

Sleeping Beauty and her Gallant Prince. Told

with a modern swing twist and accompanied
by a gay musical score.

Other PUPPETOONS Now Available:

CAVALCADE OF MUSIC: a potpourri of
song and dance.

THE BIG BROADCAST: a variety show,
from Jive to waltz.

14mm S.O.F List Price 17.50

/it yaul 5besle>i

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc.

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS
VIS-O-PAN

Full Panchromatic, Indoor—Outdoor
Exceptional Fine Grain

Double 8mm.— 25 ft $2.00
16mm.— 100 ft 5.00

Same day processing

Included.

See your dealer or send
money direct.

Write for prices for

developing and pro-

cessing for 8mm. and
16mm. films bought
elsewhere.

VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.

Dept. 12, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

STROBOSCOPES
Ccect spe<H of equ'oment is essential to

good reproduction. Set of fo'i- with Neon Glow
Lamp $1.00 postpaid. One 33-13 P.. P.M., one
78 P. P.M. for phonographs. One 14 F.P.S., one
24 F.P.S. for camera or projector.

HUMIDIFYING SOLUTION
Keeos films in a supple condition. Pro'tuces

no mould or fungus. Per bottle, $1.00 postpaid.

Wa do First Class Machine Work, to YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS, af REASONABLE PRICES.

SIEGRIST CINE SPECIALTY CO.'
P. O. Box 123 East Detroit, Michigan

puted most beautiful women of all

Mexico' is a riot of reds and yellows and
the women don't mind posing for the

camera. Of course, if one really wants
colorful and gorgeous costumes, the

time to visit Tehuantepec is during one
of its famous fiestas or holidays. Where
this is not possible, get acquainted with

one of the native women and induce

her to pose in the gorgeously hand em-

broidered silk fiesta costume which is

the pride of every Tehuana maid.

One could spend weeks with a movie
camera in southern Mexico, gateway to

Central America, before pushing on into

Guatemala, the most colorful country

on this hemisphere if not in the whole
world. But filming in Guatamala is an-

other story, one we hope to bring to you
in a subsequent issue of Home Movies.

Camera Converted to Sound . . .

• Continued from Pane 421

RPM speed of the 1 10 volt synchron-

ous motor to i 80 RPM. Ten-to-one

reduction gears were not to be had

it the time, so I purchased the necessary

gears for S1.68 and built a reduction

unit myself. Motor, reduction gear as-

sembly, etc., are mounted upon a

separate base and attached to the camera

base by means of sponge rubber pads,

as may be seen in Fig. 1.

"On the inside, it was necessary to

mount additional film rollers to guide

the film to and from the overhead

magazine, maintain the regulation 25

frame loop between the film gate and

point of recording, and in guiding the

film over the recording drum which is

actually the original 7 tooth film gear

of the camera with one row of sprocket

teeth removed.

"The argon glow lamp is mounted
within a separate housing immediately

in back of the camera. Light from the

lamp passes through an adjustable light

slit, through the optical tube that fo-

cuses the light beam upon the sound

track area of the film. The recording

lens is a Bausch & Lomb objective. A
cylindrical optical slit is fitted at op-

posite end within the tube as shown in

the diagram.

"The slit before the argon lamp is

adjustable by means of two safety razor

blades held by small machine screws.

Opening or closing this slit controls the

amount of light reaching the sound

track area. The slit was purposely made
adjustable in order to give a variable-

exposure for different types of film.

For example, when using positive film,

the slit width is different than when
the faster Eastman Super X pan film

is used. By trial and error experiments,

I have established a chart as a guide to

setting the slit width for all types of

16mm. films."

Describing the recording mechanism

of his camera further, Bruno said: "The
amplifier used is a small 3-stage unit

using 6J7, 6F5 and 6L6 output. The
argon lamp is connected in series wi th

the plate of the 6L.6 tube. The micro-

phone used is the conventional crystal

type. In the very near future, I expect

to build a small portable amplifier using

battery tubes and employing a storage

battery for current and power for the

camera motor, thus making the unit

practical for field work."
Figure 3 shows the complete sound

outfit: camera, amplifier, microphone,
monitoring headphones and cable. En-
tire remodeling of the camera and in-

stallation of the sound optical system
was done by Bruno in his workshop.

"The only thing missing," said Bruno,
"is a sound proof blimp for camera and
motor. That is my next workshop pro-

ject."

Opportunities

in JSewbreeU . . .

• Continued from Pa%e 420

floodlights. Recently we completed con-

struction of a camera dolly using model

T Ford front axles, hubs and steering

gear. This is fitted with four heavy-

duty balloon-tired wheelbarrow wheels.

"Todate, almost all of our shooting

has been done in black and white,"

Drake declared, "except for occasional

special sequences made in Kodachrome.

The transition from black and white to

color on the screen is made with colored

titles at present, but we are working on

an idea that will enable us to do this

more smoothly. We underexpose all our

film about one stop due to the fact

that we are at present using a mazda
lamp in the projector.

"The Ritz Theatre Xewsreel is silent

except for the commentary personally

narrated at time of projection through

our Western Electric sound system.

Eventually this method will give way
to sound on disc. We have on order a

complete model Y Presto recorder with

Synchro-Sound units and a model 300-A
recorder. In this way, the narration will

be handled more professionally and will

always be the same for each presenta-

tion of the newsrecl. In addition, it will

be possible to embellish the presentation

with opening and closing background

music."

At the present time Jerry Drake is

using a Bell & Howell 1200 watt Filmo

projector with a iVi" lens. With a

projection distance of 85 feet, this gives

him a picture about 1 1
x
/z feet in width.
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This is smaller than the picture area

of the regular 35 mm. projectors in the

same booth, but it is the best result that

can be obtained with this equipment.

"We plan to install an arc projector

soon," said Drake. "For a projection

distance of 60 feet or less, a mazda
lamp projector will do the job ade-

quately, but, as we discovered in our

regular theatre work, it takes an arc

projector to really present a film satis-

factorily in large auditoriums."

Drake believes the newsreel, func-

tioning as it does similar to a newspaper,

depends upon local interest for success.

The thing that keeps a newspaper in

business, he says, is the publishing of

news of local happenings and people.

"Our newsreel topics are always of local

happenings— of people, places and
events known to the average patron of

our theatre," Drake added.

"We attend all the picnics of sur-

rounding communities; the opening of

the local swimming pool; the beginning

of school ; drum and bugle corps get-

togethers. Our camera and equipment
are on hand to film all parades, school

activities, fairs and farm sales. Each
issue of the newsreel is concluded with

a color sequence of some beauty spot

or colorful event. We found that at-

tending every local event and recording

it with our 16mm. camera enabled us

to widen our circle of friends and
patrons. The wisdom of this is reflected

in box office returns.

"Until film shortage set in and the

dropping off of local activities due to

the war made good local news events

hard to get, we filmed one 400 foot

newsreel per month. Now we film and
exhibit a Ritz newsreel as often as pos-

sible. We do not pretend to keep to a

schedule.

"When filming an event, we always

distribute cards to those present inform-
ing them we are making movies for the

Ritz newsreel and indicating on the

card the approximate date the newsreel

will appear on the Ritz screen. The
newsreel is advertised in local news-

papers and on billboards and exploited

to the utmost through window cards

and special 35mm. trailers on our the-

atre screen. Actually, we always give

the Ritz newsreel top billing!

"Putting the Ritz newsreel together

is equally as interesting as filming it.

As the rolls of film are returned from
the laboratory, they are screened, then

edited. We have provided ourselves with

complete editing equipment including

a Bell & Howell viewer-editor, heavy
duty rewinds, etc. We make our own
titles and then the newsreel is finally

assembled on one reel for its initial pre-

view. Subsequently the commentary is

written and several rehearsals take place

at which time the script is read as the

picture is projected to familiarize my-
self with cues, timing, etc."

Are YOUR Films Safe

from REEL Damage?
Films can be damaged beyond repair

by reels which corrode, allow side-

slipping, or saw on film edges. Avoid
these dangers to your often irreplace-

able films by using Bell& Howell reels.

B&H reels are of rust-proofed spring

steel, rigid yet so resilient that they

will not take a set. They have no
sharp edges to cut film or fingers.

Their B&H "touch-threading" hubs
eliminate hunting in the dark for a

slot. Their film-footage calibrations

are another convenience feature.

HUMIDOR CANS
Give Added Protection

B&H humidor cans for these reels

are equally well built. They are rust-

proof, and are easy to open without

a prying tool. Heavy ribs add to

their rigidity. Satin surface permits

writing anywhere. Built-in humidi-

fier pads have exclusive tell-tale disc

to indicate when pad is dry.

Tell-tale disc shows ; ; . matches color of
in moistpad . . . dry humidifierpad.

All Capacities Available Now
YourFilmodealerwill soon haveB&H
reels and cans in all capacities for

both 8mm. and 1 6mm. film. Place

your orders with him now or write

to Bell & Howell Company, 712 5

McCormick Road, Chicago 45.

PRECISION-MADE BY

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM—
Jg|

AA
Foremost book on subject tells you how. Mailed postpaid for only— l^4>^#W

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

FRESH MOVIE FILM
BULK FILM FOR HOME PROCESSING

REGULAR Weston 8, Mazda 3

An excellent ortho-type medium speed ilm—ideal

for outdoor work. Has brilliance and snap to

satisy most users.

100' 16mm. $1.35 100' 8 8mm. $1.95

SUPERPANEX No. 24 Weston 24—Maida 16

Recommended for all-around use under all

weather conditions. The ideal film for consistent

results. Fully Panchromatic—has wide latitude.
100' 16mm $3.60 1000' 8 8mm $3.85

SUPERPANEX No. 64 Weston 64—Maida 40

A high speed panchromatic film—standby for

users who prefer to put one film in their camera
and use both indoors and out. Can be used under
adverse weather conditions or indoors.
100' 16mm $3.95 100' 8 8mm $4.75

(Processing charges upon request)

SPOOLED FILM—with FREE PROCESSING
100' 16mm. Superpanex No. 24 $4.59

HOME PROCESSING OUTFIT
New improved home
processing outfit in-|

culdes everything need-
ed to develop and re-

verse your own films.

Complete with easy-l
to-follow instructions.

It's easy! Get goodl
results right from the!
start. Outfit includes!
deceloping reel, drying!
rack and tray. F.O.B.
Chicago. SUPERIOR CINE REEL

25' 8 8mm. Superpanex No. 24 2.05

100' 16mm. Regular $2.49

25' 8 8mm. Regular 1.39

100' 16mm. Superpanex o. 64 $5.19

25' 8£8mm. Superpanex No. 64 2.35

8 and 16mm. BLACK AND WHITE AND 16mm. KODACHROME TITLES
A wonderful selection of main titles for your movies. Every title ha sartistic background keyed to the

subject matter. Gag, Vacation, Baby, Service, Holiday titles, etc. 25c each. Kodachrome $1.00 each.

No. 28—No Dogs Allowed in This Theatre
No. 38—We Make a Home Movie
No. 191—Hallowe'en
No. 51—A Star Is Born
No. 172—An Informal Wedding
No. 265—Never a Dull Moment
GUARANTEE

—

We want our customers to be

satisfied at all times both with our merchandise

and service. All merchandise is sold on positive

complete satisfaction or money back.

FREE

—

with an V purchase of $1.00 or more from

this ad 8 or 16mm. black and white title "Our

Screen Scrapbook"—at must accompany order.

Write today for catalog on complete line of 8

and 16mm. film, titles and accessories.

WRITE FOR 25c BOOKLET "Simplified Reversal

of Motion Picture Film." Complete, Informative.

1000 foot size 8 8 or 16mm. $17.95

34 foot size for 8 8mm 12.50

Gal size Prepared Reversal Cine Chems $2.10

'/i Gal. size Prepared Reversal Cine Chems .... 1.35

NEW SUPERIOR TITLING OUTFIT
Complete plans and lens for easy-to-build

titler. Fits any camera, 8 or 16mm. $1.00

SUPERIOR BULK FILM COMPANY
188 W. Randolph Street Dept. HM-11 Chicago 1, III.
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. . because

the finest film stocks must go to

Uncle Sam—and will continue to

go until Victory is won . . . be-

cause Kin-O-Lux will not com-

promise with quality . . . will not

use substitute materials, rejects,

miscellaneous ends of strips

. . . because when you buy
Kin-O-Lux Film you can be sure

of uniform quality—and that the

very best, always.

You can be sure, too, that

Kin-O-Lux products have been

designed to provide you with

greater pleasure . . . greater ef-

ficiency — designed to cost you

less ... or give you more for

your money at the same price.

KIN-O-LUX inc.
105 West 40 St., New York 18

Jerry Drake anticipates a big future

for 1 6mm. motion pictures and plans

to enter the photographic business just

as soon as "things open up" and his son

Jerry, Jr., is mustered out of service.

Young Drake will undoubtedly carry

on with the newsreel activities. Having
grown up in Bolivar, he has the ac-

quaintance of local people and a know-
ledge of local events that fits him best

for recognizing a good item for the

Ritz newsreel. "Jerry has a knack for

getting those unique angles with the

camera," said his father, "and he likes

to plan the shooting of an event well

in advance, preparing a shooting script

and then following it."

"T)lte Public

3s Snvited .

• Continued from Page 419

As an added attraction at its last Gala

Nite, the Club offered door prizes of

one-year memberships in the Club to

the two guests holding the lucky num-
bers. For this purpose serial numbers

were printed on each ticket. Following

intermission, ticket stubs were put in a

box and two withdrawn by a guest

selected from the audience. This proved

an interesting feature and the plan is to

continue it.

In the Saint Felix theatre, where the

annual Gala Show is held, the projection

throw is 65 feet. This required use of

two 1200 watt projectors fitted with

two-inch lenses which gave a brilliant

picture 12 feet wide on the stage.

Two projectors are used in order to

smooth the interval between pictures

and as a safety factor in the event one

fails. Two projectionists are on the job

to make sure that all goes well in the

projection booth.

Background music for the pictures is

furnished through records played on

dual turntables. Here again vigilance

calls for two amplifiers in the event of

a failure. Microphones are provided, one

at the turn-tables for announcements

and one on the stage for use during in-

termission when the annual awards are

made. During the projection, the turn-

tables and amplifiers are operated by

two members comprising the Sound

Committee. One operates the turn-

tables while the other, wearing ear-

phones, controls tonal quality and

amplification.

The program of the Gala show held

April i}, 1945 ran for two hours and

six minutes. It was a diversified and well

balanced program of outstanding ama-

teur films consisting of the following:

"A Ski Story" Mr. Albert E. Sigal,

Menlo Park, Calif.

"Mohawk Pals" _ Mr. Frank E. Gunnell,

Staten Island, N. Y.

"Conscience" Mr. Harry M. Sonneborn,

Glendale, Calif.

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOB. 6mm • 16MM • 3 5 M M

• WON'T DRY OUT
• lOWlNFLAMMABIUTY
•M/ID ODOB

Unite Jm'HOW TO USE FILM CEMENT

9iwe/rrtlcrYvi.9Ttc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST. • CHICAGO 5 -

WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANCE

8-14 AND SOUND FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE

—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. Box 539 Brockton 65, Mass.

— FINE MACHINE WORK—
We Design and Build

Special Photographic Equipment

Remodel Cameras and Lenses

MacVAN MFG. CO.
Box 385, San Diego 5, Calif.

IB1 ED IHAIL

RALPH R. ENO pionuk of amoica

1600 BROADWAY • NEW YORK

Send your film for free criticism or estimate.

UNDER-OVER- EXPOSED
FILM SALVAGED!

We can accept a limited amount of 16 mm
black and white film for intensification

or reduction.

For shipping instruction, prices, etc., write:

Eeon A. Dittman, Cine Technician

p. O. BOX 7ii - BERKELEY 1. CALIF.

ONE REEL COMEDIES
IN 16MM SOUND

42 BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BINS
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNT
AND OTHER STARS.

List Price $20 Each—Dealer DiscountCOMEDY HOUSE
130 W. 46th St. New York I?, N. Y.

8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED

TO ID TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACH ROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

995-A MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO 54

Nationwide Opportunities, sound
bstantial career waiting. Photog-
raphers needed by newspapers,
advertisers, in business, in-

dustry, science. Resident or

home study courses. Free

catalog gives details.

N. Y. INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept. 114, 10 W. 33rd St.

New York I, N. Y.
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"How Green is the Earth" ...Mr. Chas. Benjamin

Brooklyn, N. Y.

"Glamour vs. Calories"—_Mr. Chas. J. Carbonaro,

Cambridge, Mass.

"Follow The Girls" Mr. Oscar H. Horovitz,

Newton, Mass.

The admission charged at this show

was 75 cents, including tax of 13 cents.

The Club realized a net profit of over

one hundred dollars, which was added

to its treasury for the acquisition of

additional equipment. The Club owns
Bell & Howell 16mm. and 8mm. pro-

jectors and is contemplating the pur-

chase of dual turn-tables and suitable

amplifier. These have been furnished

on occasion heretofore by members.

These arrangements may sound as

though a great deal of work was re-

quired. Well, a lot of work is necessary

if a good show is to be run off smooth-

ly. These shows are not without some
amusing events not listed on the pro-

gram. On one occasion a projector made
to operate at 24 frames became over-

heated at 16 frames projection and by
the time the film had been shown, the

lamp had darkened so that the light was
reduced to less than one-half. On two
occasions the projectionist forgot to

throw the forward switch and when the

projector was started the leader was
backed out, unthreading the projector.

In spite of such unlooked for inci-

dents the members enjoy the pleasure

of putting on the annual Gala Show. To
the genuine amateur the satisfaction of

presenting a show that pleases the public

and at the same time advances the cause

of amateur movies is all the compensa-
tion they desire. The cash profit is but
incidental to the operation of the Club,
the main purpose of which is to bring
more pleasure to others through the

medium of amateur movies.

3t Won 't (Be

J^png, JSow . . 1

• Continued from Page 41$

are destined to remain just that until

general deliveries begin.

Victor Animatograph Corporation

announced early in September that their

1 6mm. cameras of advanced design

based upon their extensive military use

will become available as soon as ma-
terials can be obtained and production

lines formed. New and improved Victor

1 6mm. silent projectors will likewise

again become available. According to

Victor, notwithstanding the govern-

ment's continuing need for Animato-
phone 1 6mm. sound projectors, civilian

deliveries are being made. These will be

multiplied presently, they say, through

greatly increased production facilities,

and models will be provided for the

specific needs of schools, churches and

industrial plants as well as for the home.
The Ampro Corporation is currently

delivering demonstrators of their newest

PLICE YOUR OWN FILM
— IT'S EASY WITH A

This is the "Junior Model" for 14mm.

and 8mm. film, developed specially

for home movie makers. It has all of

the superior features and quality of

the larger GRISWOLD models and

splices both sound and silent film.

GRISWOLD
FILM SPLICER
You can make a perfect film splice in

less than a minute with a CRISWOLD
Splicer—and do it every time. This is as-

sured by exclusive features of design. In

fact, by following the simple directions,

you can't go wrong. What's more, you'll

enjoy using this high-precision instru-

ment which is the favorite of the pro-

fessional movie makers in film studios,

exchanges and theatres, and which is used

by the thousands in the picture services

of the U. S. armed forces. GRISWOLD
Splicers are made in models for all film

sizes. With all their superior features

they are popularly priced. They're sold by

Photo Supply Dealers. To get the genuine,

ask for the GRISWOLD by name.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, NEW YORK

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.

Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.

such as ======
Kodascope 16-20 Projector and case 174.50

Kodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector 323.50

Ampro Y S A Sound Projector 375.00

Bell & Howell 156 V Sound Projector 437.67

Bolex L8 Kern F 2.8 and Case 144.47

Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case 145.98

Cine Special F 1.9 428.00

G. E. DW 48 and Case 26.75

De Jur Critic and Case 21.95

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead

249 Fulton Avenue Tel. Hempstead 2020

Call—write or telephone

AREMAC CAMERA CO

.

1 East 43rd St. - New York 1 7, N: Y.'- ULJAU 2-8684
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PLANET^PICTURES

Full Color

16mm Films

made by
Amateur

Movie Makers
Suitable for

sound projection!

speciid

* trover
5

******
...

*
person

* oddi*ieS

To be edited and

released as short

subjects by

FOR FULL DETAILS WRITE:
Richard Lewis,

Short Subject Editor

Planet Pictures, Inc.

5746 Sunset Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

Phone
HEmpstead 8191

model i6mm. sound projector— the

"Premier io." It features unusually
light weight through wider use of

aluminum castings, both silent and
sound film speeds, and reverse action.

Dealers are taking orders with the prob-
ability of being able to make some de-
liveries before Christmas. Regional dis-

tributors, who have been receiving an
average of 30 of these projectors a

month, expect increased allotments
within 30 days.

Universal Camera Corporation, mak-
ers of the famed Univex cine equip-
ment, report that while conditions on
V-J day were favorable for immediate
resumption of the manufacture of their

still camera line, they hope to have two
8mm. projectors available before Jan-
uary 1 st. "Our low priced Univex 8mm.
projector with 200 foot reels," reports

this manufacturer, "should be available

sometime in November or early Decem-
ber. The Universal 500 watt 8mm. pro-
jector with many new refinements
should be ready at about the same time.

The dual 8mm. Cinemaster camera
should be on the market sometime in

January or early February."

J. A. Maurer, Inc., makers of 16mm.
sound equipment, report they are re-

designing their professional 16mm.
camera and that henceforth it will be

marketed under the trade name of the

"Maurer 16mm. Professional Motion
Picture Camera." The former trade

name of "B-M Camera" has been aband-
oned. This new camera will be on the
market in January and the company is

currently accepting orders for delivery

at that time.

Of particular interest to readers is

the fact Maurer has instituted a new
marketing policy whereby the Maurer
1 6mm. professional camera will be made
available through local camera dealers

instead of one regional distributor, af-

fording those interested opportunity to

see and test the camera at first hand.

Fairchild Camera and Instrument
Company, who have produced 1 6mm.
gunsight aiming cameras for the gov-

ernment's war use, often have been re-

ported entering the postwar cine field.

The company now states "we have

given serious thought over a two year

period to producing a 16mm. sound on
film camera, but as of today (Septem-
ber 1 2th) we are undecided."

Bell & Howell, one of the several

companies heavily committed to the

Government on war production, reports

factors still are too uncertain to permit

any promises at this time, but that first

products available will be similar to the

Filmo equipment familiar before the

war.

Keystone Manufacturing Company
also is still pretty much confined to

turning out government orders and

there is no definite indication as to

when they will begin a reconversion

program. But as they stated in their

advertisement in Home Movies last

month, "keep tabs on your dealer; he'll

have the Keystone 8 soon!"

Bolex succeeded during the war in

bringing out their now well known
Model L-8 8mm. cine camera and have

continued to make small deliveries to

dealers to the best of their ability. This

firm will probably be among the first

to have 8mm. and 16mm. cameras on

dealers' shelves again.

Those eager to buy new equipment or

to get going again with their filming,

may expect a general quickening of

activity around dealers' counters about

December 20th. For as Eastman Kodak
has intimated, "civilians can at least

look forward to a photographic Christ-

mas"—and they ought to know!"

(Review* 0/ c4mateur 3ilm* . . .

• Continued from Page 412

Harris of Rosemead, Calif. It is a fine

example of how to make a Christmas

movie with deliberate continuity instead

of the usual record shot procedure. In

this picture, Patricia, a little girl, is at

play with friends in her yard. One of

them mentions Santa Claus and Patricia,

just at the toddling age when all new
words must be explained, runs indoors

to her mother and asks: "Mummy, who
is Santa Claus?"

Mother takes the little girl on her

knee and proceeds to tell her about

Santa. They write a letter ;o Santa,

take it to the corner mail box and send

it on its way. On their return to the

house, they find father in the yard,

catting down 3 Christmas tree. We next

see the family indoors trimming it

Comes Christmas eve and we sec-

Santa, well costumed for an amateur

production, climbing aboard his shiny

airplane and taking off for the big citv,

there to distribute his bag of toys.

Arriving at the cityr airport, Santa lands

and goes directly to little Patricia's

home, there to place toys and gifts

under her tree.

At this point, the child awakens and

scampers into the living room, hoping

to catch a glimpse of Santa; but he

eludes her and Patricia sits down to

open gifts and look at her toys—the

picture ending abruptly here.

The story was well planned and the

resultant film is a fine example of

painstaking effort and attention to de-

tail. It required endless patience and

no little expense to costume Santa, and

to film the aeroplane scenes in which a

modern two passenger ship was em-
ployed. Good direction in these scenes
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HARRISON & HARRISON
OPTICAL IMCINIIIt

it« Monica Blvd. • Hollywood, Caltlo

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White • • Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLINC SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York. N. Y.

J

m Fl LM GRAPH
WOICI AND MUSIC RECORDINGS

"Make Your Own Talkies"
Record directly on your 14mm. film, or use

Miles M-5 Blank Safety Film (for use with 8mm.
projectors). No studio or processing required.

Few demonstration models now available. Write
for free circular.

MILES REPRODUCER CO., Inc.

1^912 Broadway Dept. HM-IO New York 3, N. Y.J

YOUR MOVIE QARWN
Amaie your audience with an oria-

inal & professional, ten cycle movie
"Portrait Cartoon Title." Produced
exclusively, at .50 cents per cycle,

for you!

Send $1.00 & Foto. Bal. C.O.D.

Fred Amsrer Cine-Art Animation
1009 E. St. N. W. Washington, D. C.

^^UItllMtllMfMJIJllIIIIIIIlllIffllllilllllltlllllTlllllIlltllH11IIIIIItilI)IIIMIllllJilJ|]lllllllllltlliltl11tllIllllllllllllltl1tIl}1ll>lllf'lllllllll|^^

j Headquarters In New England
j

1 For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official
|

| Films, Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
Hymnal Soundies

1 Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free |

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"
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PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 14mm. & 35mm.
Portables—Everything in Theatre

me Movie Equipment. Send for our

Catalog listing hundreds of

at tremendous savings.

NEMA SUPPLY CORP.
St. Dept. M New York 18, N. Y.

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING
MOVIE TITLES MADE EASY

Write today for a FREE A-tn-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dent. H New York 10. N. Y.

and their subsequent careful cutting

made the illusion highly effective.

The titling, too, was painstakingly

done, and although some criticism is

due the choice of lettering, which was

in script, it was thorough and adequate.

Filmer Harris employed two cameras: a

model 60 Eastman with an f/1.9 lens

and a Keystone with a 1" f/3.5 lens;

also a tripod for all shots and an ex-

posure meter.

His efforts have been rewarded with

a 3 -Star Merit Leader.

Z)lte Star*

Show M,ovie& . .

.

• Continued from Page 4} 1

become the keeper of these rare and val-

uable prints.

Scotty Bill Brown is a friend of Cary
Grant. So is Bill Bendix. When Bendix

who has an elaborate patio in his new
Bel-Air home, wanted to screen some
of Cary Grant's pictures, Scotty vol-

unteered to keep them handy, deliver

and project them. Pretty soon, Scotty

found himself in business as a clearing

house for the stars' home movies.

Soon other stars began to make use

of Scotty's facilities—Jack Oakie, Linda
Darnell, Lana Turner, Deanna Durbin,
Tyrone Power, George Brent, and scores

more. Now Scotty, his wife and a half

dozen 16mm. projectionists operate

Embro Pictures as a thriving rental

sideline. They charge only for servic-

ing the prints and showing them. Fire-

proof cabinets are stacked with 1600-
foot reels of 16mm. sound films, each
star's in a separate compartment.
"We travel light," said Brown, "only

two pieces of equipment—projector and
loudspeaker. Usually the stars have
screens built into their patio or home

FILM FOR YOUR CAMERAS!
^ AS we go to press, new, revised
information comes from Ansco that
they ".

. . expect that the following
films will be available in unlimited
quantities from dealers by November
1st: Twin 8mm. Hypan; Twin 8mm.
Triple S Pan; 1 00 ft. 16mm. Triple
S Pan. These films will be shipped
to dealers in substantially increasing
quantities beginning October 1st.

"The following films should be
readily available in unlimited quanti-
ties by December 1st: 100 ft. 16mm.
Hypan; 50 ft. 16mm. Triple S Pan.
"Although it is not yet definite,

we expect that 100 ft. and 50 ft.

lengths of 16mm. Ansco Color film
in both types (indoor and outdoor)
will be sold on a nationwide basis
roughly a month to six weeks be-
fore Christmas."

This exclusive, last minute news
indicates that movie amateurs every-
where may look forward with cer-
tainty to a reasonable supply of cine
film for holiday movie making.—The Editor

MESSAGEA
FROM

Now that peace has finally come to the world, we,

like many other manufacturers, are occupied with

plans of replenishing our war-depleted stock of

lenses suitable for professional and amateur
photography.

Because of the great many types and such a large

number of focal lengths of each type, which will

doubtless be in demand, the build-up of our stock

will naturally take time.

Fortunately we are not facing any reconversion

problems, because during the war years we were
exclusively engaged in producing photo-lenses for

our Government.

In the near future there will be announcements in

the various photographic magazines regarding our

progress in making available again through photo-
supply stores

"G0ERZ AMERICAN"
PRECISION PHOTO LENSES

We wish to take this occasion to thank those, who
have wanted to buy our lenses during the past war
years, for their interest shown in our product.

Every effort will be made to enable them to obtain

our lenses soon in the photographic market.

The c.p. G0ERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY

OFFICE AND FACTORY

317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM-IO

TO YOUR
SILENT FILMS

( Music * Narration * Special Effects

}

LET us convert your 16 mm picture to a sound film

of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and

finest sound recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational

film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept. HM-I
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

|

for prices and literature.

OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: J
AiResearch Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft C
Douglas Aircraft Co. • Food Machinery C.

U. S. Naval Photo Serried Dept. • Santa Fe Railroad

• Standard Oil Co. of Calif.

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

Hi-Fidelity

16mm. Variable Density

Sound -on- Film Recording

Studio Time Available

Sync Recording on Location

LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19. N. Y.
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NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
After the War
tor YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 Califoi

IS

TO YOUR *

SILENT FILMS
Narration * Special Effects

)

LET us convert )our 16 mm picture to a sound film

of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and

finest sound recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational

film producers. Write TELEFILM. Inc.. Dep HM-
6039 Hollywood Blvd.. Hollywood 28. Calit.

for prices and literature.

OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: J
AtResearch Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Douglas Aircraft Co. * Food Machinery Corp. ^0
U. S. Naval Photo Service* Dept. • Santa Fe Railroad fj

Standard Oil Co. of Calif. » *

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Lest
Cost.

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film

Ample
Outdoor
Speed

i6mm AMBERTINT FILM •»»

$3. SOlncludes machine processing. Day- $2. 25
* . - I . ,_ 1 a o_ -1.ma.

light spools, ready to load & shoot.
P* r Calif, buyers include sales tax.
00 - HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS

50 ft.

"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate California

MMU miiillilitii IIIIHIIIIimmitHi

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 14mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 DFY ST. New York City 7, N. Y.

I urn minimi iiiiiii iiimi i i immiimm

theatre. Of course, many stars project

their own pictures and where this is the

case, our service consists only of deliv-

ery and pickup of films, and their in-

spection and storage."

Lou Costello reputedly has the swank-
iest home movie theatre in Hollywood;
his own film vault of over 300 16mm.
prints, and a theatre with regular cur-

tains, fancy lighting and push-button
controls. Lou, at the controls, is happy
as a kid with a new toy.

Peggy Ryan has just completed a

miniature theatre in the basement of her

home. Ella Logan and her husband, Fred
Finklehoff, had a disappearing screen

installed in their living room for home
movie shows. Jane Withers has convert-
ed her old playhouse to a theatre, her

vast collection of dolls and toys of
childhood days giving way to screen,

theatre seats and complete projection

room.

Embro Pictures has become a neces-

sary adjuct to this growing circuit of
Hollywood home theatres. It has become
a gathering place for many of the

glamour people of movieland. 'Natural-
ly, Joe Doaks and you, too, perhaps
would like to borrow prints of the sound
films in Scotty's library. But these are

not for rent at any price. They are re-

served exclusively for the movie pro-
grams screened nightly by Hollywood
stars or for them by enterprising Scotty
Bill Brown.

Experimental

Workshop . . .

• Continued from Page 429

effects and background projection shots.

Two small brackets provide for fitting

a scroll titling device to frame. The
scroll device was made from a tin can
closed at both ends and with a heavy
wire extending through the center to
form the axle and turning crank.

—

Neiuell M. Brown, Los Angeles, Calif.

MONEY FOR YOUR IDEAS!
DON'T keep those good ideas to
yourself. Share them with your
brother cinebugs! If you have built
a novel and worthwhile gadget for
your camera, projector or titler, tell

others about it. If you have devel-
oped a new or novel trick or found
a new shortcut in filming, titling,

editing or processing home movies,
pass it on to other movie makers
through these columns.

If your idea is published, you
will be paid SI.00. An extraordinary
idea will net you $5.00!

Simply write us a letter telling

about your idea and, if possible,
illustrate it with a simple sketch
or a photograph. Submit as many
ideas as you wish. Ideas not pub-
lished will be held for possible use
in later issues of Home Movies.

GIVES
Long Life To Precious

MOVIE FILM
Used on Professional Film over 10
years—NOW available to amateurs
using all types of 8 and 1 6mm. films.

* Protects film surface
Gives new brilliance

Prevents normal scratches

Saves perforation wear
Cleans old film

Positive or negative
Color or Black & White
bottle, $1.00 16 oz. bottle, $2.00

32 oz. bottle- $3.00 Postpaid.

AT YOUR DEALERS — or remit direct to

ProtexFilm CO.

723 7th Ave. Dept. H
New York 19, N. Y.

4 oz.

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
CO., INC.

130 W. 44th St.

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea, Hollywood

New ZENITH
Film Rental Catalogs are NOW available. Spe-
cify whether 8mm. S 14mm. Silent or 14mm.
Sound.

Editing, Titling, Duplicating, Vaporating,
etc. since 1924

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
Chicago 25, III. 32S2 W. Foster Ave.

WAR
BARGAINS
in LENSES and PRISMS

8 mm. MOVIE PROJECTING LENS SET— Stock No.
401 l-E. $1.20 Postpaid. Consists of two Achromatic
Lenses, diameter IS mms. and a focal length when
combined of approi. I inch.

Many other exceptional buys priced far below
cost of mfg.—Tank Prisms, Projection Lenses,
Substitute Enlarging Lenses, Reducing Lenses, etc.

FREE Write for Big Free Catalog listing full

particulars about all Lenses and Prisms
together with prices.

EDMUND SALVAGE COMPANY
P. O. Audubon, New Jersey

Vmiiimr" iiiiiiiiuiimiiiiiiiiiiininiiiiiiiHtiiiiiimMBiiiinnmniiitiiti A
1 Prisms Diamond-Sawed to your size. §
i $1 .00. Lenses optically centered, ee-

|

I merited and ground to exact diameter, |
$1.00 up.

MacVan Mfg. Co.
1 Box 385 San Diego 5, Calif. |~

in iiiinn 11 1 jiirii n:iii>tiii:rti jiiitiniJtrjiiriittJiiittfiiiititfiirTiiiiitirtiituiiiiiniinniiinnriiiiitiriTnmitik.^
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: For 35 years folks everywhere have
depended on BASS for Cine appa-
ratus.

USED CAMERAS: Cine Kodak Model A, hand crank,

F:3.5 lens, $57.50. Filmo 70A, Cooke F:3.5 lens and
case, $97.50. Bell & Howell 70C Spider Turret, I

"

Cooke F:3.5 6" Dallmeyer Tele F:4.5, carrying case,

$187.50. Victor Model 5, I" B. & H. Ansix F:2.7.

17mm. Hugo Meyer F:2.8, 4'/2
" coated Kodak F:4.5

and carrying case, $257.50.

IN STOCK: Bausch & Lomb standard 3%x4 lantern

slide projector, 1000 watt bulb, new, each $97.50.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses or Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo

F:2.l projection lens or 16mm. projectors, chemi-
cally coated, $34.45. M/2

" wide angle Filmo F:l.8

projection lens, chemically coated, $24.85. 3" F:2

projection lens, chemically coated, $36.60. 4" F:2.5

projection lens, chemically coated, $35.55.

SPECIAL: B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Maga-
zine cameras, each $24.45. Kodak focusing finder

for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. Objective finders in

stock: 15mm. $8.80, incl. Fed Tax. 4" $11.15, incl.

Fed. Tax. 6" $11.70 incl. Fed. Tax. Cine Extenar
wide angle attachments for 8mm. B. & H., Revere,

and Keystone lenses, $27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax. New
B. & H. Editing outfit, complete, 400 ft. capacity,

$50.40. Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including De Luxe Splicer, rewinds and cast alumi-
num base with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr. Splicers
for 8 or 16mm., $3.95. 2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm.
rewinds, each $17.50. Dummy with brake, $3.50.

New Bell & Howell 8mm. Titler for Aristocrat model
only, complete at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85
16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans 3.50
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels 3.30
16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans 2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. 179 W. Madison
Street, Chicago 2, III.

• BRAND new Bell & Howell 2000 foot reels, each
$4.25; Brand new Bell-Howell 1600 foot reels, each
$3.85; Brand new Bell-Howell 400 foot humidors,
3 for $1.50; Brand new Bell-Howell 8mm. steel reels,

3 for $1.35; Brand new Bell-Howell straight 8

cameras, f:3.5 lens and case, 6 films, complete
$55.00; Brand new Bell-Howell 8mm. or 16mm.
splicers, $14.65; Brand new 1-inch f:l.9 lens, for
8mm. or 16mm. cameras, $47.50; Victor, model 5,

with f:l.5 1-inch coated lens, $125.00; Brand new
Bausch & Lomb standard lantern slide projector,

$70.00; Bell-Howell direct focuser for Magazine
camera, $19.95; Brand new 8mm. coated telephoto
lens, for all 8mm. cameras, including Eastman,
model 20 and 25, $26.25; 5-inch Wollensak f:4.5

telephoto, $75.00; 35mm. DeVry, excellent condition,
$42.50; Brand new Eastman splicer with rewinds,
$29.50; Eastman self-threading 500 watt 16mm. pro-
jector, and case, $115.00; Victor 500 watt projector,
factory reconditioned, price $99.50. Brand new Bolex
combination 8mm. and 16mm. projector, $331.00;
Brand new Pierce extension exposure meter $2.15;
Univex 8mm. camera with f:5.6 lens and case, $7.50-

NEW EQUIPMENT WILL BE OUT SOON. TO
OBTAIN THE GREATEST ALLOWANCE FOR YOUR
PRESENT EQUIPMENT, WRITE, NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, 86 South 6th Street, Min-
neapolis 2, Minnesota.

• MILES filmograph recorder and reproducer,
demonstration model with 500 feet film, like new,
list $200.00, $149.50. RCA 16mm. sound camera;
new Presto disc recorder, 78-33 1/3 RPM. Micro-
phone

^
and stand. 16mm. Bolex camera, 200 foot

magazine, synchronous motor. 16mm. recorders.
Filmo 75, F3.5, case, $75.00; Filmo 70A, Cooke I"
F3.5 and wide angle lens, camera speeds 16-32,

case $101.85 New Bausch & Lomb 35mm. F3. Lenses
for 16mm. $28.00; new Ilex I" F3.5 lenses for
8mm. $19.75; Ilex 3" F3.5 lenses in focusing mounts
for 16mm. Eastman model C, 16mm. projector,
$29.00; Bell & Howell 16mm. projector, case, $95.00;
Cine Extenar wide angle lens, makes l2'/2mm.
from I" $26.85, tax included. Griswold l6-35mm.
new and used splicers. Single and double sprocket
l6-35mm. measuring machines. Send for Camart
tripod circulars for 16mm. spring and motor
cameras. Buy—Trade—Send Lists. CAMERA MART,
Dept. H.M., 70 West 45th Street, New York.

• FOR SALE—DeVry 35mm. portable sound film
projectors consisting of two projectors, 12" speaker
and 30 watt amplifier with built-in switching ar-
ranoement. All new eauipment. BOX 1010 HOME
MOVIES. 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

• TOY movie projectors—prewar construction,
motor driven. Immediate delivery. Limited quan-
tity. Also films. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.

RATES: Ten cants per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
1 0th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• MOVIE projectors—new pre-war 16mm. silent,

complete with 300 watt lamp, 400' reel, instruction
manual. While they last, $65.00 guaranteed. Used,
$47.50. Same, except hand crank instead of motor,
$27.50. Some used 16mm. sound projectors. GAL-
LAGHER FILM SERVICE, Green Bay, Wise.

• OFFICIAL Films, Craig editing equipment and
supplies, Da-Lite screens. Send for list today.
JOHN J. HILL, 512 Kelly St., Atlanta, Georgia.

WANTED
• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 4 1 - B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

• OLD TIME movies: 16mm., 35mm., positive

prints or negatives wanted, regardless of age,
condition. IRVING MEGINNIS, 340 West 29th St..

New York I.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought
sold, exchanged. Barqains always. Send for ex-

change plan. MULTIPRISES, Box 1125. Waterburv
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• I6MM. silent and sound films bought and sold

—

exchanged. Send for free list. SHERWOOD PIC-
TURES, 789 St. Marks Ave.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

• KODACHROME travel, glamour movies. De-
scriptive catalog, 25c. Beautiful projection length
"Waikiki Hula" sample film, $1.00. Specify 8mm.,
16mm. Iriscope kits, $5.00. WORLD IN COLOR
PRODUCTIONS, Box 492-C, Elmira, N. Y.

• 8MM. films: new and good used prints for sale;

50 ft., 180 ft. RIEDEL FILM SERVICE, 3207 Joslyn
Rd., Cleveland II, Ohio.

• 8MM-I6MM movie supplies, library films. Castle
films, sound and silent at lowest prices. NO-WAT-
KA, 257 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

• KODACHROME movies: projection length sample
from "Waikiki Hula," $1.00; 8mm., 16mm. Try pro-
jecting black and white films in color with Iris-

cope Kit, $5.00. Big subject catalog, 25c. WORLD
IN COLOR, Box 392, Elmira, N. Y.

• LATEST releases! Sold at discount, 8mm., 16mm.,
silent, sound! "Japs Surrender," 'F.D'.R.," etc.

Swap plan for brand new prints. Get your name
free on mailing list of livest film dealer in country.
Mention what you are interested in. CHARLIE
OORMAN, 135-H Haven, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.

• FREE 16mm. sound print of anything interesting

you may have in 35mm. sound. Must have written

permission from the copyright owner to sell 16mm.
prints. Will return your 35mm. film. COPE, 5869
So. Figueroa, Los Angeles 3, Calif.

• NEW 8mm. subjects, 50 ft. $1.00. Two Koda-
chrome art slides, $1.00. Guaranteed. LYNCH
FILMS. 1414 Fourth, Louisville 8, Ky.

• FILMS for sale or rent. 16mm. and 8mm. 10%
reduction on sales. Send for catalogs. JENKINS
I6MM. AUDIFILMS, Lewisburg, Penna.

• NICKELODEONS — original Keystone Kops,
Bothing Girls, Chaplin, John Bunny. "Hiss The
Villain" mellerdramas; 16mm. sound, silent. Ex-

clusive complete prints. Quantities limited. IRVING
MEGINNIS, 340 West 29th St., New York I.

116mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY |

995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54
j

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• USED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for
lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14
Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
67c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue list-

ing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St., Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

• HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8- 16mm.
and sound. Latest releases—money saving rates.
Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE
Box 429. Oak Park, III.

• 8MM. home movies our specialty. We buy, sell,

exchange. Bargain list new and used subjects sent
free. Address VALUES: P. O.. Woodbury, Conn.

• NEW Victor, R.C.A., and Ampro sound pjrojec-
tors. Films and projection lamps, Griswold and
Craig splicers, rewinders, reels, camera films.
ZENITH, 308 West 4th, New York City.

• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 16 and 8mm. films
for sale. Catalogs available. JENKINS AUDIFILMS,
Lewisburg, Penna.

CAMERA FILM

• CAMERA FILM: 100 ft. panchromatic 16mm.,
Weston 64. $4.95; 25 ft. double 8mm., Weston 64,
$1.99. Free processing. Movie accessories, chemicals.
We do processing. Free circulars. FROMADER
GENERA, Davenport 8. Iowa.

• FRESH movie camera films— 16mm. and 8mm.
Write for our new reduction price list AMBASSA-
DOR. 479-A Quincy St., Brooklyn. N. Y.

• MOVIE camera films: \00' 16mm. $2.50; 25'

double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing. BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FILMS FOR EXCHANCE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charqe. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS
Boy 53» Brockton Mass.

FOR EXCHANGE, MISC.

• SHOTGUNS, TARGET PISTOLS AND RIFLES,
accepted in trade on cameras, projectors, screens,
editors, and everything photographic. If you have
equipment of this type to trade in, or if you wish
to trade in your present photographic equipment
toward new merchandise, soon to be received, you
will find our prsent allowances more than liberal.
Write describing your equipment and we will quote
our allowances by return mail. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, 86 South 6th Street, Minneapolis 2,

Minn.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REPERFORATION of any brand B&W or color
16mm. film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft. roll. Film slit for
single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send all films insured marked "Reperforate" to
FILMCRAFT. 4038 Broadway. Kansas City, Mo.

INSTRUCTION BOOKS

• AMATEURS— Professionals! "You Can Make A
Fortune With Your Camera." New bulletin. Former
camera journalist reveals secrets for first time.
Only $1.00. EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS. Aero-
Trade, Adams, Mass.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO. Box 46, Southgate, Calif.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• SPECIAL double 8mm. Eastman Inferno positive
film for titling purposes. $5.00 per 400 ft. or |l/

2 c

per foot in smaller lots. Minimum order $1.50.
Limit three rolls per customer. Will ship C.O.D.,
FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

MISCELLANEOUS
e EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with
album explaining Combat Unit using each in-

signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $1.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood. Calif,



Bred out of a distinguished "family" of precision instruments, bolex motion

picture cameras are as cherished among hundreds of thousands of amateur

motion picture hobbyists as thoroughbreds are among lovers of fine horses.

Thrilling in performance, exactingly accurate in reproduction, bolex cameras

provide an unusually wide scope of activities for home movies—whether you
are filming the first steps of a baby, the gorgeous panorama of a setting by

nature, or a scene at the racetrack, you can depend upon the superb mech-
anism and the many distinctive' features of bolex to express the highest form
of motion picture art.

It cannot be emphasized too frequently that what makes bolex cameras great

is not only the fine materials, precision and superior engineering—these are

only part of the story. What makes bolex cameras great is the proud heritage

behind each of these instruments. The people who make bolex are closely kin

to the silver craftsmen of days gone by, for it may be truly said that into

their work go their whole heart and soul—and so, when you buy a bolex you

are not merely buying a camera, you're also purchasing a treasured possession,

the good name of the people who make it. The makers, E. Paillard k Co.,

started business in 1814 and their precision instruments are known for their

high quality around the world.

It will be a pleasure to work with bolex for other reasons. Actual ownership

testimonials reveal the long, trouble-free service of this camera—repairs are

almost non-existent and the same may be said for replacements. Moreover,

with bolex you get a complete camera—no costly accessories are necessary

—

everything that you need to make the best in home movies are incorporated

with the superbly beautiful, genuine leather, chrome trimmed case that is BOLEX.

BOLEX MODEL H-16 AND H-8
Except for the fact that the bolex H-8 is equipped for taking double-eight

millimeter film in 25', 50' and 100' rolls . . . both cameras are exactly alike. And both, in the opinion of their owners, offer you
more for your money than other cameras in their price bracket. Each model provides automatic threading, parallax correcting

viewfinders, critical visual focusing, still picture mechanism for snapshots or time exposures, frame counters, rewinding mechanism,

speeds from 8 to 64 frames, three-lens turret, and many other distinguished advancements. Price of the bolex Model H-8, with-

out lens, $200.00. Price for the bolex Model H-16, $200.00, without lens. This model with Kern-Paillard Switar 1" F/1.4 lens,

$357.50; in beautiful leather case, $397.00. (Excise tax on Switar lens, $26.25; no tax on camera.) bolex Model H-16 with Kern-

Paillard Yvar 1" F/2.5 lens, in micrometer focusing mount, $259.50; with case, $298.00. (Excise tax on Yvar lens, $9.75; no tax

on camera.) Frame counter for H-16 or H-8, $17.50 additional.

- mux -

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY • 521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



THE NEW PAILLARD-KERN SWITAR LENS
...the world's finest for the world's finest 16mm camera

The new Paillard-Kern Switar l" F/1.4 is double coated ... an anti-glare coating has been

applied to both surfaces of all elements, thus allowing brilliant subjects to be filmed against

the light without halation. Movies made with the Switar have unusual sparkle and depth, and
its fine, full chromatic correction and optical precision make it an exceptionally efficient "color"

lens. The diaphragm stops lock automatically in position and stay set unless intentionally

moved. An ingenious depth of field scale operates automatically as the diaphragm stops are set and the distances from the camera
at which subjects will be in sharp focus is instantly read.

The focusing mount is of Paillard precision and makes this lens the smoothest of all to operate. Focusing scale runs from V/z"

to infinity. Even at full aperture, the Switar renders an astonishingly sharp and contrasted picture with focus consistent from
corner to corner. Priced at $157.50. (Excise tax, $26.25)

THE LimE'5e«*t*b«"IN MOVIE CAMERAS. BOLEX MODEL L-S

Never before has a "small" camera offered so much to the movie maker who is

interested in results—with minimum effort and aggravation. Stripped of all but

essential features—there is no excess baggage to run up the cost—the L-8 produces

movies at normal speed and exact exposure because it has a constant speed motor

and governor that does not permit the camera to run either too fast or too slow. Each
frame in every sequence receives the same exposure—l/30th second at 16 frames per

second. This is only one of the many unusual features of this unusual

camera. Easy to load, easy to focus, easy to carry—the L-8 is perfect

for sportsmen, the man around the home, and the ladies. It Is now
equipped with the famous Kern-Paillard Yvar J4" F/2.8 lens, which,

in itself, is an achievement worthy of note. Price of the bolex Model
L-8, with zipper suede bag, $68.75. With Kern-Paillard Yvar y'2

"

F/2.8 lens, in micrometer focusing mount, $50.80 additional. The
excise tax of $12.50 and $8.47 respectively makes the complete cost

of this outfit only $140.52.

AYE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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When the great day comes, when he comes home to

stay . . . will you ever forget it?

Home movies will keep your memories forever

bright. You'll re-live that thrilling home-coming again

and again . . . keep for a lifetime that shining day
of pride

!

And for showing your own home movies, as well

as those you may rent or buy from the thousands of

subjects offered by the Filmosound Library, Filmos

excel! Sharp, brilliant pictures, simple operation, long

life—you have them all in the Filmo "Diplomat"
Projector, built in the same tradition that makes
Bell & Howell the preferred studio equipment for

Hollywood and the world.

How to Get a Filmo "DIPLOMAT"
See your Bell & Howell dealer now! He will help you
avoid unnecessary delivery delay. For full information

on the "Diplomat," other improved B&H home movie
equipment, and the Filmosound Library, send the coupon
today.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Holly-

wood; Washington, D. C; London.

Use U. S. Treasury 16mm. films to sell Victory Bonds!

OPTI-ONICS— products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics * mechanics

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormlck Road. Chicago 45

Please send, without cost or obligation: I ) infor-

mation on the improved "Diplomat" Projector;

catalog of Filmosound Library

( ) educational Alms.
| recreational

PRECISION-MADE BY £/ ^

HM-IWS

NCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD
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come home, too . • •

serve Schools, Churches, Industries and the home user.

VICTOR has served long and well;

Victor wants to come home to again

Thousands of letters ask, "How soon ? When can we have

the Animatophone ?" As you know, we've been working

for Uncle Sam; his demands for VICTOR have been of

^J^
=
^^^m^/ £*8ant * c proportion . . . for both military and industrial

training. Meanwhile the VICTOR dealer has patriotically waited. Today it's

natural to ask: "When?" ^]0j*S\ °ur reply? "Soon, we

hope!" Even now, we are ~7^«wfcf~ delivering to Lncle Sam

who still thinks VICTOR best for his boys, on land and sea and air.

Meanwhile, civilian ship- Cfiwi^S>* £\

ments are being made in limited

amounts. It won't be long before VICTOR, heaped with the honors

of war, will be available for any and all requirements.

VICTOR
AN IMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Home Office and Factory: Davenport, fowa

New York (18)—MeGraw Hill Bldg., 330 W. 42nd Street

Chicago (1)—188 W. Randolph

MAKERS OF I6MM EQUIPMENT SINCE 1923
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FOR YOUR HOME MOVIE

SHOWS

in these Walt Disney Cartoons!

, ©WOP

DONALD DUCK
The Auto Mechanic 913-A

The Ham Actor 914-A

Red Hot Bullets 1553-A

Buzz Saw Battle 1554-A

MINNIE MOUSE
Mickey's Orphan Child . 1 501 -A

Mickey The Nursemaid . 1 506 -A

Mickey's Bad Dream ...1507-A

Mickey's Little Eva 1 508-A

MICKEY MOUSE
Mickey's Lucky Break 1 502-A

The Gorilla Tamer 1503-A

Mickey's Quick Exit 1 504-A

Mickey's Congo Killer.... 1 505-

A

PRICES
100 ft. 16mm $3.00

50 ft. 8mm $1.50

MICKEY MOUSE CARTOONS
Produced By Walt Disney

Distributed in 8mm. and 16mm. by Hollywood Film Enterprises, Inc.

ASK YOUR DEALER FOR DEMONSTRATION SCREENING

cAll Subject* cAvailable in Sotk 8mm. and /6mm.
HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please ship the following films as indicated:

Remittance Enclosed^ Ship C.O.D.

Name

Address..

State

City..

Zone
..No

Send Free Catalog

Film Title Number Price

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES

INC.

6060 Sunset Blvd. - Hollywood 28, California
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G*1 ^fi^ CASTLE FILMS'

NEWS PARADE Z YEAR"

[STUPENDOUS DRAMA of the most momen- in future years. This ninth annual Castle

tous twelve months of all time, packed Film, now world-famous, is a "must" for

into one reel of authentic movies! Historic, every projector owner. The only complete

dynamic scenes . . . battle action thrillers, motion picture in ONE reel of ALL the

V-E and V-J Day events... the great news year's most important events. Order yours

stories of 1945 are yours to see and own NOW!

New 1945 De Luxe Castle Films' Catalog describing 130 thrilling

home movies! Historic war films! Sports! Thrills! Adventure! Travel!

Fun cartoons! Profusely illustrated. A thrill in itself. Use it as your
shopping guide this Christmas. Send coupon for it now!

ORDER FORM

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK 20

8 mm.
50 feet . . . $1.75

180 feet . . . 5.50

16 mm.
100 feet . . . 2.75

360 feet . . . 8.75

Sound, 350 feet 17.50

Use U. S. Treasury 16 mm. Films to Sell Victory Bonds ftimltlinci enclosed Ship C.O.D.

Send Castle Films' "NEWS PARADE OF
THE YEAR" (1945) in the size and length

indicated. HM .,,

Address

City Zone State

Send CistJi Films' FREE DiLut Catiloi

1
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Make of

Christmas pictures

Q-|j
^xPosure Meter

Good news! Get better pic-

tures than ever— with a new
General Electric exposure
meter. New advantages . . . no
increase in price! Stronger.
Lighter. New. improved light-

sensitive cell. New, even
sturdier element. Easy to use.
Extremely sensitive. Always
accurate. One-hand operation.
At most dealers before Christ-
mas. Arrange for your new G-E
now. General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Get a new G-E
...3 meters in one!

Type DW-58

Federal tax
included

GENERAL% ELECTRIC

REVIEWS ./

cAmateur 3ilm£

it EVERY filmer of amateur movies, whether

a subscriber or not, is invited to submit his

films to the editors for review and helpful

criticism. This free service applies to any

type of picture whether it be your first

movie or a pretentious photoplay effort.

Aim of this service is to help you make bet-

ter pictures.

LITTLE GENIUS, a mere 90 feet of

8mm. Kodachrome, was filmed by Mrs.

Merle Williams, Los Angeles, Calif. In

this picture, a mother bids her small

son goodnight, then retires; and, like

most people, she dreams. In the dream

sequences we see her going about her

housework. Her little son enters the

room and obviously because of some gift

of intuition not explained, -says: "Moth-

er, you are going to get some money to-

day!" Which she does. In due time there

comes a check in the mail, repayment

of a sum loaned a friend. Later, the boy

predicts that a horse named Suki is

going to win the big race that day

—

which he does and which mama cashes,

in on—and still later the boy predicts

he is going to receive a dog. And when
the lad brings home the dog, his mother

becomes a little disturbed at the lad's

ability to foretell things so accurately.

However, mother decides to accept

the dog, fondles and kisses it, and the

picture returns at this point to the

original scene of mother in bed. Her
pet dog has jumped on the bed and is

licking her face, awakening her.

The photography is exceptional good

except for one or two scenes in which

players' heads are cut by top of frame

line; but the indoor lighting and sharp

exposures are excellent. There are some

fine inserts of a letter, a check, etc. The
composition and lettering of the titles

are extremely good, but the choice and

size of the type used detracted from
their readibility.

The story idea is pleasing and inter-

estingly developed. A fault is the lack

of a plausible explanation, other than

the dream premise, of the boy's ability

to predict the events that occur. A
transitional effect—double fades or lap

dissolve—are noticeably absent between

the opening and closing scenes and the

dream sequences.

Mrs. Williams employed a Bell &
Howell Filmo with a one-inch f:2.<

lens, tripod, light meter and a Holly-

wood Titleer. Together with her husband

she printed the title cards on a small

printing press. Fourteen hours were re-

quired to make the picture and the 14

• Continued on Page 49J
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because

the finest film stocks must go to

Uncle Sam—and will continue to

go until Victory is won . . . be-

cause Kin-O-Lux will not com-

promise with quality . . . will not

use substitute materials, rejects,

miscellaneous ends of strips

. . . because when you buy
Kin-O-Lux Film you can be sure

of uniform quality—and that the

very best, always.

You can be sure, too, that

Kin-O-Lux products have been

designed to provide you with

greater pleasure . . . greater ef-

ficiency — designed to cost you

less ... or give you more for

your money at the same price.

KIN-O-LUX inc.
105 West 40 St., New York 18
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'All Sing Together" 16 mm. Sound Reels

Your Family Will Be Crazy About!

"Oh, my darling Clementine

whose shoes were number 9 .

"Daisy, Daisy, give me your answer,

do . . . 'cause I'm half crazy . .
."

up you troubles in your old kit

and smile, smile, smile . .
."

"Old MacDonald had a (arm . .

and on the farm he nad . . .

HRILL your family ...dazzle your friends .. .with

these four delightful sing-song reels —each a joyous

animation of four ever-popular songs.

You just can't help joining in the rousing choruses

of songs like "Daisy," set against a brilliant Gay
Nineties background . . . "Clementine," vividly

illustrated with the funniest animated cartoons

you've ever seen . . . "The Man on the Flying Tra-

peze," with nostalgic lantern slide animation . .

and all your other all-time old-time favorites.

Here is the four complete "Let's All Sing Together"
listing:

I

Daisy, Doiiy

Old MacDonald Had A
Form

Home On the Range

Alouette

Oh, Susanna

Carry On
Short'nin Bread

Pack Up Your
Troubles

III

Put On Your Old Cray
Bonnet

The More We Are To-

gether

The Daring Young Man
on the Flying Trapeze

Carry On

IV

My Wild Irish Rose

En Rouland Ma 6ou/e

Clementine

I've Got Sixpence

You can buy these reels separately if you desire

at only $25.00 each ... but you will surely want
two or more. The entire four sells sell for the re-

duced price of $90.00!

Once you get these thrilling and delightful sing-

song reels, you and your family never need go
another dull evening. You can be sure of that! So,

fill in and mail coupon today.

*a hwct LIKE AN OLD. COAT
PUT NOW IM FORlORN. THAT IS TATTERED AND TORN.

"Carry on, carry on, carry on,

we will always carry on .

"Oh, he flies through the air with the

greatest of ease, the daring young
man on the flying trapeze . .

."

INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL & TELEVISION CORP.

A Force For Better Living Through 16mm

25 WEST 45th STREET • NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

INTERNATIONAL THEATRICAL & TELEVISION CORP.
25 West 45th Street, New York 19, N. Y.

Please send me O reels of each of numbers 1

2 3 4.

Enclosed is a check money order or C.O.D.

for $ .... covering the above order.

Name „

Address

WIN $10,000 FIRST PRIZE!
10 Big Additional Prizes!

For Best Amateur Motion Picture on any subject. Write contest director,

International Theatrical & Television Corp., for complete details.
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MUSICAL COPIES
16MM SOUND ONLY

ETHEL WATERS in Bubbling Over — A bubbling musical. Brings Ethel Waters' inimit-

able singing to your screen. The setting is Harlem — where Ethel has trouble with a lazy

husband and too many relatives. (21 minutes)

BERT LAHR in No More West— The one and only Bert Lahr rip-roars his way from

an eastern shooting gallery to the wooly West, becomes involved in a bad man chase,

and winds up as sheriff. 14 minutes)

LENA HORNE in Boogie Woogie
Dream — A scintillating night-club story,

with songs by lovely Lena Home, boogie

woogie by Ammons & Johnson and smooth

swing by Teddy Wilson's Cafe Society

Orchestra. (14 minutes)

IMOGENE COCA in Bashful Ballerina
— Sparkling mimicry from Imogene Coca,

as Miss Glutz, the bashful ballerina who
always puts the wrong foot forward, as she

trips through her routines. Buddy Page's

orchestra. (19 minutes)

Jefferson Machamer's Gags & Gals in

KOO KOO (CORRESPONDENCE SKOOL
—Jeffy Weffy, artist, enrolls in the Koo Koo

Korrespondence Skool . . -and mixes paints,

as well as songs, gags and beautiful models

in a gay combination of fun and music.

(16 minutes)

NIELA GOODELLE in Air Parade-Songs
by Niela Goodelle and Lee Sullivan — im-

personations of Ed Wynn and W. C. Fields

by Arthur Boran — and Johnny Johnson's

Orchestra make this film tops in entertain-

ment. (18 minutes)

OFFICIAL FILMS

WILLIE HOWARD in The Smart Way
—Willie Howard, as Prof. Ginsbairge, plots

to kill his wife the "smart way" . . . but

gets danced off his feet and into a wheel-

chair. (18 minutes)

YOURS— at Official Films' standard
low price of $37.50 each — complete
with 800' Reel and Can.

INC.

625 MADISON AVENUE NEW YORK 22. N. Y.

Please send the OFFICIAL FILMS' MUSICAL
COMEDIES at $37.50 each checked below:

Bubbling Over. No More West. Boogie

Woogie Dream. The Smart Way. KOO KOO
KORRESPONDENCE SKOOL. Air Parade.

Bashful Ballerina.

Ship C. O. D. Remittance Enclosed.

Name .

Address

City State
~ Send me 1946 32-page catalog listing and il-

lustrating 115 films.
HM-ll-45



orhe room is darkened . . . and unfolded

on the screen is a scene of rich brilliancy that draws

exclamations of delight!

The famed brilliant illumination of the Revere

Projector is the result of the right combination of

optical sysfem and mechanical design which utilizes

to the fullest extent the intensity of the light beam.

All of Revere's designing skill is funneled into one

type of cine equipment . . . 8mm! Thus, you

can be certain the Revere Projector provides the

maximum illumination for the most effective home

projection of color film, consistent with safety

and preservation of the film itself.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 6,/ ILLINOIS

EVERE ft
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NOW AT YOUR DEALER'S

• These photographs were taken by
Commercial Photographer Robert
Chick within a few seconds of each
other with a 6%" W'ollensak Series 2

Velostigmat/4.5 lens in Rapax Shutter.

Time, 1/2 5 sec. at /16 taken in strong
sunlight. Developing and printing
conditions identical.

Note bad flare and fogging in die pic-

ture taken with uncoated lens, its flat

look and lack of "snap." The W'ollen-
sak lens with COATED OPTICS elimi-

nated flare and fogging . . . brought out
the full warmth of the skin tones, the
rich detail of water and background . .

.

gave edge-to-edge sharpness impossi-
ble to achieve, under the same light

conditions, with an uncoated lens.

To help you make better pictures, your new
Wollensak lenses—still, cine, enlarging and
projection—are specially treated with the

war-developed anti-reflecting hard coating

that's today's big news for the camera fan.

The first time you use your new Wollensak
lens—for color or black-and-white work

—

you'll appreciate these important advantages:

Wollensak COATED OPTICS reduce internal
reflections which cause "flare."

Wollensak COATED OPTICS produce greater
detail and contrast in your pictures, give them
new sparkle and brilliance.

W'ollensak COATED OPTICS increase light

transmission 2 5 c
/c or more.

Order your new W'ollensak lens from your dealer
now. He ll show you how COATED OPTICS help
make it a finer lens than ever.

OPTICAL COMPANY, ROCHESTER 5, N. Y„ U. S. A.



KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS



HOME MOVIES

Your Own or Your First Gift Subscription $2.50

Bach Additional Gift Subscription 2.00
(Be sure to give postal unit numbers for addresses requiring them)

TO
PLEASE PRINT

STREET

Please send Gift Subscription
to the above from:

CITY, P08TAL UNIT NO., STATU

TO.
PLEASE PRINT

STREET

Please send Gift Subscription
to the above from:

CITY, POSTAL UNIT NO., STATE

TO_
PLEASE PRINT

STREET

Please send Gift Subscription
to the above from:

CITY, POSTAL UNIT NO.. STATE

/ enclose $. Jn payment for these subscriptions

OPTICAL COMPANY, ROCHESTER 5, N. Y., U. S. A.
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with the features every home

movie fan wants plus precision

Q 750-watt8mm. projec-

tor made in this country.

8 mm. projector taking 400-

foot reel for 32-minute
show.

750-watt 8mm. projector
made in this country
allowing projection of

"stills" without burning
films.

PLUSI LUO 100% -rated f.1.6
Wollensak 1" lens.

Self-adjusting, removable film

gate.

Fast automatic rewind.
Pilot light.

Quick, easy film threading.
Knob for framing.
Large blower fan.

Motor Shaft geared to projector.

Three-way master switch for
motor, lamp and off.

Brilliant pictures up to 9 feet

wide at 36 ft. projection.

MODEL A -8 Keystone

Larger, Brighter Pictures . . . Professional Precision and Performance

Add up the features of the model A-8 projector and you get the

sum-total of picture-showing pleasure in store for you. Every feature

fills a need long felt by movie fans with professional standards. . . .

each "first" should rate Keystone first on your post-war purchasing

list. Plan to look over this projector . . . and the rest of Keystone's

precision line ... at your camera shop, soon!

KEYSTONE MANUFACTURING COMPANY, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS
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PUS

See these timely Christmas films

—just released for your holiday

showings. They'll make unusual

Christmas gifts, too, for 16mm.

sound projector owners.

Christmas Subjects

(Running time: } minutes each)

Jingle Bells

Silent Night

Little Town of Bethlehem

It Came Upon a Midnight Clear

O Come All Ye Faithful

Other Religious Films

Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory

(6 minutes)

(Roosevelt D-Day Prayer)

Mexican Miracle (15 minutes)

Day of Guadalupe (6 minutes)

"Song Book of the

Screen" Subjects

(Running time: } minutes each)

Home on the Range

Home Sweet Home

America (My Country 'Tis of

Thee)

Old Black Joe

ALL IN COLOR!

Available in 16mm. sound only

at your nearest film library—for

rental or sale.

Write for our new catalogue

which lists other 16mm. sound

shorts and features.

nncT pictures CORP.
KIIN I 723 Seventh AvenueWW B New York 19, N. Y.

what's iiw
IN CINE EQUIPMENT

Film Cleaner

The Lyal Moviefilm Cleaner is a novel

accessory designed to rid films of dust

and dirt automatically during process

of rewinding. Designed to be attached

to editing board or on top of film

viewers and editors, as pictured, the

device consists of a set of aluminum
spindles which guide the film between

two soft sable brushes which whisk

dust particles from both surfaces of

the film, thus eliminating danger of

film scratch during projection. Manu-
facturer is Anti-Friction Bearings

Company, Los Angeles, Calif.

Pro-Jr. Tripod

The Camera Equipment Company,

1600 Broadway, New York City, an-

nounces that the "Professional Junior"

tripod, said to be a replica of profes-

sional studio tripods and designed es-

pecially for 1 6mm. cameras, is now
available to civilians. Until recently,

the government was taking the entire

output. This accessory features a fric-

tion type head which gives velvet-
• Continued on Page 500

Mil-0
MOVIE SHADE
FILTER KITS

"The Kit That fits"

Fits ALL Movie Cameras
Handy way to better pictures. Kit includes

polished all-aluminum movie lens shade and two

filters you need—one Kodachrome Haze and

one Type A Daylight—in attractive leather

pouch.

• MOVIE SHADE

•TWO FILTERS

• LEATHER POUCH

Complete Kit

$A 75

List

18c Excise Tax

Specify Camera When Ordering from Your

Dealer or Direct

MILLER OUTCALT CO.
267 S. Alexandria Los Angeles 4, Calif.

********+****¥******+******

TECHNICAL

BOOKS For Your

Home Movies Hobby

Excellent for
J

Ckriitmai Qiving. «

How To Title Home Movies $1.00

How To Reverse Movie Film 1.00

Cadgers And How To Build Them 1.00

How To Use A Movie Camera.-.. .50

50 Ideas For Filming Children .25

50 Ideas For Vacation Films 25

How To Roadshow 16mm. Films .25

We Prepay Charges

VERHALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Blvd. Hollywood 28. Calif.

***************************
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the new
1

~a Performance
r Improved Fen

Amprosound Premier 10

A new 16mm. sound projector embodying many

basic improvements derived from Wartime Experience

War is a hard teacher—but a good one! Ampro

made good projectors before Pearl Harbor, but

the war taught us how to make better ones. The

new Amprosound "Premier 10" is dramatic

proof of this fact. For here is a machine with

numerous important refinements and

improvements that reaches new high levels of

projection efficiency. It is now available in

restricted quantities for civilian use. For the com-

plete story of this new projector, write today for

special folder on the Amprosound "Premier 10."

AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO 1 8 • A General Precision Equipment Corporation Subsidiary
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How to foil a fidgety actress!

MAKING indoor movies of tem-

peramental young children isn't

easy.

Use too bright lights, and your subject

recoils. Squints. Protests! Focus on

your star in one position, and he (or

she) is certain to move to another.

A good answer is Ansco Triple S Pan

Film. It's fast—plenty fast. So fast you

can make good indoor shots with a very

minimum of light. So fast you can

stop down for extra depth of field

—

keep pictures sharp even if your sub-

ject does move closer or farther away!

Try Triple S Pan. See how it improves

your photography. We're doing our

best to make enough of this fine film to

supply everyone. If your dealer's stock is

exhausted today, try again tomorrow.

Ansco, Binghamton, New York.

A Division of General Aniline 8c Film

Corporation.

-ASK FOR

Ansco
8 & 1 6mm

TRIPLE S PAN
FILM
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© Holiday home movies tell an interesting story when each scene is carefully planned before shooting begins.

Ewing Galloway

PLM IT 01 PIPER!
Charting Your Story Scene By Scene

Will Insure A Better Picture

THERE are two ways of shooting

scenes for home movies: one is shoot-

ing "off the cuff"—with no shoot-

ing script prepared. Although this prac-

tice is no longer followed in the studios,

unfortunately it is still in vogue among
many movie amateurs. What happens is

that a lot of miscellaneous unrelated

shots result that are difficult to string

together later in editing.

The other and approved method is

to shoot from a scenario or prepared

script. The scenario is our film in blue-

print form with each scene described in

action and location and with detailed

camera instructions.

First we need a basic idea for our

picture whether it is to be a family film

or a more detailed photoplay effort.

Family activities during the coming

holidays call for more than simply film-

ing Thanksgiving and Christmas events

in snapshot fashion. Such films can be

made more interesting if the action is

planned in advance so that it will ap-

pear on the screen in compelling narra-

tive form. It is a story the film is to

relate in pictures. Preferably, it should

be a simple, straight-running story with

a limited number of subjects or players

and with the story developed by action

rather than by acting.

A first requisite in planning any

home movie is to decide upon the treat-

ment. Is the story a gay, brilliantly

lighted comedy? A fast action narrative

calling for short, fast cuts? Or is it a

gloomy and somber subject requiring

• Continued on Page 495
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1945 COITEST WIPERS
B

GEORGE BURNWOOD of Phila-

delphia, one of the nation's most
avid cine fans, is winner of the

Lloyd Bacon Trophy, highest award in

Home Movies' 1945 annual amateur

contest. His picture, Fellow On A Fur-

lough, Movie of the Month for August,

I
H H

1945, was adjudged the best film en-

tered in the contest.

Although the number of films entered

was not as great as in 1944, the quality

factor remained on a level with films

submitted in previous annual contests.

Eights and sixteens tied for trophy

MR. AND MRS. RYNE ZIMMER-
MAN of Milwaukee won first

award trophy in the family films

class for "Ginger," 8mm. Ko-
dachrome film starring their
daughter and pet terrier shown
below in scene from picture.

N

honors this year, there being five 8mm.
and five 16mm. films in the trophy

winners' circle. Among the winners in

the 8mm. group, three films were in

Kodachrome and two in black and

white. In the 16mm. group four were

in Kodachrome and one in black and

white.

Burnwood, one of the founding

fathers of the Philadelphia 8-16 Movie

club and a cinefilmer for some fifteen

years, hinted of the deliberateness of

his effort in the letter which accom-

panied his entry. "A couple of years

ago," he wrote the editor, "when we
exchanged recordings, you issued a chal-

lenge to me to enter a film in your

annual contest. The challenge is hereby

met!" The handsome Lloyd Bacon Tro-

phy, sponsored by the famous Holly-

wood motion picture director and

awarded Mr. Burnwood, remains his

permanent possession.

Fellow On A Furlough is a beautiful

example of supreme accomplishment in

1 6mm. photography, a fact which also

won for Burnwood the achievement

• Continued on Page 491
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Mexico's Neighboring Republic

Offers Endless Inspiration

For Rare And Colorful Movies

By HERBERT C. LANKS

HOME MOVIES FOR NOVEMBER

/^INE cameraists who follow the movie making route

I . through old Mexico, as described by this writer last

\J month, will want to continue southward into Guate-

mala. No other country in this hemisphere can surpass this

tiny little republic as a source of picture material for the

movie maker. There may be countries that vie with it in

scenery and in colorful people, but nowhere will one find

a richer combination of both in such never ending variety.

Guatemala is really mountainous. No matter where one

enters the country, one is impressed by the fact that here

nature played the fantastic trick of placing a good deal of

the country on edge. Whether Guatamala is approached by
boat through the principal port of Puerto Barrios on the

Atlantic side, or through any of the smaller ports on the

Pacific side, invariably the traveler's destination is the

modern capital, Guatemala City, high up in the interior of

the country. This is a very convenient base of operations

for exploring the whole country.

The ascent to this little ultra-modern city tucked away
in a mountain valley is by railway and should be registered

by one's movie camera.

The railway twists and loops around endless curves in

order to gain altitude. This affords a fine opportunity for

shooting out of the window and catching the front end of

the train with the locomotive puffing up the steep grade.

This can be repeated at intervals showing how the short

railway trip carries one through successive climatic zones,

from the low tropical rain forest and banana country along

the coast, through the subtropical and into the temperate

zones. Another way to register this breathtaking ascent in

spectacular fashion is to film with the camera upside down
from the rear platform of the last coach as the train descends.

• The streets of San Pedro, through which passes the

Pan-American highway, are notable for their meticu-
lously laid pavement blocks and their cleanliness.

• Religious festivals afford some of the most colorful

filming opportunities to be found in Guatemala. Pictured

is a religious procession in a village near San Marcos.

• Fair young Guatemalan maids assume domestic chores
at an early age, carrying baby sister or brother in a

shawl slung across their backs as they go about their work.
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By turning this strip of film end for end after processing,

it will give the illusion of having been filmed from the front

of train as it ascends the mountain range.

Of course, where one enters the country by the Pan
American Highway from Mexico, there will be no end of

opportunities to register the spectacular mountainous scenery

of Guatemala. Soon after crossing the Talisman Bridge across

the Suchiate River, separating Mexico and Guatamala, the

precipitous ascent begins in earnest. It pauses on a sort of

plateau, as one enters the border town of Malacatan, and

then continues, breath-taking and awe-inspiring, until the

high level of the Indian country is reached.

For the most part this route is through coffee country,

very beautiful to the eye but not so photogenic to the camera

because of the endless green of the foliage and the shade

of huge trees which protect the tender coffee bush. But

where the filmer can arrange an invitation to stop off and

visit a coffee plantation along the way, there will be plenty

of interesting things to photograph. The whole coffee pro-

cess makes a most interesting movie subject, especially if one

can arrive in the late summer during the coffee harvest. The
native Indians in colorful costumes, picking the bright red

berries make interesting shooting. Whole families will b:

found industriously at work as they hasten to get in the

harvest as the coffee bean ripens. Be sure to include shots

of some of the children picking coffee, too. Get flashes of

life on a coffee plantation, both that of the white owners

and the Indian "souls," as they are called. A splendid oppor-

tunity to picture contrasts and thus present pictorially the

social picture of the country.

Watch for groups of Indian laborers working on Guate-

mala roads, excavating by hand, carting away a whole

mountain side and filling in a whole valley by means of

boxes of earth carried on the back. Here one can film

the story of how a country, with the most difficult terrain

for road building in Latin America has produced a remark-

able network of highways, including a fine section of the

Pan American, which has been completed across the country

ahead of that of any other Central American country.

Among the road workers will be found the first evidence

of one of the most striking native customs—that of the

distinct costumes or mode of dress which identifies them
for the village in which they live. An age old custom among
Guatemalans decress that the inhabitants of each town shall

dress in the style and colors of fabrics established earlier by
their descendants. Later, as the traveler enters a town, the

custom becomes more evident, and the contrast of visiting

natives from nearby villages will be noted from their bizarre

and often comic-opera-like costumes as they gather about

the central market place.

This subject of native costumes might logically begin with

the making of the cloth. Most of the fabrics used by Guate-

malans are hand woven by natives. The process of weaving
the lovely vari-color hand-woven textiles goes back centuries

long before the coming of the white man, and is one of

the most interesting subjects to photograph. It involves an

apparatus hitched to a convenient tree or post and supported

at the other end by a woman-weaver sitting on the ground.

The natives of each commu-
nity weave in the peculiar

design and in the colors estab-

lished by earlier generations.

One of the first places along

the Pan American Highway
where this weaving activity

may be recorded is in the pro-

vince of San Marcos. Many of

the other places are off the

main highway, especially up in

the hills or in the villages

bordering Lake Atitlan.

• Continued on Page 4R8

mi

• Guatemala City's Sixth Avenua—the Capitol's "Broadway."
Note the elaborate display over theatre marquee calling atten-
tion to a Deanna Durbin picture.

• And by contrast is this waterfront village scene at Puerto
Barrios resembling a Hollywood movie set.

• Interior of a peon's native

hut in lowland Guatemala.
Gathered about the crude
fireplace, mother and daugh-
ters prepare the family meal
of tortillas or a yucca stew.

• As in Mexico, handcrafts
are abundant in Guatemala,
offering endless opportunity
for film studies. Such subjects
should be filmed in complete,
story-telling sequences.
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• First step in choosing music
for your movies is to review
the film carefully and make
notes of the various moods
and approximately how much
music will be required. For
example, allow so many sec-
onds of one type music for

the opening of your picture

—

the main, credit and intro-

ductory titles. Then catalog
each sequence, according to
tempo or mood, and make a
note of the number of seconds
or minutes of music that will

be required. With this data,
it will be easy to select and
use the right records for
maximum showmanship results.

CHOOSING MUSIC

FOR YOUR MOVIES
Let The Mood Of Your Movies Govern The
Type Of Music Played In Accompaniment

• For The Beginning Amateur

IIOOD is the dominating factor in

VI determining what musical back-

*M ground to prepare for a movie. Just

as the painter establishes such a feeling

in his painting through a careful selec-

tion of his paints and oils, music tran-

scends all other external things in im-

portance when used as an auxiliary to

I C K

heighten the effects of any film. Holly-

wood goes so far as to use music as an

accompaniment for conversation, and in

places where music could never con-

ceivably appear. Of course, in the days

of silent pictures, music was prominent

through fine pit orchestras and organs,

and so it will be tomorrow when the

HOME MOVIES FOR NOVEMBER

amateur gets back to shooting movies
again.

Movie amateurs will have to be con-
tent for awhile, at least, with disc

recordings as a means for providing

music for their films. However, select-

ing, cueing and playing these records

can become just as fascinating a part

of the hobby as writing the script,

shooting the film, editing the results

and projecting the picture.

The most awkward part for the ama-
teur who wants to provide music for

his films is the question of what
music. Liking music, he has his favorite

radio programs and may attend con-

certs in his community, but he realizes

that while he has "heard" music he has

not really "listened" to it. Consequently,

when confronted with the task of be-

coming musical director for his movie
films, he wilts at the various aspects of

the problem. To me, a music director by
profession, this is one of the jobs I like

best about my hobby. Back in the days

of the Sennett bathing beauties and the

thrilling westerns of Bill Hart, I was
playing in a movie house orchestra. Our
big moments came when the picture

had its own musical score and we could

play from "manuscript" the complete

scores for such super-doopers as "The
Birth of a Nation" or Griffiths' "Way
Down East."

There is only one way to successfully

select music and that is on the basis of

"mood." All music is emotional and it

definitely affects three distinct parts of

the body—the feet, the mind, and the

heart. Marches, dances and all popular

music strike immediately at the pedal

extremities of a person, starts the feet to

tapping. Classical music in the more
abstract forms of the sonata, concerto

and symphony are considered "high-

brow" and therefore appeal more to the

lofty-minded person. Songs, orchestral

tone poems and sacred music all appeal

to the heart. So, with this general,
• Continued on Page 494

• Usually, only a portion of each record

is played, depending upon its content, etc.

This means that each record must be cued
and a suitable method employed to locate

the starting point of each record. Shown
here is a simple method of attaching to

record a strip of pasteboard of the re-

quired length to indicate starting point.

The needle thus located, strip is bent up
out of way and record rotated.
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Filming Your

Home Town

Documenting The Town You
Live In — Your Postwar

Movie Making Project

KENNETH FITZGERALD

• For The Beginning And Advanced Amateur

IT
WON'T be long now until you can buy film again,

and all those ideas for movies you have been thinking

about will present themselves for attention. Or perhaps

you are one of many whose movie making in the past has

been confined pretty much to family activities and now

you want to do something more ambitious.

The movie documentation of your home town offers

one of the most interesting filming undertakings. The nice

thing about this subject is that one's budget for buying

film need not hamper one's effort. In other words, you can

encompass the subject briefly in a mere hundred foot roll

of film, yet a thousand feet might not exhaust its possibili-

ties. This latitude, both in film and the time necessary to

complete it, makes the home town movie a logical subject

to open your postwar filming program.

Moreover, it is a subject which may require filming over

a period of the entire year in order to present a complete

picture of the town or city in all seasons, and this at once

presents a program that guarantees plenty movie making

activity for some time to come.

In addition to the personal pleasure that making a home
town documentary can bring to the filmer, such a produc-

tion can, when carefully made, offer unlimited advertising

and publicity value for local and civic groups such as the

Chamber of Commerce, tourist bureau, etc. Those who
film in 16mm., therefore, should seriously consider the

potential commercial value of such a picture so that later

it may be duplicated and sound added.

To date, many civic films have been produced by local

cine clubs, with various members contributing footage and

the club undertaking the overall film cost. As a club ac-

tivity, the civic film can bring considerable prestige and

publicity to the organization. An advantage in producing

the picture in concert with Club members is the more
efficient production that results through dividing respon-

sibility, assigning each member to a specific subject or sec-

tion of the city to film, and thus materially shortening the

time required to complete it. In addition, this plan affords

valuable all-around training in filming for the club group.

The home town documentary requires planning, and be-

fore any filming begins, the subject should be detailed on
paper and eventually a shooting script prepared. The best

way to begin, if the film is to be a general coverage of the

city or town, is to list the town's chief attractions and

points of interest. A visitor who wished to see as much of

the city as possible, would probably start from his hotel or

from the railroad station and travel through the downtown

• Show the fine residential streets, the attractive homes and the

recreational facilities of your city in your "home town" documentary.

Ewing Galloway

streets, through the residential section, and thence through

the public parks or other recreational centers.

It is suggested, then, that material for the home town

film include the following, but not necessarily in the order

shown:

Principal streets.

Biggest hotels.

Hospitals and schools.

Theatres.

Industries.

Parks, zoos, etc.

Residential districts.

Annual celebrations, parades, etc.

Dedication of new buildings.

Important sports events.

Transportation.

Civic and political personages.

Local news—fires, storms, etc.

The simplest treatment is to give the home town film

straight factual handling, revealing just enough data in the

subtitles to carry along the interest. In opening the picture,

start with a shot or two of a map, thus locating clearly

the city's relationship to the county or state as a whole.

Where possible, make a general panorama shot of the city

from a high elevation or from a plane. An opening shot of

this sort immediately establishes size of the community in

addition to giving the picture modern, professional treat-

ment.

From this point on, there should be some definite form

of continuity. This can be established in many ways. We
can show the city through the eyes of visitors from the

time they arrive at the airport or railway station or enter

the city in their automobile. Thereafter, the visitors should

appear frequently throughout the picture to sustain the

continuity premise. We may show them in closeup, reading

• Continued on Page 49 S
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# Flq 2—In filming at ioos, the camera can be placed inside the restricted area,

right against the fence or bars. The auxiliary sighting bar enables operator to stand

at a safe distance, center camera upon subject to be photographed.

• Fig. I—At sports events where spectators

interfere with view, the periscope viewfinder

holds the camera aloft and enables focusing it

upon the scene unobstructed. Camera is oper-

ated by extended cable release.

PERISCOPE
VIE WFIOER

A Novel Multi-purpose Gadget For

Shooting Movies From Difficult
And Unusual Camera Positions

• For The Advanced Amateur

DID
you ever try to make movies of

a parade or other sports event and

have some spectator stand up in

front of you just at the interesting part

of the parade or play? I have, and de-

cided that before another parade came
along, I would have a finder for my
camera that would permit operating it

elevated well over heads of spectators.

What evolved was the periscope

viewfinder pictured and described on

these pages. At the very beginning it

seemed desirable to combine the view

finder with an elevated support or uni-

pod to conserve space and weight. It

was also decided to mount the horizon-

tal axis of the finder under the camera

lens axis for the same reason, although

a somewhat greater parallex would be

introduced this way than if the objec-

tive of the finder was to one side of

the lens. The line of sight at the eye

was to be parallel to the camera lens

M

axis with two reflections to elevate the

field of view to the camera height to

get above the heads of the "six foot

three" boys in the row ahead.

This can be accomplished very easily

with mirrors, resulting in a simple wire

frame view finder periscope with one

objection. The angle of view of most

camera lenses would require a very

large top mirror—at least too large for

the equipment I intended to carry

around. The easiest way to cut down on

the size of the top mirrors is to reduce

the image size with a negative lens

as in the direct vision optical finder.

Since in the placing of mirrors for for-

ward viewing of the image the reversal

of one mirror is concealed by the effect

of the second mirror, a very satisfactory

direct vision optical periscopic finder

can be designed.

A peep sight magnifying lens is not

required on as long a periscope as 15",

• Fig. 3— In small rooms, camera mount-

ed atop periscope viewfinder can be

backed into a corner for maximum
camera-to-scene distance, and be focused
with aid of the finder mounted on tripod

as shown here.

since most normal eyes can focus that

close and those needing reading glasses

can get a pair of spectacle lenses of

about 2V4 diopters at the 5 and 10 cent

store and fit them over the peep sight

holes. The spectacle lenses should be

tested by reading fine print at the image

distance of the finder built.

To adopt this finder for viewing

scenes backwards over the shoulder when
the camera is backed against a wall, or

when taking unobtrusive candid shots

behind one, it requires another peep

sight and a peep sight mirror located
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EXPANDED DIAGRAM
DIRECT VISION PERISCOPE

FIG. 4

EXPANDED DIAGRAM

PERISCOPIC AZIMUTH
FIG. 5

• Figs. 4 and 5 indicate approximately the elements of focal lengths, diameter of lenses, size of mirrors

and the prisms considered in the two types of periscope finders discussed here.

on the forward side. But, since in such

an arrangement the upper and lower

mirrors accumulate their reversals in-

stead of canceling, and since the scene

is i8o° from the viewing point, we
see an inverted and reversed image

through the finder. This image can be

righted by means of four reflections in

a set of prisms; however, an easier way
to do this is to substitute a positive lens

(or lens system) of short focal length

for the negative lens, thereby resulting

in a double inversion and reversal of

the image. A double lens system is pre-

ferred to a single lens to reduce dis-

tortion and obtain a short focal length.

Figures 4 and 5 indicate approxi-

mately the elements of focal lengths,

diameter of lenses, size of mirrors and

prisms, and length of system, considered

in the design of the two types of peri-

scope finders discussed above.

For simplicity in the diagrams the

nodal spaces are ignored; the eye is as-

sumed to be at an infinite distance from
the image ; the object is assumed to be

at infinite distance from the lenses,

and all reflections are regarded as ex-

actly 90 . Focal length of lenses are

assumed to be the same as they would
have been with the negative and posi-

tive elements in contact, and the object

taken equal to a diagonal of the field

of view of the rectangular picture.

The focal length of the lens (or lens

combination) should be less than twice

the lens diameter if the angle of the

field of view is to cover that of the

camera lens, remembering that the dia-

meter of the field of view must be

equal or greater than the diagonal of

the camera view. The focal length of

lens combinations can be calculated by
fi ii

the formula:
fc = f, 4- f 2 a

Where fc

equals the focal length of the com-
bination, fi=focal length of the first

lens, f2 = focal length of the second

lens and d = the separation of the lenses

all in the same units of length.

For lenses of the same focal length

the separation is usually 2 3 the focal

length of either; however, in the model

shown in the photographs a smaller

separation was used to obtain a shorter

focal length. All mirrors should be

"first surface" to eliminate double

images by reflections from both sur-

faces. Right angle prisms can be sub-

stituted for mirrors, thereby permitting

cementing of the lens direct to one

surface of the prism and thus simplify-

ing mounting. A mask located in the

vicinity of the image can frame the

field of view to suit that of the camera

and correct for minor misalignments
• Continued on Page 496

^-20 THUMB SCREW
CHOCK TO SUIT OHERft

"7

• Fig. 6 (right) — Closeup
view of finder with one side
removed. A is base for at-

taching camera; B, prism; C,
lens; D, auxiliary lens unit for

use when sighting over shoul-
der, as shown in Fig. 3; E,

peephole; F, recess for tripod
screw; and G, cover.

• Figs. 7 and 8—construction
details of periscope view-
finder. In original model, ply-

wood was used for the case.
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• Stop motion single-frame photography
may be combined with upside down
camera filming to produce some startling

effects in "magic wand" continuities.

* For The Beginning Amateur

HOLLYWOOD'S movie magic is es-

sentially simple. No matter how
mystifying may be the final result

on the screen, all movie camera-tricks

are based on the use of one or more of

half-a-dozen essentially simple principles.

All of them are founded on the fact

that although the camera cannot lie

—

intentionally—it can be fooled. A
clever cinematographer can make the

camera see things in such a way that

its mechanically truthful record be-

comes an actually untruthful result.

These methods of fooling the camera

may be conveniently divided into seven

groups. First come the basic tricks,

done in the camera with little or no

special equipment; these usually depend

on giving the camera a deceptive view-

point, or fooling it with filters, distort-

ing screens, mattes, and the like. Second

come multiple exposures, in which the

same film is run through the camera
two, three or more times, each time ex-

posing all or part of the film to a dif-

ferent subject. Third come miniatures,

in which the camera is fooled into por-

traying something, which is actually

small, as a far larger object or scene.

Fourth come optical tricks, in which
mirrors, prisms and supplementary dis-

torting glasses are used to fool the

camera's vision. Fifth come the multi-

film processes, in which a developed

positive film is run through the camera
in front of the unexposed film, printing

the action or scene already photographed

on the positive as an apparently integral

part of the real action being filmed.

476

Movie Making Magic for

the Beginning Amateur
How To Do Hollywood's Movie
Tricks With Your Cine Camera

w

Sixth is the relatively new projec-

tion process, in which a moving or still

picture is projected on a translucent

screen behind the real action, and is

photographed as an apparently natural

background to the scene. Seventh and

last are the tricks done in printing,

both in contact printing and optical

printing, by means of traveling mattes,

especial optical printer lenses, and the

like.

A really surprising number of these

tricks can be done with the average

home-movie camera. Others can be

accomplished passably in 8mm. or

1 6mm. with the aid of a few simple

gadgets. All of them can be done with

some of the finer, semi-professional

1 6mm. equipment now available, if one

wishes to go to the trouble of adding

to it the accessories used professionally

in 35mm., for it can truthfully be said

that nothing possible in 35 mm. is to-

day beyond the capacities of 16mm. at

its best.

It is a good thing to remember that

many of the tricks — especially those

in the first four groups, were developed

back in the days when the best pro-

fessional, 35mm. cameras were instru-

ments as simple as today's average home-
movie camera. A few of these tricks

were evolved by venturesome souls who
wanted to find out what could be done
with their cameras. But most of them

N

came into being simply because some

early-day cameraman was confronted

with a story situation which either

couldn't be filmed by normal methods,

or which would prove more difficult

or more expensive to shoot normally

than he or his studio could afford.

Back in those days, even the best

professionals knew little, if any more,

about cinematography than does the

amateur of today. His equipment was

no further advanced. Today's amateur

is in every way better equipped to per-

form feats of camera magic than were

the professionals who originated them.

But when he tries it, let him keep two
things clearly in mind—that any trick,

as a trick, is of very little value unless

the story provides a logical reason for

it; and that the success of any camera

trick depends not so much on the trick

itself, but upon how well it is done!

Probably the oldest of movie tricks

is reversed action in which everything

appears to happen in reverse—people

sprint nimbly about backward, air-

planes make amazing tail-first landings,

divers float gracefully from the water

• Continued on Page 487

• Animation with figures is easily ac-
complished where the movie camera af-

fords single frame exposures. After the
initial exposure, position of each figure is

moved one step in the action cycle, then
another frame exposed, etc.
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• Elliot W. Cooley (left) receives employees'
floral presentation from Ampco Metal's general
salesmanager Roy Thompson at premiere showing
of "Golden Horiions."

1 SHAGGY Cro-Magnon man crawls to the top of a

rocky promontory and gazes into the distance. The
time: 7,000 years ago. The place: somewhere in the

world.

History? Well, yes, but more factually, it is one of the

opening scenes of "Golden Horizons," a movie filmed by

employees of Ampco Metal, Inc., Milwaukee, Wise. The
"Cro-Magnon" really is a heavily disguised Ampco employee

—one of the 200 who co-operated in one way or another in

this unusual venture.

The film was an ambitious project dreamed up by Elliott

W. Cooley, the company's motion picture director. Its scope

was designed to cover the discovery of basic metals, the

first users, development of trade in the metals, development

of alloys and, finally, the growth of the tremendously com-
plex metal industries as we know them today. It was to be

used experimentally as an educational film for employees and

others—possibly by schools.

Cooley spent nearly a year on research in prehistoric, ancient

and modern eras before the camera turned or the switch of a

• Scores of sets, authentic in every detail from data accumulated in

extensive research, were constructed within Ampco's factory. At right,

Cooley shoots a scene depicting methods in an early day blacksmith
shop. Scene below shows Egyptian laborers operating crude drum-like
bellows of an early day bronze furnace. Note the infinite detail that

went into construction of sets and cosiuming of actois.

How the History of

Metals Was Filmed

Employees Produce Film
Tracing History Of Metals
From Prehistoric Times

(REPRINTED COURTESY MILWAUKEE JOURNAL)

floodlight was flicked. From the data acquired, he wrote a

script and planned the sequence of 12 major settings.

Eldon Wolff of the public museum staff offered his help

to verify findings. He also found new source material, drew
diagrams, supplied pictures and specimens and designed some

of the properties. Eventually he became enthusiastic to the

point of supervising historical settings when shooting started.

Once the background work was completed, others swung
into the work. Details of the sets were drawn by J. William

Gutbrod, an Ampco tool designer. Frank Larratt and George
Meyer, Ampco maintenance men, built the sets. Properties

for the sets were gathered from everywhere—even to a

nanny goat and a burro borrowed from the Washington
Park zoo. Local attics and basements were combed. Cooley

and others visited antique and costume shops. Pottery was
made especially for the production by students at the state

teacher's college in Milwaukee. Details for one set—that of

an old time laboratory—were borrowed from a south side

druggist who had kept the many old bottles and other equip-

ment in his basement.

The Cooleys spent many evenings and weekends designing,

• Continued on Page 485
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The Filmo Aristocrat . .

.

first 8mm. movie cam-
era with 3-lens turret

head.

The Filmo Auto-Masfer

. . . first and only 16mm.
magazine-loading
movie camera with 3-

lens turret head.

The Filmo-Master
"400" . . . first 8mm.
projector with all gear

driven mechanism and
safe-lock sprockets.

WHAT KIND OF MOVIES WOULD YOU
LIKE TO SHOW AT HOME ?

Travel, sports, late Hollywood hits,

authentic battle scenes? You name it

. . . you'll find it in the Filmosound

Library.

This great store of entertainment,

education, and instruction is being

called upon constantly by industry

for job teaching films ... by schools

for help in educating your children

... by the Red Cross ... by churches

. . . and by thousands like you for

enjoyable home movies.

What kind of movies do you like

best? Undoubtedly you'll find your

favorites among the Filmosound

Library's thousands of subjects. Send

the coupon for information.

BUY AND
KEEP MORE
VICTORY
BONDS

The new Filmosound,

for showing 16mm.
sound films as well as

your own 16mm. silent

film
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...OF FAMOUS

FILMOS are the original spring-driven

cameras . . . were first to permit movie

making without a tripod.

Filmos introduced the original eye-

level viewfinder . . . were first to permit

making movies from the natural view-

point.

These and other Famous Filmo Firsts

(some of which are pictured at the left)

have helped give Filmo Cameras and

Projectors general acceptance as the

world's finest.

More firsts are in the making. Pre-

viewed below, for example: the new,

improved Filmosound 16mm. sound-on-

film projector . . . destined to be the

leader in its field.

Now, as quickly as B&H precision

production permits, you'll discover im-

provements and refinements in even the

finest B&H models. Look to Bell & Howell

for cameras and projectors that will set

completely new standards of enjoyment

for your home movie screen.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;

New York; Hollywood; Washington,

D. C; London. Established 1907.

Visit Your Schools

During American Education Week, November 11 to 17

OPTI-ONICS— products combining the sciences of

OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanics

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road, Chicago 45

Please send without obligation, information on: Filmo
Movie Cameras and Silent Projectors, ( ) 8mm.,
( ) 16mm., ( ) 16mm. Filmosound; ( ) Filmosound
Library.

Name

.

Address

.

City Slate.

CISION-MADE BY //
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home movies' experiments
Ideas lor Cine gadgets, tricks
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SHAPE OF
FILM TRACK

Switch ~if')

Homemade \t> mm
Continuous PRINTER

16mm. Continuous Printer

Sketches above are details for build-

ing an efficient duplicating printer for

1 6mm. films. Main body of the printer

is made of sheet metal or heavy ply-

wood. It should be painted flat black

inside—the outside, optional. The film

track is of i 32" polished brass, curved

to fit around the sprocket, about 1
16"

(or slightly more) clearance being al-

lowed. The track is very slightly over

16 millimeters wide, is set back about

1 16" and has a small exposure slit at

the center. This slit should be at least

to 3 16" high and the width is

the full 1 6mm. picture width. (For

sound films, extend it to the edge on

one side. A motor would be required for

good sound printing.)

The two 400-ft. reel holders are

made from a dime store clothesline hook

sawed in half and bent at the proper

angle. These halves are screwed or bolted

to a large "T" made of ' >" plywood

or hardwood.

The negative and positive films are

brought (emulsions together) over a

small, smooth roller then run through

a small film gate which has moderate

spring tension and a small window for

viewing the negative density just be-

fore exposing. Opal glass and a light

red or orange filter are placed at the

rear of this window. The films then

pass to a sprocket at least one inch in

diameter and of the solid type—that is,

the entire central section of the sprocket

should be smooth and high enough to

press the two films together in per-

fect contact. Also, sprocket must be

set into the body of the printer far

enough so that the films are held by

several sprocket teeth during exposure.

This insures steadiness and good con-

tact. In threading, the films are curved

a little at the ends so that they will

follow the sprocket around. The
sprocket teeth must not be too long.

The sprocket shaft holders should be

a close fit. The weight, or balancer, is

not necessary, but makes turn ng

smoother and steadier. Keep the moving
parts oiled, but keep oil away from the

film.

A 25 to 50 watt frosted bulb is used

for exposing the positive. The center

of the bulb should be on a straight line

with the exposure slit. No ventilation

is needed, as the bulb need not be cn

long enough to overheat. A hinged rear

door is provided. This should be reason-

ably light-tight.

Change in exposure can be accom-
plished by rheostat light control or by

changing the cranking speed. Since the

motion of the film is continuous, no

feed sprockets are required.

—

Walter W.
Light.

For Underwater Shooting

Shooting marine life and aquatic

action under water can be achieved

through use of a simple watertight box

or camera tube such as shown at right.

Make a long, narrow wooden box, long

enough to reach the desired depth, and

rather more than large enough to hold

your camera. Provide an ample-sized

plate-glass window through which to

shoot, and whatever type of mechanical

or electrical remote-control gadget is

best adapted to starting and stopping

your particular camera from a distance.

Provide a large, frame-type finder that

can be seen more easily from the top

of the tube.

For this, make the window at the

bottom of the camera-box at least twice

as large as is otherwise necessary. Put

the camera in place, and beside it place

a fair-sized mirror, tipped backward so

it reflects an image of what is visible

through the window to you at the top

of the box.

Do this before you have put the back

panel onto the box. Now, checking each

step by sighting through the lens and

ground-glass, if your camera permits

such focusing, mark off on that part

of the window in front of the mirror

an area which, when seen from above

through the mirror, coincides with the

field shown in the finder. Mark this off

with strips of black friction tape fixed

to the inside of the window. Be sure,

of course, that this tape doesn't crowd

over into that part of the window

through which the camera shoots, so

it would get into the picture. Then

finish assembling your camera-tube,

putting the back panel into place. Now

WEWgrHBEg

VIEWF1NDER, A

MIRROR
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cine workshop * * *

bortcuts contributed by readers

when you look down the tube, you will

see in the mirror the image of what

your lens is filming, outlined in the

square of black tape.

To facilitate mounting and demount-
ing of camera, make bottom of tube

removable. Provide a watertight gasket

of live rubber and secure bottom in

place with wood screws or wing nuts

and bolts as desired.

—

Ray Fernstrom,

Hollywood, Calif.

Film Storage Cabinet

A serviceable film storage cabinet

for home workshop or projection room
is pictured below. Built of i" pine, the

case accommodates thirteen reels of

film. The removable shelves are made
°f Va" plywood. A simple cupboard

catch secures the door when closed.

After constructing and finishing this

cabinet, I hung it on the wall in a

corner of the workshop in which I keep

my home movie equipment. It fur-

nishes safe, clean storage for all my
films.

—

A. R. Bowen, Denier, Colo.

Fading Device

Diagrams above show an improve-

ment of the iris diaphragm control as a

means of making fades. Although pic-

tured to apply to the Filmo "8," it is

applicable to other makes of 8mm. and

FIG.l FIG. 2

FRONT VIEW pie 3

c

REARVIEW
A OF CAMERA

' o x

^SHOWING
GUIDE PLATE
FOLDED BACK

BOTTOM VIEW

fiber. The two set screws (B) secure it

firmly to iris diaphragm ring of lens.

Fastened to end of handle is the point-

er (AA) which extends around edge of

guide plate to form the pointer.

Guide plate is made from 23-gauge

metal and soldered to a section of piano

hinge (D) which is attached to camera

case by means of screws replacing those

already in camera case. In use, the con-

trol handle is set at closed position of

lens to begin fade and moved to open

lens to pre-determined f
/
stop to make

a fadein. Fadeouts are made in the op-

posite manner.

—

W. R. Kalberg.

1 6mm. cameras. As may be seen, gadget

provides for a scale or guide plate which

may be observed from back of camera

to determine the range of movement of

the iris control in effecting a fade. Tip

of control handle extends around edge

of plate acting as a pointer.

A feature is that it may be left at-

tached to camera. It may be folded as

shown in Fig. 3 to permit placing came-

ra in case after use. Gadget consists of

two parts: The iris control handle (A)

and the guide plate (C). Control han-

dle may be made of plastic, wood or

Home Processing Outfit

The diagrams below are for building

a simple home developing outfit. Ex-

tra large capacity is provided for in a

small rack by the unique design which

provides for multiple wrapping of film

as shown at "A, B, C, D, E, and F" in

the sketch. The racks can be made with

sheet metal sides and half-round wood
inserts waxed or well-coated with acid-

proof paint; or radio bakelite sheets

3 16 inch and V4 inch thick can be

cut up and used as shown in the upper

right-hand detail drawings. The writer

has a small bakelite rack on this prin-

ciple that just fits standard 8xio-inch

trays—the capacity is just over 50-foot

1 6mm. Film ends are fastened with

waterproof adhesive tape.

Film is wrapped on the central sec-

tion, the two half-round wood inserts

• Continued on Page 499
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Professional 76mm. Section

Closeups

BUDDY HANCOCK, for past 15 years

head of sound effects department of

Columbia Pictures' studio in Holly-

wood, resigned October 1st to head his

own company that will produce 16mm.
industrial films. Bringing to the 16mm.
field a broad knowledge of professional

motion picture production, Hancock
will draw upon Hollywood's extensive

source of motion picture technicians

for his production staff. Business head-

quarters will be in the Telefilm Build-

ing on Hollywood Boulevard.

ED DREWS, long associated with East-

man Kodak's Kodachrome processing

laboratories in Hollywood, left for

Mexico on November 20th to film ma-
terial in 1 6mm. Kodachrome for a series

of travel and educational pictures. A
former resident of Mexico with exten-

sive knowledge of the language, the

country and its people, Drews plans

to concentrate on subject material

which heretofore has escaped 16mm.
cameramen there.

ED FINNEY, 6525 Sunset Blvd., Holly-

wood, independent producer of 16mm.
films, is in the market for 16mm.
Kodachrome footage made of any of

the forest and brush fires which recent-

ly swept various sections of Southern

California. Amateurs who succeeded in

filming any of these conflagrations can

find a market for their films, providing

they are of acceptable quality, by com-

municating with Mr. Finney.

TWO NEW 1 6mm. specialists have joined

the staff of Telefilm Studios in Holly-

wood, according to Joseph A. Thomas,

president. They are Allen Childs, new
head of the color department in charge

of all duplicating, who came from Walt
Disney Studios where he worked for

three years, and Lloyd Christiansen,

well-known in the 16mm. field as a re-

search engineer, whose contributions to

the narrow measure film industry have

been nationally adopted.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY plans to

manufacture professional 16mm. equip-
• Continued on Page 500
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• Riming money transactions between Chinese and Tibetans in wartime horse purchasing
deals was but one of many interesting experiences had by Signal Corps cinematographer
Ray Lawless of Brooklyn, N. Y. Note Bell & Howell camera; also bales of currency.

Tomorrow's Professional

Mi 111 111. Cameramen
+r IX THE WELTER of war there were developed hundreds of

cinematographers who shortly will be looking forward to continuing

their movie making career in civilian life. Immediately we entered the

war, the army Signal Corps set about to expand its motion picture

production facilities. There was an immediate need for hundreds of

capable motion picture cameramen. Few were available. A special

invitation was tendered qualified movie amateurs to enlist in the

Signal Corps and receive specialized training in cinematography in

Hollywood under the guidance of the studios' leading cameramen, along

with other enlistees. At the end of the training period, some of these

men were assigned to training film production units in the United

States while others were sent overseas for combat filming.

With the possible exception of Russia and Russian-held territory,

where American cinematographers were not admitted, Signal Corps

cameramen have seen action in practically every country on the globe,

shooting from battleships, planes and land. Gaining a cinematographic

education never paralleled except, perhaps, by roving newsreel camera-

men, the Signal Corps photographers will come out of this war with

the soundest filming experience of any group of 16mm. motion picture

photographers.

Typical of the cameramen who have contributed so much to the

Signal Corps production of 16mm. films and from among whom will

• Continued on Page 499
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Monogram Pictures employs every facility used in their 35mm. productions, except the camera which is 16mm., in producing its 16mm. industrial films.

* HARRY D. Donahue of Mono-
gram Pictures Corporation reports that

this 35mm. film company is expanding

its commercial division and will under-

take full-scale production of 16mm.
industrial motion pictures.

This disclosure comes on the heels of

Monogram's completion of its initial

venture in 16mm. industrials, Fashion

Horizons. The Monogram executive

stated that the success enjoyed by this

film has prompted the 35mm. studio to

permanently enter the 16mm. commer-

Major Hollywood Studios Entering

Sixteen Millimeter Film Field

cial film field. Its activities in the realm

of business films will be under the

supervision of Donahue and will be

handled by a separate division of Mono-
gram Pictures Corporation.

• Planet Pictures on location for their second 16mm. feature film in color.

Planet Shooting 2nd Feature in 16mm.
~k INDICATIVE of the response with 16mm. Kodachrome feature, "Detour
which its initial 16mm. color feature To Danger."
film, "Jeep Herders," is being received, According to Richard Talmadge and

Planet Pictures, Inc., of Hollywood has Harvey Parry, co-directors and pro-

begun production On its second major • Continued on Page 497

Under this arrangement, Donahue

pointed out, all 16mm. business pro-

ductions made by Monogram will have

the physical and technical resources of

the company behind them, including

Monogram's studio facilities, lighting

and mechanical equipment, research

workers, and cameramen. In the line of

talent, the studio will offer professional

screen writers for preparation of script

material, recognized musical directors,

and actors. Donahue, however, pointed

out that although the 16mm. business

films will be under the supervision of

Monogram's commercial division, this

does not mean that these industrial pro-

ductions will be segregated from the

studio's activities. Instead, he said, all

the equipment facilities and talent con-

trolled by Monogram are available for

use in the business films.

Monogram is not the first Holly-

wood 35 mm. film company to show
interest in the 16mm. industrial picture

field. Numerous major theatrical film

producers are eyeing the business motion

picture field, with Warner Brothers re-

portedly laying plans now for a full

invasion of the 16mm. realm scheduled

for the first of the year.

However, indications are that Mono-
• Continued on Page 498
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I1W Ull SILENT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches

* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Jeep Herders, i6mm. color and
sound feature, never released in 35 mm.,

is an action packed story of a young
army corporal who returns home from

service to find his father's ranch run

down and the cattle endangered from

sabotaged oil-soaked lands. Sensing

trouble ahead, the soldier summons his

G.I. pals who arrive in jeeps and motor-

cycles and by parachute. They rcund

up the cattle while the oil racketeers

plunder the ranch. A quick radio SOS
to the jeep brings the soldier and his pals

to the rescue. Plenty of action ensues

with the racketeers subdued and jailed

in the end. Screening time is 47 min-

utes. Distribution is by Planet Pictures,

5476 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Let's All Sing Together is a series

of community sing films totaling 4
one-reel subjects. Each subject com-

prises several songs which are presented

on the screen in both animation and the

old lantern slide idea. Contents of reels

are as follows: Reel i : Bicycle Built for

Two, Old MacDonald Had a Farm,

Home on the Range, and Alouette;

Reel 2: Oh, Susanna, Carry on, Short-

nin' Bread and Pack Up Your Troubles;

Reel 3: Golden Wedding Day, The

More We Get Together, The Daring

Young Man on the Flying Trapeze, and

Carry On; and Reel 4: My Wild Irish

Rose, En Rouland Ma Boule, My Dar-

ling Clementine, and I've Got Sixpence.

Subjects screen for approximately 1 1

m'nutes each. Distribution is by the

Walter O. Gutlohn division of I.T.&T.,

25 West 45th St., New York City.

Hometown, U.S.A., is an engross-

ingly human story of everyday life in

a typical American town—your town
and mine, as it is and as we want it to

be. Excellently directed, photographed

and narrated, here is a rare, thought-

provoking and cheerful subject film for

discussion by all age groups. It was
reviewed pictorially at considerable

length recently in a national picture

magazine. Subject screens for 20 min-
utes and is available in cither color or

monochrome, for rent or for outright

sale. Color prints sell for Si 50.00, rent

for Sf.oo; black and white sell for

S75.00, rent for S3.00. Available from
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library,

1 80 1 Larchmont, Chicago, 111.

"HOW TO OPERATE
A 16mm.

SOUND PROJECTOR"
• A concise fully illustrated booklet
that is just the manual to place in

hands of the beginner-projectionist-
Illustrates and describes how to

set up, thread, run and care for all

makes of sound projectors. Avail-

able at special quantity rates to

schools, church organization, film

libraries, etc.

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Thy Will Be Done, is a religious

subject produced by Cathedral Films,

Inc., and released in 16mm. The story

concerns a missionary and his wife and

a missionary doctor, and their experi-

ences in a Chinese village during a

cholera epidemic. The wife is stricken

and dies because of lack of medical sup-

plies. The doctor returns to the United

States for supplies and in his absence,

the missionary is confronted by the

village elders who have decided to re-

turn to paganism. The doctor returns

in time to save the village and return

the natives to Christianity. Screening

time 26 minutes. Distribution is by
Cathedral Films, Hollvwood, Calif.

Coral And Its Creatures was pro-

duced in Australia and is one of several

nature subects now being distributed

in this country by the Australian gov-

ernment. A one-reel subect screening

for 10 minutes, it pictures the under-

seas life on a Pacific coral reef. It

shows all types of gorgeous tropical fish

and features rare microscopic studies

of coral polyps, the architects of coral

reefs. Subject is available from Bell &
Howell Filmosound Library, 1801

Larchmont. Chicago, 111. New prints

are S3 0.00 each. Library prints may be

rented for Si.jo.
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filming, the

MUtory, ofyUetaU
• Continued from Page 477

dying and making costumes. Hundreds

of telephone calls had to be made be-

cause wartime restrictions had made

materials scarce. Finally, the physical

properties were in readiness. There then

was the problem of finding actors. But

it; wasn't too difficult since it was large-

ly a matter of casting as to size and

facial characteristics. So, as each set

was erected, Cooley and Evan Teeter,

the plant training director, would walk

through the plant on a casting tour.

"One time we'd find a fellow at a

lathe that would make a perfect Hittite

type," Cooley explained. "Then we

found a young girl for another scene

in the filing room." All of the employees

selected were eager to take part, but

that posed another problem. The shoot-

ing schedule had to be integrated with

working hours since work on war ma-

terial could not be halted. As a result,

most of the filming was done at night

—ofttimes far into the night. The film-

ing alone required six months.

There were 3 5 character actors in the

historical scenes and 150 in the shots of

the shops. The makeup and dress of the

former was supervised by Mrs. Cooley,

who has had 1 8 years experience in that

field. She was assisted in this work by

Bill Schurrell, a foreman in the in-

spection department. One group of em-

ployee-actors let their beards grow for

a week or so to obtain the desired effect

of realism. Three of the characters re-

quired over-all body makeup and beards.

Work on their makeup would start at

6:30 p. m. They would be ready for the

camera by 11 p. m.

A few of the actors were selected be-

cause they had some stage or practical

experience. For example, the ironmaster

in one scene actually is a blacksmith in

the Ampco shop. However, training in

acting was not considered necessary.

Cooley said he preferred to do the train-

ing himself.

The actors maintained complete com-
posure, despite their lack of experience,

while lighting was set up and footage

actually shot—this despite the fact that

the sets were erected at one end of a

huge plant shop and set visitors fre-

quently included fellow employees tak-

ing a moment of rest. In all ther? were

299 scenes in the picture, most of them

shot within the Ampco plant.

There were some problems, of course.

For example, the nanny goat was pre-

pared to lapse into motherhood at any

moment and the constant question was
posed as to who would win—nature or

Cooley and his camera. Cooley won.
Then there was old Adolph Oestreich

from the shop. He played the part of

one of the ancient traders. He wasn't

24
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so sure he'd like the lipstick makeup

—

it was the "first time," he explained

—

but after some persuasion, the difficulty

was surmounted. The spirit of co-opera-

tion was found all around.

James Neidhoefer, research chemist,

hated to neglect his laboratory but he

willingly took the part of a Hittite

metal worker; Herman Kreuger, cast

as a scantily clothed Egyptian, thought

it was "fun," but admitted a momen-
tary hesitation; George McCann, time

study engineer, played another Hittite

soldier and confessed weariness at the

fact one scene was rehearsed and re-

hearsed. In all, nine hours were spent in

shooting the scene which appears on the

screen in the space of less than a min-

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

714 N. La. B'ea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Cho'ro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St.. N. W
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)

CEORGIA
ATLANTA

I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW

IDAHO
BOISE

Idaho Library of Visual Education

811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

'825 Larchmont Ave.

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

'9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

ute. Geri Illing, stenographer, played

an important part and thus realized a

long-burning ambition to become an

actress.

So it was—the actors came from the

office, the tool room and the shop. They
worked hard, and thanks to Cooley's

patience and consideration, all accom-

plished remarkable results.

"Golden Horizons," in i6mm. color

and sound, is the third production by

Ampco's film unit, the others being

"An Invitation from Ampco" and

"Ampco Metal—The Metal Without An
Equal." These were produced in 1940
and 1942 respectively. The company
will offer "Golden Horizons" on a broad

national basis to technical groups, also

ILLINOIS—Continued
CHICAGO (Continued)

I. T. & T. of Illinois

100 W. Monroe St. (3)

Zenith Cinema Service

3252 Foster Avenue (25)

OAK PARK
Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS

I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library

739 Boyls'on St., Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
23? Main St.

OUINCY
Stanlev-Winthrop's " Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

I. T: & T. of Missouri

3326 Olive St.

NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK

Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK
ALBANY

Hallenbeck & Riley

562 Broadway (7)

BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

312 Bay Ridge Pkwy. (75th St.) (9)

to colleges and other technical schools.

In planning the film, according to

Evan Teeter who aided in the produc-

tion, Mr. Cooley established as his pri-

mary objective the creation of a film

that would appeal to all types of audi-

ences. He believed that the prime requi-

site of any film was, first, the winning

of goodwill for the film itself. It was
Cooley's purpose to produce a picture

that would bring entertainment, infor-

mation and education equally to a

schoolboy, housewife or technical man.
His aim was to send audiences home so

favorably impressed with the film they

would remember its theme and title and,

in remembering, become keenly aware

of the industry that made it possible;

New York City—Continued
NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

30 Rockefeller Plaza

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)
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The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.

25 W. 45th St. (19)

Kind Coles Sou"d Service

340 3rd Ave. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange. Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service

69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service

3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libran«<
2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters
41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Grady Young Co..

108 W. 8th St.

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Harwood St. (Zone I)

I. T. & T. o the South
302'/2 S. Harwood St. (I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simpson
816 W. Virginia St.

^ SOUND / t^cL SILENT

Film Libraries
WHERE TO RENT OR BU V 8mm AND /6mm FILM5

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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for this reason, no credit titles were

used in the picture. The name of Ampco
is not mentioned in the narration until

over a third of the picture is shown,

and then only casually in a seen; show-

ing a telephone operator answering a

call.

Since completion of the picture, Mr.

Cooley has left the Ampco organization

and at present is planning to enter the

commercial film production field on

his own. His extensive activities as a

1 6mm. filmer climaxed by the produc-

tion of "Golden Horizons," augurs well

for the success of his new venture.

Alovie staking,

~\tag,ic . . .

• Continued from Page 4J6

up to the springboard, and drinks pour
back from the glass up into the bottle.

The professionals once achieved such
trick effects by the simple expedient of

cranking the camera backward, so that

the action photographed first was pro-

jected last, and the real end of the scene

went through the projector first. Not
many of today's spring-driven home-
movie cameras lend themselves well to

this backward operation; but there is a

trick which will get the same effect.

Simply turn the camera upside-down
when you shoot. Then when the film

comes back from the processing labora-

tory, cut that particular scene out, and
replace it in the reel right-side up

—

turned end for end. This gets precisely

the same effect as though the scene had
been shot with the camera actually

running in reverse.

If much of this back-up-motion is

to be filmed, its very handy to have a

special upside-down gadget to hold the

camera inverted on your tripod. All
that is needed for this is a C-shaped
bracket of strap iron or wood. One end
carries a standard '/4-inch threaded
socket to fit the tripod-screw; the other
carries a ^-inch bolt to screw into

the camera's tripod-socket.

One of the most useful ways to use
this trick of reversed motion is in mak-
ing Halloween films. The usual festivi-

ties of this haunted holiday lend them-
selves remarkably well to camera magic.
For instance, in a sequence of a child

bobbing for apples in the washtub, you
could show it gradually emptying as

though the child were drinking the

water, thus to empty tub so he can more
easily capture the apple. This of course

would be photographed with the camera
upside-down, beginning with an empty
tub, and letting the water run into it,

but have hose out of camera view.
When the film is cut into the sequence
in its correctly reversed order, the ef-

fect will be that the tub magically
empties itself. (Cont'd. onPg. 4 88)
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PLANET^PICTURES

Full Color

16mm Films

made by
Amateur

Movie Makers
Suitable for

sound projection!

* spot
news

* »PeC
f
eotures

* travelog^
5

* hobbies

*
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tieS

ilities

To be edited and

released as short

subjects by

FOR FULL DETAILS WRITE:
Richard Lewis,

Short Subject Editor

Planet Pictures, Inc.

5746 Sunset Blvd.

Reverse motion can be used, too, to

film many types of action which could

not conceivably be filmed normally, but

which would be either difficult or dan-

gerous to do that way. For instance, if

your picture calls for a fight and you

want some close shots of the deciding

wallops, reverse motion will get them
without endangering your hero's manly
chin. Turn the camera upside-down and

then film the punch with the action

itself in reverse. Begin with the re-

ceiver's head bent well back, and his

opponent's glove in position on his

chin. Then both hand and head move
forward to a more normal attitude;

the head stops there, but the hand jerks

quickly on out of the frame. When
the scene is turned end-for-end, it

gives the effect of a potent wallop

connecting, even to the way the re-

ceiver's head snaps back from the blow.

Another classic example of what can

be done this way is the knife-thrower

trick. On the screen it's really quite

thrilling to see some one you know is

not at all handy with flying cutlery

step up and neatly outline the figure

of his partner, standing in front of the

target-board, with deftly-hurled knives.

Its easy to do, too. Begin by making

some strictly normal close shots of the

"knife-thrower" flinging his knives or

hatchets. It is best to get these from

front and side angles; and always avoid

angles which might show that he's

throwing his hardware with no actual

target!

Next, turn the camera upside-down

and make the close-ups and long-shots

of the knives "landing" in the target.

Begin by planting the knives in the

board outlining the partner's figure.

Stick them in just firmly enough to

remain in place, but loose enough so

the slightest tug will dislodge them.

When you want a knife to "land,"

simply jerk it out of the board by means

of a piece of fine, black cord attached

to the handle. The upside-down camera

will do the rest. An auto accident can

be faked by having the person lie on

the ground against the front wheels

of an auto and have auto back away as

he gets up.

In passing, it is only fair to mention

that these tricks work better in i6mm.
than in 8mm., since the smaller film,

when ready for projection, has but one

row of sprocket-holes, and in reversing

the film end-for-end it is necessary to

turn the emulsion side away from lens,

which not only reverses right and left

in the projected picture, but throws the

picture out of focus on the screen.

An equally simple trick is stopping

the camera to produce appearances, dis-

appearances, and the like. For this, a

tripod must be used. Also, it is im-

portant to select a background in which

there is little, if any motion, and to have

actors who can hold a given position

perfectly still during the interval the

camera is stopped.

Putting this trick into practice is

simplicity itself. The scene is filmed

quite normally up to the point where

you want a given person or object to

appear or vanish. As the camera is

stopped, call "Hold it" to the actors,

so that they'll "freeze" in their posi-

tions. Then, in the case of a disappear-

ance, remove whatever it is that is sup-

posed to vanish. After that, continue

the scene as if no interruption had

taken place. With modern home-movh
cameras, which stop automatically with

the shutter closed, there won't even be

a light frame to indicate when the

camera stopped.

To produce the effect of a magical

appearance, just do this trick the other

way: instead of taking something out

while the camera is stopped, put some-

thing into the scene.

There are lots of uses for this trick.

For instance, it is the easiest possible

way to duplicate the tricks of a stage

(or fairy-tale) magician without hav-

ing to call in a real sleight of hand

artist. A Christmas feast can be shown

assembling magically cn the table by

simply shooting a few frames of the

bare table, stopping the camera, putting

on the table-cloth, shooting a few more

frames, stopping, putting on the dishes,

etc., until at last the board is spread,

all ready to eat. And for those who
have children, an entire little scenario

could be written around this trick, with

one child finding a fairy wand and us-

ing it to perform the magic so dear to

the hearts of childhood.

filming,

Quatemala . . .

• Continued from Page 47

t

One must make inquiry in the vil-

lages to learn where this primitive

handcraft is carried on, for it is rapidly

passing and being replaced by more

modern and rapid devices such as the

treadle loom and, the small weaving

industries in the larger towns. It will

pay to engage an interpreter, well

known about the village, and a little

largess will go a long way toward get-

ting a good movie sequence on the

weaving process. Once the ice is broken

one will find the people very friendly.

Be sure to include some interesting

angles, such as a shot through the

threads of the loom with the camera

facing the weaver; also a closeup of

deft fingers flying back and forth,

weaving the intricate design solely from

memory.
As a fitting climax to the sequence,

proceed to the market place and ask

permission to photograph a variety of

the finished textiles in closeups. There

is the very interesting dyeing process
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of the yarns to be filmed, before weaving

too. Also the spinning of yarn and the

weaving by means of the foot operated

treadle looms, introduced at the time of

the Spanish conquest. Unfortunately

this heavier apparatus is generally

found operating in the interior darkness

of heavy adobe walled houses—too dark

for good pictures. This difficulty can be

overcome, though, by persuading one of

the family members to move the ap-

paratus outside in the sunlight for a few

centavos. Sometimes enough light can

be secured by means of sunlight reflec-

tors, or by use of artificial light. Strange

as it may seem, many of these small vil-

lages boast electricity in the homes.

With the aid of a few extension cords

and photofloods, dark interiors can

actually be photographed with type B
Kodachrome.

The open markets in the villages

along the way are the most tempting

scenes for movie making. Here, for a

day or two at a time, natives in their

gaudy, colorful attire in town from

the many surrounding communities,

meet to buy and sell, visit, socialize and

carrying on their daily living right in

the open plaza of the town. Some pre-

pare their meals there, others care for

the young children invariably carried

around in shawls on the back of the

mother.

In a short time most natives become
accustomed to the camera of the tour-

ist, but off the main road one still

meets with the superstitious mother

who, believing the camera has an evil

eye, will cover the head of her child

with a woolen cap and turn away her-

self to avoid the supposed spell cast by
the camera. It is often impossible even

with coins to get permission to photo-

graph ; in fact, such attempts might
even make them more self-conscious

and reluctant. We found a good way to

unobtrusively photograph such reluc-

tant subjects was to work with an as-

sistant. The assistant would purposely

take a position with his back to the

subject while the filmer would face

him in conversation with the camera
inconspicusuly concealed, watching for

the opportune moment to shoot over

his shoulder.

One of the most popular sites in all

Guatemala for movie making is the hill

town of Chichicastenango, especially on
their Thursday and Sunday market
days. Here, in front of and within the

principal Christian Church of the town,
is still carried on a most interesting

semi-pagan rite—the burning of native

copal incense and the prayerful offering

within the church. A large open air

stone brazier on the steps in front of
the church contains the lighted fire

from which the men participating in

the ritual light their crude hand made
copal burning censers. Clouds of dense

smoke swirl upward and envelope the

V

7%&ie4> NO
LIGHT GLARE
ON THE SCREEN

"WtiU. &*H4iH4 Slide*

A Projector for

[very Need

PROJECTORS
assure smoother presenta-
tion of color slides. No an-
noying light glare... brighter
and sharper pictures . . . full

protection to Kodachromes.

S.V.E. Models RK and AK again available at your dealer's Nov. h

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, inc.
A Business Corporation

100 EAST OHIO STREET • CHICAGO 11. ILLINOIS

1 Midp -

I'LL WAIT FOR

Better to ivait than wish you had!

Continuing military needs for instruments

of Weston quality explain the delay in

the introduction of the new Weston
Exposure Meter. We are confident that you

will regard helping our boys finish their

job in the Pacific is more important than a

little longer wait for a Weston. But you

can be sure Westons will be on their way

to dealers just as soon as opportunity and

regulations permit.

A word about the new Weston. Natur-

ally, it will embody every advantage you

have wanted . . . extreme compactness,

ruggedness, sensitivity, and flexibility . . .

plus the inherent dependability which has

kept Weston always in the lead. Keep in

touch with your dealer. When available, he

will have them on display. Weston Elec-

trical Instrument Corporation, S 8 $ Freling-

huysen Avenue, Newark 5, New Jersey.

Weston,
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STROBOSCOPES
Correct speed of equipment is essential to

good reproduction. Set of four with Neon Glow
Lamp SI.00 postpaid. One 33-1/3 R.P.M., one
78 R P.M. for phonographs. One 14 F.P.S., one
24 F.P.S. for camera or projector.

HUMIDIFYING SOLUTION
Keens films in a supple condition. Produces
no mould or fungus. Per bottle, SI.00 postpaid.

We do First Class Machine Work, to YOUR
SPECIFICATIONS, at REASONABLE PRICES.

SIEGRIST CINE SPECIALTY CO.
P. O. Box 123 East Detroit, Michigan

PHOTOGRAPHY
Whether you are interested in photography for

fun or as a sound present and future career

—get the facts as to how America's largest, best

equipped school can qualify you for success.

Home study or resident training. Start now. In-

dividual instruction by experts. Free book gives

detalii. H. T. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY,
Dept. 114. 10 West 33 St., New York 1. X. Y.
(Founded 1910)

whole scene in an uncanny aura of mys-

tery as these solemn faced Indians pro-

ceed with their ritual.

Although they dislike the sacriligious

intrusion of the movie camera into

the church, exterior scenes can be photo-

graphed from some distance using a tele-

photo lens. Because of several unpleasant

affairs resulting from too agressive in-

trusion by tourists in the past, there is

now a local regulation forbidding the

use of cameras in close proximity to the

church.

Inside the church the most interest-

ing part of the ritual takes place. The

worshippers enter the great doorway

on bended knees, swinging incense

burners, swaying their bodies and

mumbling unintelligible words in re-

ligious fervor. Others light candles and

place them on the stone floor, giving

a mysterious, almost supernatural, glow

to the dark interior, now heavy with

the pungent odor of incense. Patterns

of pine needles and flower petals are

worked out on the floor in mysterious

designs by the natives. The scene and

atmosphere carries one back into the

pagan past before the coming of the

white man. Although the interior rituals

have been recorded in motion pictures,

it is most difficult to photograph be-

cause of the lack of light. We secured

sequences of it on very fast panchro-

matic film which we later printed on

flame-red stock to harmonize with our

Kodachrome film.

Each town in Guatemala has particu-

lar fiesta days in addition to the regular

Easter, pre-Lent, Christmas and other

holidays. Most guide books on Guate-

mala list these and the tourist can thus

schedule his visit in a community to

coincide with one of these colorful

celebrations. Such an event offers un-

limited opportunity to photograph the

people in their merry-making. The
dances, especially, are interesting and

colorful. Some of the festivals date

their origin long before the days of

Conquest, are weird affairs with ela-

borate costumes and carved wooden
masks. Totonicapan is the most noted

mask-making center and the local mask
shops are well worth the visit. Indeed,

here is an excellent place to arrange

for a special "dress rehearsal" under

ideal conditions not too often encoun-

tered in the crowds of fiesta days. For

a few centavos one can easily arrange

with the manager of the shop to per-

suade one or two natives to don cos-

tumes and masks and thus afford op-

portunity for closer study in closeup

photography.

The shores of Lake Atitlan, on the

way to Guatemala City, offers one of

the scenic high spots in the whole coun-

try for movie making. The beauty of

the deep blue waters of this lake sur-

rounded by mountainous volcanic peaks

is beyond description, while around the

shores are situated twelve distinctly

different Indian villages each named
after one of the twelve Christian apos-

tles. Most of these villages can only

be reached by boats that ply regularly

from shore to shore, but each particular

location is worth several days visit.

There are quaint but good hotels along

the highway that follows the shores of

the lake, and many landings nearby.

In the villages of San Pedro, San

Miguel, Santo Tomas and others, one

can find material for complete home
movie stories—the colorful markets,

fisherfolk, crafts and home life, all

highlighted by the native costumes

abundant in riotous color. With vol-

canic, and mountainous backdrops these

lakeside villages are the movie maker's

paradise. And almost invariably there

is bright sunshine every day. The deep-

blue skies, characteristic of these h gh
altitudes, with opalescent cloud masses

floating across the distant peaks are the

perfection of the color filmer's dreams.

Just before reaching the modern
capitol of Guatemala City, one arrives

at Antigua, site of the ancient Guate-
malan capitol wrecked by earthquake

in the 18 th Century, but whose ruins

are well preserved, a record of the sheer

grandeur of Spanish colonial days.

Thousands of feet of film have been

exposed on the site of these magnificent

ruins of old churches, monasteries,

public buildings and private palaces of

the lords of the Spanish days, yet there

are still endless opportunities to register

with movies new aspects of this seem-

ingly static subject.

Finally you will come to Guatemala
City with its ultra-modernity in start-

ling contrast writh the primitive pic-

turesqueness of the Indian hill country.

One should strive to accent this con-

trast which is one of the keynotes of

the whole country. The very modern-
istic buildings offer unusual opportuni-

ty to create dramatic effects. One can

depend upon the sunlight almost every

day in Guatemala, even during the rainy

season which is our summer. In fact,

the rainy season is really to be pre-

ferred, for then there is not the dust

haze in the air. The skies are clear and
blue with pearly white nebulous clouds

all summer long. There only remains

the selection of the time of day to bring

out the lighting effects one desires. Get
shots also of the modernly dressed civil-

ians on the streets of the capitol, even

though it may seem commonplace to

you, in order to contrast the people as

well as the architecture of the capitol

with the back country.

One of the finest spectacles in Guate-

mala City is the great religious pro-

cession during Holy Week before

Easter. In this striking ritual scores of

monks and acolytes dressed in black

carry enormous statues from the ca-

thedral around the streets on their shoul-
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ders, while others constantly swing the

incense burners used by the church in

its modern day worship. Here again

one is offered splendid opportunity to

contrast the lesser religious processions

encountered along the highways and

byways.

Guatemala—every foot of it—offers

endless opportunities for the imagin-

ative filmer. For the naturalist, inter-

esting subjects are abundant; for the

historian, material is inexhaustible; and

for the movie maker with a desii: only

to make unusual and colorful mov es,

it is paradise! But don't come hopii:

to film it all in pot shot fashion on a

week-end excursion. No, it takes time

and careful planning and a little ad-

vance exploration in this land of m.i-

nana to get it fully on film.

1945 Content

Wiinner* . . •

award for photography. Editing and

titling are also tops. The story, recount-

ed at length in the August issue, con-

cerns the activities of a soldier home on

furlough; how friends and his best girl

intervene to upset plans to spend the

furlough at home with his folks. The
fine, human interest story was care-

fully scripted, directed and enacted, and

stars Burnwood's son in the title role.

Trophies also were awarded winners

whose films placed first, second and

third in the Scenario, Family Films and

Documentary classes, with special cer-

tificates going to those whose films

were accorded honorable mention. Other
Trophies were awarded for outstanding

achievement in photography, editing,

titling and sound.

Winners in the various classes are as

follows:

Scenario Class

i st place: The Farmer's Daughter,

400 feet 1 6mm. Kodachrome, by Clar-

ence N. Aldrich, Long Beach, Calif.

2nd place: Day Dreaming, 175 feet

1 6mm. black and white, by Mrs. Edith

Kerwin, Jamesburg, New Jersey.

3rd place: Local Boy Makes Good,

300 feet 8mm. black and white, by
Fresno Movie Club and R. C. Denny,
Fresno, Calif.

Family Films Class

1st place: Ginger, 200 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by Mr. and Mrs. Ryne
Zimmerman, Milwaukee, Wise.

2nd place: Heckeled Holiday, 200
feet 8mm. Kodachrome, by Lon Wad-
man, St. Louis, Mo.

3rd place: Vacation Widow, 150 feet

8mm. black and white, by Merwyn C.

Gill, Los Angeles, Calif.

Documentary Class

1st place: Cavalcade of America,

1500 feet 1 6mm. Kodachrome, by Har-
• Continued on Page 49}

Be among the first to own these items so many
photo fans have been expectantly waiting for.

Some available for immediate delivery, others very shortly.

such ai

Bolex H 16—Kern F 1.4 Coated and Frame Counter 401.25

Kodascope F S 10 N Sound Projector 323.50

Ampro Premier 10 • 422.00

Bell & Howell 156 G Sound Projector 437.67

Bolex La Kern F 2.8 and Case 144.47

Cine Magazine F 1.9 and Case 145.98

Cine Special F 1.9 428.00

G. E. DW 48 and Case 26.75

Bolex H 8—Frame Counter, F 1.9 267.00

."'.lis month's SPECIAL—used De Vry Challenger model, 16mm.
Sound on Film Projector 295.00

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead
243 Fulton Avenue Tel. Hempstead 2020

Call—write or telephone

AREMAC CAMERA CO.
1 East 43rd St. - New York 1 7, N. Y. - Tel. MU 2-8684

HOW TO REVERSE MOVIE FILM—
Foremost book on subject tells you how. Mailed postpaid for only

—

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

$1.00

FRESH MOVIE FILM
NO WAR SURPLUS OR OUTDATED STOCK

BULK FILM FOR HOME PROCESSING
REGULAR Weston 8, Mazda 3

An excellent ortho-type medium speed film—ideal

for outdoor work. Has brilliance and snap to

satisfy most users.
100' 16mm $1.35 100' 8-8mm $1.95

SUPERPANEX No. 24 Weston 24—Mazda 16

Recommended for all-around use under all

weather conditions. The ideal film for consistent

results. Fully Panchromatic—has wide latitude.
100' 14mm. $3.40 100' 8-8mm $3.85

SUPERPANEX No. 44 Weston 44—Mazda 40

A high speed panchromatic film—standby for

users who prefer to put one film in their camera
and use both indoors and out. Can be used under
adverse weather conditions or indoors.
100' 14mm $3.95 100' 8-8mm $4.75

(Processing charges upon request)

SPOOLED FILM—with FREE PROCESSING
100' 14mm. Superanex No. 24 $4.59
25' 8-8mm. Superanex No. 24 2.05

100' 14mm. Regular $2.49
25' 8-8mm. Regular 1.39

100' 14mm. Superanex No. 44 $5.19
25' 8-8mm. Superanex No. 44 2.35

HOME PROCESSING OUTFIT
New improved home
processing outfit in-

culdes everything need-
ed to develop and re-

verse your own films.

Complete with easy-
to-follow instructions.

It's easy! Get goodi
results right from the

start. Outfit includes
developing reel, Hrvinqi

rack and tray. F.O.B.
Chicago. SUPERIOR CINE REEL

100 foot size 8-8 or 14mm $17.95

34 foot size for 8-8mm 12.50

Gal size Prepared Reversal Cine Chems $2.10

'/2 Gal. size Prepared Reversal Cine Chems... 1.35

WRITE FOR 25c BOOKLET "Simplified Reversal
of Motion Picture Film." Complete, Informative.

NEW SUPERIOR TITLINC OUTFIT
Complete plans and lens for easy-to-build

titler. Fits any camera, 8 or 14mm $1.00

8 and 16mm. BLACK AND WHITE AND 16mm. KODACHROME TITLES
A wonderful selection of main titles for your movies. Every title has artistic backqround keyed to the

subject matter. Gag, Vacation, Baby, Service, Holiday titles, etc. 25c each. Kodachrome $1.00 each.

No. 28—No Dogs Allowed in This Theatre
No. 38—We Make a Home Movie
No. 8—Christmas

GUARANTEE-We *ant our customers to be

satisfied at all times both with our merchandise
and service. All merchandise is sold on positive

complete satisfaction or money back.

No. 51—A Star Is Born
No. 172—An Informal Wedding
No. 245—Never a Dull Moment

FREE—With any purchase of $1.00 or more from

this ad 8 or 14mm. black and white title "Our
Screen Scrapbook "—ad must accompany order.

Write today for catalog on complete line of 8

and 16mm. film, titles and accessories.

SUPERIOR BULK FILM COMPANY
188 W. Randolph Street Dept. HM-12 Chicago 1, III.
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MESSAGEA
FROM

Now that peace has finally come to the world, we.

like many other manufacturers, are occupied with

plans of replenishing our war-depleted stock of

lenses suitable for professional and amateur
photography.

Because of the great many types and such a large
number of focal lengths of each type, which will

doubtless be in demand, the build-up of our stock

will naturally take time.

Fortunately we are not facing any reconversion
p-obHms, becau:e during the war years we were
exclusively engaged in producing photo-lenses for

our Government.

In the near future there will be announcements in

the various photographic magazines regarding our

pog ress in making available again through photo-
supply stores

11

GOERZ AMERICAN
PRECISION PHOTO LENSES

We wish to take this occasion to thank those, who
have wanted to buy our lenses during the past war
years, for their interest shown in our product.

Every effort will be made to enable them to obtain
our lenses soon in the photographic market.

The C P
- GOERZ AMERICAN

OPTICAL COMPANY
OFFICE AND FACTORY

317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM II

Featuring Akim Tomir-

off • Anton Wolbrook
Elizabeth Allen. Mar-
got Grahame • Eric

Blore • Fay Bainter

To save an empire
and win his love,
a heroic courier
fights his wayfrom
St. Petersburg to
Irkutsk . . . through
10,000 thundering
Tartar horsemen!

Bell & Howell Company,
712 J McCormick Road, Chicago 45

• War ends . . . Soldiers come home e The passing of the President

O Pres. T.uman at Roosevelt funeral • Questioning captured Nazis

lews Parade of the lear 1945

Motion Pictures Of The Year's Historical

Highlights Available For Home Projectors

* EUGENE W. Castle, who originated

the "News Parade of the Year" back in

1937, recently said that the annual task

of selecting and editing material for

this one reel review of world events

became difficult with the outbreak of

war in Europe. But when the United

States got into the struggle, the prob-

lems of the job were multiplied many
times over. The swift expansion of the

American Army and Navy and their

early contributions to the global strug-

gle began to make big things happen in

1942. "In this current year," said Mr.

Castle, "our fighting forces piled up
front-page headlines of achievements

and of events stemming from those

achievements, until it seemed that our

News Parade of 1945 might have to be

projected a dozen or more times before

its story could be completely grasped."

Evidence of its broad coverage of the

year's news is seen in the brief announce-

ment of its contents which was released

a full month before the home movie was

due to be finally edited and ready for

printing in 16mm. and 8mm. editions.

The News Parade of the Year 1945
covers outstanding events leading to,

and resulting from, the ending of hos-

tilities in both Europe and Asia, with

emphasis upon historic postwar develop-

ments. Castle's editors report there will

be dramatic contrast in the tragic event

of President Roosevelt's passing and the

wild joy of tens of thousands of sol-

diers coming home at last from battle

areas. Startling scenes showing the

actual effect of the two atomic bombs
dropped on Japanese cities will be seen

as well as historic moments in Tokyo,
when MacArthur's army occupied the

Jap homeland. All the notorious Axis

war criminals in the news and in the

none-too-gentle hands of Allied authori-

ties are to be seen. And by contrast the

film will review events incident to the

liberation of peoples long-oppressed by
Germany and Japan.

Other chapters in Castle's ninth an-

nual News Parade of the Year are to

include "now-it-can-be-revealed" de-

velopments high on the list of top se-

crets during the war. The reel will be

a fast-moving and exciting experience

for all who see it as well as a "must"
for the thousands of collectors who
regularly add this Castle Film to their

own home film libraries. Photographic

dealers, late this month, will have Cas-

tle Films' News Parade of the Year 1945
in two 8mm. lengths and three 16mm.
lengths including a sound-on-film

edition.

A BELL & HOWELL
FILMOSOUND LIBRARY

Release
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1945 Winner*
• Continued from Page 49 r

ley H. Bixler, Schenectady, N. Y.

2nd place: Old France In Modern

Quebec, 1 100 feet 16mm. Kodachrome,

by Elmer Albinson, Minneapolis, Minn.

3rd place: Worth Scouting For, 400

feet 8mm. Kodachrome, by Al Morton,

Salt Lake City, Utah.
Honorable Mention

A Day To Remember, 300 feet

1 6mm. Kodachrome, by Joseph Wallikas,

Binghamton, N. Y.

A Major Investment, 80 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by Ralph E. Richards,

San Jose, Calif.

Cardinals, 400 feet 16mm. Koda-

chrome, by Mrs. Warner Seely, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Christmas At Our House, 300 feet

8mm. Kodachrome, by fm. Harris,

Rosemead, Calif.

Dear Jim, 125 feet 8mm. Koda-

chrome, by John Kibar, Racine, Wise.

Flying Men of C. A. P., 800 feet

1 6mm. Kodachrome with narration on

disc, by Burton Belknap, Spokane, Wash.

Gold Rush of '43, 400 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome, by C. Ray, Oklahoma
City, Okla.

loiva, State Where Tall Corn Crows,

600 feet 8mm. Kodachrome, by Max
Boyd, Mason City, Iowa.

Lassie Stays Home, 200 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by Raymond G. Berger,

Cheektowaga, N. Y.

Life's Partner, 150 feet 8mm. Ko-
dachrome, by Pat Valenti, Morrisville,

Penna.

Playland Beach, 250 feet 16mm. Ko-
dachrome, by Herbert Oesterle, New
York City, N. Y.

Pretties On Parade, 100 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by W. D. Garlock, Los

Angeles, Calif.

Pulpwood Goes To War, 400 feet

1 6mm. Kodachrome, by Bill Block,

Minneapolis, Minn.

San Francisco Fog, 400 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome and narration on disc by

J. Klopfer, San Francisco, Calif.

Sierra Symphony, 400 feet 16mm.
Kodachrome with narration on disc, by
C. A. Willis, Merced, Calif.

Ski Time In The Rockies, 300 feet

1 6mm. Kodachrome, by Norman
Shultz, Salt Lake City, Utah.

Snake River Rainbows, 75 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by LeRoy Hansen, Salt

Lake City, Utah.

Song Of The River, 400 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, by A. E. Benjamin, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

The Months, 200 feet 8mm. Ko-
dachrome, by Albert Duvall, Gales-

burg, 111.

Tocatta and Fugue, 200 feet 16mm.
black and white sound on film, by
Glenn Grossman, St. Louis, Mo.

Achievement Awards
Photography: George Burnwood,

DIAGONAL SPLICES Are Stronger... MORE PLIABLE

An Exclusive

Bell & Howell Feature

Basic unit of the B&H Add-a-
Unit Editing Equipment, the
B&H Film Splicer Model 136
makes available to the ama-
teur the same fast, easy splic-

ing procedure offered by B&H
Laboratory Splicers. It makes
the strong, pliable diagonal
splice that means greater per-
manence and, with sound films,

quieter passage through the
sound drum. For 16mm. silent,

16mm. sound, and 8mm. film.

B&H
Film Splicer
Model 72-L

B&H Rewinder and Splicer Model 72-M
consists.of splicer like Model 72-L, mounted
on wood base with standard geared re-

wind and reel spindle. Takes 8mm. and
16mm. reels up to 400 ft.

B&H Film Splicer Model 72-L is a low-
priced splicer that also makes the ex-

clusive B&H diagonal splice on 16mm.
sound and silent and 8mm. film. Com-
plete with wood base, hand scraper blade,
water bottle, 1-oz. bottle of film cement.

AT YOUR FILMO DEALER'S NOW
B&H Add-a-Unit film editing equipment is

available now at your Filmo dealer's. ..or he
can get it for you promptly. See him, or write
to Bell & Howell Company, 7125 McCormick
Road, Chicago 45.

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS
OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

ANNOUNCING
JtoUyvood TITLINER

for 8mm & 16mm Cameras

PRECISION MADE — PRECISION TESTED

Saves Time, Film and Money. Saves Making Test Shots.

Titles and Ultra close shots always properly aligned.

Jj.oo plus FEDERAL EXCISE TAX

HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
3227 '2 South Figueroa Los Angeles, Calif.
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JBsSH
Gives

Long Life

to Precious

MOVIE FILM
Used on Professional Film over 10
years—NOW available to amateurs
using all types of 8 and 1 6mm. films.

• Protects film surface

Cives new brilliance

Prevents normal scratches

Saves perforation wear
Cleans old film

Positive or negative

Color or Black & White

i oz. bottle, $1.00 16 oz. bottle, $2.00

32 oz. bottle $3.00 Postpaid.

AT YOUR DEALERS — or remit direct to

ProtexFilm CO.
723 7th Ave. Dept. H
New York 19. N. Y.

13Mil
DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY \

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
After the War
for YOU —

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Loi An qeles 28 California

Philadelphia, Penna., for excellent color

photography with both Kodachrome
and Ansco Color film in his Lloyd Bacon

Trophy award film, "Fellow On A Fur-

lough."

Editing: Harley Bixler, Schenectady,

New York.

Titling: Elmer Albinson, Minneapolis,

Minn.

Sound: Burton Belknap, Spokane,

Washington, for excellence of script

and quality of recording on disc of the

narration that accompanied his entry,

"Minute Men of the C. A. P.," award-

ed honorable mention.

To the hundreds of amateurs who so

hopefully submitted films but unfor-

tunately failed to place in the contest,

the editors extend their thanks and the

hope that they will again enter films in

Home Movies' 1946 contest. There is

every indication that film will be plen-

tiful after first of the year and this

augurs well for bigger and better ama-

teur films for next year's contest.

Choosing, ^MuHc Jor tyour ~Movie£
• Continued from Page 4J2

though far from complete, classifica-

tion of music, the exhibitor-beginner

may set forth upon the quest of music.

Hollywood's unwritten orders to com-

posers providing background music is

that "music must never occupy the

whole concentration of the audience,

for if it is overinteresting it will de-

tract from the attention the picture

merits." In other words, music must

never be conspicuous by its presence,

advertising itself through some popular

title or definite virtuoso performance.

In order to create this inconspicuous

musical background Hollywood has en-

gaged the services of many high class

composers so that attention of even the

most musical person in the audience will

not be detracted from the screen by the

obvious in music.

A person may wish to introduce a

march during the showing of a Castle

news reel, and immediately "Stars and

Stripes" or its running mate "National

Emblem" pops into mind. Avoid this

temptation 2nd select a lesser known
but equally good march, such as "Ox-
ford Street (Col. 69263D) or "London

Bridge" (Decca 25583B). "But," you

may say, "how am I to know of such

numbers?" Well, that's where you can

use the intelligence of a good record

salesman, of which, fortunately, there

are many. Go through your picture in

several showings, and definitely deter-

mine what moods are represented and

approximately how much music will be

required for each. (No two music di-

rectors would ever cue the same picture

with the same music.) Take your list

to your favorite record shop and solicit

their co-operation. They will give you

an opportunity to take the records into

a booth and play them before making

your purchase. Or better still, if you

have a friend who is a good musician,

solicit his professional advice.

Recognizing the need for guidance in

this new field of music application it

would not be surprising soon to see

some recording company come forward

with a listing of their records according

to moods. This would be a big help to

movie amateurs.

While organs were nearly always used

in the days of silent movies, they were

employed more as an economy measure

than in being artistically better than an

orchestra. Therefore, organ music should

properly be used only in special places.

In my 250 foot documentary film "Our
Church" I used organ records extensive-

ly. Particularly were they appropriate in

several sections of the church service.

A cue sheet was indispensable to the

orchestra director in the old days and it

is likewise a "must" for the neophyte

music director for home movie films.

By using two turntables, with the most

important feature a 'fader' which will

instantly shift the music from one table

to the other into the speaker, the ope-

rator can cue his music just as expertly

as in sound on film recording. In my
projection booth, where I can work with

lights on, my cue sheet is attached to a

board directly in front of the dual

turntables. As the record may not al-

ways be played from the same table,

I show, under the heading "Volume,"

the reading for both turntables. The

"Number" listing shows where, in the

three available libraries, the record may
be found and the other two items are

obvious. Here are a few items from a

cue sheet for the film "Our Church":

Volume Number Title Cue

40-60 695-5 Franck-Chorale No. i,

E Major (Organ) Opening

36-64 Case Villa-Lobos

—

Bachianas Brasilera No. i

Homebuilders

35-65 D-5-8C Purcell—Rejoice in

the Lord (Anthem)
Choir Rehearsal

Sometimes it requires fast work on

the operator's part to get the records

changed quickly, so for this reason re-

hearsals are necessary. The single con-

trol for dual turntables known as a

'fader' is indispensable, not only for

quick shifting from one record to the

next but also for turning down the

volume or bringing it up for climactic

purposes, also for turning down volume
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of the music so comments may be made

over the microphone.

Now a word about your records.

Treat them kindly. A worn and

scratched record should no more be used

than a film in similar condition. Keep
finger marks off the grooves. Use only

a fine gem-pointed needle. Keep the

volume down. It is better to use too

little volume than to overpower the

ears a la modern juke box. A small piece

of Scotch tape can be used to indicate

starting places after the beginning of a

record. Don't slide one record across

another. Keep them upright in record

holders. Avoid warping by keeping rec-

ords away from sunlight or extreme

heat. If you get tired of hearing the

same music for the same film, replace

it with new music.

The average movie amateur without

a large selection of records already on
hand, will find the following list help-

ful. Many of the records were released

only recently:

ORGAN MUSIC
Cesar Franc k Album—DM 695—Victor— 8 sides

Early Organ Music—Album 1050—Musikraft

PEACEFUL
Nocturnes—Debussy—Vic. 158 14

Air for G String—Bach—Vic. 36233
Nocturne—Mendelssohn—Col. 68888

SAD
Symphony No. 3—Marche Funebre—Beethoven

—Vic. 9045 and 9046

WEIRD
Nutcracker Suite—Dance Arabe and Chinoise

—

Tschaikowsky—Vic. 6616

GAY
Festivals—Debussy—Vic. 2034
Gaite Parisienne—Offenbach—Col. X-115 4 sides

Polka and Fugue—Weinberger—Col. 6831 il)

EXCITING
Rapsodie Espagnole—R.ival—Col. MX 234—

4

sides

"Symphony No. 5—First Movement—Sibelius

—

Vic. 16308-16309
Perpetuum Mobile—Straus—Vic. 4435

DRAMATIC
Harold in Italy—Berlioz—Vic. DM 989— 10

sides

Verklarte Nacht—Schonberg—Vic. M207—

8

sides

MARCHES
Damnation of Faust—Berlioz—Vic. 6823

War March of the Priests—Mendelssohn—Vic.

7104
Semper Fidelis—Sousa—Vic. 4392

WALTZES
Skaters Waltz—Waldteufel—Vic. 4396
Espana Waltz—Waldteufel—Vic. 4461

Southern Roses—Straus—Vic. 6647

SOUND EFFECTS
Rabson's, 11 1 West 5 2d St., New York City

(Everything, from the drip of a faucet to

the sound of a boot pulling out of a mud-

hole)

When ready to select the music foi

your next picture, choose the selections

you need from this list and play the

records through before purchasing

them. You will invariably find your

record store ever ready to co-operate

in obtaining records for you and in

suggesting other numbers of similar

moods.

: The entire Symphony is highly dramatic.

Plan 3t On Paper .
!

• Continued from Page 467

low key lighting? In short, in what

mood shall we tell our story? With this

decided, we can proceed to write our

scenario.

It is advisable first to write a short

synopsis of the story—put it on paper

so that we can see what it looks like "in

print." If the outline is reasonably com-

plete it will be possible to note, before

starting; any gaps in the continuity;

any faulty construction. It's much easier

to make such corrections on paper than

on film after it is shot.

Next, take this outline or synopsis

and break it up into a number of pic-

torial scenes, just as you would para-

graph a long story. Each scene will thus

take up the story where the previous

scene left off and lead directly to the

next scene. It is much like taking a

photograph and cutting it up into a

jigsaw puzzle; the pieces are sure to fit

properly and again form the complete

picture.

Each scene, of course, will be num-
bered consecutively and should specify

whether it is a long, medium or closeup

shot. The desired setting or location

should be described. Here, one's camera

can be employed to plan the shots be-

fore filming. By viewing the tentative

scene location through the camera view-

finder, it is possible to plan actual

camera setups unhurriedly before shoot-

ing begins.

Where exterior scenes call for shady

or semi-shaded locations, it is well to

check these in advance with exposure

meter to make sure that speed of the

camera lens is ample to record the seen:

in normal exposure. Too often a ques-

tionable location is planned on paper

without checking, with the result a

last minute change has to be made in-

volving delays and loss of shooting time.

The result of this pre-surveying of lo-

cations should then be incorporated in

the scene descriptions of the scenario.

The description of and instructions

for shooting each scene should be set

down in the script as follows:

Scene 12: Medium shot—interior, living

room: Fred, seated before fireplace reading

magazine. He appears drowsy and presently the

magazine slips from his hands as he nods and

falls asleep—the camera fading out at this point.

This description gives the camera

setup (medium shot) and outlines the

action to be followed by Fred, the play-

er. Also it denotes that a fadeout is to

PI
THE FINEST IN

George Pal's Irresistible

PUPPETOONS
Now on 16mm Sound Film

"CAVALCADE OF MUSIC

Pal's puppets in their gayest and most lovable

roles. An enchanting potpourri of music and
dancing, filled with toe-tapping tunes and rare

good humor. An appealing dish for all ages.

Other PUPPETOONS Now Available:

SLEEPING BEAUTY: the ancient legend
with a modern swing twist.

THE BIG BROADCAST: a variety show,

from jive to waltz.

14mm S.O.F List Price 17.50

j4t your "Vcaiex

PICTORIAL FILMS, Inc

0ass ScoZ&p. CAMERAS

While I have my eye on new

merchandise I still need your

used equipment. This is the

time to sell . . . before it is too

late ... so s?nd me your

used equipment and get

a handsome check by re-

turn mail. Merchandise

returned postpaid if not

President

179 W. MADISON ST.CHICAGO 2. ILL.

A CAREER IN

CINEMATOGRAPHY
The movie industry needs trained men. Hollywood
film technique; business, educational, free lance film
production—taught at home. Professional supervision

—

illustrated manuals. Plan your post-war career now.
Write today fur free catalog.

MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
of the U. S. A.. Inc.

JOHN WHITEHEAD GAFILL. President
Birmingham. Michigan
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VitLer

MASTER TITLEER and
ACCESSORIES

MASTER TITLEER for all types of home movie titling,

Rear Projection Shots, Ultra Close Shots of flowers,

stamps, insects, etc. Price S9.75 plus Federal Excise
Ta».

PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT for Superimposed
Shots, Scroll, Flip, and many other special effect
titles. Price $5.50 plus Federal Excise Tax.

See your Dealer or write direct

HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
So. Figueroa Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Again "MOGULL'S" Allows the

HIGHEST EXCHANGE PRICES
on your 8mm. and 16mm. Home Movie Films
towards the purchase of new subjects of your
choice. Choose from the latest CASTLE, OFFI-
CIAL, PICTOREEL and other Standard subjects.

For your used — Allowance Reg. Price You Pay

8mm. 180-200' $3.50 $5.50 $2.00

16mm. 360-400' 5.00 8.75 3.75

SOUND
16mm. 360-40C 9.50 17.50 8.00

Color Prorata — 1 nmediate Delivery — Prepaid

MOGULL'S FILM & CAMERA
EXCHANGE

"One of America's Leading Film Libraries"
48 West 48th St. (Dept. FH) New York 19

RENT 16mm. Sound films

50c per reel

Large selection of features and shorts.

New prints; free catalog.

•

UNION COUNTY FILM
SERVICE

1 30 Chestnut Street

Roselle Park, New Jersey

**********-t-****-k*******ir-*-kir

Brand New
1 6mm.

MUSICALS
400 foot $15.00

* Bands
* Orchestras

* Concerts

J New 100 ft. shorts latest S5.00 each J

| ABBE Films
4c 503—5th Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N.Y. J

*****

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDER

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
995-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54

be executed with the camera at close of

action. All this has been carefully

planned in advance. More detailed de-

scription as to the action might be

included, of course. For instance, it may
be desirable to have Fred seated, facing

to the right; to have light from the

fireplace dancing on Fred's features;

perhaps a dog or cat asleep at his feet.

Such details, planned in advance, are

certain to be in the picture when set

down in black and white in the shoot-

ing script.

When the picture is completed from
a planned and carefully written sce-

nario, a better film is certain to result.

It will reveal the thought and prepara-

tion put into it. The story will "hang

together" without the artificial brac-

ing of last minute editing. And every

scene will be more pleasing in composi-
tion and pictorial effect because it was
planned that way.

You may say this scripting of home
movies is too much effort. On the con-

trary, it's not only additional fun, but

tends to make movies more enjoyable in

the making as well as in the screening.

Pressing a camera button is, of itself,

no great accomplishment. It's what the

camera registers that counts. The sce-

nario—your movie-making blueprint

—

insures more deliberate filming than

when planning is left to inspiration of

the moment.

PerUcope Viewfrnder . . .

• Continued from Page 47

j

in the construction of this type finder.

At the present time there are on the

market rejected and surplus lenses,

prisms and mirrors at reasonable prices

which can be used in construction of

finders. The optical material for the

dual purpose periscope illustrated here

consists of the following:

One right angle unsilvered prism,

48mm. faces, each $ .35

Two achromatic lenses 46mm. dia.

by 1 08mm. focal length, each 1.00

Two rectangular first surface

mirrors, each .10

One ounce liquid lens cement .40

This equipment was mounted in a

l/z" thick plywood housing serving as

a camera support, as detailed in figures

7 and 8, and illustrated with one side

removed in the photograph figure 6.

Forming the ends of this housing is a

3 16" steel bottom plate drilled and

tapped for a 20-thread thumb
screw, and wood chocks as necessary to

keep the camera in proper position for

the line of sight. The positive lens com-
bination (less the piano concave nega-

tive element of one of the lenses which

was cemented to the prism) was

mounted in a plastic tube and hinged

to the front of the housing, making
possible a quick change for sighting

backwards over the shoulder as illus-

trated in figure 3.

The lenses can be cemented in the

tube with lens cement or screw mount-
ed. The negative element is removed
from the achromatic lens by heating

slowly on a hot plate and rolling the

positive element from the concave sur-

face of the negative element. Sometimes

uncemented lens elements can be ob-

tained, thus eliminating the delicate

job of uncementing a lens. The prism is

retained in place by recessing slightly

into the housing. The mirrors are

cemented to a 45° wood block glued

to the housing and bottom plate, as

shown in Fig. 7.

After the periscope has been con-

structed, the mask should be mounted
near the image formed by the lenses

to enclose the view represented by the

picture being taken. Masking limits may
be determined by sighting on a rec-

tangular building at a distance that just

fills the ground glass of the camera or

the built-in finder of the camera. With
one side of the periscope removed, pins

can be stuck into the housing to frame

this target and measurements taken

from which the mask can be ruled. The
mask is made from a piece of clear

celluloid or negative material from
which the emulsion has been removed,

and ruled as necessary with India ink.

It is probable that two frames will be

required, as the image from the positive

lens viewed backwards will not exactly

match the image from the negative lens

viewed forward.

A parallex corrector can be combined

with the camera chocks and top plate

by fitting a tilting top controlled by

a screw. This was omitted on the model
illustrated for the sake of simplicity.

Figure 1 shows the normal use as a

periscope type finder. Attacked to

camera and mounted on a unipod, the

camera starting button is controlled by

a long cable.

A long axis auxiliary finder has been

included as part of the periscope, as

illustrated in figure 2, to permit sight-

ing and operating the camera from some
distance behind so that the camera may
be placed close to cage bars or mesh
fences set back of guard rails in zoos.

This finder consists of a 45 mm. dia-

meter negative lens of 127 mm. focal

length mounted on the camera plus a

proportionately long peep sight carry-

ing arm hinged to the side of the peri-

scope. A pin holds the arm in position
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when in use. There is no housing. In

zoo filming, this permits locating the

camera close enough to the cages in

order to get a clear unobstructed view

of the animals.

Other construction details, such as

material used for the housing, etc., are

purposely omitted here. It is assumed

that the reader will choose materials to

suit his convenience and that Figs. 7

and 8 will provide all the necessary de-

tails not otherwise described.

Planet^

Secondfeature. .

.

• Continued from Page 48)

ducers for Hollywood's pioneer 16mm.

entertainment film company, this "peril

among the pines" story of the High

Sierras has everything—suspense, tense

dramatic situations, high comedy, ro-

mance, and is climaxed by a novel and

thrilling chase sequence never before

seen on the screen.

Talmadge and Parry have cast John

Day, Planet's picture-find who it is

said combines the good looks of Gable

with the athletic prowess of the late

Douglas Fairbanks, in the stellar role of

Steve. Nancy Brinckman who has had

recent film roles at Monogram and

Paramount plays opposite him in a series

of intriguing situations with a girl-

chases-boy twist. Other members of the

cast include Britt Wood, Edward Park-

er, Ashley Cowan and Cy Jenks.

Jack McCosky SSC and Randolph

Clardy who handled the cinematography

on Planet's "Jeep Herders" are again

behind the professional 16mm. cameras

on this production. Shooting is on

1 6mm. Kodachrome with the sound re-

corded on 35mm. The Kodachrome
duping and reduction printing of the

sound track will be handled by associ-

ated Hollywood studios specializing in

these services. The picture is scheduled

to be released through Planet's nation-

wide chain of distributors in November.

S\eview& of

cAmateur 3ilm£
• Continued from Page 45 S

titles. There are but 2 splices in the

entire 90 feet of film, indicating the

careful camera editing and advance

planning that went into making the

picture. It has been awarded a 3 -Star

Merit leader by Home Movies.

DOBERM AN PINSCHERS, 200 feet 8mm.
Kodachrome, was filmed by Arthur
Ervin, Berkeley, Calif. This film is a

record of the training routines to which
young Doberman Pinscher dogs are sub-

jected. Scenes were staged at a local

dog kennel with kennel attendants par-

ticipating in the action. First there is a

general view of the kennels, then the

dogs are displayed—attention being

called in subtitles to their various capa-

bilities.

The various primary steps of train-

ing are shown, then we see the dogs

performing remarkable feats of climb-

ing ladders, jumping, and scaling walls.

The most interesting sequence shows

how the dogs are trained to attack an

enemy. An attendant, donning heavily

padded clothing, assumes the role of an

enemy. The dog attacks and holds on

to the man until help arrives. Also

shown is how the dogs are taught to

disarm a man with a gun. Another

staged sequence demonstrates how the

dogs are employed in tracking down
burglars.

The photography is considered fair.

There is considerable under-exposure and

there could have been a better photo-

graphic result had the camera been kept

closer to the action in many scenes.

Editing is commendable but lacks the

support of good titles which are printed

too small to be easily read on the screen.

Erwin used a Revere camera with

an f:i.9 lens, a tripod and regular Koda-

chrome film. The titles were shot on

Eastman panchromatic stock and tinted

with Craig "Cinetints." The film has

been awarded a 2-Star Merit leader.

THE MONTHS, 200 f«et 8mm. Koda-

chrome, was filmed by Albert Duvall,

Galesburg, Illinois. It is composed of a

number of scenes appropriate to each

month of the year and edited to the

theme of a poem, the stanzas of which

are used as titles introducing the scenes

descriptive of each month.

Preceding the January sequence is

the following title:

January brings the snow,

Makes our feet and fingers glow.

And the February sequence is introduced

with:

February brings the rain.

Thaws the frozen lake again.

Similar poetic titles introduce balance

of the months, and the scenic shots con-

form with the thought introduced by
each.

The photography is generally good,

although the camera is noticeablly un-

steady in many scenes. The continuity

is good, enhanced by careful editing

and excellent titles.

Duvall used an Eastman model 25

camera, Eastman titler, a Wrico letter-

ing set, and a General Electric exposure

meter in making the picture. The edi-

tors have awarded it a 3 -Star Merit

leader.

LATEST 16mm TIME SAVER

Telefilm's New

EDITING REWIND FLANGE
This practical new device, which speeds editing is

used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,

clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface

indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has

specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard

lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.

Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils

quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .

It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both

professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete

or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.

For early delivery place your order now.

TELEFILM STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD 16mm. HEADQUARTERS

6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

ATTENTION
8MM. & 16MM.

CAMERA
FANS

16mm. REVERSIBLE FILM
PANCHROMATIC SUPER DOUBLE X IN-

DOOR-WESTON 40—outdoor—Weston 100

— 100 ft - *4 -50

PANCHROMATIC SUPER X INDORR-WES-
TON 24—Outdoor—Weston 50—100 ft 5.75

PANCROM ATIC OUTDOOR—Weston 12 5.00

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—100 ft 4.00

Developed Free

•
8mm. REVERSIBLE FILM

INDOOR—Weston 60—25 Ft. ..Double $3.50

SUPER X—Weston 24—25 Ft. Double 2.50

OUTDOOR—Weston 8—25 Ft. Double 2.00

Developed Free

•
NEGATIVE FILM

Panchromatic Negative— 100 Ft $3.50

•
8mm.—FINISHED FILMS—16mm.

Silent Features, Comedies, Disnev and Felix

Cartoons, Westerns, Sports, Health, Chaplin,

etc !
t'/jc Ft.

SOUND FILMS
Crown of Thorns, 8 Reels $100

Christus, 7 Reels '5

Mother Cabrini, 8 Reels 150

St. Anthony of Padua, 9 Reels 100

Messenger of Blessed Virgin, 9 Reels 100

The Immortal Saint (Joan of Arc), A Reels 75

Entertainment Films—new prints—per Reel.. 10

Write for Free Catalog

EXHIBITORS FILM EXCHANGE
430 Ninth Ave. New York 19, N. Y.
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4 ,
COLORS -

.

3 '

HJ'^Uer S

,„,ludi.a K-^rJlY- OR DIRECT
AT YOUR DEALERS — »»

Write for Price List

HARRISON & HARRISON
OFTICA1 ISCINKIl

•ffa Monica II ,d. • Hollywood, C«lif«rn;«

Everything for the Movie Fan

Panchromatic FILM
1£M 100 feet A c

A

IOm Weston 32-20 t.Jv
8M
M $2.00

_"L3» 1 <-»M Weston 32-20

I Q M Weston111 °M 2412III {prices include proressinqj

I 1 Tripod Beaded Screens

30 x 40 $ 7.50
37 x 50 10.50

C. E. Meters 24.13
Color Temp. Meters 28.13
8mm. Wide Angle Lens 29.95

TATEOuality LABORATORIES
2817-19 E. Anaheim Long Beach 4, Calif.

— FINE MACHINE WORK
We design and build photographic
equipment, manufacture Three Lens
Turrits. Backwinds and Frame Coun-
ters, Footage Counters, Alignment
Cages, Titling Equipment, Printers, Op-
tical Flats, Special lenses and prisms,

Lens Flanges.

Repair service on cameras, lenses and
sound projectors.

MacVAN MFG. CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5, Calif.

Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm.-16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

,00-tt. ro„. $2f50
Rating 6 Westton

8mm. Reversible <>^dl^^ \» V-

Outdoor Film e.-y
[

25-ft. Double 25
Same day processing included

BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn CL. 7-1822

More
OUTDOOR
Action
Film
At Less
Cost. Ha*'" *^HU

USE
Fine
Grain
Reversible
Safety
Film

Ample
Outdoor
Speed

'6mm. AMBERTINT FILM
S3. SO'ncludes machine processing. Day-$2.25

light spools, ready to load Sc shoot.
"er Calif, buyers Include sales tax. J>

er

100 HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS
5U

"The West s Greatest Film Order House"
Southoate California

Studio* Cnter

16mm. 3ield . . .

• Continued from Page 4$)

gram is a step ahead of the other 35mm.
companies in that it has already set the

wheels in motion and has broken the ice

with its first 16mm. industrial film,

Fashion Horizons. This film was pro-

duced under group sponsorship, a plan

to be followed by Monogram in a num-
ber of its forthcoming business film

productions, whereby the film boosts

an entire industry rather than a single

product.

In explaining this plan, Donahue
said:

"One of the plans of Monogram's
commercial division is to organize in-

dustries into a combination of manu-
facturers who feel that they can benefit

by cooperative advertising so that a

complete story can be told to the buying

market, and to also show their product

in relative association with all other

products from cooperating manufactur-
ers through every day use.

"In many instances the produc-

tion of a motion picture by an indi-

vidual would be prohibitive owing to

high budget cost to cover production

and distribution, but through our plan

of sharing the cost between several

companies, a number of firms who have

not considered the 16mm. motion pic-

ture field as a selling and advertising

medium can now afford such produc-

tions.

"Fashion Horizons was one of such

productions. It was sponsored by sixty

manufacturers in the Southern Califor-

nia textile industries, and is now being

shown in over 125 leading department

stores in the country, as well as a one

reel version soon to be released for

showing in South America."

Monogram handles distribution on its

industrial productions, and promises to

attain circulation of a sponsor's film

before special audience types as named
by the advertiser or advertising group.

filming, tyour

J4ome ZJoivn . . .

• Continued from Page 473

the inscription on a statue in the square;

walking up the steps of the city hos-

pital or high school; stopping to read

the posters in front of the theatre;

watching the animals at the zoo, etc.

The downtown streets or the shop-

ping center can be filmed to advantage

during the Christmas holidays or when

special conventions or parades are in

progress. Shots of the city's tall build-

ings suggest civic greatness. Film them

first from some distance, then move
in close, introducing each with a

closeup of the name on the tablet or

plate near the door. The important

churches should be shown, and each

may be introduced and identified by

making a closeup of the name on the

church sign or bulletin board. Follow

the introductory closeups with artistic

shots of each edifice framed behind

swaying boughs or by the arch of

some nearby building, etc.

The way of living of citizens should

be dwelt upon at length with the

camera. The various residential sections

should be introduced and the best points

of each accentuated in the photography.

If your's is a city of "homey" homes,

picture the paved streets; children roller

skating on the sidewalks; the magnifi-

cent shade trees bordering the clean

streets; the traffic control systems; the

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP. MANAGE-
MENT CIRCULATION, ETC.. REOUIRED BY

THE ACT^ OF CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24.

1912, AND MARCH 3, 1933

Of HOME MOVIES, published monthly at Los

Angeles California for October I, 1945.

State of California. County of Los Angeles, ss:

Before me, a Notary Public in and for the

State and county aforesaid, personally appeared

C. J. Ver Halen, Jr., who, having been duly

sworn according to law, deposes and says that

he is the owner of the HOME MOVIES and

lhat the following is, to the best of his

knowledge and belief, a true statement of

the ownership, management (and if a daily

paper the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid

publication for the date shown in the above

caption, required by the Act of August 24,

1912 as amended by the Act of March 3. 1933.

embodied in section 537, Postal Laws and

Regulations, printed on the reverse of this form,

to wit:
,

1. That the names and addresses of the pub-

lisher editor managing editor, and business

managers are: Publisher, Chas. J. Ver Halen.

9014 Larke Ellen Circle. Los Angeles 35, Calit.;

Editor Arthur E. Gavin, 2230 E. Glenoaks Blvd.,

Glendale 6, Calif., and Chas. J. Ver Halen, Jr.,

(Associate Publisher). 9024 Larke Ellen Circle,

Los Angeles 35, Calif.

2. That the owner is (if owned by a corpora-

tion its name and address must be stated and

also' immediately thereunder the names and

addresses of stockholders owning or holding one

per cent or more of total amount of stock.

If not owned by a corporation, the names and

addresses of the individual owners must be

given. If owned by a firm, company, or other

unincorporated concern, its name and address,

as well as those of each individual member,

must be given.) (Partnership), C. J. Ver Halen,

Sr 9014 Larke Ellen Circle, Los Angeles. Calit.;

C. 'J. Ver Halen, Jr., 9024 Larke Ellen Circle.

Los Angees, Calif.
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and other security holders owning or holding
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of stockholders and security holders as they

appear upon the books of the company but

also in cases where the stockholder or security

holder appears upon the books of the company

as trustee or in any other fiduciary relation,

the name of the person or corporation for

whom such trustee is acting, is given; also

that the said two paragraphs contain state-

mens embracing affiant's full knowledge and

belief as to the circumstances and conditions

under which stockholders and security holders

who do not appear upon the books of the

company as trustees, hold stock and securities

in a capacity other than that of a bona fide

owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe

that any other person, association, or corpora-

tion has any interest direct or indirect in the

said sock, bonds, or other securities than as

so stated by him.

5. That the average number of copies ot each

issue of this publication sold or distributed,

through the mails or otherwise, to paid sub-

scribers during the twelve months preceding the

date shown above is (This information is re-

quired from daily publications only.)
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Sworn to and subscribed before me this 19th

day of October, 1945.

(SEAL) G. T. EVANS. JR.

(My commission expires Aug. 8, 1949)
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schools and their playground facilities.

At this point, parks and other recrea-

tional facilities should be featured.

The industrial life of the city should

occupy the remainder of the film. It is

logical first to show what the city is

like, then to reveal the industry re-

sponsible for its progress. Above all,

the static, still-photography type of

shooting should be avoided here. Don't

string together a series of long shots

of factory buildings for this sequence.

Instead, make inquiry before hand with

the management of each industrial plant

to be pictured, and arrange to show it

to more advantage with a meaningful

sequence of two or three shots.

For example, introduce the flour mill

with a shot of the company name on

the building; then a long shot of the

plant; if possible, an interior shot of

the processing department; then a shot

of the finished, packaged product.

Steel, rubber, building material, lum-

ber and other industries can be de-

picted advantageously in like manner.

To emphasize the civic greatness of the

community, to suggest its continuing

growth, a fitting sequence to conclude

the film would be scenes of ground-

breaking or corner-stone laying cere-

monies of some local project where im-

portant city officials take part. Then,

swinging the camera slowly upward to

show Old Glory rippling in the breeze,

on a nearby staff, will afford an ap-

propriate closing shot over which to

superimpose your "end" title.

Cxperimental

Workshop . . .

• Continued from Page 481

are put in place and the second wrap-

ping made, thus giving twice the nor-

mal capacity for a given amount of

space and chemicals. These racks are

nearly 16x20 inches and have a capacity

of 125-foot 1 6mm. film. Triple-wrap

bakelite racks this size would have a

capacity of fully 210-foot 16mm.
Standard i6x2o-inch trays are used.

The film is wrapped tightly, edges just

touching, and the rack is turned over

several times as soon as placed in de-

veloper to make sure of even develop-

ment. Only half the quantity of chemi-

cal required to cover the racks need be

used // they are turned over constantly.

The triple-wrap racks will give a

capacity of over 100-foot 6mm., using

a standard iixi4-inch tray.

The rack is placed on a small loading

stand similar to the drying rack stand

illustrated.

The drying rack illustrated is about

400-foot capacity and can be made for

less than one dollar. The cross rods are

five-cent round mop handles and the

sides are iX2-inch screen framing. Long

nails hold the rack in place on the

stand and 35mm. positive film spools

act as separators and washers. There is

enough spring in the sides of stand to

permit removal of rack after loading

and another rack inserted.

An efficient wash tank can be made

as shown in the illustration. Its dimen-

sions are based on the size of the racks

used and also the size of the wash trays

or sink available. A short rubber hose

runs from the faucet to the small brass

pipe soldered to the bottom of the tank.

The water overflows at the top, thus

thoroughly washing the film. Very

heavy gauge galvanized steel should

be used and the top reinforced. It need

not be painted. Small wooden wedges

will keep the racks in place. The small

loading stand is also used to transfer

the film to the drying rack after wash-

ing is complete.

T)omorrow%

ameramen . . .

• Continued from Page 482

emerge many postwar producers of com-

mercial, training and educational films,

is PFC Roy Lawless of Brooklyn, New
York, whose outstanding camera work

includes the filming of activities of the

Sino-American horse purchasing bureau

in far-off Tibet.

In the closing months of the war, the

critical need for horses for the Chinese

army, assisting Allied forces in the de-

feat of Japan, resulted in formation of

a special mission which explored isolated

villages of Tibet for the purpose of buy-

ing up all available horses from the

natives.

Lawless' assignment called for a com-
plete visual record of the mission's

activities. Because of the prevailing low

monetary standard, it became necessary

to pay for the horses in such quantities

of Chinese currency that it was virtual-

ly delivered to the Tibetans in bales.

Paying off the horse traders therefore

provided an unusual highlight in the

filming proceedings.

An outstanding trait of the Signal

Corps photographer is his ability to size

up a filming situation quickly and get

it on film, properly exposed and sharp-

ly focused. There can be no second

guessing on exposures. Ability to size up

light conditions and quickly set the

lens diaphragm come to the Signal Corps

cameraman only after months of in-

tensive training.

Of course, many combat cinema-

tographers as yet have had little or no

experience in doing any extensive shoot-

ing of 1 6mm. film under artificial light.

But the Signal Corps is confident of

every man's competency should the

occasion arise to switch to indoor film-

ing. The inherent ability of every Sig-

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8mm.
h&H film. Full an ti- halo
barking. Produces crisp, spark-
ling movies comparable to
the higher-priced "standard"
brands. Weston 16.4. $4.50 per
3 rolls double 8mm. ($1 "U
each) $4.60 per six r("t
single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. $1.70 per two rolls

single 8mm. for Univex ca-
meras. All films daltte load-
ing, with processing free.

•(Not recommended fur use in Keystone cameras. Order
ESO-A, E. & P.)

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film under
the Coors Patent i ,905 ,442.)

PLUS...
Out line of six other types of films for your double 8mm.
and single 8mm. cameras. (Single 8mm. prices available
on request, or. as listed in our Summer catalog.) All
prices include processing ami dalite-loading.
ESO-A Weston 6-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three

rolls double 8mm. ($1.20 each.)

ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with anti-halo base.
$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)

ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super-speed panchromatic film.
$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($2.35 each.)

ESO-F vVeiton 21-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5.70 per
three rolls double 8mm. ($2. on each.)

ESO-G Weston 6-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect
pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double 8mm.
($1.25 each.)

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditionally
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any film
purchased or refund the full purchase price if you are not
fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied!

ESO-S PICTURES
•QUALITY 8MM. SERVICE'

4038 Broadway Kansas City, Missouri

SOUND
TO YOUR ^

SILENT FILMS
{ Music " Narration * Special Effects

J

LET us convert your 16 mm picture to a sound film

of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and

finest sound recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational

film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc., Dept HM-ll
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

I for prices and literature.

OUR SERVICE IS USED BY: J
AiReiearch Mfg. Co. • Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

Douglas Aircraft Co. • Food Machinery Corp.

U. S. Naval Photo Services Dept. • Santa Fe Ra
Standard Oil Co. of Calif. *J3

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD

Hi-Fidelity

16mm. Variable Density

Sound-on-Film Recording

Studio Time Available

Sync Recording on Location

LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th St. New York 19, N. Y.

New ZENITH
Film Rental Catalogs are NOW available. Spe-
cify whether 8mm. & 16mm. Silent or 16mm.
Sound.

Editing, Titling, Duplicating, Vaporating,
etc. since 1924

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
Chicago 25, III. 3252 W. Foster Ave.
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LOUIS JORDAN
AND HIS TYMPANY 5

IN A BRAND NEW 2-REEL MUSICAL

C A L D O N I A
uith 4 brand new songs

"HONEY CHILE" "BUZZ ME"
"TILLIE" "CALDONIA"

PRICE $50 LIST Dealer Discount

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130 W. 46th St. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

F

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White • - Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

J

BULK FILM TO USE INDOORS:
Double 8mm. Corona-Pan A-H Speed 24-16

(does not include processing)
400 ft $12.20 100 ft $3.30

Reversal Processing
100 ft 85c SO ft 45c 25 ft 50c

CORONA FILM LABORATORIES
1028 New York Ave. Brooklyn (3) N. Y.

8 ENLARGED "1 ^\ REDUCED

TO 1 0 TO O
BLACK AND WHITE AND KOD ACH ROME

j
CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY

Special Motion Picture Printing
995-A MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO 54

+ .—.. . . 4

i

UNDER OVER - EXPOSED
FILM SALVAGED!

We can accept a limited amount of 16 mm
black and white film for Intensification

or reduction.

For shipping instruction, prices, etc., write:

Egon A. Dittman, Cine Technician
P. O. BOX 7ii - BERKELEY I, CALIF.

WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE

8-16 AND SOUND FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE

—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. Box 53? Brockton 65, Mass.

Dramatize Your Treasured Snapshots
The smoothly woven binding, gayly colored, lends

a country air to a sophisticated album. Black paper
mounts, plastic binding rings. A fine gift for a

friend or yourself. At Stores — Siie 5 x 7" $1.75;

B x 10" $2.50; II x 14" $3.50.

Free Catalog of Amfiles for Reels
Slides, Negatives, etc.

AMBERG FILE & INDEX CO. SSIiEST***

nal Corps trained cameraman to accu-

rately size up lighting conditions visu-

ally will stand him in good stead when
the transition to peacetime filming

under mazda lights comes about.

aloAeup* . . .

• Continued from Page 4S2

ment as soon as material is available.

This is expected to include 16mm.
cameras and sound projectors according

to the American War Standards speci-

fications drafted last year.

PAUL HOEFFLER will soon leave Holly-
wood for location shooting in Washing-
ton, Idaho, Montana and British Col-

umbia to be used in his capitol films

series.

lAJkatb JVew . . .

• Continued from Page 464

smooth 360° pan and 80 0
tilt action.

The top plate can be set for the Cine
Special, with or without motor, the

35mm. DeVry and Filmos, and other

cameras. Net weight is 14 pounds. Low
height at normal leg spread is 42 inches;

extended height is 72 inches.

Title Centerer

"Titliner," pronounced title liner, is

a new accessory introduced this month
designed to simplify the centering of

camera with title card in shooting

titles. Gadget slips over camera lens,

same as a filter holder. Ray of light

from light bulb or flashlight coming
through hole in title alignment card,

which accompanies accessory and in-

tended to be fitted in card holder of

titler, is reflected by the "Titliner," as

shown in illustration. When reflection

is centered over hole in bottom of card

through adjusting camera position, cen-

tering of camera with title is said to be

assured. "Titliner" sells for $5.00 plus

excise tax. Manufacturer is Hollywood
Cine Products, 32275/2 S. Figueroa, Los

Angeles 7, Calif.

WELD-ALL

FILM CEMENT
FOB. 8MM • I6MM • 35MM

• WON'T DRY OUT
• IOWJNFLAMMAB/UTY
• M/ID OPOff

HJalte tyi"H0W TO USE FILM CEMENT

431 SO DEARBORN ST. • CHICAGO S -=

A NEED FULFILLED
PIXKITCO MAINTENANCE KIT

At last—a complete kit with all the solutions
needed to keep all your Still & Cine Cameras,
Projectors, Laboratory Equipment and Acces-
sories in operating condition.

Complete with
instructions 2$

10 plus

17c Postage

MOGULL'S Film & Camera Exch.
68 West 48th St. New York 19. N. Y.

Dealers write to Dept. PH

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
8 and 16mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sal*

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 DEY ST. New York City 7. N. Y.
""""m '""""UMiiininiiiiiiiuniuiiiiniiiiniiiiiiinniiiiiinniiHuiiinHHiiiu

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING
MOVIE TITLES MADE EASY

Write today for a FREE A-to-Z Sample Title Test
Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored to your taste. Try our method . . . FREE.
COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT $6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10, N. Y.

I
Headquarters In New England

I For Castle Films, Nu-Art Films, Official I

I
Films, Pictoreels, Soundies. New |

Hymnal Soundies
I Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free i

FRANK LANE AND CO.
5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"
^^^^^l»^^^i^^BB!K' %

3

FILMGRAPH
and Instantaneous Permanent

PLAYBACK UNIT. Lengthy Recordings

Clear, Powerful: Eliminates Titles.

CIRCULAR

FREE
MILES REPRODUCER CO. -= 812 BROADWAY, N.Y.3 HM I

PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 16mm. & 35mm.

'Portables—Everything in Theatre

and Home Movie Equipment. Send for our

Bargain Catalog listing hundreds of

various items at tremendous savings.

O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
449 W. 42nd St. Dept. M New York 18, N. Y.
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CLASSIFIED • ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditionally guar-

anteed equipment.

USED 14mm. CAMERAS: Bell & Howell Filmo 70A,

Cooke F:3.5 lens and case, $82.50. Cine Kodak
Model A, hand crank, F: 1 .9 lens foe. mt., inter-

changeable 78mm. telephoto F:4.5, with tripod,

$125 00 Bell 4 Howell Filmo, super speed, latest,

I" Wollensak F:l.5 lens coated, with case, $200.00.

Bell & Howell 70DA, 17mm. Wollensak F:2.7 focus-

ing lens coated, I" Wollensak F: 1 .5 lens, foe. mt.

coated, 4" Cooke F:4.5 lens, positive finder and
obiectives, electric synchronous motor fitted, crank

rewind and case, $445.00. Cine Kodak Special,

F:l.9 coated lens, 15mm. wide angle F:2.7 in foe.

mt., 4" F:2.7 Tele, case, $575.00.

New Bolex H-8 and H-14 cameras in stock. New
1-8 Palm size Bolex with Kern F:2.8 lens, foe. mt.

with suede case, $144.45 New Bolex G-8-14 pro-

jector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses and case, $331.00.

RARE LENSES: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 17mm.
Wollensak fixed foes F:2.7 lens coated, $52.47.

50mm. Xenon F:2 lens, foe. A mt., $72.50. I" Kine

Plasmat F: 1 .5 lens, foe. mt., $87.50. I" Dallmeyer
F:0.99 lens, foe. A mt., $97.50. 5'/2

'

' Goerz Dogmar
F:4.5 lens foe. mt. with Goerz reflex focuser, $120.00.

102mm. Cine Kodak Anastigmat F:2.7 lens, chemic-
ally coated, choice of adapter, $111.50. 50mm.
Cine Kodak F:l.4 lens, coated, with choice of

adapter, $124.95. I" Zeiss Sonnar F:l .4, fits Movi-
kon 8 or 14, foe. mt., $125.00.

IN STOCK: Bausch & Lomb standard 3% x4 lantern

slide projector, forced air-cooled, 1000 watt bulb,

with case, new, each $97.50.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo
F:2.l projection lens for 14mm. projectors, chemic-
ally coated, $34.45. I'A" wide angle Filmo F : 1 .

8

projection lens, chemically coated, $24.85. 3"

F:2 projection lens, chemically coated, $34.40. 4"

F:2.5 projection lens, chemically coated, $35.55.

SPECIAL: B. & H. Direct focusing finder for

Magazine cameras, each, $20.55. Kodak focusing
finder for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective
finders in stock: 15mm. $8.00, incl. Fed. Tax. 4"

$11.15, incl. Fed. Tax. 4" $11.70 incl. Fed. Tax.
Cine Extenar wide angle attachments for 8mm. B.

& H., Revere, and Keystone lenses, $27.50 plus
$2.45 Fd. Tax. New B. & H. Editing outfit, complete,
400 ft. capacity, $50.40. Another lot of Baia 8mm.
slitters, $3.03. Another lot of Craig 14mm. Jr.

complete Editors, including DeLuxe Splicer, re-

winds and cast aluminum base with cement, $19.75.

Craig Jr. Splicers for 8mm. or 14mm., $3.95.

Slightly used Revere projector case, $4.50. 2000 ft.

heavy duty 14mm. rewinds, each $17.50. Dummy
with brake, $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm. Titler for
Aristocrat model only, complete at $29.35.

14mm. Bass 1400 ft. reels _ _ $3.85
14mm. Bass 1400 ft. cans $3.50
14mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $3.30
14mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans _ $2.15

We buy 'em, sell 'em, and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY, DEPT. 179, W. Madison
St., Chicago 2, III.

• MILES Filmograph recorder and reproducer with
500 feet film, like new $149.50. RCA 14mm. sound
camera. New Presto disc recorder 78—33-1/3 RPM
microphone and stand. 14mm. Auricon-Maurer re-
corders. 14mm. Bolex Camera, 200 foot magazine,
synchronous motor. New Bausch & Lomb 35mm.
F3. lenses for 14mm. $28.00. New Ilex I" F3.5 lenses
for 8mm. $19.75. Ilex 3" F3.5 lenses in focusing
mounts for 14mm. Eastman model C 14mm. pro-
jector $29.00. Cine Externar wide angle lens makes
^mm. from I" $24.85, tax included. New-used
l4-35mm. Griswold splicers. Single-double sprocket
l4-35mm. measuring machines. Filmos, Eastman
cameras. Send for free circular on Camart tripods
for your cameras. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th
Street, New York.

• FOR SALE: New 8mm. and 14mm. Bolex cameras,
ceiling price. Wanted: parts for B. & H. projectors'.
Radio and movie repairing. Radio tubes ceiling
price. SMITH RADIO MOVIE SERVICE 4703 Hart-
ford Rd., Baltimore 14, Md.

• STEICHEN—"Master Of The Camera," an inti-
mate glimpse of Steichens' masterful technique
photographing glamorous model in his studio 400
feet 14mm. sound $21.50; silent $15.00 IRVING
BROWNING, 70 West 45th Street, New York.

• TOY movie projectors—prewar construction,
motor driven. Immediate delivery. Limited quan-
tity. Also films. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.

• OFFICIAL Films, Craig editing equipment and
supplies, Da-Lite screens. Send for list today.
JOHN J. HILL, 512 Kelly St.. Atlanta, Georgia.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,

10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 4040 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-

wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• MAKE your own 8-l4mm. action filmviewer-

editor. Easy. No shutter or movinq parts. Film ap-
pears as motion pictures. Send $1.00 today for blue-

print and instructions. BUCKLEY BROS., 814 No.
Main St., Findlay, Ohio.

• BRAND new Keystone 8- 14mm. rewinds. Original

price $4.00 pair. Stark's selling them at $2.75 pair.

Buy 3—use one for editing—3 for $3.75. Brand new
Baia 8-l4mm. splicers $4.75. 24 in. spring projector

belts 25c each, 10 for $2.00. STARK FILMS, Since

1920, 537 N. Howard St., Baltimore I, Md.

• FOR SALE: New Bolex L-8 f/2.8, case, $148.50.

14mm. sound projector, new. BALDWIN, 811 Rossi,

Boise, Idaho.

• AURICON 14mm. sound recorder S.O.F. like

new, $400.00. E. R. SCHNEIDER, 51 E. 224, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

• BRAND new 1400 foot 14mm. reels, $2.50 each;

Baia film splicers, $4.50 each. Send for listinq of

Official and Nu-Art films. JOHN J. HILL & CO.,
Dept. 813, 400 Second Ave., Decatur, Georgia.

• TALOR-Hobson-Cook half inch f/1.4 focusing

lens for B. & H. eight, $75.00. As new. JIM TALBOT,
18 E. Wall, Ft. Scott, Kansas.

WANTED
• DISTRIBUTORS wanted. Sensational money' mak-
ing opportunity. We have 20 film specialties ready
for immediate sale. Send $10.00 for sample sound
print, special dealers' discount and free list.

STANDARD PICTURES CORPN., Universal City,

Calif.

• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 41-B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• DON'T miss these two cartoons this Christmas:
"Christmas Night," and "Toyland Adventure."
Write today for folder with special prices. JOHN
J. HILL & CO., Dept. 813, 400 Second Ave., De-
catur, Georgia.

• SENSATIONAL full color movie subjects! 8mm.,
14mm. Big cataloq, 25c. Special—proiection length

sample scenes ( Kodachrome) , "Waikiki Hula,"
$1.00. Specify width. Iriscope kits, $5.00. WORLD
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS. Box 392, Elmira, N. Y.

• "JAPAN Surrenders!" In same reel, "Empire
State Disaster," and "Atomic Bomb!" $1.75 up! Drop
postal for literature! Victor sound projector, ex-

cellent, $375.00. CHARLIE POORMAN, 135-H
Haven, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-

change plan. MULTIPRISES. Box 1125, Waterbury,
Conn.

• OFFICIAL films, Craig editing equipment, and
Da-Lite screens. Send for free lists. JOHN J. HILL
& CO., Dept. 83 ,

400 Second Ave., Devatur, Ga.

• I BUY, swap or sell 14mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• GORGEOUS girls—sparkling "Allure" and
"Sarong Girls," two fascinating films. Travel, ad-
venture, sports, Christmas subjects, many film

barqains. Big 1945 cataloq and film sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 4520, Philadelphia 38, Penna.

• I4MM. silent and sound films bought and sold—
exchanged. Send for free list. SHERWOOD PIC-
TURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

• "SILK Stocking Parade," 14mm. 100 ft. $2.75;

8mm. 50 ft. $1.25. Comedies, westerns, glamour
girls. Literature, sample, dime. ZIENTEK FILMS,
1129 Monroe Circle, Baltimore 25, Md.

• 8MM-I4MM movie supplies, library films, Castle
films, sound and silent at lowest prices. NO-WAT-
KA, 257 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

• NEW 8mm. subjects, 50 ft. $1.00. Two Koda-
chrome art slides, $1.00. Guaranteed. LYNCH
FILMS, 1414 Fourth, Louisville 8, Ky.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• NICKELODEONS— riotously funny! Chaplin, Tur-

pin, Arbuckle, Charlie Chase, Oliver Hardy. Mel-
lerdramas. Pickford, Barrymore: "New York Hat."
Exclusive releases: "Movies March Along— 1894 to

1928," "Cartoon Pioneers." New prints, popular
prices. Specify 14mm. sound, silent, 8mm. IRVING
MEGINNIS. 340 West 29th, New York .

• NEW Victor, R.C.A., and Ampro sound projec-

tors. Films and projection lamps, Griswold and
Craig splicers, rewinders, reels, camera films.

ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New York City.

eUSED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 14mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for

lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE, 14

Storrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• 8-l4mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
47c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue list-

ing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St., Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

O HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8-l4mm.
and sound. Latest releases—money saving rates.

Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 429, Oak Park, III.

• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 14 and 8mm. films

for sale. Catalogs available. JENKINS AUDIFILMS,
Lewisburg, Penna.

TITLING SUPPLIES
• TITLES: Let your films do the "talking!" Special
effects. B&W and color, 8mm. only. PAUL'S 8mm.
MOVIE SERVICE, 154 Lincoln St., Easton, Penna.

• TITLES—8mm. and 14mm. sound or silent, your
copy shot. Laboratory quality. Large library of
stock titles ready to use, 35c. Send 10c for library

list. HAL MASON MOTION PICTURE PRODUC-
TION CO., 4014 Fountain, Hollywood 28, Calif.

• VEE Cine Titler—sturdy, full sized 9x12 board,
34" long. Does everything! Zooms, turn arounds,
turn overs. Complete with scroll, ground glass, clear
glass. Write for particulars to H. Fl LI PAK, 14

Laurel St., Holyoke, Mass.

CAMERA FILM

• PANCHROMATIC double 8mm. film, 100 ft.

Weston 24-14, $3.75; 100 ft. Weston 44-40, $4.00;

processing not included. Write for our free price

lists. RITTER CINEMA SERVICE, 507 South Oak
Park Ave., Oak Park, III.

• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 14mm. positive films $4.00

each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D. or
will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT, 4038
Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

• CAMERA FILM: 100 ft. panchromatic 14mm.,
Weston 44, $4.95; 25 ft. double 8mm., Weston 44,

$1.99. Free processing. Movie accessories, chemicals.
We do processing. Free circulars. FROMADER
GENERA, Davenport 8, Iowa.

• FRESH movie camera films—14mm. and 8mm.
Write for our new reduction price list. AMBASSA-
DOR, 479-A Ouincy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

O MOVIE camera films: 100' 14mm. $2.50; 25'

double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing. BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FILMS FOR EXCHANCE

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.

Box 539. Brockton. Mass.

PROCESSING SERVICE

• REPERFORATION of any brand B&W or color
14mm. film for use in 8mm. cameras. Perforations
guaranteed. $2.00 per 100 ft. roll. Film slit for

single 8mm. cameras (no color) 50c additional.
Send all films insured marked "Reperforate" to
FILMCRAFT, 4038 Broadway, Kansas City, Mo.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 4 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.

Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 44 film, 40c.

THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 44, Southgate, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS
• EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with
album explaining Combat Unit using each in-
signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $1.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 4040 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood, Calif.



The sure-footedness with which mountain sheep will

clash up and down seemingly impossible slopes is

amazing, and their performance is admired by all.

If you would ask any one of the tens of thousands

of Bolex owners why they are so devoted to their

cameras, the answer undoubtedly would be—perform-

ance. This attribute of Bolex stems from the superb

mechanism, the fruit of more than 130 years of

precision manufacturing experience, and the pains-

taking care with which Bolex cameras are made.

There is nothing haphazard about Bolex construction

. . . every detail bespeaks precision art at its best.

In outer appearance, too, Bolex wins the unbounded

praise of owners and envy of onlookers. One day

you're going to own a Bolex . . . why not make

inquiries today.

4

BOLEX MODELS H-16 AND H-8 There are no better sub-standard cam-

eras made anywhere in the world. Bolex offers peak performance, versatile

performance, perfect performance and refinements such as automatic threading,

parallex-correcting viewfinders, magnified critical visual focusing, filming by hand

crank, rewinding mechanism. The price of the BOLEX Model H-8, without lens,

$200.00. The price of the BOLEX Model H-16, without lens, $200.00. This latter

model with Kern-Paillard Switar 1" F/1.4 lens, $357.50; with Wollensak 1" F/1.5

lens. $250.00; beautiful leather case, $39.50. (Excise tax on Switar lens, $26.25;

on Wollensak, $3.00; no tax on camera.) The BOLEX Model H-16 with Kern-

Paillard Yvar 1" F/2.5 lens, in micrometer focusing mount, 5258.50 ; with case,

S298.00. (Excise tax on Yvar lens, $9.75; no tax on camera.) Frame counter for

H-16 or H-8. S17.50 additional.



FINEST LENS FOR THE FINEST 16mm CAMERA
KERN-PAILLARD SWITAR LENS

. . . double coated, 1"F/1 .4 Lens for the BOLEX Model H-1

6

Because of the anti-glare coating applied to both surfaces of all elements, brilliant

subjects may be photographed against the light without halation. The focusing mount

is of Paillard precision, and makes this lens the smoothest to operate. Focusing scale

is from 1
1/2 feet to infinity. Even at full aperture, the Switar renders an astonishingly

sharp and contrasted picture, with the focus consistent from corner to corner. You
can buy no finer lens for $157.50 (Excise tax, $26.25).

TH€ "SWEETHEART" Of THE SMALL CAMERA FIELD...BOLEX L-8

This little double-eight is equipped with a constant speed motor and governor
which makes it absolutely precise in the exposure of all frames in every

sequence. Operating at one speed, 16 frames per second, it can be relied upon

to hold that exposure of l/30th second throughout each scene The Bolex L-8

has a removable aperture plate for instant cleaning, viewfinder corrected

instantly to lenses of 1" and V/z" focal lengths, drop-

spool threading which requires no forming of loops, view-

finder signal which stops you at the end of a 25' run, motor

which requires winding only four times to a 25' roll of film,

and many other refinements which make it the "sweetheart"

of the small camera field. Priced, with zipper suede bag,

$68.75. With Kern-Paillard Yvar </2
" F/2.8 lens, in microm-

eter focusing mount, $50.80 additional. With Wollensak

Vt" F/2.5, $91.35. Excise tax on Wollensak lens $1.13, on
Kern-Paillard Yvar $8.47 and on L-8 camera $12.50.

BOLEX
H-8 H-16 L-8

AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY, 521 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 17, N. Y.
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8mm« and 16mm«

magazine and roll •

full-color Kodachrome

and black-and-white

AT YOUR CINE-KODAK DEALER'S—SOON

JOME Cine-Kodak Film will come in the

familiar prewar Cine-Kodak Film cartons...

some, in the new-style cartons you see here

. . . but all, dated on the outside of the cartons

for your protection, is, as ever, uniformly

dependable! Your dealer may not have all

you want the first time you see him. Soon,

he will have plenty.

More still camera film

Although quantities of "still" film, both

black-and-white and color, continue to be

supplied to the armed forces both overseas

and in the U. S. A. for military and for per-

sonal use, more and more is being delivered

to your Kodak dealer each month. Keep in

touch with him.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.



THIS ISSUE | Filming The Family's Christmas

I Lighting Interiors . . .

| His Movie Stars Are Puppets!
—plus synopsixed titles in colors.
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the animatophone

masterpiece of

16mm craftsmen

victor 16mm
sound projectors

i

Your Animatophone — home from the fighting and production

fronts with the honors of war — is now again available.

Ever increasing production and plant expansion is endeavoring to meet

the tremendous demands of schools, churches, industry and homes — in this new era of

better teaching, training, selling and entertainment, through 16mm sound motion

pictures. Animatophones are being delivered according to date sequence.

Get in line by ordering yours now. Victor Cine Cameras will

soon return to serve discriminating movie makers.

MA K E R S

VICTOR
Home Office and Factory: Davenport, Iowa

New York 18—McGraw Hill Blag.. 330 W. 42nd St. • Chicago 1—188 W. Randolph

QUIPMENT SINCE 1923O F I 6 M M
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GIFT MOVIES
3or o4 CT\errier {^hri&tmaA

FOR 8MM. AND 16MM. PROJECTOR OWNERS

Christmas Subjects, Animated Cartoons and Comedies Professionally Produced In Hollywood For

Holiday Home Movie Programs, Available From Largest Producer of Home Movie Subjects.

WALT DISNEY'S

MICKEY MOUSE
100 Ft. 16mm. : $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

Mickey's Orphan Child 1501 -A
Mickey's Lucky Break 1 502-A
Mickey The Gorilla Tamer 1 503-A
Mickey's Quick Exit 1 504-A
Mickey's Kongo Killer 1 505-A
Mickey, the Nursemaid 1 506-A
Mickey's Bad Dream 1507-A
Mickey's Little Eva 1 508-A
Mickey in Eliza Crossing the

Ice 1509-A
Mickey's Big Night 1510-A
Mickey's Royal Battle 1511 -A
Mickey's Football Manglers 1 5 1 2-

A

Mickey in Horse Play 1513-A
Mickey's Stinging Finish 1514-A
Mickey's Sky Battle 1515-A
Mickey's Airplane Antics 1516-A
Stop 'Em Flying 1517-A
Full Steam Ahead 1 51 8-A
Running Wild 1519-A
Mickey's Fly Trap 1 520-A
Pluto's Shower Bath 1521 -A
Wild West Mickey 1 522-A
Alkali Ike Mickey 1 523-A
Ice Cold Mickey 1 524-A

WALTER LANTZ'S

OSWALD RABBIT
100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

The Duck's Birthday 6-A
Doctor Oswald 9-A
Sniffs and Sniffles 1 0-A
The Fairyland Express 1 1 -A
Adventures in Dreamland 1 2-A
G-Man Oswald 13-A
Bo Peep's Sheep 1 4-A
Oswald the Hunter 17-A

The Radio Bug ...18-A

Oswald the Bug Charmer 19-A
The Magic Wand 2 1 -A

Remote Control 23-A

Special

CHRISTMAS
SUBJECTS

"'TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE
CHRISTMAS"

Entire poem completely enacted and
accompanied by verse titles. Not an
animated cartoon. Order by number
(125-C).
400 Ft. 16mm $10.00

"MICKEY PLAYS SANTA CLAUS'
Mickey Mouse and Pluto as street

musicians celebrate Christmas eve
by singing Carols on the street. They
are called to a home to entertain a

rich man's little son who mistreats

them. Turned out aagin in the snow,
Mickey and Pluto encounter a poor
widow, make a merry Christmas for

her and her children.

200 Ft. 16mm $6.00
100 Ft. 8mm 3.00

"CHRISTMAS CHEER"
The Three Monkeys—Meany, Miny
and Moe—make a merry Christmas
for a poor family. Replete with
comedy for which these inimitable

cartoon characters are famous.
100 Ft. 16mm $3.00
50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

"FAIRYLAND EXPRESS"
Oswald Rabbit is the star of this ani-

mated cartoon fantasy that will de-
light grownups as well as Children.

An ideal subject for Christmas
Programs.

100 Ft. 16mm $3.00
50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

CHRISTIE COMEDIES
360 Ft. 16mm $8.75

180 Ft. 8mm 3.75

Dizzy Sights 753-M
With Billy Dooley and Vera Steadman

Sea Legs 754-M
With Neal Burns

Are Scotchmen Tight 755-M
With Jack Duffy and Eddie Barry

For Sadie's Sake 756-M
With Jimmie Adams and Mollie Malone

WALT DISNEY'S

DONALD DUCK
100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

Donald the Auto Mechanic 913-A
Donald in The Ham Actor 91 4-A
Donald in Getting the Hook 915-A
Donald in Squeak, Squeak 91 8-A
Donald's Outing 1515-A
Donlad in Ducking Out 1 552-A
Donald in Red Hot Bullets 1 553-A
Donald's Buzz Saw Battle 1 554-A
Donald in The Smoke Eater 1 555-A
Donald in The Rescue 1 556-A
Donald's Trained Seals 1 557-A
Donald in Off Balance 1 558-A
Donald's Ice Capers 1 559-A
Donald Gets Ducked 1 560-A
Donald's Spanish Serenade 1561 -A
Donald's Fast Finish 1 562-A
Donald Down Mexico Way 1563-A

200 Ft. 16mm $16.00

100 Ft. 8mm 3.00

Donald Duck in Super Service..-. 1 45 1 -B
Donald Duck in Fast and

Furious 1452-B
Donald Duck in The Fireman.... 1 453-B
Donald Duck's Day Off 1454-B
Donald in The Flying Trapeze.. 1 455-B
Donald The Skater 1456-B
Donald's Mexican Romance 1457-B

WALTER LANTZ'S

MEANY, MINY & MOE
100 Ft. 16mm $3.00

50 Ft. 8mm 1.50

Free Air 1201 -A
Beauty Shop 1202-A-

Christmas Cheer 1205-A
The Golf Robot 1206-A
Beauty and the Beast 1208-A
Ship Wrecked 1209-

A

High and Dizzy 121 0-A
Pickled Herring 121 1 -A
Red Hot Tires 121 2-A
The Auto Race 1213-A
Midnight Spooks 121 4-A
House of Tricks 1 21 5-A

• On Sale At Your Dealers Or Order Direct From •

HOLLYWOOD FILM ENTERPRISES, INC., 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Col,
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ARMY VS.

NAVY

NORTHWESTERN VS.

WISCONSIN

COLUMBIA VS.

YALE

CORNELL VS.

PENNSYLVANIA

DUKE VS.

GEORGIA TECH.

NAVY VS.

NOTRE DAME

SO. CAL. VS.

WASHINGTON

OHIO STATE VS.

PURDUE

HARVARD VS.

YALE

{subject to change)

Spectacular plays and red-hot moments from the season's greatest grid-

iron events! Exciting team-play and star performance few spectators

see! Open-field running, blocking and phenomenal aerial play viewed

from the perfect vantage point! Gridiron history — filmed as it happened

in an action-packed thrill movie of the best in college football — all in

ONE film eagerly awaited by thousands of fans from coast to coast. Get

your order in NOW!

A new Christmas movie—

"CHRISTMAS TOY SHOP"
Guaranteed to rekindle the Christmas spirit in adults and increase the

excitement and happiness of the youngsters. Typical children dream on

Christmas Eve of a wonderful visit to Toyland where dolls and wooden
soldiers romp and play. A combination of regular studio photography

with splendid cartoon production. The perfect yuletide movie gift!

FREE!
New 1946 Deluxe Castle Films' Catalog describing

more than 130 thrilling home movies! Historic War films!

Sports! Thrills! Adventure! Travel! Fun! Cartoons! Pro-

fusely illustrated! A thrill in itself. Send coupon now! ORDER FORM-

See your

Photo Dealer

or send handy

order form

Today
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK 20

RliSS M.M.
SAM FRANCISCO 4

Send Costle Films'

Home Movies indi-

cated in the size and
length checked.

8 mm. 16 mm.

SO Fiet

11.75
180 Feet

15.50

100 Feet

$2.75

360 Feet

18.75

Sound

350 Feet

J17.50

"rMtb*IIPiri4llH94S"

"CkrlstBU Tit Skip"

Remittinee Enclosed

Ship C. 0. D.

Send Cutle Flint' FREE

Ot Uie Catiltf

Address-

City- -Zone- State.
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Exposure Meter

Good news! Get better pic-

tures than ever- with a new
General Electric exposure
meter. New advantages ... no
increase in price! Stronger.
Lighter. New, improved light-

sensitive cell. New, even
sturdier element. Easy to use.

Extremely sensitive. Always
accurate. One-hand operation.

Available now at photographic

dealers. Don't wait—get yours

today! General Electric Com-
pany, Schenectady 5, N. Y.

Get a new G-E

...3 meters in one!

Type DW-38

Federal lax
included

Sews of What's SEW . . .

In Home Movie Equipment And Accessories

Demountable Lens Turret

The Perry Corp., 3900 Elm St., Dallas,

Texas, introduce this month the Perico

Demountable Turret for Bell & Howell

"Companion" and "Sportster" 8mm.
cameras. Device is readily attachable

and demountable from camera and is

said to require no alterations to camera

case. The turret accommodates three

standard threaded 8mm. camera lenses;

is made of lightweight aircraft alumi-

num alloy and sells for S22.95.

Better perspective and close-ups, and

a more versatile use of the camera is

claimed for the device when mounted

upon the cameras for which it is de-

signed. Literature is available on request.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

Film Processing Outfit

Thoroughly tested and proved in

tough military use is the new Morse

G-3 Daylight tank for processing cine

and miniature camera films. Tank and

cover are made of acid-resistant mold-

ed Bakelite. Film reels are of stainless

steel and accommodate a maximum of

100 feet of 1 6mm., double 8mm., or

35 mm. film. The change from one size

to the other is made by a simple twist

of the top flange of the reel. A posi-

tive lock prevents film slipping off reels.

Contrary to expectations, no separating

medium is requried between the film

turns, the developing liquid serving as

a cushion between each and preventing

any possible emulsion abrasion.

There is a light-tight funnel in cov-

er, permitting the introduction of pro-

cessing solution and water. There is a

drain in bottom of tank to draw off

solutions after use. All operations can

be made in bright light after initial

loading of film and securing of light-

tight cover. Secondary exposure of film

during processing is made through glass

viewing window in front of tank.

Tank sells for S24.50 plus excise tax

and is manufactured by The Morse In-

strument Co., Hudson, Ohio.

Sound Projector

The Movie-Mite Corporation, 1105

East 15 th St., Kansas City, Mo., an-

nounces a new, improved model of the

Movie-Mite 16mm. sound projector.

This is a compact, portable sound pro-

jector designed especially for projection

of sound films by salesmen, demonstra-

tors, etc. The Movie-Mite affords screen-

ing sound films in a client's office,

for example, with the projector and

screen set up on a desk. The screen

throw is within the three to ten foot

range.

The new model 63-L weighs but 27/2

pounds. The one carrying case houses

everything necessary to show sound

films: projector, tabletop screen; speak-

er, 800-foot take-up reel, and extension

cords and reel arms for 2000-foot reels.

It is also an ideal unit for showing

sound films in the home where long

projection throws are not required.

Heavy Duty Tripod

Adopting the sturdiness of cantilever

design, the Camera Accessories Co., 346
• Continued on Page 55

J
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fane of many surprises in store for home movie fans is the

realism in color movies by Revere.'

New optical developments and ultra precision craftsmanship

make possible the projection of home movies with a stronger

depth of color throughout its entire range. Images have

rich, natural brilliancy and a greater degree of

sharpness than ever before.

You'll be well rewarded in waiting for Revere . . . coming

soon to your dealer.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY, CHICAGO 16, ILLINOIS

Manufacturers of 8mm Movie Equipment . , . Exclusive,j
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PERICO ^emou^U TURRET

TURN YOUR B & H "COMPANION" OR "SPORTSTER"

INTO A TURRET MODEL! HAVE THE KIND

OF CAMERA YOU'VE ALWAYS WANTED— GIVE

YOUR MOVIES THE "PROFESSIONAL" TOUCH!

*TUe Pesuca *luwiet (jiueA. you:

* BETTER PERSPECTIVE!

* BETTER CLOSEUPS!

* BETTER CANDID SHOTS!

* BETTER ACTION SHOTS!

* HERETOFORE UNOBTAINABLE
WILDLIFE AND OTHER SHOTS!

PATENT

PENDING

B & H SINGLE LENS "COMPANION
OR "SPORTSTER" CAMERA

PERICO DEMOUNTABLE TURRET

BETTER MOVIES

A Penica ^uviet *
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GIVES PROFESSIONAL VERSATILITY

k T0 AMATEURPERICO DEMOUNTABLE TURRET

FOR B & H
"COMPANION" and "SPORTSTER"

CAMERAS

95

Sold Under Unconditional
Money-Back Guarantee

If not entirely satisfied, return

in good condition within 5
days for full refund.

TAKE A TIP FROM HOLLYWOOD
Analyze any professional movie. A variety of shots, distant and closeup, alternated to give a general view of the

setting with highlights of specific action and detail, is the paramount secret in taking interesting movies. The

only practical way to accomplish this is with lenses of various focal lengths mounted in a turret.

ADVANTAGES OF A TURRET

(1) Rapid changes from one lens to another are necessary to obtain sufficient variety under almost all conditions.

(2) Separate lenses are subject to loss and damage.

(3) A turret assures quick, safe changes.

ADVANTAGES OF THE PERICO DEMOUNTABLE TURRET

(1) Owners of B & H "Companion" or "Sportster" models may convert their camera to a turret model without

suffering the usual trade-in loss.

(2) The Perico Demountable Turret fits threaded 8mm lenses, thus giving wider selection of lenses; eliminates

necessity of buying higher priced lenses for special mount.

(3) B & H viewfinders are designed for use with the two most popular telephoto lenses, thus work perfectly with

the Perico Turret.

PERICO DEMOUNTABLE TURRET IS NOT A FACTORY INSTALLATION JOB
SNAPS ON AND OFF AS EASILY AS EQUIPMENT LENSES

No alteration to camera is necessary. Snaps firmly in place and becomes integral part of camera. Compactl Sturdy!

Trouble-freel Built for durability from finest grade lightweight aircraft aluminum alloy, beautifully satin finished.

AT DEALERS FROM COAST TO COAST

If your dealer cannot supply you, order direct from

PERRY Gotpotodian.
CAMERA DIVISION • 3900 ELM STREET • DALLAS. TEXAS
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Coming Soon!

DeJUR'S New 8 mm. Projector—an

• a i

:

, IB»
amazing developrflHSt3XCnome enter

tainment that will thfill every home-movje.

fan! . . . The New DeJUR will embody

many war-inspired improvements . . .

plus exclusive features that bring a

brilliance and smoothness in home

movies never before possible. Tops in

8 mm. projection . . . worth owning . .1

worth waiting for . . . The date? Watch fo

DeJUR'S announcements and displays.

Better still, keep in touch with your dealer

be first on his list for a preview.

DeJUR-AMSCO CORPORATION
LOXG ISLAND CITY I, W. Y.





Christmas. <£tft gmtoriptiong

HOME MOVIES

Your Own or Your First Gift Subscription .

Each Additional Gift Subscription . . .

$2.50

2.00
(Be sure to give postal unit numbers for addresses requiring them)

TO-
FLKABR PRINT

emir

Please send Gift Subscription

to the above from:

CITY. POSTAL UNIT NO.. STAR

TO_
FL&ABX PUNT

Please send Gift Subscription

to the above from:

CITT. POSTAL TJNTT NO.. 8TATI

TO
fUUO FEINT

Please send Gift Subscription
to the above from:

CITT. POSTAL UNIT NO.. RATI

/ enclose $ in payment for these subscriptions
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Wk^
, rv vi<*

message to

FARM GROUPS

CLUB MEETINGS

rift

-J,

— y
l^fnm. sound films and projectors have

*1>een powerful aids to our government in assuring

the success pf previous War Loans. According to

Treasury Department statistics 33,402,950 people

saw 16 mm. 7th War Loan films. Now the 16 mm.
industry has been mobilized once again to

bring inspiring Victory Loan messages to

millions. Owners of 16 mm. sound equip-

ment have been urged to enlist their

projectors and services in this final

Victory Loan drive. Please contact

immediately your State or County

War Finance Committee — and

advise them of your willingness

to help in the showjng of 16 mm.

bond selling films..

LABOR GROUPS

PUBLIC FORUMS

Many of the new Amprosound
"Premier 10" 16 mm. sound
projectors will aid in this Vic-

tory Loan drive. In increasing
numbers Ampro projectors
are becoming available for

bringing sales, educational
and training messages to mil-

lions in every field of en-
deavor. Write today for
special folder on Amprosound
"Premier 10."

The Army-Navy "E" has
been awarded to Ampro
for excellence in the pro-
duction of 16 mm. motion
picture projectors.

AMPRO CORPORATION • CHICAGO <• •
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SOMETHI MOVIE FILM DEVELOPING

PROCESS YOUR OWN
The new Morse G-3 Daylight Tank is the unit movie fans have been look-

ing for. Processes movie or miniature camera film. After loading in dark

room, all developing operations are performed safely and quickly in full

daylight. Tested and proved in tough military service, where over 6,000

Morse G-3 Daylight Tanks were used by the

Army Air Forces.

1 Processes 16 or 35 mm. movie films for negative
or reversal process.

2 Acid-proof molded black plastic tank and cover

—

metal parts of stainless steel.

3 Stainless steel film reels that accommodate up to

100 feet of 16 mm., 35 mm. or Double 8 mm. film.

A quick twist of top flange of reel changes from
one size to the other.

4 Positive film lock keeps film on reels.

5 Light-tight developing tank and cover. Cover has
light-proof funnel opening to introduce processing
solutions and water. Tank equipped with drain and
attached drain plug, to draw off solutions after use.

£ All operations may be made in bright light after

loading and securing cover.

7 Agitation automatically supplied by movement of

film through solution.

THE t^^^^^lNSTRUMENT COMPANY

SEE YOUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

23 CLINTON ST. HUDSON, OHIO
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WATCH FOR THESE RELEASES:

NEWS REVIEW OF 1 945—Condensed highlights of a

history-making year.

TOUCHDOWN THRILLS OF 1 945—Sensational plays

and thrilling action from the best games of the '45 seasonl

Available in 5 Standard Sizes

8mm — 16mm Silent— Sound
r

OFFICIAL
FILMS

Please send the following OFFICIAL FILMS' CARTOONS in she
checked, to

Name

| Address |

I City State

INC.

625 MADISON AVE.

New York 22, N. Y.

8mm
Short
$1.75

8mm
Feat.
$5.50

16mm
Short
$2.75

16mm
Feat.
$8.75

16mm
Sound
$17.50

RASSLIN' MATCH

THE LION TAMER

CHRISTMAS NIGHT

Ship C. O. D. Remittance Enclosed
Send Complete Catalog HM- 12-45
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The Baby Keg-Lite;

500 or 750 Watt Spot

THE BABY KEG-LITE (shown
above) is a lightweight 500 or
750 Watt spot for use as a key
light, and for special lighting
jobs. Sturdily built, the_ design
assures low temperatures, uniform
heat expansion and elimination
of heat noises. All light ranges
between a 4 degree spot and 44
degree flood, controlled by a
small lever from front or back.
Fresnel type lens gives maximum
light pick-up. Stand extends from
4' 2" to 8' 6". Total weight 25
pounds.

BARDWELL & MSALISTER

1,

ICIENT • OPTICALLY CORRECT

Super developments in photography which have
been held in abeyance during the War, are now
being released for commercial use . . . and COLOR
photography is the thing. But ... if it's to be color,

it must be properly lighted; you'll need Bardwell &
McAlister Lights for good work.

B 8c M Lighting Equipment was originally de-

signed for color as well as black and white. Our
engineers, in consultation with the ace camera men
of Hollywood, have evolved a complete line of

lights and accessories which meet every require-

ment of the Motion Picture Industry. War produc-

tion has developed added improvements which
have made our spots better than ever.

B & M Lights are efficient and noiseless.

They operate at a low temperature and the optic-

ally correct lenses permit full illumination with a

smooth field which can be controlled for all re-

quirements. They are the accepted standard for

excellence throughout the industry.

Place orders now for early delivery. No priori-

ties required.

Write tor literature describing the Baby Keglite, The
Dinky-Inkie, The Junior Spot (1000-2000 Watts), The
Senior Spot (5000 Watts), the Single and Double
Broads, and their accessories

Write Dept. 26-125.

Bardwell & McAlister, Inc.
Designers and Manufacturers

' BOX 1310, HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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The friction type head is removable,

firs the Standard, all-metal "Baby"
and "Hi-Hat" low-base adaptor. Un-
surpassed versatility.

The "Professional Jr.," tripod affords rock-steady, super-smooth 360° pan and 80°
tilt action. Top-plate takes all 16mm. and 35mm. cameras, even with motors and
large film magazines. Compact yet provides camera height usage from 72" high to 42"

low. Weighs 14V2 lbs. Has all refinements, large knurled knobs and wing nuts for

tension and locking adjustments. Positive acting leg-locking knurled knobs simplifying

handling. Extra sized trunnion for long, dependable service. Tripod head is unconditionally

guaranteed 5 years.

"Professional Junior" tripods, collapsible dollys, "Hi-Hats," shift-over alignment

gauges are used by the U. S. Navy, Army Air Bases, Signal Corps, Off. of Strategic Services

and other Government Agencies —
also by leading Newsreel Companies,
16mm. and 35mm. motion picture

producers.
(7flm€Rfl€ouTpm€nT(o.
N_< 1600 BHOHDuiny nfuusoRKCiTa V_*

urn •Pat. No. 2318910

Trade Mark Reg.

U. S. Pat. Off,
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GOLLY, IT'S YOU!
Yes sir, you're the director, producer,

camera man— the works— on the most

heart-stirring movies of all: four-star

productions featuring your friends and

family. So — naturally — you insist on

Cinemaster, the new 8mm. camera that

makes you a master of home movie

photography.

(its a l/NIVERSAi)

DUAL 8mm. MOVIE CAMERA

An Old Favorite—Thrillingly Improvedl

New Speed, Precision, Color Accu-

racy! The prewar Cinemaster made

quite a stir among fans, for its "profes-

sional" results. The new Cinemaster is

better yet. Its important improvements

—born of Universal's war work in preci-

sion instruments—mean even sharper,

more life-like movies both in color and

black-and-white. Ready soon. Ask your

dealer to let you know.

I/awersal Camera [bredration
NEW YORK • CHICAGO • HOLLYWOOD

WATCH UNIVERSAL for many other important developments in photo and home movie equipment, bom of our war work in precision optics.



• Frame enlargements from Merle and Leslie Williams' 8mm. Kodachrome
picture, "Christmas At Home," in which the family's holiday activities are

pictured in entertaining continuity. This film won first prize in the Los Angeles
Southwest 8mm. Club's last annual contest.

Filming The Family's Christmas

Plan Your Continuity And Be Ready To

Shoot When Santa Appears Christmas Eve

WHAT better theme for a holiday

movie than Christmas at home

—

the pre-holiday preparation ; hang-

ing stockings on Christmas eve; the

children's discovery of the gift-laden

tree Christmas morn; then the family

feasting on turkey; drop-in visits of

neighbors and friends; and the festive

day concluded with singing of Christ-

mas carols in the evening.

These are activities abundant in movie

making possibilities, especially if film-

ing is carefully planned so that what

we get on film ultimately unfolds on

the screen as a human, entertaining nar-

rative—not as a reel of random shots

of the family's holiday doings.

All of these activities can be made
part of the plot of a simple, straight-

forward family record of Christmas, as

Merle and Leslie Williams have so aptly

demonstrated in their 150-foot 8mm.
Kodachrome yuletide movie "Christmas

At Home." Here, indeed, is a picture

offering timely suggestions for others

planning a movie of family activities

this Christmas.

The Williams family consists of

H II 11 K MOVIES MAGAZINE

father, mother and small son, and most

of the activities centered around the

boy. Their picture opens with Mrs. Wil-

liams reading "The Night Before Christ-

mas" to the lad at bedtime. Before go-

ing to bed, the lad hangs up his stock-

ing by the fireplace, then assists his

father and mother in hanging up theirs.

Little human touches are injected in

this sequence by having the boy choose

between his parents larger and smaller

stockings. Father and mother then escort

the lad upstairs to bed, tuck him in and

• Continued on Page 551

DECEMBER 1945
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His Movie Stan

Ire Tiny Puppets

Hand Made Wooden Figures To

Enact Thrilling Drama On

Miniature Sets Of "Tiny Town"

B y LEE Z H I T O

• Edmund Turner moves a puppet one step in the action cycle

in the tedious process of single frame animation photography
that goes into his current production, "Tiny Town."

KEORGE PAL, Paramount Pictures' creator and pro-

ducer of "Puppetoons," had better look to his laurels,

for currently there is an amateur movie maker out-

doing Mr. Pal, creating a story and puppet figures for what

promises to be one of the most entertaining animated films

ever produced. He is Edmund Turner of Detroit, Michigan,

the artist responsible for the series of titles which appear

in Home Movies each month.

We could wait and tell you about "Tiny Town," this

animated puppet film, after it is completed, but the story

is too good to wait. Besides, there will be plenty more to tell

after the film has had its initial premiere. Turner, who is

employed as an advertising illustrator by a motion picture

theatre chain, long has been a home movie hobbyist. It was

his avid interest in things cinematic that brought him to

Home Movies' staff as title artist. Readers may remember
Turner's initial effort in animating movies. His film "Peetie,"

a 400 foot animated cartoon, won an award in Home
Movies 1940 annual amateur contest. Since producing that

film, Turner's movie making ambitions have reached greater

heights and his current puppet production is the result.

His undertaking is no mere haphazard effort, as may be

seen from the photos on these pages. His sets are the result

of careful planning plus unusual artistic skill, and the pup-

pets or dolls, which are to be the major characters of his

play, display the ultimate in originality and design.

Turner has been busy on this project for more than a year.

It has been his spare time hobby evenings after work and

on week ends when mowing the lawn or shoveling coal and

tending the furnace did not consume his spare moments.
Mrs. Turner, who with her two daughters, Joan, 13, and

Elaine, 6, share Ed Turner's enthusiasm in the project,

cheerfully set aside a corner in one of the bedrooms for

designing and constructing the sets and puppets.

"The kids have been in my way many times," said Turner,

"but also have been a great help to me. They often give me
suggestions which might seem silly to the average adult.

522

• One corner of the master bedroom is Turner's studio. Mrs. Turner and
daughters Joan and Elaine watch progress of his work and ocassionally

offer a helpful suggestion.

• Each tiny figure is hand carved with a single-edged raior-

blade. Here Turner puts the finishing touches on Ah Me, the

Chinese laundryman.
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but which proved sound advice. You know," Turner added,

"if you want to do a thing that is for kids, you must find

out from kids what kids really like!"

His girls, and their friends, too, proved helpful in other

ways. Like the time Turner needed hundreds of sticks as

ties for the rails of a miniature railroad. Good Humor sticks

—the "handles" for ice cream bars—proved to be the very

thing needed. So the Turner girls and their friends were

treated to Good Humors every day for weeks and ad-

monished to save the sticks until the required number were

accumulated.

Some of the articles which Turner has been accumulating

and which have gone into the construction of his puppets

and sets are string, blocks of wood, colored paper, buttons,

washers, discarded broom sticks, fishing tackle, small chains,

etc.

"In addition to these," said Turner, "I have had to buy
endless quantities of cardboard, wall board, paints, nails,

glue, wooden buttons and candy suckers for the sticks. In

fact I have bought a lot of things for my daughters that

I might not have bought otherwise if it weren't that my end

purpose was the material I could salvage and use in con-

structing the sets."

Each puppet is hand carved from a block of wood. Turner

uses an ordinary single-edged razor blade for carving, and

the puppets are smoothed to shape with sand paper then

painted. Other materials, of course, go into construction

of the hands, arms, legs and heads, especially where these

parts are to move in the animation routines. Each figure

requires about two days time to carve and assemble. The
body of each has about six holes drilled underneath so that

the legs may be moved to different positions corresponding

to the action cycle as when walking or making other move-
ments. To cause a wooden soldier to walk, for instance,

each leg moves to three different positions in the body which
means that the leg must be detached and reinserted in a new,

but concealed hole, in the body as the camera pauses between

single frame exposures.

The doll designs are Turner's own creations and so unique

are they, already one large toy manufacturer has dangled

attractive offers before Turner in order to induce him to

drop his pens, inks and paint brushes and turn his talents

to designing toys.

The accompanying photos cannot begin to do justice to

Turner's clever flair for design. But close observation reveals

the many unique innovations and details certain to make
the sets vie with the puppets in the completed motion pic-

ture. There's Ah Me's hand laundry; the barber shop and
the bank next door; the fashion shoppe; and there's a minia-

ture motion picture theatre, too, to name just a few of the

sets in which the action of "Tiny Town" will take place.

Unless there are some last minute script changes, "Tiny
Town" will appear on the screen about like this: The picture

will open with Mrs. Turner reading a story to her two little

girls. As she turns the pages, the main and introductory

titles are shown ; and as she turns another page, the opening

scene of the animated sequences will dissolve into view.

This will show a tiny train, the "Tiny Town Limited" com-
ing down the tracks and bearing a package which is delivered

at the station and thence to the home of a little girl who is

the star of the picture. In the meantime, the girl has re-

ceived a letter informing her she is to receive a prize in a

contest she has entered, the prize being the package consisting

of a collection of rare gems and cash.

Ah Me, the Chinese laundryman has also been expecting

a package, a consignment of striped paint for his awning!

A burglar learns of the girl's valued prize package and sets

out to steal it. He follows her to the bank, where she de-

posits the cash and gems after which she enters a nearby

theatre. The burglar then robs the bank, carrying away
safe and all.

• Continued on Page 553

• Elaine and Joan look over the cast ot characters of "Tiny Town,"
all hand carved and decorated by their father. Many of the charac-
ters originated from the girls' suggestions.

• Turner's skill is exemplified in this closeup of some of his puppets.

That's the villain of the play at extreme left. The arms, legs and head
of each puppet is movable for animation.

• Joan Turner giggles as she recalls some of the funny antics of the

policeman and the fashion shoppe modiste in one of the animation

sequences.
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Much Of Cinematic Interest

Awaits The Latin America
Visitor And His Camera . . .

• The LaSabana airport at San Jose, Costa Rica
is a busy stopover point for visitors to Central
America. This photogenic spot offers endless pic-

ture making opportunities for the movie amateur.

t\ ENTRAL AMERICA is the paradise

of tomorrow for the vacationer. The
\J American tourist and traveler who
has exhausted the recreational advan-

tages of such vacation spots as Yellow-

stone, Yosemite, Grand Canyon, etc.,

already is charting his 1946 vacation

from the travel folders descriptive of

Honduras, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and

Panama.

Indeed, already the airlines are bulg-

ing with tourists bent on exploring the

vacation opportunities in these Latin

republics and invariably we find them
boarding their planes with the inevit-

able movie camera loaded with color

film and ready to shoot along the way.
As the fleet and comfortable airliners

hum southward beyond the Mexican
border, cine cameras click off footage

as they focus through cabin windows
on the tropical panoramas below.

Within a comparative short time,

trains and steamers will also be carry-

ing their share of vacationers to Cen-
tral American scenic spots and, of
course, hundreds of others will follow

in their own automobiles, driving con-
veniently over the Pan-American high-

way rapidly nearing completion.

Who, when and what to film is every-
where self-evident, for these countries

abound in endless scenic as well as

human interest material for one's movie
camera. Those who have followed me
through Mexico and Guatemala (in the

October and November issues) may-
wish to know just what photogenic ma-
terial is also to be encountered bevond
the Guatemala-Honduras border.

524

• Indicated on map are areas of
photographic interest, such as coffee
and banana plantations, ruins, lum-
bering centers, etc., which abound in

picturesque material for cine cameras.

El Salvador, the first Central Amer-
ican country south of Guatemala, will

be found as contrastingly peaceful and
serene in landscape as Guatemala is bold

and abrupt. The smooth, rolling, green

coffee country of this tiniest of Central

American republics and its superior

roads might tempt one to lean back and
enjoy tranquility, and thus overlook

many things of interest off the beaten

path.

In El Salvador there are the many
lovely lakes, for which the country is

justly famous, and which, not being on
the through routes, necessitate short

but very interesting side trips. One of

the interesting things about these lakes

is that they differ widely in coloration.

All are claimed to be medicinal and to

possess different chemical content. In

fact, the Salvadorans claim they have a

medicinal water in the country benefi-

cial for every human bodily ailment.

Never have I seen such a play of bril-

liant irridescent greens as are seen in

the lovely Alegria Lake near Berlin in

the southern part of the country. It

lies in a bowl of an extinct volcano and
is fed by warm springs bubbling up

along the shores. Then there is the larg-

er lake, Ilopango, near the capital, along

the shores of which residents of the

capital have country homes, and in the

far corners of which one encounters

picturesque fisher folk with their dug-
out canoes and throw nets.

Everywhere throughout the country

and on the shores of the many lakes,

streams and rivers, the women are ac-

customed to bathing and doing the fam-
ily laundry in the semi-nude. They are

quite unblushingly nonchalant about

the thing, chatting in a friendly man-
ner as strangers go about filming them.

Near the capital one can descend

down into the very crater of the vol-

cano San Salvador which periodically

breaks into violent eruption. And far-

ther north is Mount Izalco, the most
active volcano in all Central America
which has been in almost daily erup-

tion for about two hundred years. Al-
most anywhere in the vicinity one runs

into stark walls of recently cooled lava

flows.

Although only ninety miles of the

Pan-American highway crosses Hon-
duras, the next country southward, there
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is enough of interest packed in that

short stretch without making the de-

tour up to Tegucigalpa, which is the

only Latin-American capital not on the

Pan-American Highway system. A
brand-new American-built bridge

crosses the Goascoron River between El

Salvador and Honduras which once we
used to have to ford by automobile,

a feat only possible in the dry season.

Soon after crossing the border the main
highway leads into quaint San Lorenzo,
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the main port of the country. Here one
can film the primitive unloading of

lighters by the natives who wade out
to the boat sides breast-deep into the

water and take the cargoes ashore on
their backs. It reminds one of the

orient.

Farther on the way toward the Nic-
aragua border the highway passes

through the very old town of Cholu-
teca, one of the most picturesque and
primitive of towns along the whole
way. It is very little changed from the

Spanish colonial days, with its tiled

roofs, grilled windows, and narrow
streets which are mostly used by ox-

drawn vehicles. Here one can decide

whether to leave Honduras or detour
up to the capital by way of a very
scenic but rough highway or, as most
people do and as we did, cover the

country by means of the local and quite

inexpensive airline.

It will make one's trip more exciting

to travel by the taxi plane, hopping over
mountains, then suddenly dropping
down onto landing fields beside little

towns and villages tucked away in the

mountains, perhaps to pick up a pas-

senger or some freight. The Hondurans
in this part of the country have come
to depend upon these little airlines to

such an extent that the average citizen

is probably more air travel minded than

his counterpart in the United States.

The planes fly so low that one can get

very interesting camera shots from the

air. The pilot will accommodate cam-
eraists by arranging seats with a good
point of observation, often up front

beside him, and will circle interesting

landmarks so that one can get better

• Continued on Page ^4%

• There is always action and color along the water-
front at Panama City—a must in the itinerary of

the photographer.

t Looking more like a Hollywood motion picture
set than an actual native village are these clusters

of steep, thatch-roofed huts to be found in northern
Honduras.
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inger, toy foi terrier star of priie winning 8mm. picture of same name, goes over her script prior to
Kng of scene by Ryne Zimmerman. Daughter Staria looks on while Mrs. Zimmerman holds script.

How I Filmed A Winner
The Casual Purchase of a Puppy Led To

Making the 8mm. Movie That Received a

First Award in Home Movies' 1945 Contest

M M M

IXGER" began just as many home
movies do. There was a sudden

new interest around our house

that suggested likely movie material

and I just naturally went into action

with my camera. It was on a beautiful

autumn day that we purchased a tiny

toy fox terrier. We named her Ginger,

as suggested by our daughter Staria.

Although my wife, Pat, and I had long

held out against having a dog around

the house, Ginger won us over com-
pletely from the very day we first saw

her.

Tiny and cute and full of play, I saw

in Ginger a subject for a movie. When
I got out my camera and began to make
random shots of her romping around

the yard, the most I hoped for was a

short documentary of the pup. But

Pat's imaginative mind was already at

work and before I had made many shots,

she suggested that we shoot a little

story with some fiction added, telling

how Ginger came into our household.

Pat conceived the idea of having

daughter Staria coming home from
school on her bike. Passing a neighbor's

fenced yard, she sees the little pup at

play. She gets off her bike and the pup

• Frame enlargements from Ryne Zimmer.
man's 8mm. Kodachrome picture "Gin-
ger." In top picture, Ginger is snuggled
under covers of Staria's bed, here to be
discovered by mistress' parents. Accepted
as a member of household, Ginger is

given a kiss and hug by Staria—lower
photo

HOME MOVIES FOR DECEMBER

comes over to the fence. Thrusting her

hands between the slats, Staria fondles

the dog. Suddenly the dog scampers off

to a hedge against which a homemade
cardboard sign rests. The dog grips the

card in its mouth and drags it over to

the fence for Staria to see. She picks up
the sign and reads it: "Puppy For Sale

—75 cents."

Thrusting the sign in her bicycle

basket she sets out for home, pedaling

furiously. Entering the house she steals

upstairs and gets her pig bank. Smash-
ing it on the floor, she picks up the

coins one by one; discovers she has but

63 cents. She then decides to go down-
stairs and ask her father for the addi-

tional 12 cents.

My wife takes over the camera at

this point and I become an actor in the

play. Staria comes over to where I am
sitting in a club chair and says: "May
I have twelve cents to buy a dog?"

I refuse, but Staria begs, then starts

to cry. Following the inclinations of

most fathers in a situation of this kind,

I relent and give Staria the money, and
she scampers off to buy the dog. Obvi-
ously I. being absorbed in my newspaper,

give the subject no further thought at

the moment. But Staria returns with the

dog and, carefully concealing it in her

book bag, steals upstairs and hides it in

her room.

At dinner time the pup has not yet

been discovered by either Pat or myself,

and Staria comes to the dinner table

with carefully laid plans. When we are

not watching her, she takes food from
her plate, a handful at a time, and drops

it into a napkin on her lap. Then she

asks for a second helping for herself.

Excusing herself early from the din-

ner table, Staria hurries to her room to

feed Ginger from the napkinful of

goodies filched from the dinner table.

Subsequently Staria goes to bed and puts

Ginger under the covers beside her.

Downstairs, Pat and I are reading. We
observe the quiet in Staria's room, and

Pat goes up to investigate. It is then

she discovers Ginger who makes an im-

mediate hit with her. Staria, of course,

is observing the discovery with half

closed eyes, and by the time I reach the

room, there is no question but that Gin-

ger will remain one of the family.

This was the extent of the picture

for about a year.

• Continued on Page $40

MIDWINTER is title of photo on

opposite page which is offered as a

timely title background for readers'

holiday and winter films. Block let-

ters may be laid over picture for the

title, or text may be handlettered in

white ink. Shoot at a distance of

thirty inches.
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• In this picture, "on the nose" exposure resulted in clear detail in both the shadows and texture ot the snow.
Note, too, how shooting against the sun enhanced pictorial eftect. This required a sunshade over the lens.

Sun. Snow and

Color Film

• Here again, shooting against a low sun brought out detail
in the snow and in surtace of the brook flowing in the
foreground. Color is injected in the otherwise flat scene
by the skiers costumes.

M

WINTER sun, and snow on the ground offer the movie

amateur endless opportunities for some of the most
colorful movies it is possible to make. It used to be the

habit of the amateur, living in that part of the country that

is covered with snow during winter months, to put his movie

camera away until spring thaws brought warmer weather and

green color to the trees and fields.

Today, more and more amateurs recognize the picture

making opportunities that winter affords, and with color

film, too. Actually, the amateur who puts his camera away
for the winter is losing o\it on a good many possibilities of

making beautiful pictures. Snow scenes are not necessarily

any more difficult than others, but they do demand a some-

what special approach. Rightly done, they can be as beautiful

as anything which comes the amateur's way.

What are these specific demands of snow cinematography?

Suppose we list a few of them, so that we may understand

"why" as well as "what" when it comes to corrective meas-

ures. In filming snow scenes, all or some of the following

• Continued on Page 546
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• Fig. I—Looking down on the Matatrick box
mounted before a Perfex 8mm. camera. Here may
be seen the cross-viewfinder, the masking disc,

and the automatic irising device on front of box.

MOVIE amateurs may be classified,

roughly, into three groups: the

snapshooter who makes random
pictures, same as the man with a Brownie

camera; the serious filmer who strives

to give his pictures professional quality;

and the gadgeteer to whom the making
of accessories for his camera is more fun

than making movies.

I might be classified as a hybrid

—

a combination of the gadgeteer and the

serious amateur. I take my picture mak-
ing seriously enough that when I want
certain effects in my movies I want to

be able to make them conveniently and
with professional-like results. Because

of this, the Matatrick box was born

—

the gadget you see in the accompanying
photos and which is a combination of

matt box, fader and trick device tied

together in one unit with some exclusive

innovations of my own.
The Matatrick box is mounted on a

metal bracket that fits between camera
base and tripod, holding it before the

camera lens. On front of the box is the

fading device—actually an irising effect,

in that exposure is decreased by sliding

• Continued on Page 54}

Home Made Gadget

For Cine Tricks

Matatrick Box Simplifies the

Making of Fades, Wipes, etc.

LESLIE R O B B I N S

• Fig. 2—Diagrams showing details of construction of various features of Matatrick box.

• Fig. 3—Showing side door opened to permit shooting scene
at right angles for wipeoff effect. A 45° mirror moved by a

lever makes the wipeoff.

• Fig. 4—Showing iris device open and the spring and control

bars by which it is operated. Note "window effect" mask in

place before the opening.

1
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• This compact editing board was designed to fit snugly in a pantry
abandoned to the author's hobby. It boasts, in addition to splicer, rewinds
and action-editor (not shown), extension arms for laboratory reels, film

cleaner, footage counter, illuminated inspection panel and file compart-
ment for film scenes. Photo at right is closeup view of inspection panel:

also shows receptacle beneath splicer to catch film clippings.

Planning In Editing Board

THE sheer fun of making movies

may come from exposing the film,

but the real workshop from which

emerges the completed picture is one's

editing board. Unless the editing depart-

ment of your hobby room is equipped

with all the accessories necessary to

complete the job, editing films ceases

to be fun and there is just one result:

editing invariably is neglected and

films are shelved instead of being

screened regularly for family enter-

tainment.

It is true, of course, that many ama-
teurs have been unable to buy the edit-

ing equipment they wanted in recent

years. Thus some resorted to building

their own. I am one of these. Oddly
enough, my activities as a movie ama-
teur blossomed into a major hobby
during the war years, just when movie
equipment and accessories, along with

film, began to disappear from the

market. So I decided to build what I

needed and one of the first items was
a complete editing board.

I suppose my situation was similar

to that of other cinebugs—limited space

in which to work on films—so the first

requirement was that my editing out-

fit be compact. My first step, then,

was to make a sort of flow sheet or

diagram of operations. I then listed all

• Follow these diagrams if you would
build a duplicate of author's editing
board. Detail A shows method of attach-
ing light beneath inspection glass. Detail
8 shows folding auxiliary reel bracket.
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Analysis Of Items Vital

To Efficient Editing Of

Home Movie Films . . .

B y ARTHUR SHARP

the jobs for which an amateur ordinarily

uses an editing board and came up with

the following:

J

—

Cutting, trimming and splicing

film: This calls for a good splicer,

cement and a pair of scissors. Also, the

bits of film trimmed in making the

splice plus the scraped emulsion should

be taken care of. So I noted need for a

means of disposal of both.

2

—

Editing films: Since this involves

cutting out scenes, deleting unwanted
frames, etc., and then re-arranging the

scenes and resplicing, a means of filing

the separated scenes in chronological

order to await splicing was an import-

ant feature.

j

—

Viewing films: Also important

was a device that would permit inspec-

tion of the film greatly magnified and

if possible, with the pictures in motion.

This indicated need for an action-editor

or at least an illuminated opal glass with

a magnifying lens above it.

4
—Rewinding films: Obviously a

pair of sturdy rewinds were an essential

accessory to be included.

J

—

Cleaning film: A chore too often

overlooked by the movie amateur. Home
• Continued on Page 544
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Lighting Interiors
Holiday Movie Making Calls For
Brushing Up On Lighting Knowledge

By LESTER MORGAN

1 MONG movie amateurs to whom
/l coming holiday festivities mean
i"M shooting movies indoors again,

probably many need to refresh their

memory on photoflood values, indoor

exposure data and the techniques con-

nected with filming with artificial

light.

With color film the logical medium
for recording the festive doings of the

family on Christmas and New Years,

good lighting and proper exposure are

mandatory if good pictures are expected

to follow. Good lighting will result

only if there are adequate photofloods

and efficient reflectors to throw light

into the scenes or sets to be filmed.

The most practical light source avail-

able to the amateur is the tungsten fila-

ment lamp known as the photoflood.

The photoflood lamp emits a maximum
amount of photographically effective

light for a minimum of current con-

sumed. Low current consumption is an

important factor because home lighting

circuits are not generally designed to

carry large circuit loads that would be

necessary if other types of photographic

lights were used.

Photofloods are available in four

sizes and are designated as No. i, No.

2, No. 4, and R-4. All lamps are de-

signed for regular household lighting
• Continued on Page 556

• More than one light source should be
used so that light is directed toward scene
from either side of camera, fully illumi-

nating the subject. Balanced instead of

flat lighting is preferred and this is se-

cured by setting one photoflood closer

to subject than the other, as shown in

diagram 3. Diagram 2 shows use of a

white or foil covered reflector replacing

a second lamp and reflecting light on
opposite side of subject—very effective

for closeups.
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home movies' experiment
Ideas for Cine gadgets, tricks

BOX SCREEN

FIREPLACE STANDARDS FOR MOV/e SCREENS

Fireplace Screen Support

The family fireplace long has been

the popular spot for erecting the screen

for showing home movies. Movie ama-

teurs whose screens are of the roller or

box type without the tripod, will find

this suggestion helpful for parlor

screening of movies. As shown in the

diagram above, two wooden supports

placed upon the mantle hold the screen

above the fireplace. The supports may
easily be carried and stored with the

screen.

As shown in detail A, each support

consists of a base, made of a length of

wooden two-by-four, and an upright

member of the required length which is

nailed to end of the two-by-four on

an angle. This places the center of

gravity towards center of the two-by-

four preventing the supports from top-

pling forward when screen is mounted
upon them.

A long screw hook inserted near top

of each of upright receives the screw

hooks in the screen case.

—

James Dun-
can, Grcele), Colorado.

Rewinding Tip

When screening several reels of film,

instead of rewinding each reel as it is

projected, set it aside; transfer the reel

from which it was projected to the take-

up spindle and thread the next reel of

film in the projector. When this reel is

projected, place it—without rewinding

—on top of un-rewound reel No. i.

Follow this procedure until each reel

has been screened.

Xow, although all screened films are

wound on the "wrong" reels, if they

have been stacked in the order in which

they were screened, they may be re-

wound in consecutive order. Transfer-

ring each emptied supply reel to the

takeup spindle will insure each film

being rewound on its original reel.

This procedure will make for smooth-

er showing of films with a minimum of

interruption between reels.

—

Richard J.

Conan, Los Angeles, Calif.

RED CELLOPHANE
OF. CELLULOID DOUBLE STiTCHIfiS

ZIPPER SLEEVES" FINISHED
WITH ELASTIC

Changing Bag

Sketched above is a changing bag, a

handy accessory which any movie ama-

teur can make to assist with winding

back film in camera or in spooling bulk

film on to camera spools without the

need for a darkroom.

Gadget is made from two thicknesses

of black sateen and large enough to

accommodate your camera and also to

allow movement of hands within it dur-

ing threading process. All seams are on

the inside, turned and double stitched.

The "arm-holes" on either side of the

bag are fitted with elastic, drawn suffi-

ciently to insure a snug fit about the

wrists or arms. The under side of the

bag is slit and a zipper, obtained from

the notion counter of any 5 and 10

cent store, is fitted to it. This opening

is made light-proof by an overlapping

flap sewed inside the bag.

If you use ortho or positive film

exclusively, then add a "window" by

stitching a small panel of red cellophane

or celluloid over a square opening and

sealing the small holes made by the

stitches with red or black cellulose tape.

This "window" will enable you to

watch film changing and threading

operations.

—

George Biirnuood.

Sliding Base For Viewer

Added convenience may be had from

film viewing devices such as the Craig

Projecto-Editor and the Bell & Howell

Filmviewer when such equipment is

mounted upon a sliding base, permitting

the viewer to be moved back out of

the film path, during film rewinding or

splicing operations, and returned to

convenient viewing position when de-

sired.

Such a movable base may be con-

structed easily by anyone handy with

carpenter's tools, and may be mounted

upon editing board or worktable. The

accompanying diagram shows method

of construction. The base consists of a

slide A on which the film viewer is

mounted, and this moves between two
tracks shown at B. The tracks are made
from a strip of pine 1" x i"x 12" with

I
' <

;

; v/fwffl-

editor

EDITING- BOARD

sliding- base:
for film viewer
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cine workshop * * *

shortcuts contributed by readers

a strip of quarter-inch material i
l

/z'

in width fixed at the top, as shown, to

form the groove in which the base A
slides.

The base A is also constructed from

two pieces of pine; the bottom piece

planed to a thickness of 15/16" is cut

7" long and the width according to

size of base of the film viewer. This

will be more accurately determined by

the top piece, the width of which will

be slightly larger than base of the film

viewer. (For the Craig 8mm. Projecto-

Editor, for example, this would be

\Vz"\ for the 16mm. 6 l/z".)

With the two slide pieces joined by
countersunk wood screws, the film

viewer is then mounted upon the sliding

base, flush at the front. At least 3/32"
should be allowed between base and the

tracks to insure free movement and al-

low for shrinkage or expansion of the

wood.—/. H. Mieding, Hollywood,

Calif.

Pilot Light

Owners of Revere 8mm. projectors

can enhance the utility of this other-

wise very excellent machine by installing

a small pilot or work light in the base

as indicated by arrow at bottom of
photo below.

The small candelabra pull-chain

socket was attached by means of a short

light fixture nipple extended through
the projector base and secured with a

nut. The light is a regular 7-watt
frosted bulb with candelabra base. One

half of the bulb is painted flat back to

shield the light from operator and audi-

ence, allowing a narrow beam of light

to play on the film gate and sprockets

of the projector. The socket is connected

directly to the power source beneath

projector base before it enters the

switch.

—

F. C. Arthur Warren, Ohio.

Room Light Control

Where one's projector is not adapt-

able to alterations permitting installa-

tion of a dual switch for controlling

room lights, one may make a base for

the projector from a panel of 1" pine

and mount switch and electrical out-

lets upon it. This handy accessory may
easily be carried with the projector.

As sketched below, a plug-in recep-

tacle is provided for connecting pro-

jector cord to base. Two other recep-

tacles are also provided: one for the

cable bringing 110-volt current to the

control panel; and the other for plug-

ging in extension to the room lights

(floor or bridge lamp, etc.)

Forward and in center of panel is a

single pole double-throw switch which

serves to direct current into projector

or to the room lights, as desired. The
wiring diagram shows the hookup to

be followed. Thus, by throwing the

switch to one position, the room lights

are extinguished and the projector

started. Reversing the switch position

stops the projector and illuminates the

room lights. One switch controls both,

greatly simplifying operations for the

home movie showman.

—

Gale Kadau,
Lajolla, Calif.

Book Title

One of the most effective opening

titles for a picture can be made with

the opening of a book, revealing word-

ing of your title on the flyleaf. Any
large book with plain, unlettered covers,

may be used for this. Letter your title

on a piece of dull finish white paper,

cut same size as the book page, and tip

it in with adhesive over the flyleaf of

the book.

Center the book in a closeup with

your camera and as the camera is start-

ed, have an assistant open the book to

the title page, holding it for the re-

quired time to permit reading on the

screen. Additional credit or explanatory

titles may also be made and photo-

graphed in this way.

—

F. Coe, Denver.

PROJECTOR PANEL
WITH ROOM LIGHT CONTROL

ro room lights

DOUBLE THROW SWITCH



Biggest movie-making news in four

CINE-KODAK FILM IS



CINE-KODAK FILMS . . . Full-color Kodachrome
and black-and-white • • • magazine
and roll • • • 8mm. and 16mm.

YOUR DEALER may not have all the

Cine-Kodak Film you want— first

time you see him. But more is being dis-

tributed every week ... in all the familiar

types you see on this page.

That's the biggest movie-making news in

jour years!

There's little need to talk about Cine-

Kodak Films and good movie making.

Since 192 3 the two have been synonymous.

And all good movie makers are alert to

the many picture opportunities of the

month and the season. Stirring shots of

winter's fast-moving outdoor activities.

In-the-home shots of the first truly merry
Christmas in five years. There's a lot to

catch up with— in full-color Kodachrome
or brilliant black-and-white— and you
can't begin too soon.

Get out your movie camera— today. Start

— now— to make up for lost time . . . and
lost movies.

• • •

(Some Cine-Kodak Film will come in

the familiar prewar cartons . . . some, in

the new-style cartons you see here— vet

all will be dated on the outside for your
protection.) Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester 4, N. Y.

CINE-KODAK the film that first made home movies
possible . . . then popular.



• Device slips on rewind crank shaft and operates
by camera motor to manipulate shutter lever of

Special in making fades.

New Fader For The

Cine-Special

W. F. ALLENBY, professional 16mm.
cameraman of Stratford, Connecticut,

has designed and is preparing to

market a compact automatic fader

control for the Cine-Special. As pic-

tured below, device is palm-size and

readily snaps in place on the Special to

effect smooth fades in the making of

lap-dissolves. Photo above shows device

attached to camera. No alterations to

camera are required; the rewinding

crank is merely removed and shaft of

fader is inserted in camera in its place.

The same locking feature that holds the

rewind crank, secures the fader. The
rewind handle may then be attached to

the extended shaft of the fader so that

its use may be continued.

A feature is that this device may be

used on the camera without need for

using tripod. For example, to effect a

fadein, the control knob in center is

moved a quarter of a turn. This sets the

mechanism in contact with the camera

shaft which causes the lever engaging

the camera shutter adjustment to grad-

ually move to wide open position. Lever

comes to a stop automatically at this

point. A fadeout is made in a similar

manner, the lever stopping the camera

automatically at conclusion of the fade.

Where it is desirable to fadeout only,

without fading in on the next scene,

the knurled control knob may be turned

one half revolution. Knob will then

• Continued on Page 554

lurches Teaching Religion

With 16mm. Sound Films

~k ONE OF the most rapidly developing phases of 16mm. non-the-

atrical production is the religious educational film. Currently, this

field is attracting almost as many 16mm, producers as the education-

al, business and training films field, but production already is re-

solving itself in the hands of those best qualified to handle produc-
tion of films covering this specialized subject.

While there are instances of individual churches and religious

groups producing their own films, such producers as Cathedral Films

of Hollywood are making notable progress, their films already having

found wide acceptances among churches throughout the nation.

Just as there are many religions, it is possible there may eventually

be as many separate producers of religious films catering to each

church. Fanchon Royer, for example, is currently producing a

series of films in the Catholic pattern in Mexico.

Typical of this movement is the noteworthy work done by the

• Palm siie and weighing but five ounces, Allenby's

fader should prove boon to professional desiring

camera-made fades and dissolves in his films.

• Scene from the Evangelical Lutheran Synod's 16mm. film, "Power of God," said to be

first religious feature picture produced professionally by any Protestant church.

Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Missouri, Ohio and other states.

Paul G. Kiehl, of the Missouri Synod's Visual Education Service,

relates the problems faced in this unique church undertaking and

how these were overcome.

"Now that is all over with, we are wondering what held us back.

We now know from actual experience that churches can produce

successful films. The big thing was to get started.

"No one had heard of laying out $50,000 in cold cash for a re-

ligious feature film—not even Hollywood. The need was there,

but who would take the chance. There was no box-office guar-

antee on returns. It had never been done before.

"We got the money—and in eight short production days it was

all spent. But we had a film nearly an hour long. The Power of

God was the first religious feature produced professionally by any

Protestant church. It can be safely said that it is now making his-

tory in religious films.

The Power of God was produced for the Lutheran Synod of Mis-

souri by Roland Reed Productions, Hollywood.

To those who are close to the church film scene, news of the suc-

cess of any religious motion picture means a step forward for the

cause of Faith. To clergymen, the fact that the 16mm. film me-
• Continued on Page 555
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Professional 16mm. Section

• "On set" film supervisors of J. Walter Thompson advertising agency discuss a bit of

action just before shooting a scene for a production for RCA Laboratories.

Id Agencies Back 16mm. Films

As Important Selling Media

^ ADVERTISING agencies are increasingly recognizing the great

power promotional and advertising films can wield for their clients.

The J. Walter Thompson Company, long a user of the film medium
in advertising, predicts an unprecedented increase in business film

production in the times ahead.

"The long foreseen postwar boom in commercial motion pictures

is on its way," according to Don Jones of the J. Walter Thompson
Company's motion picture department. "Business firms, according
to the crystal ball experts, should right now be huddled over their

planning boards, designing films to merchandise their new postwar
products, laying out training pictures for sales forces, and readying

new public relations films for schools and clubs.

"In the motion picture department of the J. Walter Thompson
Company, activity on V-J Day confirmed predictions. A record

number of pictures were in preparation, production or distribution

—

ranging from simple sales training slides to elaborate long-time movie

programs for large advertisers.

"J. Walter Thompson Company's present activity in motion pic-

tures is not an overnight phenomenon. Advertisers' interest in the

motion picture medium has grown steadily since the department

was established back in 1938, and the department has expanded

its operations accordingly. Films of all kinds—from documentaries

to cartoons—have passed through the cutting rooms. The variety

of movie clients offers a good cross section of the advertising world.

To name a few: Ford Motor Company, the Institute of Life In-

surance, Seven-Up Company, Elgin National Watch Company, Na-
tional Broadcasting Company, Libby, McNeill & Libby, Reynolds

Metals Company, Shell Oil Company, Swift & Company, Radio

Corporation of America and Pan-American Airways."

The Thompson motion picture department is not in itself a film

production unit. Each production is handled by a regular 16mm.
film producer who is contracted for the individual jobs. The film

department's service to its clients is one of planning and supervi-

sion, to insure that each picture produced meets the company's

standards and does a proper job for its sponsor.

• Continued on Page 554

Closeups

CHARLES TREGO currently is shooting

a novel film in 16mm. Kodachrome of

the art and antics of skilled surfboard

riders at the various Southern Califor-

nia beaches. New and unusual camera

angles, for which Trego is famous, arc

being introduced in this picture, some

of them made with aid of the special

plastic underwater camera "blimp" re-

cently developed by Telefilm, Inc., who
incidentally will distribute the picture.

ELMER DYER, Hollywood's most famous

aerial cinematographer is now one of

the most active of 16mm, cameramen.

As far back as World War I, Dyer's

camerawork has always taken him up
in the air, mostly shooting from planes.

Nor has he been successful in chang-

ing his pace. He is currently shooting

from the high elevations of steel cam-
era towers bordering the various South-

ern California racetracks now employ-

ing a new system of photographic

checking by which every horse race is

photographed from start to finish on

1 6mm. film.

RAY FERNSTROM, ASC, is currently be-

hind a Cine Special for Frederick K.

Rockett Productions, Hollywood, film-

ing scenes for Richfield Oil Company's

latest color film picturing the postwar

uses of their products. Fernstrom

graduated from 35mm. to 16mm. via

the Army Air Corps where he was hand-

ed a 1 6mm. camera and assigned to re-

cording combat action of U. S. Super-

forts over Africa and Italy.

TED PHILLIPS, deep in the Amazon val-

vel of Brazil, writes that he expects to

be back in Hollywood soon to begin

the task of editing the Kodachrome

footage he has secured for Burton

Holmes' 1946- 1947 lecture series.

HERMAN HACK, onetime Hollywood
film stuntman, has started production

of a series of short subjects in 16mm.
color and sound, covering such sports

events as rodeos, boat races, auto races,

etc.
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V E U SOUND MD SILENT FILMS
* Recent Releases for Road Shows, Clubs, Schools and Churches

* Latest 16mm. and 8mm. Films for Home Movie Projectors

Football Parade—To be released De-

cember 15 th is Castle Films latest grid-

iron summary, Football Parade of 1945,

w hich will bring thrilling moments of

play from the season's top college

games from a more perfect vantage

point than a seat on the fifty yard line.

Present editing schedule calls for se-

quences of action from the following

1945 contests: Yale-Harvard, Yale-

Princeton, Columbia-Dartmouth, Cor-

nell-Pennsylvania, Duke-Georgia Tech,

Xotre Dame-Pittsburgh, So. California-

Washington, Ohio State-Minnesota, and

Army Navy. A highlight will be the

exciting action in the Navy-Notre
Dame game when the now much dis-

puted play between Colella and Dance-
wicz occurred. Slow motion photo-

graphy on this action proves officials

were correct in ruling no touchdown
for Notre Dame.

Detour To Danger is second major

release in 16mm. color produced and re-

leased by Planet Pictures, Inc., Holly-

wood. Built on a thrilling outdoors

plot and set in the tall timber country,

picture is filled with action from start

to finish. Comedy is supplied by that

perennial scene stealer of Hollywood
westerns, Si Jenks. The cast is headed

by stars John Day and Nancy Brinck-

man, supported by Britt Wood, Eddie

Kane and Fred Kelsey. Release date is

tentatively scheduled for November
30th. Subject will be available for un-

restricted showings everywhere. Also

being released by Planet as suitable

companion short subjects are the scenic

documentary Prhnifii e Patzciiaro and
Hobo's Lady a novelty dog picture

—

both in 1 6mm. color and sound.

Bubbling Over presents Ethel Waters
for the first time in a two-reel musical

comedy for non-theatrical screens. The
setting is Harlem where Ethel Waters,

as the wife of a lazy colored janitor,

does all the work while her husband does

"plenty of nuttin'." Miss Waters has

plenty of blues to sing about when her

spouse's useless relatives get the run of

her home. A highlight are the "South-

ernaires," a vocal group, cast as singing

cousins from 'way down south. Lively

action follows after Swami River, the

mindreader on the second floor, pre-

dicts a surprise visit from a millionaire

uncle. Subject is available for outright

sale at $37.50.

"HOW TO OPERATE
A 16mm.

SOUND PROJECTOR"

§ • A concise fully illustrated booklet I

J that is just the manual to place in §
1 hemds of the beginner-projectionist- 1
1 Illustrates and describes how to I
I set up, thread, run and care for all I

makes of sound projectors. Avail- 1
I able at special quantity rates to I
1 schools, church organization, film j

libraries, etc.

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

Ghost Catchers, 7 reels in 16mm.
sound, is a Universal production star-

ring Olsen & Johnson, Gloria Jean, Leo

Carrillo, Morton Downey, Andy De-

vine, Lon Chaney and Martha O'Dris-

coll. The plot is an utterly unpredict-

able combination of haunted house and

musical nonsense with a "Topper" tech-

nique and a southern accent in the cap-

able hands of those movie zanies, Olsen

& Johnson. Subject will be available

for showing before approved non-the-

atrical audiences after December 20,

1945, from Bell & Howell Filmosound

Library, 1801 Larchmont Ave., Chica-

go, 111.

Musical Shorts—Commonwealth
Pictures Corpn., 729 7th Ave., New
York City, offer a new series of eight

one-reel 16 mm. musical short subjects

featuring Louis Jordan and his band

plus an array of Broadway's and Holly-

wood's newest, brightest and most out-

standing colored entertainers. Each re-

lease, approximately 375 feet, is a star-

studded gem magnificently produced on

a major scale and enhanced with top-

quality RCA sound recording. The

eight subjects are as follows: Hrp Cat

Serenade, Fuzzy Wuzzy, Toot That

Trumpet, Ration Blues, Rocco Blues,

Suing-time Jamboree, Moo C011 Boogie,

and Big City Blues.
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DISPLAY STAGE LIGHTING COMPANY
417 East 41st Street, New York 21, N. Y.

Please send me the following items'. If not fully satisfied,

your expense ond you wlll refund my money.

Q Send me Fremel Photospol(i) at $14.95

S.nd me 500 woM lomp(i) at $2.35

Send me Adjuiloble three section stand(s) at $5.95
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Ship Express C.O.D.. shipping charges collect.
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Manufactured by

Display Stage Lighting

COMPANY
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NEW YORK 21 , N. Y.
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How I Filmed A Winner . .

.

• Continued from Page 526

As Ginger's first birthday approached,

Staria began to agitate for a birthday

cake, candles and all, for the pup's first

birthday.

"And I suppose you'll not only want
a cake," said her mother, "but to invite

all the neighborhood dogs to join in a

party with Ginger to eat it!"

That did it. Staria, the next few days,

was not only busy planning the party

but she canvassed the neighborhood on

her bicycle handing out invitations to

Ginger's dog party wherever she saw a

dog or a home with a kennel. Back

home her mother put the finishing

touches on a party dress for Ginger

—

a frilly affair topped off with a jaunty

hat trimmed with a blue feather.

Pat, of course, had written a new
shooting script for the action that was

contemplated at the party and which

was to dovetail into the sequences al-

ready filmed. So on Ginger's birthday

my camera began to run off footage as

the neighborhood dogs began to arrive

one by one and take their place on

chairs surrounding the gay party table.

Of course the dogs just didn't trot

in and sit down, as it appears on the

screen. I had to do a lot of planning,

rehearsing and shooting retakes in order

to get the action exactly as I wanted it.

The desired effect was achieved in the

final editing.

We had set up our kitchen table and

chairs on the lawn in the back yard and

had the dogs sit on the chairs, same as

grown ups. This was the most difficult

action to shoot. One of the dogs, more
impatient than the rest, devoured his

cake immediately and then wanted to

get right on top of the table and eat

the rest of it. Some of the dogs didn't

want to sit down at all. One of them

^ 50UND / 7*buoL SILENT

Film libraries
WHERE TO RENT OR BUV 8mm RND /6mm FILM5

ALABAMA
BIRMINGHAM I

Wilfred Naylor
1907 Fifth Ave. North

CALIFORNIA
BUENA PARK

Buena Park Photo Shop
877 Grand Avenue

HOLLYWOOD
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

716 N. La. Brea Ave.

Castle's Inc.

1529 Vine Street

LONG BEACH
Tate Camera Shop
2819 E. Anaheim St.

LOS ANGELES
Films Incorporated
1709 W. 8th Street

Hollywood Movie Supply
•4279 Crenshaw (Zone 13)

I. T. & T. of the West
3123 West 8th St. (5)

OAKLAND
Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

Audio Films Co. Branch
4247 Piedmont Ave. (Zone II)

I. T. & T. of the West
4247 Piedmont Ave. (II)

SAN LUIS OBISPO
Shadow Arts Studio
1036 Cho'ro Street

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

1221 G St.. N. W.
I. T. & T. of Washington
915 12th St. N.W. (I)

CEORGIA
ATLANTA

I. T. & T. of the South
756 W. Peachtree St. NW

IDAHO
BC 5E

Idaho Library of Visual Education
811 Rossi St.

ILLINOIS
BERWYN

Colonial Camera Shop
6906 Windsor Ave.

CHICAGO
Bell & Howell Filmosound Library

'825 Larrhmont Ave
Bolotin Camera Exchange
729 W. Roosevelt Road (7)

Films Incorporated
64 E. Lake Street

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

9 S. LaSalle Street (Zone 3)

Ideal Pictures Corp.
28-34 East Eighth Street

ILLINOIS—Continued
CHICAGO—(Continued)

I. T. & T. of Illinois

100 W. Monroe St. ' (3)

Zenith Cinema Service
3252 Foster Avenue (25)

OAK PARK
Midland Film Exchange
P.O. Box 429

LOUISIANA
NEW ORLEANS

I. T. & T. of New Orleans
815 Poydros St.

MARYLAND
BALTIMORE

Stark Films.

537 N. Howard St. (I)

MASSACHUSETTS
BOSTON

Don Elder's Film Library
739 Boylston St.. Dept. HM
Claus Gelotte. Inc. Camera Stores

284 Boylston St., Opposite Public Gardens

I. T. & T. of New England
115 Newbury St. (16)

Frank Lane & Co.
5 Little Bldg.

Wholesome Film Service. Inc.

20 Melrose Street

BROCKTON
Iris Pharmacy
238 Main St.

OUINCY
Stanley-Winthrop's "Rent-A-Reel" Service

5-7 Revere Road

MICHIGAN
DETROIT

Detroit Camera Shop
325 State Street

MINNESOTA
MINNEAPOLIS

Howard Film Distributors

86 S. 6th St. (2)

MISSOURI
ST. LOUIS

I. T. & T. of Missouri

3326 Olive St.

NEW JERSEY
ROSELLE PARK

Union County Film Service
128 Chestnut St.

NEW YORK
ALBANY

Hallenbeck & Riley

562 Broadway (7)

BROOKLYN
Reed & Reed Distributors Inc.,

7508 Third Avenue (9)

New York City—Continued
NEW YORK

Bell & Howell Filmosound Library
30 Rockefeller Plaza

Commonwealth Pictures Corp.
729 - 7th Ave.

Films Incorporated
330 W. 42nd St.

Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc.

25 W. 45th Street (Zone 19)

Haber & Fink. Inc.

12-14 Warren St.

The New York I. T. T. Co., Inc.

25 W. 45th St. (19)

Kinq Coles Sound Service
340 3rd Ave. (Zone 10)

Medo Photo Supply
15 West 47th St.

Mogull's Films & Camera Exchange. Inc.

55 W. 48th St. (Radio City)

National Cinema Service
69 Dey Street

Nu Art Films, Inc.

145 West 45th Street

SOS Cinema Supply Corp.
449 W. 42nd St. (18)

OHIO
CLEVELAND

Cineshop Film Service
3483 Lee Road

Koller's Home Movie Exchange
10104 St. Clair Avenue

DAYTON
Dayton Film (8-16) Rental Libraries

2227 Hepburn Ave.

OREGON
PORTLAND

Films Incorporated
314 S. W. 9th Avenue

PENNSYLVANIA
ALLENTOWN

James A. Peters

41 South Fourth St.

TENNESSEE
CHATTANOOGA 2

Grady Young Co.,
108 W. 8th St.

NASHVILLE
E. K. Churchwell Film Exchange
510 Deaderick St. (3)

TEXAS
DALLAS

Walter O. Gutlohn, Inc.

302'/2 So. Ha.-wood St. (Zone I)

I. T. & T. o the South
302'/2 S. Harwood St. (I)

WEST VIRGINIA
CHARLESTON 2

Elmer B. Simoson
816 W. Virginia St.

Many Dealers Listed Above Rent Projectors and Screens; Also Have Competent Projector Operators Available
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AREMAC CAMERA CO

Cameras
Projectors

snd Accessories
8 and 16mm.

silent as well as sound

Orders taken now. Prompt delivery

We are pleased to announce the arrival

of the new Postwar Line of Bell &
Howell Equipment. Samples are now
on display. Orders accepted for

prompt delivery.

(3

a.Sig

ill

AREMAC CAMERA CO.
1 E. 43rd St., New York 17. N. Y. Dept. PB. Tel. MU 2-8684

When in Long Island—visit our Branch in Hempstead, 249 Fulton Ave. Telephone Hempstead 2020.
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EVERY HOME MOVIE MAKER

SHOULD HAVE A

GRISWOLD
FILM SPLICER

There's no need to send your film out to be

spliced. With a GRISWOLD you can make
your own splices in quick time—and do as

good a job as a professional. For the GRIS-
WOLD has exclusive features which make
splicing easy and assure a perfect splice in

the right place every tmie. That's why GRIS-
WOLD splicers are favorites with the pro-

fessional movie makers and used by the

thousands in the picture services of the U. S.

armed forces. With all their superior fetaures

GRISWOLD Splicers are popularly priced.

They're sold by Photo Supply Dealers. If your

dealer does not have them on hand, order
from us direct.

This "Junior Model" for

1 6 mm. and Sm >n . is a

smaller edition of the

GRISWOLD Splicer, de-

i eloped especially for

hoiiu moiie makers. It

splices both sound and

silent film and is built

for a life-time of service.

GRISWOLD MACHINE WORKS
PORT JEFFERSON, N. Y.

S.V.E. SAFETY
SLIDE BINDERS

Dust-proof. Buckle-

proof. Automatic

centering of glass

and film.

Efficient S.V.E Projectors for 2" x 2" color
slides are again available to all for home use.
A pre-war favorite, now finer than ever. A
model for every need. Ask your dealer to show

you S.V.E. projectors and other S.V.E.
photographic accessories. Send now
'or circulars. Write Dept. 12-HM.

S.V.E. 2 x2-
COLOR SLIDES

More than 20.000
subjects. Sold in-

dividually or in
selected sets.

AK, 300 Walts

S.V.E. MODEL

even ran away, which sent her mistress

scurrying away in tears in search of

him. And when, as a coincidence, the

dog catcher drove by the house just at

that time, she became hysterical, be-

lieving her dog had been picked up.

The dog had merely scampered off home,

of course, disdaining the frills of cake

served on plates and dogs that wore

silly hats and costumes.

The cake eating scenes were finally

filmed with the aid of the dog's owners,

who crouched low behind the chairs out

of camera range, and held their dogs,

preventing them from jumping down
and running away.

Ginger weighs a mere five pounds so

we had her sit at the head of the table

in a doll's high chair. Dressed in her

party finery, she sat there like a queen,

obviously enjoying the party very much.
Probably the miniature hats which we
had each of her canine guests wear

amused her very much. These were

shown in the closeups made of each

dog present.

For added human interest I spliced

into the picture at this point some foot-

age I had previously taken of a cub bear

from a local zoo. These were closeup

shots of the bear eating from atop a

table and matched perfectly the shots

of the dogs eating cake, so that the

bear appeared to be one of the guests.

Pat's script called for a unique and

quite logical breaking up of the party.

A big black cat appears on the scene

and, of course, all the dogs, including

Ginger, jump down from their chairs

and give chase. The cat, incidentally,

was another unwilling actor. Big, fat

and lazy—no matter what we did we
couldn't make her move fast enough.

Her master finally suggested that we
shoot off a firecracker in the air at the

appropriate moment and this got results.

It wasn't until we had completed this

sequel to the picture that we decided to

title it simply "Ginger." I made an

effective main title for the film by
covering a large carton with several

sheets of green tissue paper. Over this,

white block letters were arranged to

form the word "Ginger." The camera

was started and after exposing a few

frames. Ginger, in the hands of my
wife concealed behind the box, was

thrust headfirst through the title.

The first half of the picture was

shot with an 8mm. Revere camera

equipped with an f 1.9 Wbllensak lens,

and the remainder with a Bolex using

the same lens. A tripod was used when-
ever possible and, of course, an exposure

meter was used on every shot.

Although the picture didn't start out

to be a winner, it seemed to grow on us

just like Ginger, the pup, did. We en-

joyed every minute of its making and
are justly proud that it won the First

Place trophy in Home Movies 1945
annual amateur contest.

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, inc.
A Business Corporation

IOO EAST OHIO STREET • CHICAGO 11, ILLINOIS
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NOW Aflk

$49-
PIUS FEDERAL
EXCISE TAX

Light-tight stainless steel grids

in the bottom of the Morse
light-tight container permit so/n-

tions to enter and drain freely.

This Remarkable New Film Processing System

Developed over the past several years by an

organization specializing in photo reconnais-

sance equipment for the Armed Forces. This

film processing unit incorporates features

never before available to the commercial

photographer. See your dealer, or write for

illustrated folder.

it Features
1 — Daylight processing of

cut or roll film in standard
film hangers and reels.

2 — Capacity 12 to 16
standard 4x5 or 5x7 cut
film hangers — 4 to 8
standard roll film reels.

3 — No handling of film

between loading and
drying.

4— Light-tight film con-
tainer automatically self-

filling and self-emptying
through light-tight grids in

base — no measuring or
pouring of solutions.

5 — Close fitting floating

covers provide long life

solution storage in process-

ing tanks.

6— Constructed through-
out of black molded plastic

and stainless steel.

7— Ideal for color film

processing.

THE INSTRUMENT COMPANY
23 CLINTON ST. • HUDSON, OHIO

J
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PROJECTION ON A

DA-LITE
GLASS-BEADED SCREEN

Replacing a makeshift or soiled screen

with a new Da-Lite Glass-Beaded
Screen can do wonders for your pic-

tures. The millions of tiny, crystal-

clear, glass beads on its pure white,

plastic-coated surface reflect maxi-
mum light and make every scene
brighter, sharper and more beauti-

ful. Ask to see Da-Lite Glass-Beaded
Screens at your dealer's today!

THE CHALLENGER is one of many pop-
ular styles in the Da-Lite line. Write for

FREE descriptive literature.

DA- LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
Dept. 12 HM,2723 N. Crawford Ave.

Chicago 39, III.

A $^'"ffiner Screens***

COMPLETE B&H Filmotion Editors

A 16mm. The new B&H Filmotion Edi-

^ tor, finest that money can buy, draws
the film through a scratch-proof chan-
nel, casts motion pictures brightly on
a 3x2y2-in. ground glass screen, re-

cessed for easy viewing. Framing and
focusing controls. Complete with
Viewer, Model 136 Splicer, and two
Heavy-Duty Rewinds. Parts available
separately.

8mm. m
The same Editor as described above
. . . with film channel and optical

system designed for 8mm. film.

Image on viewing screen is 2^4x1%
in. As in the 16mm. Filmotion Edi-

tor, you see your films as actual mini-
ature movies. Spots cutting points
easily and quickly. Complete with
Viewer, Model 136 Splicer, two Re-
winds on extension arms. Viewer
can be purchased separately.

Heavy- Duty
Rewinds

Attach rigidly to

each sideof Splicer.

Take 16mm. reels

up to 2000 feet.

Geared for 2

speeds or "free
wheeling."

SEE YOUR FILMO DEALER NOW
B&H editing equipment is available

now at your dealer's ... or he can get

it promptly. See him, or write Bell &
Howell Company, "M 2 5 McCormick
Road, Chicago 45.

E3
PRECISION-MADE BY V >

Editing Board
• Continued front Page 530

SINCE 1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD

made gadgets for automatic cleaning

of film are easy to construct and my
plans included a gadget which was
described in an early issue of Home
Movies.

6

—

Measuring Scene Lengths: Defi-

nitely indicated is a need for a ruler or

a footage or frame counter as an aid

to quickly determining scene lengths,

length of fades and other effects, and

for measuring scenes in terms of seconds

in cueing music to be played from
records; also for measuring bulk film

for the camera.

This survey enabled me to plan my
editing board. The first items purchased

were a pair of geared rewinds, a splicer

and an action-editor for critical inspec-

tion of films. The splicer was mounted
near the center and close to front edge

of the editing board base. In order to

accommodate reels larger than those

for 400 feet of film, I elevated the

splicers by mounting them on two-inch

blocks. A braking means is an import-

ant feature for rewinds in that it re-

tards the free reel of film during re-

winding without need of using the

hands or fingers to do this, usually with

disastrous results. So I placed small

leather loops attached to rubber bands

around the rewind spindles and stretched

the rubber bands to engage hooks at

base of the rewinds to apply the neces-

sary braking tension.

Beneath my splicer, a hole was cut

in the editing board, permitting the

film clippings to escape. A receptacle

for catching them was devised from a

shallow tin can. This was suspended be-

neath the hole so that it was easily re-

movable for emptying. Two small rivets

were soldered near the top and these

engage screw hooks when the can is in

place beneath the splicer, as shown in

the detail A in the diagram of the light

reflector.

Film cement bottles are notably dif-

ficult to handle when removing the

cork-applicator, so I drilled a hole in my
editing board to receive and hold the

cement bottle. The fit is snug so bottle

cannot rotate or be easily pulled out

and its contents spilled.

To supplement my action-editor, I

also provided a means for inspecting

film with a magnifying glass over a

lighted panel of glass. A square hole was

cut in the board just to the left of the

splicer and over this was fitted a panel

of opal glass. Illumination is provided

by another shallow can mounted be-

neath the board, as shown in the dia-

gram A, and fitted with a standard

socket and a small 7-watt frosted bulb.

Augmenting the rewinds are two reel

brackets, the purpose of which are to
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hold spools of film received from the

laboratory and in process of being edited

into larger reels. These are shown im-
mediately behind the rewinds in the

diagram and also in the photos. They
are made from two pieces of strap iron

and hinged at the bottom to metal
L-brackets. There are two reel spindles

on each bracket for holding reels and
these were made from quarter-inch
bolts.

Immediately back of all this is one
of the most important features—the
filing rack for the film strips. This
consists of a panel of plywood with
one-inch strips of quarter-inch material
forming 2/2"x2/2 " box-like receptacles

for the film. Each box is numbered so
that the film strips may be kept in

chronological order, ready for splicing

in the order called for in the editing
script.

A novel accessory is the combination
film cleaner and footage counter. This
is shown mounted at left of the splicer

in the large photo. It consists of a thin
panel of plywood mounted on a ply-
wood base which is readily snapped in

place on the editing board by means of
three screws shown near the glass panel
in the insert photo. Four thread spools
mounted on wood screw spindles are
covered with felt. The film, threaded
over and around these, results in clean-
ing its surface of dirt, grime and oil.

Immediately below is a Veeder counter
geared to a 16mm. film sprocket over
which the film to be measured is

clamped in place.

The board affords every convenience
desired for editing, cleaning and caring
for my films. And this is incentive to
keep my films tidied up—edited, titled
and always ready for projection.

Matatrick Box . .

.

• Continued from Page $29

the two metal plates together, gradually
closing the square opening that admits
light to the lens. This operation is some-
what automatic. As may be seen in the
photos, a half circle of spring wire
secured to the ends of each plate hold
the fader plates open. Closing the plates
is effected by turning a shaft running
along left side of the box which operates
bars leading to each plate. This detail
may be seen in figures 3 and 4.

Also provided for fades is a plastic
fading glass, clear at one end and gradu-
ating to full opaque at the other, as
shown in the diagram. This glass fits in
a slot provided immediately before the
camera lens in the Matatrick box.

For masking the lens for various ef-
fects such as binocular, spyglass, heart,
diamond, etc., a circular matt wheel is

provided, so fixed to the box that it

may be rotated to bring the desired
mask before the camera lens. This disc
is made from cardboard or heavy black
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fibre material and shellacked to improve
its wearing qualities.

The Matatrick box produces a true

wipeoff or wipeon effect in that it

causes one scene to actually appear to

wipeoff the other. This is done by the

familiar mirror method— the mirror

sliding before the lens at an angle to

bring into view a scene or object lo-

cated at right angles. Operation of the

mirror is in a vertical direction—up
and down—and is performed by turning

a small offset lever which may be seen

at bottom of photo No. 3, also shown
in detail in the diagram.

To make the wipe effect, a small door

on right side of the Matatrick box, as

seen in Fig. 3, is opened admitting to

view, through the sliding mirror, a scene,

title or object to right of the camera
and carefully prefocused, of course. The
camera is started and the scene to be

wiped off is shot; then at the desired

moment, the mirror is moved to bring

the scene at right of camera into view

of the camera lens, as reflected by the

mirror. A surface-silvered mirror is used

for this purpose to prevent distortion.

In Fig. 3 may also be seen the cross-

view finder, on top of the box, which
aids in lining up the secondary scene in

the wipe transition.

The box is made of 22 gauge metal.

Side members and top and bottom were

soldered together and the seams finished

smooth with a file. The box is attached

to the mounting plate by means of

rivets. The entire accessory is finished

in black lacquer—dull finish, of course,

on the inside.

The diagram is intended merely to

clarify what cannot be clearly seen in

the photos. However, most readers who
may be inclined to duplicate this handy,
time saving gadget will undoubtedly
find here all the details necessary. The
author, of course, will be glad to assist

with any further details

Sun, Snow And Color Film
Continued from Page y 2 if

conditions will, of course, be present:

1. The temperature will be low.

2. All of the snow will be of essen-

tially one color—white.

3. There will be a predominance of

ultra-violet light.

4. Fresh snow, with no frozen crust

over it, possesses an extremely interest-

ing texture.

5. Snow which has thawed and later

frozen will cause troublesome, glaring

light reflections.

6. We must distinguish carefully be-

tween a sunny day and an overcast day,

since each demands different treatment.

Let us consider the first point—low

temperature. While this seems obvious,

one should not concentrate so much on

the photographic aspects of the prob-

lem that he fails to wear warm, sensible

clothing. Keep hands and feet warm,

above all. If one keeps warm, it is possi-

ble to withstand short periods of ex-

posure during the making of a shot,

whereas if one is already chilled, hands

will quickly become too numb to handle

the camera controls with accuracy.

If some of the controls on the camera

are particularly hard to handle under

such conditions, you might ingeniously

add control extensions to make them
easier to manipulate when wearing

gloves or mittens, or with hands a bit

numb.
Another point to bear in mind is that

changes of temperature create tempo-
rary condensation of moisture and other

troubles, so give your camera enough
time after bringing it out into the open

to become adjusted to the prevailing

outdoor temperature.

Coming now to what is perhaps the

most important single point, we have

the fact that a very large portion of

our picture space is filled with white.

That fact leads to several important

considerations.

The first is that snow scenes are no

longer the sort of "average subject" for

which exposure meters were originally

designed to reflect in terms of exposure

values. A photoelectric meter is cali-

brated on the assumption that the scene

photographed (and metered) will have

about 25^ highlights, jo r
r middle

tones and 25
r
V shadow area. Since snow

scenes arc almost 100% highlight area,

meter readings made on snowscapes may
be as much as three or four times too

high, resulting in a proportionate under-

exposure. That is particularly unfor-

tunate in the case of snow scenes, since

under-exposure of some color films re-

sults in a preponderantly bluish tone in

the overall color, and snow scenes are,

if anything, a bit too blue in the first

place.

There are three possible solutions to

this difficulty. One is to take meter

readings at all times, winter or summer,
on a grey card held at a suitable distance

from the meter. The second is to deter-

mine by experiment what factor to use

with your meter for snow scenes, and to

always multiply the indicated exposure

by that factor. The third, and possibly

simplest method, is to take readings at a

short distance from one of the subjects

in the scene, or a large rock, or anything

of average tone and color.

Another point in connection with the

all-white color scheme is largely ssthet-

ic. One can make snow shots a great deal

more colorful and interesting if ways
are devised to add to the composition a

maximum amount of color in the cos-
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tumes and props. Remember that colors

which would seem garish and blatant

in a normal scene often become taste-

ful and attractive when surrounded by

large spaces of white—the principle

back of the use of abundant "white

space" in advertising art. So have your

subjects wear colorful, gay costumes,

and add as much color with props and

accessories as possible.

Another compositional aid in snow

scenes is the use of dark or silhouetted

masses, usually in the foreground. In

any normal snow landscape, there are

dark masses here and there—a rock or

boulder which emerges from the snow,

a gnarled tree trunk, an old shanty, a

fence, etc. Get an object of that sort in

the foreground, where it will be larg"

enough in scale to form an important

area, and your snow scene will take on

added interest. The silhouetted mass will

give the picture depth, and the white

snow will seem whiter by the contrast.

The excess ultra-violet light is im-

portant because it records on color film

as blue, though to the eye it is invisible.

Fortunately, this difficulty is easily dis-

posed of; a haze filter over the lens

should be standard equipment for win-

tertime shots. If filming is done in the

mountains, it is an imperative necessity.

Now about the two types of snow,

loose and glazed: Loose snow presents a

beautiful textured surface, and the main

secret in photographing texture is cor-

rect placement of the light. If we lay a

strip of white velvet out horizontally

and place a light directly above it, the

texture will be indistinguishable from

cheesecloth. But if the photographer

places his lamp very low, so that its

rays sweep across the material, each little

thread casts a shadow and the texture

stands out unmistakably.

The same is true of snow scenes. If

the light is behind the cameraman's back,

results will be flat and lifeless. So shoot

with cross lighting, or into the light,

thus bringing out the texture and mod-
eling. Early and late hours of the day

are especially good for snow filming be-

cause the low sun produces the long

shadows so necessary to effective com-

position.

Snow which has thawed and frozen

creates troublesome glare and reflection

problems. This means that a good sun-

shade is desirable at all times. For the

same reason, a coated lens will greatly

increase the chances of success in winter

shooting. There is less danger in work-

ing against the light, and glare will be

confined to one immediate area where

it does no harm.

A polarizing screen is of little use on
loose snow, which in itself is a good

"depolarizer." However, it is often ef-

fective on "glare" snow, since the re-

flections from such a surface are more
amenable to suppression by means of a

polarizing screen which filters out
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1 Plenty Of light for snapshots

and movies . . . black and

white and color. As many as

three General Electric R-2's may
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2 Compact. Carries its own
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greater portability.

3 Fits into any lamp socket That

means greater versatility,

greater flexibility in use .(Can be

used in regular lighting equip-

ment.)

4 Top reflector efficiency always.

Dust can't get at the G-E R-2

reflector to cause loss of light
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picture area.
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G-E Projection Lamps
Get the lamp you need and a "Spare"

for emergencies. See your dealer.

G-E PHOTO LAMPS
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glare. The question of filters is impor-
tant since the color of winter sunlight

is likely to be definitely different, and
:he eye is not always a good judge of

'his. Now that the Harrison Color
Temperature Meter is back on the mar-
ket, a way to coping with this problem
.s now available. "Blueness" which is

o noticeable on white masses of snow
an often be softened by a suitable yel-

owish or pinkish-yellow filter, which
w ill, at the same time, remove excess

dtra-violet. Finally, here are some im-
portant facts to remember: Shadows in

now have color—usually blue. Ko-
dochrome, properly exposed, will faith-

fully record this color.

Sidelighting causes texture of the

snow to stand out, gives form to snow
covered objects in the foreground. Focus
your camera on the scene so that the

sunlight comes from either side of it.

If the sun is low, so much the better,

for shadows will be longer, will create

more interesting patterns. Try to get

backlighting on shots of snow covered

trees and icicles.

Winter color scenes can be given

extra tone and depth by the inclusion

of a brightly colored object in the fore-

ground. Dramatic appeal can be created

by use of bright colors in direct con-

trast with the somber, natural tones of

snowscapes.

Filming the Central Americas . .

.

• ContinueJ from Page 525

views of them. Taking pictures from
a plane is not so different from taking
them from the ground, but a few things
should be kept in mind for the best

results.

The exposure for pictures taken from
the air can be secured by a meter point-

ed eatrhward the same as if looking

down from a high eminence on land.

Since there is often no sky included,

the exposure reading quite often is

slightly less than that obtained for

an ordinary ground level scene, partic-

ularly if much of the area is wooded.
The rule, "the greater the detail the

more interesting the shot," applies here

and hence it makes for far more inter-

esting movie shots if they are taken
with a telephoto lens when the plane

is flying low.

A tripod can be used in the plane

just the same as on the ground. One
thing must be watched, when shooting

through the glass of the cabin win-

dows, and that is reflections. Try to

shoot from a window' that can be

opened. The windslip is not too bad

unless one leans far out. I have even

held my camera out the window and

gotten some very fine footage. Com-
position is much more interesting when
one can get part of the plane in the

foreground of the picture.

One of the most interesting motion

picture shots I obtained from the air

was by circling the ruins of the old

prehistoric city of Copan in Honduras.

The pilot obligingly flew very low and

circled the area slowly so that I could

clearly discern the old temples and

Alaska Next

HERBERT C.

L A N K S, author, ex-

plorei and cinema-
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through Mexico, Guate-
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Herbert C. Lanks

and the inhabitants.
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for new tires or a new
1946 model car in order

to tour our richest and

most picturesque terri-

torial possession, be sure

to read Lank's inform-

ative article on Filming

Alaska in the January

issue. Here will be an

authoritative guide to

what, where and when to shoot in

summer or winter, spring or fall

in the fabulous last frontier of

America. Read "What To Film In

Alaska" in January Home Movies.
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pyramids peeping out through the

jungle growth, thus making a fine in-

troduction to the close-ups I afterward

got of the ruins from the ground. An
interesting sequence to get into your

picture, providing a nice transition from

air to ground scenes, is the photograph-

ing of the shadow of the plane on the

ground below as it becomes larger and

larger, giving one's screen audience th

very striking effect of actually making

the landing.

One of my most unusual air shots

was secured while flying low over the

north coast of Honduras where the

green tropical jungle contrasts startl-

ingly with the deep blues of the ocean

separated by the thin line of a white

sandy beach. Some very primitive na-

tive villages were filmed, showing fin°

details of their steep thatched roof

houses. Natives were clearly seen watch-

ing the plane. Some were out on the

water fishing from their dugout canoes.

I used a four-inch telephoto lens with

the pilot flying the plane at approxi-

mately a thousand feet.

In the same sequence the pilot circled

around the long pier of the banana
loading port of Tela, projecting out in-

to the blue water. I broke the shot with
a last side glimpse of the pier, and then

cut in with a panorama taken from
the end of the pier, shot at much the

same angle and ending with a close-up

of a fisherman on the pier not twenty
feet from the camera. A temporary
illusion is created as if by some magic
I got the airplane to hang in space

close to the pier to get the close-up,

because of the smooth continuity from
plane to shore.

In Nicaragua the modern capital,

Managua, is probably less photogenic
than the two former capital cities,

Granada and Leon. Nicaragua as a

whole is also different. Whereas in the

other Central American countries one
travels overland or by air, here one can

travel to various parts of the interior

by water. A map reveals that much
of the country's southern region is oc-

cupied by two great lakes, Lake Man-
agua and Lake Nicaragua. Steamers of

fair size ply the waters of the latter,

running between the various ports and

towns on its shores. A trip across or

around the lake offers the unique op-

portunity of getting some fine marine

pictures in the interior of Central Am-
erica. There are volcanic peaks protrud-

ing from islands in the lake which in-

cidentally furnish the motif for the

country's coat-of-arms. The quaint na-

tive craft plying the lake are very in-

teresting movie material, too.

For those who may wish to experience

the real jungle wilds of Central Amer-
ica, a trip down the great San Juan
River in Nicaragua offers the most con-

venient and at the same time a sur-

prisingly comfortable opportunity to do
so without too great an expenditure of
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NEWER . . . FINER

KIN-0-LUX
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FILMS

We can't say when, but we can

say that the KIN-O-LUX films you

use will be finer . . . more versatile

than ever and above all, repre-

sent the greatest movie film buy
for your money. Keep your eye
on KIN-O-LUX.

KIN-O-LUX inc.
105 West 40 St., New York 18

time or money. The San Juan River
flows from Lake Nicaragua into the

Caribbean which, incidentally, is the

route of a proposed second trans-isth-

mian canal. Only fifteen miles of actu-

ally solid land separate the waters of

the Pacific from Lake Nicaragua which
is in turn connected with the Atlantic

by the navigable San Juan River.

In Spanish colonial days the ships of

the Spanish fleets ascended this San

Juan River to trade directly with the

capital Granada on the lak" shores.

Likewise pirate ships entered the inter-

ior of the country by the same route

to sack the same cities. Remains of old

Spanish forts with canon still lying

around are to be seen from the river,

and as one travels farther in one of

the local native motor launches, croco-

diles are to be seen sliding off the sand

banks into the water, chattering mon-
keys are everywhere in the trees, and

screaming parrots and other beautiful-

ly plumaged tropical birds abound in

the mass of jungle and tangled vines

bordering the river's shores.

The trip from the lake port of San

Carlos, at the beginning of the river,

down to Greytown, where it empties

into the sea, can be made in a day. One
interested in more than a cursory

glimpse of the tropical jungle could go

ashore at any of the native villages along

the way, and arrange to put up for a

day or so and hire a native guide to

take him up a branch stream in a dug-

out canoe where tapir, ocelot, and pos-

sibly jaguar might be encountered.

For those who want a real thrill and

the opportunity to film some rare fish-

ing, the San Juan River is one of the

world's most famous tarpon fishing

centers. One is certain to see the sleek

silver tarpon leap frequently from the

water, on a boat trip up or down the

river.

Costa Rica, the n°xt country south,

is again different. In the rentral set-

tled sections, it is con'idered the most

advanced of the Central American
countries. San Jose, its capital, is the

cultural center of Central America.

Here is a very charming city at just

the right elevation about five thousand

feet above sea level. The native senoritas

of Costa Rica are the most beautiful

in all Central America. They are des-

cendants of the original Spaniards from
the Andalusia province of Spain. Th-y
have kept their blood quite pure. The
people of the highlands of Costa Rica

where San Jose, the capital and im-

portant town is situated, never mixed

with the indigenous populations, in

contrast with much of other Latin

Americans.

Panama, southernmost of the Cen-
tral American republics, is extremely

photogenic, offering many unusual

things to film. If one follows the route

of the Pan-American Highway from
the north there is some very impres-

sive country to be filmed. Up in the

northern interior, for instance, there

are Indian groups that still live entire-

ly by hunting and fishing and on what-
ever wild fruits they find in the lush

tropical jungle. These Indians have not

yet advanced to the stage of rudimen-
tary agriculture. They look wild and
ferocious, with their scanty attire and
filed teeth, but are harmless, and it is

possible to get pictures of them right

from the highway.

The most colorful of native groups
in all Panama are the San Bias Indians

who live on near-by islands and along

the coastal shore just south of the Canal
Zone on the Atlantic side. The women
wear the most brilliant red hand-worked
costumes and still practice the wearing
of solid gold rings in their noses which
are pierced for this purpose at an early

age.

The supreme climax of one's film-

ing tour through Central America is,

of course, the Panama Canal. Although
the filming of this great wonder of the

world was forbidden during the war,

it is expected that this wartime re-

striction will soon be lifted. Of course

there are permanently restricted areas,

just as before the war, where, for na-

tional security purposes, cameras of all

kinds are taboo.

There is now a modern highway as

well as a railway across the fifty-mile-

wide isthmus. Some of the highway fol-

lows the old gold trail of Spanish days

when millions in gold bullion were

transported across the isthmus to the

Atlantic side, there to be loaded on

Spanish galleons for transport to Spain.

There remains to this day many
famous old ruins of the Spanish days,

picturesque stonework almost swallowed

by jungle growth. The ruins of the old

Spanish Panama, some miles from the

present modern city, are among the

most photographed ruins in the world.

Modern Panama City is full of inter-

esting scenes for filming too. It has

an atmosphere all its own. The narrow

one-way streets, with their quaint

overhanging balconies; the famous ba-

zaars; the hordes of people, especially

in the market places ; and the water-

front with its scores of native craft tied

up along shore. The old town of Colon

on the Atlantic side also offers plenty

of subject material for one's camera.

So save some film for this place, too.

For any one interested in real wild

animal photography, there is one spot

in the Canal Zone that offers unusual

opportunity. It is famous the world

over, and naturalists and scientists visit

here from all over the world to engage

in research and study of wild animal

life in its own natural habitat. This

unusual place is Barro Colorado Island

in the middle of Gatun Lake. It has

been set aside by the U. S. Govern-

ment for this purpose alone. Quarters

and laboratories have been set up on
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one corner of the eight-mile-long island

and, by previous arrangement, one may
be taken there by motor launch from

one of the railway stations along the

lake to spend as many days or weeks

as desired.

Regular trails have been cut to vari-

ous parts of the island which contains

a wide diversity of topography and

vegetation, thus providing the natural

living conditions for a wide variety of

flora and fauna. It is said that when
Gatun Lake was flooded during con-

struction of the Canal, the native wild

life retreated in great numbers before

the rising waters to the island elevation.

The great range in plant and tree life

has provided basic flood and cover for

a very dense wild animal concentration.

With or without guide, one may
stroll along the well-marked jungle

trails across this large island and observe

many kinds of monkeys and tropical

birds overhead in the trees. Along the

ground, it is possible to encounter

groups of coati and peccary. Even the

cat family is represented on the island,

for there are ocelots and jaguars and

the tapir. Of course, wild animal pho-

tography is quite an art in itself and

any one who is not inherently a natur-

alist cannot hope to secure fine wild

animal pictures that are possible on

Barro Colorado. It takes skill, patience

and long hours of tedious stalking and

observation under not too comfortable

conditions to get the most interesting

wild life shots.

Perhaps the supreme climax of film-

ing in this interesting country of Pan-

ama and the Canal Zone is to film the

sequence of one's trip through the Canal

by boat. The opening and closing of

the great locks, the passage through

Culebra Cut, and thence out into Gatun
Lake makes a most interesting film

story. It can be nicely ended with a

close-up of the last set of locks as they

close behind your steamer or by one

of the lovely sunsets filmed through

tropical palms. But whatever the closing

shot, there need be little doubt that a

trip through Central American, termin-

ating at Panama can furnish one of the

most interesting and cherished movie

records of any global area considered by

the postwar traveler.

Filming Christmas . .

.

• Continued from Page 521

tenderly kiss the boy good night.

A highlight of this picture, worth
noting by other amateurs, is the profes-

sional way the Williamses use a simple

dissolve here as a transition between the

concluded sequence and the next, and
which serves to indicate a lapse of time.

The new sequence introduces the arrival

of Santa Claus. It begins with a fadein

on a wall clock, showing the time to be

SHOOT THE COMPLETE
PICTURE with the NEW^

CINE-EXTENAR
WIDE ANGLE LENS

Makes Your 16 & Ilium. Movie
Lens ... a Wide Angle Lens

DOUBLE
Yes, you DOUBLE the angle ol

your 16 and 8mm. Movie lens with
the CINE-EXTENAR. This lens fits

over most of the regular lenses

of all popular makes of Movie
Cameras such as Bell <S Howell, Keystone, Eastman, Bolex, Etc.

Ask Your Local Dealer . . . or Write Today to—

CAMERA SPECIALTY COJnc
50 WEST29*h ST. NEW YORK. N.Y.

r
FOR NEW
COLOR FIDELITY

flCRfi-COTE
Your fine lens made finer by

Acra without destructive bak-

ing. Accepted by Paramount and

other major studios.

Write for Samples and Information

fiCRfl
6650 Sunset

INSTRUMENTS
HOLLYWOOD, CAL.

CLadstone 8403

• ^^^"'jR

SILENT FILMS
( Music " Narration * Special Effects

)

LET us convert your 16 mm picture to a sound film

of the highest quality. Skilled technical staff, and

finest sound recording equipment and studio fa-

cilities to serve industrial, amateur and educational

film producers. Write TELEFILM, Inc.. Dep HM-12
6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28. Calit.

for prices and literature.

IS USED BY : J*
' Lockheed Aircraft Corp.

• Food Machinery Corp.

KM Dept. • Sante F» Railroad fj
~ of Calif. J*

OUR SERVICE
A, Research Mfg. Co.
Douglas Aircraft Co.
U. S. Naval Photo Sei

• Standard Oil Co

TELEFILM
HOLLYWOOD
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Brand new model Weston meter.
model II. 735 3 19 67

Ampro. model L", .-ound projec or
excellent 103.00

Brand new Ampro X<* Special ?ound
projector. 30-\vatt amplifier. 1000-
watt lamp, ideal for outdoor
shows or large auditorium S 4}j 00

Victor, model 24. 1000-watt sound
projector, excellent 295 00

Victor 16mm. sound projector, hut
no sound lens, amplifier or
speaker 43 00

Brand new all-metal projection stand 17.95

750 Watt Ampro silent projector,
complete with film, reels, humi-
dor, case 143.50

New Besseler 1000-watt lantern slide
projector 35.00

New Besseler 300-watt 2x2 slide pro-
jector 38.50

Carl Zeiss 8mm. movie camera f:2

Sonar lens 149.50
Metal spools for Bell & Howell

Straight Eight, each 50

New Bell & Howell 8mm. Straight
Eie-ht Camera. f:3.5 lens, case, 6

rolls of film 49 50

I'nivex 8mm. Camera f:5.6 lens 7 50
Brand new Eastman 16mm. projec-

tor, latest model, with micro-
phone and turntable 395 00

New Wollensak 1-inch f:1.9 for 8

or 16mm. cameras 49.50
l>-,-inch f.3.5 Telephoto lens for Bell

& Howell 8mm 35.00

Craig 16mm. motion editor only 41.50
Brand-new GE Exposure meter and

case 23.50

New Bell & Howell Turret 8 Titler. 27.50

New F & R 16mm. editor 10 95
Brand-new 8mm. coated telephoto

lens for Eastman 8 or 16mm.
cameras or any 8mm. cameras.. 26 07

Brand new Bell Howell 8mm. steel
reels 200 ft., 5 for 1.00

New 400 ft. 16mm. steel reels, 10 for 2.00

All-metal pan and tilt head 5 95
New Bell Howell 8 or 16mm. diagonal

splicer . 13 95

Day-brite 8mm. film viewer 1

12-compartment 8mm. film chest... 3.75

New 52x72 Tripod beaded screen.... 25 00

Keystone 8mm. film titler 6 50
Record player for 10 or 12 in. records

with speaker and amplifier 45 00
Bell Howell remote-control for model

70 cameras 10.95
New metal stand with cross bars to

take 2 reflectors 4.95

New Waltham watch compass 3.50

New 6x30 coated binoculars "5.00
Movie Mite 16mm. sound projector 175.00
New focusing alignment gauge for

B&H Turret 8 8 49
New Morse developing tank with

35mm.. 16mm. or 8mm. film 29.50
New Thalhammer deluxe tripod with

pan and tilt top 35 00

Eastman CineKodak special f:1.9 lens 428 00
Focusing finder for magazine Cine-

Kodak 19.00
Stewart-Warner 8mm. projector and

screen 29.50

35mm. Kodachrome. 18 exposure.... 2.77

New Sunray 2 14x3 L4 enlarger 59 50

Bell & Howell 35mm. Evemo f:2.5
Cook 195.00

35mm. DeVry camera f:3.5 lens 49.50
New Bolex combination 8 and 16mm.

projector and case 331.00
15mm. 3-inch. 2-inch and 4-inch View

finder objectives for Bell &
Howell Cameras in stock

New Daylite deluxe challenger 63x84
screen 69.50

New Daylite 22x30 junior screens.. 2.50
RCA deluxe recorder and play-back

accommodates 6 to 16 in. records,
holds 78 and 33-1/3 rpm sneeds.. 275.00

Latest model Weston figure 2 model
735 Exposure Meter including
tax, immediate delivery 29.67

Send for new catalog

Authorized Bell *i Howell factory service station

N0ti0ngl EXCHANGE
Es tablished in 1914

86 South 64th Street

Minneapolis 2. Minnesota

midnight. Santa enters the room near

the tree, and sets down his bulky bag

of toys and gifts. He takes sonny's note

from stocking and reads it, then fills

stocking with toys and other good things.

Other toys and gifts are laid beneath

the tree.

Santa then spies a plate of cookies

and a glass of milk which the boy had

thoughtfully set out for Santa before

retiring. These he consumes, then con-

tinues his distribution of gifts—includ-

ing a new piano for Mrs. Williams, indi-

cated by placing a gift card from her

husband upon the instrument. Santa

then exits from the room and another

dissolve advances the action to the fol-

lowing morning.

The scene is the parlor with the shim-

mering gift laden tree in the back-

ground. Sonny bounds into the scene

and examines his toys and other gifts

one after another. There's a n:w cow-
boy suit; a toy bank with two war
bonds; a new pair of house slippers;

and endless other things. The boy then

leads his mother into the room where
she discovers the brand new baby grand

piano as her Christmas gift.

Following this is a brief sequence

showing the boy and his father playing

with some of the toys on the floor be-

fore the fireplace. Another transitional

effect and a title at this point introduce

the family later in the evening. Father

kindles a blaze in the fireplace while

mother lights candles on the mantle.

Then the three form a group about the

piano and sing Christmas carols, the

camera fading out on this scene to con-

clude the picture.

It will be noted that all scenes com-
prised the ordinary activities of mem-
bers of the family, yet by photograph-

ing them with sequence arrangement

and continuity in mind and by editing

them according to a predetermined plan,

a story-telling film resulted.

The judicious use of fades and dis-

solves did much to smooth the flow of

the picture, and simple, easy to read

titles were ample in number to supply

a few, brief facts necessary to the con-

tinuity. For these titles, discarded

Christmas cards were used as back-

grounds with the text imprinted in red

ink by means of a home printing press.

Good photography aided by carefully

planned lighting is essential to the suc-

cess of any movie made indoors. In this

respect. Merle and Leslie Williams dis-

play an unusual keenness in this film.

All sets are amply lighted, indicating

there was no dearth of lighting units

in the Williams household when this

film was made. Far too many indoor

films are spoiled by the lack of adequate

light which may be said to be inex-

cusable in view of the relatively low

cost of photoflood bulbs. In preparing

to shoot movies at Christmas, the next

important item to buy, after the neces-

FILM WITH
PROCESSING
INCLUDED

BULK FILM
PROCESS IT

YOURSELF

Ortho
Weston 6

Pan- Pan-
chromatic chromatic

Weston 24 Weston 64

100 ft. Single 8—$1.15 $2 35 S2.40

100 ft. Double 8—51 .95 S3.85 S3.9S

100 ft. 16mm. —SI. 85 $3.80 $3.90

Since the above prices do not include develop-
ing, why not make some one a CHRISTMAS
GIFT of one of our low cost sets and let him
develop his own movies? The set consists of
developing rack, tray, safelight and set of

prepared developing powders, together with a
simple step by step instruction sheet. 30 ft.

single 8 set $4.20; 33 ft. Double 8 or 16mm. set

$5.95. Show your movies two hours after they
are taken.

The Follouing Prices Include Processing

Pan- Pan-
Ortho chromatic chromatic

Weston 6 Weston 24 Weston 64

25 ft. Double 8 $1.35

100 ft. 16mm. $2.50

$1.89

$4.85

$1.99

$4.95

A Post Card from you will bring our big bargain
Circular.

FROMADER GENERA CO.
Davenport 7, Iowa

Ask Your Dealer
VAPORATE
CO.. INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont, Chicago
716 N. LaBrea. Hollywood

ismm AMBERTI NT FILM »—•

S3. 50lncludes machine processing. Day- $2. 25
light spools, ready to load & shoot,

inn'ff Calif - buyers include sales tax. JL
HOLLYWOODLAND STUDIOS

"The West's Greatest Film Order House"
Southgate California

§ Headquarters In New England
j

I For Castle Films, Nu- Art Films, Official

Films. Pictoreels, Soundies, New |
Hymnal Soundies

I Sales, Rentals, Exchanges—Bargain Lists Free |

FRANK LANE AND CO.
S Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

"We Buy Your Films for Cash"

ONE REEL COMEDIES«IN 16MM SOUND
BOB HOPE, JOE E. BROWN, BING
CROSBY, AL JOLSON, JACK BENNY
A>-'n OTHFR STARS

List Price $20 Each — Dealer Discount

COMEDY HOUSE
130 W. 46th St. New York 19, N. Y
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sary film, is an ample supply of photo-

floods and the reflectors required for

them.

But most important of all is to have

a plan before starting to shoot. Begin

to blueprint your Christmas film now.

Consider the number of persons who are

to be pictured and plan some human,
interest-arresting action for each to

take part in somewhere along the way,

so that each member of the family is

given a "star" part in the picture. Make
this "blueprint" a reality—on paper.

Then, with ample lights, plenty of film

in your camera, and your script to guide

you, start shooting on Christmas eve

with assurance that a real entertaining

family picture will result.

Stars are Puppets . .

.

• Continued from Page 523

The town's lone policeman pursues

the burglar and an interesting chase

follows which takes the two around and

over the many buildings of Tiny Town.
The burglar attempts to elude the

policeman by entering the theatre, and

while the chase continues, the show
goes on. There is a clown act which is

intercut with scenes of the policeman

pursuing the burlgar. Then follows the

second act— toy soldiers drilling on the

stage. The next act presents a witch

and her magic show, and it is here that

the burglar is trapped and caught by
the policeman.

In the end the mixup is straightened

out by the town express man. The girl

retrieves her money and gems; the

Chinaman gets the paint for his awning;
and the burglar, pounced upon by the

troop of toy soldiers, is marched off to

jail.

While tests have been shot with
Turner's model E Cine Kodak, he hopes

to acquire a Cine Special in time to

do the actual production shots which
call for single frame exposures for all

but the Uve action scenes. Color film

will be used and the picture will be shot

on the basis of 24 frames per second
just in case Turner should want to add
sound later.

But other than considering the sound
speed in the photography, he is giving
this phase of the production no further
thought at this time. Figuring out the
number of frames to expose in a given
action cycle, and the proportion of
action to allow each movement is cur-
rently occupying all his time. Consider-
ing the experience Turner already ac-
quired in producing "Peetie" and the
fine professional-like job of animation
which he turned out in making this

film, there is no question about the ulti-

mate success of "Tiny Town."
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THE STREAMLINED METER

THAT$CH?0S THE

ENTIRE COLOR SPECTRUM

See it at your dealers, or, write for

literature . . . Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, 6 1

7

Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark 5, N. J.

* 16mm. *

I MUSICALS I
+ CARTOONS - EDUCATION *

? 400 foot $15.00 1
* New 100 ft. shorts latest J
* * Bands *
¥ * Orchestras *

J * Concerts J
* $5.00 each *
* ABBE Films

503—5th Avenue (at 42nd St.) New York, N. Y.

New ZENITH
Film Rental Catalogs are NOW available. Spe-
cify whether 8mm. & 16mm. Silent or 14mm.
Sound.

Editing, Titling, Duplicating, Vaporating,
etc. since 1924

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
Chicago 25, III. 3252 W. Foster Ave.

16! "W SOUND
"The Great Train Wreck"

100 feet B & W $4.50

Sc-mc version in natural color $12.00

A staged train wreck filmed with "O" giuge

scale equipment and scenery, authentically dona

with sound effects and minute detail through-

out. A thriller every one will want in his library.

Aiailable from Camera Stores or Direct

HOLLYWOOD
COLORFILM CORP.

951 N. La Cienega Blvd. Los Angeles 46, Calif.
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MESSAGEA
FROM

Qoesity Amesucan
Now that peace has finally come to the world, we.

like many other manufacturers, are occupied with

plans of replenishing our war-depleted stock of

lenses suitable for professional and amateur
photography.

Because of the great many types and such a large

number of focal lengths of each type, which will

doubtless be In demand, the build-up of our stock

will naturally take time.

Fortunately we are not facing any reconversion
problems, because during the war years we were
exclusively engaged in producing photo-lenses for

our Government.

In the near future there will be announcements in

the various photographic magazines regarding our

p ogress in making available again through photo-
supply stores

IS

60ERZ AMERICAN
PRECISION PHOTO LENSES

We wish to take this occasion to thank those, who
have wanted to buy our lenses during the past war
years, for their interest shown in our product.

Every effort will be made to enable them to obtain
our lenses soon in the photographic market.

The CP - GOERZ AMERICAN
OPTICAL COMPANY

OFFICE AND FACTORY

317 East 34 St., New York 16, N. Y.

HM 12

Distinctive TITLES
and Expert EDITING
For the Amateur and Professional

I6MM. — 8MM.
Black and White - - Kodachome

Price List on Request

STAHL EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
33 West 42nd Street New York N. Y.

16mm. SOUND on Film
Recording Studio and Editing Facilities

BERNDT-M AURER RECORDER

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
W5-A Merchandise Mart CHICAGO 54

HIIIUMIMIIIU IIIIIIIIIIMIiniMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIItll

MOVIE RENTAL SERVICE
SOUND FEATURE PROGRAMS

COMPLETE $495
B and 14mm. Silent and Sound Films for Sale

SEND STAMP FOR FREE LISTS

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 D?Y ST. New York City 7, N. Y.

-IIIIIIIUIMIMIIIIIMIIIIIIUIIItllMI'l

3

FILMGRAPH
CIRCULAR

FREE

nd Instantaneous Permanent

PLAYBACK UNIT. Lengthy Recordings

Clear, Powerful; Eliminates Titles

MILIS RIMODUCER CO. -c 112 BROADWAY, N.Y.3 HM 12

Ad Agencies Films . .

.

• Continued from Page 537

"To accomplish this," Jones explains,

"the department first covers the original

planning of the picture and supervises

the writing of the script; second, it

plans and supervises its distribution to

make sure it reaches the right audience;

third, it selects the producer best fitted

to film each picture and it assigns a

production supervisor 'on the set' when
the picture is before the cameras, to

make sure the picture is properly filmed.

Staff of the department consists of

writers, production supervisors, and

distribution specialists, totalling some
1 5 people, all experienced in film work.

"The confab around the planning

table is the crucial point in a picture's

success or failure. Here, it's decided

what the picture is intended to accom-
plish: who will see it; how it shall be

written and produced, and how much
shall be spent for it. Many a film has

missed fire because these points were

not clearly decided beforehand, either

because of the client's lack of motion

Dicture background or because of his

lack of forethought."

In the realm of planning, the adver-

tising agency has a position of unique

advantage. It is familiar with the

client's policies and problems; it can

coordinate motion pictures with the

company's other advertising and public

relations work.

By seeing that the picture reaches

.

the proper audience, the agency insures

that the film will achieve its maximum
effect. Besides arranging for general

distribution, special bookings, and pro-

motion, the advertising agency usually

keeps reports on all showings and on

audience totals, rendering reports to

the client for whom the picture was

produced.

Cine-Special Fader . .

.

. • Continued from Page J?6

snap back in place ready to repeat the

fadeout operation.

Allenby claims the device is a boon

to the professional employing the Special

and where it is desired to make fades

and lap-dissolves with the camera, in-

stead of by optical printer later. He
states that with his device, each fade

occupies the same number of frames so

that lap-dissolves are smooth and lack

the "jump" so often noticeable where

fader of camera is inaccurately con-

trolled manually.

Case and working parts are of alum-

inum, giving the fader a total weight of

only 5 ounces. Tooling is currently

underway, according to Allenby, and

device should be on the market within

the next six months.

FRESH MOVIE FILM
Through the course of the recently ended war,

Superior has served you with the same courteous
prompt service that has gained for it the repu-
tation it now holds. Times have been when
film was practically non-eiistent, but please
note, we have served all, though guantities

may have been limited. Please note too, that

in times of rising costs and prices, Superior's
film has not increased in price at all. The prices

now and during the war are the same as prior

to the war except for the Excise Tax—No
Profiteering Here! ! In the next few months film

will again reappear on the market—we pledge
ourselves not to sell you any outdated war
surplus, 8 or 16mm. film. Every foct of raw
stcck on our shelves is fresh from the manu-
facturer, as recently as thirty days—no short

ends or imperfect film. Insure good pictures
with Superior's 8mm. and 16mm. Bulk Film.

For those who do not use film in bulk quantities,

Superior Spooled Film, Ready For Camera Use,
represents a substantial saving over other
brands of film. 25 ft. rolls of Double 8mm. and
50 ft. and 100 ft. rolls of 16mm. film are all

prepared on standard camera spools with addi-
tional lengths for loading into the camera and
are adequately protected by daylight leaders.

Write for FREE catalog on film, titles, and

accessories.

Superior Bulk Film Co.
Home Processing Headquarters

188 W. Randolph St. Chicago I, III

Dept. HM-IA

FILM CEMENT
FOB. 8MM • 16MM • 3 5 M v\

• WON'T DRY OUT
• lOWWFlAMMABIUTY
•M/ID ODOB

Unite frtrtHOW TO USE PILM CEMENT

9iwe/rrtLcrYU..9nc.
431 SO DEARBORN ST CHICAGO 5

— FINE MACHINE WORK—
We design and build photographic
equipment, manufacture Three Lens
Turrets, Backwinds and Frame Coun-
ters, Footage Counters, Alignment
Cages, Titling Equipment, Printers, Op-
tical Flats, Special lenses and prisms,

Lens Flanges.

Repair service on cameras, lenses and
sound projectors.

MacVAN MFG. CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego 5. Calif.

WILL BUY FOR CASH OR SWAP OR
EXCHANGE

8-16 AND SOUND FILMS SHORTS AND
FEATURES. WRITE AT ONCE WHAT YOU HAVE

—OUR ANSWER IMMEDIATELY
Complete Rental Library

IRIS MOVIE LIBRARY
P. O. Box 53? Brockton 65, Mass.

' OLD TIME MOVIES
340 W. 29th Street

s' New York I

SILENT, SOUND—8mm.. 16mm., 35mm
SOLD, EXCHANGED

Exclnsiie Prints—Comedies, Melodramas,

Seusreels—Famous Stars
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Religious Films . .

.

• Continued from Page 536

dium of religious teaching has reached

such recognition as to prompt a church
to produce its own films, should prove

a source of encouragement in their

greater utilization of this new religious

force, the 16mm. devotional film. In-

dependent producers of church films

are always heartened by news of pro-

gress in the realm of 16mm. devotional

motion pictures.

What's New . .

.

• Continued from Page 5 10

So. Flower St., Los Angeles, offer a

new all-metal camera tripod of unusual
rigidity complete with tilt-pan head.

The structural design of the leg mem-
bers eliminates torque, thus supporting

even the heaviest cameras with abso-

lute steadiness.

Pan head offers a tilting range of

full 145
0

and a full panorama range

of 360
0

. Locking of either tilt or pan
movement is by a single control—the

handle, a quarter turn effecting the

lock. Designed especially for the heavier

cine cameras such as the Cine Special,

Bolex, 70-D Bell & Howell and others,

the Camac is the forerunner of a range

of tripod models for all types of cameras
to be manufactured by the same com-
pany.

Houston Appoints Dealer

Camera Equipment Company. 1600
Broadway, New York City, has been

appointed eastern distributor for the

Houston Automatic 16mm. Film Pro-

cessing machines. Camera Equipment
Co., also distributes a complete line of

16mm. studio equipment including tri-

pods, camera dollies, camera cranes, and
editing and cutting equipment.

Univex Projectors Soon

Universal Camera Corp., announces
that they will begin deliveries on two
8mm. projectors to dealers before the

first of the year. These will be the

Universal 500-watt projector with 200
foot reel capacity, 1 inch f/2 lens, and
other improved features, and the Uni-
vex easy-threading projector with 1

inch f/2.7 lens, pre-focused lamp, tilt-

ing device, and new antique grey fin-

ish. The Universal Cinemaster 8mm.
camera will probably be available in

March, according to the manufacturer.

Coated Lenses

The Wollensak Optical Co., Rochest-

er, N. Y., announces that all its cine

and still camera lenses are now being

manufactured with the special new lens

coating treatment which reduces flare,
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MLfwood TITLINER
FOR 8MM. AND 16MM. CAMERAS

PRECISION MADE — PRECISION TESTED
Saves Time, Film and Money. Saves Making Test Shots. Titles and Ultra close shots

always properly aligned. See your Dealer or write direct. Specify camera make, model
and lens when ordering, (patent applied for) $5.00 plus Federal Excise Tax.

HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
3227 1/2 SO. FIGUEROA LOS ANGELES 7, CALIF.

"HOME MOVIE GADGETS—HOW TO BUILD THEM" $1 AA
New Edition just off the press^—order your copy today Aw\0 \J
VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Sparkling 8mm.
movies with . . .

ESO-H
Our newest, quality 8m ni

h&w film. Full ant i- hal-
lmarking. PnxlU06l crisp, spark
ling movies comparable U
the higher- nrired "standard*
brands. Weston 16-4. $4.50 p*i

3 mils double 8mm. (SI
each) $4.60 per six rC"
single 8mm. for Univex t»-

meras. $1.70 per two rolh
sinqle 8mm. for Univex ca
m^ras. All films dalit» load
inq with processing free.

•(Not recommended for use In Keystone cameras. Ordei
ESO-A. E. & P.)

(ESO-S is licensed by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to sell and process double 8mm. film nndei

the Coors Patent i ,905 ,442.)

PLUS. . .

Our line of six other types of films for your double 8mm
and single 8mm. cameras. < Single 8mm. prices uvailahli
cn request, or. as listed in our Kail catalog.) All price:
include processing and dalite- loading.

ESO-A Weston (1-2. General purpose film. $3.20 per three

rolls double 8mm. ($1.20 each.)

ESO-B Weston 12-4. Outdoor film with antl-lialo base
$3.45 per three rolls double 8mm. ($1.25 each.)

ESO-E Weston 100-80. Super. sneed panchromatic film
$7.00 per three rolls double 8mm. ($2.35 each.)

ESO-F Weston 24-20. Speed panchromatic film. $5.70 pe.

three rolls double 8mm. ($2.00 each.) •

ESO-G Weston C-2. Scarlet for titles and special effect
pictures. $3.25 per three rolls double 8rom
($1.25 each.)

Please state make of camera when ordering

OUR GUARANTEE: ESO-S PICTURES unconditional!}
guarantees these 8mm. films and will replace any filrr

nurchased or refund the full nurchase nrice if you are no'

fully pleased with your results. You MUST be satisfied'

ESO-S PICTURES
"QUALITY SMM. SERVICE'

4038 Broadway Kansas City. Missouri

E11Ml
DUPLICATES

NOW
EXCLUSIVELY

FOR THE

U.S. NAVY
U. S. ARMY

DEFENSE
INDUSTRY

* * *
After the War
for YOU—

HOLLYWOOD
FILM ENTERPRISES, Inc.

6060 SUNSET BLVD.
Los Angeles 28 California
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Films That Are Forever New
-

.
— .

—

-

They Rent-They Sell- -They Entertain

Lady Lifeguards— LTt+le Orphan Willie (car-

toon)—Memory Lingers on No. I—Oddities
Beyond Belief No. I—Zoo in Manhattan

—

and many others listed in our beautiful

illustrated catalogue. Send for it, it's FREE.
SPECIAL: "Camping"— 100 ft.. 16mm. Silent,

$3.50—Here is a rare treat by a real famous
comedian, VICTOR MOORE.
FOR A HAPPY CHRISTMAS BUY THE
MOST POPULAR SONS REEL "SING
AMERICA SING" 16mm. SOUND, $36.00.

A/u-Qtt Tilm*. JJnc.
145 W. 45th St., New York 19, N. Y.

in Canada
Arrow Films, 43 Victoria St.

Toronto I, Ont.

BUY AND SELL BONDS
WITH VICTORY FILMS

Cut Home Movie Costs
WE HAVE 8mm.-16mm. FILM!
16mm. Reversible Outdoor Film

,00-ft. Roll, $2i50
Rating 6 Westton

8mm. Reversible 'i^d^j^vl^
Outdoor Film lV<j5*

25-ft. Double $1
8, only *T '

Same day processing included

BETTER FILMS
742 New Lots Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y. CL. 7-1822

UNDER - OVER - EXPOSED
FILM SALVAGED!

We can accept a limited amount of 16 mm
black and whfte film for Intensification

or reduction.

For shipping instruction, prices, etc., write:

Egon A. Dittman, Cine Technician
p. O. BOX 734 - BERKELEY 1. CALIF.

PROFESSIONAL LOOKING
MOVIE TITLES MADE EASY
Write todaj f'T a FREE A-lo-Z Sample Title Test

Kit. Make titles that are different . . . better and
tailored t«» .vmir taste. Try our method . . . FREE.

COMPLETE COLOR OR B. & W. OUTFIT S6.50

A-to-Z MOVIE ACCESSORIES
l"5 Fifth Avenue Dept. H New York 10. N. Y.

A CAREER IN

CINEMATOGRAPHY
The roorlc Industry needs trained men. Hollywood
film technique; business, educational, free lanre film

production—taueht at h"me. Professional supervision

—

illustrated manuals. Plan your post-war career now.

Write today for free catalog.

MOTION PICTURE INSTITUTE
of the U. S. A.. Inc.

JOHN WHITEHEAD GAFILL. President
Birmingham. Mlehifan

increases transmission of light and steps

up contrast. Aware that lens coating

itself is not a corrective for lens de-

fects, the Wollensak Company is main-

taining its high standards of precision

Lighting Interiors . .

.

• Continual from Page >)r

workmanship established over a period

of 48 years of optical manufacturing.

Wollensak has supplied coated optics

in practically all the instruments the

company made for the Armed Forces.

Rated Life Price

2 hours . 1

5

6 " .30

10 " 1.20

circuits of 105 to 120 volts. All, except

the No. 4, are equipped with the regu-

lar medium screw base—the same as

the lamps in your home—and fit any

regular light socket. The No. 4, de-

signed for professional and studio use,

has the larger Mogul type base; but

where the use of this lamp is desired,

adapters permitting its use in regular

lamp sockets may be purchased from

any electrical store at small cost.

The power of these lamps are

measured in lumens and the compara-

tive light given by each is indicated in

the following table which also gives

the rated life and cost of each lamp:

Lamp Lumens

No. 1 8,650

No. 2 17,000

No. 4 33,500
No. R-2 4500 Beam 6 " .85

Lest description of the R-2 photo-

flood appear confusing, we should

tate that this lamp has built-in reflec-

tor and its intensity is guaged in beam
lumens—the intensity of light cast by

the lamp within concentrated and nar-

row limits. Many amateurs prefer this

lamp because its use does not involve

reflectors and other lighting equip-

ment. Ordinary bridge or floor lamps

may be used for standards into which

the R-2's may be screwed and directed

toward the scene or subject to be

filmed.

Regardless of the size and number
of photoflood lamps used for lighting

an interior scene, the correct exposure

-hould be determined by use of a photo-

electric exposure meter for best results.

W hile charts have been published in-

dicating the exposures to be followed

where subject is a given distance from
the light sources, too often variables

prevail that detract from the efficiency

Df this system.

For those who do not yet own an

exposure meter, there is a simple and

dependable system for determining the

correct exposure setting when filming

indoors with photofloods. No meter

is necessary and guess work plays a very

minor part in the calculations.

The process, briefly, is to multiply

the index number of the light units by

the Weston tungsten film speed rat-

ing and divide the result by the dis-

tance the lamps are located from the

subject. The answer will be the stop

opening to use for correct exposure,

i In order to determine exposures by

this method, it is first necessary to

understand the term "index number
of light units" referred to above. For

the purpose of this system, one light

"unit" consists of four No. 1 photo-

floods in good reflectors or the equiva-

lent. Two No. 2 photofloods in re-

flectors or one No. 4 photoflood in re-

flector, either of which are the equiv-

alent of four No. 1 photofloods, also

equal one unit.

A unit can consists of photofloods of

mixed sizes as, for instance, two No.
1, one No. 2, and two No. 4 photo-

floods which would make a total of

three light units. In all cases, the

photofloods must be in regular photo-

lamp reflectors made for the purpose.

Used otherwise, efficiency of the photo-

flood lamps is decreased and cannot be

estimated for the purpose of making
unit calculations here.

To arrive at the lens opening re-

quired, the lamps are arranged about

the set as desired and the distance

measured between lamps and subject.

If the lamps are not all the same dis-

tance from subject, the average dis-

tance should be used for calculations.

Lamps used in back of the subjects

for backlighting or highlighting are

not to be counted either as light units

01 when the distances are measured.
They are to be disregarded entirely

when making the calculations as the

exposure is determined solely upon the

volume of light cast upon subject or

set from the camera side.

The following example will indicate

simplicity of the system. In a given

room there are four No. 2 photoflood
lamps in good reflectors being used

in front of the subject, and two No.
i's used in back of subject for high-
lighting. The four No. 2 lamps are

each worth a half unit, or a total of

two units in all. The highlight photo-
floods are not considered. The film be-

ing exposed in this example is Koda-
chrome Type A which has a Westotn
rating of 12. By multiplying the total

light units, 2, by the film speed, 12,

the result obtained is 24. As the four

No. 2 flood lights have been placed 6

feet from the subject, when 24 is di-

vided by the light distance. 6, the

result is the f. number, which, in this

example, is f.4.

Or to take another example, sup-

pose four No. 1 photofloods are be-

ing used at ten feet from the subject,

with Agfa Triple S Superpan in the
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camera, for which the Weston tung-

sten rating is 64. The lamp unit is one,

and when multiplied by the film speed,

gives an answer of 64.

This is divided by the lamp distance

from subject, which is 10, and the

result is 6.4, the f. number required.

Written mathematically, the
method of calculation is expressed as

follows:

L x W

D
f.

Whe Lamp index units

Weston Tungsten film rat-

ing

Distance from photofloods

to subject

f. = f. number for setting lens.

D

Proper placement of photofloods

about the set or subject to be filmed,

of course, plays an important part, too,

in the success of indoor photography.

The Christmas tree, always the center

of interest in holiday films, is probably

one of the most difficult subjects for

the movie amateur to photograph be-

cause of the preponderance of green,

and because so many of the ornaments

are hidden by the tree branches or the

shadows of them.

The secret to successfully lighting

the Christmas tree for a movie scene

is to place one or more photofloods in a

position to throw light on the back of

the tree. In other words, back light

AUTOMATIC CORRECTION for

UNDER and OVER EXPOSURE
At Last . . .

Better Movies at Lower Cost!

Bifelcuv fyiUtU
• By means of a revolutionary new processing technique Bigelou processing corrects for

and oicr exposure to an extent hitherto considered impossible

—

at lower cost than regular

• Three types of Bigelou Film available . . . indoor, outdoor and a combination (Du
that can be used for either. All three are automatically compensated in processing to c

errors in exposure.

under

film.

All)

orrcct

WESTON 25 ft. 100 ft.

RATING 8-8mm. 1 6mm.
Outdoor

I

8-3 $1.50 $2.95
Du-All

1
24-i6 $*-35 $5.50

Indoor
| -100 $2.3$ $5.50

Prices of the above include processing.

— 24-HouR Processing Service —
California buyers please include sales tax.

MAIL ORDERS GIVEN PROMPT SERVICE

Most film wasted is due to poor exposure . . . Don't lose part of your film, use . .

6449 Regent Street Oakland 9, Calif.

AT
YOUR
DEALER

HARRISON

NORMAL

FILMS
3200° K

3400* K
5900* K

METER

PLUS TAX

COLOR METER
MODEL 50D

AND

DURALINE FILTERS
*

COLOR BALANCE THE LIGHT
AND YOU

COLOR BALANCE YOUR PICTURE

*

FOR ALL COLOR FILMS

FILTERS

$^55

AND UP

6363 Santo Monica Blvd. HARRISON & HARRISON
OPIICAL ENGINEERS

Hollywood 38. California
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PB MOVIE KITS
to be used with type A color film

indoors — outdoors

Kit No. 1 — Available for 8 mm Revere, \* £ •

Keystone, Cinemaster, Cine-

perfex, B&H f3.5

Kit No. 2 -For Kodak Model 20,

25 (f2.7/3.5J

Kit No. 3 -For Kodak 60 fl.9

Kit No. 4 -For Kodak 90

(Mag fl.9)

Kit No. 5 -For B&HFilmo

(f2.5T.H.J

J / 75 complete ylus
^9 1 5c excise tax.

Specify Kit when ordering

from your dealer or

Ponder & Best
1015 South Grand Avenue
Los Angeles 15, California

CUT HOME MOVIE COSTS

HlmMniiic

with BLACK and WHITE fine
grain Semi-Orthochromatic Re-
versible Film for finest results

—

lowest cost.

16mm. Reversible

Outdoor Film

100-fr. Roll only $2.50
Rating Seheiner 18

8mm. Reversible

Outdoor Film

25' Dble. 8. only $1.25

VIS-O-PAN
Full Panchromatic
Indoor — Outdoor

Exceptional Fine Grain

Double 8mm.— 25 ft. $2.00

16mm.— 100 ft. 5.00

Same day processing included.
See your dealer or send money

direct.

Wrilr f ir prices for developing
and processing for Smm. and
1

' n i m films biughl rl sew here.

Dept. 12

VISUAL INSTRUCTION
SUPPLY CO.

1757 Broadway. Brocklyn 7. N.Y.

AMERICA'S LEADING TITLER

MASTER TITLEER and
ACCESSORIES

MASTER TITLEER for all types of home movie titling,

Rear Projection Shots, Ultra Close Shots of flowers,

stamps, insects, etc. Price $9.75 plus Federal Excise

Tax. Specify make and model of camera.
PROFESSIONAL ATTACHMENT for Superimposed
Shots, Scroll, Flip, and many other special effect

titles. Price $5.50 plus Federal Excise Tax.

See your Dealer or write direct

HOLLYWOOD CINE PRODUCTS
3227'/j So. Figueroa Los Angeles 7, Calif.

it so that it stands out from the wall

and furnishings of the room. Also, other

photofloods in reflectors should be

placed about the tree so as to provide

illumination on all sides, as shown in the

illustration and lighting diagram No.
i. Here backlight unit is shown at "D".

The average amateur today follows

the professional's lighting methods, us-

ing two or more lighting units placed

at either side of the camera and at vary-

ing distances from subject. This method
provides balanced rather than flat

lighting and achieves a roundness in the

contours of all objects in the scene.

The diagram No. 3 illustrates the meth-

od. The lamp on the right throws light

of greater intensity on left side of sub-

ject than is provided on subject's right

by the lamp at opposite side placed far-

ther away.

Often an ordinary daylight reflector,

bright cardboard panel or other reflec-

tive object, can be utilized to throw
light from a single lamp upon the oppo-

site side of a subject in a scene, as shown

in diagram No. 2. This method is fre-

quently employed in closeups where a

very soft light is desired to fill in sha-

dows.

It should again be emphasized that

all photofloods give maximum illumina-

tion only when used in parabola re-

flectors designed for the purpose. To use

a photoflood without a reflector reduces

its efficiency almost 30^ . Where the

familiar clamp-on type metal reflectors

are not available, it is possible to pur-

chase collapsible reflectors made of'

Daper. These are marketed both by

Eastman Kodak Companv and Ansco,

and while a pre-war product, they are

still to be found among some dealers

in photo supplies. With these reflectors,

it is possible to press floor and bridge

lamps into use as serviceable standards,

mounting the paper reflectors and

photofloods in the regular lamp sockets.

One cannot have too much light for

indoor filming, especially where color

film is to be used. Considering that the

greater the light the smaller the stop

that can be used, it is obvious that one

or two additional photofloods can be

the means of producing sharp and fully

exposed indoor pictures. Setting up just

enough lights to enable one to get by

shooting at f 1.9 or f 3.5—the widest

stop of the lens—is not the way to get

the best results. Too often two photo-

floods have been determined as ade-

quate for shooting indoor movies, only

to discover their inadequacy later when

moving back with the camera to make

a long shot.

Play safe—use enough lights to enable

shooting film normally indoors around

f 5.6 or f 8. Then if a difficult scene

is encountered, the lens can be opened

up one or two stops with assurance that

there is enough light falling on the

scene to give full exposure.

LOUIS JORDAN
AND HIS TYMPANY 5

IN A BRAND NEW 2-REEL MUSICAL

C A L D O N I A
with 4 brand new songs

"HONEY CHILE" "BUZZ ME"
"TILLIE" "CALDONIA"

PRICE $50 LIST Dealer Discount

ASTOR PICTURES CORP.
130 W. 46th St. NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Enjoy The Fun

Of Titling

Your Own
Movies!

Home movie titling is really easy

once you have a reliable guide that

tells how to locus and center camera,

what exposure to use, styles of let-

tering to use, title measurements, etc.

Here is THAT guide written by the

amateur's title-making authority,

George Cushman. Its contents in-

clude:
• How to compose and letter titles

• Choosing proper title backgrounds
• Auxiliary Lens Chart and Field

Areas
How to develop your own titles

Tinting and Toning Titles

Complete plans for building titler

Animation in Titles

How to center Titles

Trick Effects in Titles

Exposure Data for Titles

• Exposure Test for Titles — and

Scores of Other Topics

THIRn EDITION SELLING FAST!

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

$400
1

POSTP A I D

VER HALEN PUBLICATIONS
6060 Sunset Boulevard

HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIFORNIA
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ANNUAL INDEX
HOME MOVIES VOL. XII 19 4 5

Index By Titles

ti—KeTiews of Amateur Films
11—Filming The Family Movie Stars
12—My Adventure in 16mm. Animation
14—Titles on Glass
15—A School-made Documentary
lfi—Determining Exposure Without a Meter
17—Castle Records The Year
18—Movie Plots in Titles

M—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
22—New Sound and Silent Films
24—S.S.C. Looks forward to Postwar Opportunities
26—Film Libraries
:i8—Classified Advertising
46—Reviews of Amateur Films
48—"I've Got a Problem!"
50—New Titles that Offer Continuity Ideas!
53—Clnemagic
54—Careful Exposure Will Save Your Films
55—Stroboscope "syncs" Projector for sound
56—Edit as you Shoot for Better Continuity
57—Gadgets for Tricks
58—An External Dissolving Shutter for any Camera
60—Camera Movement Aids Continuity
61—Combat Cameraman's Communique
64—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
66—From Camera Club to Carnegie Hall
66—Closeups
67—Quality Plus Economy in Direct 16mm. Production
68—New Sound and Silent Films
82—Classified Advertising
DO—Reviews of Amateur Films
92—"I've Got a Problem!"
97—Movie Aids Drive Against Polio
98—Your Camera's Eye
99—Dream Camera Come True
100—Larger Reel Capacity for 8mm. Projectors
101—Movie of the Month
102—Sound-on-Film Recording with a Sound Projector
104—Making Movies for Money
105—Easing the Way for Filming Indoors
108—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
110— lfinim. Film with 35mm. Sound Track
110—New Automatic 16mm. Film Processor
111—Closeups
111—Campaign Cinematographer
114—New Sound and Silent Films
115—Film Libraries
125—Title Backgrounds
126—Classified Advertising
134—Reviews of Amateur Films
136— "I've Got a Problem!"
138—Cine Roundup
141—Want to Sell Bonds with Movies?
142— 16mm. Nevvsreeler
143—Judging the Club Contest Film
144—Home Movie Scenario for You and Your Dog
145—Shipyard Employee Makes Safety Training Films
146— Build a Cellar Cinema!
148—Movie of the Month
149—Animation in Titles with Any Cine Camera
152—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
154—Professional 16mm. Cameras
154—Ray Fosholdt Heads Douglas Aircraft Training Film

Unit
155—Closeups
158—New Sound and Silent Films
159—Film Libraries
170—Classified Advertising
178—Reviews of Amateur Films
180—"I've Got a Problem!"
185—Amateur Movies Aid Drive Toward Victory
186—Features to Consider in Buying a Disc Recorder
187—Coated Cine Lenses Will Make Your Movies Better
188—How U) Make Mask Shots and Montages
189—How to l'se Hyperfocal Distance to Advantage
190—How to Build a Simple Frame Counter
192—"Oscars" for Amateurs
193—Filming for Industry
196—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop

'Earthquakera

'Blimp'

1st AAF Combat Film

for Underwater Cine-

198—We Shot tlie

in Color
198—Transparent Camera

matography
190—Closeups
199—Automatic Fader for the Cine Special
202—New Sound and Silent Films
204—Film Libraries
214—Classified Advertising
222—Reviews of Amateur Films
228—Cine Roundup
228—Titles and Plots
231—Filming the June Wedding
232—A Scenario for Cine Fishermen
233—Streamlined Film Processing Outfit
234—Two. Lens Turret for Filmo "8"
236—Dual Film System Offers Low Cost Sound for 16mm.
237—Movies of Outings and Child Education
238—Movie of the Month
239—No More "Post Card" Shots!
242—Home Movies Experimental Cine Workshop
244—Consul Sees Chile as Latin Film Center
244—Closeups
245—Boeing Aircraft Company Producing Own 16mm.

Training Films
245—New Flange Speeds 16mm. Film Editing
248—New Sound and Silent Films
250—Film Libraries
262—Classified Advertising
270—Review's of Amateur Films
274—Titles and Plots
277—Filters for Color Cinematography
278— 16mm. Film Exhibit ion—Business with a Future
279—Scenario for Three
280—Home Made Enlarger for Movie Frame "Blowups"
281—New Movies from Old Films
282—The Editors Judge a Cine Club Contest
283—Filming Jungle Warfare
284—Movie of the Month
285—Educational Programs for Amateur Movie Clubs
288—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop

290—Flight Analysis Recording with 16nnn. Camera and
Film

291—Closeups
291—Rarona—Mexico's No. 1 16mm. Cinematographer
294—New Sound and Silent Films
295—Sound and Silent Film Libraries
306—Classified Advertising
314— "I've Got a Problem!"
318—Title Backgrounds with Continuity Ideas!
321—Documenting America
322—Three Easy Ways to Make Fades
323—Tempo in Editing
324—Suitcase Projection Booth
325—A Family Scenario for Indior Filming
326—Contest Contender
327—It May Be C.dor of the Light
328—Homemade Floodlight that Steps Up Picture Quality
329—Movie Magic with Your Odd Shots
332—Experimental Cine Workshop
334—From the Arctic to Cape Horn for 16mm. Movies
334—Closeups
335—The Veteran's Future In Films
335—Postwar Future for the Training Film
338—Sound and Silent Film Libraries
339—New Sound and Silent Films
348—Classified Advertising
360—Reviews of Amateur Films
334—Titles and Plots
367—Photoplay Planning
368—Your Camera Can Do It!
367—Homemade Gadget for Centering Closeups
370—Lensing Skiers
371—Filming Speed and Sport Events
372—Portable Projection Booth for Cine Film Exhibitors
373—A Scenario for Father and Son
374—Synchronized Sound with Any Projector
378—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
380—Planet 2nd Company to Enter 16mm. Field
381—No Projection Limits for 16!
381—Future for High Speed Cine Camera
382—Closeups
384—Sound and Silent Film Libraries
385—New Sound and Silent Films
392—News of What's New
394—Answers to Problems
397—Classified Advertising
406—Reviews of Amateur Films
410—Titles and Plots
415—It Won't Be Long Now!
416—Mexico Calling!
418—"The Public Is Invited"
420—Opportunities in Local Newsreels
421—16mm. Movie Camera Converted to Sound
422—Toledo's Good Deed
424—Movie Club Gadget Nights
425—Putting Your Films Together
428—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
430—Perserverance Spells Success in 16mm. Roadshow

Business
431—Closeups
431—Camera to Screen In 7 Minutes
432—New Sound and Silent Films
434—Sound and Silent Film Libraries
449—Classified Advertising
458—Reviews of Amateur Films
464—What's News In Cine Equipment
467—Plan It on Paper!
468—1945 Contest Winners
470—Filming Guatemala
472—Choosing Music for Your Movies
473—Filming Your Home Town
474—Periscope Viewfinder
476—Movie Making Magic for the Beginning Amateur
477—How the History of Metals Was Filmed
480—Home Movies' Experimental Cine Workshop
482—Closeups
482—Tomorrow's Professional 16mm. Cameramen
483—Planet Shooting 2nd Feature in 16mm.
483—Major Hollywood Studios Entering 16mm. Film Field
484—New Sound and Silent Films
486—Sound and Silent Film Libraries
501—Classified Advertising
510—News of What's New
521—Filming the Family's Christmas
522—His Movie Stars Are Tiny Puppets
524—Filming The Central Americas
526—How I Filmed A Winner
527— Full Page Title Photo
528—Sun. Snow and Color Film
529—Home Made Gadget For Cine Tricks
530—Planning An Editing Board
531—Lighting Interiors
532—Experimental Cine Workshop
536—New Fader For Cine-Special
536—Churches Teaching Religion With 16mm. Films
537—Ad Agencies Back 16mm. Films
537—Closeups
538—New Sound and Silent Films
559—Annual Index
562—Titles anil Plots

LATEST 16mm TIME SAVER

Index By Topics

Advantages to hyperfocal distances: 189.
Adults & dog continuity: 144.
Aid to editing: 20.

Anchor, tripod: 242.
Angles, camera: 371.
Animated map: 333.
Animation: 12.

Animation titling: 149.
Argon glow lamp to record sound on film In camera: 421.
Auxiliary reel arm for 800 ft. 8mm. reels: 100.

Telefilm's New

EDITING REWIND FLANGE
This practical new device, which speeds editing is

used and recommended by leading Hollywood 16 mm.
editors and producers . . . Sides are of heavy gauge,

clear plastic. Engraved footage scale on inside surface

indicates amount of film on spool . . . Outer side has

specially constructed locking device allowing removal
of film by means of a simple lock. Core takes standard

lab pack spools, fits a standard 16 or 35 mm. rewind.

Ideal for winding short lengths of film into coils

quickly and without endangering emulsion surfaces . . .

It is the latest, finest 16 mm. improvement for both

professionals and amateurs. May be purchased complete

or the face side with spool may be purchased separately.

For early delivery place your order now.

TELEFILM STUDIOS
HOLLYWOOD 16mm., HEADQUARTERS

6039 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Hi-Fidelity

16mm. Variable Density

Sound-on-Film Recording

Studio Time Available

Sync Recording on Location

LEWIS SOUND FILMS
71 W. 45th Sr. New York 19, N. Y.

HTfTT-T!Tj
.... i

' c ^™

Nationwide opportunities.

?ound futuie career wait-

ing. Quality through resident

or Home Study Counts. Start

now. Write for FREE catalog.

N. Y. INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Dept. 114, 10 W. 33 St.. New York I. N. Y.

8 ENLARGED "| ^\ REDUCED }

TO ID TO O!
BLACK AND WHITE AND KODACHROME

CEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Speelal Motion Picture Printing
995-A MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO 54

PORTABLE SOUND!
New and Used 14mm. & 35mm.

'Portables—Everything in Theatre
nd Home Movie Equipment. Send for our

1

Bargain Catalog listing hundreds of
jrious items at tremendous savings.

O.S. CINEMA SUPPLY CORP.
44? W. 42nd St. Dept. M New York 18, N. Y.
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• Continued from Page 559

B

Background titles in color: 18; 50; 228.
Kelt slippage preventor : 243.
Helt substitute: 197.
Black and white title backgrounds with short continuities:

Kllmp. projection: 21.
Blowups for homemade enlarger: 280.
Boles ltimm. camera converted tn "dream" camera : 99.
Bolex frame counter: 288.
Bond selling with movies: 141 ; 185.
Boy Scout activities, filming: 422.
Built-in projector: 243.
Building a cellar cinema: 146.
Building a ltimm. frame counter. 16mm. Keystone: 190.
Business with a future, 16mm. exhibiting: 278.
Buying a disc recorder: 186.

Cable Release: 192.
Camera Angles: 371.
Camera handle: 108.
Camera speed checking: 288.
Candid shot finder: 289.
Cellar cinema, building a 146.
Central America filming: 524
Children'! continuity: 11.
Christmas Filming: 521.
Cine Roundup (department): 138; 226.
C lassified Advertising (department: 38 U- 1 1 i: : 14

262; 306; 349; 397; 449; 501.
Clay titles: 152:
Closeup centering gadget : 369.
Cluh contest, editors judge: 282.
Club film contests, how to judge: 143.
Club, gadget night at movie: 424.
Clubs annual movie showing: 418.
Coated lense: 187.
Color photography: 277; 327; 528.
Color filters: 379.
Color photography: 277; 327; 528.
Colored title backgrounds with short continuities: 18; 50;

125; 318; 410.
Combat cameraman's communique: 61.
Comedy scenario: 279.
Composition in vacation and travel films: 239.
Contest winners. 1945: 469.
Continuities: 11; 144; 231.
Continuities, short: 18; 50; 125; 274 ; 318;
364; 410.

Continuous printer, 16mm.: 480.
Conversion of 16mm. Boles camera: 99.
Conversion of 16mm. camera to sound: 421.
Cueing aid: 379.

Dating films: 378.
Depth of focus: 48.
Diary of the year (1944 > by Castle: 16.
Disc recorder, features in buying a: 186.
Dissolving shutter, external: 58.
Documentary film made by a school: 15.
Documentary film of America: 321.
Documentary filming: 15; 321; 473.
Dog and 2 adults continuity: 144.
Dolly shots: 60.
Dolly, portable camera 242.
Dual film system: 236.

Kasier rewinding: 153.
Editing: 281; 425.
Editing aids: 243; 396; 530.
Kditing. tempo in: 323.
Educational programs in movie clubs: 285.
Effects, frost: 197.
Effects of light conditions on color: 327.
End title, novel: 288.
Knlarger for "blowups": 280.
Exhibitor's portable projection booth: 372.
Experimental Cine Workshop (department*: 20; 64; 108;

152; 196; 242; '288; 332;
Exposure: 54.
Exposure for Kodachrome titles: 180.
Exposure without a meter: 16.
External dissolving shutter: 58.

Fader for cine-special: 536.
Fades, three ways to make: 322.
Fades with lens: 289.
Fading aid: 378.
Fading glass: 36.
Fadeouts and fadeins in titles: 48.
Family scenario: 325.
Father and son scenario: 372.
Field trip, movies of children's: 2.":

Film changing bag: 532.
Film scratch: 34.
Film storage cabinet: 481.
Film viewer 20; 64.
Filming for industry: 193.
Filming in Mexico: 416.
Filters for color cinematography: 2'

Finder for candid shooting: 289.
Finder mask: 48.
Fishermen scenario : 232.
Fixed to focusing lens: 109.
Floodlight, homemade: 328.
Frame counter for Bolex: 288.
Frame counter for 16mm. Keystone:
Frame enlarger: 65.

Frame marker: 243.

Gadget club night: 424.
Gadget for centering: 369.
Gadget for tricks: 529:
Gadget for saving photofloods: 105.
Getting the most from your camera: 368.
Glare from projectotr lamp killed: 109.
Glass, titling on: 14.

Homemade centering gadget: :

H memad > fl odltght : 328.
H tnemade titler: 429. <item»
H m^* t Avn filming: 473.
Humid ir film: 429.
Hyperfocal distance : 189.

IncreaM d light for 8mm. projector
Indjor light record: 153.
Indoor lighting: 531.
Indoor scenario: 325.
Industrial filming: 193.
Industrial movie product ion unit

:

Iris effect: 108.
Iris fader: 196.
I've Got a Problem (department):

314.
36: 4S; 138; 181);

J

Judging a cluh contest, editors: 282.
Judging cluh contest, how to: 143.
Junction box for photoflood control: 153.
Jungle warfare, filming: 283.

Knob, threading: 35

Lamp substitute: 20.

Lens cap: 243.

Lens fades: 289.
Lens holder, extra : 20.

Lens holder, supplemental: 429.

Lens stops, determining: 180.

Lens turret for Filmo "8", two: 234.

Lenses: 98.
Lenses, coated: 187.

Library listings (department): 26; 69; 115; 159; 204 ;

250; 295; 338; 384; 434; 486.

Light on color, effect of: 326.
Light record, indoor: 153.
Light standard: 333.

Light struck film: 48.

Lighting, low key: 92.

Lighting interiors 531.
Local 16mm. newsreels: 420.

Low cost sound for 16mm. : 236.

M
Mask shots: 188.
Masking idea : 65.
Matte box for special effects : 57.

Mexico, filming in: 416; 470.
Montages: 188.

Movie aids against Polio: 97.

Movie Club educational programs: 285.

Movie clubs award system : 192.

Movie frame enlarger. homemade: 280.

Movie magic: 476.

Movie of the Month: Jan. "Tocatta & Fugue" 12; Mar.
"A Major Investment" 101; Apr. "Day Dreaming"
148; June "Worth Scouting For" 238; July "Old
France in Modern Quebec" 285; Aug. "Fellow on

a Furlough" 326; Sept. "Ski Time in the Rockies"
370.

Movies for money: 104.
Movies of field trip aids child education : 237.

Music for movies, choosing: 472.

Musical composition interpretation in animation: 12.

N

News in equipment and accessories: 302; 464; 510.

News parade for 1945: 492.
Newsreel. 18mm. : 142; 420.
Normal lenses: 98.
Novel title letters: 378.

Odd shots, use for: 328.

Outdated film: 36.

Paint stick: 242.

Pan head, tripod : 242.
Parlor theatre : 196.
Periscope viewfinder. building a: 474.

Photoflood and temper saver : 105.
Photoflood light control junction box : 153.

Planning a script : 367.
Planning a story: 467.

Plans for a cellar cinema: 146.
Plans for 16mm. Keystone frame counter: 1'

Portable projec t ion booth : 324 ; 372.

Handle, camera: 21.

History of metals filmed: 477.
Home processing outfit, building 481.

PAGE NUMBER GUIDE
1 945 ISSUES OF
HOME MOVIES

January 1

February 43

March 87

April 131

May 175

June . 1 219

July ........ 267

August 313

September 355

October 403

November 457

December 507

11«; 154; 198;

P irer s urce for home processing: 242.
Pre-focuslng idea 242-
P ./.' film, bow I made: 526.
Processing outfit : 233.
Project) n h nth, portable: 324.
I'r j cti in .speeder: 423.
Projection stand: 333.
Projefl >r light increased : 152.
Projector, built in: 243.
Project u base, swivel: 288.
Public invited to club showing: 418.

I'llppctl t 1 H me Movies: 522.
PROFESSIONAL ltimm. Section: 24; 1

244; 380; 430; 4*2.
Activities 1 f S.B.C.: 24.

» rctir to Tape H >rn: 331.

A lit matic fader f >r Pine special: 19ft.

A it 1 matte 1 6mm. film processor : 110.

<':imera club to I'arnegie Hall: 66.
(' mera l » screen in 7 minutes: 431.

Campaign clnematographer: ill.
t'.lile as Latin film center: 2-i4.

CI seups: 2,;t;7: 111; 155; ISW; 241; 291; 331; 382; 130;
4K2.

"Eartl imakers": 198.
Plight analysis recording with ltimm.: 2fl0.

High speed cine camera, future f.»r: 381.
Major studies entering ltimm. field: 'AM.
Mexico's N 1. 1 16mm. cinemalographer: 2ft 1.

No ltimm. projection limit: 381.
Koadshuw success : 430.

ltimm. Entertainment field. Planet enters: 380.
ltimm. production, quality plus tc n< my in: t;;.

ltimm. professional camera 154.
35mm. sound track with 16mm. film: 11".

Stars show movies: 431.
Tomorrow 's professional 16mm. cameramen : (32.

Training film, postwar, future for: 333.

Training film unit at Douglas Aircraft: 154.

Training films of Boeing Aircraft: 245.
Transparent blimp for underwater photography: 198.

Veteran's future in films: 335.

Recording with sound projector : 1U2.

Reducing film: 108.

Reel capacity of 800 ft. for 8mm. projector: 100.

Reel ends: 197.
Reel film bands: 20
Religious films : 536.
Remote control: 429.
Return of cine equipment and accessories: 415.

Revamped Victor camera to sound: 421.

Reverse motion: 332.
Reviews of Amateur films "department!: 6; 46; 90; 134;

178; 222; 270; 360; 406; 458.

Reviews of commercially made 16 and 8mm. films (de-

partment): 22; 68; 114; 158; 202; 248; 294; 339;

385; 432; 484.

Rewinding, easier : 153 ; 532.

Room light control: 197; 533.

S

Safety training films: 145.

Scenario for fishermen: 232.
Scenario for three : 279.

Scenario: 232; 279; 325; 372.
Scenic shot composition: 239.
School made documentary film: 15.

Screen over fireplace: 532.
Script planning: 367.

Shims: 36.

Shrub labels : 332.
Shutter tester: 64.

16mm. camera converted to sound: 121.

16mm. film exhibition: 278.

16mm. newsreel : 142.

Sound: 55; 236; 374; 421.

Sound on disc : 374.
Sound-on-film : 236.
Sound-recording with projector 102.

Splicing time saver: 128.

Sport events: 371.
Spot light, homemade: 332.
Static eliminator: 196.

Streamlined processing outfit 233.

Stiry made from Odd shots: 329.
Stroboscope : 55.

Suitcase projection booth : 288.

Swivel projector base: 288.

Synchronous m>>tor : 374.

Tables for Polaroid Angles and lens iris settings: 74.

Telephoto lenses: 98.

Tempo in editing: 323,

Three ways to make fades: 322.

Tilt-pan head: 197.

Title backgrounds 18; 5)1; 125; 22S: 274 ;

562. 318; 364; 410;

Title centerer: 109.

Title fadeins and fadeouts: is.

Title letters: 92; 378.

Title light angles: 428.

Title, novel end: 288.

Titling: 14; 92; 149;
Titling aid: 428.

Titling in animation:
Titles in clay: 152.

Training films, safety:

Transition effect: 378.

Trick titles ( item 1 : 64 ; 152.

Trick photography: 53; 152; 476; 529.

Triple pickups: 37S.

Turntables : 375.

Turret for Filmo 'S". two lens: 234.

533.

149.

145

Two lens turret for Filmo "8": 234.

U

I'nderwater shooting, watertight box for: 480.

Viewer, film: 20; 64; 532.

Viewfinder mask: 289.

Viewfinder. periscope : 474.

Waist-level finder: 108.

Wedding continuity : 231.

Wide angle lenses : 98.

Zoom titler: 65.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• BASS SAYS: Cine values in unconditional! guaran-
teed equipment.

USED 16mm. CAMERAS: B. & H. 121 Magazine.

Cooke :2.7 lens, $67.50. B. & H. Filmo 70A, Cooke
P:3.5 lens and case, $82.50. B. & H. 70A Spider

Turret, with I" Cooke F:3.5 foe, %" Trioplan wide

angle F:2.8, 6" Dallmeyer F:4.5, with case, $157.50.

Victor 5 Turret, I" Cooke F:l.8 coated lens, with

case $197.50. B. & H. Filmo, super speed, latest,

I" Wollensak F: 1 .5 lens, coated, with case, $200.00.

B. & H. 70DA, 17mm. Wollensak F:2.7 focusing

lens coated, I" Wollensak F : 1 .5 lens, foe. mt.

coated, 4" Cooke F:4.5 lens, positive finder and
objectives, electric synchronous motor fitted, crank

rewind and case, $645.00.

New Bolex H-8 and H -
1 6 cameras in stock. New'

L-8 Palm size Bolex with Kern F:2.8 lens, foe. mt.

with suede case, $144.45. New Bolex G8-I6 pro-

jector, 750 watt bulb, 2 lenses and case, $331.00.

RARE LENSES: IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. 17mm.
Wollensak fixed focus F:2.7 lens, coated ,$52.47.

50mm. Xenon F:2 lens, foe. A mt., $72.50. I" Kine

Plasmat F: 1 .5 lens, foe. mt., $87.50. I" Dallmeyer
F:0.99 lens, foe. A mt., $97.50. 102mm. Cine Kodak
Anastigmat F:2.7 lens, chemically coated, choice

of adapter, $111.50. 5'/2
"

' Goerz Dogmar F:4.5 lens

focusing mount with Goerz reflex focuser, $120.00.

50mm. Cine Kodak F:l.6 lens, coated, with choice

of adapter, $124.95. I " Zeiss Sonnar F: 1 .4. fits

Movikon 8 or 16, foce mt., $125.00.

RARE ITEMS: Lenses for Filmo projectors, new
models. New 15mm. extreme wide angle Filmo

F:2.l projection lens for 16mm. projectors, chemi-

cally coated, $34.45. M/2" wide angle Filmo
_

_F : 1 .8

projection lens, chemically coated, $24.85. 3" F:2

projection lens, chemically coated, $36.60. 4" F:2.5

projection lens, chemically coated, $35.55.

SPECIAL B. & H. Direct focusing finder for Maga-
zine cameras, each, $20.55. Kodak focusing finder

for Cine Mag. $20.40. B. & H. objective finders in

stock: 15mm. $8.80, incl. Fed. Tax. 4" $11.15, incl.

Fed. Tax. 6" $11.70 incl. Fed. Tax. Cine Extenar

wide angle attachments for 8mm. B. & H., Revere,

and Keystone lenses, $27.50 plus $2.45 Fed. Tax.

New B. & H. Editing outfit, complete, 400 ft. capa-
city, $50.40. Another lot of Baia 8mm. slitters, $3.03.

Another lot of Craig 16mm. Jr. complete Editors,

including DeLuxe Splicer, rewinds and case,

aluminum base, with cement, $19.75. Craig Jr.

Splicers for 8mm. or 16mm., $3.95. Slightly used
Revere projector case, $4.50.

2000 ft. heavy duty 16mm. rewinds, each $17.50.

Dummy with brake, $3.50. New B. & H. 8mm.
Titter for Aristocrat model only, complete at $29.35.

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. reels $3.85

16mm. Bass 1600 ft. cans $3.50

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. reels $3.30

16mm. Bass 1200 ft. cans $2.15

We buy 'em. sell 'em and trade 'em. Complete
stocks for new Cine equipment, all makes.

BASS CAMERA COMPANY DEPT. 179 W. Madison
Street, Chicago 2, III.

• TOY movie projectors—prewar construction,
motor driven. Immediate delivery. Limited quan-
tity. Also films. DAYTON FILM RENTAL, 2227
Hepburn, Dayton, Ohio.

• BRAND new, latest style 16mm. sound projector,
factory guaranteed; also one slightly used, cheap.
BOX 875, Reading, Penna.

• MOVIE projectors: new, prewar 16mm. silent,

complete with 300 watt lamp, 400' reel, instruction
manual. While they last, $65.00, guaranteed. Used
$47.50. Same except hand crank instead of motor,
$27.50. Some used 16mm. sound projectors. GAL-
LAGHER FILM SERVICE, Green Bay, Wise.

• 8MM. and 16mm. Keystone, Stewart-Warner and
other makes cleaned, repaired and adjusted. Spe-
cial gadgets built. Experimental machine work.
Free estimates. FRASER CAMERA SERVICE, 406
Broad Street, Weymouth 88, Mass.

• PROCESS your own movies in the G-3 Daylight
Tank—holds 100 ft. 8-l6-35mm. Thoroughly tested
by the Air Forces. $24.50 postpaid. Send for free
descriptive circular. CAVALIER CAMERA— 1822
Center Ave., Pittsburgh 19, Penna.

• CRAIG Master Rewinds, chrome plated, 2000'

capacity, $11.95 set. Franklin Standard splicers for
8mm. or 16mm., $4.95. Sent C.O.D. if desired.
Famous swap plan for brand new films. CHARLIE
POORMAN, 135-h Haven, Schuylkill Haven, Penna.

• EASTMAN aluminum Cine-Kodak 10 ft. 16mm.
camera spools, 50c each. RITTER CINEMA SERVICE
507 South Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, III.

• FRANKLIN 8mm. editor. Used very little, guaran-
teed in new condition. A real bargain. Complete
with viewer, rewinds, splicer, board and instruc-
tions. BROBST PHOTO SUPPLIES, 1016 Roe Ave.,
Alexandria, Ind.

RATES: Ten cents per word; minimum
charge, $2 each with order. Closing date,
10th of preceding month. HOME MOVIES
does not guarantee items advertised. Send
ad copy to 6060 Sunset Boulevard. Holly-
wood 28, California.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

• MAKE your own 8-l6mm. action filmviewer-
editor. Easy. No shutter or moving parts. Film ap-
pears as motion pictures. Send $1.00 today for blue-
print and instructions. _

BUCKLEY BROS., 814 No.
Main St., Findlay, Ohio.

• VICTOR 16mm. sound projector 24 - B, two speak-
ers, all in very good condition. DOYLE, 1604

Windsor, Waco, Texas.

• BRAND new Keystone 8-l6mm. rewinds. Original
price $4.00 pair. Stark's selling them at $2.75 pair.

Buy 3— use one for editing—3 for $3.75. Brand new
Baia 8-l6mm. splicers $6.75. 24 in. spring projector

belts 25c each, 10 for $2.00. STARK FILMS, Since
1920, 537 N. Howard St., Baltimore I, Md.

• WE buy, trade, exchange 8-l6mm. cameras,
projectors, tripods, lenses, splicers, rewinds, measur-
ing machines; 16mm. recorders for film and disc.

Send for circular on Camart tripod for professional
needs. CAMERA MART, 70 West 45th St., New York.

• FOR SALE: New Bolex L-8 f/2.8, case, $148.50.

16mm. sound projector, new. BALDWIN, 811 Rossi,

Boise, Idaho.

WANTED
• WANTED—Used equipment. Bargain list on re-

quest. PETERS, 41 -B South 4th St., Allentown, Pa.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• TARGET For Tonight (5 reels) 16mm. sound
$35.00; What Price Decency (8 reels) Allan Hale
16mm. sound $40.00; and others send for lists.

A. P. FURTADO. P.O. Box 42, Bradford, R. I.

• NEW and used Victor, Eastman, Ampro, Holmes
sound and silent projectors, films, projection

lamps, Griswald and Craig splicers, rewinders,

reels, camera films. ZENITH, 308 West 44th, New
York City.

• SENSATIONAL full color movie subjects! 8mm.,
16mm. Big catalog, 25c. Special—projection length
sample scenes ( Kodachrome) , "Waikiki Hula,"
$1.00. Specify width. Iriscope kits, $5.00. WORLD
IN COLOR PRODUCTIONS, Box 392, Elmira, N. Y.

• WRITE for our latest 8mm. and 16mm. subject
film catalogue. It's Free! RITTER CINEMA SERVICE,
507 South Oak Park Ave., Oak Park, III.

• 8MM.-I6MM. sound and silent films bought,
sold, exchanged. Bargains always. Send for ex-

change plan. MULTIPRISES. Box 1125, Waterbury,
Conn.

• I BUY, swap or sell 16mm. sound films and pro-
jectors, new or used. BILLS FILM SERVICE, Box
231, Calwa City, Calif.

• "A CHILD Is Born By Caesarean Delivery." The
outstanding home movie production. Project it

yourself free. Send postal card today. PREFERRED
FILM PRODUCERS, Hamilton II, Ohio.

• GORGEOUS girls—sparkling "Allure" and
"Sarong Girls," two fascinating films. Travel, ad-
venture, sports, Christmas subjects, many film
bargains. Big 1945 catalog and film sample, dime.
AUDET, Box 6520, Philadelphia 38, Penna.

• USED 16mm. sound films $6.50 reel up. Cartoons
$7.75 up. Some silent reels $4.50. SLOAT 640 Green-
ville, Johnston 9, R. I.

LIBERAL REWARD
• LOST—in New York City on or about Oct.
II, 1945, 4 reels of color film as follows: Reel
I: on 1600' brown B 4 H reel, about 1400' of
scenes of Scrinegar and Kashmir, India. Reel
2: 1500' entitled 'Japan," shots of Fujiyama,
Fiesta Day, Geisha Girls, etc. Reel 3: 600' color
on Calcutta; barbers practising art, sacred
cows, making of turbans, etc. Reel 4: about 800'

color entitled "Bombay," entering harbor,
street scenes, sacred bull, etc. If all or any
part located, write or wire at once to

DR. CLIFFORD DECKER
166 WASHINGTON STREET
BINGHAMPTON, N. Y.

FILMS FOR RENT OR SALE

• I6MM. silent and sound films bought and sold

—

exchanged. Send for free list. SHERWOOD PIC-
TURES, 789 St. Marks Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

• NICKELODEONS—exclusive hilarious releases!

Famous stars! Complete 16mm. silent, sound. Chap-
lin, Arbuckle, Pickford, John Bunny, Charley Ctvse,
Oliver Hardy. Extraordinary mellerdramas. IRVING
MEGINNIS, 340 West 29th, New York I.

• 8MM-I6MM movie supplies, library films, Castle
films, sound and silent at lowest prices. NO-WAT-
KA, 257 Main Ave., Passaic, N. J.

• USED 16mm. silent films bought, sold, exchanged.
Top prices for used subjects! Free bargain list.

HUNTER, 29 John, Rensselaer, New York.

O RENTAL 16mm. silent films: Choice of comedies,
cartoons, travel, news features; 50 reels for $7.50.

Write for free catalog. HANIK FILM RENTAL CLUB,
1223 Stowe Ave., McKees Rocks, Pa.

eUSED Castle film subjects, 8mm. and 16mm.
silent and sound; complete subjects only. New
Castle subjects in stock at all times. Send for

lists. ALVES PHOTO FINISHING SERVICE. 14

Sitorrs Ave., Braintree 84, Mass.

• 8-l6mm. silent-sound films. Big discounts. Sales
67c up; rentals 35c up. Exchanges. Catalogue list-

ing 3000 films, accessories, transparencies. Outdoor
film: 100 ft. $2.50; 25 ft. double 8mm. $1.25. Free
developing. REED, 312 75th St.. Brooklyn 9, N. Y.

O HOME movie rentals, sales, exchanges; 8-l6mm.
and sound. Latest releases—money saving rates.
Details for stamp. MIDLAND FILM EXCHANGE,
Box 429, Oak Park, III.

• SOUND shows $2.00 per day; 16 and 8mm. films
for sale. Catalogs available. JENKINS AUDIFILMS.
Lewisburg, Penna.

TITLING SUPPLIES

• TITLES: Let your films do the "talking!" Special
effects, B&W and color, 8mm. only. PAUL'S 8mm.
MOVIE SERVICE, 156 Lincoln St., Easton, Penna.

CAMERA FILM

• HAVE 1500 ft. 16mm. Eastman Super-X film in

50 ft. lengths. Will swap for 1000 ft. double 8mm.
B&W or 15 rolls of Kodachrome, or what have you?
DR. SIDNEY ZUCKER, 5454 University Ave.,
Chicago 15, III.

• EASTMAN 400 ft. rolls 16mm. positive films $4.00

each, limit 3 rolls per order. Will ship C.O.D. or
will prepay cash with order. FILMCRAFT, 4038

Broadway, Kansas City, Missouri.

• FRESH movie camera films— 16mm. and 8mm.
Write for our new reduction price list. AMBASSA-
DOR, 479-A Quincy St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

• MOVIE camera films: 100' 16mm. $2.50; 25'

double 8mm. $1.25. Free developing. BETTER
FILMS, 742 New Lots, Brooklyn 7, N. Y.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

• OLD-TIME dramas, comedies newsreels; 16mm.,
35mm., silent, sound, exchanged from $1.00 per
reel. Correspond first. IRVING MEGINNIS, 340

West 29th, New York I.

• TIRED of your films? Swap them! No cash
charge. Send for our swap plan. HARVEY R. IRIS.
Box 539. Brockton, Mass.

PHOTO FINISHING

• 6 or 8 EXPOSURE roll finished. Giant size, 30c.
Your cartridge reloaded with Weston 64 film, 60c.
THRIFTY PHOTO, Box 46, Southgate, Calif.

MISCELLANEOUS

e EVERY BOY or girl stamp collector will want
these WAR INSIGNIA POSTAMPS. 25c for 50 with
album explaining Combat Unit using each in-
signia. 200 different stamps with 4 albums, $1.00.

POSTAMP PUBLISHING CO., 6060 Sunset Blvd..
Hollywood. Calif.

• TITLE CENTERING GUIDES 10c each. Available
for every popular make and model 8mm. and 16mm.
cine camera (except Perfex and Bolex L-8) are these
simple, easy-to-use title centering guides that assure
quick, accurate centering of camera with title

board—regardless of size of title. Be sure to
specify make and model of camera when ordering!
HOME MOVIES, 6060 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 28
Calif.



562 HOME MOVIES FOR DECEMBER

TITLES PLOTS
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ By EDMUND TURNER

THIS TITLE suggests two movie ideas. First, the Church
Christmas pageant, a colorful affair usually conducted by many
churches on Christmas eve which certainly ought to be recorded
in color. While this is strictly a documentary subject, the open-
ing and closing should be highlighted with closeups of import-
ant personalities and dignitaries of the church. The title also
suggests a short film picturing the toys and gifts around the
Christmas tree, after everyone in the house has gone to bed.
Toys and dolls suddenly come to life and parade before the
tree—animated action that calls for filming in stop motion.
As the family cat or dog enters the room, the toys retreat to
their places beneath the tree.

AN APPROPRIATE title for your record film of guests on Christ-
mas day. If you do not wish to plan a continuity for your
Christmas picture, you can still make a very acceptable film
by photographing each guest newsreel fashion—that is, devoting
more than a single shot to each. Catch guests with your camera
as they arrive, embrace loved ones, unload their arms of gaily

wrapped gifts, etc. Or film them in groups as they chat over
cocktails or after-dinner cigaretts. If there is activity with
balls, toys, etc., received as gifts, give this attention with your
camera, too. In other words, film each guest "doing some-
thing" rather than in snapshot fashion. The recently returned
soldier, of course, should receive his due share of camera atten-
tion.

CHILDREN writing letters to Santa is an oft-used opening scene

for Christmas movies. Continuing interest in the film depends

upon the skillful treatment that follows. Few cameras will re-

cord with adequate sharpness, the handwriting on a letter; be-

sides there is nothing pictorial in shots of this kind. A more
interesting treatment is to show the child thoughtfully contem-

plating what he is about to write, then fade or dissolve to what
he is thinking about. Here shots of a sled, express wagon, a

toy dog or doll, and numerous other gifts that may be filmed

through store windows just before Christmas, may be intercut

with shots of the child writing to convey his thoughts. The
film story may be appropriately closed with scenes showing

letter being sealed and mailed

GREETING neighbors and friends with personal calls and perhaps

an exchange of gifts is a quite general procedure on Christmas

day. Why not record this action on film? As you travel from

house to house, carry your camera with you. Naturally you

needn't delay proceedings each time by backing up with your

camera to film the initial appearance at the door of each neigh-

bor. Get your greetings over with, then stage similar action

or the camera, rehearsing, if necessary, to insure naturalness

and plausibility. These shots, of course, may be intercut with

closeups made of the exchanging of gifts, the customary toasts

over hot toddies, etc. Look for opportunities to get original

human interest in closeups as, for example, having friend shak-

ing package with expression of anticipation before opening it,

etc.

SEASON'S
GREETINGS



Just as the Giraffe rises head and shoulders above his

adversaries, so do bolex movie cameras and projectors

occupy top position in the cine photographic field.

Top position from the standpoint of precision

workmanship, versatility, appearance and performance.

BOLEX MODELS H-16 AND H-8
' Even the most inexperienced, picking out his iirct movie camera,
senses at once the superior precision workmanship and gorgeous
appearance which have been contributing factors in the bolex rise

to fame; the smooth operation, ease of handling and "business-like"
appointments will, in comparison, draw admiration and acceptance
from all those who habitually demand and get the best. Manufactured
by Paillard & Company, whose present-day fourteen factory buildings
perpetuate a business founded over 130 years ago, and where precision
craftsmanship is a tradition, bolex cameras and projectors boast
of an inheritance worthy of the consideration of the most critical.

bolex models H-16 and H-8 combine simplicity of operation with such exclusive features
as automatic threading; magnified, critical focusing on ground glass; hand-cranking,
cither forward or in reverse, of an entire 100' roll of film; clutch to disengage spring
motor for operation by hand or electric motor, or, to provide unlimited rewinding of film

for making dissolves, superimpositions, etc.; "still" picture mechanism for snap shots at

speeds from l/10th to 1/S0th second; focal plane type shutter, and many other refine-

ments offered in no other 16mm or 8mm movie cameras, bolex H-16 and H-8 are
identical in every detail except the size of film used. The sixteen is, by far, the finest

sub-standard film camera made. The H-8 is the only -100' film capacity eight on the
market. Write for 1946 catalogue, just off the press and which is fully descriptive

of these models.

KERN- PAILLARD SWITAR 7" F/1.4 LENS
Double-coated, producing brilliant movies even if filmed against the
light, automatic depth of field scale, locking diaphragm stops, excellent
definition . . . even at full aperture. These are only some of the fea-
tures that make this lens the finest yet produced for 16mm movies.

BOLEX MODEL L-8
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AMERICAN BOLEX COMPANY • 521 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.



New Filmo-Master "400'*for 8mm.
film . . . up to 33 minutes of unin-
terrupted movies! Clear, brilliant
pictures. Entirely gear-drrven. New Filmo "Sportster," the

all-purpose home movie cam-
era using economical 8mm.
film. Like all Filmos, it carries

the B&H lifetime guarantee.

Make Home Movies Part of Your Holiday Entertainment

Thousands of films are available through the Filmo-

sound Library for rental or purchase. For home movie

shows during the holidays you can choose Bible

stories . . . happy cartoons for the children . . . sports

and travel . . . Hollywood hits—whatever you prefer.

For full information on Filmosound Library- films, see

your Bell & Howell dealer, or send the coupon, today.

Now you can see the new, war-improved Bell & HoweL
cameras and Filmosound and silent projectors . . . the

home movie equipment you have waited for so long

Even the finest Filmo Cameras have been refined and

improved, so that more than ever they are easy to carry,

easy to load, easy to use with assurance that you'll gel

movies of professional quality.

Filmosound and silent projectors, so simple to c

that anyone can show fine movies, produce unit

brilliant pictures without flicker or interruption. Soun

reproduction is clear and free of distortion at all volume

levels.

See the new B&H models—precision-built by the

makers of Hollywood's preferred studio equipment.

And here's a suggestion . . . if your Bell & Houell

dealer cannot fill your order before the holidays, get

a filmo Gift Certificate. No remembrance will be

more appreciated.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; Xew York; Holly-

wood; Washington, D. C; London.

Buy and Keep

Victory Bonds

OPT/-ON/CS

—

products combining the sciences of OPTIcs • electrONics • mechanlCS

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
7125 McCormick Road. Chicago 45

Please send ( ) Information on the new. improved

; ( ) Information on the

thousands of films for home use in Filmosound

Library.

ION-MADE BY / /

1907 THE LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF PRECISION EQUIPMENT FOR MOTION PICTURE STUDIOS OF HOLLYWOOD AND THE WORLD)!
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